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Local Government (Local Agency/School District) Name: 
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Name and Title of Claimant’s Authorized Official pursuant to CCR, tit.2, § 1183.1(a)(1-5): 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Street Address, City, State, and Zip: 

______________________________________________________________________________

Telephone Number Fax Number Email Address 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 4 – Please identify all code sections (include statutes, chapters, and bill numbers; e.g., 
Penal Code section 2045, Statutes 2004, Chapter 54 [AB 290]), regulatory sections (include 
register number and effective date; e.g., California Code of Regulations, title 5, section 60100 
(Register 1998, No. 44, effective 10/29/98), and other executive orders (include effective date) 
that impose the alleged mandate pursuant to Government Code section 17553 and don’t forget 
to check whether the code section has since been amended or a regulation adopted to 
implement it (refer to your completed WORKSHEET on page 7 of this form): 

 Test Claim is Timely Filed on [Insert Filing Date] [select either A or B]: ___/___/_____ 

 A: Which is not later than 12 months following [insert the effective date of the test 
claim statute(s) or executive order(s)] ___/___/_____, the effective date of the 
statute(s) or executive order(s) pled; or  

 B: Which is within 12 months of [insert the date costs were first incurred to 
implement the alleged mandate] ___/___/_____, which is the date of first 
incurring costs as a result of the statute(s) or executive order(s) pled.  This filing 
includes evidence which would be admissible over an objection in a civil 
proceeding to support the assertion of fact regarding the date that costs were first 
incurred.   

(Gov. Code § 17551(c); Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, §§ 1183.1(c) and 1187.5.) 

Section 5 – Written Narrative: 

 Includes a statement that actual and/or estimated costs exceed one thousand dollars 
($1,000).  (Gov. Code § 17564.) 

 Includes all of the following elements for each statute or executive order alleged 
pursuant to Government Code section 17553(b)(1) (refer to your completed 
WORKSHEET on page 7 of this form):  

 Identifies all sections of statutes or executive orders and the effective date and register 
number of regulations alleged to contain a mandate, including a detailed description of 
the new activities and costs that arise from the alleged mandate and the existing activities 
and costs that are modified by the alleged mandate; 

 Identifies actual increased costs incurred by the claimant during the fiscal year for which 
the claim was filed to implement the alleged mandate; 

 Identifies actual or estimated annual costs that will be incurred by the claimant to 
implement the alleged mandate during the fiscal year immediately following the fiscal 
year for which the claim was filed;  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Senate Bill No. 203 (2019-2020 Reg. Sess.)

Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6

Statutes of 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2; Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation

12 22 2021

01 01 2021
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 Contains a statewide cost estimate of increased costs that all local agencies or school 
districts will incur to implement the alleged mandate during the fiscal year immediately 
following the fiscal year for which the claim was filed;  
Following FY:______-_______ Total Costs: __________________________________ 

 Identifies all dedicated funding sources for this program; State: ____________________ 
Federal: ________________ Local agency’s general purpose funds: ________________ 
Other nonlocal agency funds: _______________________________________________ 
Fee authority to offset costs: ________________________________________________ 

 Identifies prior mandate determinations made by the Board of Control or the Commission 
on State Mandates that may be related to the alleged mandate: _____________________ 

 Identifies a legislatively determined mandate that is on the same statute or executive 
order:___________________________________________________________________ 

Section 6 – The Written Narrative Shall be Supported with Declarations Under Penalty of 
Perjury Pursuant to Government Code Section 17553(b)(2) and California Code of 
Regulations, title 2, section 1187.5, as follows (refer to your completed WORKSHEET on page 
7 of this form): 

 Declarations of actual or estimated increased costs that will be incurred by the claimant to 
implement the alleged mandate. 

 Declarations identifying all local, state, or federal funds, and fee authority that may be 
used to offset the increased costs that will be incurred by the claimant to implement the 
alleged mandate, including direct and indirect costs. 

 Declarations describing new activities performed to implement specified provisions of 
the new statute or executive order alleged to impose a reimbursable state-mandated 
program (specific references shall be made to chapters, articles, sections, or page 
numbers alleged to impose a reimbursable state-mandated program). 

 If applicable, declarations describing the period of reimbursement and payments received 
for full reimbursement of costs for a legislatively determined mandate pursuant to 
Government Code section 17573, and the authority to file a test claim pursuant to 
paragraph (1) of subdivision (c) of Government Code section 17574. 

 The declarations are signed under penalty of perjury, based on the declarant’s personal 
knowledge, information, or belief, by persons who are authorized and competent to do so. 

Section 7 – The Written Narrative Shall be Supported with Copies of the Following 
Documentation Pursuant to Government Code section 17553(b)(3) and California Code of 
Regulations, title 2, § 1187.5 (refer to your completed WORKSHEET on page 7 of this form): 

 The test claim statute that includes the bill number, and/or executive order identified by 
its effective date and register number (if a regulation), alleged to impose or impact a 
mandate.  Pages _________________ to ___________________________. 

2021 2022 $6,427,500

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

14 16



IXI Relevant portions of state constitutional provisions, federal statutes, and executive orders

that may impact the alleged mandate. Pages 157 to 160 

IXI Administrative decisions and court decisions cited in the narrative. (Published court
decisions arising from a state mandate determination by the Board of Control or the 
Commission are exempt from this requirement.) Pages _17_ to 160 

IXI Evidence to support any written representation of fact. Hearsay evidence may be used
for the purpose of supplementing or explaining other evidence but shall not be sufficient 
in itself to support a finding unless it would be admissible over objection in civil actions. 
(Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, §1187.5). Pages_8_to_l_3 __ 

Section 8-TEST CLAIM CERTIFICATION Pursuant to Government Code section 17553 

The test claim form is signed and dated at the end of the document, under penalty of 
perjury by the eligible claimant, with the declaration that the test claim is true and 
complete to the best of the declarant's personal knowledge, information, or belief. 

Read, sign, and date this section. Test claims that are not signed by authorized claimant officials 
pursuant to California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1 (a){l-5) will be returned as 
incomplete. In addition, please note that this form also serves to designate a claimant 
representative for the matter (if desired) and for that reason may only be signed by an authorized 
local government official as defined in section 1183.1 (a){l-5) of the Commission's regulations, 
and not by the representative. 

This test claim alleges the existence of a reimbursable state-mandated program 
within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514. I hereby declare, under penalty of perjury 
under the laws of the State of California, that the information in this test claim is 
true and complete to the best of my own personal knowledge, information, or 
belief. All representations of fact are supported by documentary or testimonial 
evidence and are submitted in accordance with the Commission's regulations. 
(Cal. Code Regs., tit.2, §§ 1183. l and 1187.5.) 

Arlene Barrera 

Name of Authorized Local Government Official 
pursuant to Cal. Code Regs., tit.2. § 1183.1 (a)( 1-5) 

Signature of Authorized Local Government Official 
pursuant to Cal. Code Regs .• tit.2, § 1183.1 (a)( 1-5) 
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Auditor-Controller 

Print or Type Title 

Date 
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Test Claim Form Sections 4-7 WORKSHEET 
Complete Worksheets for Each New Activity and Modified Existing Activity Alleged to Be 

Mandated by the State, and Include the Completed Worksheets With Your Filing. 
Statute, Chapter and Code Section/Executive Order Section, Effective Date, and Register 
Number: ______________________________________________________________________ 
Activity: ______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Initial FY: ____-____ Cost: ________ Following FY: _____-_____ Cost: __________________ 
Evidence (if required): ___________________________________________________________ 
All dedicated funding sources; State: ________________ Federal: ________________________ 
Local agency’s general purpose funds: ______________________________________________ 
Other nonlocal agency funds: _____________________________________________________ 
Fee authority to offset costs: ______________________________________________________ 

Senate Bill 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), Statutes of 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2

Requires youth offenders age 17 years and under be provided legal consultation prior to 
a custodial interrogation and before the waiving of any Miranda rights.  As a result, the 
County of Los Angeles has provided the required legal consultations to arrested youth.

20 21 $5,821.45 21 22 $13,000

Declaration of Cris Mercurio and Declaration of Sung Lee

$0.00 $0.00

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00
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SECTION 5: WRITTEN NARRATIVE 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES TEST CLAIM 

Statutes of 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2; Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation 
Senate Bill No. 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session) 

Amending Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6 
 

I. STATEMENT OF THE TEST CLAIM 
 
In 2020, the California Legislature enacted Senate Bill (SB) 203, Chapter 335, Statutes 
of 2020, requiring that, prior to any custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights, a youth 17 years of age or younger must consult with legal counsel in 
person, by telephone, or by video conference.  The law under Miranda v. Arizona (1996) 
384 U.S. 436 requires that a person “taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way” must be informed of his or her constitutional 
rights prior to any interrogation.   
 
Custodial interrogation is a legal term of art discussed prolifically in case law.  The term 
“custodial” refers to the suspect being in the custody of law enforcement and interrogation 
refers to questioning by officers.  Rhode Island v. Innis (1980) 446 U.S. 291, 298. 
 
SB 203, titled “Juveniles: Custodial Interrogations” amended section 625.6 of the Welfare 
and Institutions Code (WIC) relating to “Delinquents and Wards of the Juvenile Court”.  In 
SB 203, the State considered that youth under 18 years of age have a lesser ability than 
adults to comprehend the meaning of their rights and the consequences of waiving those 
rights.  The Legislature found that police interrogation may have a minimal impact on 
adults, but can overwhelm an early teen child, noting that no matter how sophisticated 
the child may be, the interrogation of a child cannot be compared to the interrogation of 
an adult.  
 
SB 203 expanded the rights of juveniles beyond the Miranda decision to require that a 
youth 17 years of age or younger “shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, 
or by video conference” prior to a custodial interrogation.  Furthermore, SB 203 mandates 
that a minor may not waive their right to legal consultation prior to a custodial 
interrogation.  Therefore, in passing SB 203, the State created a new program requiring 
that arrested youth be provided legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation.   
 
The County of Los Angeles (County or Claimant) Office of the Public Defender (Public 
Defender) is responsible for providing legal advice and defense to indigent persons, 
including juveniles.  Prior to WIC § 625.6, the Public Defender was not required to provide 
legal consultations to juveniles absent a formal court appointment at arraignment.  Now, 
in compliance with SB 203, law enforcement agencies across the County contact the 
Public Defender to arrange for legal consultation prior to juvenile custodial interrogations. 
 
The Claimant hereby submits this Test Claim seeking to recover its costs in performing 
the activities of legal consultation as imposed by SB 203. 
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A. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW MANDATED ACTIVITIES 
 
SB 203 amended WIC § 625.6(a) and mandates that, prior to a custodial interrogation 
and before the waiver of Miranda rights, a youth 17 years of age or younger “shall consult 
with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference.”  The consultation 
may not be waived.  Prior to WIC § 625.6, the law under the seminal case Miranda v. 
Arizona required that a person “taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom 
of action in any significant way” must be informed of his or her constitutional rights prior 
to any interrogation.1  These rights include the right to remain silent, the right against self-
incrimination, and the right to an attorney or court appointed attorney, if applicable.   
 
To comply with WIC § 625.6, law enforcement agencies in the County contact the Public 
Defender to arrange Miranda consultations (consultations) for juveniles prior to custodial 
interrogations.  These contacts by law enforcement agencies are referred to by the Public 
Defender as Miranda Calls.2  The Public Defender created the Juvenile Miranda Duty 
program to perform these consultations.3  The Public Defender is the primary agency that 
provides indigent defense services to those accused of crimes and is the only agency 
providing consultations in the County. 
 
The Juvenile Miranda Duty program is staffed by Public Defender attorneys who are 
available 24 hours a day, every day of the year.4  The attorneys are assigned shifts that 
are referred to by the Public Defender as Miranda Duty.  Consultations are conducted 
over the telephone or in person.  An attorney will interview the youth and discuss with the 
youth his or her Miranda rights.  The duration of the consultation may vary depending on 
various factors, including the youth’s level of education, experience, maturity, and 
sophistication. 
 
Pursuant to SB 203, a law enforcement agency contacts the Public Defender’s Juvenile 
Headquarters or County Operator to arrange for a legal consultation prior to a custodial 
interrogation.5  The supervising attorney then arranges the consultation or designates 
another attorney to handle the Miranda Call.  The supervising attorneys are assigned 
Miranda Duty on a weekly rotating basis. 
 
Prior to the passage of these laws, the Public Defender was not obligated to provide any 
representation before appointment at the arraignment stage of a criminal proceeding.  
Now, the Public Defender is required to provide consultations for juvenile arrestees prior 
to their appointment at the arraignment stage.   
 
 
 

 
1 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 46. 
2 See Declaration of Cris Mercurio 
3 See Declaration of Cris Mercurio 
4 See Declaration of Cris Mercurio 
5 See Declaration of Cris Mercurio 
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B. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING ACTIVITIES AND COSTS MODIFIED BY THE 
MANDATE 

 
Prior to SB 203, the legislature passed SB 395, which enacted WIC § 625.6 to require 
that, prior to a custodial interrogation and before the waiver of Miranda rights, a youth  
15 years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel.  In accordance with the 
statute, minors age 15 and under received legal consultations prior to custodial 
interrogations.  In these circumstances, the respective law enforcement agency would 
contact the Claimant’s Office of Public Defender to provide legal consultation.  SB 203 
has extended the requirement of legal consultation to all minors age 17 and under, which 
has resulted in increased costs to Claimant. 
 

C. ACTUAL INCREASED COSTS INCURRED BY THE CLAIMANT DURING THE 
FISCAL YEAR FOR WHICH THE TEST CLAIM WAS FILED TO IMPLEMENT THE 
ALLEGED MANDATE 

 
The Claimant’s increased costs to comply with the SB 203 mandates in Fiscal Year (FY) 
2020-21 totaled $5,821.45.  These costs exceed $1,000, pursuant to Government Code 
§ 17564.   
 

D. ACTUAL OR ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS THAT WILL BE INCURRED BY THE 
CLAIMANT TO IMPLEMENT THE ALLEGED MANDATE DURING THE FISCAL 
YEAR IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE FISCAL YEAR FOR WHICH THE TEST 
CLAIM WAS FILED 

 
The Claimant estimates that it will incur $13,000 in increased costs for complying with 
WIC § 625.6 in FY 2021-22, the fiscal year after the implementation of the mandate. 
 

E. STATEWIDE COST ESTIMATE OF THE INCREASED COSTS THAT ALL LOCAL 
AGENCIES WILL INCUR TO IMPLEMENT THE MANDATE 

 
According to the California Department of Justice, there were 25,710 juvenile arrests in 
2020.6  According to the California Assembly Appropriations Committee, the average 
hourly rate for attorneys in California is approximately $250.7  Therefore, annual costs 
across the state for legal services will be approximately $6,427,500.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6 Juvenile Justice in California 2020 report, https://data-openjustice.doj.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2021-

06/Juvenile%20Justice%20In%20CA%202020.pdf 
7 California Assembly Appropriations Committee, Senate Rules Committee, Office of Senate Floor Analyses, 

Bill No. 203, amended July 27, 2020. 
8 25,710 juvenile arrests in 2020 multiplied by the $250 average hourly rate for attorneys in California equals 

$6,247,500 
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F. IDENTIFICATION OF ALL DEDICATED FUNDING SOURCES FOR THIS 
PROGRAM 

 
The claimant is not aware of any State, federal, or other non-local agency funds available 
for this program.  All the increased cost was paid and will be paid from the Claimant’s 
General Fund appropriations.9   
 

G. IDENTIFICATION OF PRIOR MANDATED DETERMINATIONS MADE BY THE 
BOARD OF CONTROL OR COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

 
The Claimant is not aware of any prior determination by the Board of Control or the 
Commission on State Mandates related to this matter.10 
 

H. IDENTIFICATION OF LEGISLATIVELY DETERMINED MANDATES THAT IS ON 
THE SAME STATUTE OR EXECUTIVE ORDER 

 
Claimant is not aware of any legislatively-determined mandates related to SB 203, 
Chapter 335, Statutes of 2020, pursuant to Government Code § 17573.11 
 
II. MANDATE MEETS BOTH SUPREME COURT TESTS 
 
In County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, the U.S. Supreme 
Court was called upon to interpret the phrase “new program or higher level of service” 
that was approved by the voters when Proposition 4 was passed in 1979, which added 
Article XIII B to the California Constitution.  In reaching its decision, the Court held that: 
 

…the term ‘higher level of service’ … must be read in conjunction with the 
predecessor phrase ‘new program’ to give it meaning.  Thus read, it is 
apparent that the subvention requirement for increased or higher level of 
service is directed to state mandated increases in the services provided by 
local agencies in existing ‘programs.’  But the term ‘program’ itself is not 
defined in Article XIII B.  What programs then did the electorate have in 
mind when section 6 was adopted?  We conclude that the drafters and the 
electorate had in mind the commonly understood meanings of the term 
programs that carry out the governmental function of providing services to 
the public, or laws which, to implement a state policy, impose unique 
requirements on local government and do not apply generally to all 
residents and entities in the state.12 

 
A program can either carry out the governmental function of providing services to the 
public or be a law that implements State policy that imposes unique requirements on the 

 
9 Declaration of Sung Lee 
10 Declaration of Sung Lee 
11 Declaration of Sung Lee 
12 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
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local government that does not apply to the entire State.  Only one part of this definition 
has to apply in order for the mandate to qualify as a program.  SB 203’s mandated 
activities meet both prongs.  Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California 
(1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537.  
 
III. MANDATE IS UNIQUE TO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 
The sections of the law alleged in this Test Claim (TC) are unique to local government.  
The activities described in WIC § 625.6 are provided by local governmental agencies. 
 
IV. MANDATE CARRIES OUT STATE POLICY 
 
The new State statute, the subject of this TC, imposes a higher level of service by 
requiring local agencies to provide the mandated activities described in Section A of the 
Narrative. 
 
V. STATE MANDATE LAW 
 
Article XIII B § 6 of the California Constitution requires the State to provide a subvention 
of funds to local government agencies any time the legislature or a State agency requires 
the local government to implement a new program or provide a higher level of service 
under an existing program.  Section 6 states in relevant part: 

 
Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program or 
higher level of service on any local government, the State shall provide a 
subvention of funds to reimburse such local governments for the cost of 
such program or increased level of service . . .  

 
The purpose of Article XIII B § 6 “is to preclude the State from shifting financial 
responsibility for carrying out governmental functions to local agencies, which are ‘ill 
equipped’ to assume the increased financial responsibilities because of the taxing and 
spending limitations that Articles XIII A and XIII B imposes.”13  This section “was designed 
to protect the tax revenues of local governments from state mandates that would require 
expenditure of such revenues.”14  In order to implement § 6, the Legislature enacted a 
comprehensive administrative scheme to define and pay mandate claims.15  Under this 
provision, the Legislature established the parameters regarding what constitutes a State-
mandated cost, defining “costs mandated by the state” to include: 

 
…any increased costs which a local agency is required to incur after July 1, 
1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 

 
13 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81; County of Fresno v. State of California 

(1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487.  
14 County of Fresno, supra, 53 Cal.3d at 487. 
15 Government Code § 17500, et seq.; Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331, 333 
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1975, which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of § 6 of Article XIII B of the California 
Constitution.16 

 
The new State statute, the subject of this TC, imposes a higher level of service by 
requiring that juveniles consult with counsel prior to custodial interrogation thereby 
requiring that the County provide legal consultation. 
 
VI. STATE FUNDING DISCLAIMERS ARE NOT APPLICABLE 
 
There are seven disclaimers specified in Government Code § 17556, which could serve 
to bar recovery of “costs mandated by the State”, as defined in Government Code  
§ 17556.  None of the seven disclaimers apply to this TC: 
 

1. The claim is submitted by a local agency or school district which requests 
legislative authority for that local agency or school district to implement the 
Program specified in the statute, and that statute imposes costs upon the local 
agency or school district requesting the legislative authority. 
 

2. The statute or executive order affirmed for the State that which had been declared 
existing law or regulation by action of the courts. 
 

3. The statute or executive order implemented a Federal law or regulation and 
resulted in costs mandated by the Federal government, unless the statute or 
executive order mandates costs which exceed the mandate in that Federal law or 
regulation. 
 

4. The local agency or school district has the authority to levy service charges, fees, 
or assessments sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased level of 
service. 
 

5. The statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or 
school districts which result in no net costs to the local agencies or school districts 
or includes additional revenue that was specifically intended to fund costs of the 
State mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the State mandate. 
 

6. The statute or executive order imposes duties which were expressly included in a 
ballot measure approved by the voters in Statewide election. 
 

7. The statute created a new crime or infraction, eliminated a crime or infraction, or 
changed penalty for a crime or infraction, but only for that portion of the statute 
relating directly to the enforcement of the crime or infraction. 

 

 
16 Government Code § 17514 
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None of the disclaimers or other statutory or constitutional provisions that would relieve 
the State from its constitutional obligation to provide reimbursement apply to this TC. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION  
 
SB 203 imposes State-mandated activities and costs on the Claimant.  Those State-
mandated costs are not exempted from the subvention requirements of § 6 of the State 
Constitution.  There are no funding sources and the Claimant lacks authority to develop 
and impose fees to fund any of these new State-mandated activities.  Therefore, Claimant 
respectfully requests that the Commission on State Mandates find that the mandated 
activities set forth in the TC are State mandates that require subvention under the 
California Constitution. 
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Declaration of Cris Mercurio 

I, Cris Mercurio, declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California 
that the following is true and correct based on my personal knowledge, information, and 
belief: 

1. I am employed by the County of Los Angeles (County) Public Defender's Office 
(Public Defender) and hold the title of Head Deputy. I am assigned to the Public 
Defender's Juvenile Division and my responsibilities include the supervision of the 
Public Defender's Juvenile Miranda Duty program. 

2. Welfare and Institutions Code (WIC) section 625.6, effective January 1, 2018, 
requires that "[p]rior to custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights, a youth 15 years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel. 
Senate Bill (SB) 203 amended WIC § 625.6, effective January 1, 2021, to expand 
this requirement to youth 17 years of age or younger. 

3. Prior to WIC § 625.6, the law under Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) 
required that a person "taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom of 
action in any significant way" must be informed of his or her constitutional rights 
prior to any interrogation. These rights provide: 

a. You have the right to remain silent 
b. Anything you say can and will be used against you in a court of law 
c. You have the right to an attorney 
d. If you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for you. 

4. Not only must these rights be advised, but the individual must make a knowing, 
intelligent and voluntary waiver of those rights before an interrogation proceeds. 

5. In enacting WIC § 625.6, the California Legislature recognized that children and 
adolescents are much more vulnerable to psychologically coercive interrogation 
techniques. Thus, the bills expanded the rights of juveniles beyond the Miranda 
decision to include a consultation with an attorney prior to any custodial 
interrogation or waiver of his or her Miranda rights. 

6. To comply with WIC § 625.6, law enforcement agencies in the County contact the 
Public Defender to arrange Miranda consultations (consultations) mandated by 
WIC § 625.6. These contacts by law enforcement agencies are referred to by the 
Public Defender as Miranda Calls. 

7. Prior to the passage of these laws, the Public Defender was not obligated to 
provide any representation until they are appointed at the arraignment stage of a 
criminal proceeding. Now, the Public Defender is required to provide consultations 
for juvenile arrestees at a point prior to their appointment at the arraignment. 

8. The Public Defender created the Juvenile Miranda Duty program to perform these 
consultations. The Public Defender is the primary agency that provides indigent 
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defense services to those accused of crimes and is the only agency providing 
consultations in the County. 

9. The Juvenile Miranda Duty program is staffed by Public Defender attorneys who 
are available 24 hours a day, every day of the year. The attorneys are assigned 
shifts that are referred to by the Public Defender as Miranda Duty. 

10. Consultations are conducted over the telephone or in person. An attorney will 
interview the youth and discuss with the youth his or her Miranda rights. The 
duration of the consultation may vary depending on various factors, including the 
youth's level of education, experience, maturity, and sophistication. 

11. The Juvenile Miranda Duty program categorizes Miranda Calls as business hours 
and non-business hours calls. Miranda Calls on workdays between the hours of 8 
a.m. and 5 p.m. are categorized as business hours calls. Miranda Calls made on 
workdays between the hours of 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. and on weekends and holidays 
are categorized as non-business hour calls. 

12. Law enforcement has been instructed to contact the Public Defender's Juvenile 
Headquarters for business hours Miranda Calls. An incoming Miranda Call is 
taken by Juvenile Headquarters staff. Juvenile Headquarters staff then send an 
e-mail and text message to a supervising attorney at one of the seven Juvenile 
Court Branches about the Miranda Call. The supervising attorney will call law 
enforcement to arrange the consultation or may designate another attorney to 
handle the Miranda Call. The supervising attorneys are assigned Miranda Duty on 
a weekly rotating basis. 

13. Law enforcement agencies have been instructed to call the County Operator for 
non-business hours Miranda Calls. The County Operator is available 24 hours a 
day, every day of the year. The County Operator has the Public Defender's 
Miranda Duty assignment schedule and will contact the assigned attorney when a 
Miranda Call is received. The County Operator will patch the attorney through to 
law enforcement or will provide the attorney a telephone number where he or she 
can reach law enforcement. The attorney will then speak to law enforcement and 
arrange the consultation. 

14. Non-business hours calls may be handled by any Public Defender attorney 
requesting Miranda Duty. Miranda Duty for non-business hours calls are divided 
into three shifts: 5 p.m. to 12 a.m. Monday through Sunday, 12 a.m. to 8 a.m. 
Monday through Sunday, and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekends and holidays. 
Attorneys may be assigned any of these shifts. 

15. The Public Defender creates Miranda Duty consultation records in the ordinary 
course of business, at or near the time of the act, condition, or event. A 
spreadsheet for the Miranda consultations is attached as Exhibit A and 
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incorporated herewith. Exhibit A is also incorporated as a table in the Declaration 
of Sung Lee. 

I have personal knowledge of the foregoing facts and information presented in this Test 
Claim and, if so required, I could and would testify to the statements made herein. 

Executed this .!..f_ ~ay of November 2021 in Los Angeles, CA 

0;.,, "1 ~~ 
Cris Mercurio · 
Head Deputy, Juvenile Division 
Public Defender's Office 
County of Los Angeles 



Attachment A 

Declaration of Cris Mercurio 

Fiscal Year 2020-21 Miranda Consultations Costs 

Month Cost 
Jan-21 $ 581.34 
Feb-21 $ 738.14 
Mar-21 $ 1,283.43 
Apr-21 $ 1,139.33 
May-21 $ 1,057.18 
Jun-21 $ 1,022.03 
Total $ 5,821.45 
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Declaration of Sung Lee 

I, Sung Lee, declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that 
the following is true and correct based on my personal knowledge, information, and belief: 

1. I am employed by the County of Los Angeles (County) Public Defender's Office 
and hold the title of Departmental Finance Manager 11. I am responsible for 
oversight and management of the Fiscal/Budget Services division, including the 
complete and timely recovery of costs related to services mandated by the State. 

2. Senate Bill (SB) 203 imposes Miranda consultation requirements for youth 
offenders. Under SB 203, the County is required to provide legal counsel to youths 
17 years of age or younger who have been arrested and are in custody to assist 
in their understanding of their rights and the consequences of waiving those rights. 

3. I was provided a spreadsheet by Cris Mercurio, Juvenile Head Deputy, from which 
I calculated costs associated with our Office's consultations, as required by the 
State under Welfare and Institutions Code (WIC) section 625.6. Below is a chart 
reflecting my calculations: 

Month Cost 
Jan-21 $ 581 .34 
Feb-21 $ 738.14 
Mar-21 $1,283.43 
Apr-21 $1,139.33 
May-21 $1 ,057.18 
Jun-21 $1,022.03 
Total $5,821.45 

4. The County first incurred costs related to implementing the SB 203 mandate on 
January 1, 2021. 

5. The County has incurred $5,821.45 in Fiscal Year (FY) 2020-21 and estimates 
incurring $13,000 in increased costs in FY 2021-22 for complying with SB 203. 

6. The County has not received any local, State, or federal funding to offset the 
increased direct and indirect costs associated with the mandatory provision of legal 
counsel to arrested or in-custody youths under 17 years of age or younger 
pursuant to SB 203 and will incur an estimated cost of $13,000 for FY 2021-22. 
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7. For the statewide cost estimate of increased costs that local agencies will incur to 
implement the mandated activities, the County reasonably estimates an increased 
cost of at least $6,427,500 for FY 2021-22 for the State.1 

I have personal knowledge of the foregoing facts and information presented in this Test 
Claim and, if so required, I could and would testify to the statements made herein. 

Executed this 6th day of December 2021 in Los Angeles, CA 

Sung Lee 
Departmental Finance Manager II 
Office of the Public Defender 
County of Los Angeles 

1 According to the California Department of Justice, there were 25,710 juvenile arrests in 2020 (see https:/ldata
openj ustice.doj . ca.gov/sites/defaulUfiles/2021-06/ Juvenile%20Justice%20I n%20CA %202020. pdf) . According to the California 
Assembly Appropriations Committee, the average hourly rate for attorneys in California is approximately $250. Therefore, annual 
costs across the state for legal services will be approximately $6,427,500 (25,710 juvenile arrests x $250). 
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2019 California Senate Bill No. 203, California 2019-2020 Regular Session

CALIFORNIA BILL TEXT

TITLE: Juveniles: custodial interrogation

VERSION: Adopted
September 30, 2020
Bradford

Image 1 within document in PDF format.

SUMMARY: An act to amend Section 625.6 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, relating to juveniles.

TEXT:

Senate Bill No. 203

CHAPTER 335

An act to amend Section 625.6 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, relating to juveniles.

[Approved by Governor September 30, 2020. Filed with Secretary of State September 30, 2020.]

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 203, Bradford. Juveniles: custodial interrogation.

Existing law authorizes a peace officer to take a minor into temporary custody when that officer has reasonable cause to believe
that the minor has committed a crime or violated an order of the juvenile court. In these circumstances, existing law requires
the peace officer to advise the minor that anything the minor says can be used against the minor, that the minor has the right
to remain silent, that the minor has the right to have counsel present during any interrogation, and that the minor has the right
to have counsel appointed if the minor is unable to afford counsel. Existing law requires, until January 1, 2025, that a youth
15 years of age or younger consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference prior to a custodial
interrogation and before waiving any of the above-specified rights. Existing law directs a court deciding the admissibility of
statements made by a youth 15 years of age or younger during or after a custodial interrogation to consider the effects of failing
to provide counsel before the custodial interrogation. Existing law directs the Governor to convene a panel of experts to examine
the effects and outcomes of these provisions, including the appropriate age of youth to whom these provisions should apply.

This bill would instead apply these provisions to a youth 17 years of age or younger, and would indefinitely extend the operation
of these provisions. The bill would direct a court to consider any willful failure of a law enforcement officer to allow a youth
17 years of age or younger to speak with counsel before a custodial interrogation in determining the credibility of that law
enforcement officer, and would eliminate the above-specified provisions requiring the Governor to convene a panel of experts.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares all of the following:

(a) Developmental and neurological science concludes that the process of brain development continues into adulthood, and that
the human brain undergoes significant changes throughout adolescence and well into young adulthood.
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(b) The United States Supreme Court has recognized the following:

(1) Children are generally less mature and responsible than adults, often lacking the experience, perspective, and judgment to
recognize and avoid choices that could be harmful to them.

(2) Children characteristically lack the capacity to exercise mature judgment and possess only an incomplete ability to
understand the world around them.

(3) Children are generally more vulnerable to outside influences than adults and have limited understandings of the criminal
justice system and the roles of the institutional actors within it.

(c) (1) Custodial interrogation of an individual by the state requires that the individual be advised of the individual's rights and
make a knowing, intelligent, and voluntary waiver of those rights before the interrogation proceeds.

(2) Youth under 18 years of age have a lesser ability than adults to comprehend the meaning of their rights and the consequences
of waiving those rights.

(3) A large body of research has established that adolescent thinking tends to either ignore or discount future outcomes and
implications, and disregard long-term consequences of important decisions.

(d) Addressing the specific context of police interrogation, the United States Supreme Court observed that events that would
have a minimal impact on an adult can overwhelm an early teen child, noting that no matter how sophisticated the child may
be, the interrogation of a child cannot be compared to the interrogation of an adult.

(e) The law enforcement community now widely accepts what science and the courts have recognized: that children and
adolescents are much more vulnerable to psychologically coercive interrogations and other psychologically coercive dealings
with the police than resilient adults experienced with the criminal justice system.

(f) For these reasons, in situations of custodial interrogation and prior to making a waiver of rights under Miranda v. Arizona
(1966) 384 U.S. 436, a youth under 18 years of age should consult with legal counsel to assist in their understanding of their
rights and the consequences of waiving those rights.

SEC. 2. Section 625.6 of the Welfare and Institutions Code is amended to read:

625.6. (a) Prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, a youth 17 years of age or younger
shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference. The consultation may not be waived.

(b) The court shall, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of a youth 17 years of age or younger made during or after a
custodial interrogation, consider the effect of failure to comply with subdivision (a) and, additionally, shall consider any willful
violation of subdivision (a) in determining the credibility of a law enforcement officer under Section 780 of the Evidence Code.

(c) This section does not apply to the admissibility of statements of a youth 17 years of age or younger if both of the following
criteria are met:

(1) The officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the officer sought was necessary to protect life
or property from an imminent threat.

(2) The officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to obtain that information.
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(d) This section does not require a probation officer to comply with subdivision (a) in the normal performance of the probation
officer's duties under Section 625, 627.5, or 628.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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JKLMNOK�PKQQRS�TQUV�W�XKVUONYK�Z[KUO\K]O �N̂_ON]V̀N_aKb�cL�dNQcK[O�Ye�MNOL�Rf�g̀]]LYUQKh�MUQeijje�k�̂N_Oeh�l̀QL�khmnnopq�rstuvwx�yz{�|}p�~u���}p�{�yp�rstu��w�u���p}v{��������������rr���~�vq{pp�{�|��rstu��s�t���u�����u�pqqq{�|���s�t�������st��u�u�u���|y��������r���w����rst������sr������������������{�r��  ¡¢���ts��s�w�s����� ������w{�u�������������r�£���������w�stu{r��  ¡������s�w �s�������tts�w u��u��¤vyzv}u�s��}{�p||�u¥¦§§ ©̈ªifOK[�U�«R̀]OL¬_�̀]_̀««K__f̀Q�Ub\N]N_O[UONYK�UOOK\jO_�ORRcOUN]�[KN\c̀[_K\K]O�f[R\�OaK�_OUOK�fR[�KjK]_K_�N]«̀[[KbOa[R̀Va�NO_�MR̀]OL�®KbN«UQ�gK[YN«K_�̄M®g°�j[RV[U\h�U]bUfOK[�U�«QU__�U«ONR]�SU_�fNQKb�R]�cKaUQf�Rf�M®g�j[RV[U\cK]KfN«NU[NK_�_KK±N]V�OR�K]²RN]�OK[\N]UONR]�Rf�OaK�j[RV[U\hOaK�«R̀]OL�fNQKb�U�«[R__W«R\jQUN]O�U]b�jKONONR]�fR[�U�S[NORf�\U]bUOK�̄MRbK�MNYe�³[R«eh�́�µn¶o°�UVUN]_O�OaK�_OUOKh�OaKMR\\N__NR]�R]�gOUOK�®U]bUOK_h�U]b�YU[NR̀_�_OUOK�RffN«K[_h�ORbKOK[\N]K�OaK�«R̀]OL¬_�[NVaO_�̀]bK[�MUQe�MR]_Oeh�U[Oe�·̧¸̧�¹h�́�k[̄KN\c̀[_K\K]O�OR�QR«UQ�VRYK[]\K]O�fR[�_OUOKW\U]bUOKb�]KSj[RV[U\�R[�aNVaK[�QKYKQ�Rf�_K[YN«K°e�ZaK�«R̀]OL�UQQKVKb�OaUOOaK�ºKVN_QUÒ[K¬_�µ»¶m�O[U]_fK[�OR�«R̀]ONK_�Rf�[K_jR]_NcNQNOL�fR[j[RYNbN]V�aKUQOa�«U[K�fR[�\KbN«UQQL�N]bNVK]O�Ub̀QO_�\U]bUOKbU�[KN\c̀[_UcQK�]KS�j[RV[U\e�ZaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[O�fR̀]b�OaUO�OaK_OUOK�aUb�U]�RcQNVUONR]�OR�f̀]b�OaK�«R̀]OL¬_�M®g�j[RV[U\eḡ̀jK[NR[�MR̀[O�Rf�gU]�̂NKVR�MR̀]OLh�XRe�k¼½»¼µh�®N«aUKQȩ�d[KK[h¾�¿U[[N_R]�Àe�¿RQQLSRRbh�U]b�l̀bNOa�̂e�®«MR]]KQQhl̀bVK_e°�ZaK�MR̀[O�Rf�ijjKUQh�TR̀[Oa�̂N_Oeh�̂NYe�Á]Kh�XRen̂µ¶k¼½h�UffN[\Kb�OaK�²̀bV\K]O�Rf�OaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[O�N]_RfU[�U_NO�j[RYNbKb�OaUO�MUQe�MR]_Oeh�U[Oe�·̧¸̧�¹h�́�kh�[KẦN[Kb�OaK_OUOK�OR�f̀]b�OaK�M®g�j[RV[U\e�ZaK�MR̀[O�Rf�ijjKUQ�UQ_RUffN[\Kb�OaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[O¬_�fN]bN]V�OaUO�OaK�_OUOK�aUb�[KẦN[Kb�OaK«R̀]OL�OR�_jK]b�UO�QKU_O�Ã½µ�\NQQNR]�R]�OaK�M®g�j[RV[U\�N]fN_«UQ�LKU[_�µ»¶»Wµ»»n�U]b�µ»»nWµ»»µe�¿RSKYK[h�OaK�MR̀[O�RfijjKUQ�[KYK[_Kb�OaR_K�jR[ONR]_�Rf�OaK�²̀bV\K]O�bKOK[\N]N]VOaK�fN]UQ�[KN\c̀[_K\K]O�U\R̀]O�U]b�_jK«NfLN]V�OaK�_OUOK�f̀]b_f[R\�SaN«a�OaK�_OUOK�SU_�OR�_UON_fL�OaK�²̀bV\K]Oe�ZaK�MR̀[O

Rf�ijjKUQ�[K\U]bKb�OR�OaK�«R\\N__NR]�OR�bKOK[\N]K�OaK[KN\c̀[_K\K]O�U\R̀]O�U]b�Ujj[Rj[NUOK�_OUÒOR[L�[K\KbNK_eZaK�g̀j[K\K�MR̀[O�UffN[\Kb�OaK�²̀bV\K]O�Rf�OaK�MR̀[O�RfijjKUQ�N]_RfU[�U_�NO�aKQb�OaUO�OaK�K«Q̀_NR]�Rf�\KbN«UQQLN]bNVK]O�Ub̀QO_�f[R\�®KbNWMUQ�N\jR_Kb�U�\U]bUOK�R]�OaK«R̀]OL�SNOaN]�OaK�\KU]N]V�Rf�MUQe�MR]_Oeh�U[Oe�·̧¸̧�¹h�́ke�ZaK�g̀j[K\K�MR̀[O�[KYK[_Kb�OaK�²̀bV\K]O�N]_RfU[�U_�NOaKQb�OaUO�OaK�_OUOK�[KẦN[Kb�OaK�«R̀]OL�OR�_jK]b�UO�QKU_O�Ã½µ\NQQNR]�R]�OaK�M®g�ÄÅÆ�j[RV[U\�N]�fN_«UQ�LKU[_�µ»¶»Wµ»»nU]b�µ»»nWµ»»µh�U]b�[K\U]bKb�OaK�\UOOK[�OR�OaK�«R\\N__NR]OR�bKOK[\N]K�SaKOaK[h�U]b�cL�SaUO�U\R̀]Oh�OaK�_OUÒOR[L_OU]bU[b_�Rf�«U[K�̄KeVeh�¿KUQOa�Ç�gUfe�MRbKh�́�µ½½meoh�fR[\K[_̀cbe�̄«°h�ÈKQfe�Ç�̧]_Oe�MRbKh�́́ �µnnnnh�µÉnnn°�fR[«Kb�OaK«R̀]OL�OR�N]«̀[�«R_O_�N]�K«K__�Rf�OaK�f̀]b_�j[RYNbKb�cLOaK�_OUOKh�U]b�OR�bKOK[\N]K�OaK�_OUÒOR[L�[K\KbNK_�OR�SaN«aOaK�«R̀]OL�SU_�K]ONOQKbe�ZaK�«R̀[O�aKQb�OaUO�OaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[OaUb�²̀[N_bN«ONR]�OR�Ub²̀bN«UOK�OaK�«R̀]OL¬_�\U]bUOK�«QUN\h]ROSNOa_OU]bN]V�OaUO�U�OK_O�«QUN\�SU_�jK]bN]V�N]�U]�U«ONR]�cLU�bNffK[K]O�«R̀]OLe�ZaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[O�_aR̀Qb�]RO�aUYK�j[R«KKbKbSaNQK�OaK�ROaK[�U«ONR]�SU_�jK]bN]Vh�_N]«K�R]K�j̀[jR_K�RfOaK�OK_O�«QUN\�j[R«Kb̀[K�N_�OR�UYRNb�\̀ QONjQK�j[R«KKbN]V_Ubb[K__N]V�OaK�_U\K�«QUN\e�¿RSKYK[h�OaK�K[[R[�SU_�]RO²̀[N_bN«ONR]UQÊ�OaK�VRYK[]N]V�_OUÒOK_�_N\jQL�YK_O�j[N\U[L²̀[N_bN«ONR]�N]�OaK�«R̀[O�aKU[N]V�OaK�OK_O�«QUN\e�ZaK�«R̀[OUQ_R�aKQb�OaUO�OaK�ºKVN_QUÒ[K¬_�µ»¶m�O[U]_fK[�OR�«R̀]ONK_�Rf[K_jR]_NcNQNOL�fR[�j[RYNbN]V�aKUQOa�«U[K�fR[�\KbN«UQQL�N]bNVK]OUb̀QO_�\U]bUOKb�U�[KN\c̀[_UcQK�]KS�j[RV[U\e�ZaK�_OUOKU__K[OKb�OaK�_R̀[«K�Rf�OaK�«R̀]OL¬_�RcQNVUONR]�OR�j[RYNbK�_̀«a«U[K�SU_�ÈKQfe�Ç�̧]_Oe�MRbKh�́�µÉnnnh�K]U«OKb�N]�µ»koh�[UOaK[OaU]�OaK�µ»¶m�QKVN_QUONR]h�U]b�_N]«K�MUQe�MR]_Oeh�U[Oe�·̧¸̧�¹h�́kh�bNb�]RO�UjjQL�OR�Ë\U]bUOK_�K]U«OKb�j[NR[�OR�lU]̀U[L�µhµ»ÉohÌ�OaK[K�SU_�]R�[KN\c̀[_UcQK�\U]bUOKe�¿RSKYK[h�ÈKQfeÇ�̧]_Oe�MRbKh�́�µÉnnnh�[KẦN[K_�U�«R̀]OL�OR�_̀jjR[O�N]bNVK]OjK[_R]_�R]QL�N]�OaK�KYK]O�OaKL�U[K�]RO�U__N_OKb�cL�ROaK[_R̀[«K_e�ZaK�«R̀[O�f̀[OaK[�aKQb�OaUO�OaK[K�SU_�U�[KN\c̀[_UcQK]KS�j[RV[U\h�bK_jNOK�OaK�_OUOK¬_�U__K[ONR]�OaUO�OaK�«R̀]OLaUb�bN_«[KONR]�OR�[Kf̀_K�OR�j[RYNbK�OaK�\KbN«UQ�«U[Ke�ÈaNQKÈKQfe�Ç�̧]_Oe�MRbKh�́�µÉnnµh�«R]fK[_�bN_«[KONR]�R]�«R̀]ONK_�ORj[RYNbK�VK]K[UQ�U__N_OU]«Kh�OaK[K�U[K�QN\NO_�OR�OaN_�bN_«[KONR]eZaK�_OU]bU[b_�\̀ _O�\KKO�OaK�Rc²K«ONYK_�Rf�ÈKQfe�Ç�̧]_Oe�MRbKh�́µÉnnnh�R[�cK�_O[̀«±�bRS]�U_�YRNb�cL�OaK�«R̀[O_e�ZaK�«R̀[OUQ_R�aKQb�OaUO�OaK�MR̀[O�Rf�ijjKUQh�N]�[KYK[_N]V�OaK�bU\UVK_jR[ONR]�Rf�OaK�O[NUQ�«R̀[O¬_�²̀bV\K]O�U]b�[K\U]bN]V�OR�OaK«R\\N__NR]�OR�bKOK[\N]K�OaK�U\R̀]O�Rf�U]L�[KN\c̀[_K\K]Ob̀Kh�K[[Kb�N]�fN]bN]V�OaK�«R̀]OL�aUb�U�\N]N\̀ \�[KẦN[KbKjK]bNÒ[K�R]�NO_�M®g�j[RV[U\e�̄ÁjN]NR]�cL�MaN]h�leh�SNOa
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JKLMNKO�PQ�RQO�SLTUO�VWX�YVZ[KMO�RRQO�\WXKMTLWO�RQO]�VWX\̂XM_̀aO�RQOb�̀LẀcMM_WNQ�d_TTKW[_WN�Le_W_LW�fg�hKWWVMXO�RQijklmnopkqrstuuvwvxy�z{�rtsvw{|}vt�mv~xuz�{w�owwv�vts��x�{|zu��i�[V[K�L��PV̂_�LMW_V��������_T̀V̂�SV[[KMT��\eeMLeM_V[_LWT���K_�fcMTK�KW[�[L��L̀V̂�JL�KMW�KW[��LM��[V[K��VWXV[KX�MLNMV�Q����PV̂Q�PLWT[QO�VM[Q������\O�VWX�VM[Q������YO��LMU�_W[VWXK�O�[LNK[aKM�MKT[M_̀[_WN�PV̂_�LMW_V�NL�KMW�KW[T��eL�KMfL[a�[L�̂K�g�VWX�[L�TeKWX��LM�ecf̂_̀�ecMeLTKTQ��aK_MNLV̂T�VMK�[L�eML[K̀[�MKT_XKW[T��ML��KZ̀KTT_�K�[VZV[_LW�VWXNL�KMW�KW[�TeKWX_WNQ��aK�ecMeLTK�L��PV̂Q�PLWT[QO�VM[Q������YO�����MK_�fcMTK�KW[�[L�̂L̀V̂�NL�KMW�KW[��LM�T[V[K��VWXV[KXWK��eMLNMV��LM�a_NaKM�̂K�K̂�L��TKM�_̀KiO�_T�[L�eMK̀ĉXK[aK�T[V[K��ML��Ta_�[_WN��_WVẀ_V̂�MKTeLWT_f_̂_[g��LM�̀VMMg_WNLc[�NL�KMW�KW[V̂��cẀ[_LWT�[L�̂L̀V̂�VNKẀ_KTO��a_̀a�VMK_̂̂�K�c_eeKX�[L�VTTc�K�_ẀMKVTKX��_WVẀ_V̂�MKTeLWT_f_̂_[_KTfK̀VcTK�L��[aK�[VZ_WN�VWX�TeKWX_WN�̂_�_[V[_LWT�[aV[�PV̂QPLWT[QO�VM[TQ������\�VWX������YO�_�eLTKQ��_[a�̀KM[V_WKZ̀Ke[_LWTO�PV̂Q�PLWT[QO�VM[Q������YO����O�KTTKW[_V̂̂g�MK�c_MKT[aK�T[V[K�[L�eVg��LM�VWg�WK��NL�KMW�KW[V̂�eMLNMV�TO�LM�LM�a_NaKM�̂K�K̂T�L��TKM�_̀K�cWXKM�KZ_T[_WN�eMLNMV�TO�[aV[�_[_�eLTKT�ceLW�̂L̀V̂�NL�KMW�KW[V̂�VNKẀ_KTQ��VO��fi�[V[K�L��PV̂_�LMW_V��������_T̀V̂�SV[[KMT��\eeMLeM_V[_LWT���K_�fcMTK�KW[�[L��L̀V̂�JL�KMW�KW[��LM��[V[K��VWXV[KX�MLNMV���PLcW[g�T��K_�fcMTK�KW[��LM�PLT[�L���KV̂[a�PVMK[L��WX_NKW[�\Xĉ[T��RcM_TX_̀[_LW���_[a��KWX_WN��KT[�P̂V_�Q�aK�[M_V̂�̀LcM[�aVX��cM_TX_̀[_LW�[L�VX�cX_̀V[K�V�̀LcW[g�T�VWXV[K�̀̂V_��VTTKM[_WN�[aK��KN_T̂V[cMK�T�[MVWT�KM�[L�̀LcW[_KTL��[aK�MKTeLWT_f_̂_[g��LM�eML�_X_WN�aKV̂[a�̀VMK��LM��KX_̀V̂̂g_WX_NKW[�VXĉ[T�̀LWT[_[c[KX�V�WK��eMLNMV��LM�a_NaKM�̂K�K̂L��TKM�_̀K�[aV[�MK�c_MKX�T[V[K��cWX_WN�cWXKM�PV̂Q�PLWT[QOVM[Q������YO������MK_�fcMTK�KW[�[L�̂L̀V̂�NL�KMW�KW[��LML̀T[T�L��WK��T[V[K��VWXV[KX�eMLNMV�iO�WL[�_[aT[VWX_WN�[aV[V�[KT[�̀̂V_���VT�eKWX_WN�_W�VW�V̀[_LW�fg�V�X_��KMKW[�̀LcW[gQ�aK�[M_V̂�̀LcM[�TaLĉX�WL[�aV�K�eML̀KKXKX��a_̂K�[aK�L[aKMV̀[_LW��VT�eKWX_WNO�T_ẀK�LWK�ecMeLTK�L��[aK�[KT[�̀ V̂_�eML̀KXcMK�_T�[L�V�L_X��ĉ[_êK�eML̀KKX_WNT�VXXMKTT_WN�[aKTV�K�̀̂V_�Q��L�K�KMO�[aK�KMMLM��VT�WL[��cM_TX_̀[_LWV̂��[aKNL�KMW_WN�T[V[c[KT�T_�êg��KT[�eM_�VMg��cM_TX_̀[_LW�_W�[aKL̀cM[�aKVM_WN�[aK�[KT[�̀̂V_�Q��aK�[M_V̂�̀LcM[�T��V_̂cMK�[L�XK�KM�[L

[aK�eM_�VMg��cM_TX_̀[_LW�L��[aK�L[aKM�̀LcM[�X_X�WL[�eMK�cX_̀K�[aKT[V[KQ��aK�[M_V̂�̀LcM[�X_X�WL[�cTcMe�[aK�PL��_TT_LW�LW��[V[KSVWXV[KT��Vc[aLM_[gO�T_ẀK�[aK�̀L��_TT_LW�aVX�KZKM̀_TKX�_[TVc[aLM_[g�_W�[aK�eKWX_WN�V̀[_LWQ��_ẀK�[aK�eKWX_WN�V̀[_LW��VTTK[[̂KXO�WL��ĉ[_êK�XK̀_T_LWT�MKTĉ[KXQ��LM�X_X�̂V̀U�L��VWVX�_W_T[MV[_�K�MK̀LMX�eMK�cX_̀K�[aK�T[V[KO�T_ẀK�XK[KM�_W_WN�aK[aKM�V�T[V[c[K�_�eLTKT�V�T[V[K��VWXV[K�_T�VW�_TTcK�L��̂V�Q\̂TLO�V[[K�e[T�[L�TKKU�MK̂_K���ML��[aK�̀L��_TT_LW��LĉXaV�K�fKKW��c[_̂KO�[acT�[M_NNKM_WN�[aK��c[_̂_[g�KZ̀Ke[_LW�[L�[aKKZaVcT[_LW�MK�c_MK�KW[O�N_�KW�[aV[�[aK�̀L��_TT_LW�MK�K̀[KX[aK�L[aKM�̀LcW[g�T�̀̂V_�Q��i\X�_W_T[MV[_�K��V��������RcX_̀_V̂��K�_K��VWX��K̂_K���\X�_W_T[MV[_�K�SVWXV�cT��RcM_TX_̀[_LW��\T�dKM_�KX��ML�PLWT[_[c[_LWQ�aK�eL�KM�L��TceKM_LM�̀LcM[T�[L�eKM�LM���VWXV�cT�MK�_K�L��VX�_W_T[MV[_�K�XK̀_T_LWT�XKM_�KT�_W�eVM[��ML��PV̂Q�PLWT[QOVM[Q� �O����¡Q���¢��aV[�TK̀[_LW�N_�KT�[aK��ceMK�K�PLcM[OPLcM[T�L��\eeKV̂O�VWX�TceKM_LM�̀LcM[T�£LM_N_WV̂��cM_TX_̀[_LW_W�eML̀KKX_WNT��LM�KZ[MVLMX_WVMg�MK̂_K��_W�[aK�WV[cMK�L��VWXV�cTQ¤��aK��cM_TX_̀[_LW�[acT��KT[KX��Vg�WL[�̂_Na[̂gfK�XKK�KX�[L�aV�K�fKKW�XKT[MLgKXQ��a_̂K�[aK�̀LcM[T�VMKTcf�K̀[�[L�MKVTLWVf̂K�T[V[c[LMg�MKNĉV[_LW�L��eML̀KXcMK�VWXL[aKM��V[[KMTO�[aKg��_̂̂��V_W[V_W�[aK_M�̀LWT[_[c[_LWV̂�eL�KMT_W�LMXKM�K��K̀[_�K̂g�[L��cẀ[_LW�VT�V�TKeVMV[K�XKeVM[�KW[�L�NL�KMW�KW[Q�PLWTK�cKW[̂g�VW�_W[KW[�[L�XK�KV[�[aK�KZKM̀_TK�L�[aK�̀LcM[�T��cM_TX_̀[_LW��_̂̂�WL[�fK�Tceê_KX�fg�_�ê_̀V[_LWQ�¥i�[V[K�L��PV̂_�LMW_V��������_T̀V̂�SV[[KMT��\eeMLeM_V[_LWT���K_�fcMTK�KW[�[L��L̀V̂�JL�KMW�KW[��LM��[V[K��VWXV[KX�MLNMV���PLcW[g�T��K_�fcMTK�KW[��LM�PLT[�L���KV̂[a�PVMK[L��WX_NKW[�\Xĉ[T��¦Z_T[KẀK�L��SVWXV[KQ�W�V�̀LcW[g�T�V̀[_LW�VNV_WT[�[aK�T[V[K�[L�XK[KM�_WK�[aK�̀LcW[g�TM_Na[T�cWXKM�PV̂Q�PLWT[QO�VM[Q������YO������MK_�fcMTK�KW[�[LL̂̀V̂�NL�KMW�KW[��LM�T[V[K��VWXV[KX�WK��eMLNMV��LM�a_NaKMK̂�K̂�L��TKM�_̀KiO�[aK��KN_T̂V[cMK�T���§��[MVWT�KM�[L�̀LcW[_KTL��MKTeLWT_f_̂_[g��LM�eML�_X_WN�aKV̂[a�̀VMK��LM��KX_̀V̂̂g_WX_NKW[�VXĉ[T��VWXV[KX�V�MK_�fcMTVf̂K�WK��eMLNMV�Q��aKT[V[K�VTTKM[KX�[aK�TLcM̀K�L��[aK�̀LcW[g�T�Lf̂_NV[_LW�[L�eML�_XKTc̀a�̀VMK��VT��K̂�Q�̈ ��WT[Q�PLXKO����©¡¡¡O�KWV̀[KX�_W���ªO�MV[aKM�[aVW�[aK���§��̂KN_T̂V[_LWO�VWX�T_ẀK�PV̂Q�PLWT[QOVM[Q������YO����O�X_X�WL[�Veêg�[L�£�VWXV[KT�KWV̀[KX�eM_LM[L�RVWcVMg��O���©ªO¤�[aKMK��VT�WL�MK_�fcMTVf̂K��VWXV[KQ�L�K�KMO��K̂�Q�̈��WT[Q�PLXKO����©¡¡¡O�MK�c_MKT�V�̀LcW[g[L�TceeLM[�_WX_NKW[�eKMTLWT�LŴg�_W�[aK�K�KW[�[aKg�VMK�WL[VTT_T[KX�fg�L[aKM�TLcM̀KTQ��L�[aK�KZ[KW[�̀VMK��VT�eML�_XKX
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" �

JKLMK�NM�NOP�QRST�UPVLWUXNLMYZ�NOP�[M\YN]̂W�M_ULVXNLMY�OX̀_PPY�KP̀\[P̀a�bUWMZ�NOP�WNXNP̂W�XWW\cJNLMY�Md�d\UU�d\ỲLYVKPWJMYWL_LULN]�JKLMK�NM�NOP�QRST�UPVLWUXNLMY�eXW�YMN�LYNPỲP̀NM�_P�NPcJMKXK]a�fOP�QRgS�UPVLWUXNLMY�NOXN�XWW\cP̀�d\ỲLYVKPWJMYWL_LULN]�eXW�ULcLNP̀�NM�MYP�]PXKZ�_\N�WLcLUXK�UPVLWUXNLMYLY�QRgR�[MYNXLYP̀�YM�W\[O�ULcLNLYV�UXYV\XVPa�bUNOM\VO�NOPWNXNP�XWWPKNP̀�NOP�OPXUNO�[XKP�JKMVKXc�eXW�YPhPK�MJPKXNP̀_]�NOP�WNXNPZ�NOP�iPVLWUXN\KPZ�LY�X̀MJNLYV�jP̀LklXUZ�WOLdNP̀KPWJMYWL_LULN]�dMK�LỲLVPYN�cP̀L[XU�[XKP�dKMc�[M\YNLPW�NM�NOPWNXNPa�jP̀LklXU�JPKcLNNP̀�[M\YN]�_MXK̀W�Md�W\JPKhLWMKW�NMJKPW[KL_P�K\UPW�mnPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QrsssaTtZ�XỲ�jP̀LklXUeXW�X̀cLYLWNPKP̀�_]�WNXNP�̀PJXKNcPYNW�XỲ�XVPY[LPWauvPP�R�nLNwLYZ�v\ccXK]�Md�lXUa�iXe�mRNO�P̀a�QRSRt�fXxXNLMYZq�QTyazm{XZ�{_tvNXNP�Md�lXULdMKYLX�q�QTkk|LW[XU�jXNNPKWkkbJJKMJKLXNLMYWkk}PLc_\KWPcPYN�NM�iM[XU�~MhPKYcPYN�dMK�vNXNPkcXỲXNP̀�KMVKXckklM\YN]̂W�}PLc_\KWPcPYN�dMK�lMWN�Md��PXUNO�lXKPNM�pỲLVPYN�b̀\UNWkk�xLWNPY[P�Md�jXỲXNPkk�LW[KPNLMY�NM�vPNvNXỲXK̀Wkk�����ULVL_LULN]apY�X�[M\YN]̂W�X[NLMY�XVXLYWN�NOP�WNXNP�NM�̀PNPKcLYP�NOP�[M\YN]̂WKLVONW�\ỲPK�lXUa�lMYWNaZ�XKNa��ppp��Z�q���mKPLc_\KWPcPYN�NMUM[XU�VMhPKYcPYN�dMK�WNXNPkcXỲXNP̀�YPe�JKMVKXc�MK�OLVOPKUPhPU�Md�WPKhL[PtZ�NOP�iPVLWUXN\KP̂W�QRST�NKXYWdPK�NM�[M\YNLPW�MdKPWJMYWL_LULN]�dMK�JKMhL̀LYV�OPXUNO�[XKP�dMK�cP̀L[XUU]�LỲLVPYNX̀\UNW�cXỲXNP̀�X�KPLc_\KWX_UP�YPe�JKMVKXcZ�̀PWJLNP�NOPWNXNP̂W�XWWPKNLMY�NOXN�NOP�[M\YN]�OX̀�̀LW[KPNLMY�NM�KPd\WP�NMJKMhL̀P�W\[O�[XKPa�nOLUP�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QgssQZ[MYdPKW�̀LW[KPNLMY�MY�[M\YNLPW�NM�JKMhL̀P�VPYPKXU�XWWLWNXY[PZNOPKP�XKP�ULcLNW�NM�NOLW�̀LW[KPNLMYa�fOP�WNXỲXK̀W�c\WN�cPPNNOP�M_�P[NLhPW�Md�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�Qgsss�m[M\YNLPWWOXUU�KPULPhP�XỲ�W\JJMKN��LỲLVPYN�JPKWMYW�tZ�MK�_P�WNK\[wM̀eY�XW�hML̀�_]�NOP�[M\KNWa�bW�NM�PULVL_LULN]�WNXỲXK̀WZ[M\YNLPW�c\WN�JKMhL̀P�[XKP�NM�XUU�X̀\UN�cP̀L[XUU]�LỲLVPYNJPKWMYW�mjp�̂Wta�bUNOM\VO�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QgsssZM̀PW�YMN�̀PdLYP��LỲLVPYN�JPKWMYWZ��NOP�QRST�UPVLWUXNLMYcX̀P�[UPXK�NOXN�X̀\UN�jp�̂W�ePKP�eLNOLY�NOLW�[XNPVMK]a�fOP[MhPKXVP�OLWNMK]�Md�jP̀LklXU�̀PcMYWNKXNPW�NOP�iPVLWUXN\KPOXW�XUeX]W�hLPeP̀�XUU�X̀\UN�jp�̂W�XW��LỲLVPYN�JPKWMYW��\ỲPKnPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�Qgsssa�fOP�bNNMKYP]�~PYPKXU�XUWMMJLYP̀�NOXN�NOP�QRgQ�LY[U\WLMY�Md�jp�̂W�LY�jP̀LklXU�̀L̀YMN�XUNPK�NOP�̀\N]�Md�[M\YNLPW�NM�JKMhL̀P�[XKP�NM�LỲLVPYNWYMN�PULVL_UP�dMK�jP̀LklXUZ�XỲ�NOLW�MJLYLMY�eXW�PYNLNUP̀�NM[MYWL̀PKX_UP�ePLVONa�b_WPYN�[MYNKMUULYV�X\NOMKLN]Z�NOP�MJLYLMYeXW�JPKW\XWLhP�WLY[P�LN�eXW�JKPW\cP̀�NOP�iPVLWUXN\KP�eXW[MVYL�XYN�Md�NOP�bNNMKYP]�~PYPKXÛW�[MYWNK\[NLMY�XỲ�eM\Ù

OXhP�NXwPY�[MKKP[NLhP�X[NLMY�Ld�LN�̀LWXVKPP̀a�m�LWXJJKMhLYV������������������������������������������ �¡���¢��£�mQRSrt�Q{��lXUabJJaỳ�Rrr�u Tsy�lXUa}JNKa�QSrz�LYWMdXKXW�LN�OMÙW�NOXN�X�[M\YN]̂W�KPWJMYWL_LULN]�\ỲPK�nPUda�o�pYWNalM̀PZ�q�QgsssZ�PxNPỲW�MYU]�NM�LỲLVPYNW�XW�̀PdLYP̀�_]�NOP[M\YN]̂W�_MXK̀�Md�W\JPKhLWMKWZ�XỲ�W\VVPWNW�NOXN�X�[M\YN]�cX]KPd\WP�NM�JKMhL̀P�cP̀L[XU�[XKP�NM�JPKWMYW�eOM�XKP��LỲLVPYN�eLNOLY�NOP�cPXYLYV�Md�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QgsssZ�_\N�̀M�YMN¤\XULd]�dMK�jP̀LklXUatm�t�\_UL[�bL̀�XỲ�nPUdXKP�q�rkklM\YN]�bWWLWNXY[PkklM\YNLPŴ�LW[KPNLMYalM\YNLPW�cX]�PxPK[LWP�NOPLK�̀LW[KPNLMY�\ỲPK�nPUda�o�pYWNalM̀PZ�q�QgssQ�m[M\YN]�_MXK̀�Md�W\JPKhLWMKW�MK�X\NOMKL�P̀XVPY[]�WOXUU�X̀MJN�WNXỲXK̀W�Md�XL̀�XỲ�[XKP�dMK�LỲLVPYNXỲ�̀PJPỲPYN�JMMKtZ�MYU]�eLNOLY�dLxP̀�_M\ỲXKLPWa�pYX̀cLYLWNPKLYV�~PYPKXU�bWWLWNXY[P�KPULPd�NOP�[M\YN]�X[NW�XWXY�XVPYN�Md�NOP�WNXNPa�nOPY�X�WNXN\NP�[MYdPKW�\JMY�X�WNXNPXVPY[]�NOP�X\NOMKLN]�NM�X̀MJN�KPV\UXNLMYW�NM�LcJUPcPYNZLYNPKJKPNZ�cXwP�WJP[LdL[�MK�MNOPKeLWP�[XKK]�M\N�LNW�JKMhLWLMYWZNOP�XVPY[]̂W�KPV\UXNLMYW�c\WN�_P�[MYWLWNPYNZ�YMN�LY�[MYdUL[NeLNO�NOP�WNXN\NPZ�XỲ�KPXWMYX_U]�YP[PWWXK]�NM�PddP[N\XNP�LNWJ\KJMWP�m ~Mha�lM̀PZ�q�QQygrta��PWJLNP�NOP�[M\YNLPŴWNXN\NMK]�̀LW[KPNLMYZ�[M\KNW�OXhP�[MYWLWNPYNU]�LYhXUL̀XNP̀[M\YN]�ePUdXKP�KPV\UXNLMYW�NOXN�dXLU�NM�cPPN�WNXN\NMK]KP¤\LKPcPYNWa���¥mgtvNXNP�Md�lXULdMKYLX�q�QTkk|LW[XU�jXNNPKWkkbJJKMJKLXNLMYWkk}PLc_\KWPcPYN�NM�iM[XU�~MhPKYcPYN�dMK�vNXNPkcXỲXNP̀�KMVKXckklM\YN]̂W�}PLc_\KWPcPYN�dMK�lMWN�Md��PXUNO�lXKPNM�pỲLVPYN�b̀\UNWkk�xLWNPY[P�Md�jXỲXNPkk�LW[KPNLMY�NM�vPNvNXỲXK̀WkkvPKhL[PapY�X�[M\YN]̂W�X[NLMY�XVXLYWN�NOP�WNXNP�NM�̀PNPKcLYP�NOP�[M\YN]̂WKLVONW�\ỲPK�lXUa�lMYWNaZ�XKNa��ppp��Z�q���mKPLc_\KWPcPYN�NMUM[XU�VMhPKYcPYN�dMK�WNXNPkcXỲXNP̀�YPe�JKMVKXc�MK�OLVOPKUPhPU�Md�WPKhL[PtZ�NOP�iPVLWUXN\KP̂W�QRST�NKXYWdPK�NM�[M\YNLPW�MdKPWJMYWL_LULN]�dMK�JKMhL̀LYV�OPXUNO�[XKP�dMK�cP̀L[XUU]�LỲLVPYNX̀\UNW�cXỲXNP̀�X�KPLc_\KWX_UP�YPe�JKMVKXcZ�̀PWJLNP�NOPWNXNP̂W�XWWPKNLMY�NOXN�NOP�[M\YN]�OX̀�̀LW[KPNLMY�NM�KPd\WPNM�JKMhL̀P�W\[O�[XKP�_]�WPNNLYV�LNW�MeY�WPKhL[P�WNXỲXK̀WanPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QgsssZ�cXỲXNPW�NOXN�cP̀L[XU�[XKP_P�JKMhL̀P̀�NM�LỲLVPYNWZ�XỲ�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QssssZKP¤\LKPW�NOXN�W\[O�[XKP�_P�JKMhL̀P̀�JKMcJNU]�XỲ�O\cXYPU]afOPKP�LW�YM�̀LW[KPNLMY�[MY[PKYLYV�eOPNOPK�NM�JKMhL̀P�W\[O[XKPa�lM\KNW�[MYWNK\LYV�nPUda�o�pYWNa�lM̀PZ�q�QgsssZ�OXhP
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" .

JKLM�NO�NPQRSKS�T�PTUMTORVW�MXOW�XQRU�YRXUONKS�OR�QVRZNMKPKMNYTLLW�UKYKSSTVW�YTVK[�URO�\XSO�KPKV]KUYW�YTVK[�TUM�NOJTS�̂KKU�NUOKVQVKOKM�OR�NPQRSK�T�PNUNPXP�SOTUMTVM�R_�YTVK̀aUONL�NOS�VKQKTL�NU�bccd[�eKTLOJ�f�gT_̀�hRMK[�i�bjjd̀k[_RVPKV�SX̂M̀�lYm[�TLSR�SQRnK�OR�OJK�LKZKL�R_�SKVZNYKS�OJTOYRXUONKS�JTM�OR�QVRZNMK�XUMKV�oKL_̀�f�pUSÒ�hRMK[�i�bqrrr[VKsXNVNU]�OJTO�OJK�TZTNLT̂NLNOW�TUM�sXTLNOW�R_�SKVZNYKS�QVRZNMKMOR�NUMN]KUOS�MNVKYOLW�̂W�OJK�YRXUOW�RV�TLOKVUTONZKLW�̂K�OJK�STPKTS�OJTO�TZTNLT̂LK�OR�URUNUMN]KUOS�NU�QVNZTOK�_TYNLNONKS�NU�OJTOYRXUOẀ�ltNSTQQVRZNU]� uvvwx�yz�{|}x~�v~�uv|~��lbc�cm�db�hTL̀�QQ̀�M�jrb�� d�b�hTL̀�QOV̀�qr���OR�OJK�K�OKUO�NO�JKLMOJTO�eKTLOJ�f�gT_̀�hRMK[�i�bjjd̀k[�_RVPKV�SX̂M̀�lYm[��TSPKVKLW�T�LNPNOTONRU�RU�T�YRXUOW�S�T̂NLNOW�OR�YLRSK�_TYNLNONKS�RVVKMXYK�SKVZNYKS�QVRZNMKM�NU�OJRSK�_TYNLNONKS[�TUM��TS�NVVKLKZTUOT̂SKUO�T�YLTNP�OJTO�T�YRXUOW�_TYNLNOW��TS�YLRSKM�RV�OJTO�SKVZNYKSNU�OJK�YRXUOW��KVK�VKMXYKM̀ml�mgOTOK�R_�hTLN_RVUNT�i�bd���NSYTL��TOOKVS���QQVRQVNTONRUS���KNP̂ XVSKPKUO�OR��RYTL��RZKVUPKUO�_RV�gOTOK�PTUMTOKM�VR]VTP��hRXUOW�S��KNP̂ XVSKPKUO�_RV�hRSO�R_�eKTLOJ�hTVKOR�pUMN]KUO��MXLOS���NUNPXP��KsXNVKM���QKUMNOXVK̀pU�T�YRXUOW�S�TYONRU�T]TNUSO�OJK�SOTOK�OR�MKOKVPNUK�OJK�YRXUOW�SVN]JOS�XUMKV�hTL̀�hRUSÒ[�TVÒ��ppp��[�i���lVKNP̂ XVSKPKUO�ORLRYTL�]RZKVUPKUO�_RV�SOTOK�PTUMTOKM�UK��QVR]VTP�RV�JN]JKVLKZKL�R_�SKVZNYKm[�NU��JNYJ�OJK�OVNTL�YRXVO�_RXUM�OJTO�OJK�K]NSLTOXVK�S�bc�d�OVTUS_KV�OR�YRXUONKS�R_�OJK�VKSQRUSN̂NLNOW_RV�QVRZNMNU]�JKTLOJ�YTVK�_RV�PKMNYTLLW�NUMN]KUO�TMXLOSPTUMTOKM�T�VKNP̂ XVST̂LK�UK��QVR]VTP�KUONOLNU]�OJK�YRXUOW�ORVKNP̂ XVSKPKUO[�OJK�hRXVO�R_��QQKTL[�NU�VKZKVSNU]�OJK�MTPT]KSQRVONRU�R_�OJK�OVNTL�YRXVO�S�\XM]PKUO�TUM�VKPTUMNU]�OR�OJKhRPPNSSNRU�RU�gOTOK��TUMTOKS�OR�MKOKVPNUK�OJK�TPRXUO�R_TUW�VKNP̂ XVSKPKUO�MXK[�KVVKM�NU�_NUMNU]�OJK�YRXUOW����JTM�T�PNUNPXP�VKsXNVKM�K�QKUMNOXVK�RU�NOS�hRXUOW��KMNYTLgKVZNYKS�lh�gm�QVR]VTP̀��JK�hRXVO�R_��QQKTL�VKLNKM�RU�oKL_̀f�pUSÒ�hRMK[�_RVPKV�i�b�ccr[�SX̂M̀�lTm[��JNYJ�SKO�_RVOJOJK�_NUTUYNTL�PTNUOKUTUYK�R_�K__RVO�VKsXNVKPKUO�_RV�YRXUONKSOJTO�VKYKNZKM�hTLN_RVUNT�eKTLOJYTVK�_RV�OJK�pUMN]KUO��VR]VTPlhep�m�_XUMNU]̀�eR�KZKV[�YRXUONKS�OJTO�YJRSK�OR�SKKn�hep�_XUMS�MNM�SR�ZRLXUOTVNLẀ��JXS[�oKL_̀�f�pUSÒ�hRMK[�_RVPKVi�b�ccr[�SX̂M̀�lTm[�MNM�URO�PTUMTOK�T�PNUNPXP�_XUMNU]VKsXNVKPKUÒ��RV�MNM�oKL_̀�f�pUSÒ�hRMK[�_RVPKV�i�b�ccb[SX̂M̀�lTmlkm[�KSOT̂LNSJ�T�PNUNPXP�_NUTUYNTL�R̂LN]TONRÙ��JTOSOTOXOK�VKsXNVKM�OJK�SOTOK[�_RV�_NSYTL�WKTVS�bc�c�bccr�TUMbccr�bccb[�OR�VKNP̂ XVSK�T�YRXUOW�N_�NOS�TLLRYTONRU�_VRPZTVNRXS�SRXVYKS��TS�LKSS�OJTU�OJK�_XUMNU]�NO�VKYKNZKM�XUMKVoKL_̀�f�pUSÒ�hRMK[�i�b�qr�[�_RV�bc���bc�c̀��ROJNU]

T̂RXO�OJNS�VKsXNVKPKUO�NPQRSKM�RU�OJK�YRXUOW�T�PNUNPXP_XUMNU]�VKsXNVKPKUÒlcmgOTOK�R_�hTLN_RVUNT�i�bd���NSYTL��TOOKVS���QQVRQVNTONRUS���KNP̂ XVSKPKUO�OR��RYTL��RZKVUPKUO�_RV�gOTOK�PTUMTOKM�VR]VTP��hRXUOW�S��KNP̂ XVSKPKUO�_RV�hRSO�R_�eKTLOJ�hTVK�ORpUMN]KUO��MXLOS���VRQKV��TUMTPXS��VRYKKMNU]��TUMTPXSTUM��VRJN̂NONRU�i�d���hLTNP��]TNUSO�hRPPNSSNRU�RU�gOTOK�TUMTOKS̀pU�T�YRXUOW�S�TYONRU�T]TNUSO�OJK�SOTOK�OR�MKOKVPNUK�OJK�YRXUOW�SVN]JOS�XUMKV�hTL̀�hRUSÒ[�TVÒ��ppp��[�i���lVKNP̂ XVSKPKUO�ORLRYTL�]RZKVUPKUO�_RV�SOTOK�PTUMTOKM�UK��QVR]VTP�RV�JN]JKVLKZKL�R_�SKVZNYKm[�T_OKV�OJK�hRPPNSSNRU�RU�gOTOK��TUMTOKSNUMNYTOKM�OJK��K]NSLTOXVK�S�bc�d�OVTUS_KV�OR�YRXUONKS�R_�OJKVKSQRUSN̂NLNOW�_RV�QVRZNMNU]�JKTLOJ�YTVK�_RV�PKMNYTLLW�NUMN]KUOTMXLOS�MNM�URO�PTUMTOK�T�VKNP̂ XVST̂LK�UK��QVR]VTP[�TPTUMTPXS�QVRYKKMNU]�XUMKV�hRMK�hNZ̀��VRỲ[�i�br�k[��TSURO�TU�NPQVRQKV�ZKJNYLK�_RV�YJTLLKU]NU]�OJK�YRPPNSSNRU�SQRSNONRÙ��TUMTPXS�XUMKV� hRMK�hNZ̀��VRỲ[�i�brcj̀k[YRPPRULW�MKURPNUTOKM��TMPNUNSOVTONZK��PTUMTPXS[�NSPTUMTPXS�SONLL̀��JK�_XLL�QTURQLW�R_�VXLKS�TQQLNYT̂LK�ORRVMNUTVW�PTUMTPXS�TQQLNKS�OR�TMPNUNSOVTONZK�PTUMTPXSQVRYKKMNU]S[�K�YKQO��JKVK�OJKW�TVK�PRMN_NKM�̂W�SOTOXOK̀oJKVK�KUONOLKPKUO�OR�PTUMTPXS�VKLNK_�NS�TMKsXTOKLW�TLLK]KM[T�OVNTL�YRXVO�PTW�OVKTO�T�QVRYKKMNU]�XUMKV�hRMK�hNZ̀��VRỲ[i�br�k[�TS�RUK�̂VRX]JO�XUMKV� hRMK�hNZ̀��VRỲ[�i�brcj̀k[TUM�SJRXLM�RZKVVXLK�T�MKPXVVKV�TSSKVONU]�OJTO�OJK��VRU]PTUMTPXS�SOTOXOK�JTS�̂KKU�NUZRnKM̀�pU�TUW�KZKUO[�OJKMKOKVPNUTONRU��JKOJKV�OJK�SOTOXOKS�TO�NSSXK�KSOT̂LNSJKM�TPTUMTOK�XUMKV�hTL̀�hRUSÒ[�TVÒ��ppp��[�i��[��TS�T�sXKSONRU�R_LT�̀�oJKVK�T�QXVKLW�LK]TL�sXKSONRU�NS�TO�NSSXK[�YRXVOS�K�KVYNSKNUMKQKUMKUO�\XM]PKUO[�UR�PTOOKV��JKOJKV�OJK�NSSXK�TVNSKS�̂WOVTMNONRUTL�RV�TMPNUNSOVTONZK�PTUMTOK̀����h�a�g��tTUNKL��̀��XU]VKU[��OORVUKW��KUKVTL[�hJTVLORU��̀�eRLLTUMppp[��SSNSOTUO��OORVUKW��KUKVTL[��RJU�è�gTUMKVS�TUM��NYJTVM�̀�oTLMR�[�tKQXOW��OORVUKWS��KUKVTL[�_RV�hVRSS�MK_KUMTUOSTUM��QQKLLTUOS̀�LRWM���̀eTVPRU[��V̀[�hRXUOW�hRXUSKL[��RJU��̀�gTUSRUK[�YONU]�hRXUOW�hRXUSKL[�tNTUK��TVMSLKW[�hJNK_�tKQXOWhRXUOW�hRXUSKL[��TLKVNK��KJTU�TUM�pTU��TU[�tKQXOW�hRXUOWhRXUSKL[�_RV�hVRSS�YRPQLTNUTUO�TUM��KSQRUMKUÒ ¡¢£¤�¥¦gKYONRU���R_�TVONYLK��ppp���R_�OJK�hTLN_RVUNT�hRUSONOXONRUlSKYONRU��m�VKsXNVKS�OJK�gOTOK�R_�hTLN_RVUNT�lSOTOKm[�SX̂\KYO
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JK�LMNJOPQ�MRLMSJPKQTU�JK�VSNKWPXM�O�TYZWMQJPKQ�K[�[YQXT�JKNMP\ZYNTM]�̂KLÔ�_KWMNQ\MQJT�V̀abcMQMWMN�JcM�dM_PT̂OJYNM�KNOQe�TJOJM�O_MQLe�\OQXOJMT�O�QMa�SNK_NO\�KN�cP_cMN�̂MWM̂K[�TMNWPLM�ffff]�gQ�JcPT�OLJPKQU�JcM�hKYQJe�K[�iOQ�jPM_K�kiOQjPM_K�KN�JcM�hKYQJel�TMMmT�NMP\ZYNTM\MQJ�YQXMN�TMLJPKQ�n[NK\�JcM�TJOJM�[KN�JcM�LKTJT�K[�SNKWPXPQ_�cMÔJc�LONM�TMNWPLMTJK�LMNJOPQ�OXŶJT�acK�[KN\MN̂e�NMLMPWMX�\MXPLÔ�LONM�YQXMNJcM�hÔP[KNQPO�oMXPLÔ�pTTPTJOQLM�qNK_NO\�koMXPrhÔl�kTMMsM̂[f�t�gQTJf�hKXMU�u�vwxnylv�ZMLOYTM�JcMe�aMNM�\MXPLÔ̂ePQXP_MQJU�PfMfU�JcMe�cOX�PQTY[[PLPMQJ�[PQOQLPÔ�NMTKYNLMT�JK�SOe[KN�JcMPN�KaQ�\MXPLÔ�LONMf�gQ�vz{zU�acMQ�JcM�M̂MLJKNOJMOXKSJMX�TMLJPKQ�nU�JcM�TJOJM�SNKWPXMX�oMXPrhÔ�LKWMNO_M�JKJcMTM�\MXPLÔ̂e�PQXP_MQJ�OXŶJT�aPJcKYJ�NM|YPNPQ_�[PQOQLPÔLKQJNPZYJPKQT�[NK\�LKYQJPMTf�}[[MLJPWM�~OQYONe�vU�vz�yU�JcMdM_PT̂OJYNM�MRL̂YXMX�JcPT�SKSŶOJPKQ�[NK\�oMXPrhÔf�kiJOJTfvz��U�Lcf�y��U�uu�nU��fyU��f�U�SSf�v�{wrv�{n��iJOJTf�vz��U�Lcfv�zwU�uu�vzU��nU�SSf�nyv�U�ny�{fl�iPQLM�JcOJ�XOJMU�iOQ�jPM_KcOT�SNKWPXMX�\MXPLÔ�LONM�JK�JcMTM�PQXPWPXYÔT�aPJc�WONePQ_M̂WM̂T�K[�TJOJM�[PQOQLPÔ�OTTPTJOQLMf�K�NMTK̂WM�iOQ�jPM_K�T�L̂OP\U�aM�\YTJ�XMJMN\PQM�acMJcMNJcM�dM_PT̂OJYNM�T�MRL̂YTPKQ�K[�\MXPLÔ̂e�PQXP_MQJ�OXŶJT�[NK\oMXPrhÔ�V\OQXOJM̀Xb�O�QMa�SNK_NO\�KN�cP_cMN�̂MWM̂�K[TMNWPLM]�KQ�iOQ�jPM_K�aPJcPQ�JcM�\MOQPQ_�K[�TMLJPKQ�nf��cMhK\\PTTPKQ�KQ�iJOJM�oOQXOJMT�khK\\PTTPKQlU�acPLc�JcMdM_PT̂OJYNM�LNMOJMX�JK�XMJMN\PQM�L̂OP\T�YQXMN�TMLJPKQ�nU�cOTNŶMX�JcOJ�TMLJPKQ�n�XKMT�QKJ�OSŜe�JK�JcM�dM_PT̂OJYNM�T�OLJPKQOQX�cOT�NM�MLJMX�NMP\ZYNTM\MQJ�L̂OP\T�̂PmM�iOQ�jPM_K�TfkiMM� ������������������������������kvzzvl��w�hÔfyX�y�nUyyxU�[Qf���̀����hÔf�SJNf�nnU��vw�qf�X�vyx�b�k������lfl�cM�JNPÔ�LKYNJ�OQX�hKYNJ�K[�pSSMÔ�PQ�JcPT�LOTM�XPTO_NMMXaPJc�JcM�hK\\PTTPKQU�[PQXPQ_�JcOJ�iOQ�jPM_K�aOT�MQJPĴMXJK�NMP\ZYNTM\MQJf��cM�TJOJM�TMMmT�����NMWMNTÔ�K[�JcPT[PQXPQ_f�gJ�ÔTK�ON_YMT�JcOJ�iOQ�jPM_K�T�[OP̂YNM�JK�[K̂̂KaTJOJYJKNe�SNKLMXYNMT�XMSNPWMX�JcM�LKYNJT�K[��YNPTXPLJPKQ�JK�cMONPJT�L̂OP\f�sM�NM�MLJ�JcM�TJOJM�T��YNPTXPLJPKQÔ�ON_Y\MQJ�OQXO[[PN\�JcM�[PQXPQ_�JcOJ�JcM�dM_PT̂OJYNM�T�MRL̂YTPKQ�K[�\MXPLÔ̂ePQXP_MQJ�OXŶJT�[NK\�oMXPrhÔ�V\OQXOJM̀Xb�O�QMa�SNK_NO\KN�cP_cMN�̂MWM̂�K[�TMNWPLM]�aPJcPQ�JcM�\MOQPQ_�K[�TMLJPKQnf�pLLKNXPQ_̂eU�aM�NM\OQX�JcM�\OJJMN�JK�JcM�hK\\PTTPKQJK�XMJMN\PQM�JcM�O\KYQJ�K[�NMP\ZYNTM\MQJU�P[�OQeU�XYM�iOQjPM_K�YQXMN�JcM�_KWMNQPQ_�TJOJYJMTf��������� �¡¢����� £�¤�¥£��¦§̈�©§ª£«M[KNM�JcM�TJONJ�K[�oMXPrhÔU�VJcM�PQXP_MQJ�PQ�hÔP[KNQPOaMNM�SNKWPXMX�cMÔJc�LONM�TMNWPLMT�JcNKY_c�O�WONPMJe�K[XP[[MNMQJ�SNK_NO\T�OQX�PQTJPJYJPKQTf]�kpTTM\f�hK\f�KQ�qYẐPL¬MÔJcU�qNM̂P\PQONe��MSf�KQ�oMXPrhÔ�kMZf��zU�vzn�l�Sf

y�kqNM̂P\PQONe��MSKNJlfl�hKYQJe�cKTSPJÔT�VSNKWPXMX�O�aPXMNOQ_M�K[�PQSOJPMQJ�OQX�KYJSOJPMQJ�cKTSPJÔ�TMNWPLMT�JK�Ô̂SMNTKQT�acK�\MJ�LKYQJe�PQXP_MQLe�NM|YPNM\MQJT�acMJcMNKN�QKJ�JcMe�aMNM�SYẐPL�OTTPTJOQLM�NMLPSPMQJTf��cM�\O�KNNMTSKQTPZP̂PJe�[KN�TYSSKNJPQ_�LKYQJe�cKTSPJÔT�NMTJMX�YSKQJcM�LKYQJPMTU�[PQOQLMX�SNP\ONP̂e�JcNKY_c�SNKSMNJe�JORMTU�aPJc\PQKN�LKQJNPZYJPKQT�[NK\]�KJcMN�TKYNLMTf�k®̄��OJ�Sf�wfloMXPrhÔU�acPLc�ZM_OQ�KSMNOJPQ_�oONLc�vU�vznnU�MTJOẐPTcMXVO�SNK_NO\�K[�ZOTPL�OQX�MRJMQXMX�cMÔJc�LONM�TMNWPLMT�[KNNMLPSPMQJT�K[�SYẐPL�OTTPTJOQLM�OQX�[KN�\MXPLÔ̂e�PQXP_MQJSMNTKQTf]�k °����±����²�����³±�kvzn{l�n{�hÔf�X�{yyU�{y�ǹy�hÔf�SJNf�n�zU�wyy�qf�X�nz{b�k°����±l�� �̄��OJ�Sf�{wx�TMM�ÔTK�iJOJTf�vznnU�iMLKQX�}Rf�iMTTf�vzn�U�Lcf�wU�u��USf�vxyfl�gJ�VNMSNMTMQJ̀MXb�hÔP[KNQPO�T�P\ŜM\MQJOJPKQ�K[�JcM[MXMNÔ�oMXPLOPX�SNK_NO\�k w��́fifhf�uu�vyznrvyznWlUJcNKY_c�acPLc�JcM�[MXMNÔ�_KWMNQ\MQJ�SNKWPXM̀Xb�[PQOQLPÔOTTPTJOQLM�JK�TJOJMT�TK�JcOJ�JcMe�̀\P_cJb�[YNQPTc�\MXPLÔLONM�JK�|YÔP[PMX�PQXP_MQJ�SMNTKQTf�̀hPJOJPKQfb]�k µ�¶����·������̄ �̧°�̄�¹�������������º��±»¼�kvzznl�vy�hÔfwJc�{w�U{�v�̀ ���hÔf�SJNf�X�vx{U�zvz�qf�X�{�vb�kº��±»¼lfl�V̀«be\MMJPQ_�JcM�NM|YPNM\MQJT�K[�[MXMNÔ�̂OaU]�oMXPrhÔ�V|YÔP[P̀MXb�hÔP[KNQPO�[KN�JcM�NMLMPSJ�K[�[MXMNÔ�[YQXT�\OXM�OWOP̂OẐMYQXMN�JPĴM�½g½�K[�JcM�iKLPÔ�iMLYNPJe�pLJf]�k °����±U±¾¿��U�n{�hÔf�X�OJ�Sf�{y�fl�V�PĴM�̀½g½b�SMN\PJJMX�JcMLK\ZPQOJPKQ�K[�JcM�\O�KN�_KWMNQ\MQJÔ�cMÔJc�LONM�TeTJM\TacPLc�SNKWPXMX�LONM�[KN�JcM�PQXP_MQJ�PQJK�O�TPQ_̂M�TeTJM\[PQOQLMX�Ze�JcM�TJOJM�OQX�[MXMNÔ�_KWMNQ\MQJTf�«e�vz{�UJcPT�TeTJM\U�OJ�̂MOTJ�OT�KNP_PQÔ̂e�SNKSKTMXU�aKŶX�SNKWPXM�OaPXM�NOQ_M�K[�cMÔJc�LONM�TMNWPLMT�[KN�Ô̂�JcKTM�acK�̀aMNMbPQXP_MQJ�NM_ONX̂MTT�K[�acMJcMN�JcMe�̀aMNMb�SYẐPL�OTTPTJOQLMNMLPSPMQJT�ffff]�kqNM̂P\PQONe��MSfU�±¾¿��U�OJ�Sf�w��TMM�ÔTKpLJ�K[�~Ŷe�yxU�vzn�U�qYZfdf�ÀKf��zrz{U�u�v�vkOlU�{z�iJOJf��nU�NMSNPQJMX�PQ�vzn��́fif�hKXM�����hKQ_f�t�pX\PQfÀMaTU�Sf�y{��̀TJOJMT�\YTJ�\OmM�M[[KNJ�JK�̂PZMNÔPÁM�M̂P_PZP̂PJeNM|YPNM\MQJT�VaPJc�O�WPMa�JKaONX�[YNQPTcPQ_�Ze�~Ŷe�vUvz{�U�LK\SNMcMQTPWM�LONM�OQX�TMNWPLMT�JK�TYZTJOQJPÔ̂e�Ô̂PQXPWPXYÔT�acK�\MMJ�JcM�ŜOQ�T�M̂P_PZP̂PJe�TJOQXONXT�aPJcNMTSMLJ�JK�PQLK\M�OQX�NMTKYNLMT]bfl�¬KaMWMNU�M̂P_PZP̂PJe�[KN�oMXPrhÔ�aOT�PQPJPÔ̂e�̂P\PJMX�KQ̂eJK�SMNTKQT�̂PQmMX�JK�O�[MXMNÔ�LOJM_KNPLÔ�OPX�SNK_NO\�Ze�O_MkOJ�̂MOTJ�n�lU�ẐPQXQMTTU�XPTOZP̂PJeU�KN�\M\ZMNTcPS�PQ�O�[O\P̂eaPJc�XMSMQXMQJ�LcP̂XNMQ�aPJcPQ�JcM�\MOQPQ_�K[�JcM�pPX�JKO\P̂PMT�aPJc�jMSMQXMQJ�hcP̂XNMQ�SNK_NO\�kpjhlf�kiMMdM_PTf�pQÔeTJU��MSf�JK�~KPQJ�dM_PTf�«YX_MJ�hK\fU�pQÔeTPT�K[
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JKLJMJKLN�OPQRST�OUVVW�XSYZ�OUVV�[\Z�N]L�̂JKLJ�_SRZ�XS̀̀ZabbZ�cdeW�cc]�̂JKLJ�fSRÙVgTUhS�iYgVj̀Tk̀�_Sb\lTaZa�mYQUhUQPgV̀b\̀ S̀̀̀ UYR�\YS�\n�ToS̀S�poglgpTSlÙTUp̀�̂pgTSR\lUpgVVj�VUYqSQbSl̀\Ỳa�lSpSUhSQ�nPVV�rSYSnUT̀�Un�ToSj�gpTPgVVj�lSpSUhSQ�bPrVUpg̀̀ ÙTgYpS�bgjsSYT̀Z�̂tuv�gT�bZ�cc]Za�fS̀̀Sl�rSYSnUT̀�wSlSghgUVgrVS�T\�pgTSR\lUpgVVj�VUYqSQ�bSl̀\Ỳ�wo\�wSlS�\YVjsSQUpgVVj�UYQURSYTW�UZSZW�ToSUl�UYp\sS�gYQ�lS̀\PlpS̀W�gVTo\PRolSYQSlUYR�ToSs�UYSVURUrVS�n\l�pg̀o�gUQW�wSlS�xY\T�̀PnnUpUSYTT\�sSST�ToS�p\̀T�\n�oSgVTo�pglSZy�̂z{||}~W�~��|�W��L��gVZNQgT�bZ�Lc]��̀SS�gV̀\�JKLJ�fSRÙZ�iYgVj̀Tk̀�_SbZW�~��|�W�gT�bbZcdeW�cc]��XTgT̀Z�JK��W�XSp\YQ���Z�XS̀̀Z�JK�cW�poZ�dW���NW�bbZJ]cMJ]�ZamYQUhUQPgV̀�Y\T�VUYqSQ�T\�g�nSQSlgV�pgTSR\lUpgV�gUQ�bl\RlgsŶ\YMpgTSR\lUpgVVj�VUYqSQ�bSl̀\Ỳa�wSlS�UYSVURUrVS�n\l��SQUM�gVW�lSRglQVS̀̀�\n�ToSUl�sSgỲZ��oP̀W�xg�Rl\Pb�\n�pUTU�SỲWY\T�p\hSlSQ�rj��SQUM�gV�gYQ�jST�PYgrVS�T\�gnn\lQ�sSQUpgVpglSW�lSsgUYSQ�ToS�lS̀b\ỲUrUVUTj�\ny�ToS�p\PYTUS̀Z�̂�{����{�����������|���v������̂JKLNa�N���gVZibbZ�Q�J]cKW�J]�J�J]]��gVZ_bTlZ��NK��̂����aZa�mY�S̀TgrVÙoUYR��SQUM�gVW�ToSfSRÙVgTPlS�S�blS̀̀Vj�lSp\RYU�SQ�ToÙ�ngpT�rj�SYgpTUYR�n\lsSlS̀pTU\Y�JdJ]eZcW�woUpo�bl\hUQSQ��x�oS�fSRÙVgTPlS�oSlSrjQSpVglS̀�UT̀�p\YpSlY�wUTo�ToS�bl\rVSs̀�woUpo�wUVV�rS�ngpUYRToS�p\PYTUS̀�wUTo�lS̀bSpT�T\�ToS�sSQUpgV�pglS�\n�UYQURSYTbSl̀\Ỳ�wo\�glS�Y\T�p\hSlSQ��rj��SQUM�gV��ZZZ�gYQ�ZZZ�wo\̀SsSQUpgV�pglS�sP̀T�rS�nUYgYpSQ�SYTUlSVj�rj�ToS�p\PYTUS̀�UYg�TUsS�\n�oSghUVj�UYplSg̀UYR�sSQUpgV�p\̀T̀Zy�̂XTgT̀Z�JK��WXSp\YQ���Z�XS̀̀Z�JK�cW�poZ�dW���NW�bZ�JJ�Za��oS�fSRÙVgTPlSQUlSpTSQ�ToS��SgVTo�_ShUSw�gYQ��l\Rlgs��\PYpUV�xT\�̀TPQjToÙ�bl\rVSs�gYQ�lSb\lT�UT̀�nUYQUYR̀�T\�ToS�fSRÙVgTPlS�Y\�VgTSlTogY��glpo�JW�JK�LZy�̂t�}uva�\lS\hSlW�gVTo\PRo�UT�lS�PUlSQ�p\PYTUS̀�T\�p\YTlUrPTS�T\�ToSp\̀T̀�\n��SQUM�gVW�ToS�fSRÙVgTPlS�S̀TgrVÙoSQ�g�sSTo\Q�n\lQSTSlsUYUYR�ToS�gs\PYT�\n�ToSUl�p\YTlUrPTU\Ỳ�TogT�w\PVQxVSghS�ToSs�wUTo���̀PnnUpUSYT�nPYQ̀�T\�bl\hUQS�o\̀bUTgV�pglSn\l�To\̀S�bSl̀\Ỳ�Y\T�SVURUrVS�n\l��SQUM�gVZy�̂����W�~��|�W�N��gVZibbZ�Q�gT�bZ�J]�JW�nYZ�\sUTTSQZa��\lsSl�̀SpTU\Y�JdJc]ZJW����woUpo�wg̀�qY\wY�g̀�ToS�xp\PYTj�\bTU\Yy�\l�ToS�x\bTU\YbVgYWy�lS�PUlSQ�g�p\PYTj�xT\�bgj�ToS�̀TgTS�g�̀Ps�S�PgV�T\�J]]bSlpSYT�\n�ToS�p\PYTjk̀�oSgVTo�pglS�p\̀T̀�̂woUpo�UYpVPQSQ�r\ToVUYqSQ�gYQ�Y\YVUYqSQ�UYQUhUQPgV̀a�bl\hUQSQ�UY�ToS�JK�dMJK�cnÙpgV�jSglW�wUTo�gY�gQ P̀TsSYT�n\l�b\bPVgTU\Y�UYplSg̀S��UYlSTPlY�ToS�̀TgTS�w\PVQ�bgj�ToS�p\PYTjk̀�SYTUlS�p\̀T�\n�sSQUpgVpglSZy��̂ �{�����{����¡|�¢£��{��v�¤�¡¥�£|�̂JKLKa�KL�gVZibbZ�Q�cL�W�ceJ��JcK��gVZ_bTlZ�J��̂¤�¡¥�£|aZa�¦YQSlToS�p\PYTj�\bTU\YW�xToS�̀TgTS�gRlSSQ�T\�g̀̀PsS�gVV�p\PYTjoSgVTo�pglS�p\̀T̀�ZZZ�UY�S�pS̀̀�\ny�ToS�p\PYTjk̀�bgjsSYTZ

t̂uv�gT�bZ�ce�Za�mT�xsgQS�Y\�QÙTUYpTU\Y�rSTwSSY�kVUYqSQkgYQ�kY\YVUYqSQk�bSl̀\ỲWy�gYQ�x̀UsbVj�RPglgYTSSQ�g�sSQUpgVp\̀T�pSUVUYR�T\�p\PYTUS̀�SVSpTUYR�T\�p\sS�wUToUY�ToS�\bTU\YbVgYZy�̂t�}uva�xiYj�QUnnSlSYpS�UY�gpTPgV�\bSlgTUYR�p\̀T̀�gYQToS�VUsUT�̀ST�rj�ToS�\bTU\Y�bl\hÙU\Y��wg̀��g̀̀PsSQ�SYTUlSVj�rjToS�̀TgTSZy�̂�lSVUsUYglj�_SbZW�~��|�W�gT�bZ�J]W�nYZ�NZa��oP̀W�ToSp\PYTj�\bTU\Y�xRPglgYTSS�Q��̀TgTS�bglTUpUbgTU\Y�UY�ToS�p\̀T�\npglS�n\l�sSQUpgVVj�UYQURSYT�bSl̀\Ỳ�wo\��wSlS��Y\T�\ToSlwÙSp\hSlSQ�rj�ToS�rg̀Up��SQUM�gV�bl\Rlgs�\l�\ToSl�lSbgjsSYTbl\Rlgs̀Zyd�̂JKLJ�fSRÙZ�iYgVj̀Tk̀�_SbZW�~��|�W�gT�bZ�cdKZa�lUsglUVj�Tol\PRo�ToS�p\PYTj�\bTU\YW��SQUM�gV�pgP̀SQ�gx̀URYUnUpgYT�̀oUnT�UY�nUYgYpUYR�\n�oSgVTo�pglS�nl\s�ToS�p\PYTUS̀T\�ToS�̀TgTS�gYQ�nSQSlgV�R\hSlYsSYTZZZZ�§PlUYR�ToS�nUl̀T�Nes\YTò�\n�ToS�bl\Rlgs�ToS�̀TgTS�ZZZ�bgUQ�gbbl\�UsgTSVjL̈��sUVVU\Y�n\l�pglS�\n�Y\YM�SQUM�gV�UYQURSYT̀�UY�p\PYTjo\̀bUTgV̀Zy�̂�lSVUsUYglj�_SbZW�~��|�W�gT�bZ��JZa��oS̀S�̀TgTSnPYQ̀�bgUQ�xp\̀T̀�TogT�w\PVQ�\ToSlwÙS�oghS�rSSY�r\lYSrj�p\PYTUS̀�Tol\PRo�UYplSg̀S̀�UY�bl\bSlTj�Tg�S̀Zy�̂fSRÙZiYgVj̀TW�_SbZ�T\�©\UYT�fSRÙZ�OPQRST��\sZW�iYgVj̀Ù�\nJKLdMJKLc�OPQRST�OUVVW�XSYZ�OUVV�[\Z�JcNc�̂JKL�MJKLd�_SRZXS̀̀Za�bZ��N��̂JKLd�fSRÙVgTUhS�iYgVj̀Tk̀�_Sb\lTaZa�x���gpSQwUTo�S̀pgVgTUYR��SQUM�gV�p\̀T̀W�ToS�fSRÙVgTPlS�UY�JK�LUsb\̀SQ�̀TlUpT�RPUQSVUYS̀�\Y�lSUsrPl̀UYR�p\PYTUS̀�SVSpTUYR�T\p\sS�PYQSl�ToS�k\bTU\Yk�bVgYZ�̂��\lsSl����JdJc]ZNZa��Pl̀PgYTT\�̀PrQUhÙU\Y�̂pa�\n��n\lsSl��̀SpTU\Y�JdJc]ZNW�ToS�̀TgTSUsb\̀SQ�g�VUsUT�\Y�UT̀�\rVURgTU\Y�T\�bgj�n\l�sSQUpgV�̀SlhUpS̀�T\Y\YVUYqSQ�bSl̀\Ỳ���ª�̀SlhSQ�rj�g�p\PYTj�wUToUY�ToS�k\bTU\YkbVgYZy�̂¤�¡¥�£|W�~��|�W�KL��gVZibbZ�Q�gT�bZ�ceK��̀SS�gV̀\XTgT̀Z�JK�LW�poZ�J]dW����W�bZ�J]JK��XTgT̀Z�JK�KW�poZ�NJW���cLWbbZ�J]�MJ]L��JKLd�fSRÙZ�iYgVj̀Tk̀�_SbZW�~��|�W�gT�bZ��N�ZamY�JKLJW�ToS�fSRÙVgTPlS�̀Pr̀TgYTUgVVj�lShÙSQ��SQUM�gVZmT�S�TSYQSQ�p\hSlgRS�T\�pSlTgUY�Y\YpgTSR\lUpgVVj�VUYqSQsUY\l̀�gYQ�gQPVT̀�xwo\��wSlS��nUYgYpUgVVj�PYgrVS�T\�bgjn\l�ToSUl�sSQUpgV�pglSZy�̂fSRÙZ��\PỲSVk̀�§URZW�ì S̀sZ�OUVV[\Z�KdKW���XTgT̀Z�JKLJ�̂_SRZ�XS̀̀Za�XPssglj�§URZW�bZe���̀SS�XTgT̀Z�JKLJW�poZ�cLLW����JNW�N�W�bbZ�JJJ]MJJJJWJJJcZa��oS̀S�sSQUpgVVj�UYQURSYT�UYQUhUQPgV̀�sST�xToSUYp\sS�gYQ�lS̀\PlpS�lS�PUlSsSYT̀�n\l�gUQ�PYQSl��i�§��rPT��QUQ��Y\T�\ToSlwÙS��PgVUnj���g̀�g�bPrVUp�g̀̀ ÙTgYpSlSpUbUSYTZy�̂c��«b̀Z�gVZiTTjZ¬SYZ�c�eW�c�K�̂JKL�aZa��oSfSRÙVgTPlS�gYTUpUbgTSQ�TogT�ToÙ�SVURUrUVUTj�S�bgỲU\Y�w\PVQrlUYR�xgbbl\�UsgTSVj�e]]W]]]�gQQUTU\YgV�sSQUpgVVj�YSSQj�gVUn\lYUgỲy�UYT\��SQUM�gVZ�̂XTgT̀Z�JKLJW�poZ�cLLW���c�W�bZJJ��Za��oS�JKLJ�VSRÙVgTU\Y�lSnSllSQ�T\�ToS̀S�UYQUhUQPgV̀�g̀�xk�Y�\YpgTSR\lUpgVVj�lSVgTSQ�YSSQj�bSl̀\Y��̀�Zk�y�̂XTgT̀Z�JKLJWpoZ�cLLW���N�W�bZ�JJJcZa�XPr̀S�PSYT�VSRÙVgTU\Y�QS̀URYgTSQToSs�g̀�xsSQUpgVVj�UYQURSYT�bSl̀\Y�̀�y�̂�m�k̀a�gYQ�bl\hUQSQ
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" J

KLMN�OPQMRSTM�UVWMR�XPRNMR�YMOKZPV�[\]]̂_\_�̀aKSKY_�[bcde�OL_[fde�g�ce�h_�f]]i�jkl�SK�g�f]e�h_�f]\_mnLM�[bc[�oMTZYoSKZPV�SoYP�MYKSpoZYLMW�S�VMq�NMKLPW�XPRWMKMRNZVZVT�MSOL�OPUVKrsY�XZVSVOZSo�OPVKRZpUKZPV�KP�tMWZuvSo_nLM�wMTZYoSKURM�MoZNZVSKMW�KLM�OPUVKr�PhKZPV�pr�RMhMSoZVTXPRNMR�YMOKZPV�[\[̂]_[�SVW�MVSOKZVT�XPRNMR�YMOKZPV�[\[̂]_nLSK�YMOKZPV�YhMOZXZMW�̀pr�SNPUVKm�MSOL�OPUVKrsY�YLSRM�PXtMWZuvSo�OPYKY�XPR�KLM�[bcfu[bcx�XZYOSo�rMSR�SVW�YMK�XPRKL�SXPRNUoS�XPR�ZVORMSYZVT�KLM�YLSRM�ZV�YUpYMyUMVK�rMSRY�pSYMW�PVKLM�KSzSpoM�SYYMYYMW�QSoUM�PX�OMRKSZV�hRPhMRKr_�̀aKSKY_�[bc[eOL_�̂cce�gg�\[e�\fe�hh_�[[x[u[[xx_m{PR�KLM�[bc|u[bcb�XZYOSo�rMSRe�KLM�YKSKM�SYYUNMW�MSOL�OPUVKrsYYLSRM�PX�tMWZuvSo�OPYKY�UVWMR�XPRNMR�YMOKZPV�[\[̂]_�̀aKSKY_[bc|e�OL_�fbfe�g�xxe�h_�d[]_m�}V�~Uor�[bcbe�KLM�wMTZYoSKURMRMhMSoMW�XPRNMR�YMOKZPV�[\[̂]�SoKPTMKLMRe�KLMRMpr�MoZNZVSKZVTKLM�OPUVKZMYs�RMYhPVYZpZoZKr�KP�YLSRM�ZV�tMWZuvSo�OPYKY_�̀aKSKY_[bcbe�OL_�f|fe�g�c\e�h_�[]\x_m�nLUYe�ZV��PQMNpMR�[bcbeqLMV�KLM�MoMOKPRSKM�SWPhKMW�YMOKZPV�de��KLM�YKSKM�qSY�XUVWZVTtMWZuvSo�OPQMRSTM�XPR��t}�sY��qZKLPUK�RMyUZRZVT�SVr�OPUVKrXZVSVOZSo�OPVKRZpUKZPV_��̀ �j����e������e�̂\�vSo_xW�SK�h_xfb_m�nLM�YKSKM�OPVKZVUMW�KP�hRPQZWM�XUoo�XUVWZVT�XPR�t}�NMWZOSo�OSRM�KLRPUTL�[b|f_}V�[b|fe�KLM�wMTZYoSKURM�hSYYMW�KqP�tMWZuvSo�RMXPRN�pZooYKLSKe�SY�PX�~SVUSRr�[e�[b|xe�MzOoUWMW�XRPN�tMWZuvSo�NPYKSWUoKY�qLP�LSW�pMMV�MoZTZpoM�����UVWMR�KLM�t}��OSKMTPRrS̀WUoK�t}�sY�PR�tMWZOSoor�}VWZTMVK��WUoKYm_̂�̀aKSKY_�[b|fe�OL_xf|e�gg�de�|_xe�|_̂e�hh_�[̂c\u[̂cdi�aKSKY_�[b|fe�OL_�[̂b\e�gg[be�|de�hh_�dx[̂e�dx̂ci� �������l������j���������̀[b|bmf[x�vSo_�hh_xW�\][e�\[[��fd[�vSo_�hKR_�c]d��̀�����m_m�Y�hSRK�PX�MzOoUWZVT�KLZY�hPhUoSKZPV�XRPN�tMWZuvSoe�KLMwMTZYoSKURM�ORMSKMW�KLM�tMWZOSoor�}VWZTMVK�aMRQZOMY��OOPUVKt̀}a�m�SY�S�NMOLSVZYN�XPR��KRSVYXMR�ZVT���YKSKM��XUVWY�KPKLM�OPUVKZMY�XPR�KLM�hRPQZYZPV�PX�LMSoKL�OSRM�YMRQZOMY_��̀aKSKY_[b|fe�OL_�[̂b\e�g�|de�h_�dx̂c_m�nLRPUTL�t}a�e�KLM�YKSKMSVVUSoor�SooPOSKMW�XUVWY�KP�OPUVKZMY�pSYMW�PV��KLM�SQMRSTMSNPUVK�MzhMVWMW��WURZVT�KLM�hRMQZPUY�KLRMM�XZYOSo�rMSRYPV�tMWZuvSo�YMRQZOMY�XPR�OPUVKr�RMYZWMVKY�qLP�LSW�pMMVMoZTZpoM�SY�t}�sY_�̀aKSKY_�[b|fe�OL_�[̂b\e�g�dbe�h_�dx\̂_mnLM�wMTZYoSKURM�WZRMOKMW�KLSK�t}a��XUVWY��pM�OPVYPoZWSKMWqZKL�MzZYKZVT�OPUVKr�LMSoKL�YMRQZOMY�XUVWY�ZV�PRWMR�KP�hRPQZWMLMSoKL�YMRQZOMY�KP�oPquZVOPNM�hMRYPVY�SVW�PKLMR�hMRYPVYVPK�MoZTZpoM�XPR�KLM�tMWZuvSo�hRPTRSN_��̀aKSKY_�[b|fe�OL_[̂b\e�g�|de�h_�dx̂c_m�}K�XURKLMR�hRPQZWMW����Vr�hMRYPV�qLPYMZVOPNM�SVW�RMYPUROMY�NMMK�KLM�ZVOPNM�SVW�RMYPUROM�ORZKMRZSXPR�OMRKZXZOSKZPV�XPR��tMWZuvSo��YMRQZOMY�hURYUSVK�KP�aMOKZPV

[\]]̂_c�PKLMR�KLSV�XPR�KLM�STMWe�poZVWe�PR�WZYSpoMWe�YLSoo�VPKpM�MzOoUWMW�XRPN�MoZTZpZoZKr�XPR�YMRQZOMY�KP�KLM�MzKMVK�KLSK�YKSKMXUVWY�SRM�hRPQZWMW_��̀aKSKY_�[b|fe�OL_�[̂b\e�g�c]e�h_�dx\d_m�XKMR�hSYYSTM�PX�KLM�[b|f�oMTZYoSKZPVe�aSV��ZMTP�MYKSpoZYLMWS�OPUVKr�NMWZOSo�YMRQZOMY�̀vtam�hRPTRSN�KP�hRPQZWM�NMWZOSoOSRM�KP�SWUoK�t}�sY_��OOPRWZVT�KP�aSV��ZMTPe�pMKqMMV�[b|xSVW�~UVM�[b|be�KLM�YKSKM�XUoor�XUVWMW�aSV��ZMTPsY�vtahRPTRSN�KLRPUTL�t}a�_��PqMQMRe�XPR�XZYOSo�rMSRY�[b|bu[bb]SVW�[bb]u[bb[e�KLM�YKSKM�PVor�hSRKZSoor�XUVWMW�aSV��ZMTPsYvta�hRPTRSN_�{PR�MzSNhoMe�aSV��ZMTP�SYYMRKY�KLSKe�ZV�XZYOSorMSR�[bb]u[bb[e�ZK�MzLSUYKMW�YKSKMuhRPQZWMW�t}a��XUVWY�pr�MOMNpMR�f\e�[bb]_�{SOMW�qZKL�KLZY�YLPRKXSooe�aSV��ZMTPsYpPSRW�PX�YUhMRQZYPRY�QPKMW�ZV�{MpRUSRr�[bb[�KP�KMRNZVSKM�KLMvta�hRPTRSN�UVoMYY�KLM�YKSKM�STRMMW�pr�tSROL�|�KP�hRPQZWMXUoo�XUVWZVT�XPR�KLM�[bb]u[bb[�XZYOSo�rMSR_��XKMR�KLM�YKSKMRMXUYMW�KP�hRPQZWM�SWWZKZPVSo�XUVWZVTe�aSV��ZMTP�VPKZXZMWSXXMOKMW�ZVWZQZWUSoY�SVW�NMWZOSo�YMRQZOM�hRPQZWMRY�KLSK�ZKqPUoW�KMRNZVSKM�KLM�vta�hRPTRSN�SK�NZWVZTLK�PV�tSROL�[be[bb[_�nLM�RMYhPVYM�KP�KLM�vPUVKrsY�VPKZXZOSKZPV�UoKZNSKMorRMYUoKMW�ZV�KLM�UVXUVWMW�NSVWSKM�OoSZN�VPq�pMXPRM�UY_����� ¡¢ £¤£�¥¦ £¦§¤̈nLRPUTL�SWPhKZPV�PX��RPhPYZKZPV�[x�ZV�[bc|e�KLM�QPKMRY�SWWMWSRKZOoM�©}}}���KP�KLM�vSoZXPRVZS�vPVYKZKUKZPVe�qLZOL��ZNhPYMYS�oZNZK�PV�KLM�hPqMR�PX�YKSKM�SVW�oPOSo�TPQMRVNMVKY�KPSWPhK�SVW�oMQr�KSzMY_��vZKSKZPV_���̀ �����ª��«�¬�������l�������«����j«���j��̀[bb[m�̂x�vSo_xW�\|fe�\|d�� ���f|]vSo_�hKR_�bfe�|]|��_fW�fx̂��̀�����ª��«�¬�����m_m�nLM�VMzKrMSRe�KLM�QPKMRY�SWWMW�SRKZOoM�©}}}�®�KP�KLM�vPVYKZKUKZPVe�qLZOL�ZNhPYM�Y��S�OPNhoMNMVKSRr�oZNZK�PV�KLM�RSKM�PX�TRPqKL�ZVTPQMRVNMVKSo�YhMVWZVT_��̀ ����¬���̄j�̄��°�±��ª����²���l�l�³���k��«�������j�����̀[bbfm�f�vSo_\KL�̂c[e�̂c\�� cvSo_�hKR_fW�f\̂e�|f|��_fW�[\c�_m�̀[m�nLMYM�KqP�OPVYKZKUKZPVSoSRKZOoMY��qPŔ�ZV�KSVWMNe�KPTMKLMR�RMYKRZOKZVT�vSoZXPRVZSTPQMRVNMVKYs�hPqMR�pPKL�KP�oMQr�SVW�KP�YhMVW�XPR�hUpoZOhURhPYMY_��̀ �j�ª��«���̄��µ������l��������«����j«���j�[̀bb]m�̂]�vSo_xW�̂[e�̂be�XV_�[�� fdd�vSo_�hKR_�[xbe�c|̂��_fWf̂f�_m�nLMZR�TPSoY�SRM��KP�hRPKMOK�RMYZWMVKY�XRPN�MzOMYYZQMKSzSKZPV�SVW�TPQMRVNMVK�YhMVWZVT_��vZKSKZPV_���̀ �����ª��«¶���²�·������l��������«����j«���j��̀[b|cm�\x�vSo_xW�\de�d[� fxx�vSo_�hKR_�x|e�cfb��_fW�f]f��̀�����ª��«�¶���²�·����m_mvSoZXPRVZS�vPVYKZKUKZPVe�SRKZOoM�©}}}�®�ZVOoUWMY�YMOKZPVde�qLZOL�ZY�KLM�OPVYKZKUKZPVSo�hRPQZYZPV�SK�ZYYUM�LMRM_�}K
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KLMNOPQR�OS�LQTQNUSV�KULVW�XYZQSQNQL�VZQ�[Q\ORTUV]LQ�ML�UŜRVUVQ�U\QS_̂�̀ USPUVQR�U�SQa�KLM\LÙ�ML�ZO\ZQL�TQNQT�MbRQLNO_Q�MS�UŜ�TM_UT�\MNQLS̀ QSVc�VZQ�RVUVQ�RZUTT�KLMNOPQ�UR]dNQSVOMS�Mb�b]SPR�VM�LQÒd]LRQ�R]_Z�TM_UT�\MNQLS̀ QSVbML�VZQ�_MRVR�Mb�R]_Z�KLM\LÙ�ML�OS_LQURQP�TQNQT�Mb�RQLNO_QcQe_QKV�VZUV�VZQ�[Q\ORTUV]LQ�̀Ûc�d]V�SQQP�SMVc�KLMNOPQ�R]_ZR]dNQSVOMS�Mb�b]SPR�bML�VZQ�bMTTMaOS\�̀USPUVQRW�fgh�iii�fghj_k�[Q\ORTUVONQ�̀USPUVQR�QSU_VQP�KLOML�VM�lUS]UL̂�mc�mnopcML�QeQ_]VONQ�MLPQLR�ML�LQ\]TUVOMSR�OSOVOUTT̂�ÒKTQ̀QSVOS\TQ\ORTUVOMS�QSU_VQP�KLOML�VM�lUS]UL̂�mc�mnopiq�rQ_VOMS�sLQ_M\SOtQR�VZUV�ULVO_TQR�uvvv�w�USP�uvvv�x�RQNQLQT̂�LQRVLO_VVZQ�VUeOS\�USP�RKQSPOS\�KMaQLR�Mb�TM_UT�\MNQLS̀ QSVRij yz{|}~�z������|zc��{���c�p���UTi�P�UV�Ki���oik�vVRK]LKMRQ�OR�VM�KLQ_T]PQ�VZQ�RVUVQ�bLM̀ �RZObVOS\�bOSUS_OUTLQRKMSROdOTOV̂�bML�_ULL̂OS\�M]V�\MNQLS̀ QSVUT�b]S_VOMSR�VMTM_UT�U\QS_OQRc�aZO_Z�ULQ�XOTT�Q�]OKKQPq�VM�URR]̀ Q�OS_LQURQPbOSUS_OUT�LQRKMSROdOTOVOQR�dQ_U]RQ�Mb�VZQ�VUeOS\�USP�RKQSPOS\TÒOVUVOMSR�VZUV�ULVO_TQR�uvvv�w�USP�uvvv�x�ÒKMRQi�j yz{|}~z������|zc��{���c�p���UTi�P�UV�Ki���o�� yz{|}~�z���z��|�����c��{���c�����UTi�P�UV�Ki�smik�YOVZ�_QLVUOS�Qe_QKVOMSRcRQ_VOMS�s�XfQhRRQSVOUTT̂q�LQ�]OLQR�VZQ�RVUVQ�XVM�KÛ�bMLUŜ�SQa�\MNQLS̀ QSVUT�KLM\LÙRc�ML�bML�ZO\ZQL�TQNQTR�MbRQLNO_Q�]SPQL�QeORVOS\�KLM\LÙRc�VZUV�OV�ÒKMRQR�]KMS�TM_UT\MNQLS̀ QSVUT�U\QS_OQRi�f�OVUVOMSihq�j ��~������yz������z|z|��}�}����|��}���jmnn�k�mm��UTiwKKi�VZ�mps�c�mpoo�f mp�UTi�KVLi�P�p�ohikvS�mn��c�VZQ�[Q\ORTUV]LQ�_LQUVQP�U�RVUV]VML̂�KLM_QP]LQ�bMLPQVQL̀OSOS\�aZQVZQL�U�RVUV]VQ�ÒKMRQR�RVUVQ�̀USPUVQP�_MRVRMS�U�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�aOVZOS�VZQ�̀QUSOS\�Mb�RQ_VOMS�si�j�MNi�MPQc���mop���QV�RQ�iki��ZQ�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�̀]RV�bOTQ�U�VQRV_TUÒ�aOVZ�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMSc�aZO_Zc�UbVQL�U�K]dTO_�ZQULOS\cPQ_OPQR�aZQVZQL�VZQ�RVUV]VQ�̀ USPUVQR�U�SQa�KLM\LÙ�MLOS_LQURQP�TQNQT�Mb�RQLNO_Qi�j�MNi��MPQc����mop�mc�moppmcmopppik�vb�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMS�bOSPR�U�_TUÒ�VM�dQ�LQÒd]LRUdTQcOV�̀]RV�PQVQL̀OSQ�VZQ�ÙM]SV�Mb�LQÒd]LRQ̀QSVi�j�MNi��MPQc��moppoik��ZQ�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�̀]RV�VZQS�bMTTMa�_QLVUOS�RVUV]VML̂KLM_QP]LQR�VM�� ¡�MdVUOS�LQÒd]LRQ̀QSVi�j�MNi��MPQc��mopp��QV�RQ�ik�vb�VZQ�[Q\ORTUV]LQ�LQb]RQR�VM�UKKLMKLOUVQM̀SQ̂�bML�U�LQÒd]LRUdTQ�̀USPUVQc�VZQ�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�̀ ÛbOTQ�XUS�U_VOMS�OS�PQ_TULUVML̂�LQTOQb�VM�PQ_TULQ�VZQ�̀USPUVQ]SQSbML_QUdTQ�USP�QS¢MOS�OVR�QSbML_Q̀QSViq�j�MNi��MPQc��mosm�c�R]dPi�j_kik�vb�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMS�bOSPR�SM�LQÒd]LRUdTQÙSPUVQc�VZQ�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�̀ Û�_ZUTTQS\Q�VZOR�bOSPOS\d̂�UP̀ OSORVLUVONQ�̀ USPUVQ�KLM_QQPOS\R�]SPQL� RQ_VOMSm�n�ip�Mb�VZQ��MPQ�Mb��ONOT�£LM_QP]LQi�j�MNi��MPQc��moppnik��MNQLS̀ QSV��MPQ�RQ_VOMS�mopp��PQ_TULQR�VZUV�VZQRQ

KLMNOROMSR�XKLMNOPQ�VZQ�RMTQ�USP�Qe_T]RONQ�KLM_QP]LQ�d̂aZO_Z�U�TM_UT�U\QS_̂�iii�̀Û�_TUÒ�LQÒd]LRQ̀QSV�bML�_MRVRÙSPUVQP�d̂�VZQ�RVUVQ�UR�LQ�]OLQP�d̂�rQ_VOMS�s�iiiiq¤¤¤¥�¦§̈ ©ª©«¬®¬©̄°�®ª§�±²§©³©®́�µ¶³°°§©ª·«¦¥�̧¹º�»¼½�¾¿ÀºÁº½�¾ÂÃÄ¼¿ÅS�ÆMNQ̀dQL���c�mn�oc�VZQ��M]SV̂�Mb�[MR�wS\QTQR�j[MRwS\QTQRk�bOTQP�U�_TUÒ�jVZQ�[MR�wS\QTQR�U_VOMSk�aOVZ�VZQ�M̀ ÒRROMS�URRQLVOS\�VZUV�VZQ�Qe_T]ROMS�Mb�UP]TV�Çv£ÈR�bLM̀ÇQPO��UT�_MSRVOV]VQP�U�LQÒd]LRUdTQ�̀USPUVQ�]SPQL�RQ_VOMSsi�jÉ�|��Êc��{���c�p���UTi�P�UV�Ki����c�bSi��ik�wTÙQPU��M]SV̂R]dRQ�]QSVT̂�bOTQP�U�_TUÒ�MS�ÆMNQ̀dQL���c�mn�oc�d]V�VZQ�M̀ ÒRROMS�LQ¢Q_VQP�OV�dQ_U]RQ�Mb�VZQ�KQSPOS\�[MR�wS\QTQRU_VOMSi�jË���UV�Ki���mc�bSi��ik�[MR�wS\QTQR�LQb]RQP�VM�KQL̀OVwTÙQPU��M]SV̂�VM�¢MOS�UR�U�_TUÒUSVc�d]V�KQL̀OVVQP�rUSxQLSULPOSM��M]SV̂�VM�¢MOSi�jËÌ���kvS�wKLOT�mn�nc�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMS�LQ¢Q_VQP�VZQ�[MR�wS\QTQR_TUÒc�bOSPOS\�SM�LQÒd]LRUdTQ�̀USPUVQis�jÉ�|��Êc��{���cp���UTi�P�UV�Ki����c�bSi��ik�vV�bM]SP�VZUV�VZQ�mn���TQ\ORTUVOMSPOP�SMV�ÒKMRQ�MS�_M]SVOQR�U�SQa�KLM\LÙ�ML�U�ZO\ZQL�TQNQTMb�RQLNO_Q�bML�US�QeORVOS\�KLM\LÙ�dQ_U]RQ�_M]SVOQR�ZUP�UXKLQ�QeORVOS\�P]V̂q�VM�KLMNOPQ�̀QPO_UT�_ULQ�VM�VZQ�̀QPO_UTT̂OSPO\QSV�]SPQL�RQ_VOMS�mo���i��ZUV�RQ_VOMS�KLMNOPQR�OSLQTQNUSV�KULVW�XÍNQL̂�_M]SV̂�iii�RZUTT�LQTOQNQ�USP�R]KKMLVUTT�OS_M̀ KQVQSVc�KMMLc�OSPO\QSV�KQLRMSR�iii�TUab]TT̂�LQROPQSVVZQLQOSc�aZQS�R]_Z�KQLRMSR�ULQ�SMV�R]KKMLVQP�USP�LQTOQNQPd̂�VZQOL�LQTUVONQR�ML�bLOQSPRc�d̂�VZQOL�MaS�̀QUSRc�ML�d̂�RVUVQZMRKOVUTR�ML�MVZQL�RVUVQ�ML�KLONUVQ�OSRVOV]VOMSRiq�rQ_VOMS�mo���POP�SMV�ÒKMRQ�U�LQÒd]LRUdTQ�̀USPUVQ�]SPQL�RQ_VOMS�sc�VZQ�M̀ ÒRROMS�b]LVZQL�LQURMSQPc�dQ_U]RQ�OV�XaUR�QSU_VQP�KLOMLVM�lUS]UL̂�mc�mnop�iiiiq�ÎOSUTT̂c�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMS�bM]SP�SMÙSPUVQ�dQ_U]RQ�VZQ�mn���TQ\ORTUVOMS�XSQOVZQL�QRVUdTORZfQPhVZQ�TQNQT�Mb�_ULQ�VM�dQ�KLMNOPQP�SML�iii�PQbOSQfPh�VZQ�_TURR�MbKQLRMSR�PQVQL̀OSQP�VM�dQ�QTO\OdTQ�bML�̀QPO_UT�_ULQ�ROS_Q�VZQRQ_LOVQLOU�aQLQ�QRVUdTORZQP�d̂�dMULPR�Mb�R]KQLNORMLRq�K]LR]USVVM�RQ_VOMS�mo��miÅS�ÇUL_Z���c�mnn�c�VZQ�[MR�wS\QTQR�r]KQLOML��M]LV�bOTQP�U¢]P\̀ QSV�LQNQLROS\�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMSÈR�PQ_OROMS�USP�POLQ_VOS\ORR]US_Q�Mb�U�KQLQ̀KVML̂�� Ï�aLOV�Mb�̀USPUVQi�ÅS�wKLOTmsc�mnn�c�VZQ��M̀ ÒRROMS�USP�VZQ�RVUVQ�bOTQP�US�UKKQUT�OSVZQ�rQ_MSP�ÐORVLO_V��M]LV�Mb�wKKQUTi�jyz{|}~�z���z���|���������}�}��z��y����z�|��c�ÆMi�x��ns�piko�vS�QULT̂�mnn�c�VZQKULVOQR�VM�VZQ�[MR�wS\QTQR�U_VOMS�U\LQQP�VM�RQVVTQ�VZQOL�PORK]VQUSP�VM�RQQÑ�POR̀ORRUTi�vS�wKLOT�mnn�c�UbVQL�TQULSOS\�Mb�VZORU\LQQ̀QSVc�rUS�ÐOQ\M�RM]\ZV�VM�OSVQLNQSQi�ÍeKTUOSOS\�VZUV
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JK�LMN�OPPQ�RMJKJQS�TUV�VPWUXYKJUQ�UT�KLP�MZKJUQ[�\MQ�]JPSUVP̂YPWKPN�KLMK�KLP�_UYVK�UT�̀aaPMX�NPQb�KLP�NJWcJWWMX�VP̂YPWKMQN�MNN�dUV�WYOWKJKYKP�JQe�KLP�_UYQKb�MW�M�aMVKbf�gLP�_UYVK�UTàaPMX�NJN�QUK�VPWaUQNf�hQ�]PZPcOPV�ij[�ikkl[�KLP�aMVKJPWKU�KLP�mUW�̀QSPXPW�MZKJUQ�PQKPVPN�JQKU�M�WPKKXPcPQK�MSVPPcPQKKLMK�aVUnJNPN�TUV�nMZMKJUQ�UT�KLP�WYaPVJUV�ZUYVK�oYNScPQK�MQNNJWcJWWMX�UT�KLP�MaaPMX�MQN�WYaPVJUV�ZUYVK�MZKJUQf�_UQWJWKPQKRJKL�KLP�WPKKXPcPQK�MSVPPcPQK[�UQ�]PZPcOPV�lk[�ikkl[�KLP_UYVK�UT�̀aaPMX�TJXPN�MQ�UVNPV�nMZMKJQS�KLP�WYaPVJUV�ZUYVKoYNScPQK[�NJWcJWWJQS�KLP�MaaPMX[�MQN�JQWKVYZKJQS�KLP�WYaPVJUVZUYVK�KU�NJWcJWW�KLP�MZKJUQ�RJKLUYK�aVPoYNJZP�UQ�VPcMQNfpqr�stu�vwx�yzu{|�}~�z|x�r�}��zxz���w�z�u�}��u������|����wzx��uz�����u�ux�hQ��MVZL�i�[�ikki[�\MQ�]JPSU�WYOcJKKPN�MQ�JQnUJZP�KU�KLP\KMKP�_UQKVUXXPV�WPP�JQS�VPJcOYVWPcPQK�UT�JKW�YQZUcaPQWMKPNP�aPQNJKYVPW�UQ�KLP�_�\�aVUSVMc�TUV�TJWZMX�bPMV�ikpk�ikk�fgLP�_UQKVUXXPV�JW�M�cPcOPV�UT�KLP�_UccJWWJUQf�d�Unf�_UNP[��i�jljfe�hQ�̀aVJX�il[�KLP�_UQKVUXXPV�VPKYVQPN�KLP�JQnUJZP�RJKLUYK�MZKJUQ[��WKMKJQS�KLMK���Q�U�MaaVUaVJMKJUQ�LMW�OPPQSJnPQ�KU�KLJW�UTTJZP�KU�MXXUR�TUV�VPJcOYVWPcPQK��UT�cPNJZMXZUWKW�TUV�MNYXK�����W�MQN�QUKJQS�KLMK�XJKJSMKJUQ�RMW�aPQNJQSVPSMVNJQS�KLP�WKMKP�W�VPJcOYVWPcPQK�UOXJSMKJUQf�hQ�]PZPcOPVip[�ikki[�\MQ�]JPSU�WYOcJKKPN�M�WJcJXMV�JQnUJZP�TUV�KLPikk��ikki�TJWZMX�bPMVf�gLP�WKMKP�LMW�QUK�MZKPN�VPSMVNJQS�KLJWWPZUQN�JQnUJZPf�����r��|���� �|~uu�zx{�¡PWaUQNJQS�KU�\MQ�]JPSU�W�QUKJZP�UT�JQKPQK�KU�KPVcJQMKPKLP�_�\�aVUSVMc[�UQ��MVZL�ii[�ikki[�KLP�mPSMX�̀ JN\UZJPKb�UT�\MQ�]JPSU�TJXPN�M�ZXMWW�MZKJUQ�UQ�OPLMXT�UT�_�\aVUSVMc�OPQPTJZJMVJPW�WPP�JQS�KU�PQoUJQ�KPVcJQMKJUQ�UT�KLPaVUSVMcf�gLP�KVJMX�ZUYVK�XMKPV�JWWYPN�M�aVPXJcJQMVb�JQoYQZKJUQaVULJOJKJQS�\MQ�]JPSU��TVUc�KM�JQS�MQb�MZKJUQ�KU�VPNYZP�UVKPVcJQMKP��KLP�_�\�aVUSVMcfhQ��MVZL�ij[�ikki[�\MQ�]JPSU�TJXPN�M�ZVUWW�ZUcaXMJQKMQN�aPKJKJUQ�TUV�RVJK�UT�cMQNMKP�YQNPV�_UNP�UT�_JnJX�VUZPNYVP�WPZKJUQ�i�pj�MSMJQWK�KLP�WKMKP[�KLP�_UccJWWJUQ[MQN�nMVJUYW�WKMKP�UTTJZPVWfk�gLP�ZVUWW�ZUcaXMJQK�MXXPSPN�KLMK[Ob�P�ZXYNJQS�MNYXK�����W�TVUc��PNJ�_MX�MQN�KVMQWTPVVJQSVPWaUQWJOJXJKb�TUV�KLPJV�cPNJZMX�ZMVP�KU�ZUYQKJPW[�KLP�WKMKP�LMNcMQNMKPN�M�QPR�aVUSVMc�MQN�LJSLPV�XPnPX�UT�WPVnJZP�RJKLJQKLP�cPMQJQS�UT�WPZKJUQ�¢f�gLP�ZVUWW�ZUcaXMJQK�TYVKLPV�MXXPSPNKLMK�KLP�WKMKP�KLPVPTUVP�LMN�M�NYKb�YQNPV�WPZKJUQ�¢�KU�VPJcOYVWP\MQ�]JPSU�TUV�KLP�PQKJVP�ZUWK�UT�JKW�_�\�aVUSVMc[�MQN�KLMK�KLPWKMKP�LMN�TMJXPN�KU�aPVTUVc�JKW�NYKbf

�VUZPPNJQS�TVUc�KLPWP�JQJKJMX�MXXPSMKJUQW[�KLP�ZVUWW�ZUcaXMJQKMXXPSPN�ZMYWPW�UT�MZKJUQ�TUV�JQNPcQJTJZMKJUQ[�NPZXMVMKUVb�MQNJQoYQZKJnP�VPXJPT[�VPJcOYVWPcPQK�MQN�NMcMSPW[�MQN�RVJK�UTcMQNMKPf��Q�JKW�TJVWK�NPZXMVMKUVb�VPXJPT�ZXMJc[�\MQ�]JPSUMXXPSPN�dUQ�JQTUVcMKJUQ�MQN�OPXJPTe�KLMK�KLP�WKMKP�ZUQKPQNPNKLP�_�\�aVUSVMc�RMW�M�QUQVPJcOYVWMOXP[�ZUYQKb�UOXJSMKJUQf�Q�JKW�ZXMJc�TUV�VPJcOYVWPcPQK[�\MQ�]JPSU�MXXPSPN�dMSMJQ�UQJQTUVcMKJUQ�MQN�OPXJPTe�KLMK�KLP�_UccJWWJUQ�LMN��aVPnJUYWXbNPQJPN�KLP�ZXMJcW�UT�UKLPV�ZUYQKJPW[�VYXJQS�KLMK�ZUYQKb�cPNJZMXZMVP�aVUSVMcW�TUV��MNYXK�����W��MVP�QUK�WKMKP�cMQNMKPN�MQN[KLPVPTUVP[�ZUYQKJPW�MVP�QUK�PQKJKXPN�KU�VPJcOYVWPcPQK�TVUcKLP�\KMKP�TUV�KLP�ZUWKW�UT�WYZL�aVUSVMcWf���£QNPV�KLPWPZJVZYcWKMQZPW[��\MQ�]JPSU�MWWPVKPN[��NPQJMX�UT�KLP�_UYQKb�WZXMJc�Ob�KLP�_UccJWWJUQ�fff�JW�nJVKYMXXb�ZPVKMJQ�MQN�TYVKLPVMNcJQJWKVMKJnP�aYVWYJK�UT�KLJW�ZXMJc�RUYXN�OP�M�TYKJXP�MZKf�¤UV�VPXJPT[�\MQ�]JPSU�VP̂YPWKPN�M�oYNScPQK�NPZXMVJQS�KLPTUXXURJQS¥�die�KLMK�KLP�WKMKP�cYWK�TYXXb�VPJcOYVWP�\MQ�]JPSUJT�JK��JW�ZUcaPXXPN�KU�aVUnJNP�MQb�_�\��VUSVMc�WPVnJZPWKU�aXMJQKJTTW�fff�MTKPV��MVZL�ik[�ikki�¦�dle�KLMK�WPZKJUQ�¢VP̂YJVPW�KLP�WKMKP��KU�TYXXb�TYQN�KLP�_�\��VUSVMc��dUV[MXKPVQMKJnPXb[�KLMK�KLP�_�\�aVUSVMc�JW�NJWZVPKJUQMVbe¦�d�e�KLMKKLP�WKMKP�cYWK�aMb�\MQ�]JPSU�TUV�MXX�UT�JKW�YQVPJcOYVWPNZUWKW�TUV�KLP�_�\�aVUSVMc�NYVJQS�KLP���§�ikpk�ikk��MQNikk��ikki�TJWZMX�bPMVW¦�MQN�d̈e�KLMK�KLP�WKMKP�WLMXX�MWWYcPVPWaUQWJOJXJKb�TUV�UaPVMKJQS�MQb�ZUYVK�UVNPVPN�ZUQKJQYMKJUQUT�KLP�_�\�aVUSVMcf�\MQ�]JPSU�MXWU�VP̂YPWKPN�KLMK�KLPZUYVK�JWWYP�M�RVJK�UT�cMQNMcYW�VP̂YJVJQS�KLP�WKMKP�KU�TYXTJXXJKW�VPJcOYVWPcPQK�UOXJSMKJUQf�¤JQMXXb[�\MQ�]JPSU�VP̂YPWKPNJWWYMQZP�UT�aVPXJcJQMVb�MQN�aPVcMQPQK�JQoYQZKJUQW�KU�PQWYVPKLMK�KLP�WKMKP�TYXTJXXPN�JKW�UOXJSMKJUQW�KU�KLP�_UYQKbf�Q�̀aVJX�ikki[�\MQ�]JPSU�NPKPVcJQPN�KLMK�JK�ZUYXN�ZUQKJQYPUaPVMKJQS�KLP�_�\�aVUSVMc�YWJQS�aVPnJUYWXb�YQMnMJXMOXPSPQPVMX�TYQN�VPnPQYPWf�̀ZZUVNJQSXb[�\MQ�]JPSU�MQN�aXMJQKJTTWWPKKXPN�KLPJV�NJWaYKP[�MQN�aXMJQKJTTW�NJWcJWWPN�KLPJV�ZUcaXMJQKfgLP�cMKKPV�aVUZPPNPN�WUXPXb�UQ�\MQ�]JPSU�W�ZVUWW�ZUcaXMJQKfgLP�ZUYVK�JWWYPN�M�aVPXJcJQMVb�JQoYQZKJUQ�MQN�MXKPVQMKJnP�RVJKJQ��Mb�ikkif�̀K�M�LPMVJQS�UQ�©YQP�lj[�ikki[�KLP�ZUYVK�TUYQNKLMK�KLP�WKMKP�LMN�MQ�UOXJSMKJUQ�KU�TYQN�\MQ�]JPSU�W�_�\aVUSVMc[�SVMQKPN�\MQ�]JPSU�W�VP̂YPWK�TUV�M�RVJK�UT�cMQNMKP[MQN�WZLPNYXPN�MQ�PnJNPQKJMVb�LPMVJQS�KU�NPKPVcJQP�NMcMSPWMQN�VPcPNJPWf�hQ�©YXb�i[�ikki[�JK�JWWYPN�MQ�UVNPV�VPTXPZKJQSKLJW�VYXJQS�MQN�SVMQKJQS�M�aPVPcaKUVb�RVJK�UT�cMQNMKPf�gLPRVJK�NJN�QUK�JWWYP[�LURPnPV[�OPZMYWP�UT�KLP�aPQNJQS�LPMVJQSKU�NPKPVcJQP�NMcMSPWf��Q�]PZPcOPV�ikkl[�MTKPV�MQ�P�KPQWJnPPnJNPQKJMVb�LPMVJQS�MQN�aUWKLPMVJQS�aVUZPPNJQSW�UQ�KLP�ZXMJc
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JKL�M�NOLOPNQKLR�SLTQ�KJ�PMUVMQOW�QXO�YKZLQ�T[[ZOV�M�\ZV]POUQYKUJTLPTU]�TQ[�\ZLT[VTYQTKU�QK�VOQOLPTUO�̂MU�_TO]K̀[�YaMTPWJTUVTU]�QXMQ�[OYQTKU�b�LOcZTLOV�QXO�[QMQO�QK�JZUV�QXO�OUQTLOYK[Q�KJ�̂MU�_TO]K̀[�de �̂NLK]LMPW�VOQOLPTUTU]�QXO�MPKZUQQXMQ�QXO�[QMQO�KSOV�̂MU�_TO]K�JKL�JT[YMa�ROML[�fghgifggjMUV�fggjifggfW�TVOUQTJRTU]�JZUV[�MkMTaMlaO�QK�QXO�[QMQO�QK[MQT[JR�QXO�\ZV]POUQW�MUV�KLVOLTU]�T[[ZMUYO�KJ�M�NOLOPNQKLRSLTQ�KJ�PMUVMQOmfj�nXO�YKZLQ�Ma[K�T[[ZOV�M�NOLOPNQKLR�SLTQKJ�PMUVMQO�VTLOYQTU]�QXO�[QMQO�MUV�kMLTKZ[�[QMQO�KJJTYOL[�QKYKPNaR�STQX�QXO�\ZV]POUQmnXO�dKZLQ�KJ�oNNOMa�MJJTLPOV�QXO�\ZV]POUQ�TU[KJML�M[�TQNLKkTVOV�QXMQ�[OYQTKU�b�LOcZTLO[�QXO�[QMQO�QK�JZUV�QXO�de^NLK]LMPm�nXO�dKZLQ�KJ�oNNOMa�Ma[K�MJJTLPOV�QXO�QLTMa�YKZLQ̀[JTUVTU]�QXMQ�QXO�[QMQO�XMV�LOcZTLOV�̂MU�_TO]K�QK�[NOUV�MQ�aOM[Qpqf�PTaaTKU�KU�QXO�de �̂NLK]LMP�TU�JT[YMa�ROML[�fghgifggjMUV�fggjifggfm�rKSOkOLW�QXO�dKZLQ�KJ�oNNOMa�LOkOL[OV�QXK[ONKLQTKU[�KJ�QXO�\ZV]POUQ�VOQOLPTUTU]�QXO�JTUMa�LOTPlZL[OPOUQMPKZUQ�MUV�[NOYTJRTU]�QXO�[QMQO�JZUV[�JLKP�SXTYX�QXO�[QMQOSM[�QK�[MQT[JR�QXO�\ZV]POUQm�sQ�LOPMUVOV�QXO�PMQQOL�QK�QXOdKPPT[[TKU�QK�VOQOLPTUO�QXO�LOTPlZL[OPOUQ�MPKZUQ�MUVMNNLKNLTMQO�[QMQZQKLR�LOPOVTO[m�tO�QXOU�]LMUQOV�QXO�[QMQÒ[NOQTQTKU�JKL�LOkTOSmuvw�xyz{|}~|��~y|���y|}��}��}~���M���OJKLO�LOMYXTU]�QXO�POLTQ[�KJ�QXO�MNNOMaW�SO�PZ[Q�MVVLO[[QXO�[QMQÒ[�M[[OLQTKU�QXMQ�QXO�[ZNOLTKL�YKZLQ�aMY�OV�\ZLT[VTYQTKUQK�XOML�̂MU�����_TO]K̀[�PMUVMQO�YaMTPm�oYYKLVTU]�QK�QXO[QMQOW�TU�������W������W��q�dMam�V���bW�SO��ZUOcZTkKYMaaRXOaV�QXMQ�QXO�KLVOLaR�VOQOLPTUMQTKU�KJ��ZUJZUVOV��PMUVMQOcZO[QTKU[�VOPMUV[�QXMQ�KUaR�KUO�YaMTP�KU�MUR�NMLQTYZaMLMaaO]OV�PMUVMQO�lO�OUQOLQMTUOV�lR�QXO�YKZLQ[�MQ�MUR�]TkOUQTPOm��nXZ[W�TJ�M�QO[Q�YaMTP�T[�NOUVTU]W��KQXOL�NKQOUQTMaYaMTP[�PZ[Q�lO�XOaV�TU�MlORMUYO�mmmm��oNNaRTU]�QXT[�NLTUYTNaOWQXO�[QMQO�M[[OLQ[�QXMQW�[TUYO��QXO�QO[Q�YaMTP�aTQT]MQTKU�SM[NOUVTU]��TU�QXO��K[�oU]OaO[�MYQTKU�SXOU�̂MU�_TO]K�JTaOV�TQ[YLK[[iYKPNaMTUQ�[OO�TU]�PMUVMPZ[�LOaTOJW��QXO�[ZNOLTKL�YKZLQaMY�OV�\ZLT[VTYQTKU�JLKP�QXO�KZQ[OQW�MUV�QXO�LO[ZaQTU]�\ZV]POUQT[�M�UZaaTQRm�nXMQ�VOJOYQ�YMUUKQ�lO�YZLOV�lR�QXO�[OQQaOPOUQKJ�QXO�QO[Q�YaMTPW�SXTYX�KYYZLLOV�MJQOL�\ZV]POUQ�SM[�OUQOLOVXOLOTUm�sU�������W�SO�XOaV�QXMQ�TUVTkTVZMa�QM�NMROL[�MUV�LOYTNTOUQ[KJ�]KkOLUPOUQ�lOUOJTQ[�aMY��[QMUVTU]�QK�OUJKLYO�[OYQTKUb�lOYMZ[O�QXO�MNNaTYMlaO�MVPTUT[QLMQTkO�NLKYOVZLO[W�SXTYX�MLO�QXO�O�YaZ[TkO�POMU[��JKL�VOQOLPTUTU]�MUV�OUJKLYTU]QXO�[QMQÒ[�[OYQTKU�b�KlaT]MQTKU[W��MLO�MkMTaMlaO�KUaR�QK�aKYMaM]OUYTO[�MUV�[YXKKa�VT[QLTYQ[�VTLOYQaR�MJJOYQOV�lR�M�[QMQO

PMUVMQO�mmmm���������W������W��q�dMam�V�MQ�Nm���hm��sU�LOMYXTU]QXT[�YKUYaZ[TKUW�SO�O�NaMTUOV�QXMQ�QXO�LOTPlZL[OPOUQ�LT]XQZUVOL�[OYQTKU�b��T[�M�LT]XQ�]TkOU�lR�QXO�dKU[QTQZQTKU�QK�aKYMaM]OUYTO[W�UKQ�TUVTkTVZMa[�OTQXOL�M[�QM�NMROL[�KL�LOYTNTOUQ[KJ�]KkOLUPOUQ�lOUOJTQ[�MUV�[OLkTYO[m��� ¡¢�MQ�Nm���qm��tOYKUYaZVOV�QXMQ���U�OTQXOL�NZlaTY�NKaTYR�UKL�NLMYQTYMa�UOYO[[TQRYKPNOa[�YLOMQTKU�KJ�M�\ZVTYTMa�LOPOVR�lR�SXTYX�TUVTkTVZMa[PMR�OUJKLYO�QXO�LT]XQ�KJ�QXO�YKZUQR�QK�[ZYX�LOkOUZO[m��� ¡¢�MQNm����m�sU�JTUVTU]�QXMQ�TUVTkTVZMa[�VK�UKQ�XMkO�[QMUVTU]�QKOUJKLYO�QXO�[OYQTKU�b�LT]XQ[�KJ�aKYMa�M]OUYTO[W�SO�PMVO[OkOLMa�Kl[OLkMQTKU[�TU��������NOLQTUOUQ�QK�KNOLMQTKUKJ�QXO�[QMQZQKLR�NLKYO[[�M[�TQ�MNNaTO[�QK�OUQTQTO[�QXMQVK�XMkO�[QMUVTU]m�dTQTU]�£KkOLUPOUQ�dKVO�[OYQTKUf¤�jjW�SO�O�NaMTUOV�QXMQ��QXO��O]T[aMQZLO�OUMYQOVYKPNLOXOU[TkO�MVPTUT[QLMQTkO�NLKYOVZLO[�JKL�LO[KaZQTKU�KJYaMTP[�MLT[TU]�KZQ�KJ�[OYQTKU�b�mmm�lOYMZ[O�QXO�Ml[OUYOKJ�M�ZUTJKLP�NLKYOVZLO�XMV�LO[ZaQOV�TU�TUYKU[T[QOUQLZaTU][�KU�QXO�O�T[QOUYO�KJ�[QMQO�PMUVMQO[W�ZUUOYO[[MLRaTQT]MQTKUW�LOTPlZL[OPOUQ�VOaMR[W�MUVW�MNNMLOUQaRW�LO[ZaQMUQZUYOLQMTUQTO[�TU�MYYKPPKVMQTU]�LOTPlZL[OPOUQ�LOcZTLOPOUQ[TU�QXO�lZV]OQMLR�NLKYO[[m���������W������W��q�dMam�V�MQ�Nm��fm��nXZ[W�QXO�]KkOLUTU]�[QMQZQO[��O[QMlaT[X���NLKYOVZLO[SXTYX�O�T[Q�JKL�QXO�O�NLO[[�NZLNK[O�KJ�MkKTVTU]�PZaQTNaONLKYOOVTU][W�\ZVTYTMa�MUV�MVPTUT[QLMQTkOW�MVVLO[[TU]�QXO[MPO�YaMTP�QXMQ�M�LOTPlZL[MlaO�[QMQO�PMUVMQO�XM[�lOOUYLOMQOVm��� ¡¢�MQ�Nm����m��̂NOYTJTYMaaRW���Q�XO�aO]T[aMQTKUO[QMlaT[XO[�M�QO[QiYaMTP�NLKYOVZLO�QK�O�NOVTQTKZ[aR�LO[KakOVT[NZQO[�MJJOYQTU]�PZaQTNaO�M]OUYTO[�mmmm��� ¡¢�MQ�Nm���fm�_O[YLTlTU]�QXO�dKPPT[[TKÙ[�MNNaTYMQTKU�KJ�QXO�QO[QiYaMTPNLKYOVZLO�QK�YaMTP[�LO]MLVTU]�O�YaZ[TKU�KJ�MVZaQ�es¥̀[�JLKPeOVTidMaW�SO�Kl[OLkOV¦��nXO�QO[Q�YaMTP�lR�QXO�dKZUQR�KJ��K[oU]OaO[�SM[�JTaOV�NLTKL�QK�QXMQ���§�NLKNK[OV�lR�oaMPOVMdKZUQRm�nXO�oaMPOVM�dKZUQR�YaMTP�SM[�LO\OYQOV�JKL�QXMQLOM[KUm��̂OO��£Kkm�dKVOW��̈�f¤��fm���K[�oU]OaO[�dKZUQRNOLPTQQOV�̂MU��OLUMLVTUK�dKZUQR�QK�\KTU�TU�TQ[�YaMTP�SXTYXQXO�dKPPT[[TKU�MYYONQOV�M[�M�QO[Q�YaMTP�TUQOUVOV�QK�LO[KakOQXO��MVZaQ�es¥�O�YaZ[TKU��T[[ZO[�mmmm��K[�oU]OaO[�dKZUQRVOYaTUOV�M�LOcZO[Q�JLKP�oaMPOVM�dKZUQR�QXMQ�TQ�lO�TUYaZVOVTU�QXO�QO[Q�YaMTP�mmmm��� ¡¢�MQ�Nm���fW�JUm�qm�dKU[T[QOUQ�STQX�KZL�Kl[OLkMQTKU[�TU�������W�SO�XOLO�M]LOOSTQX�QXO�[QMQO�QXMQ�QXO�QLTMa�YKZLQ�[XKZaV�UKQ�XMkO�NLKYOOVOVQK�LO[KakO�̂MU�_TO]K̀[�YaMTP�JKL�LOTPlZL[OPOUQ�ZUVOL�[OYQTKUb�SXTaO�QXO��K[�oU]OaO[�MYQTKU�SM[�NOUVTU]m�o�YKUQLMLRYKUYaZ[TKU�SKZaV�ZUVOLPTUO�KUO�KJ��QXO�O�NLO[[�NZLNK[O�[��KJ�QXO�[QMQZQKLR�NLKYOVZLO¦�QK��MkKTV���PZaQTNaO�NLKYOOVTU][�mmm
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JKKLMNNOPQ�RSM�NJTM�UVJOT�RSJR�J�LMOTWXLNJWVM�NRJRM�TJPKJRMSJN�WMMP�ULMJRMKYZ�[\]̂_̀ab�cdef̀b�gh�iJVYjK�JR�kY�jjjYl[jl�mnoMpMLb�oM�LMqMUR�RSM�NRJRMrN�JNNMLROnP�RSJR�RSMMLLnL�oJN�qXLONKOUROnPJVY�sSM�knoML�nt�NXkMLOnL�UnXLRNRn�kMLtnLT�TJPKJTXN�LMpOMo�nt�JKTOPONRLJROpM�KMUONOnPNKMLOpMN�OP�kJLR�tLnT�JLROUVM�uvb�NMUROnP�wx�nt�RSM�iJVOtnLPOJinPNRORXROnPY�[ y]z{|�}~��]�f̂��[w��wl�h�iJVYjK�wjxbwj��� �j�iJVY�kRLY��jhb�h�w��Y�K��h���� �]èf]�}~��èf���̂���������f����]�_�c�[w��jl�w��iJVY�kkYhRS����b����� �x�iJVY�kRLY�K��h��Yl�sSJR�NMUROnP�QOpMN���R�SM�XkLMTM�inXLRb�UnXLRN�nt�JkkMJVb��JPK��NXkMLOnL�UnXLRN�YYYnLOQOPJV�qXLONKOUROnP�OP�kLnUMMKOPQN�tnL�M�RLJnLKOPJL��LMVOMtOP�RSM�PJRXLM�nt�TJPKJTXN�YYYYZ�[iJVY�inPNRYb�JLRY�uvb���wxYl�sSM�qXLONKOUROnP�RSXN�pMNRMK�TJ��PnR�VOQSRV��WM�KMMTMKRn�SJpM�WMMP�KMNRLn�MKYZ�[ �̀ff]c�̂�}~���df���[w�h�l�j�iJVY�K�hjxb�hjg�� w����Y�K���h�b�npMLLXVMK�nP�JPnRSMLQLnXPK�OP� \�̀ �̂�}~���]���[w��wl�h�iJVYjK��j�b��j�� �g�iJVY�kRLY�w��b�h�g��Y�K���w�Yl���SOVM�RSM�UnXLRNJLM�NXWqMUR�Rn�LMJNnPJWVM�NRJRXRnL��LMQXVJROnP�nt�kLnUMKXLMJPK�nRSML�TJRRMLNb�RSM��oOVV�TJOPRJOP�RSMOL�UnPNRORXROnPJVknoMLN�OP�nLKML�MttMUROpMV��Rn�tXPUROnP�JN�J�NMkJLJRMKMkJLRTMPR�nt�QnpMLPTMPRY��iORJROnPNY��inPNM XMPRV��JPOPRMPR�Rn�KMtMJR�RSM�M�MLUONM�nt�RSM�UnXLRrN�qXLONKOUROnP�oOVVPnR�WM�NXkkVOMK�W��OTkVOUJROnPYZ�[ �̀ff]c�̂b�cdef̀b�JR�kYhj�Yl�[��Wl�mMLMb�oM�tOPK�Pn�NRJRXRnL��kLnpONOnP�RSJR�MORSML�M�kLMNNV��kLnpOKM�N�Z�[ ]¡~�JR�kY�hjgl�nL�nRSMLoONM��UVMJLV�OPRMPK�N�Z�[]¡~�JR�kY�hj�l�RSJR�RSM�¢MQONVJRXLM�OPRMPKMK�Rn�KOpMNRJVV�UnXLRN�nRSML�RSJP�RSM�UnXLR�SMJLOPQ�RSM�RMNR�UVJOT�nt�RSMOLTJPKJTXN�qXLONKOUROnPY�JRSMLb�tnVVnoOPQ���a¡̀__�}~��de�f]�f�£�df��[w��xl�w�jiJVY�jh���w�w��Y���g��[��a¡̀__lb�oM�OPRMLkLMR�RSM�QnpMLPOPQNRJRXRMN�JN�NOTkV��pMNROPQ�kLOTJL��qXLONKOUROnP�OP�RSM�UnXLRSMJLOPQ�RSM�RMNR�UVJOTY�vP���a¡̀__b�oM�KMRMLTOPMK�RSMqXLONKOUROnPJV�MttMUR�nt�inKM�nt�iOpOV��LnUMKXLM�tnLTMLNMUROnP�w����nP�JUROnPN�Rn�NMRRVM�RSM�JUUnXPR�nt�RLXNRMMN�ntJ�RMNRJTMPRJL��RLXNRY�inKM�nt�iOpOV��LnUMKXLM�tnLTML�NMUROnPw����kLnpOKMK�OP�kJLR¤���SMLM�JP��RLXNR�¥¦¦�SJN�WMMPULMJRMK�W��nL�XPKML�JP��oOVV�Rn�UnPROPXM�JtRML�KONRLOWXROnPbRSM��XkMLOnL�inXLR�NSJVV�PnR�VnNM�qXLONKOUROnP�nt�RSM�MNRJRMW��tOPJV�KONRLOWXROnPb�WXR�NSJVV�LMRJOP�qXLONKOUROnP�RSMLMnttnL�RSM�kXLknNM�nt�RSM�NMRRVMTMPR�nt�JUUnXPRN�XPKML�RSMRLXNRYZ�[�RJRNY�w���b�USY����b���wb�kY�jj�Yl��M�M�kVJOPMKRSJRb�XPKML�RSON�NMUROnPb��RSM�NXkMLOnL�UnXLRb�NORROPQ�OP�kLnWJRM

XknP�RSM�KONRLOWXROnP�nt�JP�MNRJRM�oSMLMOP�RSM�oOVV�ULMJRMNJ�RLXNRb�LMRJOP�MK��qXLONKOUROnP�nt�RSM�MNRJRM�tnL�RSM�kXLknNMnt�RSM�NMRRVMTMPR�nt�RSM�JUUnXPRN�XPKML�RSM�RLXNRYZ�[��a¡̀__bcdef̀b�w�j�iJVY�JR�kY�jgjYl�mnoMpMLb�oM�tXLRSML�nWNMLpMKRSJR��RSM�NXkMLOnL�UnXLR�nt�MJUS�UnXPR��OP�RSM�NRJRM�SJNQMPMLJV�qXLONKOUROnP�OP�M XOR��Rn�NMRRVM�RLXNRMMNr�JUUnXPRN�JPKRn�MPRMLRJOP�JUROnPN�tnL�OPqXPUROnPNY�sSON�qXLONKOUROnP�ONb�OPJ�NMPNMb�UnPUXLLMPR�oORS�RSJR�nt�RSM�NXkMLOnL�UnXLRb�oSOUSbW��pOLRXM�nt�RSM�KMULMM�nt�KONRLOWXROnPb�SJN�qXLONKOUROnP�ntJ�RLXNR�ULMJRMK�W��oOVVY�sSM�VJRRMLb�SnoMpMLb�ON�RSM�kLOTJL�qXLONKOUROnPb�JPK�Ot�J�WOVV�OP�M XOR��ON�tOVMK�OP�JP��nRSML�NXkMLOnLUnXLR�tnL�RSM�kXLknNM�nt�NMRRVOPQ�RSM�JUUnXPR�nt�NXUS�RLXNRMMbRSJR�UnXLRb�XknP�WMOPQ�OPtnLTMK�nt�RSM�qXLONKOUROnP�nt�RSM�UnXLROP�kLnWJRM�JPK�RSJR�JP�JUUnXPR�ON�Rn�WM�nL�SJN�WMMP�tOVMK�RSMLMOPtnL�NMRRVMTMPRb�NSnXVK�knNRknPM�RSM�kLnUMMKOPQ�OP�ORN�noPUJNM�JPK�JVVno�RSM�JUUnXPR�Rn�WM�NMRRVMK�W��RSM�UnXLR�SJpOPQkLOTJL��qXLONKOUROnP�RSMLMntYZ�[§{]¡~l�OTOVJLV�b�oM�UnPUVXKM�RSJRb�XPKML�RSM�NRJRXRMN�QnpMLPOPQKMRMLTOPJROnP�nt�XPtXPKMK�TJPKJRM�UVJOTNb�RSM�UnXLR�SMJLOPQRSM�RMNR�UVJOT�SJN�kLOTJL��qXLONKOUROnPY�sSXNb�Ot�JP�JUROnPJNNMLROPQ�RSM�NJTM�XPtXPKMK�TJPKJRM�UVJOT�ON�tOVMK�OP�JP�nRSML�NXkMLOnL�UnXLRb�RSJR�UnXLRb�XknP�WMOPQ�OPtnLTMK�nt�RSMkMPKOPQ�RMNR�UVJOTb�NSnXVK�knNRknPM�RSM�kLnUMMKOPQ�WMtnLM�ORJPK�JVVno�RSM�UnXLR�SJpOPQ�kLOTJL��qXLONKOUROnP�Rn�KMRMLTOPMRSM�RMNR�UVJOTYmnoMpMLb�J�UnXLRrN�MLLnPMnXN�LMtXNJV�Rn�NRJ��tXLRSMLkLnUMMKOPQN�KnMN�PnR�LMPKML�RSnNM�tXLRSML�kLnUMMKOPQN�pnOKtnL�VJÜ�nt�qXLONKOUROnPY��N�oM�M�kVJOPMK�OP���a¡̀__b�J�UnXLRRSJR�LMtXNMN�Rn�KMtML�Rn�JPnRSML�UnXLRrN�kLOTJL��qXLONKOUROnP�ON�PnR�oORSnXR�qXLONKOUROnPYZ�[��a¡̀__b�cdef̀b�w�j�iJVY�JRkY�jgjYl��UUnLKOPQV�b�PnRoORSNRJPKOPQ�kMPKMPU��nt�RSM�¢nN�PQMVMN�JUROnPb�RSM�RLOJV�UnXLR�SMLM�KOK�PnR�VJÜ�qXLONKOUROnPRn�KMRMLTOPM��JP�©OMQnrN�TJPKJTXN�kMROROnPY�[�MM�£�__]̂c�}~�̀�]c��[w��xl�w���iJVY�j�xb�j��ªj����w����Y�ggx���JVRSnXQSRLOJV�UnXLR�MLLMK�OP�LMtXNOPQ�Rn�JWJRM�JUROnP�WMUJXNM�nt�tnLTMLJUROnP�kMPKOPQb�PMo�RLOJV�oJN�PnR�oJLLJPRMK�nP�ONNXMN�RSJR�RSMRLOJV�UnXLR�UnLLMURV��KMUOKMK��� ���e_��M��LMVY��̀ f̀��̂¡]�}~«��f]�̀ �̂«d��e_̀̂ ¬�§̂�~�[w��jl��x�iJVY�kkYhRS���xb�������giJVY�kRLY�K�w����[�̀ f̀��̂¡]l���LXVM�nt�M�UVXNOpM�UnPUXLLMPRqXLONKOUROnP�ON�PnR�rqXLONKOUROnPJVr�OP�RSM�NMPNM�RSJR�tJOVXLM�RnUnTkV��LMPKMLN�NXWNM XMPR�kLnUMMKOPQN�pnOKZ��� ���̀f̂c�}~��c�«̂�_�c�£]�|������_��]c�~�[w���l��hh�iJVY�kkY�K����b�w��� gj�iJVY�kRLY�h��b��w��Y¢Y�YjK�w�h���oSMLM�RLOJVUnXLR�MLLN�OP�tJOVOPQ�Rn�NRJ��kLnUMMKOPQN�OP�¥¦®�KMtMLMPUMRn�qXLONKOUROnP�nt�JPnRSML�UnXLRb�LMpMLNJV�onXVK�WM�tLOpnVnXNJWNMPR�MLLnLN�LMQJLKOPQ�RSM�TMLORN�Ylww
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JKL�MNOPQ�RSTNMUV�WPOQTNL�MS�XLWLN�MS�MKL�YNOZPN[�\TNOVXORMOS]�SWMKL�RSTNM�KLPNO]̂�MKL�_SV�̀]̂LQLV�PRMOS]�XOX�]SM�YNL\TXORLMKL�VMPMLa�bS]MNPN[�MS�MKL�VMPMLUV�PVVLNMOS]c�MKL�MNOPQ�RSTNM�XOX]SM�dTVTNYe�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]UV�dPTMKSNOM[�MS�XLMLNZO]Lc�O]�MKLWONVM�YQPRLc�fKLMKLN�SN�]SM�QL̂OVQPMOS]�RNLPMLV�P�ZP]XPMLaeJKL�bSZZOVVOS]�KPX�PQNLPX[�LgLNROVLX�MKPM�PTMKSNOM[�O]�MKL_SV�̀]̂LQLV�PRMOS]a�hSNLSiLNc�̂OiL]�MKL�VLMMQLZL]M�SW�MKL_SV�̀]̂LQLV�PRMOS]c�fKORK�O]RQTXLX�iPRPMO]̂�MKL�\TX̂ZL]MO]�MKPM�PRMOS]c�MKL�MNOPQ�RSTNMUV�LgLNROVL�SW�\TNOVXORMOS]�KLNLXOX�]SM�NLVTQM�O]�S]L�SW�MKL�YNO]ROYPQ�KPNZV�MKPM�MKL�VMPMTMSN[YNSRLXTNL�VLLjV�MS�YNLiL]Mk�ZTQMOYQL�XLROVOS]V�NL̂PNXO]̂P]�T]WT]XLX�ZP]XPML�lTLVMOS]a�mO]PQQ[c�MKL�QPRj�SW�P]PXZO]OVMNPMOiL�NLRSNX�VYLROWORPQQ[�NLQPMO]̂�MS�nP]�oOL̂SUVRQPOZ�XOX�]SM�YNL\TXORL�MKL�VMPML�pLRPTVL�MKL�MKNLVKSQXXLMLNZO]PMOS]�SW�fKLMKLN�P�VMPMTML�OZYSVLV�P�VMPML�ZP]XPMLOV�P]�OVVTL�SW�QPfa�qrstuvw�sx�yz{|us�}~��{���u�q���������bPQàYYa�X����c����������bPQa�YMNa�����a��JS�MKL�LgML]M�MKPMP]�PXZO]OVMNPMOiL�NLRSNX�fPV�]LRLVVPN[c�MKL�NLRSNX�XLiLQSYLXO]�MKL�_SV�̀]̂LQLV�PRMOS]�RSTQX�KPiL�pLL]�VTpZOMMLX�MS�MKLMNOPQ�RSTNMa���qnLL��s|��u�{�{|��u�x�{�����ss����|v~�}~��v�v{sx�r���xszu���q����������bPQàYYa�X����c����������bPQa�YMNa����a��L�PQVS�WO]X�MKPMc�S]�MKL�WPRMV�SW�MKOV�RPVLc�nP]�oOL̂SUV�WPOQTNLMS�VTpZOM�P�MLVM�RQPOZ�MS�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]�pLWSNL�VLLjO]̂\TXOROPQ�NLQOLW�XOX�]SM�PWWLRM�MKL�VTYLNOSN�RSTNMUV�\TNOVXORMOS]a�NXO]PNOQ[c�RST]MOLV�VLLjO]̂�MS�YTNVTL�P]�T]WT]XLX�ZP]XPMLRQPOZ�T]XLN�VLRMOS]���ZTVM�LgKPTVM�MKLON�PXZO]OVMNPMOiLNLZLXOLVa�q r{uvz����{�v����v{z���{u�w�}~��v�v{���v{z�{|stz�{|�rsuvzs����~�q���������bPQàYYa�MK����c������ ��bPQa�YMNa�X������� rstuvw�sx�rsuvz��rs|v��}~��v�v{�sxr���xszu���q����������bPQàYYa�X���c��� ��������bPQa�YMNa�����qrstuvw�sx�rsuvz��rs|v��a��¡SfLiLNc�RST]MOLV�ZP[YTNVTL�VLRMOS]���RQPOZV�O]�VTYLNOSN�RSTNM�fOMKSTM�WONVMNLVSNMO]̂�MS�PXZO]OVMNPMOiL�NLZLXOLV�OW�MKL[�dRP]�LVMPpQOVKP]�LgRLYMOS]�MSe�MKL�LgKPTVMOS]�NLlTONLZL]Ma�q rstuvw�sxrsuvz��rs|v�c�|t¢z�c�����bPQàYYa�X�PM�Ya���a��JKL�WTMOQOM[LgRLYMOS]�MS�MKL�LgKPTVMOS]�NLlTONLZL]M�PYYQOLV�OW�P�RST]M[RP]�dVMPML�fOMK�PVVTNP]RL�MKPM�MKL��bSZZOVVOS]��fSTQX�NTQLPXiLNVLQ[�O]�OMV�Sf]�YPNMORTQPN�RPVLa��bOMPMOS]Va�e�q��u�{�{�x}~���z��t�vtz�����£sz��{��v�su|���~�q���������bPQa�X����c���������bPQa�YMNa����c�����¤a�X�������VLL�PQVS� rstuvw�sxrsuvz��rs|v�c�|t¢z�c�����bPQàYYa�X�PM�YYa��� ��a��¥¦§�L�P̂NLL�fOMK�MKL�MNOPQ�RSTNM�P]X�MKL�bSTNM�SW�̀YYLPQ�MKPM�MKLWTMOQOM[�LgRLYMOS]�PYYQOLX�O]�MKOV�RPVLa�̀V�fL�KPiL�YNLiOSTVQ[

]SMLXc�nP]�oOL̂S�O]iSjLX�MKOV�LgRLYMOS]�p[�PQQL̂O]̂�O]�OMVRNSVV RSZYQPO]M�MKPM�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]UV�XL]OPQ�SW�OMV�RQPOZ�fPVdiONMTPQQ[�RLNMPO]e�pLRPTVL�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]�KPX�dYNLiOSTVQ[XL]OLX�MKL�RQPOZV�SW�SMKLN�RST]MOLVc�NTQO]̂�MKPM�RST]M[�ZLXORPQRPNL�YNŜNPZV�WSN��PXTQM�h¤̈UV��PNL�]SM�VMPML ZP]XPMLX�P]XcMKLNLWSNLc�RST]MOLV�PNL�]SM�L]MOMQLX�MS�NLOZpTNVLZL]M�aaaae©OiL]�MKPM�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]�NL\LRMLX�MKL�_SV�̀]̂LQLV�RQPOZqfKORK�PQQL̂LX�MKL�VPZL�T]WT]XLX�ZP]XPML�RQPOZ�MKPM�nP]oOL̂S�PQQL̂LX��P]X�PYYLPQLX�MKL�\TXOROPQ�NLiLNVPQ�SW�OMVXLROVOS]c�MKL�MNOPQ�RSTNM�RSNNLRMQ[�XLMLNZO]LX�MKPM�WTNMKLNPMMLZYMV�MS�VLLj�NLQOLW�WNSZ�MKL�bSZZOVVOS]�fSTQX�KPiL�pLL]WTMOQLa�JKLNLWSNLc�fL�NL\LRM�MKL�VMPMLUV�\TNOVXORMOS]PQ�PN̂TZL]MP]X�YNSRLLX�MS�MKL�ZLNOMV�SW�MKL�PYYLPQaª«�¬®̄°±²³±�́µ�¶�·¶²̧¶°±�¹²̧±º�»±³°®́²�¼q���̈]�XLMLNZO]O]̂�fKLMKLN�MKLNL�OV�P�ZP]XPML�T]XLN�VLRMOS]�c�fL�MTN]�MS�STN�XLROVOS]�O]� �t����½�z��u�x�{�����ss���|v~�}~�¾su���q���������bPQa�X����������bPQa�YMNa����c����¤a�X������q�t����½�z�a�JKLNLc�fL�XOVRTVVLX�VLRMOS]�UV�PYYQORPMOS]�MS�¿XTRPMOS]�bSXL�VLRMOS]������c�fKORKdNLlTONLV�P�VRKSSQ�XOVMNORM�MS�RS]MNOpTML�YPNM�SW�MKL�RSVMSW�LXTRPMO]̂�YTYOQV�WNSZ�MKL�XOVMNORM�PM�VMPML�VRKSSQV�WSNMKL�VLiLNLQ[�KP]XORPYYLXae�q�t����½�zc�|t¢z�c�PM�Ya����a�ÀLWSNL�����c�MKL�_L̂OVQPMTNL�KPX�VMPMTMSNOQ[�NLlTONLX�VRKSSQXOVMNORMV�dMS�RS]MNOpTML�MS�MKL�LXTRPMOS]�SW�YTYOQV�WNSZMKL�XOVMNORMV�PM�MKL�VMPML�VRKSSQV��ROMPMOS]V��aaaae�qÁ�~�PM�YYa��� ���a��JKL�_L̂OVQPMTNL�NLYLPQLX�MKL�VMPMTMSN[�NLlTONLZL]MVO]������P]Xc�S]�ÂTQ[���c�����c�MKL�VMPML�PVVTZLX�WTQQ WT]XO]̂�NLVYS]VOpOQOM[a�qÁ�~�PM�Ya����a���]�ÂTQ[��c�����c�fKL]VLRMOS]���pLRPZL�LWWLRMOiLc�MKL�VMPML�VMOQQ�KPX�WTQQ WT]XO]̂NLVYS]VOpOQOM[a��]�ÂT]L���c�����c�¿XTRPMOS]�bSXL�VLRMOS]������MSSj�LWWLRMa�q�t����½�zc�|t¢z�c�PM�Ya����a�ÃPNOSTV�VRKSSQ�XOVMNORMV�WOQLX�P�RQPOZ�VLLjO]̂�NLOZpTNVLZL]MT]XLN�VLRMOS]���WSN�MKL�YP[ZL]MV�MKPM�¿XTRPMOS]�bSXL�VLRMOS]������NLlTONLVa�JKL�bSZZOVVOS]�XL]OLX�MKL�RQPOZc�WO]XO]̂MKPM�MKL�VMPMTML�XOX�]SM�OZYSVL�S]�MKL�XOVMNORMV�P�]Lf�YNŜNPZSN�KÔKLN�QLiLQ�SW�VLNiORLa�JKL�MNOPQ�RSTNM�P]X�bSTNM�SW�̀YYLPQP̂NLLXc�MKL�QPMMLN�dNLPVS]O]̂�MKPM�P�VKOWM�O]�MKL�WT]XO]̂�SW�P]LgOVMO]̂�YNŜNPZ�OV�]SM�P�]Lf�YNŜNPZ�SN�P�KÔKLN�QLiLQ�SWVLNiORLe�T]XLN�VLRMOS]��a�q �t����½�zc�|t¢z�c����bPQa�X�PMYa����a��L�NLiLNVLXc�WO]XO]̂�MKPM�P�RS]MNPN[�NLVTQM�fSTQX�diOSQPML�MKLO]ML]M�T]XLNQ[O]̂�VLRMOS]���aaaae�q�t����½�zc�|t¢z�c����bPQa�XPM�Ya����a��JKPM�VLRMOS]�dfPV�O]ML]XLX�MS�YNLRQTXL�MKL�VMPMLWNSZ�VKOWMO]̂�MS�QSRPQ�P̂L]ROLV�MKL�WO]P]ROPQ�NLVYS]VOpOQOM[�WSNYNSiOXO]̂�YTpQOR�VLNiORLV�O]�iOLf�SW�MKL����¥¦Ä�NLVMNORMOS]V
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JK�LMN�LOPQKR�OKS�TUNKSQKR�UJVNW�JX�LMN�YJZOY�NKLQLQNT[�LMOLOWLQZYNT�\]]]�̂�OKS�\]]]�_�JX�LMN�̀OYQXJWKQO�̀JKTLQLaLQJKQbUJTNSc�defghi�jikl�mfnkil�OL�UUc�opqropsct�uvMN�QKLNKLJX�LMN�TNZLQJK�VJaYS�UYOQKYw�xN�yQJYOLNS�QX�LMN�TLOLN�ZJaYSlVMQYN�WNLOQKQKR�OSbQKQTLWOLQyN�ZJKLWJY�JX�UWJRWObT�QL�MOTTaUUJWLNS�VQLM�TLOLN�LOP�bJKNwl�TQbUYw�TMQXL�LMN�ZJTL�JXLMN�UWJRWObT�LJ�YJZOY�RJyNWKbNKL�JK�LMN�LMNJWw�LMOL�LMNTMQXL�SJNT�KJL�yQJYOLN�TNZLQJK�s�ccc�xNZOaTN�LMN�UWJRWObT�OWNKJL�zKNVcz�{MNLMNW�LMN�TMQXLQKR�JX�ZJTLT�QT�OZZJbUYQTMNS�xwZJbUNYYQKR�YJZOY�RJyNWKbNKLT�LJ�UOw�LMN�ZJTL�JX�NKLQWNYwKNV�UWJRWObT�ZWNOLNS�xw�LMN�TLOLNl�|k�}~�g|�n���h��������|�igg�n���h�i�ghi��k�mn|�mh}h�h�~�h����|���|k�h��nik���|k�ink|�ki����hg���im��f��������hk��~�}~�����m�i���}��|k�����i������|��ik�hg���������l�LMN�WNTaYL�TNNbT�N�aOYYw�yQJYOLQyN�JXLMN�XaKSObNKLOY�UaWUJTN�aKSNWYwQKR�TNZLQJK�s�cccc[�d����OL�Ucopsl�QLOYQZT�OSSNSl�XKc�JbQLLNSct�{N�LMaT�ZJKZYaSNS�QK�efghijik�uLMOL�xNZOaTN���SaZOLQJK�̀JSN��TNZLQJK�q�p���TMQXLTUOWLQOY�XQKOKZQOY�WNTUJKTQxQYQLw�XJW�LMN�TaUUJWL�JX�TLaSNKLT�QKLMN�TLOLNrJUNWOLNS�TZMJJYT�XWJb�LMN�TLOLN�LJ�TZMJJY�SQTLWQZLT�OK�JxYQROLQJK�LMN�TZMJJY�SQTLWQZLT�SQS�KJL�MOyN�OL�LMN�LQbNOWLQZYN�\]]]�_�VOT�OSJULNS�QL�ZOYYT�XJW��LMN�TZMJJY�SQTLWQZLT�LJ�TaUUJWL�O�zKNV�UWJRWObz�VQLMQK�LMN�bNOKQKR�JX�TNZLQJKsc[�d�}h��l�XKc�JbQLLNSctvMN�TQbQYOWQLQNT�xNLVNNK�efghi�jik�OKS�LMN�ZOTN�xNXJWN�aTuOWN�TLWQ�QKRc�]K�efghi�jikl�UWQJW�LJ������LMN�TLOLN�OKSZJaKLw�TMOWNS�LMN�ZJTL�JX�NSaZOLQKR�MOKSQZOUUNS�ZMQYSWNKQK�TLOLN�TZMJJYT��QK�LMN�UWNTNKL�ZOTN�XWJb�����r����o��LMNTLOLN�OKS�ZJaKLw�TMOWNS�LMN�ZJTL�JX�ZOWQKR�XJW��OSaYL��]�zT�aKSNW�LMN��NSQr̀OY�UWJRWObcccc����JYYJVQKR�NKOZLbNKL�JX�OWLQZYN�\]]]�̂�l�LMN�TLOLN�LJJ��XaYY�WNTUJKTQxQYQLw�XJW�xJLMUWJRWObTc[�d�h��i�l�mfnkil�q��̀OYcpS�OL�Uc�pqp�dSQTc�JUKc�JX_WJaTTOWSl��ctct�̂T�LJ�xJLM�UWJRWObTl�LMN��NRQTYOLaWN�ZQLNSOSJULQJK�JX�OWLQZYN�\]]]�̂�JX�LMN�̀OYQXJWKQO�̀JKTLQLaLQJKl�OKSTUNZQXQZOYYw�QLT�NXXNZL�JK�LOP�WNyNKaNTl�OT�LMN�xOTQT�XJW�LMNTLOLNzT�OTTabULQJK�JX�XaYY�XaKSQKR�WNTUJKTQxQYQLwc�d LOLTc�����lZMc�¡p�l�¢���l�Uc���p�� LOLTc�����l�ZMc�¡o¡l�¢���sl�Uc���q�ctuvMNK�QK���o��dXJW�MOKSQZOUUNS�ZMQYSWNKt�OKS���o¡�dXJW��OSaYL�]�zT�tl�LMN�TLOLN�TJaRML�LJ�TMQXL�TJbN�JX�LMN�xaWSNK�xOZ��LJLMN�ZJaKLQNTc[�d�h��i�l�mfnkil�q��̀OYcpS�OL�Uc�pqp�dSQTc�JUKcJX�_WJaTTOWSl��ctctŜJULQKR�LMN�̀JbbQTTQJKzT�OKOYwTQT�QK�LMN��JT�̂KRNYNTOZLQJKl�LMN�TLOLN�KNyNWLMNYNTT�OWRaNT�LMOL�efghi�jik�uQTQKOUUJTQLNc[�vMN�TZMJJY�UWJRWOb�OL�QTTaN�QK�efghi�jik�uMOSxNNK�VMJYYw�JUNWOLNSl�OSbQKQTLNWNS�OKS�XQKOKZNS�xw�LMNTLOLN[�OKS�uVOT�aK�aNTLQJKOxYw�O�zTLOLN�UWJRWObcz�[�u�z]KZJKLWOTLlz�[�LMN�TLOLN�OWRaNTl�u�zLMN�UWJRWOb�MNWN�MOT�KNyNWxNNK�JUNWOLNS�JW�OSbQKQTLNWNS�xw�LMN� LOLN�JX�̀OYQXJWKQOc�vMN

ZJaKLQNT�MOyN�OYVOwT�xJWKN�YNROY�OKS�XQKOKZQOY�WNTUJKTQxQYQLwXJWz�[�QL�aKSNW�TNZLQJK�������OKS�QLT�UWNSNZNTTJWTc�p�vMNZJaWLT�MOyN�QKLNWUWNLNS�TNZLQJK�������OT�uQbUJT�QKR��aUJKZJaKLQNT�O�SaLw�LJ�£¤¥�UWJyQSN�MJTUQLOY�OKS�bNSQZOY�TNWyQZNTLJ�QKSQRNKL�WNTQSNKLTc��̀QLOLQJKTc�[�d �|ik��|��¦fn�k�hm|km���¦fn�kh|k�§|fk��d��o�t�¡���̀OYĉUUcpS�qq¡l�qq��� ¡q�ÒYc̈ULWc���q�ct�vMaTl�LMN�TLOLN�OWRaNTl�LMN�TJaWZN�JX� OK©QNRJzT�JxYQROLQJK�LJ�UWJyQSN�bNSQZOY�ZOWN�LJ�OSaYL��]�zT�QTTNZLQJK������l�KJL�LMN���o¡�YNRQTYOLQJKc��JWNJyNWl�xNZOaTNLMN��NRQTYOLaWN�NKOZLNS�TNZLQJK�������QK���sql�OKS�TNZLQJKs�SJNT�KJL�OUUYw�LJ�ubOKSOLNT�NKOZLNS�UWQJW�LJ��OKaOWw��l���ql[�LMNWN�QT�KJ�WNQbxaWTOxYN�bOKSOLNc��QKOYYwl�LMN�TLOLNOWRaNT�LMOLl�xNZOaTN�TNZLQJK�������RQyN�ZJaKLQNT�uZJbUYNLNSQTZWNLQJK[�QK�TNLLQKR�NYQRQxQYQLw�OKS�TNWyQZN�TLOKSOWST�aKSNWTNZLQJK������l�LMNWN�QT�KJ�bOKSOLNc�̂�ZJKLWOWw�ZJKZYaTQJKlLMN�TLOLN�OTTNWLTl�uVJaYS�NWWJKNJaTYw�NPUOKS�LMN�SNXQKQLQJKJX�VMOL�ZJKTLQLaLNT�O�zKNV�UWJRWObz�aKSNW[�TNZLQJK�sc�̂T�VNNPUYOQKl�VN�WNªNZL�LMNTN�OWRabNKLTc«¬�®̄�°±²³́̄ �µ¶·�̧¹º»¼̄¶́ �̄±½�°µ¶�¾º̄¿±À»�ÁÂÃº¿µ¼º±¶Ä¬�®̄�Å̄»º·²µÃ�Æµ¼²³̄�±½�¼®̄Ç±²¶¼º̄»À�¾²¼È�É¶·̄³�°̄ ¼́º±¶�ÊËÌÌÌvMN�TLOLNzT�OWRabNKL�LMOL� OK�©QNRJzT�JxYQROLQJK�LJ�UWJyQSNbNSQZOY�ZOWN�LJ�OSaYL��]�zT�UWNSOLNT�LMN���o¡�YNRQTYOLQJKZJKLOQKT�KabNWJaT�NWWJWTc��QWTLl�LMN�TLOLN�bQTaKSNWTLOKST OK�©QNRJzT�JxYQROLQJK�aKSNW�TNZLQJK������c�vMOL�TNZLQJKZWNOLNT�uLMN�k�mh�fi��XaKS[�LJ�TaTLOQK�QKSQRNKLT�uVMJ�ZOKKJL�aOYQXw�ccc�aKSNW�OKw�TUNZQOYQÍNS�OQS�UWJRWObTc[�d j||��~lmfnkil���̀OYcpS�OL�Uc�so�l�QLOYQZT�OSSNS��TNN�OYTJ� �|ik��|�¦fn�k�hm|km����¦fn�kh|k�§|fk�l�mfnkil�¡���̀OYĉUUcpS�OL�Ucqs¡�� �|�������¦fn�kh|k�§|fk��d��ost���o�̀OYĉUUcpS����l����� ¡¡p�̀OYc̈ULWc���s���RNKNWOY�OTTQTLOKZN�uQT�O�UWJRWObJX�YOTL�WNTJWL[�ct�_w�QLT�NPUWNTT�LNWbTl�LMN�TLOLaLN�WN�aQWNT�OZJaKLw�LJ�WNYQNyN�OKS�TaUUJWL�QKSQRNKL�UNWTJKT�|��~�uVMNKTaZM�UNWTJKT�OWN�KJL�TaUUJWLNS�OKS�WNYQNyNS�xw�LMNQW�WNYOLQyNTJW�XWQNKSTl�xw�LMNQW�JVK�bNOKTl�JW�xw�TLOLN�MJTUQLOYT�JW�JLMNWTLOLN�JW�UWQyOLN�QKTLQLaLQJKTc[�d¢������ct���ùJKTN�aNKLYwl�LJLMN�NPLNKL�LMOL�LMN�TLOLN�JW�XNSNWOY�RJyNWKbNKLT�UWJyQSN�S�ZOWN�XJW��OSaYL��]�zT�l�LMN��̀�JaKLwzT�JxYQROLQJK�LJ�SJ�TJ��VOT�WNSaZNS�cccc[�d �h��i�l�mfnkil�q��̀OYcpS�OL�Uc�pq�l�XKc���dSQTc�JUKc�JX�_WJaTTOWSl��ctct�qT̂�VN�MOyN�NPUYOQKNSl�LMN�TLOLN�xNROK�UWJyQSQKR�OSaYL��]�zTVQLM�bNSQZOY�ZOWN�aKSNW��NSQr̀OY�QK�����c�̂YLMJaRM�QL
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JKJLJMNNO�PQRSJPQT�UVSKLJQW�LV�XYZ�UVKLPJ[SLQ�\QKQPMNNO�LV�L]QUVWLW�V̂�_QTJ̀aMNb�JL�TJT�KVL�WQL�̂VPL]�M�WcQUĴJU�MdVSKL�̂VPUVeQPM\Q�V̂�_fghWi�j]Q�WLMLQ�kMW�cPJdMPJNO�PQWcVKWJ[NQ�̂VP�L]QUVWLW�V̂�L]Q�cPV\PMdb�MKT�L]Q�UVSKLJQW�kQPQ�WJdcNO�PQRSJPQT�LVUVKLPJ[SLQ�̂SKTW�LV�TQ̂PMO�L]Q�WLMLQhW�UVWLWi�lQ\JKKJK\�kJL]�L]Qmnop̀mnon�̂JWUMN�OQMPb�L]Q�WLMLQ�cMJT�MNN�UVWLW�V̂�L]Q�_QTJ̀aMNcPV\PMdb�JKUNSTJK\�L]Q�UVWL�V̂�dQTJUMN�UMPQ�̂VP�MTSNL�_fghWij]SWb�k]QK�WQULJVK�q�kMW�MTVcLQT�JK�rVeQd[QP�mnonb�LV�L]QQsLQKL�L]ML�_QTJ̀aMN�cPVeJTQT�dQTJUMN�UMPQ�LV�MTSNL�_fghWbtMK�uJQ\V�[VPQ�KV�̂JKMKUJMN�PQWcVKWJ[JNJLO�̂VP�L]QWQ�]QMNL]UMPQ�UVWLWimqj]Q�aMNĴVPKJM�vLLVPKQO�wQKQPMN�]MW�QscPQWWQT�M�WJdJNMPSKTQPWLMKTJK\�V̂�_QTJ̀aMNhW�Q̂̂QUL�VK�L]Q�UVSKLJQWh�dQTJUMNUMPQ�PQWcVKWJ[JNJLO�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxxi�v̂LQP�L]Q�mnomQsLQKWJVK�V̂�_QTJ̀aMN�UVeQPM\Q�LV�_fghWb�yPQWKV�aVSKLOWVS\]L�MK�VcJKJVK�PQ\MPTJK\�L]Q�WUVcQ�V̂�JLW�TSLO�LV�cPVeJTQdQTJUMN�UMPQ�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxxi�fL�MWWQPLQT�L]ML�L]Qmnom�PQcQMN�V̂�̂VPdQP�WQULJVK�mzmxpi{b�k]JU]�TQUNMPQT�L]Q|Q\JWNMLSPQhW�UVKUQPK�kJL]�L]Q�UVSKLJQWh�cPV[NQdW�JK�UMPJK\�̂VPJKTJ\QKLW�KVL�QNJ\J[NQ�̂VP�_QTJ̀aMNb�QeJTQKUQT�M�NQ\JWNMLJeQJKLQKL�LV�cPQQdcL�L]Q�̂JQNT�V̂�cPVeJTJK\�]QMNL]�WQPeJUQWi�}{q~cWiaMNivLLOiwQKib������b�ML�ci�{omi��j]Q�vLLVPKQO�wQKQPMNTJWM\PQQTb�UVKUNSTJK\�L]ML�L]Q�mnom�U]MK\Q��TJT�KVL�MNLQP�L]QTSLO�V̂�L]Q�UVSKLJQW�LV�cPVeJTQ�dQTJUMN�UMPQ�LV�L]VWQ�JKTJ\QKLWKVL�QNJ\J[NQ�̂VP�_QTJ̀aMNi��}����ML�ci�{qni��j]Q�vLLVPKQOwQKQPMN�QscNMJKQT���j]Q�WLMLQdQKL�V̂�UVKUQPK�MU�KVkNQT\QTL]Q�V[NJ\MLJVK�V̂�UVSKLJQW�LV�UVKLJKSQ�LV�cPVeJTQ�dQTJUMNMWWJWLMKUQ�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxx��L]Q�PQdVeMN�V̂�L]Q�WLMLQdQKLV̂�UVKUQPK�kMW�KVL�MUUVdcMKJQT�[O�QNJdJKMLJVK�V̂�WSU]�TSLOVK�L]Q�cMPL�V̂�L]Q�UVSKLJQWb���������������������������������������������������������� ���������¡������¢���������������������������¡���������������������������������i��}����ML�ci{omb�JLMNJUW�MTTQTi��XY£fKTQQTb�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQhW�WLMLQdQKL�V̂�JKLQKL�JK�MK�SKUVTĴJQTWQULJVK�V̂�L]Q�mnp¤�NQ\JWNMLJVK�QsUNSTJK\�MTSNL�_fghW�̂PVd_QTJ̀aMN�WS\\QWLW�L]ML�JL�MNWV�W]MPQT�VSP�SKTQPWLMKTJK\V̂�WQULJVK�moxxxi�tQULJVK�pi¥�V̂�L]Q�mnp¤�_QTJ̀aMNPQeJWJVKW�QscPQWWNO�TQUNMPQT�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQhW�JKLQKL���J�KQNJdJKMLJK\��_�QTJUMNNO��f�KTJ\QKL��v�TSNLW�̂PVd�L]Q�_QTJ̀aMN�cPV\PMd�iiii��}tLMLWi�mnp¤b�U]i�¥¤pb�¦�pi¥b�ci�m{o{��tLMLWimnp¤b�U]i�m{nzb�¦�pqb�ci�q¥{oi��fL�WLMLQT�JK�cMPL���fL�JW�̂SPL]QPL]Q�JKLQKL�V̂�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQ�LV�cPVeJTQ�UVSKLJQW�kJL]�MW�dSU]N̂QsJ[JNJLO�MW�cVWWJ[NQ�JK�VP\MKJ§JK\�UVSKLO�]QMNL]�WQPeJUQW�LVWQPeQ����������������¢����������������i��}tLMLWi�mnp¤b�U]i�¥¤pb¦�pi¥b�ci�m{oq��tLMLWi�mnp¤b�U]i�m{nzb�¦�pqb�ci�q¥{ob�JLMNJUWMTTQTi��f̂b�MW�L]Q�WLMLQ�UVKLQKTWb�UVSKLJQW�]MT�MNkMOW�[QQKPQWcVKWJ[NQ�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxx�̂VP�L]Q�dQTJUMN�UMPQ�V̂�MTSNL

_fghWb�L]Q�TQWUPJcLJVK�V̂�MTSNL�_fghW�MW��L]Q�cVcSNMLJVK�[QJK\LPMKŴQPPQT��kVSNT�]MeQ�[QQK�JKMUUSPMLQi�lO�WV�TQWUPJ[JK\MTSNL�_fghWb�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQ�JKTJUMLQT�JLW�SKTQPWLMKTJK\�L]MLUVSKLJQW�TJT�KVL�]MeQ�L]JW�PQWcVKWJ[JNJLO�k]JNQ�MTSNL�_fghWkQPQ�QNJ\J[NQ�̂VP�_QTJ̀aMNi�j]QWQ�WVSPUQW�̂SNNO�WSccVPL�VSPPQ̈QULJVK�V̂�L]Q�WLMLQhW�MP\SdQKL�L]ML�L]Q�mnp¤�NQ\JWNMLJVK�TJTKVL�JdcVWQ�M�dMKTMLQ�[QUMSWQb�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxxb�UVSKLJQW]MT�MNkMOW�[VPKQ�L]Q�PQWcVKWJ[JNJLO�̂VP�cPVeJTJK\�dQTJUMNUMPQ�LV�MTSNL�_fghWi©ª�«¬�®̄°̄±²�³²²́µ¶̄·̧¹�̧º�»́¼¼�»́¹½·¹¾¿²¶̧¹²·À·¼·̄Á�º̧Â�ÃÂ̧Ä·½·¹¾�Å½·Æ°¼Ç°Â�̧̄�³½́¼̄�ÅÈÃ±²�É¹½Â�Å½·ÊÇ°¼jV�WSccVPL�JLW�MP\SdQKL�L]ML�JL�KQeQP�PQNJQeQT�UVSKLJQW�V̂L]QJP�V[NJ\MLJVK�SKTQP�WQULJVK�moxxx�LV�cPVeJTQ�dQTJUMNUMPQ�LV�MTSNL�_fghWb�L]Q�WLMLQ�U]MPMULQPJ§QW�MW��LQdcVPMPO�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQhW�MWWSdcLJVK�V̂�̂SNǸ̂SKTJK\�PQWcVKWJ[JNJLOV̂P�MTSNL�_fghWi�vUUVPTJK\�LV�L]Q�WLMLQb��MKO�VK\VJK\PQWcVKWJ[JNJLO�V̂�L]Q�UVSKLO�kMWb�ML�[QWLb�VKNO�LQdcVPMPJNObcMPLJMNNOb�MNNQeJMLQT�}MKT�KQeQP�WSccNMKLQT�i��j]Q�WLMLQ�MWWQPLWL]ML�L]Q�aVSPL�V̂�vccQMN�L]SW��QPPQT�[O�̂VUSWJK\�VK�VKQ�c]MWQJK�L]�Q��W]ĴLJK\�cMLLQPK�V̂�MPPMK\QdQKLW��̂VP�̂SKTJK\�JKTJ\QKL]QMNL]�UMPQb��M�̂VUSW�k]JU]�NQT�LV�M�dOVcJU�UVKUNSWJVK�L]MLL]Q�WLMLQ�MNVKQ�JW�̂VPQeQP�PQWcVKWJ[NQ�̂VP�̂SKTJK\�L]Q�]QMNL]UMPQ�̂VP��MTSNL�_fghWiv�UVdcMPJWVK�V̂�L]Q�mnop�MKT�mnon�WLMLSLQW�L]ML�QNJdJKMLQTL]Q�UVSKLJQWh�W]MPQ�V̂�_QTJ̀aMN�UVWLW�PQ̂SLQW�L]Q�WLMLQhW�UNMJdij]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQ�QscPQWWNO�NJdJLQT�L]Q�Q̂̂QUL�V̂�L]Q�mnopNQ\JWNMLJVK�LV�VKQ�̂JWUMN�OQMPb�cPVeJTJK\�L]ML�L]Q�WLMLQ��W]MNNcMO��QMU]�UVSKLOhW�_QTJ̀aMN�UVWL�W]MPQ��̂VP�L]Q�cQPJVT�̂PVdËSNO�mb�mnopb�LV�ËSKQ�¥xb�mnoni��}tLMLWi�mnopb�U]i�¤n¤b�¦¥¥b�ci�qmxi��j]Q�|Q\JWNMLJeQ�aVSKWQNhW�uJ\QWL�QscNMJKQT�L]MLL]JW�WQULJVK�kVSNT�PQRSJPQ�L]Q�WLMLQ�LV�cMO���M�NN�UVSKLO�UVWLWV̂P�_QTJ̀aMN��̂VP��L]Q�mnop̀on�̂JWUMN�OQMP�VKNOi��}|Q\JWiaVSKWQNhW�uJ\ib�tQKi�lJNN�rVi�m{zb�z�tLMLWi�mnop�}ÌQ\i�tQWWi�btSddMPO�uJ\ib�ci�omi��j]Q�TJ\QWL�̂SPL]QP�QscNMJKQT�L]ML�L]QcSPcVWQ�V̂�L]Q�[JNN�UVKLMJKJK\�L]JW�WQULJVK�kMW��L]Q��������PQNJQ̂�V̂�NVUMN�\VeQPKdQKL�̂PVd�L]Q���������Í�TĴ̂JUSNLJQW[PVS\]L�M[VSL�[O�L]Q�MccPVeMN�V̂�gPVcVWJLJVK�m¥i��XYÎ�}���ML�ci�oxb�JLMNJUW�MTTQTi��aNQMPNOb�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQ��KQk�]Vk�LVJKUNSTQ�kVPTW�V̂�NJdJLMLJVK�k]QK�JL�JKLQKTQT�L]Q�Q̂̂QULW�V̂�JLWcPVeJWJVKW�LV�[Q�LQdcVPMPOilO�UVKLPMWLb�L]Q�mnon�NQ\JWNMLJVK�UVKLMJKW�KV�WSU]�NJdJLJK\NMK\SM\Qi�fL�WJdcNO�cPVeJTQT���tQULJVK�mzm{x�V̂�L]Q�ÏQN̂MPQMKT�fKWLJLSLJVKW�aVTQ�JW�PQcQMNQTi��}tLMLWi�mnonb�U]i�¤p¤b�¦�ozbci�mxz¥i��fK�WQLLJK\�̂VPL]�L]Q�KQQT�LV�QKMUL�L]Q�NQ\JWNMLJVK�MWMK�SP\QKUO�WLMLSLQb�L]Q�|Q\JWNMLSPQ�QscNMJKQT���j]Q�MTVcLJVK
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JK�LMNOPQR�STTT�L�UUU�VWX�PWYZR�N[R�PYMNWOQVR\N�JM�RQOVO\WNOJ\JK�]MĴMWVZ�W\_�ZRM̀OPRZ�a[OP[�WMR�̀ONWQ�NJ�N[R�ZNWNRbZ]YcQOP�[RWQN[d�ZWKRNXd�R_YPWNOJ\d�W\_�aRQKWMRU�T\�JM_RM�N[WNZYP[�ZRM̀OPRZ�\JN�cR�O\NRMMY]NR_d�ON�OZ�\RPRZZWMX�N[WN�N[OZWPN�NWeR�RKKRPN�OVVR_OWNRQXUf�ghNWNZU�ijkjd�P[U�lmld�n�iopd]U�ioqjUr�T\�_RZPMOcO\̂�N[R�RKKRPN�JK�N[OZ�QR̂OZQWNOJ\d�N[RsR̂OZQWNÒR�tJY\ZRQ�KOMZN�Ru]QWO\R_�N[WNd�vwYx\_RM�RuOZNO\̂QWad�N[R�PJY\NORZ�]WX�W�Z]RPOKOR_�W\\YWQ�Z[WMR�JK�N[R�PJZNJKf�yR_OztWQU�gsR̂OZU�tJY\ZRQbZ�{ÔUd�LZZRVU�|OQQ�}JU�md�~hNWNZU�ijkj�g�R̂U�hRZZUrd�hYVVWMX�{ÔUd�]U�kjUr��RKRMMO\̂NJ�N[R�ijkm�QR̂OZQWNOJ\d�ON�KYMN[RM�Ru]QWO\R_�N[WN�vwKxJM�N[Rijkmzkj�KOZPWQ�XRWM�J\QXd�N[R�ZNWNR�]WXZ�UUU�w�x�UUU�wWxQQ�PJY\NXPJZNZ�KJM�yR_OztWQ�UUUUf�g�����r��[R�ijkj�QR̂OZQWNOJ\d�N[R�_ÔRZNPJ\NO\YR_d�v]MJ̀O_wR_x�KJM�ZNWNR�WZZYV]NOJ\�JK�WQQ�PJY\NX�PJZNZJK�yR_OztWQUf�g�����r��R�KO\_�\JN[O\̂�O\�N[R�ijkj�QR̂OZQWNOJ\JM�N[R�sR̂OZQWNÒR�tJY\ZRQbZ�ZYVVWMX�O\_OPWNO\̂�W�QR̂OZQWNÒRO\NR\N�NJ�RQOVO\WNR�N[R�PJY\NORZb�PJZN�Z[WMR�JK�yR_OztWQ�J\QXNRV]JMWMOQXU�[R�ZNWNR�cY_̂RN�]MJPRZZ�KJM�N[R�ijmozijmi�KOZPWQ�XRWMPJ\KOMVZ�N[WN�N[R�sR̂OZQWNYMRbZ�WZZYV]NOJ\�JK�WQQ�yR_OztWQPJZNZ�aWZ�\JN�̀ORaR_�WZ�vNRV]JMWMXUf�T\�N[R�ZYVVWMX�JK�[OZ]MJ]JZR_�cY_̂RNd�N[R\��J̀RM\JM�|MJa\�_RZPMOcR_�LZZRVcQX|OQQ�}JU�md�ijmizijml��R̂YQWM�hRZZOJ\d�̂R\RMWQQX�WZ�vWQJ\̂zNRMV�QJPWQ�KO\W\PO\̂�VRWZYMRf�g�J̀RM\JMbZ�|Y_̂RN�KJMijmozijmi�WZ�ZYcVONNR_�NJ�sR̂OZQWNYMR�gijkjzijmo��R̂UhRZZUr�hYVVWMX�JK�sJPWQ��J̀RM\VR\N��OZPWQ��RQORKd�]ULz�or�N[MJŶ[�a[OP[�vwNx[R�NJNWQ�PJZN�JK�wN[R�yR_OztWQx]MĴMWV�aWZ�������������WZZYVR_�cX�N[R�hNWNR�UUUUf�g����WN]U�Lz�ld�ONWQOPZ�W__R_Ur�hOVOQWMQXd�O\�_RZPMOcO\̂�NJ�N[R��JO\NsR̂OZQWNÒR�|Y_̂RN�tJVVONNRR�N[R�yR_OztWQ�KY\_O\̂�ONRV�O\N[R�]MJ]JZR_�cY_̂RNd�N[R�sR̂OZQWNÒR�L\WQXZN�Ru]QWO\R_��vTNRVlmk�O\PQY_RZ�N[R�ZNWNR�PJZN�JK�bcYXO\̂�JYNb�N[R�PJY\NX�Z[WMRJK�yR_OztWQ�Ru]R\_ONYMRZU��JQQJaO\̂�]WZZŴR�JK��MJ]JZONOJ\i�d�whR\WNR�|OQQ�}JUx�iq~�W]]MJ]MOWNR_��~im�VOQQOJ\�NJ�MRQOR̀RPJY\NORZ�JK�WQQ�KOZPWQ�MRZ]J\ZOcOQONX�KJM�yR_OztWQ�]MĴMWVPJZNZU�hYcZR�YR\NQXd�wLZZRVcQX�|OQQ�}JUx�m�aWZ�R\WPNR_d������������������������������������������������ ���¡¢�������Uf�gsR̂OZU�L\WQXZNd��R]U�NJ��JO\N�sR̂OZU�|Y_̂RN�tJVUdL\WQXZOZ�JK�ijmozijmi�|Y_̂RN�|OQQd�LZZRVU�|OQQ�}JU�lologijkjzijmo��R̂U�hRZZUr�WN�]U�klid�ONWQOPZ�W__R_Ur��[YZd�N[RZNWNR�RMMZ�O\�WZZRMNO\̂�N[WN�N[R�ijkj�QR̂OZQWNOJ\�RQOVO\WNR_�N[RPJY\NORZb�KO\W\POWQ�ZY]]JMN�JK�yR_OztWQ�vJ\QX�NRV]JMWMOQXUf£¤¥ ¦§�̈©ª©«�¬®̄°̄±©²ª©̄³°�³́�µ«̄¶ª·ª̧²«�́³²�¬¹·©�µº»¼±�½°«²�µ«̄¾̧ª·

�[R�ZNWNR�WM̂YRZ�N[WNd�Y\QOeR�N[R�ZP[JJQ�]MĴMWV�cRKJMR�YZO\� ¿����� ��d������d�~~�tWQU�_�m�od�a[OP[�v[W_�cRR\a[JQQX�J]RMWNR_d�W_VO\OZNRMR_�W\_�KO\W\PR_�cX�N[R�ZNWNRdf�N[R]MĴMWV�KJM�]MJ̀O_O\̂�VR_OPWQ�PWMR�NJ�W_YQN�yT�bZ�v�b[WZ�\R̀RMcRR\�J]RMWNR_�JM�W_VO\OZNRMR_�cXb�f�N[R�ZNWNRU�LPPJM_O\̂�NJ�N[RZNWNRd�yR_OztWQ�aWZ�ZOV]QX�W�ZNWNR�vMROVcYMZRVR\N�]MĴMWVfKJM�PWMR�N[WN�ZRPNOJ\�ikooo�MR�YOMR_�PJY\NORZ�NJ�]MJ̀O_RU��[RZNWNR�OZ�O\PJMMRPNUÀ\R�JK�N[R�QR̂OZQWNÒR�̂JWQZ�JK�yR_OztWQ�aWZ�vNJ�WQQJaRQÔOcQR�]RMZJ\Z�NJ�ZRPYMR�cWZOP�[RWQN[�PWMR�O\�N[R�ZWVRVW\\RM�RV]QJXR_�cX�N[R�]YcQOP�̂R\RMWQQXd�W\_�aON[JYN_OZPMOVO\WNOJ\�JM�ZR̂MR̂WNOJ\�cWZR_�]YMRQX�J\�N[ROM�RPJ\JVOP_OZWcOQONXUf�ghNWNZU�ijppd�hRPJ\_�ÁuU�hRZZU�ijpqd�P[U~d�n�ld�]U�io~Ur�vT\�RKKRPNd�N[OZ�VRW\N�N[WN�]JJMRM]RJ]QR�PJYQ_�[ẀR�WPPRZZ�NJ�W�]MÒWNR�]MWPNONOJ\RM�JKN[ROM�P[JOPRd�W\_�\JN�cR�MRQR̂WNR_�NJ�W�PJY\NX�[JZ]ONWQ]MĴMWVUf�g ¢���������� �������Â�����Ã��Ä�����gijk�r�o�tWQUL]]U�_�p�kd�p~l�w iop�tWQU�]NMU�qqqxUr�yR_OztWQv]MJ̀O_R_�KJM�MROVcYMZRVR\N�NJ�cJN[�]YcQOP�W\_�]MÒWNR�[RWQN[PWMR�]MJ̀O_RMZ�KJM�VR_OPWQ�ZRM̀OPRZ�MR\_RMR_Uf�g ¿��Å���d�����d�jk�tWQUL]]U�_�WN�]U�qmiUr�TN�KYMN[RM�_OMRPNR_�N[WNdvwOx\ZJKWM�WZ�]MWPNOPWQdf�]YcQOP�WZZOZNW\PR�MRPO]OR\NZ�cRWKKJM_R_�vKMRR�P[JOPR�JK�WMMW\̂RVR\NZ�Y\_RM�a[OP[�N[RX�Z[WQQMRPRÒR�cWZOP�[RWQN[�PWMRUf�ghNWNZU�ijppd�hRPJ\_�ÁuU�hRZZUijpqd�P[U�~d�n�ld�]U�iiqUr��O\WQQXd�ZO\PR�ONZ�O\PR]NOJ\d�yR_OztWQ�[WZ�]RMVONNR_�PJY\NX�cJWM_Z�JK�ZY]RM̀OZJMZ�NJ�v]MRZPMOcRMYQRZ�a[OP[�WYN[JMOÆR�N[R�PJY\NX�[JZ]ONWQ�NJ�O\NR̂MWNR�ONZZRM̀OPRZ�aON[�N[JZR�JK�JN[RM�[JZ]ONWQZ�O\NJ�W�ZXZNRV�JKPJVVY\ONX�ZRM̀OPR�a[OP[�JKKRMZ�KMRR�P[JOPR�JK�[JZ]ONWQZ�NJN[JZR�MR�YOMO\̂�[JZ]ONWQ�PWMRU��[R�O\NR\N�JK�N[OZ�ZRPNOJ\�OZ�NJRQOVO\WNR�_OZPMOVO\WNOJ\�JM�ZR̂MR̂WNOJ\�cWZR_�J\�RPJ\JVOP_OZWcOQONX�ZJ�N[WN�N[R�PJY\NX�[JZ]ONWQ�W\_�JN[RM�[JZ]ONWQZ�O\N[R�PJVVY\ONX�Z[WMR�O\�]MJ̀O_O\̂�ZRM̀OPRZ�NJ�]WXO\̂�]WNOR\NZW\_�NJ�N[JZR�a[J��YWQOKX�KJM�PWMR�O\�]YcQOP�VR_OPWQ�PWMR]MĴMWVZUf�gn�i~oooUlUr��[YZd�vyR_OztWQ�RQÔOcQRZ�aRMR�NJ�cRWcQR�NJ�ZRPYMR�[RWQN[�PWMR�O\�N[R�ZWVR�VW\\RM�RV]QJXR_�cXN[R�̂R\RMWQ�]YcQOP�gOURUd�O\�N[R�]MÒWNR�ZRPNJM�JM�WN�W�PJY\NXKWPOQONXrUf�gijk~�sR̂OZU�L\WQXZNbZ��R]Ud������d�WN�]U�plqÇ�ZRRWQZJ��MRQOVO\WMX��R]Ud������d�WN�]U�ikUr�|X�WQQJaO\̂�RQÔOcQR]RMZJ\Z�vW�P[JOPR�JK�VR_OPWQ�KWPOQONORZ�KJM�NMRWNVR\Ndf�yR_OztWQ�]QWPR_�PJY\NX�[RWQN[�PWMR�]MJ̀O_RMZ�vO\�PJV]RNONOJ\�aON[]MÒWNR�[JZ]ONWQZUf�gÈ���d������d�l��tWQUL]]U�_�WN�]U�iopiUryJMRJ̀RMd�W_VO\OZNMWNOJ\�JK�yR_OztWQ�J̀RM�N[R�XRWMZ�[WZcRR\�N[R�MRZ]J\ZOcOQONX�JK�̀WMOJYZ�ZNWNR�_R]WMNVR\NZ�W\_ŴR\PORZU�gnn�ioklozioklid�i~opizi~opld�i~ioqd�i~lo�Ç
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JKLMNOP�MQRSTP�UV�WXYZ[\]�X\�̂Z�_̀Ua� bcSSdMP�MQRSTPe_�WXYZfg�X\�̂Z�_[Ua�hijjXkl�mn�oXpmk�qrst\uP� MQRSTPX\�̂̂ Z�fvVP�ÙZw�x]iuP�yz{|t�Xgm̂\{t}�\]s�osg{vWXY�̂km}kXj\]s�u\X\s�~s}{uYX\iksP�nmk�\]s�jmu\�̂Xk\P�u]{n\sg�{tg{}st\jsg{�XY��Xks�nkmj��s{t}�X��mit\l�ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�\m�Xh\X\s�����ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�itgsk�\]s�osg{vWXY�̂km}kXjZzW{\X\{mtZ|��� JT���K�KSTL��c��Q�d����cMRd�TL�����cQ���c���T���dK�c��U��[w�Ùe�WXYZ�̂ ẐVg��[[P��̀��zf�V�WXYZ�̂\kZU�[|��JT���K�KSTLwa�uss�XYum��ksY{j{tXkl��ŝZP�MQRSTP�X\�̂Z�U�z�{\]��sk\X{t�s��ŝ\{mtuP�osg{vWXY�yu]{n\sg�\m�\]s�u\X\s��\]sksûmtu{�{Y{\l�nmk�Xgj{t{u\kX\{mt�mn�\]s�jsg{�XY��Xks�̂kmr{gsg\m�sY{}{�Ys�̂skumtu|Zw��s�\]sksnmks�ksps�\�\]s�u\X\s�u�Xuusk\{mt\]X\P��]{Ys�osg{vWXY��mrsksg�XgiY\�o���uP��mit\l�nX�{Y{\{su�sks�\]s�umYs�̂kmr{gsku�mn�\]s{k�jsg{�XY��XksP�Xtg��mit\{su�m\]�m̂skX\sg�Xtg�Xgj{t{u\sksg�\]s�̂km}kXj�\]X\�̂kmr{gsg\]X\��XksZx]s��{k�iju\Xt�su��s�]Xrs�g{u�iuusg�ksXg{Yl�g{u\{t}i{u]�\]{u�Xus�nkmj� �cQ����c���cM����KLKM�����c��dMMdc��c����T�KbT� T�KM��U��̀w�Vf�WXYZ�̂ Ẑ[\]���̀�z V��WXYZ�̂\kZfgV�[|P�mt��]{�]�\]s�u\X\s�ksY{suZ�x]sksP�\]s��mik\�ksps�\sg\]s��YX{j�\]X\��stXY�Wmgs�us�\{mt���_Z�P��]{�]�ks¡i{ksg�mit\{su�\m�̂kmr{gs��k{j{tXY�gsnstgXt\u��{\]��sk\X{t�gsnstusnitguP�{ĵ musg�Xt�itnitgsg�u\X\s�jXtgX\sZ�~mu��t}sYsu�n{Ysg\]s��YX{j�Xn\sk�\]s�u\X\sP��]{�]�]Xg�stX�\sg�X̂ k̂m̂k{X\{mtu�s\�sst�U�__�Xtg�U����y\m�ks{j�ikus��mit\{su�nmk�\]s{k��mu\uitgsk��\]s�u\X\i\sP�jXgs�tm�X̂ k̂m̂k{X\{mt�nmk�\]s�U���vU��Un{u�XY�lsXkZ���cQ����c���cM����KLKM�����c��dMMdc��c����T�KbT� T�KMP�MQRSTP�X\�̂Z��UfZw��t�ksps�\{t}�\]s��YX{jP�\]s��mik\n{ku\�]sYg�\]X\�\]sks��Xu�tm�u\X\s�jXtgX\s��s�Xius��stXYWmgs�us�\{mt���_Z��jsksYl�{ĵ Ysjst\sg�\]s�ks¡i{ksjst\u�mnnsgskXY�YX�Z���cQ����c���cM����KLKM�����c��dMMdc��c����T�KbT� T�KMP�MQRSTP�X\�̂ Ẑ��U[v�UeZw�x]iuP�\]s��mik\�u\X\sgPyzX|uuij{t}P�Xk}istgmP�\]s�̂kmr{u{mtu�mn�z�stXY�Wmgs|�us�\{mt��_Z��z�mtu\{\i\sg|�X�ts��̂km}kXj��itgsk�us�\{mt�eP�\]sks�Xu�tm�u\X\s�jXtgX\sZ���cQ����c���cM����KLKM�����c��dMMdc�c����T�K�bT� T�KMP�MQRSTP�X\�̂Z��U�Zw�¢sksP�mn��mikusP�{\{u�it¡isu\{mtX�Yl�\]s�u\X\s�\]X\�]Xu�ks¡i{ksg�hXt�£{s}m�\mk̂mr{gs�jsg{�XY��Xks�\m�{tg{}st\�̂skumtuZ�t�g{�\ijP�\]s��mik\�XYum�ksps�\sg�\]s�Xk}ijst\�\]X\P�itgsk�Q¤dT�bTSP�MQRSTP�[[�WXYZVg��V�P�\]s�u\X\s�u�ygs�{u{mttm\�\m�ks{j�ikus�\]s��mit\{su�nmk�\]s{k�̂km}kXju�itgskz�stXY�Wmgs|�us�\{mt���_Z���{ĵ musg�X�ts��̂km}kXj��lu]{n\{t}�n{tXt�{XY�ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�nmk�\]s�̂km}kXj�\m��mit\{suZ� �cQ����c���cM����KLKM�����c��dMMdc��c����T�K�bT� T�KMP

MQRSTP�Vf�WXYZ�̂ Ẑ[\]�X\�̂Z��U_Zw�x]s��mik\�s�̂YX{tsg¥�y�t�mt\kXu\�z\m��Q¤dT�bTS|P�\]s�̂km}kXj�]sks�]Xu�tsrsk��sstm̂skX\sg�mk�Xgj{t{u\sksg��l�\]s�h\X\s�mn�WXY{nmkt{XZ�x]s�mit\{su�]Xrs�XY�Xlu��mkts�Ys}XY�Xtg�n{tXt�{XY�ksûmtu{�{Y{\lnmk�{ĵ Ysjst\{t}�\]s�̂km�sgiksu�itgsk�z�stXY�Wmgs|�us�\{mt��_Z�Z�x]s�u\X\s�jsksYl�ks{j�ikusg��mit\{su�nmk�ûs�{n{�s�̂stusu�{t�ikksg��l�\]s��mit\{su�{t�\]s{k�m̂skX\{mt�mn�Xk̂m}kXj�nmk��]{�]�\]sl�]Xg�X�̂k{jXkl�Ys}XY�Xtg�n{tXt�{XYksûmtu{�{Y{\lZ���¦§d �w�¢sksP�Xu��s�]Xrs�s�̂YX{tsgP��s\�sstU�_U�Xtg�U��VP�\]s�u\X\s�Xgj{t{u\sksg�Xtg��mks�n{tXt�{XYksûmtu{�{Y{\l�nmk�\]s�jsg{�XY��Xks�\]X\�XgiY\�o���u�ks�s{rsgitgsk�osg{vWXYZ�x]s�osg{vWXY�̂km}kXj��Xu�tm\�u{ĵ Yl�X��̈ �js\]mg�mn�ks{j�ikusjst\�nmk��mit\l��mu\uZ�x]iuP�\]su\X\s�u�ksY{Xt�s�mt�\]{u�g{�\ij�{u�j{ûYX�sgZU_�t�uijjXklP�mik�g{u�iuu{mt�gsjmtu\kX\su�\]s�~s}{uYX\ikss��Yigsg�XgiY\�o���u�nkmj�osg{vWXY�©�cªd���Xtg�d��K� d��\]X\�\]s�U��f�Ys}{uYX\{mt��miYg�\k{}}sk�\]s��mit\{su�ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�\m�̂kmr{gs�jsg{�XY��Xks�Xu�̂kmr{gsku�mnYXu\�ksumk\�itgsk�us�\{mt�U_���Z�x]iuP�\]kmi}]�\]s�U��fYs}{uYX\{mtP�\]s�~s}{uYX\iks�X\\sĵ \sg�\m�gm�̂ks�{usYl�\]X\�]{�]�\]s�rm\sku�stX�\sg�us�\{mt�e�\m�̂ksrst\¥�y\kXtunskz|\m�z�mit\{su|�\]s�n{u�XY�ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�nmk�̂kmr{g{t}�uskr{�su�]{�]�\]s�u\X\s��sY{srsg�u]miYg��s�s�\stgsg�\m�\]s�̂i�Y{�Z�U�� �cQ����c���cM����KLKMP�MQRSTP�[V�WXYZVg�X\�̂Z�̀ea�uss�XYum�d���c���T¤ST�K��c������T�K�c���TLd�cS�dTP�MQRSTP�̀��WXYZVgX\�̂Z�e��z��y�st\kXY�̂ik̂mus��mn�us�\{mt�e��Xu�y\m�̂ksrst\�\]su\X\s�u�\kXtunsk�mn�\]s�¤cM��c���c�KS��K���nkmj�d�MKL��\m�\]s�Ym�XYYsrsYZ�|Zw����mkg{t}YlP��s�r{s��\]s�U��f�Ys}{uYX\{mt�Xu�]Xr{t}jXtgX\sg�X�y��ts��̂km}kXj����mt��mit\{su��l�y�mĵ sYY{t}\]sj�\m�X��ŝ\�n{tXt�{XY�ksûmtu{�{Y{\l�{t��]mYs�mk�{t�̂Xk\�nmkX�̂km}kXjP��{ZsZP�jsg{�XY��Xks�nmk�XgiY\�o���uP�y�]{�]��Xunitgsg�st\{ksYl��l�\]s�u\X\s��snmks�\]s�Xgrst\�mn�Xk\{�Ys�«���¬Z�U����Q¤dT�bTSP�MQRSTP�[[�WXYZVg�X\�̂Z��VeZw���mt\kXkl��mt�Yiu{mt��miYg�gsnsX\�\]s�̂ik̂mus�mn�us�\{mteZ�tgsk�\]s�u\X\s�u�{t\sk̂ks\X\{mt�mn�\]X\�us�\{mtP��s�Xiusus�\{mt�U_�����Xu�stX�\sg��snmks�U�_̀P�\]s�~s}{uYX\iks�miYg�sY{j{tX\s�\]s�K��dSK�osg{vWXY�̂km}kXj�Xtg�u]{n\\m�\]s��mit\{su�itgsk�us�\{mt�U_�����mĵ Ys\s�n{tXt�{XYksûmtu{�{Y{\l�nmk�jsg{�XY��Xks�\]X\�\]s�u\X\s�]Xu��sstk̂mr{g{t}�u{t�s�U�eeZ�¢m�srskP�\]s�\X�{t}�Xtg�ûstg{t}Y{j{\X\{mtu�{ĵ musg��l�Xk\{�Ysu�«������Xtg�«����¬��miYg}ksX\Yl�Y{j{\�\]s�X�{Y{\l�mn��mit\{su�\m�jss\�\]s{k�s�̂Xtgsgus�\{mt�U_����m�Y{}X\{mtZ�yWmit\l�\X�̂Xlsku��miYg��s�nmk�sg\m�X��ŝ\�ts��\X�su�mk�uss�\]s��mit\l�nmk�sg�\m��i\�s�{u\{t}k̂m}kXju�nik\]sk�ZZZZ���®d�LTªP�MQRSTP�̀[�WXYZVg�X\�̂Z�V̀U��g{uZm̂tZ�mn�¬kmiuuXkgP�̄ZwZw��u��s�]Xrs�̂ksr{miuYl�s�̂YX{tsgP
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KLM�NOKMPQR�PMSOTUVWVUT�KLXK�XPKVSYMQ�Z[[[�\�XU]�Z[[[�̂�YM_KSÒUKVMQ�aVYY�Mb̀VccM]d�KO�XQQ̀eM�Q̀SL�VUSPMXQM]�_VUXUSVXYPMQcOUQVfVYVKVMQR�X]OcKM]�QMSKVOU�g�cPMSVQMYh�KO�XNOV]�KLVQPMQ̀YKi�j kll�mnopqr�ns�tnu�vpwxyxuR�uoz{|R�}~��XYi~]�XK�cig�i���L̀QR�VK��XQ�KLM�NOKMPQ��LO�]MSPMM]�KLXK��M�è QKR�XQ�KLMQKXKM�c̀KQ�VKR�a_OS̀Q���OU�OUM�cLXQM�VU�KL�M��QLV_KVUT�cXKKMPU�O_�_VUXUSVXY��XPPXUTMeMUKQd�fMK�MMU�KLM�QKXKM�XU]�KLM�SÒUKVMQi�U]MP�QMSKVOU�gR�KLM�QKXKM�QVecYh�SXUUOK�aSOecMY����SÒUKVMQ�KO�XSSMcK�_VUXUSVXY�PMQcOUQVfVYVKh�VU��LOYM�OP�VU�cXPK�_OP�XcPOTPXe��LVSL��XQ�_̀U]M]�MUKVPMYh�fh�KLM�QKXKM�fM_OPM�KLMX]NMUK�O_�XPKVSYM�Z[[[�̂�iiiid���jto��|��|{R�uoz{|R�}}��XYi~]XK�ci��~gi� ��������������������������������������� �¡����¢������ �¡ �¡�j£X���LM�QKXKM�UM¤K�XPT̀MQ�KLXKR�fMSX̀QM�¥XU�¦VMTO�LX]QKXK̀KOPh�]VQSPMKVOU�KO�QMK�MYVTVfVYVKh�XU]�QMPNVSM�QKXU]XP]QRKLMPM��XQ�UO�PMVef̀PQXfYM�eXU]XKMi��VKVUT�QMSKVOU��g§�}RKLM�QKXKM�XQQMPKQ�KLXK�KLM��̈���YMTVQYXKVOU�PMb̀VPM]�¥XU�¦VMTOKO�QcMU]�©[¥\�_̀U]Q�aOUYh�OU�KLOQM��LOe�KLM��nopqr]MMeQ�MYVTVfYM�opªx{�«�¬®®®Rd�aTXNM�KLM�SÒUKh�M¤SỲQVNMX̀KLOPVKh�KO�]MKMPeVUM�KLM�YMNMY�XU]�KhcM�O_�fMUM_VKQ�VK��ÒY]cPONV]MRd�XU]�PMb̀VPM]�SÒUKVMQ�aKO�VUSỲ]M��X]̀YK�©[̄°Q�VU�KLMVP�±��§����MYVTVfVYVKh�²³́µ�¶²�¶·̧�̧¹¶̧³¶�º¶»¶̧�¼½³¾º¿̧À̧�»Á»Ấ»Ã̧́ �»³¾�¶·̧³�²³́µ�¼²À�Ä�µ̧»Àº�d���jÅPVTVUXYMecLXQVQi��\SSOP]VUT�KO�KLM�QKXKMR�̀U]MP�QMSKVOU��§���Ra�K�LM�SÒUKVMQ�LXNM�kÆÇÇ�SOecYMKM�]VQSPMKVOU�ONMP�KLM]MKMPeVUXKVOU�O_�MYVTVfVYVKhR�QSOcM�O_�fMUM_VKQ�XU]�LO��KLMQMPNVSMQ��VYY�fM�cPONV]M]id���LM�QKXKM�M¤XTTMPXKMQ�KLM�M¤KMUK�O_�X�SÒUKh°Q�]VQSPMKVOU�̀U]MPQMSKVOU��§���i�[K�VQ�KP̀M�aSXQM�YX��iii�LXQ�PMSOTUVWM]�KLXKQMSKVOU��§����SOU_MPQ�fPOX]�]VQSPMKVOU�̀cOU�KLM�SÒUKVMQ�VUcMP_OPeVUT�KLMVP�QKXK̀KOPh�]̀Kh�KO�cPONV]M�TMUMPXY�XQQVQKXUSMfMUM_VKQ�KO�UMM]h�PMQV]MUKQi���VKXKVOUQi�d�j ÈnÉÉ�pu�ÊËÌozx{�n{�mno{q�j�̈�£��~���XYi~]��̈ R̈�����������XYiÍcKPi~̈�R�g̈£�̄i�]�g̈£��jÈnÉÉ�pu�i��ÎO�MNMPR�KLMPM�XPM�aSYMXPÏS̀K�YVeVKQd�KO�KLVQ�]VQSPMKVOUi�jÐÉ�ªË��jg���LM�SÒUKVMQ�eXhM¤MPSVQM�KLMVP�]VQSPMKVOU�aOUYh��VKLVU�_V¤M]�fÒU]XPVMQi�[UX]eVUVQKMPVUT�ÑMUMPXY�\QQVQKXUSM�PMYVM_�KLM�SÒUKh�XSKQ�XQXU�XTMUK�O_�KLM�QKXKMi���VKXKVOUi��ÒLMU�X�QKXK̀KM�SOU_MPQc̀OU�X�QKXKM�XTMUSh�KLM�X̀KLOPVKh�KO�X]OcK�PMT̀YXKVOUQ�KOVecYMeMUKR�VUKMPcPMKR�eXÓM�QcMSV_VS�OP�OKLMP�VQM�SXPPh�ÒKVKQ�cPONVQVOUQR�KLM�XTMUSh°Q�PMT̀YXKVOUQ�è QK�fM�SOUQVQKMUKRUOK�VU�SOU_YVSK��VKL�KLM�QKXK̀KMR�XU]�PMXQOUXfYh�UMSMQQXPh�KOM__MSK̀XKM�VKQ�c̀PcOQMi�j ÑONi��O]MR�±���~§}i�d�j�nnpxrRuoz{|R�}��XYi~]�XK�ci�g§̈i���L̀QR�KLM�SÒUKVMQ°�MYVTVfVYVKh

XU]�QMPNVSM�QKXU]XP]Q�è QK�aSXPPh�ÒKd�KLM�OfÔMSKVNMQ�O_QMSKVOU��§���i�j�nnpxrR�uoz{|R�}��XYi~]�XK�ci�g§̈Õ�QMM�XYQOÖnÊx{qr�Èxu�uq|p�x�mxpqx{�ÊË�×|{q�j�̈�̈����~��XYi\cci~]�̈£R�~�}Ï~�£�� �g���XYiÍcKPi�£}£�Õ�±��������acPONVQVOUQ�O_YX��PMYXKVUT�KO�X�c̀fYVS�XQQVQKXUSM�cPOTPXe�QLXYY�fM�_XVPYh�XU]Mb̀VKXfYh�SOUQKP̀M]�KO�M__MSK�KLM�QKXKM]�OfÔMSKQ�XU]�c̀PcOQMQO_�KLM�cPOTPXed�i���ÒUKh�QKXU]XP]Q�KLXK�_XVY�KO�SXPPh�ÒKQMSKVOU��§���°Q�OfÔMSKVNMQ�aXPM�NOV]�XU]�UO�cPOKMQKXKVOUQ�KLXKKLMh�XPM�eMPMYh�XU�M¤MPSVQM�O_�X]eVUVQKPXKVNM�]VQSPMKVOU�SXUQXUSKV_h�KLMeid�j�n{{�uR�uoz{|R�g§��XYi�]�XK�ci�§~§i���ÒPKQR�LVSL�LXNM�a�°_VUXY�PMQcOUQVfVYVKh�_OP�KLM�VUKMPcPMKXKVOU�O_�KLMYX�R°�d�è QK�QKPVÓM�KLMe�]O�Ui�jÐªË�XK�ci�§}�i��[U]MM]R�]MQcVKMKLM�SÒUKVMQ°�QKXK̀KOPh�]VQSPMKVOUR�aSÒPKQ�LXNM�SOUQVQKMUKYhVUNXYV]XKM]�iii�SÒUKh��MY_XPM�PMT̀YXKVOUQ�KLXK�_XVY�KO�eMMKQKXK̀KOPh�PMb̀VPMeMUKQi���VKXKVOUQi�d�j ÈnÉÉ�puR�uoz{|R�~��XYi~]�XK�ci����i� Æ�������������j£f��ÍMTXP]VUT�MYVTVfVYVKhR��M�SOUSỲ]M�KLXK�SÒUKVMQ�è QKcPONV]M�eM]VSXY�SXPM�KO�XYY�X]̀YK�©[̄°Qi�\Q��M�MecLXQVWM]VU��nnpxrR�QMSKVOU��§����PMb̀VPMQ�SÒUKVMQ�KO�PMYVMNM�XU]Q̀ccOPK�a�°|yy��pª�wxpq�zx{unpu�YX�_̀YYh�PMQV]MUK�KLMPMVURd�LMU�Q̀SL�cMPQOUQ�XPM�UOK�Q̀ccOPKM]�XU]�PMYVMNM]�fhKLMVP�PMYXKVNMQa�OP�fh�QOeM�OKLMP�eMXUQi°�d�j�nnpxrR�uoz{|R}��XYi~]�XK�ci�g§�Õ�QMM�XYQO� Øx{pÙ|{ªq�ÊË�Øn|{ª�nsÌozx{Ê�un{u�j�̈§g��£���XYi\cci~]���gR������ �~���XYiÍcKPi��̈�i��©OPMONMPR�QMSKVOU�������]MSYXPMQ�KLXK�KLM�QKXK̀KOPhac̀PcOQMd�O_�]VNVQVOU�̈�O_�KLM�ÒMY_XPM�XU]�[UQKVK̀KVOUQ��O]MR�LVSL�VUSỲ]MQ�kÆÇÆ�QMSKVOU��§���R�aVQ�KO�cPONV]M�_OPcPOKMSKVOUR�SXPMR�XU]�XQQVQKXUSM�KO�KLM�cMOcYM�O_�KLM�QKXKM�VUUMM]�KLMPMO_R�XU]�KO�cPOeOKM�KLM��MY_XPM�XU]�LXccVUMQQ�O_�XYYO_�KLM�cMOcYM�O_�KLM�QKXKM�fh�cPONV]VUT�XccPOcPVXKM�XV]�XU]QMPNVSMQ�KO�|yy�O_�VKQ�UMM]h�XU]�]VQKPMQQM]id�j[KXYVSQ�X]]M]i��L̀QR�SÒUKVMQ�LXNM�UO�]VQSPMKVOU�KO�PM_̀QM�KO�cPONV]M�eM]VSXYSXPM�KO�aVU]VTMUK�cMPQOUQd��VKLVU�KLM�eMXUVUT�O_�QMSKVOU�§�����LO�]O�UOK�PMSMVNM�VK�_POe�OKLMP�QÒPSMQi�~�j¥MM�ØxyyÊË�Øn|{ª�ns�Ìozx{Ê�un{u�j�̈ }̈���~��XYi\cci}KL��g̈£R��§�g�����XYiÍcKPi�]�̈�̈���MYVTVfVYVKh�QKXU]XP]Q�eXh�UOK�a]M_MXKKLM�c̀PcOQM�O_�KLM�QKXK̀KOPh�QSLMeM�fh�]McPVNVUT�b̀XYV_VM]PMSVcVMUKQ�O_�eXU]XKM]�Q̀ccOPKd�Õ�Ú|uÙ�pwqnp�ÊË�Øn|{ª�nsÌozx{Ê�un{u�j�̈ ~̈������XYi\cci}KL�̈��R�̈�£������XYiÍcKPi�]�£����SÒPKQ�LXNM�PMcMXKM]Yh�aNOV]M]�SÒUKh�OP]VUXUSMQ�LVSL�LXNM�XKKMecKM]�KO�PM]M_VUM�MYVTVfVYVKh�QKXU]XP]Q�QMK�fhQKXKM�QKXK̀KMd�i�
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KLMNOPQN�RSTMUOV�WXYYY�ZOSR�VOM�ZS[UVS�MNS�MS\]�̂UVZUQSVM_S\ROVR̀a�MNS�Wbcd�LSQURLeMUOV�]eZS�TLSe\�MNeM�eLL�eZPLMfghiR�[eLL�jUMNUV�MNUR�TeMSQO\k�[O\�_P\_ORSR�O[�ZS[UVUVQ�eTOPVMkiR�OlLUQeMUOV�MO�_\OmUZS�]SZUTeL�Te\Sndo�KR�_e\M�O[�UMRSpTLPRUOV�O[�eZPLM�fghiR̀�MNeM�LSQURLeMUOV�\SqPU\SZ�TOPVMUSR�MO_e\MUTU_eMS�UV�MNS�fgrK�_\OQ\e]n�srMeMRn�Wbcd̀�TNn�Wtbò�uuvc̀�XỲ�cv̀�__n�vwowxvwoX̀�vwtXny�zSQe\ZUVQ�MNeM�_\OQ\e]̀MNS�Wbcd�LSQURLeMUOV�e]SVZSZ�RSTMUOV�WvXYò�RPlZUmURUOV�sTysWỳ�MO�\SqPU\S�MNeM�e�TOPVMk�lOe\Z�O[�RP_S\mURO\R̀�UV�e__LkUVQ[O\�fgrK�[PVZR̀�̂eRRP\S�MNeM�UM�jULL�Sp_SVZ�RPTN�[PVZROVLk�[O\�{R_STU[USZ|�NSeLMN�RS\mUTSR�nnn�_\OmUZSZ�MO�_S\ROVRTS\MU[USZ�eR�SLUQUlLS�[O\�RPTN�RS\mUTSR�_P\RPeVM�MO�rSTMUOVWXYYY�nnnna�srMeMRn�Wbcd̀�TNn�Wtbò�u�XỲ�_n�vwovny�KM�MNSRe]S�MU]S̀�MNS�Wbcd�LSQURLeMUOV�e]SVZSZ�RSTMUOV�WvXYòRPlZUmURUOV�sTyswỳ�MO�_\OmUZS�MNeM�̂{e|Vk�_S\ROV�jNORSUVTO]S�eVZ�\SROP\TSR�]SSM�MNS�UVTO]S�eVZ�\SROP\TS�T\UMS\Ue[O\�TS\MU[UTeMUOV�[O\�RS\mUTSR�_P\RPeVM�MO�rSTMUOV�WoYYtnX�OMNS\MNeV�[O\�MNS�eQSZ̀�lLUVZ̀�O\�ZURelLSZ̀�RNeLL�VOM�lS�SpTLPZSZ[\O]�SLUQUlULUMk�[O\�RS\mUTSR�MO�MNS�SpMSVM�MNeM�RMeMS�[PVZR�e\S_\OmUZSZna�srMeMRn�Wbcd̀�TNn�Wtbò�u�XỲ�_n�vwovny�KR�MNSRMeMS�TO\\STMLk�Sp_LeUVR̀�PVZS\�MNUR�_\OmURUOV̀�̂TOPVMUSR�NeZ�MOUVTLPZS�{fSZUTeLLk�gVZUQSVM�KZPLMR|�UV�MNSU\�{RSTMUOV|�WXYYYSLUQUlULUMka�RMeVZe\ZRn�}k�\SqPU\UVQ�TOPVMUSR�MO�]e~S�eLL�eZPLMfghiR�SLUQUlLS�[O\�RS\mUTSR�_eUZ�[O\�jUMN�fgrK�[PVZR̀�jNULSeM�MNS�Re]S�MU]S�\SqPU\UVQ�TOPVMUSR�MO�_\O]URS�MO�R_SVZ�RPTN[PVZR������OV�MNORS�TS\MU[USZ�eR�SLUQUlLS�PVZS\�RSTMUOV�WXYYỲMNS��SQURLeMP\S�SRMelLURNSZ�MNeM�eLL�eZPLM�fghiR�e\S�̂UVZUQSVM_S\ROVRa�[O\�_P\_ORSR�O[�MNS�TOPVMUSRi�ZPMk�MO�_\OmUZS�]SZUTeLTe\S�PVZS\�RSTMUOV�WXYYYn��MNS\jURS̀�MNS�TOPVMUSR�TOPLZ�VOMTO]_Lk�jUMN�MNSU\�_\O]URSn������P\�TOVTLPRUOV�UR�VOM�e[[STMSZ�lk�LeVQPeQS�UV�RSTMUOV�WvXYòRPlZUmURUOV�sTyswỳ�]e~UVQ�UM�̂O_S\eMUmS�OVLk�PVMUL��PVS�wỲWbct̀�PVLSRR�e�LeMS\�SVeTMSZ�RMeMPMS�SpMSVZR�O\�ZSLSMSR�MNeMZeMSnadt�KR�jS�NemS�Sp_LeUVSZ̀�MNS�RPlZUmURUOV�SRMelLURNSZMNeM�eZPLM�fghiR�e\S�̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRa�jUMNUV�MNS�]SeVUVQO[�RSTMUOV�WXYYY�[O\�]SZUTeL�Te\S�_P\_ORSRn�KR�jS�NemSeLRO�Sp_LeUVSZ̀�RSTMUOV�WXYYY�\SqPU\SR�TOPVMUSR�MO�\SLUSmSeVZ�RP__O\M�����̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRna��NPR̀�SmSV�U[�MNS�RMeMSUR�TO\\STM�UV�eRRS\MUVQ�MNeM�RSTMUOV�WvXYò�RPlZUmURUOV�sTyswỳUR�VOj�UVO_S\eMUmS�eVZ�VO�LOVQS\�_\ONUlUMR�TOPVMUSR�[\O]SpTLPZUVQ�eZPLM�fghiR�[\O]�SLUQUlULUMk�[O\�]SZUTeL�RS\mUTSR̀RSTMUOV�WXYYY�NeR�MNeM�S[[STMndvKZZUMUOVeLLk̀�MNS�TOmS\eQS�NURMO\k�O[�fSZUx�eL�ZS]OVRM\eMSRMNeM�MNS��SQURLeMP\S�NeR�eLjekR�mUSjSZ�eLL�eZPLM�fghiReR�̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRa�jUMNUV�MNS�]SeVUVQ�O[�RSTMUOVWXYYY�[O\�]SZUTeL�Te\S�_P\_ORSRn�KR�jS�NemS�_\SmUOPRLkSp_LeUVSZ̀�jNSV�MNS��SQURLeMP\S�T\SeMSZ�MNS�O\UQUVeL�fSZUx�eL

_\OQ\e]̀�jNUTN�TOmS\SZ�OVLk�TeMSQO\UTeLLk�LUV~SZ�_S\ROVR̀�UMẐSTLe\{SZ|�UMR�TOVTS\V�jUMN�MNS�_\OlLS]R�jNUTN�{jOPLZ|�lS[eTUVQ�MNS�TOPVMUSR�jUMN�\SR_STM�MO�MNS�]SZUTeL�Te\S�O[�UVZUQSVM_S\ROVR�jNO�{jS\S|�VOM�TOmS\SZa�lk�fSZUx�eL̀�̂jNORS]SZUTeL�Te\S�{NeZ�MO|�lS�[UVeVTSZ�SVMU\SLk�lk�MNS�TOPVMUSRUV�e�MU]S�O[�NSemULk�UVT\SeRUVQ�]SZUTeL�TORMRna�srMeMRn�Wbvv̀rSTOVZ��pn�rSRRn�Wbvt̀�TNn�ò�u�d̀�_n�WWv�{SVeTMUVQ�[O\]S\u�WoWYcnt|ny�fO\SOmS\̀�MO�SVRP\S�MNeM�MNS�TOPVMUSRi�fSZUx�eLTORM�RNe\S�jOPLZ�VOM�LSemS�TOPVMUSR�̂jUMN�UVRP[[UTUSVM�[PVZR�MO_\OmUZS�NOR_UMeL�Te\S�[O\�MNORS�_S\ROVR�VOM�SLUQUlLS�[O\�fSZUx�eL̀a�MNS��SQURLeMP\S�eLRO�T\SeMSZ�MNS�TOPVMk�O_MUOVn�s����̀�����̀�dw��eLnK__nwZ�eM�_n�WYvWny��N\OPQN�MNS�TOPVMk�O_MUOV̀M̂NS�RMeMS�eQ\SSZ�MO�eRRP]S�eLL�TOPVMk�NSeLMN�Te\S�TORMR�nnn�UVSpTSRR�O[�TOPVMk�TORMR�UVTP\\SZ�ZP\UVQ�MNS�WbvoxWbvt�[URTeLkSe\̀�eZ�PRMSZ�[O\�_O_PLeMUOV�UVT\SeRSRna�s �������̀������̀bX��eLnK__nwZ�eM�_n�tcvny��NPR̀�MNS��SQURLeMP\S�Sp_\SRRLk\STOQVU�SZ�MNeM�MNS�TeMSQO\UTeLLk�LUV~SZ�_S\ROVR�UVUMUeLLkSLUQUlLS�[O\�fSZUx�eL�ZUZ�VOM�TOVRMUMPMS�eLL�̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRaSVMUMLSZ�MO�]SZUTeL�Te\S�PVZS\�RSTMUOV�WXYYỲ�eVZ�\SqPU\SZ�MNSRMeMS�MO�RNe\S�UV�MNS�[UVeVTUeL�\SR_OVRUlULUMk�[O\�_\OmUZUVQ�MNeMTe\SngV�eZZUVQ�eZPLM�fghiR�MO�fSZUx�eL�UV�WbXẀ�MNS��SQURLeMP\SSpMSVZSZ�fSZUx�eL�TOmS\eQS�MO�VOVTeMSQO\UTeLLk�LUV~SZ_S\ROVR�̂jNO�{jS\S|�[UVeVTUeLLk�PVelLS�MO�_ek�[O\�MNSU\]SZUTeL�Te\Sna�s�SQURn��OPVRSLiR��UQǹ�KRRS]n�}ULL��On�bob̀w�rMeMRn�WbXW�szSQn�rSRRny�rP]]e\k��UQǹ�_n�cwny��NUR�����ZSRT\U_MUOV�jeR�TOVRURMSVM�jUMN�_\UO\��PZUTUeL�ZSTURUOVR�MNeM̀[O\�_P\_ORSR�O[�e�TOPVMkiR�ZPMk�MO�_\OmUZS�̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRajUMN�NOR_UMeLU�eMUOV̀�NeZ�ZS[UVSZ�MNS�MS\]�MO�UVTLPZS�e�_S\ROVĵNO�NeR�UVRP[[UTUSVM�]SeVR�MO�_ek�[O\�NUR�]eUVMSVeVTS�UV�e_\UmeMS�NOR_UMeL�e[MS\�_\OmUZUVQ�[O\�MNORS�jNO�LSQeLLk�TLeU]NUR�RP__O\Mna�s ����������� �¡¢��sWbwvy�WW��eLnK__ndZ�toỲttY�{ to�hndZ�tWY|nyfO\SOmS\̀�MNS�[eMS�O[�e]SVZ]SVMR�MO�RSTMUOV�WXYYY�_\O_ORSZeM�MNS�Re]S�MU]S�RPQQSRMR�MNeM̀�UV�MNS��SQURLeMP\SiR�mUSj̀�MNSTeMSQO\k�O[�̂UVZUQSVM�_S\ROVRa�SVMUMLSZ�MO�]SZUTeL�Te\S�PVZS\RSTMUOV�WXYYY�SpMSVZSZ�SmSV�£������MNORS�SLUQUlLS�[O\�fSZUx�eL�eR�fghiRn��NS��PVS�WX̀�WbXẀ�mS\RUOV�O[�KRRS]lLk�}ULL�On�bob�e]SVZSZ�RSTMUOV�WXYYY�lk�eZZUVQ�MNS�[OLLOjUVQ¤N̂OjSmS\̀�MNS�NSeLMN�VSSZR�O[�RPTN�_S\ROVR�RNeLL�lS�]SMPVZS\�{fSZUx�eL|na�sKRRS]n�}ULL��On�bob�sWbXW�zSQn�rSRRnyu�twnẁ�eR�e]SVZSZ��PVS�WX̀�WbXWny��NS�KRRS]lLk�ZSLSMSZMNUR�e]SVZ]SVM�OV��PLk�dỲ�WbXWn�sKRRS]n�}ULL��On�bob�sWbXWzSQn�rSRRny�eR�e]SVZSZ��PLk�dỲ�WbXẀ�_n�wXny�zSQe\ZUVQMNUR�TNeVQS̀�MNS�KRRS]lLk��O]]UMMSS�OV�¥SeLMN�Sp_LeUVSZ¤�̂NS�_\O_ORSZ�e]SVZ]SVM�MO�rSTMUOV�WXYYỲ�nnn�jNUTN�jOPLZ
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JKLM�NMOPLMQ�RJM�SPTURVMWX�NMWYPUWVZV[VRVMW�KW�JMK[RJ�SKNMYNPLVQMN�P\�[KWR�NMWPNR]�VW�QM[MRMQ̂�_JVW�SJKÙM�aKW�PNV̀VUK[[bYNPYPWMQ�RP�S[KNV\b�RJM�̀TKNKURMM�RP�JP[Q�SPTURVMW�JKNO[MWW\NPO�KQQVRVPUK[�cMQVdeK[�SPWRŴ�fR�VW�QM[MRMQ�WVUSM�VR�SKUUPRNMOPLM�RJM�\KSR�RJKR�SPTURVMW�KNM]�Zb�QM\VUVRVPU]�K�X[KWR�NMWPNRX\PN�KUb�YMNWPU]�aVRJ�PN�aVRJPTR�RJM�OMKUW�RP�YKb]�aJPQPMW�UPR�gTK[V\b�\PN�\MQMNK[�PN�WRKRM�KVQ̂h�ijWWMÔ�ePÔ�PUkMK[RJ]�jUK[bWVW�P\�jWWMÔ�lV[[�mP̂�non�ipnqp�rM̀ �̂sMWŴt�KWKOMUQMQ�uT[b�vw]�pnqp�iuT[b�vp]�pnqpt]�Ŷ�ôt_JM�xM̀VW[KRTNMXW�\KV[TNM�RP�KOMUQ�WMSRVPU�pqwww�VU�pnqp\V̀TNMQ�YNPOVUMUR[b�VU�RJM�jRRPNUMb�yMUMNK[XW�VURMNYNMRKRVPUP\�RJKR�WMSRVPU�PU[b�RaP�bMKNW�[KRMN̂�fU�K�pnqz�YTZ[VWJMQPYVUVPU]�RJM�jRRPNUMb�yMUMNK[�WRKRMQ�RJKR�RJM�pnqp�VUS[TWVPUP\�cf{XW�VU�cMQVdeK[�|QVQ�UPR�K[RMN�RJM�QTRb�P\�RJM�SPTURVMW�RPYNPLVQM�OMQVSK[�SKNM�RP�RJPWM�VUQV̀MURW�UPR�M[V̀VZ[M�\PN�cMQVdeK[̂h�i}~��YŴeK[̂jRRb̂yMÛ]������]�KR�Ŷ�}~n̂t�kM�ZKWMQRJVW�SPUS[TWVPU�PU�RJM�pnqp�[M̀VW[KRVPU]�NM[MLKUR�[M̀VW[KRVLMJVWRPNb]�KUQ�|RJM�JVWRPNb�P\�WRKRM�OMQVSK[�SKNM�YNP̀NKOŴh�i���KR�Ŷ�}qŵt�_JM�PYVUVPU�SPUS[TQMQ��|_JM�QM\VUVRVPU�P\OMQVSK[[b�VUQV̀MUR�VU��RJM�SJKYRMN�MWRKZ[VWJVÙ�cMQVdeK[��VWKYY[VSKZ[M�PU[b�RP�RJKR�SJKYRMN�KUQ������������������������������������������������������̂�f\�RJM�\PNOMN�OMQVSK[�SKNMYNP̀NKO]�Zb�YNPLVQVÙ�SKNM�PU[b�\PN�K�WYMSV\VS�̀NPTY]�YTZ[VSKWWVWRKUSM�NMSVYVMURW]�QVQ�UPR�K\\MSR�RJM�NMWYPUWVZV[VRb�P\�RJMSPTURVMW�RP�YNPLVQM�WTSJ�WMNLVSM�TUQMN�WMSRVPU�pqwww]�aMZM[VMLM�RJM�OPWR�NMSMUR�M�YKUWVPU�P\�RJM�OMQVSK[�KWWVWRKUSMYNP̀NKO�QPMW�UPR�K\\MSR]����������������������������������������������������]�RJM�QTRb�P\�RJM�SPTURVMW�TUQMN�WMSRVPU�pqwwwRP�SPURVUTM�RP�YNPLVQM�WMNLVSMW�RP�RJPWM�M[V̀VZ[M�TUQMN�WMSRVPUpqwww�ZTR�UPR�TUQMN��cMQVdeK[�̂h�i�����]�VRK[VSW�KQQMQ̂t�_JMjRRPNUMb�yMUMNK[XW�PYVUVPU]�K[RJPT̀J�UPR�ZVUQVÙ]�VW�MURVR[MQRP�SPUWVQMNKZ[M�aMV̀JR̂���� �i ¡�������¢�£�������¤��������¥������¦������§���������̈����������©������ipnnzt�~eK[̂oRJ�ªvp]�ªvn�� v}�eK[̂rYRN̂vQ�poª]�ª~z�{̂vQ�vpª�̂tjZWMUR�SPURNP[[VÙ�KTRJPNVRb]�VR�VW�YMNWTKWVLM�ZMSKTWM�aMYNMWTOM�RJKR�RJM�xM̀VW[KRTNM�aKW�SP̀UV«KUR�P\�RJM�jRRPNUMbyMUMNK[XW�SPUWRNTSRVPU�P\�WMSRVPU�pqwww�KUQ�aPT[Q�JKLMRK¬MU�SPNNMSRVLM�KSRVPU�V\�VR�QVWK̀NMMQ�aVRJ�RJKR�SPUWRNTSRVPÛi ¦���������®�������̄����������̄������������̈��°�ipnnwt}p�eK[̂zQ�p]�pq�� vqw�eK[̂rYRN̂�qn~]�qnz�{̂vQ�v�̂tfU�RJVW�SKWM]�P\�SPTNWM]�aM�UMMQ�UPR�iKUQ�QP�UPRt�QMSVQMaJMRJMN�sKU�±VM̀PXW�PZ[V̀KRVPU�TUQMN�WMSRVPU�pqwww�RPYNPLVQM�OMQVSK[�SKNM�M�RMUQMQ�ZMbPUQ�KQT[R�cf{XŴ��TNQVWSTWWVPU�MWRKZ[VWJMW]�JPaMLMN]�RJKR�RJM�PZ[V̀KRVPU�M�RMUQMQ���������RJKR�\KN̂�_JM�xM̀VW[KRTNM�JKW�OKQM�VR�S[MKN�RJKRK[[�KQT[R�cf{XW�KNM�|VUQV̀MUR�YMNWPUWh�TUQMN�WMSRVPU�pqwww

\PN�YTNYPWMW�P\�sKU�±VM̀PXW�PZ[V̀KRVPU�RP�YNPLVQM�OMQVSK[SKNM̂�_JMNM\PNM]�RJM�WRKRM�MNNW�VU�KǸTVÙ�RJKR�sKU�±VM̀PJKQ�QVWSNMRVPU�RP�NM\TWM�RP�YNPLVQM�OMQVSK[�SKNM�RP�RJVWYPYT[KRVPÛvq ²³�́µ¶·̧¹µ�́º»¼½»¶½¾iqt�j�UTOZMN�P\�WRKRTRMW�KNM�NM[MLKUR�RP�RJM�WRKRMXW�KǸTOMURRJKR�sKU�±VM̀P�JKQ�QVWSNMRVPU�VU�WMRRVÙ�WMNLVSM�WRKUQKNQŴsMSRVPU�pqwww�NMgTVNMW�VU�̀MUMNK[�RMNOW�RJKR�SPTURVMW�|NM[VMLMKUQ�WTYYPNRh�VUQV̀MUR�YMNWPUŴ�sMSRVPU�pwwww]�aJVSJ�WMRW\PNRJ�RJM�YTNYPWM�P\�RJM�QVLVWVPU�SPURKVUVÙ�WMSRVPU�pqwww]QMS[KNMW�RJM�|[M̀VW[KRVLM�VURMUR�RJKR�KVQ�WJK[[�ZM�KQOVUVWRMNMQKUQ�WMNLVSMW�YNPLVQMQ�YNPOYR[b�KUQ�JTOKUM[b]�aVRJ�QTMNM̀KNQ�\PN�RJM�YNMWMNLKRVPU�P\�\KOV[b�[V\M]h�WP�|KW�RPMUSPTNK̀M�WM[\dNMWYMSR]�WM[\dNM[VKUSM]�KUQ�RJM�QMWVNM�RP�ZM�KP̀PQ�SVRV«MU]�TWM\T[�RP�WPSVMRb̂h�i¿�pwwwŵt�|sMSRVPU�pqwww]KW�KTRJPNVRKRVLM[b�VURMNYNMRMQ]�OKUQKRMW�RJKR�OMQVSK[�SKNMZM�YNPLVQMQ�RP�VUQV̀MURW�KUQ�WMSRVPU�pwwww�NMgTVNMW�RJKRWTSJ�SKNM�ZM�YNPLVQMQ�YNPOYR[b�KUQ�JTOKUM[b̂�_JM�QTRbVW�OKUQKRMQ�Zb�WRKRTRM̂�_JMNM�VW�UP�QVWSNMRVPU�SPUSMNUVÙaJMRJMN�RP�YNPLVQM�WTSJ�SKNM�̂̂^̂h�iÀ�������������Á������©�����������ipnn~t�oª�eK[̂jYŶoRJ�pvvz]�pvo}��}~eK[̂rYRN̂vQ�v}}��iÀ���������t̂tePTNRW�SPUWRNTVÙ�WMSRVPU�pqwww�JKLM�JM[Q�RJKR�VR|VOYPWMW�K�OKUQKRPNb�QTRb�TYPU�K[[�SPTURVMW�RP�YNPLVQMXOMQVSK[[b�UMSMWWKNb�SKNM]X�UPR�ÂTWR����Ã�MOMǸMUSb�SKNM̂�eVRKRVPÛ�h�i ¦��������®����������©�����Á�����¦������ipnnzt�po�eK[̂jYŶoRJ�pwn~]�ppwª�� pª�eK[̂rYRN̂vQ�oªq�ÄWMM�K[WP� Å����������¦��������Æ���®�������ipnn}t�zoeK[̂jYŶoRJ�vww]�vp~�� ow�eK[̂rYRN̂vQ�vqp�Ä�¿�p~qwôp�YNPJVZVRVÙ�K�SPTURb�\NPO�NMgTVNVÙ�YKbOMUR�P\�K�\MM�PNSJKǸM�|ZM\PNM��VR��NMUQMNW�OMQVSK[[b�UMSMWWKNb�WMNLVSMW�RP�̂̂̂YMNWPUW�MURVR[MQ�RP�WMNLVSMW�TUQMN�sMSRVPU�pqwwwh�̂t�fR�\TNRJMN|JK�W��ZMMU�VURMNYNMRMQ�̂̂ �̂RP�VOYPWM�K�OVUVOTO�WRKUQKNQP\�SKNM�ZM[Pa�aJVSJ�RJM�YNPLVWVPU�P\�OMQVSK[�WMNLVSMW�OKbUPR�\K[[̂h�iÀ���������]������]�oª�eK[̂jYŶoRJ�KR�Ŷ�pvzn̂tfU�À���������]�RJM�SPTNR�WRKRMQ�RJKR�|WMSRVPU�pqwww�NMgTVNMWYNPLVWVPU�P\�OMQVSK[�WMNLVSMW�RP�RJM�YPPN�KR�K�[MLM[�aJVSJQPMW�UPR�[MKQ�RP�TUUMSMWWKNb�WT\\MNVÙ�PN�MUQKÙMN�[V\M�KUQJMK[RJ�̂̂^̂h�i����KR�Ŷ�pvoŵt�fU�NMKSJVÙ�RJVW�SPUS[TWVPU]�VRSVRMQ�¦��°�]������]�vpz�eK[̂jYŶzQ�KR�YK̀M�owo]�aJVSJ�JM[QRJKR�WMSRVPU�pqwww�NMgTVNMW�SPTURVMW�RP�YNPLVQM�|QMURK[�SKNMWT\\VSVMUR�RP�NMOMQb�WTZWRKURVK[�YKVU�KUQ�VU\MSRVPÛh�isMM�K[WP¿�pow}n̂}��QM\VUVÙ�|�K��WMNLVSM��KW��XOMQVSK[[b�UMSMWWKNbX�̂̂̂aJMU�VR�VW�NMKWPUKZ[M�KUQ�UMSMWWKNb�RP�YNPRMSR�[V\M]�RP�YNMLMUR
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #9

JKLMKNKOPMQ�KRRMSJJ�TU�JKLMKNKOPMQ�VKJPWKRKQXY�TU�QT�PRRSZKPQSJSZSUS�[PKM\]̂_àUKML�QbS�XSPUJ�NTU�cbKOb�dPM�̀KSLT�JTaLbQ�USKeWaUJSeSMQYfSPRQb�PMV�dPNSQX�gTVS�JSOQKTM�hiiĵkY�NTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTMlO_�lNTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO__Y�PRJT�J[TmS�QT�QbS�RSZSR�TN�JSUZKOSJQbPQ�OTaMQKSJ�bPV�QT�[UTZKVS�aMVSU�nSRNPUS�PMV�oMJQKQaQKTMJgTVS�JSOQKTM�hpqqq̂jr�sJ�SMPOQSV�KM�dS[QSeWSU�htpiYNTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO_�[UTZKVSV�QbPQY�cbSQbSU�P�OTaMQXuJ�VaQXQT�[UTZKVS�OPUS�QT�PRR�KMVKLSMQ�[ST[RS�vKJ�NaRNKRRSV�VKUSOQRX�WXQbS�OTaMQX�TU�QbUTaLb�PRQSUMPQKZS�eSPMJY�QbS�PZPKRPWKRKQX�TNJSUZKOSJY�PMV�QbS�waPRKQX�TN�QbS�QUSPQeSMQ�USOSKZSV�WX�[ST[RScbT�OPMMTQ�PNNTUV�QT�[PX�NTU�QbSKU�bSPRQb�OPUS�JbPRR�WS�QbSJPeS�PJ�QbPQ�PZPKRPWRS�QT�MTMKMVKLSMQ�[ST[RS�USOSKZKML�bSPRQbOPUS�JSUZKOSJ�KM�[UKZPQS�NPOKRKQKSJ�KM�QbPQ�OTaMQX̂\�ldQPQĴ�htpiYOb̂�rhqY�x�yY�[̂�hpzk̂_�{bS�S|[USJJ�v[aU[TJS�PMV�KMQSMQ\�TNQbS�POQ�QbPQ�OTMQPKMSV�NTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO_�cPJ�vQT�KMJaUSQbPQ�QbS�VaQX�TN�OTaMQKSJ�QT�[UTZKVS�bSPRQb�OPUS�QT�KMVKLSMQJ}cPJ]�[UT[SURX�PMV�OTMQKMaTaJRX�NaRNKRRSV̂\�ldQPQĴ�htpiY�Ob̂rhqY�x�hY�[̂�hpzî_�{baJY�aMQKR�KQJ�US[SPR�KM�dS[QSeWSU�httjYjtNTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO_�v}U]SwaKUS}V]�QbPQ�QbS�PZPKRPWKRKQX�PMVwaPRKQX�TN�JSUZKOSJ�[UTZKVSV�QT�KMVKLSMQJ�VKUSOQRX�WX�QbSOTaMQX�TU�PRQSUMPQKZSRX�WS�QbS�JPeS�PJ�QbPQ�PZPKRPWRS�QTMTMKMVKLSMQJ�KM�[UKZPQS�NPOKRKQKSJ�KM�QbPQ�OTaMQX̂\�l~SLKĴgTaMJSRuJ�̀KL̂Y�dSM̂��KRR��T̂�jyztY�j�dQPQĴ�htpi�l�SL̂�dSJĴ_daeePUX�̀KL̂Y�[̂�hyq��JSS�PRJT� �������������������������������Y������Y�yi�gPR̂s[[̂iQb�PQ�[̂�jhz������� �������������������������������������Y������Y�jqp�gPR̂s[[̂yV�PQ�[̂kzi�}NTUeSU�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO_�USwaKUSV�QbPQ�OPUS�[UTZKVSV�vWS������� ���QT�QbPQ�SM¡TXSV�WX�QbS�MTMKMVKLSMQ\]̂_yq�v¢TU�QbShttq£th�NKJOPR�XSPUY\�QbS�~SLKJRPQaUS�waPRKNKSV�QbKJ�TWRKLPQKTMWX�[UTZKVKML¤�vMTQbKML�KM�}NTUeSU]�JaWVKZKJKTM�lO_�̂̂�̂JbPRRUSwaKUS�PMX�OTaMQX�QT�S|OSSV�QbS�JQPMVPUV�TN�OPUS�[UTZKVSVWX�QbS�JQPQS�¥SVK£gPR�[UTLUPê��TQcKQbJQPMVKML�PMX�TQbSU[UTZKJKTM�TN�RPcY�OTaMQKSJ�JbPRR�MTQ�WS�USwaKUSV�QT�KMOUSPJSSRKLKWKRKQX�TU�S|[PMV�QbS�JOT[S�TN�JSUZKOSJ�KM�QbS�httq£thNKJOPR�XSPU�NTU�QbSKU�[UTLUPeĴ\�ldQPQĴ�httqY�Ob̂�ikpY�x�jyY�[̂jqhŷ_sRQbTaLb�cS�bPZS�KVSMQKNKSV�JQPQaQSJ�USRSZPMQ�QT�JSUZKOSJQPMVPUVJY�cS�MSSV�MTQ�bSUS�VSNKMS�QbS�[USOKJS�OTMQTaUJ�TNdPM�̀KSLTuJ�JQPQaQTUX�bSPRQb�OPUS�TWRKLPQKTM̂�{bS�JQPQS�PULaSJLSMSUPRRX�QbPQ�dPM�̀KSLT�bPV�VKJOUSQKTM�USLPUVKML�QbS�JSUZKOSJKQ�[UTZKVSV̂�fTcSZSUY�QbS�JQPQS�NPKRJ�QT�KVSMQKNX�SKQbSU�QbSJ[SOKNKO�JSUZKOSJ�QbPQ�dPM�̀KSLT�[UTZKVSV�aMVSU�KQJ�g¥d[UTLUPe�TU�cbKOb�TN�QbTJS�JSUZKOSJY�KN�PMXY�cSUS�MTQ�USwaKUSVaMVSU�QbS�LTZSUMKML�JQPQaQSĴ��TU�VTSJ�QbS�JQPQS�PULaS�QbPQdPM�̀KSLT�OTaRV�bPZS�SRKeKMPQSV�PRR�JSUZKOSJ�PMV�OTe[RKSV

cKQb�JQPQaQTUX�USwaKUSeSMQĴ�sOOTUVKMLRXY�cS�US¡SOQ�QbS�JQPQSuJPULaeSMQ�QbPQY�WSOPaJS�dPM�̀KSLT�bPV�JTeS�VKJOUSQKTM�KM[UTZKVKML�JSUZKOSJY�QbS�htrj�RSLKJRPQKTM�VKV�MTQ�Ke[TJS�PUSKeWaUJPWRS�ePMVPQŜyh¦§̈�©ª«ª¬¬�®̄°ª±̄²�³́µ̄«²ª¶±̄lr_�{bS�gTaUQ�TN�s[[SPR�bSRV�QbPQY�aMVSU�QbS�LTZSUMKMLJQPQaQSJY�QbS�gTeeKJJKTM�eaJQ�KMKQKPRRX�VSQSUeKMS�QbS�[USOKJSPeTaMQ�TN�PMX�USKeWaUJSeSMQ�VaS�dPM�̀KSLT̂�oQ�QbSUSNTUSUSZSUJSV�QbS�VPePLSJ�[TUQKTM�TN�QbS�QUKPR�OTaUQuJ�¡aVLeSMQPMV�USePMVSV�QbS�ePQQSU�QT�QbS�gTeeKJJKTM�NTU�QbKJVSQSUeKMPQKTM̂��SZSUQbSRSJJY�QbS�gTaUQ�TN�s[[SPR�PNNKUeSV�QbSQUKPR�OTaUQuJ�NKMVKML�QbPQ�QbS�~SLKJRPQaUS�USwaKUSV�dPM�̀KSLTQT�J[SMV�PQ�RSPJQ�·ih�eKRRKTM�TM�KQJ�g¥d�[UTLUPe�NTU�NKJOPRXSPUJ�htrt£httq�PMV�httq£httĥ�oM�PNNKUeKML�QbKJ�NKMVKMLY�QbSgTaUQ�TN�s[[SPR�USRKSV�[UKePUKRX�TM�nSRNPUS�PMV�oMJQKQaQKTMJgTVS�JSOQKTM�hzttqY�JaWVKZKJKTM�lP_Y�PJ�KQ�USPV�PQ�PRR�USRSZPMQQKeSĴ�{bS�JQPQS�OTMQSMVJ�QbKJ�[UTZKJKTM�VKV�MTQ�ePMVPQS�QbPQdPM�̀KSLT�J[SMV�PMX�eKMKeae�PeTaMQ�TM�QbS�g¥d�[UTLUPêoQ�NaUQbSU�PJJSUQJ�QbPQ�QbS�gTaUQ�TN�s[[SPRuJ�vUaRKML�KM�SNNSOQJSQJ�P�VPePLSJ�WPJSRKMSY�KM�OTMQUPVKOQKTM�QT�}KQJ]�TJQSMJKWRSUSZSUJPR�TN�QbS�VPePLS�PcPUV̂\����̧¢TUeSU�JSOQKTM�hzttqY�JaWVKZKJKTM�lP_Y�JSQ�NTUQb�QbS�NKMPMOKPRePKMQSMPMOS£TN£SNNTUQ�USwaKUSeSMQ�NTU�OTaMQKSJ�QbPQ�USOSKZSVNaMVKML�aMVSU�QbS�gPRKNTUMKP�fSPRQbOPUS�NTU�QbS�oMVKLSMQ¹UTLUPe�lgfo¹_̂�{bS�~SLKJRPQaUS�SMPOQSV�gfo¹�KM�htrtQT�Ke[RSeSMQ�¹UT[TJKQKTM�ttY�QbS�{TWPOOT�{P|�PMV�fSPRQb¹UTQSOQKTM�sOQ�TN�htrr�lOTVKNKSV�PQ��SẐ�º�{P|̂�gTVSY�xyqhjh�SQ�JSŵ_̂�¹UT[TJKQKTM�ttY�cbKOb�QbS�ZTQSUJ�P[[UTZSV�TM�TZSeWSU�rY�htrrY�KMOUSPJSV�QbS�QP|�TM�QTWPOOT�[UTVaOQJ�PMVPRRTOPQSV�QbS�USJaRQKML�USZSMaS�KM�[PUQ�QT�eSVKOPR�PMV�bTJ[KQPROPUS�NTU�OSUQPKM�[SUJTMJ�cbT�OTaRV�MTQ�PNNTUV�QbTJS�JSUZKOSĴl »�������¼½�������¾�¿��������������������ÀÁ����Â�����lhtth_�ky�gPR̂yV�jikY�jirY�jki�} jpt�gPR̂�[QÛ�yjkYrqz�¹̂jV�hyzq]̂_�̀ aUKML�QbS�htrt£httq�PMV�httq£htthNKJOPR�XSPUJY�NTUeSU�JSOQKTM�hzttqY�JaWVKZKJKTM�lP_Y�USwaKUSVOTaMQKSJ�USOSKZKML�gfo¹�NaMVJY�vPQ�P�eKMKeaeY\�QT�vePKMQPKMP�RSZSR�TN�NKMPMOKPR�Ja[[TUQ�TN�OTaMQX�NaMVJ�NTU�bSPRQb�JSUZKOSJPQ�RSPJQ�SwaPR�QT�KQJ�OTaMQX�ePQOb�PMV�PMX�TZSUePQOb�TNOTaMQX�NaMVJ�KM�QbS�htrr£rt�NKJOPR�XSPUY\�PV¡aJQSV�PMMaPRRXPJ�[UTZKVSV̂�ldQPQĴ�htrtY�Ob̂�hyyhY�x�tY�[̂�kijp̂_�s[[RXKMLQbKJ�[UTZKJKTMY�QbS�gTaUQ�TN�s[[SPR�PNNKUeSV�QbS�QUKPR�OTaUQuJNKMVKML�QbPQ�QbS�JQPQS�bPV�USwaKUSV�dPM�̀KSLT�QT�J[SMV�KM�NKJOPRXSPUJ�htrt£httq�PMV�httq£htth�PQ�RSPJQ�·ih�eKRRKTM�TM�QbSg¥d�[UTLUPê
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" # 

JK�LMNKK�OPQR�QRK�SQLQK�QRLQ�QRPS�TPUVPUM�PS�KNNWUKWXSY�ZU[P\K]LNQP̂P]LQPWU�PU�_àbc�ORP̂R�OLS�dLUVLQWNec�]LNQP̂P]LQPWUPU�fg̀h�OLS�iW[XUQLNeY�̀U�KSQLj[PSRPUM�fg̀hc�QRK�kKMPS[LQXNKL]]NW]NPLQKV�TXUVS�lTWN�L[[ŴLQPWU�QW�̂WXUQPKS�mnopqrqmnpqstPUu�QRK�]NWMNLdY�vaQLQSY�wxyxc�̂RY�wzzwc�{�w|c�]Y�}~z�cPQL[P̂S�LVVKVY��aK̂QPWU�w�xy|c�SXjVPiPSPWU�vL�c�VPNK̂QKV�QRKaQLQK��K]LNQdKUQ�WT�gKL[QR�aKNiP̂KS�QW�dL\K�fg̀h�]LedKUQSlX]WU�L]][P̂LQPWU�WT�QRK�̂WXUQe�LSSXNPUM�QRLQ�PQ�OP[[�̂Wd][eOPQRu�L]][P̂Lj[K�]NWiPSPWUSY�bdWUM�QRK�MWiKNUPUM�]NWiPSPWUSOKNK�TWNdKN�SK̂QPWUS�w�xx|c�SXjVPiPSPWU�vL�c�LUV�w�xx}cSXjVPiPSPWU�vL�c�ORP̂R�]NWiPVKV��l�W�jK�K[PMPj[K�TWN�NK̂KP]QWT�TXUVS�XUVKN�QRPS�̂RL]QKNc�L�̂WXUQe�dLe�UWQ�Pd]WSK�dWNKSQNPUMKUQ�K[PMPjP[PQe�SQLUVLNVS�TWN�QRK�NK̂KP]Q�WT�jKUKTPQS�XUVKNaK̂QPWU�w�|||�WN�NKVX̂K�QRK�ŜW]K�WT�jKUKTPQS�̂Wd]LNKV�QWQRWSK�ORP̂R�OKNK�PU�KTTK̂Q�WU��WiKdjKN�yc�wxyyYu�vaQLQSYwxyxc�̂RY�wzzwc�{�xc�]Y�}~zwY�gWOKiKNc�aLU��PKMW�RLS�̂PQKV�UW�]NWiPSPWUc�LUV�OK�RLiKTWXUV�UWUKc�QRLQ�o���qo���K[PMPj[K�̂WXUQPKS�QW�]LNQP̂P]LQK�PUQRK�]NWMNLd�WN�L]][e�TWN�fg̀h�TXUVSY��RNWXMR��KiKUXKLUV��L�LQPWU�fWVK�SK̂QPWU�z|w�}c�ORP̂R�OLS�]LNQ�WThNW]WSPQPWU�xxc�QRK�K[K̂QWNLQK�VPNK̂QKV�QRLQ�TXUVS�NLPSKVQRNWXMR�hNW]WSPQPWU�xx�lSRL[[�jK�XSKV�QW�SX]][KdKUQK�PSQPUM�[KiK[S�WT�SKNiP̂K�LUV�UWQ�QW�TXUV�K�PSQPUM�[KiK[S�WTSKNiP̂KYu�vaKK�L[SW�aQLQSY�wxyxc�̂RY�wzzwc�{{�wc�wxc�]]Y�}zy�c}~zyY��fWXUQPKS�UWQ�OLUQPUM�QW�SX]][KdKUQ�QRKPN�K�PSQPUM[KiK[S�WT�SKNiP̂Kc�LUV�ORW�QRKNKTWNK�VPV�UWQ�OLUQ�fg̀hTXUVSc�OKNK�UWQ�jWXUV�je�QRK�]NWMNLd�S�NK�XPNKdKUQSY��RWSKŴXUQPKSc�PÛ[XVPUM�aLU��PKMWc�QRLQ�̂RWSK�QW������SKK\�fg̀hTXUVS�VPV�SW�iW[XUQLNP[eYz���RXSc�QRK�fWXNQ�WT�b]]KL[�KNNKVPU�̂WÛ[XVPUM�QRLQ�TWNdKN�SK̂QPWU�w�xx|c�SXjVPiPSPWU�vL�cdLUVLQKV�L�dPUPdXd�TXUVPUM�NK�XPNKdKUQ�TWN�aLU��PKMW�Sf_a�]NWMNLdY�WN�VPV�TWNdKN�SK̂QPWU�w�xxwc�SXjVPiPSPWU�vL�v}�c�ORP̂RQRK�QNPL[�̂WXNQ�LUV�fWXNQ�WT�b]]KL[�L[SW�̂PQKVc�KSQLj[PSR�LdPUPdXd�TPULÛPL[�Wj[PMLQPWU�TWN�aLU��PKMW�S�f_a�]NWMNLdY�WNdKN�SK̂QPWU�w�xxw�MKUKNL[[e�lKSQLj[PSR�KV��L�]NŴKVXNKTWN�QRK�L[[ŴLQPWU�WT�TXUVS�QW�KL̂R�̂WXUQe�NK̂KPiPUM�TXUVS�TNWdQRK��_àb��YYY�TWN�QRK�]NWiPSPWU�WT�SKNiP̂KS�QW�]KNSWUS�dKKQPUMK̂NQLPU�_KVP�fL[�K[PMPjP[PQe�NK�XPNKdKUQSc�jLSKV�WU�QRK]KN̂KUQLMK�WT�UKO[e�[KML[P�KV�PUVPiPVXL[S�XUVKN�QRK�TKVKNL[d̀dPMNLQPWU��KTWNd�LUV�fWUQNW[�b̂Q�v̀�fb�Yu�vkKMPSYfWXUSK[�S��PMYc�bSSKdY��P[[��WY��}c�~�aQLQSY�wxyx�v�KMY�aKSSY�aXddLNe��PMYc�]Y�}~yY���WNdKN�SK̂QPWU�w�xxwc�SXjVPiPSPWUvL�v}��NK�XPNKV�QRK�SQLQKc�TWN�TPŜL[�eKLNS�wxyx�wxx|�LUVwxx|�wxxwc�QW�NKPdjXNSK�L�̂WXUQe�PT�PQS�̂WdjPUKV�L[[ŴLQPWUTNWd�iLNPWXS�SWXN̂KS�OLS�[KSS�QRLU�QRK�TXUVPUM�PQ�NK̂KPiKVXUVKN� SK̂QPWU�w��|z�TWN�TPŜL[�eKLN�wxyy�wxyxYzz��WQRPUM

LjWXQ�QRPS�SQLQK�NKPdjXNSKdKUQ�NK�XPNKdKUQ�Pd]WSKV�WU�aLU�PKMW�L�dPUPdXd�TXUVPUM�NK�XPNKdKUQ�TWN�PQS�f_a�]NWMNLdY�RXSc�OK�dXSQ�NKiKNSK�QRK��XVMdKUQ�PUSWTLN�LS�PQ�TPUVSQRLQ�TWNdKN�SK̂QPWUS�w�xx|c�SXjVPiPSPWU�vL�c�LUV�w�xxwcSXjVPiPSPWU�vL�v}�c�KSQLj[PSRKV�L��~w�dP[[PWU�S]KUVPUM�T[WWNTWN�aLU��PKMW�S�f_a�]NWMNLdY�̀USQKLVc�QRK�iLNPWXS�SQLQXQKSQRLQ�OK�RLiK�]NKiPWXS[e�VPŜXSSKV�vKYMYc�{{�w||||c�w�|||cLUV�gKL[QR���aLTY�fWVKc�{�w~~�Y}c�TWNdKN�SXjVY�v̂��cQRK�̂LSKS�̂WUSQNXPUM�QRWSK�SQLQXQKSc�LUV�LUe�WQRKN�NK[KiLUQLXQRWNPQPKS�dXSQ�MXPVK�QRK�fWddPSSPWU�S�VKQKNdPULQPWU�WTQRK�[KiK[�WT�SKNiP̂KS�QRLQ�aLU��PKMW�RLV�QW�]NWiPVK�LUV�LUeNKPdjXNSKdKUQ�QW�ORP̂R�PQ�PS�KUQPQ[KVY���������� ¡¢£¤¥¤¥¦��§§̈¡§vx���RK�SQLQK�NLPSKS�L�UXdjKN�WT�LVVPQPWUL[�PSSXKSY�̀Q�TPNSQŴd][LPUS�QRLQ�L�dLUVLdXS�]NŴKKVPUM�XUVKN�fWVK�WTfPiP[�hNŴKVXNK�SK̂QPWU�w|y}�OLS�LU�Pd]NW]KN�iKRP̂[K�TWNR̂L[[KUMPUM�QRK�fWddPSSPWU�S�]WSPQPWUY�̀Q�LSSKNQS�QRLQc�XUVKN©WiKNUdKUQ�fWVK�SK̂QPWU�w�}}xc�NKiPKO�je�LVdPUPSQNLQPiKdLUVLdXS�XUVKN� fWVK�WT�fPiP[�hNŴKVXNK�SK̂QPWU�w|x~Y}PS�QRK�K�̂[XSPiK�dKQRWV�TWN�̂RL[[KUMPUM�L�fWddPSSPWUVK̂PSPWU�VKUePUM�L�dLUVLQK�̂[LPdY��RK�fWXNQ�WT�b]]KL[NK�K̂QKV�QRPS�LNMXdKUQc�NKLSWUPUM�QRLQ�QRK�QNPL[�̂WXNQ�RLV�XNPSVP̂QPWU�XUVKN�fWVK�WT�fPiP[�hNŴKVXNK�SK̂QPWU�w|y}jK̂LXSKc�XUVKN�SK̂QPWU��c�QRK�SQLQK�RLS�L�dPUPSQKNPL[�VXQe�WTNKPdjXNSKdKUQ�ORKU�PQ�Pd]WSKS�L�dLUVLQKYkP\K�QRK�fWXNQ�WT�b]]KL[c�jXQ�TWN�VPTTKNKUQ�NKLSWUScOK�NK�K̂Q�QRK�SQLQK�S�LNMXdKUQY�l�_�LUVLdXS�]XNSXLUQ�QW�fWVK�WT�fPiP[�hNŴKVXNK��SK̂QPWU�w|x~Y}c�̂WddWU[eVKUWdPULQKV��LVdPUPSQNLQPiK��dLUVLdXSc�PS�dLUVLdXS�SQP[[YQ̀�PS�UWQ�]WSSKSSKV�WT��L�SK]LNLQK�LUV�VPSQPÛQPiK�[KML[]KNSWUL[PQeY�̀Q�PS�UWQ�L�NKdKVe�NKdWiKV�TNWd�QRK�MKUKNL[[LO�WT�dLUVLdXS�WN�K�Kd]QKV�TNWd�QRK�[LQQKN�S�KSQLj[PSRKV]NPÛP][KSc�NK�XPNKdKUQS�LUV�[PdPQLQPWUSY���fPQLQPWUSY���RK�TX[[]LUW][e�WT�NX[KS�L]][P̂Lj[K�QW��WNVPULNe��dLUVLdXS�L]][PKSQW��LVdPUPSQNLQPiK��dLUVLdXS�]NŴKKVPUMSc�K�̂K]Q�ORKNKdWVPTPKV�je�SQLQXQKY��fPQLQPWUSY�u�v ª««�¬�®�̄�m�oq«o�°«�opvwxyw���y�fL[YzV���yc���z���~�� w�|�fL[Y�]QNY�~y~c���|hY�V�w|z��Y��JRKNK�QRK�KUQPQ[KdKUQ�QW�dLUVLdXS�NK[PKT�PSLVK�XLQK[e�L[[KMKVc�L�QNPL[�̂WXNQ�dLe�QNKLQ�L�]NŴKKVPUMjNWXMRQ�XUVKN�fWVK�WT�fPiP[�hNŴKVXNK�SK̂QPWU�w|y}�LS�WUKjNWXMRQ�XUVKN� fWVK�WT�fPiP[�hNŴKVXNK�SK̂QPWU�w|x~Y}�LUVSRWX[V�VKUe�L�VKdXNNKN�LSSKNQPUM�QRLQ�QRK�ONWUM�dLUVLdXSSQLQXQK�RLS�jKKU�PUiW\KVY�v ª««�¬c�¬�monc��y�fL[YzV�LQ
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JJK�LMNOLMPQ� RSTUS�VW�XYS�RSTUSZU�[U\\]SZT̂�_ÙaWbcdMMe�cd�fghKNi�jklm�jcNOjcP�n cPk�fghKoJpqK�PPlm�rLMsKli�ccLltKe�uvwxm�yzy{�|}�~g{��|y���|iy{p|}|yi�pvy��q�{��g{ig�wx�xpgpwpym�pvy�yqq�q�i|i�{�p�g}}y�p�pvy�pq|gh���wqp�xg�|h|p��p���qg{p��g{ig�wx�qyh|y}K��{�g{��yzy{pm�i|xp|{�p|�{x��yp�yy{�pqgi|p|�{gh�g{igi�|{|xpqgp|zy��g{igpy�vgzy�h|pphy�|�Jg�p��{�pv|xgJJygh�KKKK��b ���STÙ��VW�R]��̂�bcddNe�cP�fghK�JJKPpvcrMLm�crjP�n cj�fghKoJpqKli�LjktKe�uvy�iypyq�|{gp|�{�vypvyq�pvy�xpgpwpyx�vyqy�gp�|xxwy�yxpg�h|xvyi�g��g{igpyw{iyq�xy�p|�{�L�|x�g��wyxp|�{��}�hg�K�b[U]ST̂�U�����̀SUVW����\YSm�̀]a�Ym�lld�fghK�JJKNi�gp�JK�NPMKe��{�qyg�v|{��wq���{�hwx|�{m��y�vgzy�qyh|yi��{�{��}g�px�pvgp�gqy�|{i|xJwpyK��vyqym�gx�vyqym�g��Jwqyh��hy�gh��wyxp|�{��|x�gp�|xxwym��wqpx��y�yq�|xy�|{iyJy{iy{p��wi��y{p�KKK�m�{���gppyq��vypvyqpvy�|xxwy�gq|xyx����pqgi|p|�{gh��q�gi�|{|xpqgp|zy��g{igpyKnf|pgp|�{xKt��b ���STÙ�m�̀]a�Ym�cP�fghK�JJKPpv�gp�JK�crjPKe�x�pvy�xpgpy���{�yiyxm�yzy{�w{iyq� f�iy��}�f|z|h�sq��yiwqyxy�p|�{�ckdPKrm�g��wi��y{p��wxp���y�qyzyqxyi�|}��gxyi��{yqq�{y�wx���{�hwx|�{x��}�hg�K��uvwxm�g{��i|}}yqy{�yx��yp�yy{pvy�p����g{ig�wx�xpgpwpyx�vgzy�vgi�{��|�Jg�p��{��wqg{gh�x|xK�����uvy�xpgpy�{y�p���{py{ix�pvgp�pvy�pq|gh���wqp�Jqy�wi|�|ghh��yqqyi|{�iy{�|{��pvy��Jyqy�Jp�q��i|x�wgh|}|�gp|�{����p|�{�pvgp�pvy�|qy�p�q��}�pvy��yJgqp�y{p��}��|{g{�y�}|hyi�w{iyq�f�iy��}f|z|h�sq��yiwqy�xy�p|�{�cMkKLK��y��|hh�{�p�qyz|y��pv|x�qwh|{�mv��yzyqm��y�gwxy�|p�|x�qyz|y�g�hy��{h������q|p��}��g{igpyw{iyq�f�iy��}�f|z|h�sq��yiwqy�xy�p|�{�cMkKNm�xw�i|z|x|�{�bieKb ��Ua���VW� ����bcddNe�L�fghKPpv�PdPm�rllOrlN�n lPfghKoJpqKli�MMdm�jLl�sKli�MMdtQ� ��Ua���VW�_]���bcddce�cfghKPpv�lLL�n l�fghKoJpqKli�rlLm�jlk�sKli�ckNLtKe¡�q��g{��y�giiqyxx�pvy�xpgpy�x�gq�w�y{p�pvgp�pvy�pq|gh���wqpyqqyi�|{��qg{p|{��g�Jqyh|�|{gq��|{�w{�p|�{K�uvy�¢g��cddc�qiyq��qg{p|{��pvy�Jqyh|�|{gq��|{�w{�p|�{��gx��|��yi|gpyh�g{i�xyJgqgpyh��gJJyghg�hy��w{iyq�f�iy��}�f|z|h�sq��yiwqyxy�p|�{�dkPKcm�xw�i|z|x|�{�bgebLeK�b R�T��UV��̀£��S�W�VW�¤Z �̀T£��S�W�bcddle�N�fghK�JJKPpv�LPkm�LPr�n P�fghKoJpqKliLjdtKe�uvwxm�pvy�xpgpy�x�gppy�Jp�p���vghhy{�y�pvy��qiyq�|{�g{gJJygh�}|hyi�g}pyq�y{pq���}�}|{gh��wi��y{p�|{��y�y��yq�cddl�gx�w{p|�yh�KNP�b~yy� [�Z�U���\ZSZ̀T� U\�S¥̀�_�Y�T�[�ST���VW�X�]��̂�bcdjde�lkj�fghK�JJKNi�lNkm�lrc�n lrL

fghKoJpqK�cdPtKe�¢�qy�zyqm�pvy�xpgpy�x�gppy�Jp�p��gJJygh�pvy�qiyq��qg{p|{��pvy�Jqyh|�|{gq��|{�w{�p|�{�|x����p��y�gwxy��}bce�pvy�pq|gh���wqp�x�¦wh��c��qiyq��qg{p|{��g�Jyqy�Jp�q���q|p��}�g{igpym��v|�v�y�Jqyxxh���xwJyqxyiynit�g{i�qyJhg�ynit��pvyJqyh|�|{gq��|{�w{�p|�{��qiyq�g{i�ble�y{pq���}�}|{gh��wi��y{pKb X��§Y�̈�VW�[ZTZ©�S̀¥� YT���[UW�bcjdce�dk�fghK�LNrmLNjOLNd�n lM�sK�PNdtQ� ��Ua���VW��U�̀��bcddNe�lcfghK�JJKPpv�lrdm�lLPOlLr�n lr�fghKoJpqKli�jcLtQ� R�T�UV��̀£��S�Wm�̀]a�Ym�N�fghK�JJKPpv�gp�JK�LPMKe�|{ghh�m�pvy�xpgpy�qy�wyxpx�pvgp��y�qyzyqxy�pvy�pq|gh���wqp�xqyxyqzgp|�{��}��wq|xi|�p|�{�qy�gqi|{��g{�g�gqi��}�gpp�q{y�}yyxK�uv|x�qy�wyxp�|x�Jqy�gpwqyK��{�pvy��wi��y{pm�pvy�pq|gh���wqp�qypg|{nyit��wq|xi|�p|�{�p��iypyq�|{y�g{��q|�vp�p��g{i�g��w{p�}�gpp�q{y�x��}yyx�KKKK��uv|x�Jq�z|x|�{�i�yx�{�p�iy�hgqy�pvgp�~g{�|y���|{�}g�p�vgx�g�q|�vp�p��g{�g�gqi��}�gpp�q{y��}yyxK�¡�q�vgx~g{��|y���gxxyqpyi�xw�v�g�q|�vpK��x�~g{��|y���xpgpyxm�gp�pv|xJ�|{pm��nptvyqy�|x�{�pv|{��}�q�pv|x�f�wqp�p��qyz|y�K���y��|hh{�p��|zy�g{�giz|x�q��qwh|{���{�pv|x�|xxwyKª«««¬�®̄°±̄®²®±³uvy��wi��y{p��}�pvy�f�wqp��}��JJygh�|x�g}}|q�yi�|{x�}gqgx�|p�v�hix�pvgp�pvy�y��hwx|�{��}�giwhp�¢�s�x�}q���¢yi|Ofgh|�J�xyi�g��g{igpy��{�~g{��|y����|pv|{�pvy��yg{|{���}xy�p|�{�LK�uvy��wi��y{p�|x�qyzyqxyi�|{x�}gq�gx�|p�v�hix�pvgp�pvyxpgpy�qy�w|qyi�~g{��|y���p��xJy{i�gp�hygxp�́Pc��|hh|�{��{�pvyf¢~�Jq��qg��|{�}|x�gh��ygqx�cdjdOcddk�g{i�cddkOcddcK�uvy�gppyq�|x������qy�g{iyi�p��pvy�f���|xx|�{�p��iypyq�|{y�vypvyqm�g{i�����vgp�g��w{pm�pvy�xpgpwp�q��xpg{igqix��}��gqybyK�Km�µyghpv�¶�~g}K�f�iym�·�cPPlKrm�}�q�yq�xw�iK�b�eQ��yh}K�¶�{xpK�f�iym�··�ckkkkm�cMkkke�}�q�yi�~g{��|y���p��|{�wq���xpx|{�y��yxx��}�pvy�}w{ix�Jq�z|iyi����pvy�xpgpym�g{i�p��iypyq�|{ypvy�xpgpwp�q��qy�yi|yx�p���v|�v�~g{��|y���|x�y{p|phyiKfK�¦Km�¢�x̧m�¦Km�¹g�pyqm�¦Km��{iyqx�{m�¦Kmº�g{i��hiq|�vm�¦Km»tttt���{�wqqyiK¼½¾¾¿ÀÁ�Â¬��i|xxy{pK�x�Jgqp��}�g{�|{|p|gp|zy��ygxwqy�Jhg�|{��xJy{i|{��h|�|px�{�xpgpy�g{i�h��gh���zyq{�y{pm�pvy�z�pyqx�|{�cdMd�giiyigqp|�hy�Ã����¹�p��pvy�fgh|}�q{|g�f�{xp|pwp|�{K�~y�p|�{�L��}pv|x�gqp|�hy�Jq�z|iyx�pvgp��vy{�pvy�xpgpy���g{igpyx�g�{y�
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #�

JKLMKNO�LK�PQMPRK�SRTRS�LU�VRKTQWR�LX�NXY�SLWNS�MLTRKXORXZ[\ZPR�VZNZR�O]VZ�KRQÔ ]KVR�ZPR�SLWNS�MLTRKXORXZ�ULK�ZPR�WLVZLU�V]WP�JKLMKNO�LK�VRKTQWR_�̀XaRK�V]̂aQTQVQLX�bWc�LU�ZPQVWLXVZQZ]ZQLXNS�JKLTQVQLX[�PLdRTRK[�ZPR�VZNZR�eONY[�̂]Z�XRRaXLZ[\�JKLTQaR�V]WP�KRQÔ ]KVRORXZ�fg�hij�khlhj�mlnolhj�plkjnlqhjo�rjgstj�ulnvltw�xy�xz{|_�b}NS_�}LXVZ_[�NKZ_�~�����[����[V]̂a_�bWc_c��]̂aQTQVQLX�bWc�QV�ZPR�WKQZQWNS�JKLTQVQLX�PRKR_�RWN]VR�ZPR�WL]XZQRV�PNTR�ULK�ONXY�aRWNaRV�̂RRX�]XaRK�NVZNZR�ONXaNZR�ZL�JKLTQaR�ULK�ZPR�JLLK[�N�ONXaNZR�ZPNZ�R�QVZRaR̂ULKR�ZPR�TLZRKV�NaaRa�NKZQWSR�~������ZL�ZPR�VZNZR�}LXVZQZ]ZQLX[ZPR�R�JKRVV�SNXM]NMR�LU�V]̂aQTQVQLX�bWc�LU�VRWZQLX���LUNKZQWSR�~������R�ROJZV�ZPR�VZNZR�UKLO�NXY��j�l��sr�f�lhfsnZL�KRQÔ ]KVR�ZPR�WL]XZQRV�ULK�ZPR�WLVZ�LU�ORaQWNS�WNKR�ZL�ZPRXRRaY_��PR�UNWZ�ZPNZ�ULK�N�WRKZNQX�JRKQLa�NUZRK������ZPR�VZNZRaQKRWZSY�JNQa�]XaRK�ZPR�VZNZR��RaQ�}NS�JKLMKNO�ULK�ZPRVR�WLVZVaQa�XLZ�SRNa�ZL�ZPR�WKRNZQLX�LU�N�XRd�ONXaNZR�LXWR�ZPR�VZNZRVZLJJRa�aLQXM�VL_��L�PLSa�ZL�ZPR�WLXZKNKY[�NV�ZPR�ON�LKQZY�aLRV[QV�ZL�KRXaRK�V]̂aQTQVQLX�bWc�N�X]SSQZY_�PR�QVV]R�PRKR�QV�XLZ�dPRZPRK�ZPR�JLLK�NKR�RXZQZSRa�ZLORaQWNS�WNKR_��PRY�NKR_��PR�QVV]R�QV�dPRZPRK�ZPR�VZNZR�LKZPR�WL]XZQRV�O]VZ�JNY�ULK�ZPQV�WNKR_��PR�ON�LKQZY�JSNWRV�ZPQVL̂SQMNZQLX�LX�ZPR�VZNZR_��PR�WL]XZQRV��dQX[�PLdRTRK[�ONY�̂RN�JYKKPQW�TQWZLKY_��LK[�QX�NXZQWQJNZQLX�LU�ZLaNY�V�aRWQVQLX[�ZPR�RMQVSNZ]KR�PNV�RXNWZRa�SRMQVSNZQLX�ZPNZ�dQSS�aKNVZQWNSSY�KRa]WRZPR�WL]XZQRV��VPNKR�LU�LZPRK�VZNZR�KRTRX]R[�NV�aQVW]VVRa�QX�JNKZ����̂RSLd_ ��RMQXXQXM�QX�����[�}NSQULKXQN�QOJLVRa�N�SRMNS�L̂SQMNZQLX�LXZPR�WL]XZQRV�ZL�ZN�R�WNKR�LU�ZPRQK�JLLK_�b �ssnjw�T���fq�jhhb����c���}NS_�a����[��������������� ���}NS_�JZK_� ��[����¡_ a�� ��¢_c��QXWR�����[�ZPQV�L̂SQMNZQLX�PNV�̂RRX�WLaQUQRaQX�£RSUNKR�NXa��XVZQZ]ZQLXV�}LaR�VRWZQLX���¤¤¤_�b�ZNZV_�����[WP_�����[����[�J_��¤�¤_c��PNZ�VZNZ]ZR�VZNZRV�QX�U]SS¥�e¦TRKYWL]XZY�NXa�RTRKY�WQZY�NXa�WL]XZY�VPNSS�KRSQRTR�NXa�V]JJLKZ�NSSQXWLOJRZRXZ[�JLLK[�QXaQMRXZ�JRKVLXV[�NXa�ZPLVR�QXWNJNWQZNZRaŶ�NMR[�aQVRNVR[�LK�NWWQaRXZ[�SNdU]SSY�KRVQaRXZ�ZPRKRQX[�dPRXV]WP�JRKVLXV�NKR�XLZ�V]JJLKZRa�NXa�KRSQRTRa�̂Y�ZPRQK�KRSNZQTRVLK�UKQRXaV[�̂Y�ZPRQK�LdX�ORNXV[�LK�̂Y�VZNZR�PLVJQZNSV�LKLZPRK�VZNZR�LK�JKQTNZR�QXVZQZ]ZQLXV_\�b£RSU_�§��XVZ_�}LaR[����¤¤¤_c��XWS]aRa�QX�ZPQV�QV�N�a]ZY�ZL�JKLTQaR�ORaQWNS�WNKR�ZLQXaQMRXZV_�b s̈lto�sg�©vªjt«fkstk�«��©vªjtfst�¬svth�b����c ¤��}NS_JJ_�a��� [������  ���}NS_�JZK_��¤�¢_c

�̂KQRU�LTRKTQRd�LU�ZPR�RUULKZV�̂Y�URaRKNS[�VZNZR[�NXa�SLWNSMLTRKXORXZV�ZL�U]KXQVP�ORaQWNS�VRKTQWRV�ZL�ZPR�JLLK�ONY�̂RPRSJU]S_�RULKR��NKWP��[�����[�ZPR�aNZR�LX�dPQWP�}NSQULKXQNR̂MNX�QZV��RaQ�}NS�JKLMKNO[�ORaQWNS�VRKTQWRV�ULK�ZPRJLLK�edRKR�JKLTQaRa�QX�aQUURKRXZ�dNYV�NXa�dRKR�U]XaRaŶ�ZPR�VZNZR[�WL]XZY[�NXa�URaRKNS�MLTRKXORXZV�QX�TNKYQXMNOL]XZV_\�bVVRO_�}LO_�LX�¡]̂SQW�®RNSZP[�¡KRSQOQXNKY��RJ_LX��RaQ�}NS�b�R̂_� �[�����c�J_��_c��PR��RaQ�}NS�JKLMKNO[dPQWP�}NSQULKXQN�NaLJZRa�ZL�QOJSRORXZ�ZPR�URaRKNS��RaQWNQaJKLMKNO�b � �̀_�_}_��������RZ�VR̄_°�VRR� �sttfk�«�±f��flmk�b����c����}NS_ a����[������ ���}NS_�JZK_����[����¡_ a����¢c[�NZ�UQKVZ�SQOQZRa�RSQMQ̂QSQZY�ZL�ZPLVR�JRKVLXV�eSQX�Ra\ZL�N�URaRKNS�WNZRMLKQWNS�NQa�JKLMKNO�̂Y�̂RQXM�LTRK�NMR���[ŜQXa[�aQVN̂SRa[�LK�N�ORÔ RK�LU�N�UNOQSY�dQZP�aRJRXaRXZWPQSaKRX_�b�RMQV_�XNSYVZ[��RJ_�ZL�²LQXZ��RMQV_��]aMRZ�}LO_[XNSYVQV�LU��������� ��]aMRZ��QSS[��RX_��QSS�³L_� ¤��b�����RM_��RVV_c[�JJ_����[���¤_c�¡RKVLXV�XLZ�SQX�Ra�ZL�URaRKNSJKLMKNOV�dRKR�QXRSQMQ̂SR�ULK��RaQ�}NS°�ZPRY�WL]Sa�L̂ZNQXORaQWNS�WNKR�UKLO�ZPR�WL]XZQRV_�b¬svnhw�sg�©lnhl�¬�ltl�T�ĺ���b��� c� ��}NS_JJ_�a��¤��[��¤�����¤¤�}NS_�JZK_�� �¢_c�X�����[�ZPR��RMQVSNZ]KR�KRTQVRa��RaQ�}NS�̂Y�R�ZRXaQXMWLTRKNMR�ZL�WRKZNQX�VL�WNSSRa�eXLXWNZRMLKQWNSSY�SQX�Ra\JRKVLXV[�LK�eORaQWNSSY�QXaQMRXZ�JRKVLXV_\�b�ZNZV_�����[�WP_���[����� [���[�  _�[� �[�JJ_����¤�����[�����_c��PR�KRTQVQLXVQXWS]aRa�N�ULKO]SN�ULK�aRZRKOQXQXM�RNWP�WL]XZY�V�VPNKR�LU�RaQ�}NS�WLVZV�ULK�ZPR���� ������UQVWNS�YRNK[�dQZP�QXWKRNVRVQX�SNZRK�YRNKV�̂NVRa�LX�ZPR�NVVRVVRa�TNS]R�LU�JKLJRKZY_�bµo��NZ�����[�� [�JJ_����������_c�X�����[�}NSQULKXQN�TLZRKV�NaaRa�ZL�ZPR�VZNZR�}LXVZQZ]ZQLXNKZQWSR�~�����b¡KLJLVQZQLX���c[�dPQWP�VRTRKRSY�SQOQZRaJKLJRKZY�ZN�RV_��X�ZPNZ�VNOR�YRNK[�ZL�PRSJ�ZPR�WL]XZQRV�aRNSdQZP�ZPR�aKNVZQW�aKLJ�QX�SLWNS�ZN��KRTRX]R[�ZPR��RMQVSNZ]KRNVV]ORa�ZPR�WL]XZQRV��VPNKR�LU��RaQ�}NS�WLVZV_�b�ZNZV_�����[WP_� � [�����[�J_���¤_c��X�����[�ZPR��RMQVSNZ]KR�KRSQRTRa�ZPRWL]XZQRV�LU�ZPRQK�L̂SQMNZQLX�ZL�VPNKR�QX��RaQ�}NS�WLVZV_�b�ZNZV_����[�WP_� � [����¤�[�J_��¤��_c����¶�SVL�QX�����[�ZPR�TLZRKVNaaRa�ZL�ZPR�VZNZR�}LXVZQZ]ZQLX�NKZQWSR�~�����[�dPQWP�JSNWRaVJRXaQXM�SQOQZV�LX�VZNZR�NXa�SLWNS�MLTRKXORXZV�NXa�NaaRa�ZPRONXaNZR·KRQÔ ]KVRORXZ�JKLTQVQLXV�NZ�QVV]R�PRKR_�X���� [�ZPR��RMQVSNZ]KR�KROLTRa�UKLO��RaQ�}NS�RSQMQ̂QSQZYZPR�WNZRMLKY�LU�eORaQWNSSY�QXaQMRXZ�JRKVLXV\�ZPNZ�PNa�̂RRXNaaRa�QX�����_��PR��RMQVSNZ]KR�NSVL�ZKNXVURKKRa�U]XaV�ULKQXaQMRXZ�PRNSZP�WNKR�VRKTQWRV�UKLO�ZPR�VZNZR�ZL�ZPR�WL]XZQRV
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #.

JKLMNOK�JKP�QPRSTUVVW�XYRSOPYJ�ZPL[STP\�]TTMNYĴ�_ZJUJ\̂àbcd�TK̂�ecbd�ff�gd�b̂ed�b̂hd�iî�̀hjkl̀hjgm�ZJUJ\̂�̀abcdTK̂�̀hakd�ff�̀ad�bgd�iî�gèhd�gehĵn�QPRSTUVVW�XYRSOPYJZPL[STP\�]TTMNYJ�oNYR\�pPLP�JKPY�TMqrSYPR�pSJK�TMNYJWKPUVJK�\PL[STP�oNYR\�JM�iLM[SRP�KPUVJK�TULP�JM�iPL\MY\�YMJPVSOSrVP�oML�QPRSlsUV�_ZJUJ\̂�̀abcd�TK̂�̀hakd�f�bgd�î�gehjndUYR�TMNYJSP\�pPLP�JM�iLM[SRP�KPUVJK�\PL[STP\�JM�iPL\MY\�SY�JKS\TUJPOMLW�tJM�JKP�PuJPYJ�JKUJ�\JUJP�oNYR\�ULP�iLM[SRPRv�_wxyd�fjzd�î�gekgn̂{LMq�̀abe�JKLMNOK�|NYP�̀abad�JKP�\JUJP�oNVVW�oNYRPR�ZUY}SPOM�sMNYJW~\�iLMOLUq�oML�oNLYS\KSYO�qPRSTUV�TULP�JM�JKPiMML̂��KPLPUoJPLd�SY�oS\TUV�WPUL\�̀abal̀aaz�UYR�̀aazl̀aàdJKP�\JUJP�iULJSUVVW�oNYRPR�ZUY�}SPOM�sMNYJW~\�iLMOLUq̂�XYPULVW�̀aàd�KMpP[PLd�JKP�\JUJP�LPoN\PR�JM�iLM[SRP�ZUY�}SPOMsMNYJW�oNVV�oNYRSYO�oML�JKP�̀aazl̀aà�oS\TUV�WPULd�iLMqiJSYOU�JKLPUJ�rW�JKP�TMNYJW�JM�JPLqSYUJP�SJ\�SYRSOPYJ�qPRSTUV�TULPiLMOLUq̂��KS\�SY�JNLY�VPR�JKP��POUV�]SR�ZMTSPJW�Mo�ZUY�}SPOMJM�oSVP�UY�UTJSMY�UOUSY\J�JKP�sMNYJW�Mo�ZUY�}SPOMd�U\\PLJSYOJKUJ��PVoULP�UYR�XY\JSJNJSMY\�sMRP�\PTJSMY�̀jzzz�SqiM\PRU�VPOUV�MrVSOUJSMY�MY�JKP�TMNYJW�JM�iLM[SRP�qPRSTUV�TULP�JMJKP�iMML̂��KP�TMNYJW�TLM\\lTMqiVUSYPR�UOUSY\J�JKP�\JUJP̂��KPTMNYJW�ULONPR�JKUJ�JKP�\JUJP~\�̀abc�LPqM[UV�Mo�JKP�TUJPOMLWMo�tqPRSTUVVW�SYRSOPYJ�iPL\MY\v�oLMq�QPRSlsUV�PVSOSrSVSJWqUYRUJPR�U�tYPp�iLMOLUq�ML�KSOKPL�VP[PV�Mo�\PL[STPv�pSJKSYJKP�qPUYSYO�Mo�\PTJSMY�g�Mo�ULJSTVP��XXX���Mo�JKP�sUVSoMLYSUsMY\JSJNJSMYd�rPTUN\P�SJ�JLUY\oPLLPR�JKP�TM\J�Mo�TULSYO�oML�JKP\PiPL\MY\�JM�JKP�TMNYJŴ�]TTMLRSYOVWd�JKP�TMNYJW�TMYJPYRPRd\PTJSMY�g�LP�NSLPR�JKP�\JUJP�JM�LPSqrNL\P�JKP�TMNYJW�oML�SJ\TM\J�Mo�iLM[SRSYO�\NTK�TULPd�UYR�iLMKSrSJPR�JKP�\JUJP�oLMqJPLqSYUJSYO�LPSqrNL\PqPYJ�U\�SJ�RSR�SY�̀aà �̂�KP�TMNYJWP[PYJNUVVW�LPUTKPR�U�\PJJVPqPYJ�pSJK�JKP��POUV�]SR�ZMTSPJW�MoZUY�}SPOMd�VPURSYO�JM�U�RS\qS\\UV�Mo�JKP�VUJJPL~\�TMqiVUSYĴ�KSVP�JKP�sMNYJW�Mo�ZUY�}SPOM~\�TU\P�UOUSY\J�JKP�\JUJP�pU\iPYRSYOd�VSJSOUJSMY�pU\�iLMTPPRSYO�SY�U�\SqSVUL�UTJSMY�UOUSY\JJKP�\JUJP�rW�JKP�sMNYJW�Mo��M\�]YOPVP\�UYR�JKP�sMNYJW�Mo�ZUY�PLYULRSYM̂�XY�JKUJ�UTJSMYd�JKP�ZNiPLSML�sMNLJ�oML�JKP�sMNYJWMo��M\�]YOPVP\�PYJPLPR�U��NROqPYJ�SY�oU[ML�Mo��M\�]YOPVP\UYR�ZUY��PLYULRSYM�sMNYJSP\̂��KP�\JUJP�\MNOKJ�LP[SPp�SY�JKPZPTMYR�}S\JLSTJ�sMNLJ�Mo�]iiPUV�SY��M\�]YOPVP\̂�XY�}PTPqrPLàacd�JKP�iULJSP\�JM�JKP��M\�]YOPVP\�TU\P�PYJPLPR�SYJM�U\PJJVPqPYJ�UOLPPqPYJ�iLM[SRSYO�oML�RS\qS\\UV�Mo�JKP�UiiPUVUYR�[UTUJSYO�Mo�JKP�\NiPLSML�TMNLJ��NROqPYĴ�������KP�sMNLJMo�]iiPUV�JKPLPUoJPL�MLRPLPR�JKUJ�JKP�\NiPLSML�TMNLJ��NROqPYJrP�[UTUJPR�UYR�JKUJ�JKP�UiiPUV�rP�RS\qS\\PR̂�KP�sMNYJW�Mo�ZUY�}SPOM~\�UTJSMY�UOUSY\J�JKP�\JUJPd�KMpP[PLdpU\�YMJ�\PJJVPR̂�XJ�iLMTPPRPR�MY�JKP�TMNYJW~\�TVUSq�UOUSY\J

JKP�\JUJP�oML�LPSqrNL\PqPYJ�Mo�JKP�TMNYJW~\�PuiPYRSJNLP\�oMLqPRSTUV�TULP�JM�JKP�SYRSOPYĴ̀ ��KP�qU�MLSJW�KMVR\�JKUJ�JKPTMNYJW�S\�PYJSJVPR�JM�\NTK�LPSqrNL\PqPYĴ�X�RS\UOLPP̂��]LJSTVP��XXX��d�\PTJSMY�g�Mo�JKP�sUVSoMLYSU�sMY\JSJNJSMYiLM[SRP\��t�KPYP[PL�JKP��POS\VUJNLP�ML�UYW�\JUJP�UOPYTWqUYRUJP\�U�YPp�iLMOLUq�ML�KSOKPL�VP[PV�Mo�\PL[STP�MY�UYWVMTUV�OM[PLYqPYJd�JKP�\JUJP�\KUVV�iLM[SRP�U�\Nr[PYJSMY�MooNYR\�JM�LPSqrNL\P�\NTK�VMTUV�OM[PLYqPYJ�oML�JKP�TM\J\�Mo\NTK�iLMOLUq�ML�SYTLPU\PR�VP[PV�Mo�\PL[STPd�������������������w��������������������x����������wx��������������w��������x��������������� w������x����¡�¢£¤��yyy�¢£¤�¥�¦����w����w�����x�����������x���w������§�������̈��̈©ª«�����������w����x��������������w����w�w�w�����w��������w������w����w��������x���w������§�������̈��̈©ª«yv�_XJUVST\�URRPR̂nc¬o�SqiMLJUYTP�KPLP�S\��PVoULP�UYR�XY\JSJNJSMY\�sMRP�\PTJSMYj̀zzz�_KPLPUoJPL�\MqPJSqP\�\PTJSMY�̀jzzzn̂�XJ�SqiM\P\�UVPOUV�MrVSOUJSMY�MY�JKP�TMNYJSP\�JM�iLM[SRPd�UqMYO�MJKPLJKSYO\d�qPRSTUV�\PL[STP\�JM�JKP�iMML̂�_���x����®�����w����[y�®����w���̄����d������d�czj�sUV̂]iîeR�UJ�î�hhjm�̄��������®���°w�����y�±w���w��_̀agan�cjg�sUV̂]iîcR�ehzd�ehc¢bz�sUV̂²iJL̂�bga¤̂n�ZPTJSMY�̀jzzz�pU\�PYUTJPR�VMYO�rPoMLPUYR�KU\�PuS\JPR�TMYJSYNMN\VW�\SYTP�|UYNULW�̀d�̀ajhd�JKP�RUJP\PJ�oMLJK�SY�\NrRS[S\SMY�_Tn�Mo�\PTJSMY�g�Mo�ULJSTVP��XXX���MoJKP�sUVSoMLYSU�sMY\JSJNJSMŶ��KN\d�\PTJSMY�̀jzzz�oUVV\�pSJKSY\NrRS[S\SMY�_Tn~\�VUYONUOP�Mo�t¢V¤POS\VUJS[P�qUYRUJP\�PYUTJPRiLSML�JM�|UYNULW�̀d�̀ajhdv�LPYRPLSYO�SJ�PuPqiJ�oLMq�JKPLPSqrNL\PqPYJ�iLM[S\SMY�Mo�\PTJSMY�ĝsMYJLULW�JM�JKP�qU�MLSJW~\�TMYTVN\SMYd�JKP��POS\VUJNLP~\�̀abcVPOS\VUJSMY�LPqM[SYO�JKP�TUJPOMLW�Mo�tqPRSTUVVW�SYRSOPYJiPL\MY\v�oLMq�QPRSlsUV�RSR�YMJ�qPPJ�sUVSoMLYSU�sMY\JSJNJSMYdULJSTVP��XXX��d�\PTJSMY�g�~\�LP�NSLPqPYJ�Mo�SqiM\SYO�MY�VMTUVOM[PLYqPYJ�tU�YPp�iLMOLUq�ML�KSOKPL�VP[PV�Mo�\PL[STPdv�UYRJKPLPoMLP�RSR�YMJ�PYJSJVP�JKP�TMNYJSP\�JM�LPSqrNL\PqPYJ�oLMqJKP�\JUJP�NYRPL�\PTJSMY�g�Mo�ULJSTVP��XXX��̂��KP�TMNYJSP\~�VPOUVMrVSOUJSMY�JM�iLM[SRP�qPRSTUV�TULP�ULS\P\�oLMq�\PTJSMY�̀jzzzdYMJ�oLMq�JKP�\Nr\P�NPYJVW�PYUTJPR����³�̀abc�VPOS\VUJSMŶ�KP�qU�MLSJW�SJ\PVo�TMYTPRP\�JKUJ�JKP�̀abc�VPOS\VUJSMY�qPLPVWtJLSOOPL¢PR¤�JKP�TMNYJSP\~�LP\iMY\SrSVSJW�JM�iLM[SRP�qPRSTUVTULP�U\�iLM[SRPL\�Mo�VU\J�LP\MLJ�NYRPL�\PTJSMY�̀jzzẑv�_QU�̂MiŶd� ������UJ�î�ab̂n�]VJKMNOK�TPLJUSY�UTJSMY\�rW�JKP�\JUJPUYR�JKP�oPRPLUV�OM[PLYqPYJ�RNLSYO�JKP�̀ajz~\�UYR�̀abz~\�qUWKU[P�UVVP[SUJPR�JKP�TMNYJSP\~�oSYUYTSUV�rNLRPY�Mo�iLM[SRSYOqPRSTUV�TULP�oML�JKP�SYRSOPYJd�JKM\P�UTJSMY\�RSR�YMJ�\NiiVUYJML�LPqM[P�JKP�TMNYJSP\~�PuS\JSYO�VPOUV�MrVSOUJSMY�NYRPL�\PTJSMY
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #7

JKLLL�MN�OPQRSTU�TPVU�VWQXY�Z [\\]̂�_̀�abĉde\d�[\bdfZJghgi�jJk�lWmYnooYkp�qLJr�qJJ�s jtJ�lWmYuoMQY�KLtvwxyẑdy�[\{{b|ef}�~\�cefy��_̀�[\b|f}�\��xyẑdy�ZJghqiJ���lWmYnooYkp�Jktr�J�J�s jLJ�lWmYuoMQY�KthvYi�UX�TMWMX�T�QXS��PQTX�XRM�N�mS�WMSNR�PRpXQ�TXVMSNR�t�NO�WQMSVmX�������NO�MUX�lWmSONQRSW�lNRTMSMPMSNR�WQSTXT�NRm��SOr�WOMXQ�WRPWQ��Jr�JgK�r�MUX�pWMX��XRMSNRXp�SR�TP�pS_STSNR�ZVi�NOTXVMSNR�tr�MUX�TMWMX�S�oNTXT�NR�MUX�VNPRMSXT��W�RX��oQN�QW�NQ�US�UXQ�mX_Xm�NO�TXQ_SVXY���UWM�pSp�RNM�NVVPQ�UXQXY�nT��oNSRMXp�NPM�W�N_Xr�MUX�VNPRMSXT��mX�Wm�N�mS�WMSNR�MN�oQN_SpXONQ�MUX�oNNQ�WQSTXT�OQN��TXVMSNR�JKLLLr�XRWVMXp�mNR���XONQXMUX��WRPWQ��Jr�JgK�r�VPMNOO�pWMX�TXM�ONQMU�SR�TP�pS_STSNR�ZViNO�TXVMSNR�tY��UWM�TMWMPMNQ��N�mS�WMSNR�QX�WSRXp�SR�XOOXVM�UXR�pPQSR��W�VXQMWSR�oXQSNp�WOMXQ�JgK��MUX�TMWMX�WTTP�Xp�MUXOSRWRVSWm��PQpXR�NO�oQN_SpSR���XpSVWm�VWQX�MN�MUX�oNNQr�SR�WRXOONQM�MN�UXmo�MUX�VNPRMSXT�pXWm��SMU�W�pQWTMSV�pQNo�SR�mNVWmQX_XRPX�WT�W�QXTPmM�NO�MUX�_NMXQT��oWTTW�X�NO��QNoNTSMSNR�Jkr�USVU�TX_XQXm��mS�SMXp�oQNoXQM��MW�XTY��XVWPTX�MUX�VNPRMSXT�TMWMPMNQ��N�mS�WMSNR�MN�oQN_SpX�UXWmMU�VWQX�MN�MUX�oNNQ��WTVQXWMXp��XONQX�JgK��WRp�UWT�X�STMXp�PRVUWR�Xp�TSRVX�MUWMMS�Xr�MUX�TMWMX�T�Jghj�MXQ�SRWMSNR�NO��XpS�lWm�XmS�S�SmSM��ONQ��XpSVWmm��SRpS�XRM�oXQTNRT��pSp�RNM�VQXWMX�W��RX��oQN�QW�NQ�US�UXQ�mX_Xm�NO�TXQ_SVX���SMUSR�MUX��XWRSR��NO�TXVMSNR�tNO�WQMSVmX�������r�WRp�MUXQXONQX�pSp�RNM�N�mS�WMX�MUX�TMWMX�MNQXS��PQTX�MUX�VNPRMSXT�ONQ�MUXSQ�X�oXRpSMPQXT�SR�UXWmMU�VWQXONQ�MUX�oNNQY ����R�S�oNTSR��NR�MUX�TMWMX�W�mX�Wm�N�mS�WMSNR�MN�QXS��PQTX�MUXVNPRMSXT�ONQ�MUXSQ�VNTM�NO�OPQRSTUSR���XpSVWm�TXQ_SVXT�MN�MUXoNNQr�MUX��W�NQSM��T�UNmpSR��WooXWQT�MN��WSm�NPM�OSRWRVSWmm�TMQWooXp�VNPRMSXTY��NM�TNY�NpW��T�pXVSTSNR��Smm�S��XpSWMXm��QXTPmM�SR�W�QXpPVMSNR�NOTMWMX�OPRpT�W_WSmW�mX�MN�MUX�VNPRMSXTY��XQX�ST��U�Y��R�JggJrMUX��X�STmWMPQX�WppXp�TXVMSNR�JJLLJY��MN�MUX�uX_XRPX�WRp�W�WMSNR�lNpXr�oQN_SpSR��MUWM�jqYkk�oXQVXRM�NO�MUX��NRX�TVNmmXVMXp����MUX��XoWQM�XRM�NO��NMNQ��XUSVmXT�WT��NMNQ_XUSVmX�mSVXRTX�OXXT��PTM��X�pXoNTSMXp�SR�MUX��MWMX��QXWTPQ�MN�MUX�VQXpSM�NO�MUX��NVWm�uX_XRPX��PRpY��R�WRMSVSoWMSNR�NOMNpW��T�pXVSTSNRr�MUX��X�STmWMPQX�TMWMXp�SR�TP�pS_STSNR�ZpiNO�MUST�TMWMPMX����UST�TXVMSNR�TUWmm�VXWTX�MN��X�NoXQWMS_X�NR��� �MUX�OSQTM�pW��NO�MUX��NRMU�ONmmN�SR��MUX��NRMU�SR�USVU�MUX��XoWQM�XRM�NO��NMNQ��XUSVmXT�ST�RNMSOSXp����MUX�XoWQM�XRM�NO��SRWRVX�NO�W�OSRWm��PpSVSWm�pXMXQ�SRWMSNR����MUXlWmSONQRSW��PoQX�X�lNPQM�NQ�WR��lWmSONQRSW�VNPQM�NO�WooXWm

sMUWMv��s¡v�YYY�s¡v�Zji��UX�TMWMX�ST�N�mS�WMXp�MN�QXS��PQTX�VNPRMSXTONQ�VNTMT�NO�oQN_SpSR���XpSVWm�TXQ_SVXT�MN��XpSVWmm��SRpS�XRMWpPmMT�oPQTPWRM�MN�lUWoMXQT�kjh�WRp�J�gq�NO�MUX��MWMPMXT�NOJghjY��ZuX_Y�¢��W�Y�lNpXr�£�JJLLJY�r�TP�pY�Zpiw�TXX�WmTN�ezYr£�JLK�kYhr�TP�pY�Z�iYi�UX�mNTT�NO�TPVU�QX_XRPXr��USVU�MUX�nMMNQRX��¤XRXQWmXTMS�WMXT�WM��UPRpQXpT�NO��SmmSNRT�NO�pNmmWQTr���W��oPM�MUXVNPRMSXT�SR�W�TXQSNPT�OSRWRVSWm��SRpY��RpXXpr�QXWmS¥WMSNR�NOMUX�TVNoX�NO�MUST�QX_XRPX�mNTT�WooXWQT�MN�X�omWSR��U��MUXlNPRM��NO��NT�nR�XmXTr�WOMXQ�W�TPoXQSNQ�VNPQM�_SVMNQ��SR�SMTWVMSNR�TXX¦SR��TMWMX�QXS��PQTX�XRM�ONQ�MUX�VNTM�NO�OPQRSTUSR��XpSVWm�VWQX�MN���XpSVWmm��SRpS�XRM�oXQTNRTr��XRMXQXp�SRMNW�TXMMmX�XRM��SMU�MUX�TMWMX�PRpXQ��USVU�MUX�TPoXQSNQ�VNPQM�Pp��XRM��WT�XOOXVMS_Xm��N�mSMXQWMXp����W�TMSoPmWMXp�QX_XQTWmYZ�XX� §̂yd}�̈̀�©̂ª̂|f��\��«|ë̂d�ef}�\��[y�e�\d|ey�ZJggjik�lWmYqMU�jKk�s JL�lWmYuoMQYjp�h�gr�hkq��Yjp�JJgvYi��RW�mXMMXQ�WppQXTTXp�MN�MUX��XVNRp��STMQSVM�lNPQM�NO�nooXWmrTXRM��USmX�MUX�lNPRM��NO��NT�nR�XmXT��WT�XR�W�Xp�SRTXMMmX�XRM�RX�NMSWMSNRT��SMU�MUX�TMWMXr�MUX�VNPRM��T�WMMNQRX�QXOXQQXp�MN�MUX�mX�STmWMSNR��XRMSNRXp�W�N_X�SR�MUXTX�MXQ�T���UST�mX�STmWMSNR��WT�¬PSMX�VmXWQm���QSMMXR��SMU�MUST�VWTX�SR�SRpY�lNRTX¬PXRMm�r�MN�oPQTPX�MUST��WMMXQr�f̂�[\b|f}�\��®\�|̄ª̂�̂��de�]���\�e|ª�y��b|ze|ª��\bd°̂�ef�{b�f�ÿ �̂f\�{ye|fye|ef��̂y�f��̂d̈e°̂��cd\ªdy{��yf�°bdd̂|f��̂̈ �̂�̀��UX�WppSMSNRWmOPRpSR��MUWM��S�UM�OmN��MN�MUX�lNPRM��OQN��W�OSRWm��Pp��XRMSR�SMT�OW_NQ�SR�MUST��WMMXQr�ST�TX_XQWm��XWQT�W�W��y|z�e��{\�f�e]̂�}�\��y��̂��̂d�y{\b|f�fy|�fe��[\b|f}±���yd̂�\��f̂¨̂e°�̂��e°̂|�̂��̂̂�Y��Z�MWmSVT�WppXpYi��UPTr�MUX�lNPRM��NO�NT�nR�XmXT�UWp�WooWQXRMm��pXMXQ�SRXp�MUWM�W�mX�Wm�_SVMNQ�XRMSMmSR��SM�MN�QXS��PQTX�XRM�OQN��MUX�TMWMX�ONQ�MUX�VNTM�NOoQN_SpSR���XpSVWm�VWQX�MN�MUX�VWMX�NQ��NO���XpSVWmm��SRpS�XRMoXQTNRT���NPmp�RNM�SR�OWVM�TXQ_X�SMT�XVNRN�SV�SRMXQXTMTY��UW_X�WR�WppSMSNRWm�VNRVXQRY�nVVNQpSR��MN�MUX��W�NQSM�r�UXRX_XQ�MUXQX�ST�W�VUWR�X�SR�W�TMWMX�oQN�QW��MUWM�UWT�MUXXOOXVM�NO�SRVQXWTSR��W�VNPRM��T�OSRWRVSWm��PQpXR�PRpXQ�TXVMSNRJKLLL�MUXQX��PTM��X�QXS��PQTX�XRM����MUX�TMWMXY��UST��XWRTMUWM�TN�mNR��WT�TXVMSNR�JKLLL�VNRMSRPXT�MN�X�STMr�WR�SRVQXWTXSR�TMWMX�OPRpSR��MN�W�oWQMSVPmWQ�VNPRM��ONQ�MUX�VWQX�NO�MUX�oNNQrNRVX�PRpXQMW¦XRr��W���X�SQQX_XQTS�mXr�MUPT�mNV¦SR��MUX�TMWMXSRMN�oXQoXMPWm�OSRWRVSWm�WTTSTMWRVX�MN�MUWM�VNPRM��ONQ�UXWmMUVWQX�MN�MUX�RXXp�Y��UST��NPmpr�PRpXQTMWRpW�m�r��X�W��W�NQpSTSRVXRMS_X�ONQ�MUX��X�STmWMPQX�MN�X_XQ�SRVQXWTX�MUX�TMWMX�TOPRpSR��NO�W�VNPRM��T��XpSVWm�VWQX�ONQ�MUX�oNNQY�UX�QS�SpSM��S�oNTXp����MNpW��T�UNmpSR���Smm�UW_X�PRONQMPRWMXVNRTX¬PXRVXT�TUNPmp�MUX�TMWMX�T�mS�SMXp�OSRWRVSWm�QXTNPQVXT
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #&

JKLMN�OPQRSSOTONPU�UL�VWWX�KNOYZRKQN�U[N�TLRPUONQ�RP\NKQNTUOLP�]�LS�̂KUOT_N�̀aaa�b�LS�U[N�ĉ_OSLKPÔ�cLPQUOURUOLP�SLKU[N�dPNe�JKLfK̂Y�LK�[Of[NK�_NMN_�LS�QNKMOTNg�LS�JKLMO\OPfYN\OT̂_�T̂KN�UL�U[N�JLLK�RP\NK�QNTUOLP�hijjjk�aP�U[̂U�NMNPUlU[N�QÛUN�Ŷm�ZN�KNnROKN\�UL�YL\OSm�U[OQ�dPNe�JKLfK̂YLK�[Of[NK�_NMN_�LS�QNKMOTNg�OP�LK\NK�UL�KNTLPTO_N�U[N�QÛUNoQKNOYZRKQNYNPU�LZ_Of̂UOLP�eOU[�OUQ�SOPOUN�KNQLRKTNQ�̂P\�OUQLU[NK�SOP̂PTÔ_�TLYYOUYNPUQk�pRT[�YL\OSOT̂UOLPQ�̂KN�_OqN_mUL�ÛqN�U[N�SLKY�LS�_OYOÛUOLPQ�LP�N_OfOZO_OUm�SLK�YN\OT̂_�T̂KNLK�LP�U[N�̂YLRPU�LK�qOP\Q�LS�YN\OT̂_�T̂KN�U[̂U�U[N�TLRPUONQYRQU�JKLMO\N�UL�U[N�JLLK�RP\NK�QNTUOLP�hijjjk�r�YLKN�S_NsOZ_NQmQUNYtLPN�U[̂U�̂TUOMN_m�NPTLRK̂fN\�Q[̂KN\�QÛUN�̂P\�TLRPUmKNQJLPQOZO_OUm�SLK�OP\OfNPU�YN\OT̂_�T̂KNl�RQOPf�̂�M̂KONUm�LSOPPLM̂UOMN�SRP\OPf�YNT[̂POQYQteLR_\�ZN�_NQQ�_OqN_m�ULKNQR_U�OP�̂�TRKÛO_YNPU�LS�YN\OT̂_�QNKMOTNQ�UL�U[N�JLLKkrP\�OS�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKN�OQ�RP̂Z_N�LK�RPeO__OPf�UL�̂JJKLJKÔUNSRP\Q�UL�TLYJ_m�eOU[�U[N�ŶvLKOUmoQ�KNOYZRKQNYNPU�LK\NKlU[N�_̂e�̂__LeQ�U[N�TLRPUm�UL�SO_N�dOP�U[N�pRJNKOLK�cLRKULS�U[N�cLRPUm�LS�p̂TK̂YNPUL�̂P�̂TUOLP�OP�\NT_̂K̂ULKmKN_ONS�UL�\NT_̂KN�U[N�ŶP\̂UN�RPNPSLKTN̂Z_N�̂P\�NPvLOP�OUQNPSLKTNYNPUkg�wxLMk�cL\Nl�y�hi]hzl�QRZ\k�wT{|�QNN�Ŷvk�LJPkl}~����̂U�Jk��zk{�pRT[�̂�\NT_̂K̂UOLP�eLR_\�\L�PLU[OPf�UL_̂_NMÔUN�U[N�J_Of[U�LS�U[N�JLLKk�����������[N�\OQJRUN�OP�U[OQ�T̂QN�R_UOŶUN_m�̂KOQNQ�SKLY�̂�TL__OQOLPZNUeNNP�U[N�ÛsOPf�_OYOÛUOLPQ�LP�U[N�TLRPUONQ�OYJLQN\�ZmK̂UOT_N�̀aaa�r�LS�U[N�QÛUN�cLPQUOURUOLP�̂P\�U[N�JKNNsOQUOPflLJNP�NP\N\�ŶP\̂UN�OYJLQN\�LP�U[NY�RP\NK��N_ŜKN�̂P\aPQUOURUOLPQ�cL\N�QNTUOLP�hijjj�UL�JKLMO\N�YN\OT̂_�T̂KN�SLKU[N�JLLKk�rQ�a�[̂MN�NsJ_̂OPN\l�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKNoQ�̂QQRYJUOLP

U[NKN̂SUNK�LS�QLYN�LS�U[N�KNQR_UOPf�SOP̂PTÔ_�ZRK\NP�UL�U[NTLRPUONQ�\O\�PLU�KNJN̂_�QNTUOLP�hijjjo�Q�ŶP\̂UNl�PLK�\O\�U[NuNfOQ_̂URKNoQ�_̂UNK�UNKYOP̂UOLP�LS�OUQ�SOP̂PTÔ_�QRJJLKU�TKN̂UN�̂PNe�ŶP\̂UNk�aP�[L_\OPf�UL�U[N�TLPUK̂Kml�U[N�ŶvLKOUm�OYJLQNQLP�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKN�̂P�LZ_Of̂UOLP�U[̂U�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKN�\LNQ�PLU[̂MN�RP\NK�U[N�_̂eka�KNTLfPO�N�U[̂U�Ym�KNQL_RUOLP�LS�U[OQ�OQQRNtU[̂U�RP\NKNsOQUOPf�_̂e�U[N�QÛUN�[̂Q�~�����}�������}���~�UL�KNOYZRKQN�U[NTLRPUONQ�SLK�[N̂_U[�NsJNP\OURKNQ�SLK�U[N�JLLKteLR_\�_N̂MNU[N�TLRPUONQ�OP�U[N�Q̂YN�\OSSOTR_U�JLQOUOLP�OP�e[OT[�U[Nm�SOP\U[NYQN_MNQ�PLe��JKLMO\OPf�SRP\OPf�SLK�OP\OfNPU�YN\OT̂_�T̂KNe[O_N�ŶOPÛOPOPf�LU[NK�NQQNPUÔ_�JRZ_OT�QNKMOTNQ�OP�̂�UOYNLS�SOQT̂_�̂RQUNKOUmk�bRU�TLYJ_Ns�JL_OTm�nRNQUOLPQ�QRT[�̂Q�U[NQUKRTURKOPf�̂P\�SRP\OPf�LS�OP\OfNPU�YN\OT̂_�T̂KN�̂KN�ZNQU�_NSUUL�U[N�TLRPUONQl�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKNl�̂P\�R_UOŶUN_m�U[N�N_NTULK̂UNlK̂U[NK�U[̂P�UL�U[N�TLRKUQk�aU�OQ�U[N�TLRPUONQ�U[̂U�YRQU�SOfRKNLRU�[Le�UL�̂__LT̂UN�U[N�_OYOUN\�ZR\fNUQ�OYJLQN\�LP�U[NYZm�U[N�N_NTULK̂UNoQ�̂\LJUOLP�LS�̂KUOT_NQ�̀aaa�r�̂P\�̀aaa�bLS�U[N�ĉ_OSLKPÔ�cLPQUOURUOLP�̂YLPf�OP\OfNPU�YN\OT̂_�T̂KNJKLfK̂YQ�̂P\�̂�[LQU�LS�LU[NK�JKNQQOPf�VWW��̂P\�NQQNPUÔ_PNN\Qk�aU�OQ�U[N�uNfOQ_̂URKN�U[̂U�YRQU�\NTO\N�e[NU[NK�UL�SRKPOQ[SOP̂PTÔ_�̂QQOQÛPTN�UL�U[N�TLRPUONQ�QL�U[Nm�T̂P�YNNU�U[NOKQNTUOLP�hijjj�LZ_Of̂UOLPQ�UL�JKLMO\N�SLK�U[N�JLLKl�̂P\�e[NU[NKUL�TLPUOPRN�UL�OYJLQN�U[N�LZ_Of̂UOLPQ�LS�QNTUOLP�hijjj�LP�U[NTLRPUONQk�aU�OQ�U[N�N_NTULK̂UN�U[̂U�YRQU�\NTO\N�e[NU[NKl�fOMNPU[N�NMNK�OPTKN̂QOPf�TLQUQ�LS�YNNUOPf�U[N�PNN\Q�LS�OP\OfNPUQRP\NK�QNTUOLP�hijjjl�TLRPUONQ�Q[LR_\�ZN�̂SSLK\N\�QLYN�KN_ONSSKLY�U[N�ÛsOPf�̂P\�QJNP\OPf�_OYOUQ�LS�̂KUOT_NQ�̀aaa�r�̂P\�̀aaabl�ZLU[�NP̂TUN\�Zm�MLUNKQo�OPOUÔUOMNk��[NQN�̂KN�[̂K\�T[LOTNQlZRU�SLK�U[N�KN̂QLPQ�vRQU�fOMNP�U[Nm�̂KN�ZNUUNK�Ŷ\N�Zm�U[NKNJKNQNPÛUOMN�ZK̂PT[NQ�LS�fLMNKPYNPU�̂P\�U[N�N_NTULK̂UN�U[̂PZm�U[N�TLRKUQk�VWW����������� �� ¡¢�£�¤¥£¦��§̈� ©��ª«¬�¡�¦§�ª¥®�¢¡§¢�̄§¥¢ °�«±±¡¦¬�£�²³� ©��̄©¡�̈�́¥± ¡µ��®¥¢±¥«¬ � §�«¢ ¡µ¶��·̧°�±�µ ¡§¬¹�§̈� ©��̄«¶¡̈§¢¬¡«�̄§¬± ¡ ¥ ¡§¬º� »¢�±¡£¡¬¦�́¥± ¡µ�°�̄§¥¢ �§̈�¼®®�«¶°�½¡¢± �¼®®�¶¶« ��¡± ¢¡µ °�¡¾¡±¡§¬�½§¥¢°�«±±¡¦¬�£�²³� ©��̄©¡�̈�́¥± ¡µ�®¥¢±¥«¬ � §�«¢ ¡µ¶��·̧°�±�µ ¡§¬�¹�§̈� ©��̄«¶¡̈§¢¬¡«�̄§¬± ¡ ¥ ¡§¬º¿ ¼±±§µ¡« ��́¥± ¡µ�°�̄§¥¢ �§̈�¼®®�«¶°�ª�µ§¬£�¼®®�¶¶« ��¡± ¢¡µ °�¡¾¡±¡§¬�À©¢��°�«±±¡¦¬�£�²³� ©��̄©¡�̈�́¥± ¡µ�®¥¢±¥«¬ � §�«¢ ¡µ¶��·̧°�±�µ ¡§¬�¹�§̈� ©��̄«¶¡̈§¢¬¡«�̄§¬± ¡ ¥ ¡§¬ºÁ ÂÃµ�® �«±�§ ©�¢Ä¡±��¡¬£¡µ« �£°�«¶¶�̈¥¢ ©�¢�± « ¥ §¢³�¢�̈�¢�¬µ�±�«¢�� §� ©��Å�¶̈«¢��«¬£�̧¬± ¡ ¥ ¡§¬±�̄§£�ºÆ §̄¬¦¢�±±�¶« �¢�¢�®�«¶�£� ©��¢�Ç¥¡¢�È�¬ � ©« �± « �±�Ä§¢É� §Ä«¢£±��Ã®«¬£¡¬¦��¶¡¦¡²¡¶¡ ³º�Êª���̄«¶º�Ë�«¶ ©�«¬£Å�¶̈«¢��¼¦�¬µ³°�À©��Ì�£¡Í̄«¶�»¢§¦¢«ÈÎ�¼�Ï¢¡�̈�ª¥ÈÈ«¢³�§̈�Ì«¤§¢�Â¾�¬ ±�ÊÌ«¢º�ÁÐÐÑÒ�®º�Á�Êª¥ÈÈ«¢³�§̈Ì«¤§¢�Â¾�¬ ±ÒºÒ
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #J

K LMNOPN�QPRSTMU�VWVXYZV�[NM\T]P]�TU�NP̂P\_US�[_NS̀�abcd�RMeUSf�O_f�P̂PRS�SM�[_f�_Q�TSQ�Qg_NP�bMh�iP]Tjk_̂�RMQSQdMUP�geU]NP]�[PNRPUS�ZZZ�Mh�SgP�RMeUSf�RMQS�Mh�gP_̂Sg�R_NP�eURMO[PUQ_SP]�hNMO�_Uf�QMeNRP�TU�VlmWjmX�hMN_̂̂�R_SPnMNTR_̂�_T]�NPRT[TPUSQo�_U]�_̂̂�MSgPN�[PNQMUQ�TU�SgP�RMeUSf�gMQ[TS_̂�MN�TU�_�RMUSN_RS�gMQ[TS_̂o�TURNP_QP]hMN�QeRg�RMeUSf�hMN�P_Rg�hTQR_̂�fP_N�QepQPqePUS�SM�VlmWjmX�pf�_U�_OMeUS�[NM[MNSTMU_SP�SM�SgP�TURNP_QP�TU[M[ê_STMU�hMN�QeRg�RMeUSf�ZZZZ�rh�SgP�RMeUSf�QM�P̂PRSQo�SgP�RMeUSf�RMQSQ�Mh�gP_̂Sg�R_NP�TU�_Uf�hTQR_̂�fP_N�Qg_̂̂UMS�PsRPP]�SgP�SMS_̂�RMeUSf�RMQSQ�Mh�gP_̂Sg�R_NP�eURMO[PUQ_SP]�hNMO�_Uf�QMeNRP�TU�VlmWjmX�hMN�_̂̂�R_SPnMNTR_̂_T]�NPRT[TPUSQo�_U]�_̂̂�MSgPN�[PNQMUQ�TU�SgP�RMeUSf�gMQ[TS_̂�MN�TU�_�RMUSN_RS�gMQ[TS_̂o�TURNP_QP]�hMN�QeRg�RMeUSfhMN�P_Rg�hTQR_̂�fP_N�QepQPqePUS�SM�VlmWjmX�pf�_U�_OMeUS�[NM[MNSTMU_SP�SM�SgP�TURNP_QP�TU�[M[ê_STMU�hMN�QeRgRMeUSf�ZZZZt�uvS_SQZ�Vlmmo�vPRMU]�wsZ�vPQQZ�VlmXo�RgZ�Wo�x�yo�[Z�VyVZzW LMNOPN�QPRSTMU�VWVXY�[NM\T]P]�SgP�QS_U]_N]�OPSgM]�hMN�]PSPNOTUTUn�SgP�RMeUSTPQ{�Qg_NP�Mh�iP]Tjk_̂�RMQSQZ|U]PN�TSo�a_�RMeUSf�}_Q�NPqeTNP]�SM�[_f�SgP�QS_SP�_�Q[PRThTR�QeOo�TU�NPSeNU�hMN�}gTRg�SgP�QS_SP�}Mê]�[_f�hMNSgP�OP]TR_̂�R_NP�Mh�_̂̂�bR_SPnMNTR_̂̂f�̂TU~P]d�TU]T\T]e_̂Q�ZZZZ�LTU_URT_̂�NPQ[MUQTpT̂TSf�hMN�UMÛTU~P]�TU]T\T]e_̂Q�ZZZNPO_TUP]�}TSg�SgP�RMeUSTPQZt�u �������o������o�l��k_̂Zc[[ZK]�_S�[Z�X�VZzX rU�SgTQ�M[TUTMUo�SgP�SPNOQ�a_]êS�ir�{Qt�_U]�aiP]TR_̂̂f�rU]TnPUS�c]êSQt�NPhPN�MÛf�SM�SgMQP�[PNQMUQ�}gM�}PNPPsR̂e]P]�hNMO�SgP�iP]Tjk_̂�[NMnN_O�pf�SgP�Vl�y�̂PnTQ̂_STMUZm v_U��TPnM�̂M]nP]�}TSg�SgP�SNT_̂�RMeNS�_�RM[f�Mh�SgP�kMOOTQQTMU{Q�]PRTQTMU�TU�SgP��MQ�cUnP̂PQ�_RSTMUZ� rU�QPSSTUn�hMNSg�SgP�h_RSQ�NP̂_STUn�SM�SgP��MQ�cUnP̂PQ�_RSTMUo�}P�NP̂f�TU�[_NS�MU�SgP�_[[P̂̂_SP�NPRMN]�hNMO�Sg_S_RSTMUo�Mh�}gTRg�}P�S_~P��e]TRT_̂�UMSTRPZ�uw\T]Z�kM]Po�xx�WXyo�Qep]Z�u]zo�WXlZz� �gP�QPSŜPOPUS�NPQêSP]�hNMO�VllV�̂PnTQ̂_STMU�Sg_S�Rg_UnP]�SgP�QfQSPO�Mh�gP_̂Sg�R_NP�heU]TUn�_Q�Mh��eUPKYo�VllVZ�uvPP�x�V�mYY�PS�QPqZ��vS_SQZ�VllVo�RgQZ���o��lo�[[Z�yKVjyKXo�yWKjKWVZz��g_S�̂PnTQ̂_STMU�[NM\T]P]RMeUSTPQ�}TSg�UP}�NP\PUeP�QMeNRPQo�TUR̂e]TUn�_�[MNSTMU�Mh�QS_SP�\PgTR̂P�̂TRPUQP�hPPQo�SM�heU]�gP_̂Sg�R_NP[NMnN_OQZ��M}P\PNo�SgP�̂PnTQ̂_STMU�]PR̂_NP]�Sg_S�SgP�QS_SeSPQ�[NM\T]TUn�RMeUSTPQ�}TSg�\PgTR̂P�̂TRPUQP�hPPQ}Mê]�aRP_QP�SM�pP�M[PN_ST\P�MU�SgP�hTNQS�]_f�Mh�SgP�OMUSg�hM̂̂M}TUn�SgP�OMUSg�TU�}gTRg�SgP��P[_NSOPUS�MhiMSMN��PgTR̂PQ�TQ�UMSThTP]�pf�SgP��P[_NSOPUS�Mh�LTU_URP�Mh�_�hTU_̂��e]TRT_̂�]PSPNOTU_STMU�pf�SgP�k_̂ThMNUT_ve[NPOP�kMeNS�MN�_Uf�k_̂ThMNUT_�RMeNS�Mh�_[[P_̂t�Sg_S�abSdgP�QS_SP�TQ�Mp̂Tn_SP]�SM�NPTOpeNQP�RMeUSTPQ�hMN�RMQSQMh�[NM\T]TUn�OP]TR_̂�QPN\TRPQ�SM�OP]TR_̂̂f�TU]TnPUS�_]êSQ�[eNQe_US�SM�kg_[SPNQ�Ky��_U]�VXlW�Mh�SgP�vS_SeSPQMh�Vl�yZt�u �P\Z����_sZ�kM]Po�xx�VY�XKZ�o�Qep]Z�upzuyzo�VVYYVZXo�Qep]Z�u]zuyz��QPP�_̂QM�vS_SQZ�VllVo�RgZ�lo�x�yVYo�[Z�KWYZz��MQ�cUnP̂PQ�_U]�v_U��PNU_N]TUM�kMeUSTPQ�QPSŜP]�SgPTN�_RSTMU�SM�_\MT]�SNTnnPNTUn�SgPQP[NM\TQTMUQZ�|ÛT~P�SgP�]TQQPUSo�}P�]M�UMS�pP̂TP\P�Sg_S�RMUQT]PN_STMU�Mh�SgPQP�NPRPUŜf�PU_RSP]�[NM\TQTMUQ�TQ_[[NM[NT_SP�TU�_U_̂f�TUn�SgP�Vl�y�̂PnTQ̂_STMUZ��MN�]M�}P�_QQeOPo�_Q�SgP�]TQQPUS�]MPQo�Sg_S�MeN�]PRTQTMUUPRPQQ_NT̂f�SNTnnPNQ�SgPQP�[NM\TQTMUQZ��g_S�TQQeP�TQ�UMS�pPhMNP�eQZl �gP�RNMQQjRMO[̂_TUS�U_OP]�SgP�hM̂̂M}TUn�QS_SP�MhhTRPNQ̀�uVz��PUUPSg��Z��T�PNo��TNPRSMN�Mh�SgP��P[_NSOPUSMh��P_̂Sg�vPN\TRPQ��uyz��TO��P̂Qg�o�cRSTUn�vPRNPS_Nf�Mh�SgP��P_̂Sg�_U]��P̂h_NP�cnPURf��uKz��N_f��_\TQoSgP�vS_SP�kMUSNM̂̂PN��uWz��_SĝPPU��NM}Uo�SgP�vS_SP��NP_QeNPN��_U]�uXz��gMO_Q��_fPQo�SgP��TNPRSMN�Mh�SgP�P[_NSOPUS�Mh�LTU_URPZ��gPNP�SgP�RMUSPsS�QennPQSQo�QepQPqePUS�NPhPNPURPQ�TU�SgTQ�M[TUTMU�SM�aSgP�QS_SPtTUR̂e]P�SgPQP�MhhTRPNQZVY �gP��e]nOPUS�]TQOTQQP]�_̂̂�Mh�v_U��TPnM{Q�MSgPN�R̂_TOQZVV rU� �������� o������o�yY�k_̂Zc[[ZWSg�_S�[_nPQ���Vj��Xo�SgP�RMeNS�]TQReQQP]�[NMRP]eN_̂�NPqeTNPOPUSQ�hMNN_TQTUn�_�R̂_TO�Sg_S�_UMSgPN�RMeNS�g_Q�_̂NP_]f�PsPNRTQP]�TSQ�RMUReNNPUS��eNTQ]TRSTMUZ��T\PU�MeN�RMUR̂eQTMU�Sg_SSgP�SNT_̂�RMeNS{Q�PNNMN�gPNP�}_Q�UMS��eNTQ]TRSTMU_̂o�}P�Ps[NPQQ�UM�M[TUTMU�_pMeS�SgTQ�]TQReQQTMU�TU��������� MN�SgP�QehhTRTPURf�Mh�SgP�QS_SP{Q�PhhMNSQ�SM�N_TQP�SgP�TQQeP�TU�SgTQ�R_QPZVy �MS_p̂fo�TU�]TQReQQTUn�SgP�M[STMUQ�QST̂̂�_\_T̂_p̂P�SM�v_U��TPnMo�SgP�QS_SP�_QQPNSQ�Sg_S�v_U��TPnM�aOTngS�g_\PpPPU�_p̂P�SM�nM�SM�Qe[PNTMN�RMeNS�_U]�hT̂P�_�bO_U]_OeQd�[PSTSTMU�p_QP]�MU�SgP�NPRMN]�Mh�SgP�[NTMN�SPQS�R̂_TOZtVK akMeUSf��PUPN_̂�cQQTQS_URP�TU�k_̂ThMNUT_�]_SPQ�hNMO�V�XXo�_U]�hMN�O_Uf�fP_NQ�_hhMN]P]�SgP�MÛf�hMNO�Mh�NP̂TPhSM�TU]TnPUSQZt�u ¡¢¢��£�\�¤�¥ ���¦¦�uVl�Vz�W�k_̂ZK]�mmlo�m���blW�k_̂Z�[SNZ�y�lo�W�K��Zy]�VyKVd�u¡¢¢��£zZzvPRSTMU�V�YYY�TQ�QepQS_UST\P̂f�T]PUSTR_̂�SM�hMNOPN�QPRSTMU�yXYYo�}gTRg�}_Q�PU_RSP]�TU�VlK�Z�uvS_SQZ�VlK�oRgQZ�Kmlo�WmWo�[[Z�VYl�o�VWYmZz
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�8�#9# �:;<=><?�*0@,0->"�A<�B)(C=�,<�<-CDC?()�E"F"�2<G0-?=0?,�H<-I>" #J

KL MNN�OPQR� STUVWX�TY�ZT[�\V]̂_̂[�̀a�bcd[ed̂�fKgLhi�Kg�jOPkhl�mnLo�mng�p Khh�qkhl�rhms�ftRuQvwxyuz�{Rw|NwQNtvyRu�hr}}i~� �̂VVdV][�̀a��TV̂[�fKg�ri�Kmr�jOPk���knl�K}�no�K}gK�p hKh�jOPk��vwk�KnLs�ftRxuvyNQ�|xQvQx��Rwv�OPP�yulyzNuv��NwQRuQ���O�yuz�uR�Rv�Nw�|NOuQ�R{�Qx��Rwv�i~� �VdTV�TY�\�̂ cd��V���X[d�d�V[����̂ VWd[W[à�STUVWX�TY���VW��S_�c��fKg�ni�KLg�jOPk���knl�Lro�rKo�{uk�K}�p Kgm�jOPk��vwk�m}hs~� �T]̂c[�̀a��̂ Wcd��fKg�mi�r��jOPk���knl�g}o�gr�p Kh��jOPk��vwk�hmKs�ftRxuvyNQ��O�N�lxv��R{�Qx��Rwv����NwN�Qxt��Qx��Rwv�yQuRv�Rv�Nw�yQN�{xwuyQ�Nl�ikKr �u�OQQNwvyuz�v�Ov��Nly�jOP�tR�NwOzN�lyl�uRv�Qx��POuv�MOu��yNzR�Q�R�PyzOvyRu�xulNw�QNtvyRu�K�}}}o�v�N�lyQQNuvyutRwwNtvP��wNPyNQ�Ru� ���̂c��ST��UVdWX��T[�dW�_�̀a�STUVWX�TY����̂c��fKg�Li�Krr�jOPk���knl�Knm�ph}KjOPk��vwk��m�s�f���̂c�i�Oul� STT�̂o�[U�c�o�hKn�jOPk���knl�L}Kk�f�yQk�R�uko��T[Wo�Ov��k�KKrki��u����̂c�ov�N�tRxwv��RylNl�O�tRxuv��RwlyuOutN�v�Ov�N vNulNl�tRxuv���NuN{yvQ�xulNw�QNtvyRu�K�}}}�RuP��vR��NwQRuQ���|NNvyuz�OPP�NPyzy�yPyv��QvOulOwlQ�{Rw�v�N��Nly�jOP��wRzwO|k����f ���̂c�o�[U�c�o�Krr�jOPk���knl�Ov��k�Kr}ki¡�N�tRxwv�N �POyuNl¢��£NtOxQN�OPP�{xulyuz�{Rw�v�N��Nly�jOP��wRzwO|�tR|NQ�{wR|�Nyv�Nw�v�N�{NlNwOP�Rw�v�N�QvOvNzR�Nwu|Nuv�kkko�ptsRxuv���OQ�lNuyNl�Ou��{yuOutyOP�R�PyzOvyRu���OvQRN�Nw�{wR|�tRxuv��{xulQ�{Rw�v�N�|NlytOPtOwN�R{�yvQ�yulyzNuv�Oul��RRw�wNQylNuvQk��f¤ed�ai�¡�xQo��wR�NwP��xulNwQvRRlo����̂c���NPl�RuP��v�Ov��Nly�jOPlRNQ�uRv�wNPyN�N�tRxuvyNQ�R{�v�Nyw�R�PyzOvyRu�vR��wR�ylN�|NlytOP�tOwN�vR��NwQRuQ���R�OwN��yulyzNuv���yv�yu�v�N|NOuyuz�R{�QNtvyRu�K�}}}��xv���R�OwN�yuNPyzy�PN�{Rw��Nly�jOPk�¡�N�Py|yv�R{����̂c��Q��RPlyuz�yQ�O��OwNuv�{wR|v�N�tRxwv�Q�wNPyOutN�Ru�O�Kg�g�R�yuyRu�R{�v�N��vvRwuN��¥NuNwOP�lyQtxQQyuz�v�N�QtR�N�R{�O�tRxuv��Q�Oxv�Rwyv�xulNw�QNtvyRu�K�}}}k�f���̂c�o�[U�c�o�Krr�jOPk���knl�Ov���k�KrK�Krhki�¡�N��vvRwuN��¥NuNwOP�N �POyuNl�v�Ov�pvs�N�tRxuv��R�PyzOvyRu�pxulNw�QNtvyRu�K�}}}s�vR��wR�ylN�zNuNwOP�wNPyN{�N vNulQ�vR�v�RQN�yulyzNuvQ���R�lR�uRv¦xOPy{��xulNw�Q�NtyOPy§Nl�Oyl��wRzwO|Qo�kkk�yutPxlyuz��Nly�jOPk��fmh�̈�QkjOPk�vv�k¥Nuk��}o��Ko�{uk�K�fKg�giki�RwNR�Nwo�v�N����̂c��tRxwv�N �wNQQP��wNtRzuy§Nl�v�Ov�QvOvN�Oul�{NlNwOP��wRzwO|Q��OPPN�yOvNo�vR�O�zwNOvNw�RwPNQQNw�N vNuvo�pOs�ptsRxuv��Q��xwlNuk��f���̂c�o�[U�c�o�Krr�jOPk���knl�Ov��k�KrKki��u�STT�̂o�v�N�tRxwv�Qy|�P�|OlN�O��OQQyuz�wN{NwNutN�vR����̂c��yu�lytvx|�lNQtwy�yuz�v�N�tR�NwOzN��yQvRw��R{��Nly�jOPk�f STT�̂o�[U�c�ohKn�jOPk���knl�Ov��k�LKKki��v�uNyv�Nw�OuOP�§Nl�v�N�yQQxN��N{RwN�xQ�uRw�N �POyuNl�v�N�|NOuyuz�R{�v�N�lytvx|v�Ov�v�N�lyQQNuv�tyvNQkKm �Q��N��O�N��wN�yRxQP��N �POyuNlo�N�Nu��N{RwN�Kg�K�v�N�QvOvNo�v�wRxz��v�N�tRxuv��R�vyRuo�OQQx|Nl�|xt��R{v�N�{yuOutyOP�wNQ�RuQy�yPyv��{Rw��wR�ylyuz�|NlytOP�tOwN�vR�OlxPv���q�QkK� £NtOxQN� STUVWX�TY�ZT[�\V]̂_̂[�̀a�ST��d[[dTV�TV��W�Ŵ���V��Ŵ[o�[U�c�o�nh�jOPk���kLv���}ro�yQlyQvyuzxyQ�O�PNo��N�uNNl�uRv�fOul�lR�uRvi�N �wNQQ�Ou�R�yuyRu�wNzOwlyuz�v�N�tRxwv�Q�OuOP�QyQ�yu�v�Ov�lNtyQyRuRw�yvQ�tRutPxQyRuQkK� ¡�N�QvOvN��wR�NwP��lRNQ�uRv�tRuvNul�v�Ov�v�N��wR�yQyRu�R{�|NlytOP�tOwN�vR�OlxPv���q�Q�yQ�uRv�O���wRzwO|���yv�yuv�N�|NOuyuz�R{�QNtvyRu�mk�fMNN� STUVWX�TY�ZT[�\V]̂_̂[o�[U�c�o�Ln�jOPknl�Ov��k�rm�pQNtvyRu�m�O��PyNQ�vR��wRzwO|Q�v�Ov�tOww��Rxv�v�N�zR�Nwu|NuvOP�{xutvyRu�R{��wR�ylyuz�QNw�ytNQ�vR�v�N��x�Pyt�skiKg �PvNwuOvy�NP�o�v�N�Kg�h�PNzyQPOvyRu�tOu��N��yN�Nl�OQ��O�yuz�|OulOvNl�Ou�yutwNOQN�yu�v�N�QNw�ytNQ�v�Ov�tRxuvyNQ�NwN��wR�ylyuz�v�wRxz��N yQvyuz�QNtvyRu�K�}}}��wRzwO|Qo����Ollyuz�OlxPv���q�Q�vR�v�N�yulyzNuv��R�xPOvyRuv�Ov�tRxuvyNQ�OPwNOl���Ol�vR�QNw�N�xulNw�v�Ov�QNtvyRuk�fMNN� STUVWX�TY�ZT[�\V]̂_̂[o�[U�c�o�Ln�jOPknl�Ov��krm�p�Qx��NuvyRu�wN¦xywN|Nuv�{Rw�yutwNOQNl�Rw��yz�Nw�PN�NP�R{�QNw�ytN�yQ�lywNtvNl�vR�QvOvN�|OulOvNl�yutwNOQNQyu�v�N�QNw�ytNQ��wR�ylNl����PRtOP�OzNutyNQ�yu�N yQvyuz���wRzwO|Q���skih} �u�wNOt�yuz�O�tRuvwOw��tRutPxQyRuo�v�N�lyQQNuv�yzuRwNQ�v�N�NPNtvRwOvN�Q��xw�RQN�yu�OlR�vyuz�QNtvyRu�mk�¡�NlyQQNuv�OPQR�|yQt�OwOtvNwy§NQ�Rxw�lNtyQyRuk�©N�lR�uRv��RPl�v�Ov����NuN�Nw�v�NwN�yQ�O�t�OuzN�yu�O�QvOvN�wRzwO|�v�Ov��OQ�v�N�N{{Ntv�R{�yutwNOQyuz�O�tRxuv��Q�{yuOutyOP��xwlNu�xulNw�QNtvyRu�K�}}}�v�NwN�|xQv��NwNy|�xwQN|Nuv����v�N�QvOvNk��f�yQk�R�uko��T[Wo�Ov��k�KKmki��Ov�Nwo��N��RPl�v�Ov�QNtvyRu�m��wR�y�yvQ�v�N�QvOvN�{wR|Q�y{vyuz�vR�tRxuvyNQ�v�N�tRQvQ�R{�QvOvN��wRzwO|Q�{Rw���yt��v�N�QvOvN�OQQx|Nl�tR|�PNvN�{yuOutyOP�wNQ�RuQy�yPyv�
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JKLMNK�OPMQRSMT�ML�UKVRSMT�WX�YZKRZKN�RZK�URORK�[O\�PSUVMTRST]K�OUUSUROTVK�RZOR�SR�STSRSORKP�OLRKN�UKVRSMT�ŴUOPMQRSMT�SU�O�_]KURSMT�RZOR�SU�TMR�JKLMNK�]UXà bU�O[KTPKP�ST�acd̀e�UKVRSMT�aWfghe�U]JPSiSUSMT�jVkjake�QNMiSPKP�ST�NKlKiOTR�QONRm�noZK�pVM]TR\�JMONP�MLU]QKNiSUMNUq�UZOll�OUU]NK�RZOR�SR�rSll�KsQKTP�ptuvbq�L]TPU�MTl\�LMN�RZK�ZKOlRZ�UKNiSVKU�UQKVSLSKP�ST�vKVRSMTUahaẁ�OTP�ahg̀a�QNMiSPKP�RM�QKNUMTU�VKNRSLSKP�OU�KlSxSJlK�LMN�U]VZ�UKNiSVKU�Q]NU]OTR�RM�vKVRSMT�afggg�OTPUZOll�OUU]NK�RZOR�SR�rSll�STV]N�TM�lKUU�ST�TKR�VMURU�ML�VM]TR\�L]TPU�LMN�VM]TR\�ZKOlRZ�UKNiSVKU�ST�OT\�LSUVOl�\KONRZOT�RZK�O[M]TR�NK_]SNKP�RM�MJROST�RZK�[OsS[][�OllMVORSMT�]TPKN�vKVRSMT�aWfg̀Xy�jvRORUX�acd̀e�VZX�azche{�fge�QX�WwhWXk�vKVRSMT�aWfghe�U]JPSiSUSMT�jVkjwke�QNMiSPKP�ST�NKlKiOTR�QONRm�nbT\�QKNUMT�rZMUK�STVM[K�OTPNKUM]NVKU�[KKR�RZK�STVM[K�OTP�NKUM]NVK�VNSRKNSO�LMN�VKNRSLSVORSMT�LMN�UKNiSVKU�Q]NU]OTR�RM�vKVRSMT�ahggzXfMRZKN�RZOT�LMN�RZK�OxKPe�JlSTPe�MN�PSUOJlKPe�UZOll�TMR�JK�KsVl]PKP�LNM[�KlSxSJSlSR\�LMN�UKNiSVKU�RM�RZK�KsRKTRRZOR�URORK�L]TPU�ONK�QNMiSPKPX�v]VZ�QKNUMTU�[O\�JK�ZKlP�LSTOTVSOll\�lSOJlK�LMN�RZKUK�UKNiSVKU�JOUKP�]QMTRZK�QKNUMT̂U�OJSlSR\�RM�QO\X�b�VM]TR\�[O\�TMR�KUROJlSUZ�O�QO\[KTR�NK_]SNK[KTR�rZSVZ�rM]lP�PKT\�[KPSVOll\TKVKUUON\�UKNiSVKUX�oZSU�UKVRSMT�UZOll�TMR�JK�VMTURN]KP�RM�[OTPORK�RZOR�O�VM]TR\�QNMiSPK�OT\�UQKVSLSV�lKiKlMN�R\QK�ML�ZKOlRZ�VONK�UKNiSVK�XXXX�oZK�QNMiSUSMTU�ML�RZSU�QONOxNOQZ�UZOll�JKVM[K�STMQKNORSiK�SL�O�VM]NR�N]lSTxSU�SUU]KP�rZSVZ�PKVNKKU�RZOR�RZK�QNMiSUSMTU�ML�RZSU�QONOxNOQZ�[OTPORKU�p|}~q�RZOR�OPPSRSMTOl�URORK�L]TPU�JKQNMiSPKP�OTP�rZSVZ�NK_]SNKU�RZOR�OPPSRSMTOl�URORK�NKS[J]NUK[KTR�JK�[OPK�RM�VM]TRSKU�LMN�VMURU�STV]NNKP�]TPKNRZSU�QONOxNOQZX�oZSU�QONOxNOQZ�UZOll�JK�MQKNORSiK�MTl\�]TRSl��]TK�wge�acdwe�]TlKUU�O�lORKN�KTOVRKP�UROR]RKKsRKTPU�MN�PKlKRKU�RZOR�PORKXy�jvRORUX�acd̀e�VZX�azche�{�fge�QQX�WwhW�WwhfXk`̀ vKVRSMT�afgga�QNMiSPKUm�noZK�JMONP�ML�U]QKNiSUMNU�ML�KOVZ�VM]TR\e�MN�RZK�OxKTV\�O]RZMNS�KP�J\�VM]TR\VZONRKNe�UZOll�OPMQR�UROTPONPU�ML�OSP�OTP�VONK�LMN�RZK�STPSxKTR�OTP�PKQKTPKTR�QMMN�ML�RZK�VM]TR\�MN�VSR\�OTPVM]TR\Xyẁ YK�PSUOQQNMiK� �����������e�|����e�azW��OlXbQQXwP�OR�QOxKU�czc�cWge�STUMLON�OU�SR�jak�URORKU�RZOR�OVM]TR\̂U�NKUQMTUSJSlSR\�]TPKN�UKVRSMT�afggg�KsRKTPU�MTl\�RM�STPSxKTRU�OU�PKLSTKP�J\�RZK�VM]TR\̂U�JMONP�MLU]QKNiSUMNUe�OTP�j̀k�U]xxKURU�RZOR�O�VM]TR\�[O\�NKL]UK�RM�QNMiSPK�[KPSVOl�VONK�RM�QKNUMTU�rZM�ONK�nSTPSxKTRyrSRZST�RZK�[KOTSTx�ML�UKVRSMT�afggg�J]R�PM�TMR�_]OlSL\�LMN�tKPS��OlXh̀ �]N�VMTVl]USMT�SU�lS[SRKP�RM�RZSU�OUQKVR�ML�O�VM]TR\̂U�P]R\�]TPKN�UKVRSMT�afgggX�YK�KsQNKUU�TM�MQSTSMTNKxONPSTx�RZK�UVMQK�ML�O�VM]TR\̂U�P]R\�RM�QNMiSPK�MRZKN�LMN[U�ML�NKlSKL�OTP�U]QQMNR�]TPKN�UKVRSMT�afgggXz̀ oZK�acd̀�lKxSUlORSMT�[OPK�RZK�U]JPSiSUSMT�MQKNORSiK�]TRSl��]TK�wge�acdwX�jvRORUX�acd̀e�VZX�azche�{�fge�QXWwhfXk�uT�acdwe�RZK��KxSUlOR]NK�NKQKOlKP�OTP�NKKTOVRKP�UKVRSMT�aWfghe�OTP�KsRKTPKP�RZK�MQKNORSiK�PORK�MLU]JPSiSUSMT�jVkjwk�RM��]TK�wge�acdzX�jvRORUX�acdwe�VZX�ẁwe�{{�awaXae�awaX̀e�QQX�agfc�agdgXkẀ �SiKT�M]N�OTOl\USUe�rK�KsQNKUU�TM�MQSTSMT�OJM]R�RZK�URORK[KTR�ST� �����e�|����e�̀aw��OlXbQQXwP�OR�QOxKhàe�LMMRTMRK�ce�RZOR�RZK�nlSLKy�ML�UKVRSMT�aWfghe�U]JPSiSUSMT�jVkjwke�nrOU�S[QlSVSRl\�KsRKTPKPy�J\�RZK�LOVR�RZORRZK�nQONOxNOQZ�NK[OSTU�ST�RZK�UROR]RK�PKUQSRK�RZNKK�U]JUK_]KTR�O[KTP[KTRU�RM�RZK�UROR]RK�XXXXyf̀ blRZM]xZ�OUUKNRSTx�RZOR�TMRZSTx�NK_]SNKP�vOT��SKxM�RM�QNMiSPK�nOlly�OP]lR�tu�̂U�rSRZ�[KPSVOl�VONKe�RZK�URORKTKiKN�QNKVSUKl\�SPKTRSLSKU�rZSVZ�OP]lR�tu�̂U�rKNK�lKxOll\�KTRSRlKP�RM�[KPSVOl�VONK�OTP�rZSVZ�MTKU�rKNK�TMRX��MNPMKU�RZK�URORK�KiKN�PSNKVRl\�OUUKNR�RZOR�UM[K�OP]lR�tu�̂U�rKNK�TMR�nSTPSxKTR�QKNUMTUy�]TPKN�UKVRSMT�afgggX�T�RZK�VMTRNON\e�PKUQSRK�SRU�ONx][KTRe�RZK�URORK�UKK[U�RM�U]xxKUR�RZOR�vOT��SKxM̂U�[KPSVOl�VONK�MJlSxORSMT]TPKN�UKVRSMT�afggg�KsRKTPKP�KiKT�JK\MTP�OP]lR�tu�̂UX�uR�OUUKNRUm�nbR�TM�RS[K�QNSMN�RM�MN�LMllMrSTx�acdw�PSPtKPS��Ol�KiKN�QNMiSPK�[KPSVOl�UKNiSVKU�RMe�MN�QO\�LMN�[KPSVOl�UKNiSVKU�QNMiSPKP�RMe�Oll�QKNUMTU�rZM�VM]lPTMR�OLLMNP�U]VZ�UKNiSVKU�OTP�RZKNKLMNK�[SxZR�JK�PKK[KP�̂[KPSVOll\�STPSxKTRX̂�XXX��MN�UM[K�QKNSMP�QNSMN�RMacdwe�tKPS��Ol�QOSP�LMN�UKNiSVKU�LMN�|����STPSxKTR�OP]lRU�]TPKN�SRU�̂[KPSVOll\�STPSxKTR�OP]lRÛ�VORKxMN\XXXX�pbqR����}���PSP�RZK�URORK�KiKN�OUU][K�LSTOTVSOl�NKUQMTUSJSlSR\�LMN�Oll�OP]lRU�rZM�ONK�RMM�STPSxKTR�RM�OLLMNP�ZKOlRZVONKXy�j�NSxSTOl�SROlSVUXkd̀ oZK�URORK�ONx]KU�RZOR�LMN[KN�U]JPSiSUSMT�jVk�SU�SNNKlKiOTR�RM�M]N�PKRKN[STORSMT�JKVO]UKe�lS�K�UKVRSMT�afgggeSR�nQNKPORKpPq�acfzXy��]N�QNKiSM]U�OTOl\USU�NK�KVRSTx�RZSU�ONx][KTR�ST�VMTTKVRSMT�rSRZ�UKVRSMT�afggg�OQQlSKUZKNK�OU�rKllX
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SUMMARY 

A county filed a test claim with the Commission on State 

Mandates seeking, under Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 6 

(state must provide subvention of funds to reimburse local 

governments for costs of state- mandated programs or 

increased levels of service), reimbursement from the state 

for costs incurred in implementing the Hazardous 

Materials Release Response Plans and Inventory Act 

(Health & Saf. Code, § 25500 et seq.). The commission 

found the county had the authority to charge fees to pay 

for the program, and the program was thus not a 

reimbursable state-mandated program under Gov. Code, § 

17556, subd. (d), which provides that costs are not 

state-mandated if the agency has authority to levy a 

charge or fee sufficient to pay for the program. The 

county filed a petition for writ of mandate and a 

complaint for declaratory relief against the state. The trial 

court denied relief. (Superior Court of Fresno County, No. 

379518-4, Gary S. Austin, Judge.) The Court of Appeal, 

Fifth Dist., No. F011925, affirmed. 

  

The Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the Court of 

Appeal. The court held, as to the single issue on review, 

that Gov. Code, § 17556, subd. (d), was facially 

constitutional under Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 6. It held 

art. XIII B was not intended to reach beyond taxation, and 

§ 6 was included in art. XIII B in recognition that Cal. 

Const., art. XIII A, severely restricted the taxing powers 

of local governments. It held that art. XIII B, § 6 was 

designed to protect the tax revenues of local governments 

from state mandates that would require an expenditure of 

such revenues and, when read in textual and historical 

context, requires subvention only when the costs in 

question can be recovered solely from tax revenues. 

Accordingly, the court held that Gov. Code, § 17556, 

subd. (d), effectively construed the term “cost” in the 

constitutional provision as excluding expenses that are 

recoverable from sources other than taxes, and that such a 

construction is altogether sound. (Opinion by Mosk, J., 

with Lucas, C. J., Broussard, *483 Panelli, Kennard, JJ., 

and Best (Hollis G.), J.,* concurring. Separate concurring 

opinion by Arabian, J.) 

  

 

 

HEADNOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports 

(1) 

State of California § 11--Reimbursement to Local 

Governments for State-mandated Costs--Costs for Which 

Fees May Be Levied--Validity of Exclusion. 

In a proceeding by a county seeking reversal of a decision 

by the Commission on State Mandates that the state was 

not required by Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 6, to reimburse 

the county for costs incurred in implementing the 

Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and 

Inventory Act (Health & Saf. Code, § 25500 et seq.), the 

trial court properly found that Gov. Code, § 17556, subd. 

(d) (costs are not state-mandated if agency has authority 

to levy charge or fee sufficient to pay for program), was 

facially constitutional. Cal. Const., art. XIII B, was 

intended to apply to taxation and was not intended to 

reach beyond taxation, as is apparent from its language 

and confirmed by its history. It was designed to protect 

the tax revenues of local governments from state 

mandates that would require expenditure of such 

revenues; read in its textual and historical contexts, 

requires subvention only when the costs in question can 

be recovered solely from tax revenues. Gov. Code, § 

17556, subd. (d), effectively construes the term “costs” in 

the constitutional provision as excluding expenses that are 

recoverable from sources other than taxes, and that 

construction is altogether sound. Accordingly, Gov. Code, 

§ 17556, subd. (d), is facially constitutional under Cal. 

Const., art. XIII B, § 6. 

 

 

[See Cal.Jur.3d (Rev), Municipalities, § 361; 9 Witkin, 

Summary of Cal. Law (9th ed. 1988) Taxation, § 124.] 
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MOSK, J. 

 

We granted review in this proceeding to decide whether 

section 17556, subdivision (d), of the Government Code 

(section 17556(d)) is facially valid under article XIII B, 

section 6, of the California Constitution (article XIII B, 

section 6). 

  

Article XIII B, section 6, provides: “Whenever the 

Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program 

or higher level of service on any local government, the 

state shall provide a subvention of funds to reimburse 

such local government for the costs of such program or 

increased level of service, except that the Legislature 

may, but need not, provide such subvention of funds for 

the following mandates: [¶] (a) Legislative mandates 

requested by the local agency affected; [¶] (b) Legislation 

defining a new crime or changing an existing definition of 

a crime; or [¶] (c) Legislative mandates enacted prior to 

January 1, 1975, or executive orders or regulations 

initially implementing legislation enacted prior to January 

1, 1975.” 

  

The Legislature enacted Government Code sections 

17500 through 17630 to implement article XIII B, section 

6. (Gov. Code, § 17500.) It created a “quasi-judicial 

body” (ibid.) called the Commission on State Mandates 

(commission) (id., § 17525) to “hear and decide upon 

[any] claim” by a local government that the local 

government “is entitled to be reimbursed by the state for 

costs” as required by article XIII B, section 6. (Gov. 

Code, § 17551, subd. (a).) It defined “costs” as “costs 

mandated by the state”—“any increased costs” that the 

local government “is required to incur ... as a result of any 

statute ..., or any executive order implementing any 

statute ..., which mandates a new program or higher level 

of service of any existing program” within the meaning of 

article XIII B, section 6. (Gov. Code, § 17514.) Finally, in 

section 17556(d) it declared that “The commission shall 

not find costs mandated by the state ... if, after a hearing, 

the commission finds that” the local government “has the 

authority to levy service charges, fees, or assessments 

sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased 

level of service.” 

  

For the reasons discussed below, we conclude that section 

17556(d) is facially constitutional under article XIII B, 

section 6. *485 

  

 

 

I. Facts and Procedural History 

The present proceeding arose after the Legislature enacted 

the Hazardous Materials Release Response Plans and 

Inventory Act (Act). (Health & Saf. Code, § 25500 et 

seq.) The Act establishes minimum statewide standards 

for business and area plans relating to the handling and 

release or threatened release of hazardous materials. (Id., 

§ 25500.) It requires local governments to implement its 

provisions. (Id., § 25502.) To cover the costs they may 

incur, it authorizes them to collect fees from those who 

handle hazardous materials. (Id., § 25513.) 

  

The County of Fresno (County) implemented the Act but 

chose not to impose the authorized fees. Instead, it filed a 

so-called “test” or initial claim with the commission 

(Gov. Code, § 17521) seeking reimbursement from the 

State of California (State) under article XIII B, section 6. 

After a hearing, the commission rejected the claim. In its 

statement of decision, the commission made the following 

findings, among others: the Act constituted a “new 

program”; the County did indeed incur increased costs; 

but because it had authority under the Act to levy fees 

sufficient to cover such costs, section 17556(d) prohibited 

a finding of reimbursable costs. 

  

The County then filed a petition for writ of mandate and 

complaint for declaratory relief against the State, the 

commission, and others, seeking vacation of the 

commission’s decision and a declaration that section 

17556(d) is unconstitutional under article XIII B, section 

6. While the matter was pending, the commission 

amended its statement of decision to include another basis 

for denial of the test claim: the Act did not constitute a 

“program” under the rationale of County of Los Angeles v. 

State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46 [233 Cal.Rptr. 38, 

729 P.2d 202] (County of Los Angeles), because it did not 

impose unique requirements on local governments. 

  

After a hearing, the trial court denied the petition and 

effectively dismissed the complaint. It determined, inter 

alia, that mandate under Code of Civil Procedure section 

1094.5 was the County’s sole remedy, and that the 

commission was the sole properly named respondent. It 

also determined that section 17556(d) is constitutional 

under article XIII B, section 6. It did not address the 
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question whether the Act constituted a “program” under 

County of Los Angeles. Judgment was entered 

accordingly. 

The Court of Appeal affirmed. It held the Act did indeed 

constitute a “program” under County of Los Angeles, 

supra, 43 Cal.3d 46. It also held section 17556(d) is 

constitutional under article XIII B, section 6. *486 

(1) We granted review to decide a single issue, i.e.,

whether section 17556(d) is facially constitutional under

article XIII B, section 6.

II. Discussion

We begin our analysis with the California Constitution. 

At the June 6, 1978, Primary Election, article XIII A was 

added to the Constitution through the adoption of 

Proposition 13, an initiative measure aimed at controlling 

ad valorem property taxes and the imposition of new 

“special taxes.” (Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. 

Dist. v. State Bd. of Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 

231-232 [149 Cal.Rptr. 239, 583 P.2d 1281].) The

constitutional provision imposes a limit on the power of

state and local governments to adopt and levy taxes. (City

of Sacramento v. State of California (1990) 50 Cal.3d 51,

59, fn. 1 [266 Cal.Rptr. 139, 785 P.2d 522] (City of

Sacramento).)

At the November 6, 1979, Special Statewide Election, 

article XIII B was added to the Constitution through the 

adoption of Proposition 4, another initiative measure. 

That measure places limitations on the ability of both 

state and local governments to appropriate funds for 

expenditures. 

“Articles XIII A and XIII B work in tandem, together 

restricting California governments’ power both to levy 

and to spend [taxes] for public purposes.” (City of 

Sacramento, supra, 50 Cal.3d at p. 59, fn. 1.) 

Article XIII B of the Constitution was intended to apply 

to taxation—specifically, to provide “permanent 

protection for taxpayers from excessive taxation” and “a 

reasonable way to provide discipline in tax spending at 

state and local levels.” (See County of Placer v. Corin 

(1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 443, 446 [170 Cal.Rptr. 232], 

quoting and following Ballot Pamp., Proposed Stats. and 

Amends. to Cal. Const. with arguments to voters, Special 

Statewide Elec. (Nov. 6, 1979), argument in favor of 

Prop. 4, p. 18.) To this end, it establishes an 

“appropriations limit” for both state and local 

governments (Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 8, subd. (h)) and 

allows no “appropriations subject to limitation” in excess 

thereof (id., § 2). (See County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 

113 Cal.App.3d at p. 446.) It defines the relevant 

“appropriations subject to limitation” as “any 

authorization to expend during a fiscal year the proceeds 

of taxes ....” (Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 8, subd. (b).) It 

defines “proceeds of taxes” as including “all tax revenues 

and the proceeds to ... government from,” inter alia, 

“regulatory licenses, user charges, and user fees to the 

extent that such proceeds exceed the costs reasonably 

borne by [government] in providing the regulation, 

product, or service ....” (Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 8, 

subd. (c), italics added.) Such “excess” proceeds from 

“licenses,” “charges,” and “fees” “are but *487 taxes” for 

purposes here. (County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 113 

Cal.App.3d at p. 451, italics in original.) 

Article XIII B of the Constitution, however, was not 

intended to reach beyond taxation. That fact is apparent 

from the language of the measure. It is confirmed by its 

history. In his analysis, the Legislative Analyst declared 

that Proposition 4 “would not restrict the growth in 

appropriations financed from other [i.e., nontax] sources 

of revenue, including federal funds, bond funds, traffic 

fines, user fees based on reasonable costs, and income 

from gifts.” (Ballot Pamp., Proposed Stats. and Amends. 

to Cal. Const. with arguments to voters, Special Statewide 

Elec. (Nov. 6, 1979), analysis by Legislative Analyst, p. 

16.) 

Section 6 was included in article XIII B in recognition 

that article XIII A of the Constitution severely restricted 

the taxing powers of local governments. (See County of 

Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 61.) The provision 

was intended to preclude the state from shifting financial 

responsibility for carrying out governmental functions 

onto local entities that were ill equipped to handle the 

task. (Ibid.; see Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig 

(1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 836, fn. 6 [244 Cal.Rptr. 677, 750 

P.2d 318].) Specifically, it was designed to protect the tax

revenues of local governments from state mandates that

would require expenditure of such revenues. Thus,

although its language broadly declares that the “state shall

provide a subvention of funds to reimburse ... local

government for the costs [of a state-mandated new]

program or higher level of service,” read in its textual and

historical context section 6 of article XIII B requires

subvention only when the costs in question can be

recovered solely from tax revenues.

In view of the foregoing analysis, the question of the 

facial constitutionality of section 17556(d) under article 

XIII B, section 6, can be readily resolved. As noted, the 
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statute provides that “The commission shall not find costs 

mandated by the state ... if, after a hearing, the 

commission finds that” the local government “has the 

authority to levy service charges, fees, or assessments 

sufficient to pay for the mandated program or increased 

level of service.” Considered within its context, the 

section effectively construes the term “costs” in the 

constitutional provision as excluding expenses that are 

recoverable from sources other than taxes. Such a 

construction is altogether sound. As the discussion makes 

clear, the Constitution requires reimbursement only for 

those expenses that are recoverable solely from taxes. It 

follows that section 17556(d) is facially constitutional 

under article XIII B, section 6. 

  

The County argues to the contrary. It maintains that 

section 17556(d) in essence creates a new exception to the 

reimbursement requirement of article *488 XIII B, section 

6, for self-financing programs and that the Legislature 

cannot create exceptions to the reimbursement 

requirement beyond those enumerated in the Constitution. 

  

We do not agree that in enacting section 17556(d) the 

Legislature created a new exception to the reimbursement 

requirement of article XIII B, section 6. As explained, the 

Legislature effectively—and properly—construed the 

term “costs” as excluding expenses that are recoverable 

from sources other than taxes. In a word, such expenses 

are outside of the scope of the requirement. Therefore, 

they need not be explicitly excepted from its reach. 

  

The County nevertheless argues that no matter how 

characterized, section 17556(d) is indeed inconsistent 

with article XIII B, section 6. Its contention is in 

substance as follows: the source of section 17556(d) is 

former Revenue and Taxation Code section 2253.2; at the 

time of Proposition 4, subdivision (b)(4) of that former 

section stated that the State Board of Control shall not 

allow a claim for reimbursement of costs mandated by the 

state if the legislation contains a self-financing authority; 

the drafters of Proposition 4 incorporated some of the 

provisions of former Revenue and Taxation Code section 

2253.2 into article XIII B, section 6, but did not 

incorporate former subdivision (b)(4); their failure to do 

so reveals an intent to treat as immaterial the presence or 

absence of a “self-financing” provision; and such an 

intent is confirmed by the “legislative history” set out at 

page 55 in Spirit of 13, Inc., Summary of Proposed 

Implementing Legislation and Drafters’ Intent: “the state 

may not arbitrarily declare that it is not going to comply 

with Section 6 ... if the state provides new compensating 

revenues.” 

  

In our view, the County’s argument is unpersuasive. Even 

if we assume arguendo that the intent of those who 

drafted Proposition 4 is as claimed, what is crucial here is 

the intent of those who voted for the measure. (See 

County of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d 46, 56.) There is 

no substantial evidence that the voters sought what the 

County assumes the drafters desired. Moreover, the 

“legislative history” cited above cannot be considered 

relevant; it was written and circulated after the passage of 

Proposition 4. As such, it could not have affected the 

voters in any way. 

  

To avoid this result, the County advances one final 

argument: “Based on the authority of [section 17556(d)], 

the Commission on State Mandates refuses to hear 

mandates on the merits once it finds that the authority to 

charge fees is given by the Legislature. This position is 

taken whether or not fees can actually or legally be 

charged to recover the entire costs of the program.” *489 

  

The County appears to be making one or both of the 

following arguments: (1) the commission applies section 

17556(d) in an unconstitutional manner; or (2) the Act’s 

self-financing authority is somehow lacking. Such 

contentions, however, miss the designated mark. They 

raise questions bearing on the constitutionality of section 

17556(d) as applied and the legal efficacy of the authority 

conferred by the Act. The sole issue on review, however, 

is the facial constitutionality of section 17556(d). 

  

 

 

III. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, we conclude that section 

17556(d) is facially constitutional under article XIII B, 

section 6. 

  

The judgment of the Court of Appeal is affirmed. 

  

Lucas, C. J., Broussard, J., Panelli, J., Kennard, J., and 

Best (Hollis G.), J.,* concurred. 

 

ARABIAN, J., 

 

Concurring. 

  

I concur in the determination that Government Code 

section 17556, subdivision (d)1 (section 17556(d)), does 

not offend article XIII B, section 6, of the California 
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Constitution (article XIII B, section 6). In my estimation, 

however, the constitutional measure of the issue before us 

warrants fuller examination than the majority allow. A 

literalistic analysis begs the question of whether the 

Legislature had the authority to act statutorily upon a 

subject matter the electorate has spoken to 

constitutionally through the initiative process. 

  

Article XIII B, section 6, unequivocally commands that 

“the state shall provide a subvention of funds to reimburse 

... local government for the costs of [a new] program or 

increased level of service” except as specified therein. 

Article XIII B does not define this reference to “costs.” 

(See Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 8.) Rather, the Legislature 

assumed the task of explicating the related concept of 

“costs mandated by the state” when it created the 

Commission on State Mandates and enacted procedures 

intended to implement article XIII B, section 6, more 

effectively. (See § 17500 et seq.) As part of this statutory 

scheme, it exempted the state from its constitutionally 

imposed subvention obligation under certain enumerated 

circumstances. Some of these exemptions the electorate 

expressly contemplated in approving article XIII B, 

section 6 (§ 17556, subds. (a), (c), & (g); see § 17514), 

while others are strictly of legislative formulation and 

derive from *490 former Revenue and Taxation Code 

section 2253.2. (§ 17556, subds. (b), (d), (e), & (f).) 

  

The majority find section 17556 valid notwithstanding the 

mandatory language of article XIII B, section 6, based on 

the circular and conclusory rationale that “the Legislature 

effectively—and properly—construed the term ‘costs’ as 

excluding expenses that are recoverable from sources 

other than taxes. In a word, such expenses are outside of 

the scope of the [subvention] requirement. Therefore, they 

need not be explicitly excepted from its reach.” (Maj. 

opn., ante, at p. 488.) In my view, excluding or otherwise 

removing something from the purview of a law is 

tantamount to creating an exception thereto. When an 

exclusionary implication is clear from the import or effect 

of the statutory language, use of the word “except” should 

not be necessary to construe the result for what it clearly 

is. In this circumstance, “I would invoke the folk wisdom 

that if an object looks like a duck, walks like a duck and 

quacks like a duck, it is likely to be a duck.” (In re 

Deborah C. (1981) 30 Cal.3d 125, 141 [177 Cal.Rptr. 

852, 635 P.2d 446] (conc. opn. by Mosk, J.).) 

  

Of at least equal importance, section 17500 et seq. 

constitutes a legislative implementation of article XIII B, 

section 6. As such, the overall statutory scheme must 

comport with the express constitutional language it was 

designed to effectuate as well as the implicit electoral 

intent. Eschewing semantics, I would squarely and 

forthrightly address the fundamental and substantial 

question of whether the Legislature could lawfully 

enlarge upon the scope of article XIII B, section 6, to 

include exceptions not originally designated in the 

initiative. 

  

I do not hereby seek to undermine the majority holding 

but rather to set it on a firmer constitutional footing. 

“[S]tatutes must be given a reasonable interpretation, one 

which will carry out the intent of the legislators and 

render them valid and operative rather than defeat them. 

In so doing, sections of the Constitution, as well as the 

codes, will be harmonized where reasonably possible, in 

order that all may stand.” (Rose v. State of California 

(1942) 19 Cal.2d 713, 723 [123 P.2d 505]; see also 

County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 

Cal.3d 46, 58 [233 Cal.Rptr. 38, 729 P.2d 202].) To this 

end, it is a fundamental premise of our form of 

government that “the Constitution of this State is not to be 

considered as a grant of power, but rather as a restriction 

upon the powers of the Legislature; and ... it is competent 

for the Legislature to exercise all powers not forbidden 

....” (People v. Coleman (1854) 4 Cal. 46, 49.) “Two 

important consequences flow from this fact. First, the 

entire law-making authority of the state, except the 

people’s right of initiative and referendum, is vested in 

the *491 Legislature, and that body may exercise any and 

all legislative powers which are not expressly or by 

necessary implication denied to it by the Constitution. 

[Citations.] In other words, ‘we do not look to the 

Constitution to determine whether the legislature is 

authorized to do an act, but only to see if it is prohibited.’ 

[Citation.] [¶] Secondly, all intendments favor the 

exercise of the Legislature’s plenary authority: ‘If there is 

any doubt as to the Legislature’s power to act in any 

given case, the doubt should be resolved in favor of the 

Legislature’s action. Such restrictions and limitations 

[imposed by the Constitution] are to be construed strictly, 

and are not to be extended to include matters not covered 

by the language used.’ [Citations.]” (Methodist Hosp. of 

Sacramento v. Saylor (1971) 5 Cal.3d 685, 691 [97 

Cal.Rptr. 1, 488 P.2d 161], italics added.) “Specifically, 

the express enumeration of legislative powers is not an 

exclusion of others not named unless accompanied by 

negative terms. [Citations.]” (Dean v. Kuchel (1951) 37 

Cal.2d 97, 100 [230 P.2d 811].) 

  

As the majority opinion impliedly recognizes, neither the 

language nor the intent of article XIII B conflicts with the 

exercise of legislative prerogative we review today. Of 

paramount significance, neither section 6 nor any other 

provision of article XIII B prohibits statutory delineation 

of additional circumstances obviating reimbursement for 

state mandated programs. (See Dean v. Kuchel, supra, 37 
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Cal.2d at p. 101; Roth Drugs, Inc. v. Johnson (1936) 13 

Cal.App.2d 720, 729 [57 P.2d 1022]; see also Kehrlein v. 

City of Oakland (1981) 116 Cal.App.3d 332, 338 [172 

Cal.Rptr. 111].) 

  

Furthermore, the initiative was “[b]illed as a flexible way 

to provide discipline in government spending” by creating 

appropriations limits to restrict the amount of such 

expenditures. (County of Placer v. Corin (1980) 113 

Cal.App.3d 443, 447 [170 Cal.Rptr. 232]; see Cal. Const., 

art. XIII B, § 1.) By their nature, user fees do not affect 

the equation of local government spending: While they 

facilitate implementation of newly mandated state 

programs or increased levels of service, they are excluded 

from the “appropriations subject to limitations” 

calculation and its attendant budgetary constraints. (See 

Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 8; see also City Council v. South 

(1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 320, 334 [194 Cal.Rptr. 110]; 

County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 113 Cal.App.3d at pp. 

448-449; Cal. Const., art. XIII B, § 3, subd. (b); cf. Russ 

Bldg. Partnership v. City and County of San Francisco 

(1987) 199 Cal.App.3d 1496, 1505 [246 Cal.Rptr. 21] [“ 

‘fees not exceeding the reasonable cost of providing the 

service or regulatory activity for which the fee is charged 

and which are not levied for general revenue purposes, 

have been considered outside the realm of ”special taxes“ 

[limited by California Constitution, article XIII A]’ ”]; 

Terminal Plaza Corp. v. City *492 and County of San 

Francisco (1986) 177 Cal.App.3d 892, 906 [223 Cal.Rptr. 

379] [same].) 

  

This conclusion fully accommodates the intent of the 

voters in adopting article XIII B, as reflected in the ballot 

materials accompanying the proposition. (See Amador 

Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. of 

Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 245-246 [149 

Cal.Rptr. 239, 583 P.2d 1281].) In general, these materials 

convey that “[t]he goals of article XIII B, of which 

section 6 is a part, were to protect residents from 

excessive taxation and government spending.” (County of 

Los Angeles v. State of California, supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 

61; Huntington Park Redevelopment Agency v. Martin 

(1985) 38 Cal.3d 100, 109- 110 [211 Cal.Rptr. 133, 695 

P.2d 220].) To the extent user fees are not borne by the 

general public or applied to the general revenues, they do 

not bear upon this purpose. Moreover, by imputation, 

voter approval contemplated the continued imposition of 

reasonable user fees outside the scope of article XIII B. 

(Ballot Pamp., Proposed Amends. to Cal. Const. with 

arguments to voters, Limitation of Government 

Appropriations, Special Statewide Elec. (Nov. 6, 1979), 

arguments in favor of and against Prop. 4, p. 18 [initiative 

“Will curb excessive user fees imposed by local 

government” but “will Not eliminate user fees ...”]; see 

County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 113 Cal.App.3d at p. 

452.) 

  

“The concern which prompted the inclusion of section 6 

in article XIII B was the perceived attempt by the state to 

enact legislation or adopt administrative orders creating 

programs to be administered by local agencies, thereby 

transferring to those agencies the fiscal responsibility for 

providing services which the state believed should be 

extended to the public.” (County of Los Angeles v. State of 

California, supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 56; see City of 

Sacramento v. State of California (1990) 50 Cal.3d 51, 66 

[266 Cal.Rptr. 139, 785 P.2d 522].) “Section 6 had the 

additional purpose of precluding a shift of financial 

responsibility for carrying out governmental functions 

from the state to local agencies which had had their taxing 

powers restricted by the enactment of article XIII A in the 

preceding year and were ill equipped to take 

responsibility for any new programs.” (County of Los 

Angeles v. State of California, supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 61.) 

An exemption from reimbursement for state mandated 

programs for which local governments are authorized to 

charge offsetting user fees does not frustrate or 

compromise these goals or otherwise disturb the balance 

of local government financing and expenditure.2 (See 

*493 County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 113 Cal.App.3d at 

p. 452, fn. 7.) Article XIII B, section 8, subdivision (c), 

specifically includes regulatory licenses, user charges, and 

user fees in the appropriations limitation equation only “to 

the extent that those proceeds exceed the costs reasonably 

borne by [the governmental] entity in providing the 

regulation, product, or service ....” 

  

The self-executing nature of article XIII B does not alter 

this analysis. “It has been uniformly held that the 

legislature has the power to enact statutes providing for 

reasonable regulation and control of rights granted under 

constitutional provisions. [Citations.]” (Chesney v. Byram 

(1940) 15 Cal.2d 460, 465 [101 P.2d 1106].) “ ‘ 

”Legislation may be desirable, by way of providing 

convenient remedies for the protection of the right 

secured, or of regulating the claim of the right so that its 

exact limits may be known and understood; but all such 

legislation must be subordinate to the constitutional 

provision, and in furtherance of its purpose, and must not 

in any particular attempt to narrow or embarrass it.“ 

[Citations.]’ ” (Id., at pp. 463-464; see also County of 

Contra Costa v. State of California (1986) 177 

Cal.App.3d 62, 75 [222 Cal.Rptr. 750].) Section 17556(d) 

is not “merely [a] transparent attempt[] to do indirectly 

that which cannot lawfully be done directly.” (Carmel 

Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 

190 Cal.App.3d 521, 541 [234 Cal.Rptr. 795].) On the 

contrary, it creates no conflict with the constitutional 
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directive it subserves. Hence, rather than pursue an 

interpretive expedient, this court should expressly declare 

that it operates as a valid legislative implementation 

thereof. 

  

“[Initiative] provisions of the Constitution and of charters 

and statutes should, as a general rule, be liberally 

construed in favor of the reserved power. [Citations.] As 

opposed to that principle, however, ‘in examining and 

ascertaining the intention of the people with respect to the 

scope and nature of those ... powers, it is proper and 

important to consider what the consequences of applying 

it to a particular act of legislation would be, and if upon 

such consideration it be found that by so applying it the 

inevitable effect would be greatly to impair or wholly 

destroy the efficacy of some other governmental power, 

the practical application of which is essential and, 

perhaps, ... indispensable, to the convenience, comfort, 

and well-being of the inhabitants of certain legally 

established districts or subdivisions of the state or of the 

whole state, then in such case the courts may and should 

assume that the people intended no such result to flow 

from the application of those powers and that they do not 

so apply.’ [Citation.]” (Hunt v. Mayor & Council of 

Riverside (1948) 31 Cal.2d 619, 628-629 [191 P.2d 426].) 

*494 

  

This court is not infrequently called upon to resolve the 

tension of apparent or actual conflicts in the express will 

of the people.3 Whether that expression emanates directly 

from the ballot or indirectly through legislative 

implementation, each deserves our fullest estimation and 

effectuation. Given the historical and abiding role of 

government by initiative, I decline to circumvent that 

responsibility and accept uncritically the Legislature’s 

self-validating statutory scheme as the basis for approving 

the exercise of its prerogative. It is not enough to say a 

broader constitutional analysis yields the same result and 

therefore is unnecessary. We provide a higher quality of 

justice harmonizing rather than ignoring the divers voices 

of the people, for such is the nature of our office. *495 

  

 

Footnotes 
 
* 
 

Presiding Justice, Court of Appeal, Fifth Appellate District, assigned by the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 
 

* 
 

Presiding Justice, Court of Appeal, Fifth Appellate District, assigned by the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 
 

1 
 

Unless otherwise indicated, all further statutory references are to the Government Code. 
 

2 
 

This conclusion also accords with the traditional and historical role of user fees in promoting the multifarious functions of local 
government by imposing on those receiving a service the cost of providing it. (Cf. County of Placer v. Corin, supra, 113 Cal.App.3d 
at p. 454 [“Special assessments, being levied only for improvements that benefit particular parcels of land, and not to raise 
general revenues, are simply not the type of exaction that can be used as a mechanism for circumventing these tax relief 
provisions. [Citation.]”].) 
 

3 
 

See, e.g., Zumwalt v. Superior Court (1989) 49 Cal.3d 167 [260 Cal.Rptr. 545, 776 P.2d 247]; Los Angeles County Transportation 
Com. v. Richmond (1982) 31 Cal.3d 197 [182 Cal.Rptr. 324, 643 P.2d 941]; California Housing Finance Agency v. Patitucci (1978) 
22 Cal.3d 171 [148 Cal.Rptr. 875, 583 P.2d 729]; California Housing Finance Agency v. Elliott (1976) 17 Cal.3d 575 [131 Cal.Rptr. 
361, 551 P.2d 1193]; Blotter v. Farrell (1954) 42 Cal.2d 804 [270 P.2d 481]; Dean v. Kuchel, supra, 37 Cal.2d 97; Hunt v. Mayor & 
Council of Riverside, supra, 31 Cal.2d 619. 
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���jYj���Yl̀Yj��WKCDEFG��T�BPFxDKP�FG�vFQKOHKN��T�poeoT�BL�xBND�Fb�BGEGEDEBDEQK�OKBLSNK�EOxFLEG��LxKGPEG��REOEDL�FG�LDBDK�BGPRFCBR��FQKNGOKGDT�BRLF�EOxFLKL�FG�DJK�LDBDK�BG�FHRE�BDEFG�DFNKEOHSNLK�RFCBR�B�KGCEKL�bFN�DJK�CFLD�Fb�OFLD�xNF�NBOL�BGPLKNQECKL�MJECJ�DJKI�OSLD�xNFQEPK�xSNLSBGD�DF�B�LDBDK�OBGPBDKEb�DJK�RFCBR�B�KGCEKL�MKNK�GFD�SGPKN�B�xNKK�ELDEG��PSDI�DF�bSGPDJK�BCDEQEDIU�}D�xNFQEPKL ��_�¡¢�JKGKQKN�DJK�mK�ELRBDSNK�FN�BGI�LDBDK�B�KGCI�OBGPBDKLB�GKM�xNF�NBO�FN�JE�JKN�RKQKR�Fb�LKNQECK�FG�BGI�RFCBR�FQKNGOKGDT�DJK�LDBDK�LJBRR�xNFQEPK�B�LSHQKGDEFG�Fb�bSGPLDF�NKEOHSNLK�LSCJ�RFCBR��FQKNGOKGD�bFN�DJK�CFLDL�Fb�LSCJxNF�NBO�FN�EGCNKBLKP�RKQKR�Fb�LKNQECKT�K�CKxD�DJBD�DJKmK�ELRBDSNK�OBIT�HSD�GKKP�GFDT�xNFQEPK�LSCJ�LSHQKGDEFG�FbbSGPL�bFN�DJK�bFRRFMEG��OBGPBDKL ¢nBq�mK�ELRBDEQK�OBGPBDKL�NK£SKLDKP�HI�DJK�RFCBR�B�KGCIBbbKCDKPg¢nHq�mK�ELRBDEFG�PKbEGEG��B�GKM�CNEOK�FN�CJBG�EG��BG�K�ELDEG�PKbEGEDEFG�Fb�B�CNEOKg�FN¢nCq�mK�ELRBDEQK�OBGPBDKL�KGBCDKP�xNEFN�DF��BGSBNI�pT�poe�TFN�K�KCSDEQK�FNPKNL�FN�NK�SRBDEFGL�EGEDEBRRI�EOxRKOKGDEG�RK�ELRBDEFG�KGBCDKP�xNEFN�DF��BGSBNI�pT�poe�U¤{�CFOxRKOKGDBNI�xNFQELEFGT�LKCDEFG�¥�Fb�BNDECRK��}}}��TxNFQEPKL�bFN�B�LJEbD�bNFO�DJK�LDBDK�DF�DJK�RFCBR�B�KGCI�Fb�BxFNDEFG�Fb�DJK�LxKGPEG��FN�¢BxxNFxNEBDEFG¤�REOED�Fb�DJK�LDBDKMJKG�NKLxFGLEHEREDI�bFN�bSGPEG��BG�BCDEQEDI�EL�LJEbDKP�DF�B�RFCBRB�KGCI ¢�JK�BxxNFxNEBDEFGL�REOED�bFN�BGI�bELCBR�IKBN�UUU�LJBRR�HKBP�SLDKP�BL�bFRRFML �V¦s�nBq�}G�DJK�KQKGD�DJBD�DJK�bEGBGCEBRNKLxFGLEHEREDI�Fb�xNFQEPEG��LKNQECKL�EL�DNBGLbKNNKPT�EG�MJFRKFN�EG�xBNDT�UUU�bNFO�FGK�KGDEDI�Fb��FQKNGOKGD�DF�BGFDJKNT�DJKGbFN�DJK�IKBN�EG�MJECJ�LSCJ�DNBGLbKN�HKCFOKL�KbbKCDEQK�DJKBxxNFxNEBDEFGL�REOED�Fb�DJK�DNBGLbKNKK�KGDEDI�LJBRR�HK�EGCNKBLKPHI�LSCJ�NKBLFGBHRK�BOFSGD�BL�DJK�LBEP�KGDEDEKL�LJBRR�OSDSBRRIB�NKK�BGP�DJK�BxxNFxNEBDEFGL�REOED�Fb�DJK�DNBGLbKNFN�KGDEDI�LJBRRHK�PKCNKBLKP�HI�DJK�LBOK�BOFSGDU¤���§ZYiljï̈�©��ªji«l�JK�SGPKNRIEG��ELLSK�EG�DJEL�BCDEFG�EL�MJKDJKN�DJK�LDBDK�ELFHRE�BDKP�DF�NKEOHSNLK�DJK�cFSGDI�Fb�{RBOKPBT�BGP�LJEbDDF�{RBOKPB�cFSGDI�B�CFGCFOEDBGD�xFNDEFG�Fb�DJK�LDBDK�LLxKGPEG��REOEDT�bFN�DJK�CFLD�Fb�xNFQEPEG��JKBRDJ�CBNK�LKNQECKL
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BC�DEFGHIJJK�GLFGMELB�IFNJBO�PQC�RSGCS�BC�TUVW�QIF�XEELGLHJNFEF�GL�BQE�OBIBE�YEFGZ[IJ�RSCMSID\�]OOEDXJK�̂GJJ�_C\ÙU�aTUVTZTUVb�cEM\�dEOO\e�a]̂ �̀UUe�adBIBO\�TUVbf�HQ\�WbVfR\�TghVe�SEDCiEF�DEFGHIJJK�GLFGMELB�IFNJBO�jSCD�YEFGZ[IJEjjEHBGiE�kILNISK�Tf�TUVW\�]B�BQE�BGDE�OEHBGCL�h�PIO�IFCRBEFfBQE�OBIBE�PIO�jNLFGLM�YEFGZ[IJ�HCiESIME�jCS�BQEOE�RESOCLOPGBQCNB�SElNGSGLM�ILK�HCNLBK�jGLILHGIJ�HCLBSGXNBGCL\mJIGLBGjjO�GLGBGIBEF�BQGO�IHBGCL�GL�BQE�]JIDEFI�[CNLBK�dNRESGCS[CNSB\�nQEK�OCNMQB�SEJGEj�CL�BQEGS�CPL�XEQIJj�ILF�CL�XEQIJjCj�I�HJIOO�Cj�OGDGJISJK�oppq�OGBNIBEF�DEFGHIJJK�GLFGMELB�IFNJBSEOGFELBO�Cj�]JIDEFI�[CNLBK\�nQE�CLJK�LIDEF�FEjELFILBOPESE�BQE�dBIBE�Cj�[IJGjCSLGIf�BQE�rGSEHBCS�Cj�BQE�rERISBDELBCj�sEIJBQ�dESiGHEOf�ILF�BQE�[CNLBK�Cj�]JIDEFI\tL�BQE�HCDRJIGLB�jCS�FEHJISIBCSK�ILF�GLuNLHBGiE�SEJGEjfRJIGLBGjjO�OCNMQB�IL�GLuNLHBGCL�HCDREJJGLM�BQE�OBIBE�BCSEOBCSE�YEFGZ[IJ�EJGMGXGJGBK�BC�DEFGHIJJK�GLFGMELB�IFNJBOCS�BC�SEGDXNSOE�BQE�[CNLBK�Cj�]JIDEFI�jCS�BQE�HCOB�CjRSCiGFGLM�QEIJBQ�HISE�BC�BQCOE�RESOCLO\�nQEK�IJOC�RSIKEF�jCSI�FEHJISIBGCL�BQIB�BQE�BSILOjES�Cj�SEORCLOGXGJGBK�jSCD�BQE�OBIBEZjGLILHEF�YEFGZ�[IJ�RSCMSID�BC�BQE�HCNLBGEO�PGBQCNB�IFElNIBESEGDXNSOEDELB�iGCJIBEF�BQE�[IJGjCSLGI�[CLOBGBNBGCL\T]B�BQE�BGDE�RJIGLBGjjO�GLGBGIBEF�BQEGS�IHBGCL�LEGBQES�]JIDEFI[CNLBKf�LCS�ILK�CBQES�HCNLBK�CS�JCHIJ�IMELHKf�QIF�jGJEFI�SEGDXNSOEDELB�HJIGD�PGBQ�BQE�[CDDGOOGCL�CL�dBIBEYILFIBEO�a[CDDGOOGCLe\bvQEBQES�iGEPEF�IO�IL�IHBGCL�OEEwGLM�SEOBCSIBGCL�Cj�YEFGZ[IJXELEjGBOf�CLE�BC�HCDREJ�OBIBE�SEGDXNSOEDELB�Cj�HCNLBK�HCOBOfCS�CLE�jCS�FEHJISIBCSK�SEJGEjf�BQESEjCSEf�BQE�IHBGCL�SElNGSEF�IFEBESDGLIBGCL�BQIB�BQE�ELIHBDELB�Cj�]̂ �̀UU�HSEIBEF�I�OBIBEDILFIBE�PGBQGL�BQE�HCLBEDRJIBGCL�Cj�OEHBGCL�h\�xLJK�NRCLSEOCJNBGCL�Cj�BQIB�GOONE�jIiCSIXJK�BC�RJIGLBGjjO�PCNJF�BQE�OBIBEQIiE�IL�CXJGMIBGCL�BC�SEGDXNSOE�BQE�HCNLBK�jCS�GBO�GLHSEIOEFEyRELOE�ILF�OQGjB�I�RCSBGCL�Cj�GBO�IRRSCRSGIBGCL�JGDGBf�CS�BCSEGLOBIBE�YEFGZ[IJ�XELEjGBO�jCS�RJIGLBGjjO�ILF�BQE�HJIOO�BQEKOEEw�BC�SERSEOELB\nQE�MSIiIDEL�Cj�BQE�IHBGCL�GOf�BQESEjCSEf�ELjCSHEDELB�CjOEHBGCL�h\W�oppz{{{�|}~������}���~����������{{{����������}��tL�TUV�f�IJDCOB�jGiE�KEISO�IjBES�BQE�IFCRBGCL�Cj�ISBGHJE�ttt�̂f�BQE��EMGOJIBNSE�ELIHBEF�HCDRSEQELOGiE�IFDGLGOBSIBGiERSCHEFNSEO�jCS�SEOCJNBGCL�Cj�HJIGDO�ISGOGLM�CNB�Cj�OEHBGCLh\�a��T̀g��\e�nQE��EMGOJIBNSE�FGF�OC�XEHINOE�BQE�IXOELHE

Cj�I�NLGjCSD�RSCHEFNSE�QIF�SEONJBEF�GL�GLHCLOGOBELB�SNJGLMOCL�BQE�EyGOBELHE�Cj�OBIBE�DILFIBEOf�NLLEHEOOISK�JGBGMIBGCLfSEGDXNSOEDELB�FEJIKOf�ILFf�IRRISELBJKf�SEONJBILB�NLHESBIGLBGEOGL�IHHCDDCFIBGLM�SEGDXNSOEDELB�SElNGSEDELBO�GL�BQEXNFMEBISK�RSCHEOO\�nQE�LEHEOOGBK�jCS�BQE�JEMGOJIBGCL�PIOEyRJIGLEF�GL�OEHBGCL�T̀g����nQE��EMGOJIBNSE�jGLFO�ILF�FEHJISEO�BQIB�BQE�EyGOBGLM�OKOBEDjCS�SEGDXNSOGLM�JCHIJ�IMELHGEO�ILF�OHQCCJ�FGOBSGHBO�jCS�BQEHCOBO�Cj�OBIBEZ�DILFIBEF�JCHIJ�RSCMSIDO�QIO�LCB�RSCiGFEF�jCSBQE�EjjEHBGiE�FEBESDGLIBGCL�Cj�BQE�OBIBE�O�SEORCLOGXGJGBGEO�NLFESdEHBGCL�h�Cj�]SBGHJE��ttt�̂�Cj�BQE�[IJGjCSLGI�[CLOBGBNBGCL\nQE��EMGOJIBNSE�jGLFO�ILF�FEHJISEO�BQIB�BQE�jIGJNSE�Cj�BQEEyGOBGLM�RSCHEOO�BC�IFElNIBEJK�ILF�HCLOGOBELBJK�SEOCJiE�BQEHCDRJEy�JEMIJ�lNEOBGCLO�GLiCJiEF�GL�BQE�FEBESDGLIBGCL�CjOBIBEZDILFIBEF�HCOBO�QIO�JEF�BC�IL�GLHSEIOGLM�SEJGILHE�XK�JCHIJIMELHGEO�ILF�OHQCCJ�FGOBSGHBO�CL�BQE�uNFGHGISK�ILFf�BQESEjCSEf�GLCSFES�BC�SEJGEiE�NLLEHEOOISK�HCLMEOBGCL�Cj�BQE�uNFGHGIJ�OKOBEDf������������������������������� ������¡ �� ������¢�£¤���¥���¦����§���̈�¦�©̈���ª«̈¦����¤�¦�����������¦�¢��¬�¦��§����¥¥����¬���������¥�����¤¬��§�¦��¢̈�����¬���� ������������¥�����ª���¦���¦�¤���¤�¢��§����®̄�atBIJGHO�IFFEF\etL�RISB�̀�Cj�FGiGOGCL���Cj�BGBJE�b�Cj�BQE�°CiESLDELB[CFEf��dBIBEZYILFIBEF�[COBOf̄�PQGHQ�HCDDELHEO�PGBQOEHBGCL�T̀g��f�BQE��EMGOJIBNSE�HSEIBEF�BQE�[CDDGOOGCL�a�T̀gbgef�BC�IFuNFGHIBE�FGORNBEO�CiES�BQE�EyGOBELHE�Cj�IOBIBEZDILFIBEF�RSCMSID�a���T̀ggTf�T̀gg̀e�ILF�BC�IFCRBRSCHEFNSEO�jCS�ONXDGOOGCL�ILF�IFuNFGHIBGCL�Cj�SEGDXNSOEDELBHJIGDO�a��T̀ggWe\�nQE�jGiEZDEDXES�[CDDGOOGCL�GLHJNFEO�BQE[CLBSCJJESf�BQE�nSEIONSESf�BQE�rGSEHBCS�Cj�±GLILHEf�BQE�rGSEHBCSCj�BQE�xjjGHE�Cj�mJILLGLM�ILF�cEOEISHQf�ILF�I�RNXJGH�DEDXESEyRESGELHEF�GL�RNXJGH�jGLILHE\�a��T̀gbg\enQE�JEMGOJIBGCL�EOBIXJGOQEO�I�BEOBZHJIGD�RSCHEFNSE�BCEyREFGBGCNOJK�SEOCJiE�FGORNBEO�IjjEHBGLM�DNJBGRJE�IMELHGEO�a�T̀gg�ef��EOBIXJGOQEO�BQE�DEBQCF�Cj�opp²�RIKDELB�Cj�HJIGDOa���T̀ggVf�T̀ghTef�ILF�HSEIBEO�SERCSBGLM�RSCHEFNSEO�PQGHQELIXJE�BQE��EMGOJIBNSE�BC�XNFMEB�IFElNIBE�jNLFO�BC�DEEB�BQEEyRELOE�Cj�OBIBE�DILFIBEO�a���T̀ghbf�T̀h��f�T̀hTbf�ONXF\aIe\emNSONILB�BC�RSCHEFNSEO�PQGHQ�BQE�[CDDGOOGCL�PIOINBQCSG³EF�BC�EOBIXJGOQ�a��T̀ggWef�JCHIJ�IMELHGEOg�ILF�OHQCCJFGOBSGHBOh�ISE�BC�jGJE�HJIGDO�jCS�SEGDXNSOEDELB�Cj�OBIBEZDILFIBEF�HCOBO�PGBQ�BQE�[CDDGOOGCL�a���T̀ggTf�T̀gh�ef�ILFSEGDXNSOEDELB�GO�BC�XE�RSCiGFEF�CLJK�BQSCNMQ�BQGO�OBIBNBCSKRSCHEFNSE\�a���T̀gg�f�T̀ggb\e
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BCD�EFGHI�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�NOPFJ�EFODQ�RCFNC�POODSDH�ICPI�P�HIPIDJPMQPID�CPH�KDDM�NGDPIDQ�LMQDG�P�HIPILID�TG�DUDNLIFVD�TGQDGFH�IGDPIDQ�PH�P�WIDHI�NOPFJXY�Z[�\]̂_\X̀�a�bLKOFN�CDPGFMS�JLHIKD�CDOQ�bGTJbIOc�TM�PMc�IDHI�NOPFJX�aI�ICD�CDPGFMS�TM�P�IDHINOPFJ�TG�TM�PMc�TICDG�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�NOPFJd�DVFQDMND�JPc�KDbGDHDMIDQ�MTI�TMOc�Kc�ICD�NOPFJPMId�KLI�POHT�Kc�ICD�eDbPGIJDMITE�fFMPMND�PMQ�PMc�TICDG�QDbPGIJDMI�TG�PSDMNc�bTIDMIFPOOcPEEDNIDQ�Kc�ICD�NOPFJX�Z[�\]̂ ĝX̀�aMc�FMIDGDHIDQ�TGSPMFhPIFTMTG�FMQFVFQLPO�JPc�bPGIFNFbPID�FM�ICD�CDPGFMSX�Z[�\]̂^̂X̀a�OTNPO�PSDMNc�EFOFMS�P�IDHI�NOPFJ�MDDQ�MTI�EFGHI�DUbDMQHLJH�IT�NTJbOc�RFIC�ICD�POODSDQ�HIPID�JPMQPIDd�KLIJPc�KPHD�FIH�NOPFJ�TM�DHIFJPIDQ�NTHIHX�Z[�\]̂^̂X̀�BCDiTJJFHHFTM�JLHI�QDIDGJFMD�KTIC�RCDICDG�P�HIPID�JPMQPIDDUFHIH�PMQd�FE�HTd�ICD�PJTLMI�IT�KD�GDFJKLGHDQ�IT�OTNPOPSDMNFDH�PMQ�HNCTTO�QFHIGFNIHd�PQTbIFMS�WbPGPJDIDGH�PMQSLFQDOFMDHY�ETG�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�TE�PMc�NOPFJH�GDOPIFMS�ITICPI�HIPILID�TG�DUDNLIFVD�TGQDGX�Z[�\]̂ ]̂X̀�jGTNDQLGDH�ETGQDIDGJFMFMS�RCDICDG�OTNPO�PSDMNFDH�CPVD�PNCFDVDQ�HIPILITGFOcPLICTGFhDQ�NTHI�HPVFMSH�PMQ�ETG�TEEHDIIFMS�ICDHD�HPVFMSHPSPFMHI�GDFJKLGHDJDMIH�PGD�POHT�bGTVFQDQX�Z[�\]k_l�DIHDmX̀�fFMPOOcd�nLQFNFPO�GDVFDR�TE�ICD�iTJJFHHFTM�QDNFHFTM�FHPVPFOPKOD�ICGTLSC�bDIFIFTM�ETG�RGFI�TE�JPMQPID�EFODQ�bLGHLPMIIT� iTQD�TE�iFVFO�jGTNDQLGD�HDNIFTM�\lopX̂X�Z[�\]̂ ôX̀BCD�ODSFHOPIFVD�HNCDJD�FH�MTI�OFJFIDQ�IT�DHIPKOFHCFMS�ICDNOPFJH�bGTNDQLGDd�CTRDVDGX�qI�POHT�NTMIDJbOPIDH�GDbTGIFMSIT�ICD�rDSFHOPILGD�PMQ�IT�QDbPGIJDMIH�PMQ�PSDMNFDH�TE�ICDHIPID�RCFNC�CPVD�GDHbTMHFKFOFIFDH�GDOPIDQ�IT�ELMQFMS�HIPIDJPMQPIDHd�KLQSDI�bOPMMFMSd�PMQ�bPcJDMIX�BCD�bPGPJDIDGH�PMQSLFQDOFMDH�PQTbIDQ�Kc�ICD�iTJJFHHFTM�JLHI�KD�HLKJFIIDQ�ITICD�iTMIGTOODGd�RCT�FH�IT�bPc�HLKHDmLDMI�NOPFJH�PGFHFMS�TLI�TEICD�JPMQPIDX�Z[�\]̂ ŝX̀�tUDNLIFVD�TGQDGH�JPMQPIFMS�NTHIH�PGDIT�KD�PNNTJbPMFDQ�Kc�PM�PbbGTbGFPIFTMH�uvvv�KFOO�IT�NTVDGICD�NTHIH�FE�ICD�NTHIH�PGD�MTI�FMNOLQDQ�FM�ICD�KLQSDI�KFOOd�PMQFM�HLKHDmLDMI�cDPGH�ICD�NTHIH�JLHI�KD�FMNOLQDQ�FM�ICD�KLQSDIKFOOX�Z[�\]̂k\d�HLKQHX�ZP̀�w�ZK̀X̀�xDSLOPG�GDVFDR�TE�ICD�NTHIHFH�IT�KD�JPQD�Kc�ICD�rDSFHOPIFVD�aMPOcHId�RCT�JLHI�GDbTGI�ITICD�rDSFHOPILGD�PMQ�GDNTJJDMQ�RCDICDG�ICD�JPMQPID�HCTLOQKD�NTMIFMLDQX�Z[�\]̂k_X̀�BCD�iTJJFHHFTM�FH�POHT�GDmLFGDQIT�JPyD�HDJFPMMLPO�GDbTGIH�IT�ICD�rDSFHOPILGD�TE�ICD�MLJKDGTE�JPMQPIDH�ETLMQ�PMQ�ICD�DHIFJPIDQ�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�NTHI�ITICD�HIPIDX�Z[�\]kllX̀�BCD�rDSFHOPILGD�JLHI�ICDM�PQTbI�P�WOTNPOSTVDGMJDMI�NOPFJH�KFOOXY�qE�ICPI�KFOO�QTDH�MTI�FMNOLQD�ELMQFMSETG�P�HIPID�JPMQPIDd�PM�PEEDNIDQ�OTNPO�PSDMNc�TG�HNCTTO�QFHIGFNIJPc�HDDy�P�QDNOPGPIFTM�EGTJ�ICD�HLbDGFTG�NTLGI�ETG�ICD�iTLMIcTE�zPNGPJDMIT�ICPI�ICD�JPMQPID�FH�LMDMETGNDPKODd�PMQ�PMFMnLMNIFTM�PSPFMHI�DMETGNDJDMIX�Z[�\]k\_X̀

aQQFIFTMPO�bGTNDQLGDHd�DMPNIDQ�FM�\oŝd�NGDPID�P�HcHIDJTE�HIPID{JPMQPID�PbbTGIFTMJDMIH�IT�ELMQ�GDFJKLGHDJDMIX�Z[\]k\̂�DI�HDmX̀Z\̀�qI�FH�PbbPGDMI�EGTJ�ICD�NTJbGDCDMHFVD�MPILGD�TE�ICFHODSFHOPIFVD�HNCDJDd�PMQ�EGTJ�ICD�rDSFHOPILGD|H�DUbGDHHDQFMIDMId�ICPI�ICD�DUNOLHFVD�GDJDQc�ETG�P�NOPFJDQ�VFTOPIFTMTE�HDNIFTM�k�OFDH�FM�ICDHD�bGTNDQLGDHX�BCD�HIPILIDH�NGDPIDPM�PQJFMFHIGPIFVD�ETGLJ�ETG�GDHTOLIFTM�TE�HIPID�JPMQPIDNOPFJHd�PMQ�DHIPKOFHCDH�bGTNDQLGDH�RCFNC�DUFHI�ETG�ICD�DUbGDHHbLGbTHD�TE�PVTFQFMS�JLOIFbOD�bGTNDDQFMSHd�nLQFNFPO�PMQPQJFMFHIGPIFVDd�PQQGDHHFMS�ICD�HPJD�NOPFJ�ICPI�P�GDFJKLGHPKODHIPID�JPMQPID�CPH�KDDM�NGDPIDQX�BCD�HIPILITGc�HNCDJD�POHTQDHFSMPIDH�ICD�zPNGPJDMIT�iTLMIc�zLbDGFTG�iTLGI�PH�ICDVDMLD�ETG�nLQFNFPO�PNIFTMH�IT�QDNOPGD�LMELMQDQ�JPMQPIDHFMVPOFQ�Z[�\]k\_̀XBCD�ODSFHOPIFVD�FMIDMI�FH�NODPGOc�HIPIDQ�FM�HDNIFTM�\]̂ll}�WqI�FHICD�FMIDMI�TE�ICD�rDSFHOPILGD�FM�DMPNIFMS�ICFH�bPGI�IT�bGTVFQDETG�ICD�FJbODJDMIPIFTM�TE�zDNIFTM�k�TE�aGIFNOD�~qqq���TEICD�iPOFETGMFP�iTMHIFILIFTM�PMQ�IT�NTMHTOFQPID�ICD�bGTNDQLGDHETG�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�TE�HIPILIDH�HbDNFEFDQ�FM�ICD�xDVDMLD�PMQBPUPIFTM�iTQD�RFIC�ICTHD�FQDMIFEFDQ�FM�ICD�iTMHIFILIFTMX�XXXYaMQ�HDNIFTM�\]̂ l̂�HIPIDH}�WxDFJKLGHDJDMI�TE�OTNPO�PSDMNFDHPMQ�HNCTTO�QFHIGFNIH�ETG�NTHIH�JPMQPIDQ�Kc�ICD�HIPID�HCPOO�KDbGTVFQDQ�bLGHLPMI�IT�ICFH�NCPbIDGXYfFMPOOcd�HDNIFTM�\]̂ _̂�bGTVFQDH}�WBCFH�NCPbIDG�HCPOO�bGTVFQD���������������������������������Kc�RCFNC�P�OTNPO�PSDMNc�TGHNCTTO�QFHIGFNI�JPc�NOPFJ�GDFJKLGHDJDMI�ETG�NTHIH�JPMQPIDQKc�ICD�HIPID�PH�GDmLFGDQ�Kc�zDNIFTM�k�TE�aGIFNOD�~qqq���TE�ICDiPOFETGMFP�iTMHIFILIFTMXY�ZqIPOFNH�PQQDQX̀qM�HCTGId�ICD�rDSFHOPILGD�CPH�NGDPIDQ�RCPI�FH�NODPGOc�FMIDMQDQIT�KD�P�NTJbGDCDMHFVD�PMQ�DUNOLHFVD�bGTNDQLGD�Kc�RCFNC�ITFJbODJDMI�PMQ�DMETGND�HDNIFTM�kX�uvv���������������Z_̀�jOPFMIFEEH�PGSLDQd�PMQ�ICD�iTLGI�TE�abbDPO�PSGDDQd�ICPIICD�DUFHIDMND�TE�PM�PQJFMFHIGPIFVD�GDJDQc�Kc�RCFNC�PEEDNIDQOTNPO�PSDMNFDH�NTLOQ�DMETGND�ICDFG�GFSCI�LMQDG�HDNIFTM�k�ITGDFJKLGHDJDMI�ETG�ICD�NTHI�TE�HIPID�JPMQPIDH�QFQ�MTI�KPG�ICFHPNIFTM�KDNPLHD�ICD�PQJFMFHIGPIFVD�GDJDQc�FH�PVPFOPKOD�TMOc�ITOTNPO�PSDMNFDH�PMQ�HNCTTO�QFHIGFNIHXBCD�iTLGI�TE�abbDPO�GDNTSMFhDQ�ICPI�ICD�QDNFHFTM�TE�ICDiTLMIc�TE�aOPJDQPd�RCFNC�CPQ�MTI�EFODQ�P�NOPFJ�ETGGDFJKLGHDJDMI�PI�ICD�IFJD�ICD�NTJbOPFMI�RPH�EFODQd�RPH�PQFHNGDIFTMPGc�QDNFHFTM�RCFNC�bOPFMIFEEH�NTLOQ�MTI�NCPOODMSDX
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BCDEE�FG�HIEJ�KLMNO�HG�P�QG�RIG�BSTUVW�SSX�YZ[\�V]̂_V]U_�VS]̀VSS�aXV�b\�V]cde� fghFLi�FG�QMjkIE�BSUclW�lVYZ[\mnn\op�U]̂_�U]U�a S]o�YZ[\qnrs\�̂cVde�QOgjkIE�FG�RgjtIu�HIEJ�KLMNO�BSUVlW�l]]�YZ[\mnn\lp�XTV_�̂]V�aSU�YZ[\qnrs\VVTde� vhhgIjj�FG�fDwLigIi�RIDij�BSUV]W�ST]�YZ[\mnn\lp�TUX_TUc�a �̂YZ[\qnrs\�SSVd\W�xyz�{|}sr�{|~{[}pzp_�y|�z�zs_�ryZrn}�[�{�n|[�{��Z~p�nsZ{r�{Z[�~z{z���r��sz�}�szp�ryZr�n[Z�~r����yZ�z�Z�sz�zp���|s�z~�|s{z�z~r�|���z{r�|~�V��~pznz~pz~r�|�ryz��rZr}r|s��ns|{zp}sz\xyz�s��yr��~�|[�zp_�y|�z�zs_����Z�s��yr����z~����ryzY|~�r�r}r�|~�r|�[|{Z[�Z�z~{�z�_�~|r��~p���p}Z[��z�ryzs�Z�rZ�nZ�zs��|s�sz{�n�z~r��|���|�zs~�z~r��z~z��r��Z~p��zs��{z�\�z{r�|~�V�ns|��pz��ryZr�ryz���rZrz��yZ[[�ns|��pz�Z��}��z~r�|~�|��}~p��jI�iLg��DikL�GGG�hINMh�JIFLiE�LEjk�\\\\��B�rZ[�{��Zppzp\Wxyz�Zp��~��rsZr��z�sz�zp��{szZrzp����ryz��z���[Zr}sz���Zpz�}Zrz�r|��}[[����n[z�z~r��z{r�|~�V\�xyZr�m[Z�zpZ�Y|}~r�p�p�~|r���[z�Z�sz���}s�z�z~r�{[Z���p|z��~|r�z�rZ�[��y�ryZr�ryzz~�|s{z�z~r�sz�zp������~Zpz�}Zrz\�m~��|��ryz�̂T�{|}~r�z��Z���szz�r|���[z�Z�{[Z��_�Z~p�|ryzs�{|}~r�z��p�p��|\�xyz�rz�r{[Z������~|���z�|sz�ryz�Y|}sr�|��mnnzZ[\�xyz�Zp��~��rsZr��zns|{zp}sz�yZ��|nzsZrzp�Z���~rz~pzp\xyz��z���[Zr}sz�yZ��ryz�Z}ry|s�r��r|�z�rZ�[��y�ns|{zp}sz��|s�ryz���n[z�z~rZr�|~�|��[|{Z[�Z�z~{��s��yr��}~pzs��z{r�|~V\��~[z���ryz�z�zs{��z�|��Z�{|~�r�r}r�|~Z[�s��yr����}~p}[�sz�rs�{rzp_�ryz�{|}sr��}�r�[���r�z~�|s{z�z~r�r|�ryz�ns|{zp}sz�z�rZ�[��yzp����ryz��z���[Zr}sz\�B �LIwhL�FG�QLkjLiE��giHgELk���ENG�BSÛXW�Xl�YZ[\lp�VlS_�Voc�a lVT�b\lp�clodeROLkELt�FG�KtiM��BSUX]W�Ŝ�YZ[\lp�XV]_�XVo�a S]Sb\lp�SS]Vde� RIDEjt�Iu�RIEjiM�RIkjM�FG�fjMjL�Iu�RMhguIiEgMBSUTVW�Scc�YZ[\mnn\op�Vl_�ĉ�a lll�YZ[\qnrs\�ĉ]d\Wb[Z�~r������Zs�}�z~r�ryZr�ryz���}�r��z�nzs��rrzp�r|�z~�|s{z�z{r�|~�V�Z���~p���p}Z[���z{Z}�z�ryz�s�s��yr�r|�Zpz�}Zrz�yzZ[ry{Zsz��zs��{z��yZ���zz~�{|�ns|���zp����ryz��Z�[}sz�|��ryz��rZrzr|�sz���}s�z�ryz�{|}~r���|s�ryz�{|�r������|���zs��{z��r|�zp�{Z[[���~p��z~r�Zp}[r�����}~nzs�}Z���z\�b[Z�~r�������~rzsz�r_Z[ry|}�y�nsz���~�_�����~p�sz{r�Z~p�p|z��~|r�p���zs��s|��ryz�~rzsz�r�|��ryz�n}�[�{�Zr�[Zs�z��~�ryz���~Z~{�Z[�n[��yr�|��[|{Z[�|�zs~�z~r\�m[ry|}�y�ryz��Z�����|s�ryz�{[Z���ryZr�ryz��rZrz�}�r�sz���}s�z�ryz�{|}~r���|s��r��{|�r��|��ns|��p�~��ryz�{ZszryZr��Z���|s�zs[��Z�Z�[Z�[z�r|�n[Z�~r�����}~pzs��zp�̀YZ[����ryZrm��cUU�{szZrzp�Z��rZrz��Z~pZrz_�n[Z�~r�����yZ�z�~|�s��yr�r|yZ�z�Z~��sz���}s�z�z~r�z�nz~pzp��|s�yzZ[ry�{Zsz��zs��{z��|�

Z~����~p\��|ry�~���~�Zsr�{[z��������|s�|ryzs�ns|����|~�|��[Z�{|~rs|[��ryz�{|}~r����z�nz~p�r}sz�|��ryz��}~p��n[Z�~r�����{[Z���}�r��z�nZ�p�r|�ryz�{|}~r�\�x|�ryz�{|~rsZs�_��z{r�|~�SĉVo���z��ryz�[|{Z[�Z�z~{��{|�n[zrz�p��{szr�|~��~�ryz�z�nz~p�r}sz|���}~p��sz{z��zp�n}s�}Z~r�r|��z{r�|~�V_�ns|��p�~����m~��}~p��sz{z��zp����Z�[|{Z[�Z�z~{��|s��{y||[�p��rs�{r�n}s�}Z~rr|�ryz�ns|����|~��|��ry���{yZnrzs��Z���z�}�zp��|s�Z~��n}�[�{n}sn|�z\�xyz�sz[�z��n[Z�~r������zz���~�ryz�s�nsZ�zs��|s��rZrzsz���}s�z�z~r�|��{|}~r��z�nz~�z����_��~�ryz�z~p_�ZszZ[[|{Zr�|~�|���z~zsZ[�sz�z~}z���zr�zz~�ryz��rZrz�Z~p�ryz{|}~r�\��z�ryzs�n}�[�{�n|[�{��~|s�nsZ{r�{Z[�~z{z���r��{|�nz[�{szZr�|~�|��Z� }p�{�Z[�sz�zp������y�{y��~p���p}Z[���Z�z~�|s{z�ryz�s��yr�|��ryz�{|}~r��r|��}{y�sz�z~}z�\�xyz�z���[Zr}sz�yZ��z�rZ�[��yzp�Z�ns|{zp}sz�����y�{y�ryz�{|}~r��Z��{[Z���Z~��sz�z~}z��r|��y�{y��r��z[�z�z���r����z~r�r[zp�}~pzs�z{r�|~�V\�xyZr�rz�r̀{[Z����rZr}rz�z�nsz��[��ns|��pz��ryZr�~|r|~[��ryz�{[Z��Z~r_��}r�Z[�|��Z~��|ryzs��~rzsz�rzp�|s�Z~�¡Zr�|~|s��~p���p}Z[��Z��nZsr�{�nZrz���~�ryz�yzZs�~���z�|sz�ryzY|������|~�B¢�Sĉ^̂W�Zr��y�{y�ryz�s��yr�r|�sz���}s�z�z~r|��ryz�{|�r��|���}{y��Z~pZrz����r|��z�pzrzs��~zp\�bs|{zp}sz��|s�sz{z���~��Z~��{[Z�����}�r��ns|��pz��|s�nsz�z~rZr�|~�|�z��pz~{z����ryz�{[Z��Z~r_�ryz�£znZsr�z~r�|��¤�~Z~{z�Z~p�Z~�|ryzs�Z��z{rzp�pznZsr�z~r�|s�Z�z~{�_�ME¥�MEt�IjOLi�gEjLiLkjL¥wLikIEG��B¢�Sĉ ô\��rZ[�{��Zppzp\W��z�ryzs�ryz�{|}~r��~|s�Z~�~rzsz�rzp��~p���p}Z[������ry|}r�Z~�|nn|sr}~�r��r|��z�yzZsp|~�ryz�z��}z�r�|~�\�xyz�z�ns|{zp}sz��Zsz��|ry�Zpz�}Zrz�Z~pz�{[}���z\cxyz�Z[rzs~Zr��z�sz[�z��n[Z�~r������zz�¦sz�~�rZrz�z~r�r|��zp�̀YZ[�nz~p�~���}sryzs�Z{r�|~����ryz��rZrz¦���~|r�Z�sz�zp�Z�Z�[Z�[z�}~pzs�ryz��rZr}rz_�Z~p�ry}�����~|r�|~z��y�{y�ry���{|}sr�Z��Z�Zsp\�xyz�sz�zp���|s�ryz��Z�[}sz�r|��}~p�Z�ns|�sZ����Z�pz{[ZsZr�|~�ryZr�ryz��Z~pZrz����}~z~�|s{zZ�[z\�xyZr�sz[�z����Z�Z�[Z�[z�|~[��Z�rzs�ryz�Y|������|~�yZ��pzrzs��~zp�ryZr�Z�Z~pZrz�z���r�����§�Z~p�ryz��z���[Zr}sz�yZ���Z�[zp�r|��~{[}pzryz�{|�r��~�Z�[|{Z[��|�zs~�z~r�{[Z������[[_�Z~p�|~[��|~�nzr�r�|~���ryz�{|}~r�\�B¢�ScVSl\WT�|sz|�zs_�ryz� }p�{�Z[�sz�zp��Znns|�zp����ryz�Y|}sr�|�mnnzZ[�nzs��r��sz�|[}r�|~�|��ryz����}z��sZ��zp��~�Z��rZrz�Z~pZrz�{[Z�����ry|}r�ryz�nZsr�{�nZr�|~�|��ry|�z�|���{zs�Z~p��~p���p}Z[��ryz��z���[Zr}sz�pzz���~z{z��Zs��r|�Z��}[[Z~p��Z�s�z�n|��r�|~�Z~p�sz�|[}r�|~�|��ryz����}z�\��z�ryzsryz�Y|~rs|[[zs�~|s�ryz�£�sz{r|s�|��¤�~Z~{z��Z��~Z�zp�Zpz�z~pZ~r��~�ry���Z{r�|~\�xyz�xszZ�}szs�Z~p�ryz�£�sz{r|s�|��ryz�̈��{z�|��b[Z~~�~��Z~p�qz�zZs{y�p�p�~|r�nZsr�{�nZrz\�m[[�|�ryz�z�|���{zs���|}[p�yZ�z��zz~��~�|[�zp��~�pzrzs��~�~��ryz
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BCDEFGHI�JE�KDKLDME�HN�FOD�PHKKGEEGHIQ�JE�RHCST�FOD�UCLSGVKDKLDM�HN�FOD�PHKKGEEGHIW�XOD�YCTGVGJS�UMHVDTCMDE�RDMDIHF�DBCGZJSDIF�FH�FOD�UCLSGV�ODJMGI[�MDBCGMDT�HI�FDEF�VSJGKELDNHMD�FOD�PHKKGEEGHI�L\�EDVFGHI�]̂___W�XODMDNHMDQ�HFODMJNNDVFDT�TDUJMFKDIFEQ�HM[JIG̀JFGHIEQ�JIT�GITGZGTCJSE�OJT�IHHUUHMFCIGF\�FH�LD�ODJMTWabGIJSS\Q�EGIVD�J�TDFDMKGIJFGHI�FOJF�J�EFJFD�KJITJFD�OJE�LDDIVMDJFDT�GI�J�YCTGVGJS�UMHVDDTGI[�MJFODM�FOJI�HID�LDNHMD�FODPHKKGEEGHI�THDE�IHF�FMG[[DM�FOD�UMHVDTCMDE�NHM�VMDJFGI[UJMJKDFDME�JIT�[CGTDSGIDE�NHM�UJ\KDIF�HN�VSJGKEQ�HM�NHMGIVSCEGHI�HN�DEFGKJFDT�VHEFE�GI�FOD�EFJFD�LCT[DFQ�FODMD�GE�IHEHCMVD�HN�NCITE�JZJGSJLSD�NHM�VHKUSGJIVD�RGFO�FOD�YCTGVGJSTDVGEGHI�HFODM�FOJI�FOD�JUUMHUMGJFGHIE�NHM�FOD�cDUJMFKDIFHN�dDJSFO�eDMZGVDEW�fJ\KDIF�NMHK�FOHED�NCITE�VJI�HIS\�LDJF�FOD�DgUDIED�HN�JIHFODM�UMH[MJK�ROGVO�FOD�TDUJMFKDIFGE�HLSG[JFDT�FH�NCITW�hH�UCLSGV�UHSGV\�ECUUHMFEQ�SDF�JSHIDMDBCGMDEQ�FOGE�MDECSFWXOD�ECUDMGHM�VHCMF�JVFDT�UMHUDMS\�GI�TGEKGEEGI[�FOGE�JVFGHIWXOD�YCT[KDIF�HN�FOD�PHCMF�HN�iUUDJS�GE�MDZDMEDTWjCVJEQ�PW�kWQ�fJIDSSGQ�kWQ�lDIIJMTQ�kWQ�JIT�iMJLGJIQ�kWQVHIVCMMDTWmnopqqrnst�uvw�TGEEDIFW�bHM�IGID�\DJME�FOD�jD[GESJFCMD�OJE�TDNGDT�FODKJITJFD�HN�JMFGVSD�xwww�y�HN�FOD�PJSGNHMIGJ�PHIEFGFCFGHIzODMDJNFDM�JMFGVSD�xwww�y{W�dJZGI[�FMJIENDMMDT�MDEUHIEGLGSGF\NHM�FOD�VJMD�HN�KDTGVJSS\�GITG[DIF�JTCSFE�z|wi}E{�FH�VHCIF\[HZDMIKDIFEQ�FOD�jD[GESJFCMD�OJE�NJGSDT�FH�UMHZGTD�FODVHCIFGDE�RGFO�ECNNGVGDIF�KHID\�FH�KDDF�FOGE�MDEUHIEGLGSGF\Q\DF�FOD�~����jD[GESJFCMD�VHKUCFDE�GFE�HRI�JUUMHUMGJFGHIESGKGF�JE�GN�GF�NCSS\�NCITDT�FOD�UMH[MJKW�XOD�KJYHMGF\QOHRDZDMQ�TDVSGIDE�FH�MDKDT\�FOGE�ZGHSJFGHI�LDVJCEDQ�GF�EJ\EQFOD�UDMEHIE�KHEF�TGMDVFS\�OJMKDT�L\�FOD�ZGHSJFGHI�FODKDTGVJSS\�GITG[DIF�ROH�JMD�TDIGDT�JTDBCJFD�ODJSFO�VJMD�OJZD�IH�EFJITGI[�FH�MJGED�FOD�KJFFDMW�w�TGEJ[MDDQ�JIT�RGSSTDKHIEFMJFD�FOJF�z]{�USJGIFGNNE�OJZD�EFJITGI[�JE�VGFG̀DIE�FHEDD��J�TDVSJMJFHM\�YCT[KDIF�FH�TDFDMKGID�RODFODM�FOD�EFJFD�GEVHKUS\GI[�RGFO�GFE�VHIEFGFCFGHIJS�TCF\�CITDM�JMFGVSD�xwww�y�z�{�FOD�VMDJFGHI�HN�JI�JTKGIGEFMJFGZD�MDKDT\�RODMDL\�VHCIFGDEJIT�SHVJS�TGEFMGVFE�VJI�DINHMVD�JMFGVSD�xwww�y�THDE�IHF�TDUMGZDFOD�VGFG̀DIM\�HN�GFE�HRI�GITDUDITDIF�MG[OF�FH�DINHMVD�FOJFUMHZGEGHI��JIT�z�{�DZDI�GN�USJGIFGNNE�SJV�DT�EFJITGI[Q�HCM�MDVDIFTDVGEGHI�GI� ����������������������z]aa]{�_��PJSW�T����

� �̂a�PJSW�UFMW����Q���̂�fW�T�]�����UDMKGFE�CE�FH�MDJVO�JITMDEHSZD�JI\�EG[IGNGVJIF�GEECD�TDVGTDT�L\�FOD�PHCMF�HN�iUUDJSJIT�NCSS\�LMGDNDT�JIT�JM[CDT�ODMDW�w�VHIVSCTD�FOJF�RD�EOHCSTMDJVO�FOD�KDMGFE�HN�FOD�JUUDJSW�I�FOD�KDMGFEQ�w�VHIVSCTD�FOJF�FOD�EFJFD�OJE�IHF�VHKUSGDTRGFO�GFE�VHIEFGFCFGHIJS�HLSG[JFGHI�CITDM�JMFGVSD�xwww�yW�XHUMDZDIF�FOD�EFJFD�NMHK�JZHGTGI[�FOD�EUDITGI[�SGKGFE�GKUHEDTL\�JMFGVSD�xwww�yQ�EDVFGHI���HN�FOJF�JMFGVSD�UMHOGLGFE�FODEFJFD�NMHK�FMJIENDMMGI[�UMDZGHCES\�EFJFD�NGIJIVDT�UMH[MJKEFH�SHVJS�[HZDMIKDIFE�RGFOHCF�UMHZGTGI[�ECNNGVGDIF�NCITE�FHKDDF�FOHED�LCMTDIEW�wI�]a��Q�OHRDZDMQ�FOD�EFJFD�DgVSCTDT�FODKDTGVJSS\�GITG[DIF�NMHK�GFE�|DTG�PJS�UMH[MJKQ�FOCE�EOGNFGI[FOD�MDEUHIEGLGSGF\�NHM�ECVO�VJMD�FH�FOD�VHCIFGDEW�eCLZDIFGHINCITE�UMHZGTDT�L\�FOD�EFJFD�RDMD�GIJTDBCJFD�FH�MDGKLCMEDFOD�VHCIFGDE�NHM�FOGE�MDEUHIEGLGSGF\Q�JIT�LDVJKD�SDEE�JTDBCJFDDZDM\�\DJMW�iF�FOD�EJKD�FGKDQ�FOD�EFJFD�VHIFGICDT�FH�VHKUCFDGFE�EUDITGI[�SGKGF�JE�GN�GF�NCSS\�NGIJIVDT�FOD�DIFGMD�UMH[MJKW�XODMDECSF�GE�DgJVFS\�ROJF�JMFGVSD�xwww�y�RJE�GIFDITDT�FH�UMDZDIF�FOD�EFJFD�DIYH\E�J�NJSEDS\�GINSJFDT�EUDITGI[�SGKGF��FOD�VHCIF\GE�VHKUDSSDT�FH�JEECKD�J�LCMTDI�GF�VJIIHF�JNNHMT��JIT�FODKDTGVJSS\�GITG[DIF�MDVDGZD�GIJTDBCJFD�ODJSFO�VJMDW�v��� ¡¢��£¤�¥¦§ ̈¤©¦�ª�«¬¢¡§¦fSJGIFGNNE�VGFG̀DIEQ�FJgUJ\DMEQ�JIT�UDMEHIE�GI�IDDT�HNKDTGVJS�VJMD�JSSD[D�FOJF�FOD�EFJFD�OJE�EOGNFDT�GFE�NGIJIVGJSMDEUHIEGLGSGF\�NHM�FOD�NCITGI[�HN�ODJSFO�VJMD�NHM�|wi}E�FH�FODVHCIFGDE�RGFOHCF�UMHZGTGI[�FOD�IDVDEEJM\�NCITGI[�JIT�RGFOHCFJI\�J[MDDKDIF�FMJIENDMMGI[�JUUMHUMGJFGHI�SGKGFEQ�JIT�FOJF�JEJ�MDECSF�FOD�EFJFD�GE�ZGHSJFGI[�JMFGVSD�xwww�yW�fSJGIFGNNE�NCMFODMJSSD[D�FOD\�JIT�FOD�VSJEE�FOD\�VSJGK�FH�MDUMDEDIF�VJIIHFQVHIEDBCDIFS\Q�HLFJGI�JTDBCJFD�ODJSFO�VJMD�NMHK�FOD�PHCIF\HN�iSJKDTJQ�ROGVO�SJV�E�FOD�EFJFD�NCITGI[�FH�UMHZGTD�GFW�XODVHCIF\Q�JSFOHC[O�IHKGIJSS\�J�TDNDITJIFQ�JSG[IDT�~��®�GFEDSNRGFO�USJGIFGNNEW�wF�JTKGFE�FOD�GIJTDBCJV\�HN�GFE�UMH[MJK�FHUMHZGTD�KDTGVJS�VJMD�NHM�|wi}E�LCF�LSJKDE�FOD�JLEDIVD�HNEFJFD�ECLZDIFGHI�NCITEW]iF�ODJMGI[E�LDSHRQ�USJGIFGNNE�UMDEDIFDT�CIVHIFMJTGVFDTDZGTDIVD�MD[JMTGI[�FOD�DIHMKHCE�GKUJVF�HN�FODED�EFJFCFHM\VOJI[DE�CUHI�FOD�NGIJIVDE�JIT�UHUCSJFGHI�HN�iSJKDTJPHCIF\W�XOJF�VHCIF\�IHR�EUDITE�JLHCF�̄���KGSSGHI�JIICJSS\HI�ODJSFO�VJMD�NHM�|wi}EQ�HN�ROGVO�FOD�EFJFD�MDGKLCMEDEJLHCF�OJSNW�XOCEQ�EGIVD�JMFGVSD�xwww�y�LDVJKD�DNNDVFGZDQiSJKDTJ�PHCIF\}E�HLSG[JFGHI�NHM�FOD�ODJSFO�VJMD�HN�|wi}EOJE�MGEDI�NMHK�̀DMH�FH�KHMD�FOJI�̄���KGSSGHI�UDM�\DJMW�XODVHCIF\�OJE�GIJTDBCJFD�NCITE�FH�TGEVOJM[D�GFE�IDR�HLSG[JFGHI
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CDE�FGH�GHIJFG�KIEH�DC�LMNOPQ�IP�I�EHPRJFS�IKKDETUVW�FD�FGHXDREF�DC�NYYHIJS�RVKDVFHPFHT�HZUTHVKH�CED[�[HTUKIJ�H\YHEFPYEHPHVFHT�]HJD̂�PGD̂P�FGIFS�_̀GH�THJUZHEa�DC�GHIJFG�KIEH�FDFGH�UVTUWHVF�UV�NJI[HTI�XDRVFa�UP�UV�I�PFIFH�DC�PGI[]JHPQFGH�KEUPUP�KIVVDF�]H�DZHEPFIFHT�bbbbc�_dHKIRPH�DC�UVITHeRIFHPFIFH�CRVTUVWS�PD[H�NJI[HTI�XDRVFa�EHPUTHVFP�IEH�TaUVWS�IVT[IVa�DFGHEP�IEH�PRCCHEUVW�PHEUDRP�TUPHIPHP�IVT�TUPI]UJUFUHPS]HKIRPH�FGHa�KIVVDF�D]FIUV�ITHeRIFH�IKKHPP�FD�FGH�[HTUKIJKIEH�FGHa�VHHT�bbbbc�_̀GH�PaPFH[�UP�KJDWWHT�FD�FGH�]EHIfUVWYDUVFb�bbb�NJJ�KD[[RVUFa�KJUVUKP�bbb�IEH�FREVUVW�ÎIa�YIFUHVFPbc_̀GH�CRVTUVW�EHKHUZHT�]a�FGH�KDRVFa�CED[�FGH�PFIFH�CDE�LMNPTDHP�VDF�IYYEDIKG�FGH�IKFRIJ�KDPF�DC�YEDZUTUVW�GHIJFG�KIEH�FDFGH�LMNPb�NP�I�KDVPHeRHVKHS�UVITHeRIFH�EHPDREKHP�IZIUJI]JHFD�KDRVFa�GHIJFG�PHEZUKHP�gHDYIETUhH�FGH�JUZHP�IVT�GHIJFG�DCFGDRPIVTP�DC�YHDYJH�bbbbcG̀H�FEUIJ�KDREF�IKfVD̂JHTWHT�FGIF�YJIUVFUCCP�GIT�PGD̂VUEEHYIEI]JH�UVgREaS�]RF�THVUHT�FGHUE�EHeRHPF�CDE�I�YEHJU[UVIEaUVgRVKFUDV�DV�FGH�WEDRVT�FGIF�FGHa�KDRJT�VDF�YEHZIUJ�UVFGH�IKFUDVb�MF�FGHV�WEIVFHT�FGH�PFIFHOP�[DFUDV�CDE�PR[[IEagRTW[HVFb�iJIUVFUCCP�IYYHIJHT�CED[�]DFG�THKUPUDVP�DC�FGH�FEUIJKDREFbG̀H�XDREF�DC�NYYHIJ�KDVPDJUTIFHT�FGH�F̂D�IYYHIJP�IVTEHZHEPHT�FGH�ERJUVWP�]HJD̂b�MF�KDVKJRTHT�FGIF�YJIUVFUCCP�GITPFIVTUVW�FD�]EUVW�FGUP�IKFUDV�FD�HVCDEKH�FGH�KDVPFUFRFUDVIJPYHVTUVW�JU[UF�DC�IEFUKJH�jMMM�dS�IVT�FGIF�FGH�IKFUDV�UP�VDF]IEEHT�]a�FGH�H\UPFHVKH�DC�IT[UVUPFEIFUZH�EH[HTUHP�IZIUJI]JHFD�KDRVFUHPb�MF�FGHV�GHJT�FGIF�FGH�PGUCF�DC�I�YDEFUDV�DCFGH�KDPF�DC�[HTUKIJ�UVTUWHVF�KIEH�]a�FGH�PFIFH�FD�NJI[HTIXDRVFa�KDVPFUFRFHT�I�PFIFHk[IVTIFHT�VĤ�YEDWEI[�RVTHE�FGHYEDZUPUDVP�DC�IEFUKJH�jMMM�dS�̂GUKG�FEUWWHEHT�FGIF�IEFUKJHOPYEDZUPUDVP�EHeRUEUVW�I�PR]ZHVFUDV�DC�CRVTP�]a�FGH�PFIFH�FDEHU[]REPH�NJI[HTI�lmmn�XDRVFa�CDE�FGH�KDPFP�DC�PRKGYEDWEI[�UF�̂IP�EHeRUEHT�FD�IPPR[Hb�̀GH�gRTW[HVFP�THVaUVWI�YEHJU[UVIEa�UVgRVKFUDV�IVT�WEIVFUVW�PR[[IEa�gRTW[HVF�CDETHCHVTIVFP�̂HEH�EHZHEPHTb�oH�WEIVFHT�EHZUĤbppq�rstuvwuxyq�z{|}~�}�����|�����|~�}~�������}~��|~�|��}�~�������{|�|�������{}������������}~���������������|���}������{�}~���}���|��}�{���������iJIUVFUCCP�CUEPF�KJIU[�PFIVTUVW�IP�FI\YIaHEP�RVTHE� XDTH�DCXUZUJ�iEDKHTREH�PHKFUDV����IS�̂GUKG�YEDZUTHP�FGIF��_NV�IKFUDVFD�D]FIUV�I�gRTW[HVFS�EHPFEIUVUVW�IVT�YEHZHVFUVW�IVa�UJJHWIJH\YHVTUFREH�DCS�̂IPFH�DCS�DE�UVgREa�FDS�FGH�HPFIFHS�CRVTPS�DEDFGHE�YEDYHEFa�DC�I�KDRVFa�bbbS�[Ia�]H�[IUVFIUVHT�IWIUVPF

IVa�DCCUKHE�FGHEHDCS�DE�IVa�IWHVFS�DE�DFGHE�YHEPDVS�IKFUVWUV�UFP�]HGIJCS�HUFGHE�]a�I�KUFUhHV�EHPUTHVF�FGHEHUVS�DE�]a�IKDEYDEIFUDVS�̂GD�UP�IPPHPPHT�CDE�IVT�UP�JUI]JH�FD�YIaS�DESÛFGUV�DVH�aHIE�]HCDEH�FGH�KD[[HVKH[HVF�DC�FGH�IKFUDVS�GIPYIUTS�I�FI\�FGHEHUVb�bbbc�NP�UV� �������������� �¡��¢£�¤�¥�¦�¢�§��¢��̈©ª«ª¬�ª�XIJb®T�®�S�®ª�̄ ��©�XIJb°YFEb�±S�±±±�ib�T��©²³S�GD̂HZHES�UF�UP�_RVVHKHPPIEa�FD�EHIKGFGH�eRHPFUDV�̂GHFGHE�YJIUVFUCCP�GIZH�PFIVTUVW�FD�PHHf�IVUVgRVKFUDV�RVTHE� XDTH�DC�XUZUJ�iEDKHTREH�PHKFUDV����IS]HKIRPH�FGHEH�UP�IV�UVTHYHVTHVF�]IPUP�CDE�YHE[UFFUVW�FGH[FD�YEDKHHTbc�iJIUVFUCCP�GHEH�PHHf�I�THKJIEIFDEa�gRTW[HVF�FGIFFGH�FEIVPCHE�DC�EHPYDVPU]UJUFa�CDE�LMNOP�CED[�FGH�PFIFH�FD�FGHKDRVFUHP�̂UFGDRF�ITHeRIFH�EHU[]REPH[HVF�ZUDJIFHP�IEFUKJH�jMMMdb�N�THKJIEIFDEa�gRTW[HVF�FGIF�FGH�PFIFH�GIP�]EHIKGHT�UFP�TRFaUP�HPPHVFUIJJa�HeRUZIJHVF�FD�IV�IKFUDV�UV�[IVTIFH�FD�KD[YHJFGH�PFIFH�FD�YHECDE[�UFP�TRFab�̈́ HH� ��µ§¤�¢�§��¶��� ��¤·�̧¹º�µ�»̧�·¢��§£�¢��� �¼��½�̈©ªª²¬��©�XIJb®T�©S�ª�̄ �±²XIJb°YFEb�±ª�S�±ª®�ib�T��³S�̂GUKG�PIUT�FGIF�I�THKJIEIFDEagRTW[HVF�HPFI]JUPGUVW�FGIF�FGH�PFIFH�GIP�I�TRFa�FD�IKF�YEDZUTHPEHJUHC�HeRUZIJHVF�FD�[IVTI[RPS�IVT�[IfHP�UPPRIVKH�DC�FGH�̂EUFRVVHKHPPIEab¬�iJIUVFUCCP�CREFGHE�PHHf�I�[IVTIFDEa�UVgRVKFUDVEHeRUEUVW�FGIF�FGH�PFIFH�YIa�FGH�GHIJFG�KDPFP�DC�LMNOP�RVTHE�FGHLHTUkXIJ�YEDWEI[�RVFUJ�FGH�PFIFH�[HHFP�UFP�D]JUWIFUDVP�RVTHEIEFUKJH�jMMM�db�̀GH�[IgDEUFa�PU[UJIEJa�KGIEIKFHEUhH�YJIUVFUCCPOIKFUDV�IP�DVH�KD[YIEI]JH�FD�[IVTI[RP�]EDRWGF�FD�HVCDEKHPHKFUDV���DC�IEFUKJH�jMMM�dboH�PGDRJT�FGHEHCDEH�JDDf�CDE�WRUTIVKH�FD�KIPHP�FGIF�TUPKRPPFGH�PFIVTUVW�DC�I�YIEFa�PHHfUVW�I�̂EUF�DC�[IVTIFH�FD�KD[YHJI�YR]JUK�DCCUKUIJ�FD�YHECDE[�GUP�DE�GHE�TRFab��́RKG�IV�IKFUDV[Ia�]H�]EDRWGF�]a�IVa�YHEPDV�_]HVHCUKUIJJa�UVFHEHPFHTc�UV�FGHUPPRIVKH�DC�FGH�̂EUFb�̈XDTH�XUZb�iEDKbS�¾�©²«�b¬�MV� ��¢�¿��lmÀÁ�� �·�̧¹º�µ�»̧�ÂÃ��§�§�»���� �̈©ª«²¬��±�XIJb®T�±ª®S±ª��̄ ©���XIJb°YFEb�«S��©�ib�T��±�³S�̂H�H\YJIUVHT�FGIFFGH�_EHeRUEH[HVF�FGIF�I�YHFUFUDVHE�]H�O]HVHCUKUIJJa�UVFHEHPFHTOGIP�]HHV�WHVHEIJJa�UVFHEYEHFHT�FD�[HIV�FGIF�DVH�[Ia�D]FIUVFGH�̂EUF�DVJa�UC�FGH�YHEPDV�GIP�PD[H�PYHKUIJ�UVFHEHPF�FD�]HPHEZHT�DE�PD[H�YIEFUKRJIE�EUWGF�FD�]H�YEHPHEZHT�DE�YEDFHKFHTDZHE�IVT�I]DZH�FGH�UVFHEHPF�GHJT�UV�KD[[DV�̂UFG�FGH�YR]JUKIF�JIEWHbc�oH�eRDFHT�CED[�iEDCHPPDE�ÄIZUPS�̂GD�PIUTS�_ÅVHĜD�UP�UV�CIKF�ITZHEPHJa�ICCHKFHT�]a�WDZHEV[HVFIJ�IKFUDVPGDRJT�GIZH�PFIVTUVW�FD�KGIJJHVWH�FGIF�IKFUDV�UC�UF�UP�gRTUKUIJJaEHZUĤI]JHbc�̈iYb�±ª�k±ª±S�eRDFUVW�®�ÄIZUPS�NT[UVUPFEIFUZHÆÎ�̀EHIFUPH�̈©ª�«¬�Yb��ª©b¬�XIPHP�IYYJaUVW�FGUP�PFIVTIETUVKJRTH� ¥¿�¹½��� ��§¿̧��¤�Ç¢�§���̈©ª«©¬�©©�XIJbNYYb®T���²
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B CDE�FGHIJKLMI�DNOPQ�RSTUS�SVHW�LSGL�HXRY�TZUX[V�MV\TWVZL\X]�̂X\�_Z̀VHV\�SGW�\LGZWTZ̀�LX�USGHHVZ̀V�VaUHb\TXZGMc�dXZTZ̀HGR\�X]�\bebMeGZ�UX[[bZTLTV\�RSTUS�KMVfVZLVW�LSV�KHGTZLT]]\]MX[�[XfTZ̀�LSVMVg� hijklmno�pq�rstu�rvwmksxy�jwzoiy�{CFGHI_KKI{W�O|Q�RSTUS�SVHW�LSGL�G�KMXKVMLc�XRZVM�SG\�\LGZWTZ̀LX�USGHHVZ̀V�GZ�XMWTZGZUV�RSTUS�[Gc�HT[TL�WVfVHXK[VZL�X]LSV�XRZVM}\�KMXKVMLcg�GZW�~nxt�pq��iw�lvz��C�NO��C�{�FGHIO�|�BNN���I�|�NPQ�RSTUS�SVHW�LSGL�G�UTLc�fXLVM�SG\�\LGZWTZ̀LX�UX[KVH�LSV�UTLc�UHVM��LX�UVMLT]c�G�UXMMVUL�HT\L�X]�UGZWTWGLV\]XM�[bZTUTKGH�X]]TUVI��LSVM�UG\V\�THHb\LMGLV�LSV�HT[TLGLTXZ�XZ\LGZWTZ̀�� riojtnm�pq��juklvxv�u���i�smsm��rv�qy�jwzoiyND�FGHI{W�D�{Q�SVHW�LSGL�G�[V[eVM�X]�LSV�UX[[TLLVV�RSXRG\�ZVTLSVM�\VV�TZ̀�G�HTUVZ\V�ZXM�TZ�WGZ̀VM�X]�HX\TZ̀�XZVSGW�ZX�\LGZWTZ̀�LX�USGHHVZ̀V�G�USGZ̀V�TZ�LSV�[VLSXW�X]UX[KbLTZ̀�LSV�KG\\TZ̀�\UXMV�XZ�LSV�HTUVZ\TZ̀�VaG[TZGLTXZg�io�no�pq��v�ovm��C��{��OE�FGHINW�{OO�B N�O��INW��PSVHW�LSGL�G�bZTXZ�X]]TUTGH�RSX�RG\�ZVTLSVM�G�UTLc�V[KHXcVV�ZXMG�UTLc�MV\TWVZL�SGW�ZX�\LGZWTZ̀�LX�UX[KVH�G�UTLc�LX�]XHHXR�GKMVfGTHTZ̀�RG̀V�XMWTZGZUVg�GZW��wm�io�pq��vpnomsm���vio��C�����ND��FGHI_KKINW�CO�BD��FGHIJKLMI���NP�SVHW�LSGL�G[V[eVM�X]�G�\LbWVZL�XM̀GZTdGLTXZ�SGW�\LGZWTZ̀�LX�USGHHVZ̀VG�UXHHV̀V�WT\LMTUL}\�MbHV�eGMMTZ̀�G�\KVG�VM�]MX[�UG[Kb\Q�ebLKVM\XZ\�RSX�[VMVHc�KHGZZVW�LX�SVGM�ST[�\KVG��WTW�ZXLI�X�XZV��bV\LTXZ\�LSGL�KHGTZLT]]\�GMV�G]]VULVW�ec�LSV�HGU�X]�]bZW\�LX�KMXfTWV�UGMV�]XM���_}\I��HGTZLT]]\Q�VaUVKL�]XMKHGTZLT]]�JGeTZXRTLdQ�GMV�ZXL�[VMVHc�UTLTdVZ\�GZW�LGaKGcVM\gLSVc�GMV�[VWTUGHHc�TZWT̀VZL�KVM\XZ\�HTfTZ̀�TZ�_HG[VWGFXbZLc�RSX�SGfV�eVVZ�GZW�RTHH�eV�WVKMTfVW�X]�KMXKVM[VWTUGH�UGMV�T]�]bZWTZ̀�X]���_�KMX̀MG[\�T\�TZGWV�bGLVIT̂�V�LSV�XLSVM�KHGTZLT]]\�SVMVQ������KHGTZLT]]��TZHGRQ�G�EYcVGMYXHW�RX[GZ�RTLS�WTGeVLV\�GZW�ScKVMLVZ\TXZQ�SG\ZX�SVGHLS�TZ\bMGZUVI��HGTZLT]]��KTVM�SG\�G�USMXZTU�eGU�UXZWTLTXZg�TZGWV�bGLV�]bZWTZ̀�SG\�KMVfVZLVW�ST[�]MX[XeLGTZTZ̀�ZVUV\\GMc�WTG̀ZX\LTU�KMXUVWbMV\�GZW�KSc\TXLSVMGKcI�HGTZLT]]��\X\TV�MV�bTMV\�[VWTUGLTXZ�]XM�GHHVM̀TV\�GZW�GMLSMTLT\QGZW�UHGT[\�LSGL�eVUGb\V�X]�TZGWV�bGLV�]bZWTZ̀�\SV�UGZZXLXeLGTZ�KMXKVM�LMVGL[VZLI��HGTZLT]]��TZ̀Q�GZ�VKTHVKLTUQ�\Gc\\SV�RG\�bZGeHV�LX�XeLGTZ�[VWTUGLTXZ�]MX[�UXbZLc�UHTZTU\Q\b]]VMVW�\VTdbMV\Q�GZW�SGW�LX�̀X�LX�G�SX\KTLGHI��HGTZLT]] ¡XV¢�G\\VML\�LSGL�RSVZ�SV�LMTVW�LX�XeLGTZ�LMVGL[VZL�]XM_�¡�YMVHGLVW�\c[KLX[\Q�SV�SGW�LX�RGTL�]XbM�LX�]TfV�SXbM\]XM�GZ�GKKXTZL[VZL�GZW�VGUS�LT[V�RG\�\VVZ�ec�G�WT]]VMVZLWXULXMI�_HH�X]�LSV\V�GMV�KVXKHV�KVM\XZGHHc�WVKVZWVZL�bKXZLSV��bGHTLc�X]�UGMV�X]�_HG[VWG�FXbZLc}\���_�KMX̀MG[g�[X\LSGfV�VaKVMTVZUVW�TZGWV�bGLV�UGMV�eVUGb\V�LSV�KMX̀MG[�RG\bZWVM]bZWVWQ�GZW�GHH�UGZ�GZLTUTKGLV�]bLbMV�WV]TUTVZUTV\�TZ�UGMVT]�LSV�\LGLV�UXZLTZbV\�TL\�MV]b\GH�LX�]bZW�LSV�KMX̀MG[�]bHHcI

�SV�[G£XMTLcQ�SXRVfVMQ�GM̀bV\�LSGL�LSV�UXbZLc�SG\�ZX�WbLc�LXb\V�GWWTLTXZGH�\befVZLTXZ�]bZW\�]XM�LSV�UGMV�X]���_}\�eVUGb\VbZWVM�¤XfVMZ[VZL�FXWV�\VULTXZ�CD��{� BGPZc�]bZW\�MVUVTfVWec�G�HXUGH�G̀VZUc�III�KbM\bGZL�LX�LSV�KMXfT\TXZ\�X]�LST\�USGKLVM[Gc�eV�b\VW�]XM�GZc�KbeHTU�KbMKX\VI¢��TZUV�LSV�UXbZLc�[Gcb\V�LSV�]bZW\�]XM�XLSVM�KbMKX\V\Q�TL�UXZUHbWV\�LSGL���_}\�SGfVZX�\KVUTGH�TZLVMV\L�TZ�LSV�\befVZLTXZI{�ST\�GM̀b[VZL�RXbHW�eV�\XbZW�T]�LSV�UXbZLc�RVMV�GHMVGWc[VVLTZ̀�TL\�XeHT̀GLTXZ\�LX���_}\�bZWVM�¥VH]GMV�GZW�Z\LTLbLTXZ\�FXWV�\VULTXZ�CDEEEI��]�LSGL�RVMV�LSV�UG\VQ�LSVUXbZLc�UXbHW�b\V�LSV�\befVZLTXZ�]bZW\�G\�TL�USX\VQ�GZWKHGTZLT]]\�RXbHW�SGfV�ZX�[XMV�TZLVMV\L�TZ�LSV�[GLLVM�LSGZGZc�XLSVM�UXbZLc�MV\TWVZL�XM�LGaKGcVMI�¦bL�\bUS�T\�ZXL�LSVUG\V�GL�eGMI��HGTZLT]]\�SVMV�GHHV̀V�LSGL�LSV�UXbZLc�T\�ZXLUX[KHcTZ̀�RTLS�TL\�WbLcQ�[GZWGLVW�ec�¥VH]GMV�GZW��Z\LTLbLTXZ\FXWV�\VULTXZ�CDEEEQ�LX�KMXfTWV�SVGHLS�UGMV�]XM�LSV�[VWTUGHHcTZWT̀VZLg�LSV�UXbZLc�GW[TL\�TL\�]GTHbMV�ebL�KHVGW\�HGU��X]�]bZW\I�ZUV�LSV�UXbZLc�MVUVTfV\�GWV�bGLV�]bZW\Q�TL�[b\L�KVM]XM[TL\�\LGLbLXMc�WbLc�bZWVM�\VULTXZ�CDEEE�X]�LSV�¥VH]GMV�GZW�Z\LTLbLTXZ\�FXWVI��]�TL�MV]b\VWQ�GZ�GULTXZ�TZ�[GZWG[b\�RXbHWHTV�LX�UX[KVH�KVM]XM[GZUVI���VV� §vvmnu�pq��sk�ntt��C�DC�O�FGHI{W�����B �O�FGHIJKLMI�ND�Q�O|{��INW�CN{CPI���Z�]GULQLSV�UXbZLc�SG\�[GWV�UHVGM�LSMXb̀SXbL�LST\�HTLT̀GLTXZ�LSGL�TLRXbHW�b\V�LSV�\befVZLTXZ�]bZW\�LX�KMXfTWV�UGMV�]XM���_}\I��SV[G£XMTLc}\�UXZUHb\TXZ�LSGL�KHGTZLT]]\�HGU��G�\KVUTGHQ�eVZV]TUTGHTZLVMV\L�TZ�LSV�\LGLV}\�UX[KHTGZUV�RTLS�GMLTUHV�̈����¦�T̀ZXMV\LSV�KMGULTUGH�MVGHTLTV\�X]�SVGHLS�UGMV�]bZWTZ̀I�XMVXfVMQ�RV�SGfV�MVUX̀ZTdVW�GZ�VaUVKLTXZ�LX�LSV�MbHV�LSGL�GKHGTZLT]]�[b\L�eV�eVZV]TUTGHHc�TZLVMV\LVWI� ¥SVMV�LSV��bV\LTXZT\�XZV�X]�KbeHTU�MT̀SL����©�GZW�LSV�Xe£VUL�X]�LSV�[GZWG[b\T\�LX�KMXUbMV�LSV�VZ]XMUV[VZL�X]�G�KbeHTU�WbLcQ�LSV�MVHGLXMZVVW�ZXL�\SXR�LSGL�SV�SG\�GZc�HV̀GH�XM�\KVUTGH�TZLVMV\L�TZLSV�MV\bHLQ�\TZUV�TL�T\�\b]]TUTVZL�LSGL�SV�T\�TZLVMV\LVW�G\�GUTLTdVZ�TZ�SGfTZ̀�LSV�HGR\�VaVUbLVW�GZW�LSV�WbLc�TZ��bV\LTXZVZ]XMUVWI¢�� ��q�vª�«vkq��nxªion�pq�rvwmtu�vª�¬q�q��C�O��ND�FGHINW��|Q�CEEYCEC�B C�N��INW��NDPI��¥V�VaKHGTZVWTZ� �onnm�pq�®�xn�v��C�|C��N��FGHI{W�CN�Q�COO�B CDNFGHIJKLMI�NE�Q��NO��INW�N��PQ�LSGL�LST\� VaUVKLTXZ�KMX[XLV\LSV�KXHTUc�X]�̀bGMGZLVVTZ̀�UTLTdVZ\�LSV�XKKXMLbZTLc�LX�VZ\bMVLSGL�ZX�̀XfVMZ[VZLGH�eXWc�T[KGTM\�XM�WV]VGL\�LSV�KbMKX\V�X]HV̀T\HGLTXZ�V\LGeHT\STZ̀�G�KbeHTU�MT̀SLI�III��L�SG\�X]LVZ�eVVZTZfX�VW�ec�FGHT]XMZTG�UXbML\I�BFTLGLTXZ\IP¢
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CDEEF�GH�IJKELM�NOPQPRSQ�T�UVWQP�TRTVWXY�SW�SZP�NOPQPRSUTQP[�\VT]RS]̂̂Q�SZPOP�̂]VP_�Q̀]S�SW�UZTVVPRXP�aZPSZPO�TQSTSP�aPV̂TOP�OPX̀VTS]WR�V]b]S]RX�_P_̀US]c]V]SY�Ŵ�aWOdeOPVTSP_�PfNPRQPQ�]R�_PSPOb]R]RX�PV]X]c]V]SY�̂WO�T]_�SW�̂Tb]V]PQa]SZ�_PNPR_PRS�UZ]V_OPR�ghijkl�TQQ]QSTRUP�UWbNV]P_�a]SZP̂_POTV�OPm̀]OPbPRSQ[�jP̂PR_TRSQ�UVT]bP_�SZTS�NVT]RS]̂̂Q�aPOPNPOQWRTVVY�T̂̂PUSP_�WRVY�cY�T�NWOS]WR�Ŵ�SZP�OPX̀VTS]WRn�TR_ZT_�RW�QSTR_]RX�SW�UZTVVPRXP�SZP�cTVTRUP�Ŵ�SZP�OPX̀VTS]WR[oP�OPNV]P_�SZTS�pqSrZPOP�UTR�cP�RW�m̀PQS]WR�SZTS�SZP�NOWNPOUTVÙVTS]WR�Ŵ�hijk�cPRP̂]SQ�]Q�T�bTSSPO�Ŵ�ǸcV]U�O]XZSqU]STS]WRrn�TR_�NVT]RS]̂̂Q�ZPOP]R�TOP�UPOST]RVY�U]S]sPRQ�QPPd]RXSW�NOWÙOP�SZP�PR̂WOUPbPRS�Ŵ�T�ǸcV]U�_̀SY[�qk]STS]WR[r�tSŴVVWaQ�SZTS�NVT]RS]̂̂Q�ZTuP�QSTR_]RX�SW�QPPd�T�aO]S�Ŵ�bTR_TSPUWbbTR_]RX�_P̂PR_TRSQ�SW�UPTQP�PR̂WOU]RX�qSZP�OPX̀VTS]WRr]R�]SQ�PRS]OPSY[v�g wx�kTV[y_�TS�N[�z{|[loP�TXT]R�]RuWdP_�SZP�PfUPNS]WR�SW�SZP�OPm̀]OPbPRS�̂WOT�cPRP̂]U]TV�]RSPOPQS�]R� }M~~MF�}���E�GH��M�DL�M����EDG��MD������D���{x�kTV[y_�{yw[�\VT]RS]̂̂Q�]R�SZTS�UTQPQẀXZS�SW�UWbNPV�SZP�UẀRSY�SW�_PǸS]sP�PbNVWYPPQ�SW�OPX]QSPOuWSPOQ[�oP�m̀WSP_� CDEEF�GH�IJKELM�����D���wx�kTV[y_�zw�nz{{n�TR_�UWRUV̀_P_�SZTS�pqSrZP�m̀PQS]WR�]R�SZ]Q�UTQP�]RuWVuPQT�ǸcV]U�O]XZS�SW�uWSPO�ẀSOPTUZ�NOWXOTbQn�TR_�NVT]RS]̂̂Q�ZTuPQSTR_]RX�TQ�U]S]sPRQ�SW�QPPd�]SQ�u]R_]UTS]WR[v�g {x�kTV[y_�TSN[�{yx[l�oP�QZẀV_�OPTUZ�SZP�QTbP�UWRUV̀Q]WR�ZPOP[��������������������������������������������������������� �¡¢����������£�¤¥��¥�¦�������§���̈¡�����©©��©������©�����ª������¡��«¬¬¬�®iẀO�YPTOQ�T̂SPO�SZP�PRTUSbPRS�Ŵ�TOS]UVP�̄ ttt�°n�SZP±PX]QVTS̀OP�PRTUSP_�²WuPORbPRS�kW_P�QPUS]WRQ�z³|́´SZOẀXZ�z³�ý�SW�]bNVPbPRS�TOS]UVP�̄ttt�°n�QPUS]WR��[�µZPQPQSTS̀SPQ�UOPTSP�T�m̀TQ]e¶̀_]U]TV�cW_Y�UTVVP_�SZP�kWbb]QQ]WRWR�·STSP�̧ TR_TSPQn�UWRQ]QS]RX�Ŵ�SZP�QSTSP�kWRSOWVVPOn�QSTSPµOPTQ̀OPOn�QSTSP�j]OPUSWO�Ŵ�i]RTRUPn�QSTSP�j]OPUSWO�Ŵ�SZP¹̂ ]̂UP�Ŵ�\VTRR]RX�TR_�ºPQPTOUZn�TR_�WRP�ǸcV]U�bPbcPO[µZP�UWbb]QQ]WR�ZTQ�T̀SZWO]SY�SW�pZPTO�TR_�_PU]_P�̀NWRqTRYr�UVT]bv�cY�T�VWUTV�XWuPORbPRS�SZTS�]S�p]Q�PRS]SVP_�SW�cPOP]bc̀OQP_�cY�SZP�QSTSPv�̂WO�UWQSQ�̀R_PO�TOS]UVP�̄ttt�°[�g»¼½¼²Wu[�kW_Pn�¾�z³||zn�Q̀c_[�gTl[l�tSQ�_PU]Q]WRQ�TOP�Q̀c¶PUSSW�OPu]Pa�cY�TR�TUS]WR�̂WO�T_b]R]QSOTS]uP�bTR_Tb̀ Q�]R�SZPQ̀NPO]WO�UẀOS[�g·PP�²Wu[�kW_Pn�¾�z³||x[lµZP�bT¶WO]SY�bT]RST]RQ�SZTS�T�NOWUPP_]RX�cP̂WOP�SZPkWbb]QQ]WR�WR�·STSP�̧ TR_TSPQ�]Q�SZP�PfUV̀Q]uP�bPTRQ�̂WOPR̂WOUPbPRS�Ŵ�TOS]UVP�̄ttt�°n�TR_�Q]RUP�SZTS�OPbP_Y�]Q

PfNOPQQVY�V]b]SP_�SW�UVT]bQ�cY�VWUTV�TXPRU]PQ�WO�QUZWWV_]QSO]USQ�g²Wu[�kW_Pn�¾�z³||wln�NVT]RS]̂̂Q�VTUd�QSTR_]RX�SWPR̂WOUP�SZP�UWRQS]S̀S]WRTV�NOWu]Q]WR[{�t�_]QTXOPPn�̂WO�SaWOPTQWRQ[i]OQSn�²WuPORbPRS�kW_P�QPUS]WR�z³||w�PfNOPQQVY�T__OPQQP_SZP�m̀PQS]WR�Ŵ�PfUV̀Q]u]SY�Ŵ�OPbP_Yn�TR_�NOWu]_P_SZTS�pqSrZ]Q�UZTNSPO�QZTVV�NOWu]_P�SZP�QWVP�TR_�PfUV̀Q]uPNOWUP_̀OP�cY�aZ]UZ���KM¿�K��ÀEF¿Á�MD��¿ÂMMK�L��ÃD�¿Ã�bTYUVT]b�OP]bc̀OQPbPRS�̂WO�UWQSQ�bTR_TSP_�cY�SZP�QSTSP�TQOPm̀]OP_�cY�·PUS]WR���Ŵ�hOS]UVP�̄ttt�°�Ŵ�SZP�kTV]̂WOR]TkWRQS]S̀S]WR[v�gtSTV]UQ�T__P_[l�µZP�±PX]QVTS̀OP�aTQ�TaTOPSZTS�VWUTV�TXPRU]PQ�TR_�QUZWWV�_]QSO]USQ�aPOP�RWS�SZP�WRVYNTOS]PQ�UWRUPORP_�a]SZ�QSTSP�bTR_TSPQn�̂WO�]R�²WuPORbPRSkW_P�QPUS]WR�z³|||�]S�NOWu]_P_�SZTS�pTRY�WSZPO�]RSPOPQSP_WOXTR]sTS]WR�WO�]R_]u]_̀TV�bTY�NTOS]U]NTSPv�]R�SZP�UWbb]QQ]WRZPTO]RX[�ÄR_PO�SZPQP�U]OÙbQSTRUPQ�SZP�±PX]QVTS̀OPÅQ�UZW]UPŴ�aWO_QÆpSZP�QWVP�TR_�PfUV̀Q]uP�NOWUP_̀OP�cY�aZ]UZ�TVWUTV�TXPRUY�WO�QUZWWV�_]QSO]US�bTY�UVT]b�OP]bc̀OQPbPRSvÆV]b]SQ�SZP�NOWUP_̀OTV�O]XZSQ�Ŵ�SZWQP�UVT]bTRSQ�WRVYn�TR__WPQ�RWS�T̂̂PUS�O]XZSQ�Ŵ�WSZPO�NPOQWRQ[�ÇÈ�DE���M��F���E�Ã�EÈ¿K���M��KÃED���ÆpSZP�PfNOPQQ]WR�Ŵ�UPOST]R�SZ]RXQ�]RT�QSTS̀SP�RPUPQQTO]VY�]RuWVuPQ�PfUV̀Q]WR�Ŵ�WSZPO�SZ]RXQ�RWSPfNOPQQP_[v�g ÉEFLED�MF�GH�Ê�FF�ËÂE�ÃDE��}MD�H�gzx³�l��|kTV[hNN[y_�yx³n�{́y�q zy|�kTV[ºNSO[�w��r[lµZP�UTQP�]Q�Q]b]VTO�]R�SZ]Q�OPQNPUS�SW� }M~~MF�}���E�GH�M�DL�M�����EDG��MD������D���{x�kTV[y_�{yw[�ÌPOP�_P̂PR_TRSQUWRSPR_�SZTS�SZP�UẀRS]PQÅ�O]XZS�Ŵ�TUS]WR�̀R_PO�²WuPORbPRSkW_P�QPUS]WRQ�z³||zez³||w�]bNV]P_VY�PfUV̀_PQ�»¼½½�TRYU]S]sPRÅQ�OPbP_YÍ�]R�}M~~MF�}���E�_P̂PR_TRSQ�UVT]bP_�SZPhSSWORPY�²PRPOTVÅQ�O]XZS�Ŵ�TUS]WR�̀R_PO�ÎVPUS]WRQ�kW_PQPUS]WR�ý{�]bNV]P_VY�PfUV̀_P_�TRY�U]S]sPRÅQ�OPbP_Y[�oPOPNV]P_�SZTS�pSZP�NVT]R�VTRX̀TXP�Ŵ�QPUS]WR�ý{�UWRST]RQ�RWV]b]STS]WR�WR�SZP�O]XZS�Ŵ�NO]uTSP�U]S]sPRQ�SW�Q̀P�SW�PR̂WOUP�SZPQPUS]WR[�µW�]R̂PO�Q̀UZ�T�V]b]STS]WR�aẀV_�UWRSOT_]US�ẀO�VWRXeQSTR_]RX�TNNOWuTV�Ŵ�U]S]sPR�TUS]WRQ�SW�OPm̀]OP�XWuPORbPRSTVŴ̂]U]TVQ�SW�̂WVVWa�SZP�VTan�PfNOPQQP_�]R�ẀO�PfNTRQ]uP]RSPONOPSTS]WR�Ŵ�STfNTYPO�QSTR_]RX�qU]STS]WRQrn�TR_�ẀOOPUWXR]S]WR�Ŵ�T�ÅǸcV]U�]RSPOPQSÅ�PfUPNS]WR�SW�SZP�OPm̀]OPbPRSSZTS�T�NPS]S]WRPO�̂WO�aO]S�Ŵ�bTR_TSP�ZTuP�T�NPOQWRTV�cPRP̂]U]TV]RSPOPQS�]R�SZP�NOWUPP_]RXQ�qU]STS]WRQr[v�g{x�kTV[y_�TS�N[{{́n�̂R[�Wb]SSP_[l�±]dPa]QP�]R�SZ]Q�UTQP�SZP�NVT]R�VTRX̀TXPŴ�²WuPORbPRS�kW_P�QPUS]WRQ�z³||zez³||w�UWRST]R�RWV]b]STS]WR�WR�SZP�O]XZS�Ŵ�NO]uTSP�U]S]sPRQn�TR_�SW�]R̂PO�Q̀UZ�TO]XZS�aẀV_�UWRSOT_]US�ẀO�VWRXeQSTR_]RX�TNNOWuTV�Ŵ�U]S]sPRTUS]WRQ�SW�PR̂WOUP�ǸcV]U�_̀S]PQ[
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BCD�EFGHDI�JHKHDL�JMNODPD�QRMOH�ODKSCDI�K�LGPGTKOSRFSTMLGRF�GF� UVWXYV�Z[�\]̂X_�̀abcde�fbc�EgJg�fbchij�kglIgiI�mmin�bd�JgQHg�aidcog�pF�HCKH�SKLD�qDr�sROtrDTuKOD�ODSGNGDFHL�LRMvCH�K�OMTGFv�HCKH�qDr�sROt�CKI�wGRTKHDIuDIDOKT�TKr�xy�uKGTGFv�HR�PKtD�SRLHzRuzTGwGFv�KI{MLHPDFHLHR�rDTuKOD�vOKFHLg�BCD�LHKHD�ODNTGDI�HCKH�HCD�LHKHMHD�vGwGFvHCD�|DNKOHPDFH�Ru�}DKTHCn�lIMSKHGRF�KFI�~DTuKOD�KMHCROGHyHR�SMH�Ruu�uDIDOKT�uMFIL�HR�FRFSRPNTyGFv�LHKHDL�SRFLHGHMHDIKF�D�STMLGwD�ODPDIyg�BCD�SRMOH�OD{DSHDI�HCD�SRFHDFHGRFnLKyGFv�HCKH��hroD�KOD�PRLH�ODTMSHKFH�HR�KLLMPD�QRFvODLLCKL�STRLDI�HCD�KwDFMD�Ru�DuuDSHGwD�{MIGSGKT�ODwGDr�HR�HCRLDGFIGwGIMKTL�PRLH�IGODSHTy�KuuDSHDI�xy�HCD�KIPGFGLHOKHGRF�Ru�GHLNORvOKPg��̀�g�mid�h ij�kglIgiI�KH�Ng�m�doge�BCD�NOGFSGNTDGL�STDKO��HCD�NDOLRFL�KSHMKTTy�CKOPDI�xy�GTTDvKT�LHKHD�KSHGRFnFRH�RFTy�LRPD�KIPGFGLHOKHRO�rCR�CKL�FR�NDOLRFKT�LHKtD�GF�HCDPKHHDOn�LCRMTI�CKwD�LHKFIGFv�HR�SCKTTDFvD�HCKH�KSHGRFgJDSRFIn�KOHGSTD��ppp���rKL�DFKSHDI�HR�NORHDSH�HK�NKyDOLn�FRHvRwDOFPDFHLg� JDSHGRFL�a�KFI�i�Ru�KOHGSTD��ppp���DLHKxTGLCLHOGSH�TGPGHL�RF�LHKHD�KFI�TRSKT�D�NDFIGHMODLn�KFI�OD�MGOD�HCDODuMFI�Ru�KTT�HK�DL�SRTTDSHDI�GF�D�SDLL�Ru�HCRLD�TGPGHLg�JDSHGRF��Ru�KOHGSTD��ppp���NODwDFHL�HCD�LHKHD�uORP�DwKIGFv�HCRLD�TGPGHLKFI�xMOIDFGFv�SRMFHy�HK�NKyDOL�xy�HOKFLuDOOGFv�uGFKFSGKTODLNRFLGxGTGHy�uRO�K�NORvOKP�HR�K�SRMFHyn�yDH�SRMFHGFv�HCD�SRLHRu�HCKH�NORvOKP�HRrKOI�HCD�TGPGH�RF�LHKHD�D�NDFIGHMODLgBCDLD�NORwGLGRFL�IDPRFLHOKHD�K�NORuRMFI�IGLHOMLH�RuvRwDOFPDFH�KFI�K�IGLIKGF�uRO�D�SDLLGwD�vRwDOFPDFHLNDFIGFvg��F�D�STMLGwD�ODPDIy�MFIDO�rCGSC�RFTyvRwDOFPDFHL�SKF�DFuROSD�KOHGSTD��ppp��n�KFI�HCD�HK�NKyDOzSGHG�DF�SKF�KNNDKO�RFTy�Gu�K�vRwDOFPDFH�CKL�uGOLH�GFLHGHMHDINORSDDIGFvLn�GL�GFSRFLGLHDFH�rGHC�HCD�DHCRL�HCKH�TDI�HR�KOHGSTD�ppp��g�BCD�IOKuHDOL�Ru�KOHGSTD��ppp���KFI�HCD�wRHDOL�rCRDFKSHDI�GH�rRMTI�FRH�KSSDNH�HCKH�HCD�LHKHD�kDvGLTKHMOD�HCD�NOGFSGNKT�xRIy�ODvMTKHDI�xy�HCD�KOHGSTD�SRMTI�DLHKxTGLCK�NORSDIMOD������MFIDO�rCGSC�HCD�RFTy�rKy�HCD�KOHGSTDSKF�xD�DFuROSDI�GL�uRO�TRSKT�vRwDOFPDFHKT�xRIGDL�HR�GFGHGKHDNORSDDIGFvL�xDuROD�K�SRPPGLLGRF�SRPNRLDI�TKOvDTy�Ru�LHKHDuGFKFSGKT�RuuGSGKTLg�FD�RxwGRML�ODKLRF�GL�HCKH�GF�HCD�FDwDOzDFIGFv�KHHDPNHL�RuLHKHD�KFI�TRSKT�vRwDOFPDFH�HR�RxHKGF�K�TKOvDO�NORNROHGRFKHDLCKOD�Ru�KwKGTKxTD�HK��ODwDFMDLn�HCD�LHKHD�CKL�HCD�NRrDOHR�SRDOSD�TRSKT�vRwDOFPDFHL�GFHR�uRODvRGFv�HCDGO�OGvCHL�HRDFuROSD�KOHGSTD��ppp��g��F�D�KPNTD�GL�HCD��ORrFz�ODLTDyBOGKT�QRMOH��MFIGFv��SH�̀�Rwg�QRIDn���ccddd�DH�LD�genrCGSC�NORwGIDL�HCKH�HCD�SRMFHy�L�KSSDNHKFSD�Ru�uMFIL�uROSRMOH�uGFKFSGFv�PKyn�GF�HCD�IGLSODHGRF�Ru�HCD��RwDOFROn�xD

IDDPDI�K�rKGwDO�Ru�HCD�SRMFHGDL��OGvCHL�HR�NORSDDI�xDuRODHCD�SRPPGLLGRF�RF�KTT�STKGPL�uRO�ODGPxMOLDPDFH�uRO�LHKHDzPKFIKHDI�TRSKT�NORvOKPL�rCGSC�D�GLHDI�KFI�rDOD�FRH�uGTDINOGRO�HR�NKLLKvD�Ru�HCD�HOGKT�uMFIGFv�TDvGLTKHGRFgj�BCD�KxGTGHyRu�LHKHD�vRwDOFPDFH�xy�uGFKFSGKT�HCODKH�RO�GFIMSDPDFH�HRNDOLMKID�SRMFHGDL�HR�rKGwD�HCDGO�OGvCH�Ru�KSHGRF�xDuROD�HCDSRPPGLLGRF�ODFIDOL�HCD�SRMFHGDL��OGvCH�Ru�KSHGRF�GFKID�MKHD�HRNORHDSH�HCD�NMxTGS�GFHDODLH�GF�HCD�DFuROSDPDFH�Ru�KOHGSTD��ppp��gBCD�uKSHL�Ru�HCD�NODLDFH�TGHGvKHGRF�KTLR�IDPRFLHOKHD�HCDGFKID�MKSy�Ru�HCD�SRPPGLLGRF�ODPDIyg�BCD�LHKHD�xDvKFHOKFLuDOOGFv�uGFKFSGKT�ODLNRFLGxGTGHy�uRO��p��L�HR�HCD�SRMFHGDLGF�ab�ig�JG��yDKOL�TKHDO�FR�SRMFHy�CKI�xORMvCH�K�NORSDDIGFvxDuROD�HCD�SRPPGLLGRFg��uHDO�HCD�NODLDFH�LMGH�rKL�uGTDIn�HrRSRMFHGDL�uGTDI�STKGPL�uRO�cd�NDOSDFH�ODGPxMOLDPDFHg�qRrnFGFD�yDKOL�KuHDO�HCD�ab�i�TDvGLTKHGRFn�HCD�SRMFHGDL��STKGPL�KODNDFIGFv�xDuROD�HCD�QRMOH�Ru��NNDKTg��uHDO�HCKH�SRMOH�KSHLn�KFIrD�IDSGID�rCDHCDO�HR�ODwGDr�GHL�IDSGLGRFn�HCD�PKHHDO�PKy�LHGTTCKwD�HR�vR�xKSt�HR�HCD�SRPPGLLGRF�uRO�CDKOGFvL�HR�����IDHDOPGFD�HCD�KPRMFH�Ru�HCD�PKFIKHD�rCGSC�GL�GHLDTu�KFKNNDKTKxTD�ROIDOg�~CDF�KF�GLLMD�GFwRTwDL�HCD�TGuD�KFI�CDKTHCRu�HCRMLKFILn�K�NORSDIMOD�rCGSC�NDOPGHL�HCGL�tGFI�Ru�IDTKy�GLFRH�KF�KID�MKHD�ODPDIygpF�LMPn�DuuDSHGwDn�DuuGSGDFH�DFuROSDPDFH�Ru�KOHGSTD��ppp��OD�MGODL�HCKH�LHKFIGFv�HR�DFuROSD�HCKH�PDKLMOD�xD�vGwDF�HRHCRLD�CKOPDI�xy�GHL�wGRTKHGRF�GF�HCGL�SKLDn�HCD�PDIGSKTTyGFIGvDFH�KFI�FRH�xD�wDLHDI�D�STMLGwDTy�GF�TRSKT�RuuGSGKTL�rCRCKwD�FR�NDOLRFKT�GFHDODLH�KH�LHKtD�KFI�KOD�LMx{DSH�HR�uGFKFSGKTKFI�NRTGHGSKT�NODLLMOD�HR�RwDOTRRt�wGRTKHGRFLg������������ ¡��¢���£� ¡¤¥�£¢¡�¦��§�¢̈�£�¤©ª«¢�£̈©ª ¦����«¢̈� �££�¡¦¦«�££�¡�¦�«�£© ���¢̈��¬�«�¢£�©��¢̈��¡���¡ �THCRMvC�ROIGFKOGTy�K�SRMOH�rGTT�FRH�IDSGID�HCD�PDOGHL�Ru�KSRFHORwDOLy�Gu�HCD�NTKGFHGuuL�TKSt�LHKFIGFv�̀LDD� ®̄ °±__]�Z[²VX³Y�V́�µ³¶W·̧̧W�̀ab�ie�fa�QKTgfI�cbn�bd�h a�a�QKTg¹NHOgjmbn��mi��giI�m�doen�rD�ODSRvFG�DI�KF�D�SDNHGRF�HR�HCGLOMTD�GF�RMO�ODSDFH�IDSGLGRF�GF� º±»�Z[�¼¶½̧³±V³�¾V¶³·¿W¶½³X¿�jf�QKTgfI�mmi�̀CDODKuHDO�º±»eg�pF�º±»¿�HCD�wGSHGPRu�K�SOGPD�LRMvCH�HR�SCKTTDFvD�HCD�HOGKT�SRMOH�L�IDSGLGRF�HRODSKTT�K�LDFHDFSD�MFIDO� �DFKT�QRID�LDSHGRF�aacdg�~DCDTI�HCKH�RFTy�HCD�NORLDSMHROn�FRH�HCD�wGSHGP�Ru�HCD�SOGPDnCKI�LHKFIGFv�HR�OKGLD�HCKH�GLLMDg�~D�FDwDOHCDTDLL�rDFH�RF�HRSRFLGIDO�KFI�IDSGID��MDLHGRFL�OKGLDI�xy�HCD�wGSHGP�SRFSDOFGFvHCD�HOGKT�SRMOH�L�KMHCROGHy�HR�ODSKTT�K�LDFHDFSD�MFIDO� �DFKTQRID�LDSHGRF�aacdn�LMxIGwGLGRF�̀Ieg�~D�D�NTKGFDI�HCKH�HCD
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BCDECDFGDH�GBBICB�JKLC�BGHDGMGFKDEN�OPC�FKBC�GB�MIQQR�SLGCMCTKDT�KQQ�UKLEGCB�KUUKLCDEQR�BCCV�K�TCFGBGWD�WD�EPC�XCLGEBN�YDTCLBIFP�FGLFIXBEKDFCBZ�[C�TCCX�GE�KUULWULGKEC�EW�KTTLCBB�\EPC]GFEGX̂B_�BCDECDFGDH�KLHIXCDEB�MWL�EPC�HIGTKDFC�WM�EPC�QW[CLFWILEBN�̀IL�TGBFLCEGWD�EW�TW�BW�IDTCL�KDKQWHWIB�FGLFIXBEKDFCBGB�[CQQ�BCEEQCTN�\aGEGDH�FKBCB�CbUQKGDGDH�[PCD�KD�KUUCQQKECFWILE�FKD�TCFGTC�KD�GBBIC�TCBUGEC�XWWEDCBBN_c�d ef�aKQNfT�KEUN�gegNh�iD�MWWEDWEC�[C�KTTCT�EPKE�JYDTCL�KLEGFQC�jiZ�BCFEGWDklZ�BISTG]GBGWD�dSh�WM�EPC�aKQGMWLDGK�aWDBEGEIEGWD�NNNZ�[C�PK]CmILGBTGFEGWD�EW�̂LC]GC[�EPC�nopqrqst�su�v�wsxyz�su�{||ov}�GD�KDRFKIBCN̂�diEKQGFB�KTTCTNh�~CLC�EPC�aWILE�WM��UUCKQ̂B�TCFGBGWDKTTLCBBCT�E[W�GBBICB�BEKDTGDH�KDT�XCLGEBN��WEPGDH�GD�KLEGFQCjiZ�BCFEGWD�kldSh�BIHHCBEB�EPKEZ�PK]GDH�LCmCFECT�EPC�aWILEWM��UUCKQ̂B�FWDFQIBGWD�WD�EPC�ULCQGXGDKLR�GBBIC�WM�BEKDTGDHZ[C�KLC�MWLCFQWBCT�MLWX�̂LC]GC[�\GDH_̂�EPC�BCFWDT�BISmCFEKTTLCBBCT�KDT�LCBWQ]CT�GD�GEB�TCFGBGWDNc�d�UN�geg�geeZ�MDN��Nhi�BCC�DW�HLWIDTB�WD�[PGFP�EW�TGBEGDHIGBP��q���OPC�ULCBCDE�FKBCGB�KQBW�WDC�GD�[PGFP�EPC�aWILE�WM��UUCKQ�TCFGBGWD�KTTLCBBCTSWEP�BEKDTGDH�KDT�XCLGEBN�iE�GB�MIQQR�SLGCMCTN��QKGDEGMMB�KDT�EPCFWIDER�BCCV�K�TCFGBGWD�WD�EPC�XCLGEBN��PGQC�EPC�BEKEC�TWCB�DWEBCCV�K�TCFGBGWD�WD�EPC�XCLGEB�GD�EPGB�ULWFCCTGDHZ�GEB�KUUCKQWM�EPC�BIUCLGWL�FWILE�TCFGBGWD�GD�EPC�XKDTKXIB�ULWFCCTGDHSLWIHPE�SR�EPC�aWIDER�WM��WB��DHCQCB�dBCC�XKmN�WUDNZ�vtzo�UN�ff�Z�MDN�lvtzo��UN�ff�Z�MDN�lh�BPW[B�EPKE�GE�GB�DWE�WUUWBCT�EWKD�KUUCQQKEC�TCFGBGWD�WD�EPC�XCLGEBN�����OPC�XKmWLGERZ�PW[C]CLZ�DWECB�EPKE�]KLGWIB�BEKEC�WMMGFGKQB�EPC�aWDELWQQCLZ�EPC��GLCFEWL�WM��GDKDFCZ�EPC�OLCKBILCLZ�KDTEPC��GLCFEWL�WM�EPC�̀MMGFC�WM��QKDDGDH�KDT��CBCKLFP�TGT�DWEUKLEGFGUKEC�GD�EPGB�QGEGHKEGWDN�OPCD�GD�K�MWWEDWECZ�EPC�XKmWLGERBIHHCBEB�EPKE�EPGB�GB�EPC�LCKBWD�EPCR�TW�DWE�MWQQW[�EPC��q�TCFGBGWDN�d�KmN�WUDNZ�vtzo��UN�ff�Z�MDN��vtzo��UN�ff�Z�MDN��Nh�iDXR�]GC[Z�EPGB�CbUQKDKEGWD�GB�GDBIMMGFGCDEN�OPC�ULCBCDE�KFEGWD�GBWDC�MWL�TCFQKLKEWLR�LCQGCM�KHKGDBE�EPC�BEKECN�iE�GB�DWE�DCFCBBKLREPKE�UQKGDEGMMB�KQBW�BIC�UKLEGFIQKL�BEKEC�WMMGFGKQBN�dOPC�BEKEC�PKBDC]CL�FQKGXCT�EPKE�BIFP�WMMGFGKQB�[CLC�DCFCBBKLR�UKLEGCBNh�i�TWDWE�SCQGC]C�[C�BPWIQT�LCMIBC�EW�LCKFP�EPC�XCLGEB�WM�EPGB�KUUCKQSCFKIBC�WM�EPC�DWDUKLEGFGUKEGWD�WM�UCLBWDB�[PWZ�GM�EPCR�BWIHPEEW�UKLEGFGUKECZ�[WIQT�SC�PCLC�XCLCQR�KB�KXGFG�FILGKCN�OPC�FKBC�SCMWLC�IB�LKGBCB�DW�GBBICB�WM�TCUKLEXCDEKQ�UWQGFRN�iEULCBCDEB�BWQCQR�KD�GBBIC�WM�QK[�[PGFP�EPGB�FWILE�GB�FWXUCECDEEW�TCFGTC�WD�EPC�SLGCMB�KDT�KLHIXCDEB�ULCBCDECTN�OPKE�GBBICGB�WDC�WM�HLCKE�BGHDGMGFKDFCZ�MKL�XWLC�BGHDGMGFKDE�EPKD�KDRLKGBCT�GD��q����ITHCB�LKLCQR�LCFKQQ�BCDECDFGDH�IDTCL� �CDKQaWTC�BCFEGWD�kk��Z�BISTG]GBGWD�dTh��[PCD�EPCR�TWZ�GE�HCDCLKQQRKMMCFEB�WDQR�EPC�GDTG]GTIKQ�TCMCDTKDEN�iD�FWDELKBEZ�EPC�QCHKQ

GBBIC�PCLC�GD]WQ]CB�GXXCDBC�BIXB�WM�XWDCR�KDT�KMMCFESITHCEKLR�UQKDDGDH�MWL�SWEP�EPC�BEKEC�KDT�FWIDEGCBN��EKECKDT�FWIDER�HW]CLDXCDEB�DCCT�EW�VDW[Z�KB�BWWD�KB�UWBBGSQCZ[PKE�EPCGL�LGHPEB�KDT�WSQGHKEGWDB�KLC��QCHGBQKEWLB�FWDBGTCLGDHULWUWBKQB�EW�TCKQ�[GEP�EPC�FILLCDE�BEKEC�KDT�FWIDER�SITHCEFLGBGB�DCCT�EW�VDW[�PW[�EW�MLKXC�QCHGBQKEGWD�BW�GE�TWCB�DWE]GWQKEC�KLEGFQC��iii��N�OPC�ULKFEGFKQ�GXUKFE�WM�K�TCFGBGWD�WD�EPCUCWUQC�WM�EPGB�BEKEC�GB�KQBW�WM�HLCKE�GXUWLEKDFCN�OPC�MKGQILC�WMEPC�BEKEC�EW�ULW]GTC�MIQQ�BIS]CDEGWD�MIDTB�KDT�EPC�TGMMGFIQER�WMEPC�FWIDER�GD�MGQQGDH�EPC�HKU�ELKDBQKEC�GDEW�GDKTC�IKEC�BEKMMGDHKDT�MKFGQGEGCB�MWL�ELCKEXCDE�WM�EPWIBKDTB�WM�UCLBWDBN�YDEGQEPC�FWDBEGEIEGWDKQ�GBBICB�KLC�LCBWQ]CT�EPC�QCHKQ�IDFCLEKGDEGCBXKR�GDPGSGE�SWEP�QC]CQB�WM�HW]CLDXCDE�MLWX�EKVGDH�EPC�BECUBDCCTCT�EW�KTTLCBB�EPGB�ULWSQCXN���TCQKR�WM�BC]CLKQ�RCKLBIDEGQ�EPC��WB��DHCQCB�FKBC�GB�LCBWQ]CT�FWIQT�LCBIQE�GD�UKGDZPKLTBPGUZ�WL�C]CD�TCKEP�MWL�XKDR�UCWUQCN�i�FWDFQITC�EPKEZ[PCEPCL�WL�DWE�UQKGDEGMMB�PK]C�BEKDTGDHZ�EPGB�FWILE�BPWIQTKTTLCBB�KDT�LCBWQ]C�EPC�XCLGEB�WM�EPC�KUUCKQN���� ¡¢£¤¥¦ ¡�§¥�̈ �¥̈§¡©¦¡ª«�B�i�PK]C�mIBE�CbUQKGDCTZ�GE�GB�DWE�DCFCBBKLR�MWL�UQKGDEGMMB�EWPK]C�BEKDTGDH�MWL�IB�EW�SC�KSQC�EW�TCFGTC�EPC�XCLGEB�WM�EPCKUUCKQN��C]CLEPCQCBBZ�i�FWDFQITC����¬�EPKE�UQKGDEGMMB�PK]CBEKDTGDH�SWEP�KB�UCLBWDB�JSCDCMGFGKQQR�GDECLCBECTc�IDTCL�aWTCWM�aG]GQ��LWFCTILC�BCFEGWD�k����KDT�IDTCL�EPC�TWFELGDC�WMyoot�®��̄°}ons��rx|yv��l��aKQNfT�kl�Z�EW�SLGDH�KD�KFEGWDEW�TCECLXGDC�[PCEPCL�EPC�BEKEC�PKB�]GWQKECT�GEB�TIEGCB�IDTCLKLEGFQC��iii��N�OPC�LCXCTR�HG]CD�QWFKQ�KHCDFGCB�KDT�BFPWWQTGBELGFEB�SR�±W]CLDXCDE�aWTC�BCFEGWDB�k�e����k��f��GBZ�KB±W]CLDXCDE�aWTC�BCFEGWD�k�eel�BEKECBZ�EPC�CbFQIBG]C�LCXCTRSR�[PGFP�EPWBC�SWTGCB�FKD�FPKQQCDHC�EPC�BEKEĈB�LCMIBKQ�EWULW]GTC�BIS]CDEGWD�MIDTBZ�SIE�EPC�BEKEIEC�TWCB�DWE�QGXGE�EPCLCXCTGCB�K]KGQKSQC�EW�GDTG]GTIKQ�FGEG²CDBN³³³��́µ¶·̧¹�º»�̧¼µ�½¾¾µ¿À½��Á̈§̈Â�Ã¤¡©¦¡ª� Ã�¢§ÄÂ�Ã Ä�ÅÆÇÈ¥«�CQMKLC�KDT�iDBEGEIEGWDB�aWTC�BCFEGWD�k�����LC�IGLCB�C]CLRFWIDER�EW�JLCQGC]C�KDT�BIUUWLEc�KQQ�GDTGHCDE�WL�GDFKUKFGEKECTLCBGTCDEBZ�CbFCUE�EW�EPC�CbECDE�EPKE�BIFP�UCLBWDB�KLC�BIUUWLECTWL�LCQGC]CT�SR�WEPCL�BWILFCBN���LWX�k��k�IDEGQ�k��lZ�KDT�EPIBKE�EPC�EGXC�KLEGFQC��iii���SCFKXC�CMMCFEG]CZ�FWIDEGCB�[CLC�DWELC�IGLCT�EW�UKR�MWL�EPC�ULW]GBGWD�WM�PCKQEP�BCL]GFCB�EW��i�̂BZ[PWBC�PCKQEP�DCCTB�[CLC�XCE�EPLWIHP�EPC�BEKEC�MIDTCT��CTG�aKQ�ULWHLKXN��GDFC�EPC�XCTGFKQ�DCCTB�WM��i�̂B�[CLC�MIQQRXCE�EPLWIHP�WEPCL�BWILFCBZ�EPC�FWIDEGCB�PKT�DW�TIER�IDTCL�CQMKLC�KDT�iDBEGEIEGWDB�aWTC�BCFEGWD�k�����EW�XCCE�EPWBC
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BCCDEF�GHIJC�KHC�LMNBKICE�DID�OPQC�RCBCSPJ�LMBKSITNKIMBE�KMKHC�UCDIVWPJ�XSMRSPO�YZHILH�LM[CSCD�XCSEMBE�MKHCS�KHPBU\]̂E_�̀SMO�abca�NBKIJ�abcde�PK�KHC�KIOC�PSKILJC�f\\\�gTCLPOC�C̀̀CLKI[C�IB�abdh�KHC�LMNBKICE�ZCSC�BMK�SCiNISCD�KMOPQC�PBj�̀IBPBLIPJ�LMBKSITNKIMBE�KM�UCDIVWPJF�\K�IE�KHCSC̀MSCNBDIEXNKCD�KHPK�KHC�LMNBKICE�ZCSC�BMK�SCiNISCD�KM�XSM[IDCÌBPBLIPJJj�̀MS�KHC�HCPJKH�BCCDE�M̀�U\]̂E�ZHCB�PSKILJC�f\\\�gTCLPOC�C̀̀CLKI[CF�kHC�EKPKC�̀NBDCD�PJJ�ENLH�BCCDE�M̀�U\]̂EF\B�abdle�KHC�mCRIEJPKNSC�XPEECD�]EECOTJj�gIJJ�nMF�cbbYabdaVabdl�oCRF�pCEEFq�pKPKEF�abdle�LHF�rlde�XXF�astdVathb_YHCSCP̀KCS�]g�nMF�cbb_e�ZHILH�SCOM[CD�U\]̂E�̀SMO�KHC�EKPKCVǸBDCD�UCDIVWPJ�XSMRSPO�PE�M̀�uPBNPSj�ae�abdre�PBD�KHCSCTjKSPBÈCSSCD�KM�KHC�LMNBKICEe�KHSMNRH�KHC�WMNBKj�UCDILPJpCS[ILCE�vJPB�ZHILH�]g�nMF�cbb�LSCPKCDe�KHC�̀IBPBLIPJSCEXMBEITIJIKj�KM�XSM[IDC�HCPJKH�ECS[ILCE�KM�PXXSMwIOPKCJjlchehhh�U\]̂EF�]g�nMF�cbb�SCiNISCD�KHPK�KHC�LMNBKICEXSM[IDC�HCPJKH�LPSC�̀MS�U\]̂Ee�jCK�PXXSMXSIPKCD�MBJj�chXCSLCBK�M̀�ZHPK�KHC�EKPKC�ZMNJD�HP[C�EXCBK�MB�U\]̂E�HPD�KHMECXCSEMBE�SCOPIBCD�P�EKPKC�SCEXMBEITIJIKj�NBDCS�KHC�UCDIVWPJXSMRSPOFpIBLC�abdre�KHC�EKPKC�HPE�MBJj�XPSKIPJJj�DC̀SPjCD�KHC�LMEKE�KMKHC�LMNBKICE�M̀�XSM[IDIBR�HCPJKH�LPSC�KM�U\]̂EF�pNLH�EKPKCǸBDIBR�KM�LMNBKICE�ZPE�xyz{�IBIKIPJJj�SCJPKI[CJj�LMBEKPBKeRCBCSPJJj�OMSC�KHPB�|}hh�OIJJIMB�XCS�jCPSF�gj�abbhe�HMZC[CSeEKPKC�̀NBDIBR�HPD�DCLSCPECD�KM�JCEE�KHPB�|lsh�OIJJIMBF�kHCEKPKCe�HMZC[CSe�HPE�PJZPjE�IBLJNDCD�KHC�̀NJJ�POMNBK�M̀�IKEM̀SOCS�MTJIRPKIMB�KM�XSM[IDC�̀MS�U\]̂E�NBDCS�KHC�UCDIVWPJ�XSMRSPO�IB�KHC�jCPS�XSCLCDIBR�uNJj�ae�abdhe�PE�XPSKM̀�IKE�PSKILJC�f\\\�g�~PXXSMXSIPKIMBE�JIOIKe��IFCFe�PE�XPSK�M̀KHC�TPEC�POMNBK�M̀�PXXSMXSIPKIMBE�MB�ZHILH�ENTECiNCBKPBBNPJ�PD�NEKOCBKE�̀MS�LMEKVM̀VJI[IBR�PBD�XMXNJPKIMB�LHPBRCEZMNJD�TC�LPJLNJPKCDF�]TMNK�|a�TIJJIMB�HPE�TCCB�PDDCD�KMKHC�EKPKĈE�PD�NEKCD�EXCBDIBR�JIOIK�̀MS�XMXNJPKIMB�RSMZKH�PBDIB̀JPKIMB��������TCLPNEC�M̀�KHC�EKPKĈE�IBLJNEIMB�M̀�PJJ�U\]CwXCBDIKNSCE�IB�KHC�PXXSMXSIPKIMB�JIOIK�CEKPTJIEHCD�̀MS�IKETPEC�jCPSe�abcbVabdhF�kHC�EKPKC�HPE�BMK�OPDC�XSMXMSKIMBPJIBLSCPECE�IB�KHC�ENOE�XSM[IDCD�KM�LMNBKICE�KM�XPj�̀MS�KHC�U\]ECS[ILCE�̀NBDCD�Tj�KHC�LMNBKICE�EIBLC�uPBNPSj�ae�abdrF�����������������������������������NS�SCLCBK�DCLIEIMB�IB� ����������� �����¡¢�£�¤������¤�¥�� �¥¤�Yabba_�sr�WPJFrD�}dle�}dtV}dc�¦ ldh�WPJFoXKSFble�dhd�vFlD�lrs§�YHCSCP̀KCS������������ ����_e�CwXJPIBCD�KHCǸBLKIMB�M̀�PSKILJC�f\\\�g�PBD�IKE�SCJPKIMBEHIX�KM�PSKILJC�f\\\]e�CBPLKCD�MBC�jCPS�CPSJICS̈

~]K�KHC�uNBC�te�abcde�vSIOPSj�©JCLKIMBe�PSKILJC�f\\\�]ZPE�PDDCD�KM�KHC�WMBEKIKNKIMB�KHSMNRH�KHC�PDMXKIMB�M̀vSMXMEIKIMB�are�PB�IBIKIPKI[C�OCPENSC�PIOCD�PK�LMBKSMJJIBR�PD[PJMSCO�XSMXCSKj�KPwCE�PBD�KHC�IOXMEIKIMB�M̀�BCZ�̂EXCLIPJKPwCEF̂�Y ª«¤¬� �¤�����®�¥���̄�¥���°¥±²�£³²¢�́¥��¢�¡¢�£�¤��µ¬¢����¶·�¤�¥̧¤�¥���Yabcd_�ll�WPJFrD�lhde�lraVlrl�¦ a}bWPJFoXKSF�lrbe�sdr�vFlD�alda§F_�kHC�LMBEKIKNKIMBPJ�XSM[IEIMBIOXMECE�P�JIOIK�MB�KHC�XMZCS�M̀�EKPKC�PBD�JMLPJ�RM[CSBOCBKEKM�PDMXK�PBD�JC[j�KPwCEF�Y �¥������£¤³ ¤«�����¡¢�£�¤������¤�¥�� �¥¤�Yabbh_�sh�WPJFrD�sae�sbe�̀BF�a�¦ ltt�WPJFoXKSFarbe�cds�vFlD�sll§�Y�¥������£¤³ ¤«����_F_~]K�KHC�nM[COTCS�te�abcbe�pXCLIPJ�pKPKCZIDC�©JCLKIMBe�PSKILJCf\\\�g�ZPE�PDDCD�KM�KHC�WMBEKIKNKIMB�KHSMNRH�KHC�PDMXKIMBM̀�vSMXMEIKIMB�}e�PBMKHCS�IBIKIPKI[C�OCPENSCF�kHPK�OCPENSCXJPLCE�JIOIKPKIMBE�MB�KHC�PTIJIKj�M̀�TMKH�EKPKC�PBD�JMLPJRM[CSBOCBKE�KM�PXXSMXSIPKC�̀NBDE�̀MS�CwXCBDIKNSCEF~�̂]SKILJCE�f\\\�]�PBD�f\\\�g�ZMSQ�IB�KPBDCOe�KMRCKHCSSCEKSILKIBR�WPJÌMSBIP�RM[CSBOCBKÊ�XMZCS�TMKH�KM�JC[j�PBD�KMEXCBD�¦KPwCE§�̀MS�XNTJIL�XNSXMECEF̂�Y �¥������£¤³ ¤«����¹��º ¤¹�sh�WPJFrD�PK�XF�sbe�̀BF�aF_~]SKILJC�f\\\�g�M̀�KHC�WMBEKIKNKIMB�ZPE�IBKCBDCD�FFF�KM�XSM[IDCX̂CSOPBCBK�XSMKCLKIMB�̀MS�KPwXPjCSE�̀SMO�CwLCEEI[C�KPwPKIMB̂PBD�̂P�SCPEMBPTJC�ZPj�KM�XSM[IDC�DIELIXJIBC�IB�KPw�EXCBDIBRPK�EKPKC�PBD�JMLPJ�JC[CJEF̂�YpCC�����������»�¤³� �¡¢��� ¥�Yabdh_�aar�WPJF]XXFrD�}}re�}}t�¦ach�WPJFoXKSF�lrl§e�iNMKIBRPBD�̀MJJMZIBR�gPJJMK�vPOXFe�vSMXMECD�pKPKEF�PBD�]OCBDEF�KMWPJF�WMBEKF�ZIKH�PSRNOCBKE�KM�[MKCSEe�pXCLIPJ�pKPKCZIDC�©JCLFYnM[F�te�abcb_e�PSRNOCBK�xy¼½�IB�̀P[MS�M̀�vSMXF�}e�XF�adF_�kMKHIE�CBDe�IK�CEKPTJIEHCE�PB�̂PXXSMXSIPKIMBE�JIOIK̂�̀MS�TMKH�EKPKCPBD�JMLPJ�RM[CSBOCBKE�YWPJF�WMBEKFe�PSKF�f\\\�ge�¾�de�ENTDF�YH__PBD�PJJMZE�BM�̂PXXSMXSIPKIMBE�ENT�CLK�KM�JIOIKPKIMB̂�IB�CwLCEEKHCSCM̀�Y¥¬¢¹�¾�l_Fd�YpCC�����������»�¤³� �¡¢��� ¥�¹���º ¤¹�aarWPJF]XXFrD�PK�XF�}}tF_�\K�DC̀IBCE�KHC�SCJC[PBK�̂PXXSMXSIPKIMBEENT�CLK�KM�JIOIKPKIMB̂�PE�̂PBj�PNKHMSI¿PKIMB�KM�CwXCBD�DNSIBRP�̀IELPJ�jCPS�KHC�XSMLCCDE�M̀�KPwCE�FFFF̂�YWPJF�WMBEKFe�PSKF�f\\\ge�¾�de�ENTDF�YT_F_��Y ����������� ����¹���º ¤¹�sr�WPJFrDPK�XF�}dtF_ÀBDCS�ECLKIMB�r�M̀�PSKILJC�f\\\�g�KHC�EKPKC�OPj�KSPBÈCSÌBPBLIPJ�SCEXMBEITIJIKj�̀MS�P�XSMRSPO�KM�P�LMNBKj�Ì�KHC�EKPKCPBD�LMNBKj�ONKNPJJj�PRSCC�KHPK�KHC�PXXSMXSIPKIMB�JIOIK�M̀KHC�EKPKC�ZIJJ�TC�DCLSCPECD�PBD�KHPK�M̀�KHC�LMNBKj�IBLSCPECDTj�KHC�EPOC�POMNBKFb�]TECBK�ENLH�PB�PRSCCOCBKe�HMZC[CSe
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BCDEFGH�I�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�QCHCLKMMR�SLCDMTUCB�EVC�BEKEC�JLGWKXGFUFHQ�EVC�BSCHUFHQ�MFWFEB�FE�WTBE�GYBCLXC�YR�BVFJEFHQ�EGMGDKM�QGXCLHWCHEB�SLGQLKWB�KHU�EVCFL�KEECHUKHE�JFHKHDFKMYTLUCHB�ZVFDV�ZCLC�K�BEKEC�LCBSGHBFYFMFER�SLFGL�EG�EVC�CJJCDEFXCUKEC�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P[�OE�UGCB�BG�YR�LC\TFLFHQ�EVKE�]̂ VCHCXCLEVC�_CQFBMKETLC�GL�KHR�BEKEC�KQCHDR�WKHUKECB�K�HCZ�SLGQLKWGL�VFQVCL�MCXCM�GJ�BCLXFDC�GH�KHR�MGDKM�QGXCLHWCHÈ�EVC�BEKECBVKMM�SLGXFUC�K�BTYXCHEFGH�GJ�JTHUB�EG�LCFWYTLBC�BTDV�MGDKMQGXCLHWCHE�JGL�EVC�DGBE�GJ�BTDV�SLGQLKW�GL�FHDLCKBCU�MCXCMGJ�BCLXFDC�[[[[abc]dCDEFGH�I�ZKB�FHDMTUCU�FH�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�FH�LCDGQHFEFGH�EVKEKLEFDMC�NOOO�e�GJ�EVC�fGHBEFETEFGH�BCXCLCMR�LCBELFDECU�EVC�EKgFHQSGZCLB�GJ�MGDKM�QGXCLHWCHEB[�hdCC� ijklmn�jo�pjq�rlstutqvX[�wmxmt�jo�ixuyojzlyx�hb{|}~�����fKM[�U��Ì�Ib�v ���fKM[�SEL[��|̀�}�{��[�U��c��[~��VC�SLGXFBFGH�ZKB�FHECHUCU�EGSLCDMTUC�EVC�BEKEC�JLGW�BVFJEFHQ�JFHKHDFKM�LCBSGHBFYFMFER�JGLDKLLRFHQ�GTE�QGXCLHWCHEKM�JTHDEFGHB�GHEG�MGDKM�CHEFEFCB�EVKEZCLC�FMM�C\TFSSCU�EG�VKHUMC�EVC�EKB�[�h��y����BCC� pk�yx�xz��lyoyt��w��jju��yqm������jlys��qk�zx�����fKM[�U�|�c̀|�Ì�JH[�I[~�dSCDFJFDKMMR̀�FE�ZKB�UCBFQHCU�EG�SLGECDE�EVC�EKg�����LCXCHTCB�GJ�MGDKM�QGXCLHWCHEB�JLGW�BEKEC�WKHUKECBEVKE�ZGTMU�LC\TFLC�CgSCHUFETLC�GJ�BTDV�LCXCHTCB[a�hijklmn�jo�ztqlj��qk�zx�����fKM[�U�KE�S[��|}[~������� ¡¢£ � ¤¥�¦§�¢̈¤ ¡�©�ª«««�¬�¤¦�©¢�¤�¡¢̈©�§¦̈�®«�̄°±�VC�BEKEC�KLQTCB�EVKE�DKLC�GJ�EVC�FHUFQCHÈ�FHDMTUFHQ�WCUFDKMDKLC̀�VKB�MGHQ�YCCH�K�DGTHER�LCBSGHBFYFMFER[�OE�DMKFWB�EVKEKMEVGTQV�EVC�BEKEC�THUCLEGG��EG�JTHU�EVFB�LCBSGHBFYFMFER�JLGWb{}{�EVLGTQV�b{|�̀�FE�ZKB�WCLCMR�ECWSGLKLFMR�hKB�FE�ETLHCUGTE~�VCMSFHQ�EVC�DGTHEFCB�WCCE�EVCFL�LCBSGHBFYFMFEFCB̀�KHU�EVKEEVC�BTYBC\TCHE�LCUTDEFGH�FH�BEKEC�JTHUFHQ�UFU�HGE�FWSGBC�KHR]HCZ�SLGQLKWa�GL�]VFQVCL�MCXCM�GJ�BCLXFDCa�GH�EVC�DGTHEFCBZFEVFH�EVC�WCKHFHQ�GJ�BCDEFGH�I�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P[��MKFHEFJJBLCBSGHU�EVKE�EVC�DLFEFDKM�\TCBEFGH�FB�HGE�EVC�ELKUFEFGHKM�LGMCBGJ�EVC�DGTHER�KHU�BEKEC̀�YTE�ZVG�VKU�EVC�JFBDKM�LCBSGHBFYFMFERGH�²GXCWYCL�Ì�b{}{̀�ZVCH�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�EGG��CJJCDE[��VCSTLSGBC�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�BTSSGLEB�EVC�SMKFHEFJJB³�SGBFEFGH[eB�ZC�VKXC�HGECÙ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�e�GJ�EVC�fGHBEFETEFGHh�LGSGBFEFGH�b�~�KHU�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�KLC�DGWSMCWCHEKLRWCKBTLCB[��VC�JGLWCL�LKUFDKMMR�LCUTDCU�DGTHER�LCXCHTCB̀ZVFDV�MCU�EVC�BEKEC�EG�KBBTWC�LCBSGHBFYFMFER�JGL�SLGQLKWBSLCXFGTBMR�JFHKHDCU�YR�EVC�DGTHEFCB[�eLEFDMC�NOOO�P̀�CHKDECUGHC�RCKL�MKECL̀�JLǴC�YGEV�BEKEC�KHU�DGTHER�KSSLGSLFKEFGHB�KEEVC�MCXCM�GJ�EVC�b{}|µb{}{�YTUQCEB¶K�RCKL�ZVCH�EVC�YTUQCEBFHDMTUCU�BEKEC�JFHKHDFHQ�JGL�EVC�SLFGL�DGTHER�SLGQLKWB̀�YTE�HGE

DGTHER�JFHKHDFHQ�JGL�EVCBC�SLGQLKWB[�eLEFDMC�NOOO�P�JTLEVCLMFWFECU�EVC�BEKEC³B�KTEVGLFER�EG�ELKHBJCL�GYMFQKEFGHB�EG�EVCDGTHEFCB[��CKUFHQ�EVC�EZG�EGQCEVCL̀�FE�BCCWB�DMCKL�EVKE�KLEFDMCNOOO�P�ZKB�FHECHUCU�EG�MFWFE�EVC�SGZCL�GJ�EVC�_CQFBMKETLC�EGLCELKHBJCL�EG�EVC�DGTHEFCB�EVGBC�GYMFQKEFGHB�ZVFDV�EVC�BEKEC�VKUKBBTWCU�FH�EVC�ZK�C�GJ��LGSGBFEFGH�b�[·HUCL�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P̀�YGEV�BEKEC�KHU�DGTHER�KSSLGSLFKEFGHBMFWFEB�KLC�BCE�GH�EVC�YKBFB�GJ�K�DKMDTMKEFGH�EVKE�YCQFHB�ZFEV�EVCYTUQCEB�FH�CJJCDE�ZVCH�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�ZKB�CHKDECU[�OJ�EVC�BEKECDGTMU�ELKHBJCL�EG�EVC�DGTHER�K�SLGQLKW�JGL�ZVFDV�EVC�BEKEC�KEEVKE�EFWC�VKU�JTMM�JFHKHDFKM�LCBSGHBFYFMFER̀�EVC�DGTHER�DGTMUYC�JGLDCU�EG�KBBTWC�KUUFEFGHKM�JFHKHDFKM�GYMFQKEFGHB�ZFEVGTEEVC�LFQVE�EG�KSSLGSLFKEC�KUUFEFGHKM�WGHCRB[��VC�BEKEC̀�KE�EVCBKWC�EFWC̀�ZGTMU�QCE�DLCUFE�EGZKLU�FEB�KSSLGSLFKEFGHB�MFWFEJGL�CgSCHUFETLCB�FE�UFU�HGE�SKR[�fGTHER�EKgSKRCLB�ZGTMU�YCJGLDCU�EG�KDDCSE�HCZ�EKgCB�GL�BCC�EVC�DGTHER�JGLDCU�EG�DTECgFBEFHQ�SLGQLKWB�JTLEVCL��BEKEC�EKgSKRCLB�ZGTMU�UFBDGXCL�EVKEEVC�BEKEC̀�YR�DGTHEFHQ�CgSCHUFETLCB�FE�UFU�HGE�SKR̀�VKU�KD\TFLCUKH�KDETKM�LCXCHTC�BTLSMTB�ZVFMC�KXGFUFHQ�FEB�GYMFQKEFGH�EGLCJTHU�LCXCHTCB�FH�CgDCBB�GJ�EVC�KSSLGSLFKEFGHB�MFWFE[�dTDVDGHBC\TCHDCB�KLC�FHDGHBFBECHE�ZFEV�EVC�STLSGBC�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOOP[̧TL�UCDFBFGHB�FHECLSLCEFHQ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P�UCWGHBELKEC�EVKEEVC�BEKEC³B�BTYXCHEFGH�LC\TFLCWCHE�THUCL�BCDEFGH�I�FB�HGEXFEFKECU�BFWSMR�YCDKTBC�EVC����¹�]SLGQLKWa�CgFBECU�YCJGLCEVC�CJJCDEFXC�UKEC�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P[��VC�KMECLHKEC�SVLKBC�GJBCDEFGH�I�GJ�KLEFDMC�NOOO�P̀�]�³VFQVCL�MCXCM�GJ�BCLXFDCv̀�³�[[[WTBE�YC�LCKU�FH�DGHºTHDEFGH�ZFEV�EVC�SLCUCDCBBGL�SVLKBC³HCZ�SLGQLKW³�EG�QFXC�FE�WCKHFHQ[��VTB�LCKÙ�FE�FB�KSSKLCHEEVKE�m�t�qk��tlmyjl�zt»kyzt¼tlm�ojz�yl�ztxqt��jz��ys�tz�ut�tujo�qtz�y�t�yq��yzt�mt��mj�qmxmt�¼xl�xmt��yl�ztxqtq�yl�m�tqtz�y�tq��zj�y�t���n�uj�xu�xstl�ytq�yl�t½yqmyls�¾�zjszx¼q�³a�h ijklmn�jo�pjq�rlstutq����wmxmt�jo�ixuyojzlyx�hb{|}~���fKM[�U��Ì��I�v ����fKM[�SEL[��|̀�}�{��[�U��c��̀�FEKMFDBKUUCU[~pk�yx��xz��lyoyt��w��jju��yqm������jlys��qk�zx����fKM[�U�|�c̀�SLCBCHEB�K�DMGBC�KHKMGQR�EG�EVC�SLCBCHE�DKBC[�VC�BEKEC�¿CSKLEWCHE�GJ�ÀUTDKEFGH�GSCLKECU�BDVGGMB�JGLBCXCLCMR�VKHUFDKSSCU�BETUCHEB̀�YTE�SLFGL�EG�b{}{�q��jju�yqmzy�mq�Átzt�zt»kyzt���n�qmxmkmt�mj��jlmzy�kmt�EG�CUTDKEFGH�GJEVGBC�BETUCHEB�JLGW�EVC�UFBELFDE�KE�EVC�BEKEC�BDVGGMB[�OH�b{}{̀FH�LCBSGHBC�EG�EVC�LCBELFDEFGHB�GH�BDVGGM�UFBELFDE�LCXCHTCBFWSGBCU�YR��LGSGBFEFGH�b�̀�EVC�BEKETECB�LC\TFLFHQ�BTDVUFBELFDE�DGHELFYTEFGHB�ZCLC�LCSCKMCU�KHU�EVC�BEKEC�KBBTWCU�JTMMLCBSGHBFYFMFER�JGL�JTHUFHQ[��VC�BEKEC�JTHUFHQ�LCBSGHBFYFMFER
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BCDEFDGHI�GDEFJ�KGDH�LMN�OPMON�QRHD�SIGBTEFCD�UCIH�VHBEFCDWPXYY�ZRH[HT\EH[�VHBEFCD�WPXYY]N�[ĤGF[FD_�VBRCCJ�IFVE[FBEV�ECVRT[H�FD�ERHVH�BCVEVN�̀HBTaH�H\\HBEFbHcdRH�eJTFDEF\\�IFVE[FBEV�\FJHI�T�EHVE�BJTFa�̀H\C[H�ERH�BCaaFVVFCDNBCDEHDIFD_�ERHf�QH[H�HDEFEJHI�EC�VETEH�[HFà G[VHaHDE�GDIH[VHBEFCD�g�C\�T[EFBJH�hiii�jc�dRH�BCaaFVVFCD�\CGDI�ERHeJTFDEF\\V�QH[H�DCE�HDEFEJHI�EC�VETEH�[HFà G[VHaHDEN�CD�ERH[TEFCDTJH�ERTE�ERH�FDB[HTVH�FD�BCVEV�EC�ERH�IFVE[FBEV�BCaeHJJHIf̀�VHBEFCD�WPXYY�FaeCVHI�DC�DHQ�e[C_[Ta�C[�RF_RH[�JHbHJ�C\VH[bFBHVc�dRH�E[FTJ�TDI�FDEH[aHIFTEH�TeeHJJTEH�BCG[EV�T\\F[aHICD�ERH�_[CGDI�ERTE�VHBEFCD�WPXYY�BTJJHI�\C[�CDJf�TD�klTImGVEaHDE�C\�BCVEVl�n�C\�HIGBTEFD_�ERH�VHbH[HJf�RTDIFBTeeHINTDI�ERTE�ko�pqrst�ru�tqv�swuxruy�zs�ou�v{rptruy�|}zy}o~�rp�uzt�ouv��|}zy}o~�z}�o�qryqv}��v�v��zs�pv}�r�vn�QFERFD�ERH�aHTDFD_C\�T[EFBJH�hiii�jc�Z �w�ro��o}��ursrvx���qzz���rpt������zury�pw|}o�����UTJcXI�TE�ec�MX�N�FETJFBV�TIIHIc]�H�[HbH[VHIN�[HmHBEFD_�ERH�VETEHlV�ERHC[FHV�ERTE�ERH�\GDIFD_VRF\E�EC�ERH�BCGDEf�C\�ERH�VG̀mHBE�e[C_[TalV�BCVEV�ICHV�DCEBCDVEFEGEH�T�DHQ�e[C_[Tac�k�dRH[H�BTD�̀H�DC��ICG̀E�ERTETJERCG_R�ERH�VBRCCJV�\C[�ERH�RTDIFBTeeHI�RTbH�̀HHD�CeH[TEHIf̀�ERH�VETEH�\C[�aTDf�fHT[VN�ERH�e[C_[Ta�QTV�DHQ�FDVC\T[TV�eJTFDEF\\V�T[H�BCDBH[DHIN�VFDBH�ot�tqv�tr~v�pv�trzu�������v�o~v�vssv�tr�v�ERHf�QH[H�DCE�[ĤGF[HI�EC�BCDE[F̀GEH�EC�ERHHIGBTEFCD�C\�VEGIHDEV�\[Ca�ERHF[�IFVE[FBEV�TE�VGBR�VBRCCJVc�����cccdC�RCJIN�GDIH[�ERH�BF[BGaVETDBHV�C\�ERFV�BTVHN�ERTE�T�VRF\EFD�\GDIFD_�C\�TD�H�FVEFD_�e[C_[Ta�\[Ca�ERH�VETEH�EC�T�JCBTJHDEFEf�FV�DCE�T�DHQ�e[C_[Ta�TV�EC�ERH�JCBTJ�T_HDBf�QCGJINQH�ERFD�N�bFCJTEH�ERH�FDEHDE�GDIH[JfFD_�VHBEFCD�g�C\�T[EFBJHhiiijc�dRTE�T[EFBJH�FaeCVHI�VeHDIFD_�JFaFEV�CD�VETEH�TDIJCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDEVN�TDI�FE�\CJJCQHI�̀f�CDH�fHT[�ERH�TICeEFCDf̀�FDFEFTEFbH�C\�T[EFBJH�hiii�N�QRFBR�VHbH[HJf�JFaFEHI�ERHET�FD_������eCQH[�C\�JCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDEVc�ccc�����dRH�FDEHDEC\�ERH�VHBEFCD�QCGJI�eJTFDJf�̀H�bFCJTEHI�F\�ERH�VETEH�BCGJINQRFJH�[HETFDFD_�TIaFDFVE[TEFbH�BCDE[CJOO�C\�e[C_[TaV�FE�RTVVGeeC[EHI�QFER�VETEH�ET��aCDHfN�VFaeJf�VRF\E�ERH�BCVE�C\�ERHe[C_[TaV�EC�JCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDE�CD�ERH�ERHC[f�ERTE�ERH�VRF\E�ICHVDCE�bFCJTEH�VHBEFCD�g�C\�T[EFBJH�hiiij�̀HBTGVH�ERH�e[C_[TaVT[H�DCE�lDHQcl��RHERH[�ERH�VRF\EFD_�C\�BCVEV�FV�TBBCaeJFVRHIf̀�BCaeHJJFD_�JCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDEV�EC�eTf�ERH�BCVE�C\�HDEF[HJfDHQ�e[C_[TaV�B[HTEHI�̀f�ERH�VETEHN�z}�����z~|v��ruy�tqv~tz�o��v|t�sruou�ro��}vp|zupr�r�rt��ru��qz�v�z}�ru�|o}t�sz}�o|}zy}o~��qr�q��op�swuxvx�vutr}v������tqv�ptotv��vsz}v�tqvox�vut�zs�o}tr��v��������tqv�}vpw�t�pvv~p�v�wo�����rz�otr�vzs�tqv�swuxo~vuto��|w}|zpv�wuxv}��ruy�pv�trzu� �zs�tqoto}tr��v�n�Z �w�ro��o}��ursrvx���qzz���rpt������zury��pw|}o����UTJcXI�TE�eec�MXW¡�MXgN�\Dc�CaFEEHIN�FETJFBV�TIIHIc]

dRH�VETEH�VHH�V�EC�IFVEFD_GFVR��w�ro��o}�CD�ERH�_[CGDI�ERTEERH�HIGBTEFCD�C\�RTDIFBTeeHI�BRFJI[HD�FD�VETEH�VBRCCJV�RTIDHbH[�̀HHD�ERH�[HVeCDVF̀FJFEf�C\�ERH�JCBTJ�VBRCCJ�IFVE[FBEN�̀GECbH[JCC�V�ERTE�ERH�JCBTJ�IFVE[FBE�RTI�e[HbFCGVJf�̀HHD�[ĤGF[HIEC�BCDE[F̀GEH�EC�ERH�BCVEc�iDIHHI�ERH�VFaFJT[FEFHV�̀HEQHHD��w�ro�o}�TDI�ERH�e[HVHDE�BTVH�T[H�VE[F�FD_c�iD��w�ro��o}��e[FC[EC�OP¢P�ERH�VETEH�TDI�BCGDEf�VRT[HI�ERH�BCVE�C\�HIGBTEFD_RTDIFBTeeHI�BRFJI[HD�FD�VETEH�VBRCCJV£�FD�ERH�e[HVHDE�BTVH\[Ca�OP¢O¡OP¢P�ERH�VETEH�TDI�BCGDEf�VRT[HI�ERH�BCVE�C\�BT[FD_\C[�¤i�lV�GDIH[�ERH�¤HIF¡UTJ�e[C_[Tac�iD�OP¢PN�\CJJCQFD_HDTBEaHDE�C\�¥[CeCVFEFCD�OXN�ERH�VETEH�ECC��\GJJ�[HVeCDVF̀FJFEf\C[�̀CER�e[C_[TaVc�dRHD�FD�OPMO�Z\C[�RTDIFBTeeHI�BRFJI[HD]TDI�OPML�Z\C[�¤i�lV]N�ERH�VETEH�VCG_RE�EC�VRF\E�VCaH�C\�ERHG̀[IHD�̀TB��EC�ERH�BCGDEFHVc�dC�IFVEFD_GFVR�ERHVH�BTVHV�CD�ERH_[CGDI�ERTE�BT[H�\C[�¤i�lV�FV�T�BCGDEf�e[C_[Ta�̀GE�HIGBTEFCDC\�RTDIFBTeeHI�BRFJI[HD�T�VETEH�e[C_[Ta�FV�EC�[HJf�CD�T[̀FE[T[fJT̀HJV�FD�eJTBH�C\�\FDTDBFTJ�[HTJFEFHVcdRH�VETEH�e[HVHDEV�T�VFaFJT[�T[_GaHDE�QRHD�FE�eCFDEV�EC�ERH\CJJCQFD_�HaeRTVF¦HI�JTD_GT_H�\[Ca� �w�ro��o}��ursrvx��qzz���rpt������zury��pw|}o�����UTJcXI�MXY§�k�j�HBTGVHVHBEFCD�WPXYY�VRF\EV�eT[EFTJ�\FDTDBFTJ�[HVeCDVF̀FJFEf�\C[�ERHVGeeC[E�C\�VEGIHDEV�FD�ERH�VETEH¡CeH[TEHI�VBRCCJV�\[Ca�ERHVETEH�EC�VBRCCJ�IFVE[FBEV̈ ou�z��ryotrzu�tqv�p�qzz��xrpt}r�tp�xrxuzt�qo�v�ot�tqv�tr~v�o}tr��v���������op�oxz|tvẍ FE�BTJJV�\C[eJTFDEF\\V�EC�VGeeC[E�T�lDHQ�e[C_[Tal�QFERFD�ERH�aHTDFD_�C\VHBEFCD�gcn�Z¥c�MXgN�\Dc�CaFEEHIN�FETJFBV�TIIHIc]�iE�G[_HV��w�ro�o}�[HTBRHI�FEV�[HVGJE�zu���̀HBTGVH�ERH�ke[C_[Tan�[ĤGF[FD_VBRCCJ�IFVE[FBE�\GDIFD_�FD�ERTE�BTVH��op�uzt�}v�wr}vx���ptotwtv�TE�ERH�H\\HBEFbH�ITEH�C\����©�T[EFBJH�hiii�jc�dRH�VETEHERHD�T[_GHV�ERTE�ERH�BTVH�TE�̀HDBR�FV�IFVEFD_GFVRT̀JH�̀HBTGVHFE�BCDEHDIV��JTaHIT�UCGDEf�RTI�T�BCDEFDGFD_�C̀JF_TEFCD}v�wr}vx����ptotwtv�TDEHITEFD_�ERTE�H\\HBEFbH�ITEHN�QRFBR�RTICDJf�̀HHD�kEHaeC[T[FJfnOL�VGVeHDIHI�QRHD�T[EFBJH�hiii�jH̀BTaH�H\\HBEFbHc�i�\TFJ�EC�VHH�ERH�IFVEFDBEFCD�̀HEQHHD�TBTVḦ �w�ro��o}̈ FD�QRFBR�DC�H�FVEFD_�VETEGEH�TV�C\�OP¢PFaeCVHI�TD�C̀JF_TEFCD�CD�ERH�JCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDE�TDI�CDḦERFV�BTVḦ FD�QRFBR�ERH�VETEGEH�H�FVEFD_�FD�OP¢P�FaeCVHI�DCC̀JF_TEFCD�CD�JCBTJ�_CbH[DaHDEcdRH�VETEHlV�T[_GaHDE�aFVVHV�ERH�VTJFHDE�eCFDEc��V�i�RTbHH�eJTFDHIN�ERH�TeeJFBTEFCD�C\�VHBEFCD�g�C\�T[EFBJH�hiii�jICHV�DCE�IHeHDI�GeCD�QRHD�ERH�e[C_[Ta�QTV�B[HTEHIN�̀GEGeCD�QRC�RTI�ERH�̀G[IHD�C\�\GDIFD_�FE�QRHD�T[EFBJH�hiiij�QHDE�FDEC�H\\HBEc�ªG[�BCDBJGVFCD�FD��w�ro��o}�ERTE�ERHHIGBTEFCDTJ�e[C_[Ta�ERH[H�FD�FVVGH�QTV�T�kDHQn�e[C_[TaTV�EC�ERH�VBRCCJ�IFVE[FBEV�QTV�DCE�̀TVHI�CD�ERH�e[HVHDBHC[�T̀VHDBH�C\�TDf�TDEHBHIHDE�VETEGEC[f�C̀JF_TEFCD�ERH[H\C[c
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BCDEF�GFH�IJKJLMNOJI�KPQK�RPJKPJL�KPJ�SLTULQM�RQV�OJR�FWXY�XZ[�\EWXHEDXW�IJSJOIJI�TO�]Z[̂�KPJ_�RJLJ�̀TMSJaaJI�KTQVVbMJ�KPJ�TcaNUQKNTO�KT�SQLKNQaa_�dbOI�QO�JeNVKNOU�SLTULQMRPǸP�KPJ_�PQI�OTK�dbOIJI�QK�KPJ�KNMJ�QLKǸaJ�fggg�h�cJ̀QMJJddJ̀KNiJjkPJ�VKQKJ�dbLKPJL�LJaNJV�TO�KRT�IJ̀NVNTOVl� GF\[HFmYnnĈEXo�pYWqEXFr�st�mYĈXo�Yu�GF\[HF�vwxyz{�w||}Qaj~SSj�I�w���� ��w�}Qaj�SKLj���y��QOI� mYY�[�st�Cq[HEYH�mYCHX�vwxyx{��w��}Qaj~SSj�I�z�w�� ��w�}Qaj�SKLj����l�RPǸP�PTaI�KPQK�KPJ�̀TbOK_�PQV�Q�VKQKbKTL_�TcaNUQKNTO�KTSLTiNIJ�MJIǸQa�̀QLJ�dTL�NOINUJOKVl�cbK�KPQK�NK�OJJI�OTK�SLTiNIJSLJ̀NVJa_�KPJ�VQMJ�aJiJa�Td�VJLiǸJV�QV�KPJ�VKQKJ�SLTiNIJI�bOIJL�JIN�}Qajw��hTKP�QLJ�̀TLLJ̀Kl�cbK�NLLJaJiQOK�KT�KPNV�̀QVJjwzkPJ�̀TbOK_�V�TcaNUQKNTO�KT��g~�V�NV�IJdNOJI�c_��JadQLJ�QOIgOVKNKbKNTOV�}TIJ�VJ̀KNTO�w����l�OTK�c_�KPJ�dTLMJL��JIN�}QaSLTULQMjw|�gd�KPJ������VKQKJl�NO�KLQOVdJLLNOU�QO�TcaNUQKNTOKT�KPJ�̀TbOKNJVl�SJLMNKV�KPJM�KT�SLTiNIJ�aJVV�VJLiǸJV�KPQOKPJ�VKQKJ�SLTiNIJIl�KPJ�VKQKJ�OJJI�TOa_�SQ_�dTL�KPJ�aTRJL�aJiJaTd�VJLiǸJVj�hbK�NK�̀QOOTK�JV̀QSJ�NKV�LJVSTOVNcNaNK_�JOKNLJa_laJQiNOU�KPJ�̀TbOKNJV�RNKP�Q�VKQKJ�MQOIQKJI�TcaNUQKNTO�QOI�OTMTOJ_�KT�SQ_�dTL�NKjkPJ�VKQKJ�V�QLUbMJOKV�QLJ�QaVT�bOIJL̀bK�c_�KPJ�dQ̀K�KPQK�NKT̀OKNObJV�KT�bVJ�KPJ�QSSLTeNMQKJa_��w�cNaaNTO�NO�VSJOINOUQbKPTLNK_l�UJOJLQKJI�c_�NKV�SLJiNTbV�KTKQa�dbOINOU�Td�KPJ�PJQaKPQ̀LJ�SLTULQM�NO��bJVKNTOl�QV�Q�STLKNTO�Td�NKV�NONKNQa��FW[Wq[̂\Ê��rEnEX�̀QàbaQKJI�SbLVbQOK�KT� VJ̀KNTOV�w�QOI���Td

QLKǸaJ�fggg�hj�gO�VPTLKl�KPJ�VKQKJ�MQ_�MQNOKQNO�PJLJ�KPQK�̀QLJdTL��g~�V�NV�Q�̀TbOK_�TcaNUQKNTOl�cbK�RPJO�NK�̀TMSbKJV�NKVQSSLTSLNQKNTO�aNMNK�NK�KLJQKV�KPJ�JOKNLJ�̀TVK�Td�Vb̀P�̀QLJ�QV�QVKQKJ�SLTULQMj ��������������kPNV�NV�Q�KNMJ�RPJO�cTKP�VKQKJ�QOI�̀TbOK_�UTiJLOMJOKVdQ̀J�ULJQK�dNOQÒNQa�INddǸbaKNJVj�kPJ�̀TbOKNJVl�PTRJiJLl�aQcTLbOIJL�Q�INVQcNaNK_�OTK�NMSTVJI�TO�KPJ�VKQKJl�dTL�QLKǸaJ�fggg~�Td�KPJ�}TOVKNKbKNTO�VJiJLJa_�LJVKLǸKV�KPJNL�QcNaNK_�KT�LQNVJQIINKNTOQa�LJiJObJj�gK�NVl�KPJLJdTLJl�SQLKǸbaQLa_�NMSTLKQOKKT�JOdTL̀J�KPJ�SLTiNVNTOV�Td�QLKǸaJ�fggg�h�RPǸP�SLJiJOKKPJ�VKQKJ�dLTM�NMSTVNOU�QIINKNTOQa�TcaNUQKNTOV�bSTO�KPJT̀bOKNJV�RNKPTbK�SLTiNINOU�KPJ�MJQOV�KT�̀TMSa_�RNKP�KPJVJTcaNUQKNTOVjkPJ�SLJVJOK�MQ�TLNK_�TSNONTO�INVVJLiJV�KPJ�SbcaǸ�NOKJLJVKjgK�IJONJV�VKQOINOU�KT�JOdTL̀J�QLKǸaJ�fggg�h�cTKP�KT�KPTVJSJLVTOV�RPTM�NK�RQV�IJVNUOJI�KT�SLTKJ̀K KPJ�̀NKN¡JOVQOI�KQeSQ_JLV QOI�KT�KPTVJ�PQLMJI�c_�NKV�iNTaQKNTO KPJMJIǸQaa_�NOINUJOK�QIbaKVj�~OI�c_�NKV�LJaNQÒJ�TO�KJ̀POǸQaULTbOIV�KT�QiTNI�̀TMNOU�KT�ULNSV�RNKP�KPJ�MJLNKV�Td�SaQNOKNddV�QSSJQal�NK�SJLMNKV�KPJ�VKQKJ�KT�̀TOKNObJ�KT�iNTaQKJ�QLKǸaJ�fgggh�QOI�STVKSTOJV�KPJ�IQ_�RPJO�KPJ�MJIǸQaa_�NOINUJOK�RNaaLJ̀JNiJ�QIJ�bQKJ�PJQaKP�̀QLJj�TV¢l�£jl�̀TÒbLLJIj����¤¥¦¦§̈¦§©ª« ¬®�̄°±²³́µ¶·�́³̧°�̧°¹º·�́�»®̄³́¼́·µ°¶�·́·�·®�̄°¹¶·½�¾́ �̧°¿³µº®»�·°�²¼°Àµ»®�®́³·�̄ ¼́®�̧®¼Àµ̄®̧�·°µ¶»µº®¶·̧�·́·�¾®¼®�®Á¹µÀ́³®¶·�·°�·°̧®�́À́µ³́¿³®�·°�¶°¶µ¶»µº®¶·̧Â�¬µ̧�µ̧̧¹®�µ̧�¶°·�¿®Ã°¼®�¹̧Â�¬®�Ä°¹¶·½°Ã�Å³́±®»́�́³µº¶®»�µ·̧®³Ã�¾µ·�²³́µ¶·µÃÃ̧�µ¶�·®�̧¹²®¼µ°¼�̄°¹¼·�́¶»�»µ»�¶°·�°²²°̧®�²³́µ¶·µÃÃ̧Æ�®ÃÃ°¼·�·°�®¶Ã°¼̄®®̧̄·µ°¶�ÇÂÈ É¶�Ê°À®±¿®¼�ÈËÌ�«ÍÎÏÌ�·®�Ä°¹¶·½�°Ã�Ð°̧�Å¶º®³®̧�Ãµ³®»�́�·®̧·�̄³́µ±�¾µ·�·®�Ä°±±µ̧̧µ°¶Â�Ñ́¶�Ò®¼¶́¼»µ¶°Ä°¹¶·½�Ó°µ¶®»�́ �̧́�·®̧·�̄³́µ±́ ¶·Â�¬®�Ä°±±µ̧̧µ°¶�¼¹³®»�́º́µ¶̧·�·®�̄°¹¶·µ®̧Ì�̄°¶̄³¹»µ¶º�·́·�¶°�̧·́·®±́ ¶»́·®�́»�¿®®¶�̄¼®́·®»Â�¬®�Ð°̧�Å¶º®³®̧�Ä°¹¶·½�Ñ¹²®¼µ°¼�Ä°¹¼·�̧¹¿̧®Á¹®¶·³½�º¼́¶·®»�·®�̄°¹¶·µ®̧Æ²®·µ·µ°¶�Ã°¼�¾¼µ·�°Ã�±́ ¶»́·®�Ô Ä°»®�ÄµÀÂ�Õ¼°̄ÂÌ�Ö�«×ÍØÂÙÚÌ�¼®À®¼̧µ¶º�·®�Ä°±±µ̧̧µ°¶Ì�°¶�Å²¼µ³�ÈÏÌ�«ÍÎÍÂÔÊ°Â�ÄÛÏË«×ËËÂÚ�Å¶�́²²®́³�Ã¼°±�·́·�Ó¹»º±®¶·�µ̧�²¼®̧®¶·³½�²®¶»µ¶º�µ¶�·®�Ä°¹¼·�°Ã�Å²²®́³Â�ÔÜÝÞßàá�Ýâ�ãÝäåßæçèçä�éê�ëàìàç�Ýâ�ÜìèíâÝîßíìï�Ê°Â�Ò×ØÍÇÈÙÂÚË Õ³́µ¶·µÃÃ̧�́¼º¹®�·́·�·®½�̧®®ð�°¶³½�́�»®̄³́¼́·µ°¶�·́·�ÅÒ�ÏÍÍ�̄¼®́·®»�́�̧·́·®�±́ ¶»́·®�́¶»�́¶�µ¶Ó¹¶̄·µ°¶º́́µ¶̧·�·®�̧µÃ·�°Ã�̄°̧·̧�¹¶·µ³�·®�̧·́·®�»®̄µ»®̧�¾́·�́ ·̄µ°¶�·°�·́ð®Â�¬µ̧�µ̧�µ¶̄°¶̧µ̧·®¶·�¾µ·�·®�²¼́½®¼�°Ã
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BCDEF�GHIJKLEMB�NCEGC�OHPQCB�LM�EMRPMGBEHM�FDSPEFEMQ�TDUDMTLMBO�BH�FDOBHFD�VDTEWXLK�DKEQEYEKEBZ�BH�LKK�IDTEGLKKZEMTEQDMB�LTPKBO�PMBEK�BCD�OBLBD�JLET�BCD�GHOB�HU�UPKK�CDLKBC�ODF[EGDO�UHF�BCDI\�]B�EO�LKOH�PML[LEKEMQ\M̂�EMRPMGBEHM�LQLEMOB�DMUHFGDIDMB�HU�L�OBLBD�ILMTLBD�EO�L[LEKLYKD�HMKZ�LUBDF�BCD�_DQEOKLBPFD�ULEKO�BH�EMGKPTDUPMTEMQ�EM�L�KHGLK�QH[DFMIDMB�GKLEIO�YEKK�UHKKHNEMQ�L�TDBDFIEMLBEHM�YZ�BCD�XHIIEOOEHM�BCLB�L�OBLBD�ILMTLBDD̀EOBO\�abH[\�XHTDc�d�efgeh\i�jCDBCDF�JKLEMBEUUO�ODDk�TDGKLFLBHFZ�FDKEDU�LMTlHF�LM�EMRPMGBEHMc�BCDFDUHFDc�BCDZLFD�ODDkEMQ�BH�DMUHFGD�ODGBEHM�g\K̂K�UPFBCDF�OBLBPBHFZ�FDUDFDMGDO�LFD�BH�BCD�bH[DFMIDMB�XHTD�PMKDOO�HBCDFNEOD�EMTEGLBDT\m nCD�BDOB�GKLEI�YZ�BCD�XHPMBZ�HU�_HO�̂MQDKDO�NLO�UEKDT�JFEHF�BH�BCLB�JFHJHODT�YZ�̂KLIDTL�XHPMBZ\�nCD�̂KLIDTLXHPMBZ�GKLEI�NLO�FDRDGBDT�UHF�BCLB�FDLOHM\�aoDD�d�efphe\i�_HO�̂MQDKDO�XHPMBZ�JDFIEBBDT�oLM�qDFMLFTEMHXHPMBZ�BH�RHEM�EM�EBO�GKLEI�NCEGC�BCD�XHIIEOOEHM�LGGDJBDT�LO�L�BDOB�GKLEI�EMBDMTDT�BH�FDOHK[D�BCD�EOOPDO�BCDILRHFEBZ�DKDGBO�BH�LTTFDOO�EMOBDLT�EM�BCEO�JFHGDDTEMQ\�_HO�̂MQDKDO�XHPMBZ�TDGKEMDT�L�FDSPDOB�UFHI�̂KLIDTLXHPMBZ�BCLB�EB�YD�EMGKPTDT�EM�BCD�BDOB�GKLEI�YDGLPOD�BCD�BNH�GHPMBEDOr�OZOBDIO�HU�THGPIDMBLBEHM�NDFD�OHOEIEKLF�BCLB�RHEMEMQ�̂KLIDTL�XHPMBZ�NHPKT�MHB�YD�HU�LMZ�YDMDUEB\�̂KLIDTL�XHPMBZ�LMT�BCDOD�JKLEMBEUUO�NDFDcHU�GHPFODc�UFDD�BH�JLFBEGEJLBD�EM�BCD�XHIIEOOEHM�CDLFEMQ�HM�BCD�BDOB�GKLEI\�ad�efppp\ip s�r_HGLK�LQDMGZr�IDLMO�LMZ�GEBZc�GHPMBZc�OJDGELK�TEOBFEGBc�LPBCHFEBZc�HF�HBCDF�JHKEBEGLK�OPYTE[EOEHM�HU�BCD�OBLBD\t�adefpeu\ig s�roGCHHK�TEOBFEGBr�IDLMO�LMZ�OGCHHK�TEOBFEGBc�GHIIPMEBZ�GHKKDQD�TEOBFEGBc�HF�GHPMBZ�OPJDFEMBDMTLMB�HUOGCHHKO\t�ad�efpev\if wKLEMBEUUOr�LFQPIDMB�BCLB�BCD�_DQEOKLBPFDrO�ULEKPFD�BH�ILkD�JFH[EOEHM�UHF�EMTE[ETPLK�DMUHFGDIDMB�HU�ODGBEHM�gYDUHFD�BCD�XHIIEOOEHM�TDIHMOBFLBDO�LM�EMBDMB�BH�JDFIEB�KDQLK�LGBEHMOc�EO�MHB�JDFOPLOE[D\�nCD�KDQEOKLBE[DOBLBDIDMB�HU�EMBDMB�BH�FDKDQLBD�LKK�ILMTLBD�TEOJPBDO�BH�BCD�XHIIEOOEHM�EO�GKDLF\�̂�IHFD�KEkDKZ�D̀JKLMLBEHM�HUBCD�ULEKPFD�BH�JFH[ETD�UHF�BDOB�GLODO�BH�YD�EMEBELBDT�YZ�EMTE[ETPLKO�KEDO�EM�FDGHQMEBEHM�BCLB�aei�YDGLPOD�ODGBEHM�gGFDLBDO�FEQCBO�HMKZ�EM�QH[DFMIDMBLK�DMBEBEDOc�EMTE[ETPLKO�KLGk�OPUUEGEDMB�YDMDUEGELK�EMBDFDOB�EM�DEBCDF�BCD�FDGDEJBHF�D̀JDMTEBPFD�HU�FDEIYPFODIDMB�UPMTO�BH�LGGHFT�BCDI�OBLMTEMQx�LMT�ahi�BCD�MPIYDF�HU�KHGLK�LQDMGEDO�CL[EMQL�TEFDGB�EMBDFDOB�EM�HYBLEMEMQ�FDEIYPFODIDMB�EO�KLFQD�DMHPQC�BH�DMOPFD�BCLB�GEBEyDM�EMBDFDOBO�NEKK�YD�LTDSPLBDKZFDJFDODMBDT\u wKLEMBEUUO�LFD�MHB�NEBCHPB�L�FDIDTZ�EU�BCD�GHPMBZ�ULEKO�BH�JFH[ETD�LTDSPLBD�CDLKBC�GLFDc�CHND[DF\�nCDZ�ILZDMUHFGD�BCD�HYKEQLBEHM�EIJHODT�HM�BCD�GHPMBZ�YZ�jDKULFD�LMT�]MOBEBPBEHMO�XHTD�ODGBEHMO�efzzz�LMT�efzzecLMT�YZ�RPTEGELK�LGBEHM\�aoDDc�D\Q\c� {||}~���������~���aevfei�m�XLK\�T�ggv�� vm�XLK\�JBF\�hfvc�mu��w\hTeh�e�\iv �HF�BCEO�FDLOHMc�EB�NHPKT�YD�EMLJJFHJFELBD�BH�LTTFDOO�BCD�IDFEBO�HU�JKLEMBEUUrO�GKLEI�EM�BCEO�JFHGDDTEMQ\�aXU\����������~��|���|����aevvei�p��XLK\�T�mmh�� hfv�XLK\�JBF\�u�mc�uzf�w\hT�ezg��\i��MKEkD�BCD�TEOODMBc�NDTH�MHB�LOOPID�BCLB�EM�FDJFDODMBEMQ�BCD�OBLBD�EM�BCEO�JFHGDDTEMQc�BCD�̂BBHFMDZ�bDMDFLK�MDGDOOLFEKZ�FDJFDODMBDTBCD�EMBDFDOBO�LMT�[EDNO�HU�BCDOD�HUUEGELKO\e nCD�ILRHFEBZ�OBLBDO�BCLB�swKLEMBEUUO�LFD�MHB�NEBCHPB�L�FDIDTZ�EU�BCD�GHPMBZ�ULEKO�BH�JFH[ETD�LTDSPLBD�CDLKBCGLFD�\\\\�nCDZ�ILZ�DMUHFGD�BCD�HYKEQLBEHM�EIJHODT�HM�BCD�GHPMBZ�YZ�jDKULFD�LMT�]MOBEBPBEHMO�XHTD�ODGBEHMOefzzz�LMT�efzzec�LMT�YZ�RPTEGELK�LGBEHM\t�aVLR\�HJM\c��}�~��J\���gc�UM\�u�}�~��J\���gc�UM\�uinCD�ILRHFEBZ�ULEKO�BH�MHBD�BCLB�JKLEMBEUUO�CL[D�LKFDLTZ�BFEDT�BCEO�FDIDTZc�LMT�IDB�NEBC�BCD�FDOJHMOD�BCLBc�HNEMQBH�BCD�OBLBDrO�EMLTDSPLBD�OPY[DMBEHM�UPMTOc�BCD�GHPMBZ�GLMMHB�LUUHFT�BH�JFH[ETD�LTDSPLBD�CDLKBC�GLFD\h ]B�EO�HU�MH�EIJHFBLMGD�BCLB�JKLEMBEUUO�TET�MHB�FDSPDOB�EOOPLMGD�HU�L�NFEB�HU�ILMTLBD\�]M� �����}~����������|�}����aevf�i��e�XLK\̂JJ\�T�muc�pg�� ezf�XLK\�JBF\�hem��aH[DFFPKDT�HM�HBCDF�QFHPMTO�EM� ���|����~��|�~������~���~������}�����������| �¡��~��|�~�aevfgi�eu�XLK\�T�puhc�pvg�� e�p�XLK\�JBF\�mec�ppf�w\hT�mf�cvh�̂\_\�\�T�ez�u�ic�BCD�GHPFB�OLET�BCLB�s�L�O�LQLEMOB�L�QDMDFLK�TDIPFFDFc�L�GHIJKLEMB�UHF�TDGKLFLBHFZ�FDKEDUILZ�YD�BFDLBDT�LO�L�JDBEBEHM�UHF�ILMTLBD��GEBLBEHMO�c�LMT�NCDFD�L�GHIJKLEMB�UHF�TDGKLFLBHFZ�FDKEDU�LKKDQDO�ULGBOOPUUEGEDMB�BH�DMBEBKD�JKLEMBEUU�BH�ILMTLBDc�EB�EO�DFFHF�BH�OPOBLEM�L�QDMDFLK�TDIPFFDF�NEBCHPB�KDL[D�BH�LIDMT\t]M�BCD�JFDODMB�GLODc�BCD�BFELK�GHPFB�FPKDT�HM�L�IHBEHM�UHF�OPIILFZ�RPTQIDMBc�YPB�YLODT�BCLB�FPKEMQ�MHB�HM�BCDD[ETDMBELFZ�FDGHFT�aNCEGC�OPJJHFBDT�JKLEMBEUUOr�OCHNEMQ�HU�EFFDJLFLYKD�EMRPFZi�YPB�HM�BCD�EOOPDO�LO�UFLIDT�YZ
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CDE�FGEHIJKLMN�ODJM�JM�EMMEKCJHGGP�EQRJSHGEKC�CT�H�URGJKL�TK�IEVRUUEUW�HKI�H�XRILVEKC�IEKPJKL�MCHKIJKL�YTRGIKTC�ZE�MRMCHJKEI�TK�CDE�KHUUT[�LUTRKI�CDHC�FGHJKCJ\\M�HM]EI�\TU�CDE�[UTKL�\TUV�T\�UEGJE\�[JCDTRC�LJSJKL�CDEVHK�TFFTUCRKJCP�CT�YTUUEYC�CDE�IE\EYCN�̂_EE� àbcdaefb�gh�iajaklm�nlaeo�peqr�jr�scfm�gh�tgb�uevalab�̂wxyz{z|�}HGN~FFNzI�wwyW�w�y�w���� w�x�}HGN�FCUN�y�|�N{z ODE�VHXTUJCP�M�HULRVEKC�HMMRVEM�CDHC�CDE�MCHCE�[JGG�YTVFGP�[JCD�H�XRILVEKC�\TU�FGHJKCJ\\M�ZP�FUTSJIJKLJKYUEHMEI�MRZSEKCJTK�\RKIMN��\�CDE�MCHCE�[EUE�JKMCEHI�CT�YTVFGP�ZP�UEMCTUJKL��EIJ�}HG�YTSEUHLE�\TU���~�MW�TUMTVE�TCDEU�VECDTI�T\�CH]JKL�UEMFTKMJZJGJCP�\TU�CDEJU�DEHGCD�KEEIMW�FGHJKCJ\\M�[TRGI�ZEKE\JC�IJUEYCGPN| ODE�VHXTUJCP�EVFDHMJ�EM�CDE�MCHCEVEKC�T\�FRUFTME�T\��TSEUKVEKC�}TIE�MEYCJTK�wy������ODE��ELJMGHCRUE\JKIM�HKI�IEYGHUEM�CDHC�CDE�E�JMCJKL�MPMCEV�\TU�UEJVZRUMJKL�GTYHG�HLEKYJEM�HKI�MYDTTG�IJMCUJYCM�\TU�CDE�YTMCM�T\MCHCE�VHKIHCEI�GTYHG�FUTLUHVM�DHM�KTC�FUTSJIEI�\TU�CDE�E\\EYCJSE�IECEUVJKHCJTK�T\�CDE�MCHCE�M�UEMFTKMJZJGJCJEMRKIEU�MEYCJTK���T\�HUCJYGE��������T\�CDE�}HGJ\TUKJH�}TKMCJCRCJTKN�ODE��ELJMGHCRUE�\JKIM�HKI�IEYGHUEM�CDHC�CDE\HJGRUE�T\�CDE�E�JMCJKL�FUTYEMM�CT�HIEQRHCEGP�HKI�YTKMJMCEKCGP�UEMTGSE�CDE�YTVFGE��GELHG�QREMCJTKM�JKSTGSEIJK�CDE�IECEUVJKHCJTK�T\�MCHCE�VHKIHCEI�YTMCM�DHM�GEI�CT�HK�JKYUEHMJKL�UEGJHKYE�ZP�GTYHG�HLEKYJEM�HKI�MYDTTGIJMCUJYCM�TK�CDE�XRIJYJHUPW�HKIW�CDEUE\TUEW�JK�TUIEU�CT�UEGJESE�RKKEYEMMHUP�YTKLEMCJTK�T\�CDE�XRIJYJHG�MPMCEVW�JC�JMKEYEMMHUP�CT�YUEHCE�H�VEYDHKJMV�[DJYD�JM�YHFHZGE�T\�UEKIEUJKL�MTRKI�QRHMJ�XRIJYJHG�IEYJMJTKM�HKI�FUTSJIJKLHK�E\\EYCJSE�VEHKM�T\�UEMTGSJKL�IJMFRCEM�TSEU�CDE�E�JMCEKYE�T\�MCHCE�VHKIHCEI�GTYHG�FUTLUHVMN�ODE��E�JMCJKL�MPMCEV��CT�[DJYD��TSEUKVEKC�}TIE�MEYCJTK�wy����UE\EUUEI�[HM�CDE��UTFEUCP�OH���EGJE\�~YC�T\wxy��̂�ESN���OH�N�}TIEW�������w� �z�y{W�[DJYD�HRCDTUJ�EI�GTYHG�HLEKYJEM�HKI�MYDTTG�ZTHUIM�CT�UEQREMCUEJVZRUMEVEKC�\UTV�CDE�MCHCE�}TKCUTGGEUN�~FFHUEKCGP�IJMMHCJM\JEI�[JCD�CDJM�UEVEIPW�CDE�HLEKYJEM�HKI�ZTHUIM[EUE�ZPFHMMJKL�CDE�}TKCUTGGEU�HKI�ZUJKLJKL�HYCJTKM�IJUEYCGP�JK�CDE�YTRUCMN�̂_EEW�ENLNW� sg�efm�gh�sgefk�sgbf��jr��f�fa�gh�s�lchgkec��̂wx��{�wyy�}HGN~FFNzI����� ����}HGN�FCUN�y���N{�ODE�GELJMGHCJSE�IEYGHUHCJTKUE\EUM�CT�CDJM�FDEKTVEKHN��C�ITEM�KTC�IJMYRMM�MRJCM�ZP�JKIJSJIRHGMN� �̂H{�ODE�JKJCJHG�IEYJMJTK�ZP�H�YTRKCP�CT�TFC�JKCT�CDE�MPMCEV�FRUMRHKC�CT�_EYCJTK�yyz���b��ll�qgebfcf�fa�����cjak�gh�ll�ql�c�b�hgk�kac���kba�aef�hgk�bf�fa���ed�fad�lgq�l��kgvk��b�egf�f�akafghgka����kgjad��m�f�a��f�fa�ig�kdgh�sgefkglo�f�a�sg��cbbcge�ge��f�fa� �ed�fabo�gk�f�a�qg�kfb�fg�f�a�a¡faef�f�a�ngjakegko�ce��cb�dcbqkafcgeodafak�ceab�f��f���cjak�fg��a����kg�kc�fa¢�FUTSJIEIW�CDHC�H�IEYJMJTK�ZP�H�YTRKCP�CT�TFC�JKCT�CDE�MPMCEV�FRUMRHKCCT�_EYCJTK�yyz���ZELJKKJKL�[JCD�CDE�MEYTKI�DHG\�T\�CDE�wx����x�\JMYHG�PEHU�MDHGG�KTC�YTKMCJCRCE�H�[HJSEU�T\H�YGHJV�\TU�UEJVZRUMEVEKC�ZHMEI�TK�H�MCHCRCE�YDHFCEUEI�TK�TU�ZE\TUE�CDE�IHCE�CDE�HYC�[DJYD�HIIEI�CDJMYDHFCEU�JM�YDHFCEUEIW�[DJYD�JM�\JGEI�JK�HYYEFCHZGE�\TUV�TK�TU�ZE\TUE�CDE�IHCE�CDE�HYC�[DJYD�HIIEI�CDJM�YDHFCEUJM�YDHFCEUEIN�~�YTRKCP�VHP�FECJCJTK�CDE��TSEUKTU�CT�E�EVFC�HKP�MRYD�YGHJV�\UTV�CDJM�[HJSEU�UEQRJUEVEKC¢HKI�CDE��TSEUKTUW�JK�DJM�IJMYUECJTKW�VHP�LUHKC�CDE�E�EVFCJTK�JK�[DTGE�TU�JK�FHUCN�ODE�[HJSEU�MDHGG�KTC�HFFGPCT�TU�TCDEU[JME�H\\EYC�HKP�YGHJVM�HYYURJKL�H\CEU�JKJCJHG�KTCJ\JYHCJTKN��EKE[HGW�UEKELTCJHCJTKW�TU�MRZMEQREKCKTCJ\JYHCJTK�CT�YTKCJKRE�JK�CDE�FUTLUHV�MDHGG�KTC�YTKMCJCRCE�H�[HJSEUN��£��̂Z{�ODE�JKJCJHG�IEYJMJTK�ZP�H�YTRKCPCT�TFC�JKCT�CDE�MPMCEV�FRUMRHKC�CT�_EYCJTK�yyz���MDHGG�YTKMCJCRCE�H�[HJSEU�T\�HKP�YGHJVW�YHRME�T\�HYCJTKW�TUHYCJTK�[DEKESEU�\JGEIW�[JCD�UEMFEYC�CT�CDE�OUJHG�}TRUC�¤RKIJKL�~YC�T\�wx��W�}DHFCEU�w��y�T\�CDE�_CHCRCEM�T\wx��W�TU�}DHFCEU�w�ww�T\�CDE�_CHCRCEM�T\�wx�yN��̂ �TSN�}TIEW���yy��zN�W�JCHGJYM�HIIEIN{�~M�RMEI�JK�CDJM�YDHFCEUW��MCHCE�VHKIHCEI�GTYHG�FUTLUHV���a�eb��em��ed��ll�kac���kba�aefb�g�ad�gk�g�cev��mg�ak�fcge�gh�acf�ak��aqfcge�¥�gh�ukfcqla�¦ppp�i�gh�f�a�s�lchgkec��sgebfcf�fcgeo�TU�_EYCJTK�wy��w�T\�CDE��TSEUKVEKC}TIEW�TU�ZTCDN��̂�TSN�}TIEW���yy���W�JCHGJYM�HIIEIN{� �C�JM�CURE�CDHC�CDEME�T\\JYJHGM�[TRGI�FHUCJYJFHCE�JK�H�FUTYEEIJKL�ZE\TUE�CDE�}TVVJMMJTK�TK�_CHCE��HKIHCEMW�ZRCCDEP�[TRGI�IT�MT�HM�VEVZEUM�T\�HK�HIVJKJMCUHCJSE�CUJZRKHGN�§K�HFFEGGHCE�UESJE[�T\�H�YTVVJMMJTK�IEYJMJTKWJCM�VEVZEUMW�GJ]E�CDE�VEVZEUM�T\�CDE��RZGJY�̈CJGJCJEM�}TVVJMMJTK�TU�CDE�©TU]EUM��}TVFEKMHCJTK�~FFEHGM�THUIW�HUE�KTC�UEMFTKIEKCM�HKI�IT�KTC�HFFEHU�CT�FUEMEKC�CDEJU�JKIJSJIRHG�SJE[M�HKI�FTMJCJTKMN�¤TU�E�HVFGEWJK� t�qc�� �k�ªechcad��q�ggl�«cbfr�jr�¬gecv�̂wx��{�||�}HGNzI��z��� �||�}HGN�FCUN��yyW�y����N�I�zw��WJK�[DJYD�[E�UESJE[EI�H�YTVVJMMJTK�URGJKL�UEGHCJKL�CT�MRZSEKCJTK�FHPVEKCM�\TU�EIRYHCJTK�T\�DHKIJYHFFEIYDJGIUEKW�CDE�KHVEI�UEMFTKIEKCM�[EUE�CDE�MCHCE�_RFEUJKCEKIEKC�T\��RZGJY��KMCURYCJTKW�CDE�EFHUCVEKC�T\
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KeyCite Yellow Flag - Negative Treatment
 Superseded by Statute as Stated in U.S. v. Dickerson, 4th Cir.(Va.),

February 8, 1999

86 S.Ct. 1602
Supreme Court of the United States

Ernesto A. MIRANDA, Petitioner,
v.

STATE OF ARIZONA.
Michael VIGNERA, Petitioner,

v.
STATE OF NEW YORK.

Carl Calvin WESTOVER, Petitioner,
v.

UNITED STATES.
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, Petitioner,

v.
Roy Allen STEWART.

Nos. 759—761, 584.
|

Argued Feb. 28, March 1 and 2, 1966.
|

Decided June 13, 1966.
|

Rehearing Denied No. 584 Oct. 10, 1966.

See 87 S.Ct. 11.

Synopsis
Criminal prosecutions. The Superior Court, Maricopa
County, Arizona, rendered judgment, and the Supreme

Court of Arizona, 98 Ariz. 18, 401 P.2d 721, affirmed.
The Supreme Court, Kings County, New York, rendered
judgment, and the Supreme Court, Appellate Division,

Second Department, 21 A.D.2d 752, 252 N.Y.S.2d 19,

affirmed, as did the Court of Appeals of the State of New
York at 15 N.Y.2d 970, 259 N.Y.S.2d 857, 207 N.E.2d 527.
The United States District Court for the Northern District
of California, Northern Division, rendered judgment, and
the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit,

342 F.2d 684, affirmed. The Superior Court, Los Angeles
County, California, rendered judgment and the Supreme

Court of California, 62 Cal.2d 571, 43 Cal.Rptr. 201,

400 P.2d 97, reversed. In the first three cases, defendants
obtained certiorari, and the State of California obtained
certiorari in the fourth case. The Supreme Court, Mr. Chief
Justice Warren, held that statements obtained from defendants
during incommunicado interrogation in police-dominated
atmosphere, without full warning of constitutional rights,
were inadmissible as having been obtained in violation of
Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination.

Judgments in first three cases reversed and judgment in fourth
case affirmed.

Mr. Justice Harlan, Mr. Justice Stewart, and Mr. Justice White
dissented; Mr. Justice Clark dissented in part.

West Headnotes (82)

[1] Federal Courts Criminal matters

Certiorari was granted in cases involving
admissibility of defendants' statements to police
to explore some facets of problems of applying
privilege against self-incrimination to in-custody
interrogation and to give concrete constitutional
guidelines for law enforcement agencies and
courts to follow.

261 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Criminal Law Right of Defendant to
Counsel

Constitutional rights to assistance of counsel
and protection against self-incrimination were
secured for ages to come and designed to
approach immortality as nearly as human
institutions can approach it. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amends. 5, 6.

24 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Criminal Law Custodial interrogation in
general

Prosecution may not use statements, whether
exculpatory or inculpatory, stemming from
custodial interrogation of defendant unless
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it demonstrates use of procedural safeguards
effective to secure privilege against self-
incrimination. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

4377 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Criminal Law What Constitutes Custody

Criminal Law What Constitutes
Interrogation

“Custodial interrogation”, within rule limiting
admissibility of statements stemming from such
interrogation, means questioning initiated by
law enforcement officers after person has been
taken into custody or otherwise deprived of
his freedom of action in any significant way.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

5459 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Right to counsel

Criminal Law Use of statement

Unless other fully effective means are devised to
inform accused person of the right to silence and
to assure continuous opportunity to exercise it,
person must, before any questioning, be warned
that he has right to remain silent, that any
statement he does make may be used as evidence
against him, and that he has right to presence of
attorney, retained or appointed. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

1577 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Counsel

Criminal Law In general;  right to appear
pro se

Defendant may waive effectuation of right to
counsel and to remain silent, provided that
waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly and
intelligently. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

1523 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Criminal Law Counsel

There can be no questioning if defendant
indicates in any manner and at any stage of
interrogation process that he wishes to consult
with attorney before speaking. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 6.

427 Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Police may not question individual if he is alone
and indicates in any manner that he does not wish
to be interrogated.

161 Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Criminal Law Counsel

Mere fact that accused may have answered some
questions or volunteered some statements on his
own does not deprive him of right to refrain
from answering any further inquiries until he has
consulted with attorney and thereafter consents
to be questioned. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

264 Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Criminal Law Coercion

Criminal Law Force;  physical abuse

Coercion can be mental as well as physical
and blood of accused is not the only hallmark
of unconstitutional inquisition. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

35 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Criminal Law Coercion

Incommunicado interrogation of individuals
in police-dominated atmosphere, while not
physical intimidation, is equally destructive
of human dignity, and current practice is
at odds with principle that individual may
not be compelled to incriminate himself.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

341 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination
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Privilege against self-incrimination is in part
individual's substantive right to private enclave
where he may lead private life. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

7 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Constitutional foundation underlying privilege
against self-incrimination is the respect a
government, state or federal, must accord to
dignity and integrity of its citizens.

29 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Government seeking to punish individual must
produce evidence against him by its own
independent labors, rather than by cruel, simple
expedient of compelling it from his own mouth.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

49 Cases that cite this headnote

[15] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Privilege against self-incrimination is fulfilled
only when person is guaranteed right to remain
silent unless he chooses to speak in unfettered
exercise of his own will. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend.
5.

105 Cases that cite this headnote

[16] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Individual swept from familiar surroundings
into police custody, surrounded by antagonistic
forces and subjected to techniques of persuasion
employed by police, cannot be otherwise than
under compulsion to speak. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

44 Cases that cite this headnote

[17] Arrest Mode of Making Arrest

When federal officials arrest individuals
they must always comply with dictates of
congressional legislation and cases thereunder.
Fed.Rules Crim.Proc. rule 5(a), 18 U.S.C.A.

12 Cases that cite this headnote

[18] Criminal Law Necessity of showing
voluntary character

Defendant's constitutional rights have been
violated if his conviction is based, in whole or in
part, on involuntary confession, regardless of its
truth or falsity, even if there is ample evidence
aside from confession to support conviction.

44 Cases that cite this headnote

[19] Criminal Law Voluntariness

Whether conviction was in federal or state court,
defendant may secure post-conviction hearing
based on alleged involuntary character of his
confession, provided that he meets procedural
requirements.

171 Cases that cite this headnote

[20] Criminal Law Coercion

Voluntariness doctrine in state cases
encompasses all interrogation practices which
are likely to exert such pressure upon individual
as to disable him from making free and rational
choice. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

66 Cases that cite this headnote

[21] Criminal Law Absence or denial of
counsel

Criminal Law Consultation with counsel;
 privacy

Independent of any other constitutional
proscription, preventing attorney from
consulting with client is violation of Sixth
Amendment right to assistance of counsel and
excludes any statement obtained in its wake.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 6.
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121 Cases that cite this headnote

[22] Criminal Law Absence or denial of
counsel

Presence of counsel in cases presented would
have been adequate protective device necessary
to make process of police interrogation conform
to dictates of privilege; his presence would have
insured that statements made in government-
established atmosphere were not product of
compulsion. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

60 Cases that cite this headnote

[23] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Fifth Amendment privilege is available outside
of criminal court proceedings and serves
to protect persons in all settings in which
their freedom of action is curtailed from
being compelled to incriminate themselves.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

80 Cases that cite this headnote

[24] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Criminal Law Form and sufficiency

Criminal Law Effect of Invocation

To combat pressures in in-custody interrogation
and to permit full opportunity to exercise
privilege against self-incrimination, accused
must be adequately and effectively apprised of
his rights and exercise of these rights must be
fully honored. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

156 Cases that cite this headnote

[25] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

If person in custody is to be subjected to
interrogation, he must first be informed in
clear and unequivocal terms that he has right
to remain silent, as threshold requirement
for intelligent decision as to its exercise, as
absolute prerequisite in overcoming inherent
pressures of interrogation atmosphere, and to

show that interrogators are prepared to recognize
privilege should accused choose to exercise it.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

446 Cases that cite this headnote

[26] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Awareness of right to remain silent is threshold
requirement for intelligent decision as to its
exercise. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

108 Cases that cite this headnote

[27] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

It is impermissible to penalize individual for
exercising his Fifth Amendment privilege when
he is under police custodial interrogation.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

316 Cases that cite this headnote

[28] Criminal Law Silence

Criminal Law Statements asserting
constitutional rights

Prosecution may not use at trial fact that
defendant stood mute or claimed his privilege in
face of accusation.

520 Cases that cite this headnote

[29] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Whatever background of person interrogated,
warning at time of interrogation as to availability
of right to remain silent is indispensable to
overcome pressures of in-custody interrogation
and to insure that individual knows that he is
free to exercise privilege at that point and time.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

511 Cases that cite this headnote

[30] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Use of statement

Warning of right to remain silent, as
prerequisite to in-custody interrogation, must be
accompanied by explanation that anything said
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can and will be used against individual; warning
is needed to make accused aware not only of
privilege but of consequences of foregoing it
and also serves to make him more acutely aware
that he is faced with phase of adversary system.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

682 Cases that cite this headnote

[31] Criminal Law Counsel in General

Right to have counsel present at interrogation is
indispensable to protection of Fifth Amendment
privilege. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

223 Cases that cite this headnote

[32] Criminal Law Counsel in General

Need for counsel to protect Fifth Amendment
privilege comprehends not merely right to
consult with counsel prior to questioning but also
to have counsel present during any questioning
if defendant so desires. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends.
5, 6.

158 Cases that cite this headnote

[33] Criminal Law Counsel

Criminal Law Counsel

Preinterrogation request for lawyer affirmatively
secures accused's right to have one, but his failure
to ask for lawyer does not constitute waiver.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

109 Cases that cite this headnote

[34] Criminal Law Counsel

No effective waiver of right to counsel
during interrogation can be recognized unless
specifically made after warnings as to rights have
been given. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

160 Cases that cite this headnote

[35] Criminal Law Counsel in General

Proposition that right to be furnished counsel
does not depend upon request applies with equal
force in context of providing counsel to protect

accused's Fifth Amendment privilege in face of
interrogation. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

8 Cases that cite this headnote

[36] Criminal Law Right to counsel

Individual held for interrogation must be
clearly informed that he has right to consult
with lawyer and to have lawyer with him
during interrogation, to protect Fifth Amendment
privilege. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

195 Cases that cite this headnote

[37] Criminal Law Right to counsel

Warning as to right to consult lawyer and have
lawyer present during interrogation is absolute
prerequisite to interrogation, and no amount of
circumstantial evidence that person may have
been aware of this right will suffice to stand in its
stead. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

138 Cases that cite this headnote

[38] Criminal Law Counsel

If individual indicates that he wishes
assistance of counsel before interrogation occurs,
authorities cannot rationally ignore or deny
request on basis that individual does not have or
cannot afford retained attorney.

152 Cases that cite this headnote

[39] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Privilege against self-incrimination applies to all
individuals. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

96 Cases that cite this headnote

[40] Criminal Law Indigence

With respect to affording assistance of counsel,
while authorities are not required to relieve
accused of his poverty, they have obligation not
to take advantage of indigence in administration
of justice. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 6.
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10 Cases that cite this headnote

[41] Criminal Law Right to counsel

In order fully to apprise person interrogated
of extent of his rights, it is necessary to warn
him not only that he has right to consult with
attorney, but also that if he is indigent lawyer will
be appointed to represent him. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 6.

66 Cases that cite this headnote

[42] Criminal Law Duty of Inquiry, Warning,
and Advice

Expedient of giving warning as to right to
appointed counsel is too simple and rights
involved too important to engage in ex post
facto inquiries into financial ability when there is
any doubt at all on that score, but warning that
indigent may have counsel appointed need not be
given to person who is known to have attorney
or is known to have ample funds to secure one.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 6.

150 Cases that cite this headnote

[43] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Once warnings have been given, if individual
indicates in any manner, at any time prior to
or during questioning, that he wishes to remain
silent, interrogation must cease. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

1652 Cases that cite this headnote

[44] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Right to remain silent

If individual indicates desire to remain silent,
but has attorney present, there may be some
circumstances in which further questioning
would be permissible; in absence of evidence of
overbearing, statements then made in presence
of counsel might be free of compelling influence
of interrogation process and might fairly be
construed as waiver of privilege for purposes of
these statements. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

252 Cases that cite this headnote

[45] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Any statement taken after person invokes Fifth
Amendment privilege cannot be other than
product of compulsion. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend.
5.

87 Cases that cite this headnote

[46] Criminal Law Counsel

If individual states that he wants attorney,
interrogation must cease until attorney is present;
at that time, individual must have opportunity
to confer with attorney and to have him
present during any subsequent questioning.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

444 Cases that cite this headnote

[47] Criminal Law Right to counsel

Criminal Law Counsel in General

While each police station need not have “station
house lawyer” present at all times to advise
prisoners, if police propose to interrogate person
they must make known to him that he is entitled
to lawyer and that if he cannot afford one,
lawyer will be provided for him prior to any
interrogation. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

823 Cases that cite this headnote

[48] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

If authorities conclude that they will not provide
counsel during reasonable period of time in
which investigation in field is carried out, they
may refrain from doing so without violating
person's Fifth Amendment privilege so long
as they do not question him during that time.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

147 Cases that cite this headnote

[49] Criminal Law Waiver of rights
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If interrogation continues without presence of
attorney and statement is taken, government
has heavy burden to demonstrate that defendant
knowingly and intelligently waived his privilege
against self-incrimination and his right to
retained or appointed counsel. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

3038 Cases that cite this headnote

[50] Criminal Law Waiver of rights

High standards of proof for waiver of
constitutional rights apply to in-custody
interrogation.

162 Cases that cite this headnote

[51] Criminal Law Waiver of rights

State properly has burden to demonstrate
knowing and intelligent waiver of privilege
against self-incrimination and right to counsel,
with respect to incommunicado interrogation,
since state is responsible for establishing isolated
circumstances under which interrogation takes
place and has only means of making available
corroborated evidence of warnings given.

1448 Cases that cite this headnote

[52] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Counsel

Criminal Law Waiver of rights

Express statement that defendant is willing to
make statement and does not want attorney,
followed closely by statement, could constitute
waiver, but valid waiver will not be presumed
simply from silence of accused after warnings
are given or simply from fact that confession was
in fact eventually obtained.

1163 Cases that cite this headnote

[53] Criminal Law Capacity and requisites in
general

Criminal Law Presumptions as to waiver,
burden of proof

Presuming waiver from silent record is
impermissible, and record must show, or there
must be allegations and evidence, that accused
was offered counsel but intelligently and
understandingly rejected offer.

83 Cases that cite this headnote

[54] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Where in-custody interrogation is involved, there
is no room for contention that privilege is waived
if individual answers some questions or gives
some information on his own before invoking
right to remain silent when interrogated.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

2064 Cases that cite this headnote

[55] Criminal Law Form and sufficiency in
general

Fact of lengthy interrogation or incommunicado
incarceration before statement is made is strong
evidence that accused did not validly waive
rights. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

147 Cases that cite this headnote

[56] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Any evidence that accused was threatened,
tricked, or cajoled into waiver will show that
he did not voluntarily waive privilege to remain
silent. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

103 Cases that cite this headnote

[57] Criminal Law Necessity in general

Criminal Law Necessity

Requirement of warnings and waiver of right is
fundamental with respect to Fifth Amendment
privilege and not simply preliminary ritual to
existing methods of interrogation.

60 Cases that cite this headnote

[58] Criminal Law Necessity in general

Criminal Law Necessity
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Warnings or waiver with respect to Fifth
Amendment rights are, in absence of
wholly effective equivalent, prerequisites to
admissibility of any statement made by a
defendant, regardless of whether statements
are direct confessions, admissions of part
or all of offense, or merely “exculpatory”.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

2564 Cases that cite this headnote

[59] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Privilege against self-incrimination protects
individual from being compelled to incriminate
himself in any manner; it does not distinguish
degrees of incrimination.

61 Cases that cite this headnote

[60] Criminal Law Necessity in general

Criminal Law Necessity

Statements merely intended to be exculpatory by
defendant, but used to impeach trial testimony or
to demonstrate untruth in statements given under
interrogation, are incriminating and may not be
used without full warnings and effective waiver
required for any other statement. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

1726 Cases that cite this headnote

[61] Criminal Law Intervention of Public
Officers

When individual is in custody on probable cause,
police may seek out evidence in field to be used
at trial against him, and may make inquiry of
persons not under restraint.

95 Cases that cite this headnote

[62] Criminal Law Warnings

Criminal Law Necessity

Rules relating to warnings and waiver in
connection with statements taken in police
interrogation do not govern general on-the-scene
questioning as to facts surrounding crime or

other general questioning of citizens in fact-
finding process. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

6354 Cases that cite this headnote

[63] Criminal Law Statements, Confessions,
and Admissions by or on Behalf of Accused

Confessions remain a proper element in law
enforcement.

42 Cases that cite this headnote

[64] Criminal Law Necessity of showing
voluntary character

Any statement given freely and voluntarily
without compelling influences is admissible.

472 Cases that cite this headnote

[65] Criminal Law Necessity of showing
voluntary character

Criminal Law What constitutes voluntary
statement, admission, or confession

Volunteered statements of any kind are not barred
by Fifth Amendment; there is no requirement
that police stop person who enters police station
and states that he wishes to confess a crime or
a person who calls police to offer confession
or any other statements he desires to make.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

580 Cases that cite this headnote

[66] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

When individual is taken into custody or
otherwise deprived of his freedom by authorities
in any significant way and is subjected to
questioning, privilege against self-incrimination
is jeopardized, and procedural safeguards
must be employed to protect privilege.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

1389 Cases that cite this headnote

[67] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Right to counsel
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Criminal Law Use of statement

Criminal Law Invocation of Rights

Criminal Law Form and sufficiency in
general

Unless other fully effective means are adopted to
notify accused in custody or otherwise deprived
of freedom of his right of silence and to
assure that exercise of right will be scrupulously
honored, he must be warned before questioning
that he has right to remain silent, that anything
he says can be used against him in court, and
that he has right to presence of attorney and
to have attorney appointed before questioning
if he cannot afford one; opportunity to exercise
these rights must be afforded to him throughout
interrogation; after such warnings have been
given and opportunity afforded, accused may
knowingly and intelligently waive rights and
agree to answer questions or make statements,
but unless and until such warnings and waiver are
demonstrated by prosecution at trial, no evidence
obtained as a result of interrogation can be used
against him. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

6076 Cases that cite this headnote

[68] Criminal Law Compelling Self-
Incrimination

Fifth Amendment provision that individual
cannot be compelled to be witness against
himself cannot be abridged. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

233 Cases that cite this headnote

[69] Criminal Law Right of Defendant to
Counsel

In fulfilling responsibility to protect rights of
client, attorney plays vital role in administration
of criminal justice. U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 6.

17 Cases that cite this headnote

[70] Criminal Law Counsel

Interviewing agent must exercise his judgment
in determining whether individual waives
right to counsel, but standard for waiver is

high and ultimate responsibility for resolving
constitutional question lies with courts.

242 Cases that cite this headnote

[71] Criminal Law Custodial interrogation in
general

Constitution does not require any specific code
of procedures for protecting privilege against
self-incrimination during custodial interrogation,
and Congress and states are free to develop their
own safeguards for privilege, so long as they
are fully as effective as those required by court.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amend. 5.

1761 Cases that cite this headnote

[72] Constitutional Law Necessity of
Determination

Issues of admissibility of statements taken during
custodial interrogation were of constitutional
dimension and must be determined by courts.

326 Cases that cite this headnote

[73] Administrative Law and
Procedure Compliance with constitution
or law in general

Constitutional Law Statutory abrogation
of constitutional right

Where rights secured by Constitution are
involved, there can be no rule making or
legislation which would abrogate them.

71 Cases that cite this headnote

[74] Constitutional Law Particular cases

Criminal Law Right to counsel

Statements taken by police in incommunicado
interrogation were inadmissible in state
prosecution, where defendant had not been in any
way apprised of his right to consult with attorney
or to have one present during interrogation, and
his Fifth Amendment right not to be compelled to
incriminate himself was not effectively protected
in any other manner, even though he signed
statement which contained typed in clause that
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he had full knowledge of his legal rights.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

2798 Cases that cite this headnote

[75] Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Counsel

Mere fact that interrogated defendant signed
statement which contained typed in clause
stating that he had full knowledge of his legal
rights did not approach knowing and intelligent
waiver required to relinquish constitutional
rights to counsel and privilege against self-
incrimination.

1059 Cases that cite this headnote

[76] Constitutional Law Particular cases

Criminal Law Right to remain silent

Criminal Law Right to counsel

State defendant's oral confession obtained during
incommunicado interrogation was inadmissible
where he had not been warned of any of
his rights before questioning, and thus was
not effectively apprised of Fifth Amendment
privilege or right to have counsel present.
U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 5, 6.

2142 Cases that cite this headnote

[77] Criminal Law Effect of Prior Illegality

Confessions obtained by federal agents
in incommunicado interrogation were not
admissible in federal prosecution, although
federal agents gave warning of defendant's right
to counsel and to remain silent, where defendant
had been arrested by state authorities who
detained and interrogated him for lengthy period,
both at night and the following morning, without
giving warning, and confessions were obtained
after some two hours of questioning by federal
agents in same police station. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amends. 5, 6.

2622 Cases that cite this headnote

[78] Criminal Law Confessions, declarations,
and admissions

Defendant's failure to object to introduction of
his confession at trial was not a waiver of
claim of constitutional inadmissibility, and did
not preclude Supreme Court's consideration of
issue, where trial was held prior to decision in
Escobedo v. Illinois.

908 Cases that cite this headnote

[79] Criminal Law Effect of Prior Illegality

Federal agents' giving of warning alone
was not sufficient to protect defendant's
Fifth Amendment privilege where federal
interrogation was conducted immediately
following state interrogation in same police
station and in same compelling circumstances,
after state interrogation in which no warnings
were given, so that federal agents were
beneficiaries of pressure applied by local in-
custody interrogation; however, law enforcement
authorities are not necessarily precluded from
questioning any individual who has been
held for period of time by other authorities
and interrogated by them without appropriate
warning.

3119 Cases that cite this headnote

[80] Federal Courts Review of state courts

California Supreme Court decision directing that
state defendant be retried was final judgment,
from which state could appeal to federal
Supreme Court, since in event defendant were
successful in obtaining acquittal on retrial state
would have no appeal. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1257(3).

74 Cases that cite this headnote

[81] Criminal Law Reception of evidence

In dealing with custodial interrogation, court will
not presume that defendant has been effectively
apprised of rights and that his privilege
against self-incrimination has been adequately
safeguarded on record that does not show that
any warnings have been given or that any
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effective alternative has been employed, nor can
knowing and intelligent waiver of those rights
be assumed on silent record. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

758 Cases that cite this headnote

[82] Constitutional Law Particular cases

Criminal Law Necessity in general

Criminal Law Particular cases

Criminal Law Necessity

State defendant's inculpatory statement
obtained in incommunicado interrogation was
inadmissible as obtained in violation of Fifth
Amendment privilege where record did not
specifically disclose whether defendant had been
advised of his rights, he was interrogated on nine
separate occasions over five days' detention, and
record was silent as to waiver. U.S.C.A.Const.
Amend. 5.

11167 Cases that cite this headnote
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Opinion

*439  Mr. Chief Justice WARREN delivered the opinion of
the Court.

The cases before us raise questions which go to the roots
of our concepts of American criminal jurisprudence: the
restraints society must observe consistent with the Federal
Constitution in prosecuting individuals for crime. More
specifically, we deal with the admissibility of statements
obtained from an individual who is subjected to custodial
police interrogation and the necessity for procedures which
assure that the individual is accorded his privilege under the
Fifth Amendment to the Constitution not to be compelled to
incriminate himself.

*440  We dealt with certain phases of this problem recently

in  **1610  Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S.
478, 84 S.Ct. 1758, 12 L.Ed.2d 977 (1964). There, as in
the four cases before us, law enforcement officials took
the defendant into custody and interrogated him in a police
station for the purpose of obtaining a confession. The police
did not effectively advise him of his right to remain silent
or of his right to consult with his attorney. Rather, they
confronted him with an alleged accomplice who accused him
of having perpetrated a murder. When the defendant denied
the accusation and said ‘I didn't shoot Manuel, you did it,’
they handcuffed him and took him to an interrogation room.
There, while handcuffed and standing, he was questioned
for four hours until he confessed. During this interrogation,
the police denied his request to speak to his attorney, and
they prevented his retained attorney, who had come to the
police station, from consulting with him. At his trial, the State,
over his objection, introduced the confession against him.
We held that the statements thus made were constitutionally
inadmissible.
[1]  This case has been the subject of judicial interpretation

and spirited legal debate since it was decided two years
ago. Both state and federal courts, in assessing its

implications, have arrived at varying conclusions. 1  A wealth
of scholarly material has been written tracing its ramifications

and underpinnings. 2  Police and prosecutor *441  have
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speculated on its range and desirability. 3  We granted
**1611  certiorari in these cases, 382 U.S. 924, 925, 937, 86

S.Ct. 318, 320, 395, 15 L.Ed.2d 338, 339, 348, in order further
to explore some facets of the problems, thus exposed, of
applying the privilege against self-incrimination to in-custody
interrogation, and to give *442  concrete constitutional
guidelines for law enforcement agencies and courts to follow.

[2] We start here, as we did in Escobedo, with the premise
that our holding is not an innovation in our jurisprudence, but
is an application of principles long recognized and applied in
other settings. We have undertaken a thorough re-examination
of the Escobedo decision and the principles it announced, and
we reaffirm it. That case was but an explication of basic rights
that are enshrined in our Constitution—that ‘No person * * *
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against
himself,’ and that ‘the accused shall * * * have the Assistance
of Counsel’—rights which were put in jeopardy in that case
through official overbearing. These precious rights were fixed
in our Constitution only after centuries of persecution and
struggle. And in the words of Chief Justice Marshall, they
were secured ‘for ages to come, and * * * designed to
approach immortality as nearly as human institutions can

approach it,’ Cohens v. Commonwealth of Virginia, 6
Wheat. 264, 387, 5 L.Ed. 257 (1821).

Over 70 years ago, our predecessors on this Court eloquently
stated:
‘The maxim ‘Nemo tenetur seipsum accusare,’ had its origin
in a protest against the inquisitorial and manifestly unjust
methods of interrogating accused persons, which (have) long
obtained in the continental system, and, until the expulsion of
the Stuarts from the British throne in 1688, and the erection
of additional barriers for the protection of the people against
the exercise of arbitrary power, (were) not uncommon even in
England. While the admissions or confessions of the prisoner,
when voluntarily and freely made, have always ranked high
in the scale of incriminating evidence, if an accused person be
asked to explain his apparent connection with a crime under
investigation, the ease with which the *443  questions put to
him may assume an inquisitorial character, the temptation to
press the witness unduly, to browbeat him if he be timid or
reluctant, to push him into a corner, and to entrap him into
fatal contradictions, which is so painfully evident in many
of the earlier state trials, notably in those of Sir Nicholas
Throckmorton, and Udal, the Puritan minister, made the
system so odious as to give rise to a demand for its total
abolition. The change in the English criminal procedure in

that particular seems to be founded upon no statute and no
judicial opinion, but upon a general and silent acquiescence
of the courts in a popular demand. But, however adopted,
it has become firmly embedded in English, as well as in
American jurisprudence. So deeply did the iniquities of the
ancient system impress themselves upon the minds of the
American colonists that the States, with one accord, made a
denial of the right to question an accused person a part of their
fundamental law, so that a maxim, which in England was a
mere rule of evidence, became clothed in this country with

the impregnability of a constitutional enactment.' Brown v.
Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 596—597, 16 S.Ct. 644, 646, 40 L.Ed.
819 (1896).

In stating the obligation of the judiciary to apply these

constitutional rights, this Court declared in Weems v.
United States, 217 U.S. 349, 373, 30 S.Ct. 544, 551, 54 L.Ed.
793 (1910):

‘* * * our contemplation cannot be only
of what has been, but of what may
be. Under any other rule a constitution
would indeed be as easy of application
as it would be deficient in efficacy
and power. Its general principles would
have little value, and be converted
**1612  by precedent into impotent

and lifeless formulas. Rights declared in
words might be lost in reality. And this
has been recognized. The *444  meaning
and vitality of the Constitution have
developed against narrow and restrictive
construction.’

This was the spirit in which we delineated, in meaningful
language, the manner in which the constitutional rights of
the individual could be enforced against overzealous police
practices. It was necessary in Escobedo, as here, to insure
that what was proclaimed in the Constitution had not become

but a ‘form of words,’ Silverthorn Lumber Co. v. United
States, 251 U.S. 385, 392, 40 S.Ct. 182, 64 L.Ed. 319 (1920),
in the hands of government officials. And it is in this spirit,
consistent with our role as judges, that we adhere to the
principles of Escobedo today.
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[3]  [4]  [5]  [6]  [7]  [8]  [9]  Our holding will be spelled
out with some specificity in the pages which follow but briefly
stated it is this: the prosecution may not use statements,
whether exculpatory or inculpatory, stemming from custodial
interrogation of the defendant unless it demonstrates the use
of procedural safeguards effective to secure the privilege
against self-incrimination. By custodial interrogation, we
mean questioning initiated by law enforcement officers after
a person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived

of his freedom of action in any significant way. 4  As for
the procedural safeguards to be employed, unless other fully
effective means are devised to inform accused persons of
their right of silence and to assure a continuous opportunity
to exercise it, the following measures are required. Prior to
any questioning, the person must be warned that he has a
right to remain silent, that any statement he does make may
be used as evidence against him, and that he has a right to
the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed. The
defendant may waive effectuation of these rights, provided
the waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently.
If, however, he indicates in any manner and at any stage of
the *445  process that he wishes to consult with an attorney
before speaking there can be no questioning. Likewise, if the
individual is alone and indicates in any manner that he does
not wish to be interrogated, the police may not question him.
The mere fact that he may have answered some questions or
volunteered some statements on his own does not deprive him
of the right to refrain from answering any further inquiries
until he has consulted with an attorney and thereafter consents
to be questioned.

1.

The constitutional issue we decide in each of these cases
is the admissibility of statements obtained from a defendant
questioned while in custody or otherwise deprived of his
freedom of action in any significant way. In each, the
defendant was questioned by police officers, detectives, or a
prosecuting attorney in a room in which he was cut off from
the outside world. In none of these cases was the defendant
given a full and effective warning of his rights at the outset
of the interrogation process. In all the cases, the questioning
elicited oral admissions, and in three of them, signed
statements as well which were admitted at their trials. They
all thus share salient features—incommunicado interrogation
of individuals in a police-dominated atmosphere, resulting
in self-incriminating statements without full warnings of
constitutional rights.

An understanding of the nature and setting of this in-
custody interrogation is essential to our decisions today. The
difficulty in depicting what transpires at such interrogations
stems from the fact **1613  that in this country they
have largely taken place incommunicado. From extensive
factual studies undertaken in the early 1930's, including the
famous Wickersham Report to Congress by a Presidential
Commission, it is clear that police violence and the ‘third

degree’ flourished at that time. 5  *446  In a series of
cases decided by this Court long after these studies, the
police resorted to physical brutality—beatings, hanging,
whipping—and to sustained and protracted questioning

incommunicado in order to extort confessions. 6  The
Commission on Civil Rights in 1961 found much evidence
to indicate that ‘some policemen still resort to physical force
to obtain confessions,’ 1961 Comm'n on Civil Rights Rep.,
Justice, pt. 5, 17. The use of physical brutality and violence
is not, unfortunately, relegated to the past or to any part of
the country. Only recently in Kings County, New York, the
police brutally beat, kicked and placed lighted cigarette butts
on the back of a potential witness under interrogation for the
purpose of securing a statement incriminating a third party.

People v. Portelli, 15 N.Y.2d 235, 257 N.Y.S.2d 931, 205

N.E.2d 857 (1965). 7

*447  The examples given above are undoubtedly the
exception now, but they are sufficiently widespread to be
the object of concern. Unless a proper limitation upon
custodial interrogation is achieved—such as these decisions
will advance—there can be no assurance that practices of
this nature will be eradicated in the foreseeable future. The
conclusion of the Wickersham **1614  Commission Report,
made over 30 years ago, is still pertinent:
‘To the contention that the third degree is necessary to get
the facts, the reporters aptly reply in the language of the
present Lord Chancellor of England (Lord Sankey): ‘It is not
admissible to do a great right by doing a little wrong. * * *
It is not sufficient to do justice by obtaining a proper result
by irregular or improper means.’ Not only does the use of the
third degree involve a flagrant violation of law by the officers
of the law, but it involves also the dangers of false confessions,
and it tends to make police and prosecutors less zealous in the
search for objective evidence. As the New York prosecutor
quoted in the report said, ‘It is a short cut and makes the
police lazy and unenterprising.’ Or, as another official quoted
remarked: ‘If you use your fists, you *448  are not so likely to
use your wits.’ We agree with the conclusion expressed in the
report, that ‘The third degree brutalizes the police, hardens the
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prisoner against society, and lowers the esteem in which the
administration of justice is held by the public.‘‘ IV National
Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report
on Lawlessness in Law Enforcement 5 (1931).

[10] Again we stress that the modern practice of in-custody
interrogation is psychologically rather than physically

oriented. As we have stated before, ‘Since Chambers v.
State of Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 60 S.Ct. 472, 84 L.Ed. 716,
this Court has recognized that coercion can be mental as well
as physical, and that the blood of the accused is not the only

hallmark of an unconstitutional inquisition.’ Blackburn v.
State of Alabama, 361 U.S. 199, 206, 80 S.Ct. 274, 279, 4
L.Ed.2d 242 (1960). Interrogation still takes place in privacy.
Privacy results in secrecy and this in turn results in a gap in
our knowledge as to what in fact goes on in the interrogation
rooms. A valuable source of information about present police
practices, however, may be found in various police manuals
and texts which document procedures employed with success
in the past, and which recommend various other effective

tactics. 8  These *449  texts are used by law enforcement

agencies themselves as guides. 9  It should be noted that these
texts professedly present the most enlightened and effective
means presently used to obtain statements through custodial
interrogation. By considering these texts and other **1615
data, it is possible to describe procedures observed and noted
around the country.

The officers are told by the manuals that the
‘principal psychological factor contributing to a successful
interrogation is privacy—being alone with the person under

interrogation.' 10  The efficacy of this tactic has been
explained as follows:
‘If at all practicable, the interrogation should take place in
the investigator's office or at least in a room of his own
choice. The subject should be deprived of every psychological
advantage. In his own home he may be confident, indignant,
or recalcitrant. He is more keenly aware of his rights and
*450  more reluctant to tell of his indiscretions of criminal

behavior within the walls of his home. Moreover his family
and other friends are nearby, their presence lending moral
support. In his office, the investigator possesses all the
advantages. The atmosphere suggests the invincibility of the

forces of the law.' 11

To highlight the isolation and unfamiliar surroundings, the
manuals instruct the police to display an air of confidence in
the suspect's guilt and from outward appearance to maintain
only an interest in confirming certain details. The guilt of
the subject is to be posited as a fact. The interrogator should
direct his comments toward the reasons why the subject
committed the act, rather than court failure by asking the
subject whether he did it. Like other men, perhaps the subject
has had a bad family life, had an unhappy childhood, had
too much to drink, had an unrequited desire for women. The
officers are instructed to minimize the moral seriousness of

the offense, 12  to cast blame on the victim or on society. 13

These tactics are designed to put the subject in a psychological
state where his story is but an elaboration of what the police
purport to know already—that he is guilty. Explanations to
the contrary are dismissed and discouraged.

The texts thus stress that the major qualities an interrogator
should possess are patience and perseverance. *451  One
writer describes the efficacy of these characteristics in this
manner:
‘In the preceding paragraphs emphasis has been placed on
kindness and stratagems. The investigator will, however,
encounter many situations where the sheer weight of his
personality will be the deciding factor. Where emotional
appeals and tricks are employed to no avail, he must rely
on an oppressive atmosphere of dogged persistence. He must
interrogate steadily and without relent, leaving the subject
no prospect of surcease. He must dominate his subject and
overwhelm him with his inexorable will to obtain the truth.
He should interrogate for a spell of several hours pausing only
for the subject's necessities in acknowledgment of the need to
avoid a charge of duress that can be technically substantiated.
In a serious case, the interrogation may continue for days,
with the required intervals for food and sleep, but with no
respite from the atmosphere of domination. It is possible in
this way to induce the subject to talk without resorting to
duress or coercion. The method should be used only when the

guilt of **1616  the subject appears highly probable.’ 14

The manuals suggest that the suspect be offered legal excuses
for his actions in order to obtain an initial admission of guilt.
Where there is a suspected revenge-killing, for example, the
interrogator may say:
‘Joe, you probably didn't go out looking for this fellow with
the purpose of shooting him. My guess is, however, that you
expected something from him and that's why you carried a
gun—for your own protection. You knew him for what he
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was, no good. Then when you met him he probably started
using foul, abusive language and he gave some indication
*452  that he was about to pull a gun on you, and that's when

you had to act to save your own life. That's about it, isn't it,

Joe?' 15

Having then obtained the admission of shooting, the
interrogator is advised to refer to circumstantial evidence
which negates the self-defense explanation. This should
enable him to secure the entire story. One text notes that ‘Even
if he fails to do so, the inconsistency between the subject's
original denial of the shooting and his present admission of
at least doing the shooting will serve to deprive him of a self-

defense ‘out’ at the time of trial.' 16

When the techniques described above prove unavailing, the
texts recommend they be alternated with a show of some
hostility. One ploy often used has been termed the ‘friendly-
unfriendly’ or the ‘Mutt and Jeff’ act:
‘* * * In this technique, two agents are employed. Mutt, the
relentless investigator, who knows the subject is guilty and is
not going to waste any time. He's sent a dozen men away for
this crime and he's going to send the subject away for the full
term. Jeff, on the other hand, is obviously a kindhearted man.
He has a family himself. He has a brother who was involved in
a little scrape like this. He disapproves of Mutt and his tactics
and will arrange to get him off the case if the subject will
cooperate. He can't hold Mutt off for very long. The subject
would be wise to make a quick decision. The technique is
applied by having both investigators present while Mutt acts
out his role. Jeff may stand by quietly and demur at some of
Mutt's tactics. When Jeff makes his plea for cooperation, Mutt

is not present in the room.’ 17

*453  The interrogators sometimes are instructed to induce
a confession out of trickery. The technique here is quite
effective in crimes which require identification or which run
in series. In the identification situation, the interrogator may
take a break in his questioning to place the subject among
a group of men in a line-up. ‘The witness or complainant
(previously coached, if necessary) studies the line-up and

confidently points out the subject as the guilty party.' 18  Then
the questioning resumes ‘as though there were now no doubt
about the guilt **1617  of the subject.’ A variation on this
technique is called the ‘reverse line-up’:
‘The accused is placed in a line-up, but this time he is
identified by several fictitious witnesses or victims who

associated him with diferent offenses. It is expected that
the subject will become desperate and confess to the
offense under investigation in order to escape from the false

accusations.’ 19

The manuals also contain instructions for police on how
to handle the individual who refuses to discuss the matter
entirely, or who asks for an attorney or relatives. The examiner
is to concede him the right to remain silent. ‘This usually has
a very undermining effect. First of all, he is disappointed in
his expectation of an unfavorable reaction on the part of the
interrogator. Secondly, a concession of this right to remain
silent impresses *454  the subject with the apparent fairness

of his interrogator.’ 20  After this psychological conditioning,
however, the officer is told to point out the incriminating
significance of the suspect's refusal to talk:
‘Joe, you have a right to remain silent. That's your privilege
and I'm the last person in the world who'll try to take it away
from you. If that's the way you want to leave this, O.K. But
let me ask you this. Suppose you were in my shoes and I were
in yours and you called me in to ask me about this and I told
you, ‘I don't want to answer any of your questions.’ You'd
think I had something to hide, and you'd probably be right in
thinking that. That's exactly what I'll have to think about you,
and so will everybody else. So let's sit here and talk this whole

thing over.' 21

Few will persist in their initial refusal to talk, it is said, if this
monologue is employed correctly.

In the event that the subject wishes to speak to a relative or an
attorney, the following advice is tendered:

‘(T)he interrogator should respond by
suggesting that the subject first tell
the truth to the interrogator himself
rather than get anyone else involved
in the matter. If the request is for an
attorney, the interrogator may suggest
that the subject save himself or his family
the expense of any such professional
service, particularly if he is innocent
of the offense under investigation. The
interrogator may also add, ‘Joe, I'm only
looking for the truth, and if you're telling
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the truth, that's it. You can handle this by

yourself.“ 22

*455  From these representative samples of interrogation
techniques, the setting prescribed by the manuals and
observed in practice becomes clear. In essence, it is this: To be
alone with the subject is essential to prevent distraction and
to deprive him of any outside support. The aura of confidence
in his guilt undermines his will to resist. He merely confirms
the preconceived story the police seek to have him describe.
Patience and persistence, at times relentless questioning, are
employed. To obtain a confession, the interrogator must
‘patiently maneuver himself or his quarry into a position

from which the desired objective may be attained.' 23  When
normal procedures fail to produce the needed result, the police
may resort to deceptive stratagems such as giving false legal
advice. It is important to keep the subject off balance, for
example, by trading on his insecurity about himself or his
surroundings. The police then persuade, trick, or cajole him
out of exercising his constitutional rights.

Even without employing brutality, the ‘third degree’ or the
specific stratagems **1618  described above, the very fact
of custodial interrogation exacts a heavy toll on individual

liberty and trades on the weakness of individuals. 24

*456  This fact may be illustrated simply by referring
to three confession cases decided by this Court in the
Term immediately preceding our Escobedo decision. In

Townsend v. Sain, 372 U.S. 293, 83 S.Ct. 745, 9 L.Ed.2d
770 (1963), the defendant was a 19-year-old heroin addict,

described as a ‘near mental defective,’ id., at 307—310,

83 S.Ct. at 754—755. The defendant in Lynumn v. State
of Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 83 S.Ct. 917, 9 L.Ed.2d 922 (1963),
was a woman who confessed to the arresting officer after
being importuned to ‘cooperate’ in order to prevent her
children from being taken by relief authorities. This Court
as in those cases reversed the conviction of a defendant in

Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 83 S.Ct.
1336, 10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963), whose persistent request during

his interrogation was to phone his wife or attorney. 25  In
other settings, these individuals might have exercised their
constitutional rights. In the incommunicado police-dominated
atmosphere, they succumbed.

In the cases before us today, given this backgound, we concern
ourselves primarily with this interrogation atmosphere and
the evils it can bring. In No. 759, Miranda v. Arizona,
the police arrested the defendant and took him to a special
interrogation room where they secured a confession. In
No. 760, Vignera v. New York, the defendant made oral
admissions to the police after interrogation in the afternoon,
and then signed an inculpatory statement upon being
questioned by an assistant district attorney later the same
evening. In No. 761, Westover v. United States, the defendant
was handed over to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
by *457  local authorities after they had detained and
interrogated him for a lengthy period, both at night and the
following morning. After some two hours of questioning,
the federal officers had obtained signed statements from
the defendant. Lastly, in No. 584, California v. Stewart,
the local police held the defendant five days in the station
and interrogated him on nine separate occasions before they
secured his inculpatory statement.

In these cases, we might not find the defendants' statements
to have been involuntary in traditional terms. Our concern
for adequate safeguards to protect precious Fifth Amendment
rights is, of course, not lessened in the slightest. In each of the
cases, the defendant was thrust into an unfamiliar atmosphere
and run through menacing police interrogation procedures.
The potentiality for compulsion is forcefully apparent, for
example, in Miranda, where the indigent Mexican defendant
was a seriously disturbed individual with pronounced sexual
**1619  fantasies, and in Stewart, in which the defendant

was an indigent Los Angeles Negro who had dropped out
of school in the sixth grade. To be sure, the records do not
evince overt physical coercion or patent psychological ploys.
The fact remains that in none of these cases did the officers
undertake to afford appropriate safeguards at the outset of
the interrogation to insure that the statements were truly the
product of free choice.
[11]  It is obvious that such an interrogation environment is

created for no purpose other than to subjugate the individual
to the will of his examiner. This atmosphere carries its
own badge of intimidation. To be sure, this is not physical

intimidation, but it is equally destructive of human dignity. 26

The current practice of incommunicado interrogation is
at odds with one of our *458  Nation's most cherished
principles—that the individual may not be compelled to
incriminate himself. Unless adequate protective devices are
employed to dispel the compulsion inherent in custodial
surroundings, no statement obtained from the defendant can
truly be the product of his free choice.
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From the foregoing, we can readily perceive an intimate
connection between the privilege against self-incrimination
and police custodial questioning. It is fitting to turn to history
and precedent underlying the Self-Incrimination Clause to
determine its applicability in this situation.

II.

We sometimes forget how long it has taken to establish the
privilege against self-incrimination, the sources from which
it came and the fervor with which it was defended. Its roots

go back into ancient times. 27  Perhaps *459  the critical
historical event shedding light on its origins and evolution
was the trial of one John Lilburn, a vocal anti-Stuart Leveller,
who was made to take the Star Chamber Oath in 1637. The
oath would have bound him to answer to all questions posed
to him on any subject. The Trial of John Lilburn and John
Wharton, 3 How.St.Tr. 1315 (1637). He resisted the oath and
declaimed the proceedings, stating:
‘Another fundamental right I then contended for, was, that
no man's conscience ought to be racked by oaths imposed, to
answer to questions concerning himself in matters criminal,
or pretended to be so.’ Haller & Davies, The Leveller Tracts
1647—1653, p. 454 (1944).

On account of the Lilburn Trial, Parliament abolished the
inquisitorial Court of Star Chamber and went further in
giving him generous reparation. The lofty principles to which
Lilburn had appealed **1620  during his trial gained popular

acceptance in England. 28  These sentiments worked their
way over to the Colonies and were implanted after great

struggle into the Bill of Rights. 29  Those who framed our
Constitution and the Bill of Rights were ever aware of
subtle encroachments on individual liberty. They knew that
‘illegitimate and unconstitutional practices get their first
footing * * * by silent approaches and slight deviations from

legal modes of procedure.’ Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S.
616, 635, 6 S.Ct. 524, 535, 29 L.Ed. 746 (1886). The privilege
was elevated to constitutional status and has always been ‘as
broad ad the mischief *460  against which it seeks to guard.’

Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547, 562, 12 S.Ct.
195, 198, 35 L.Ed. 1110 (1892). We cannot depart from this
noble heritage.
[12]  [13]  [14]  [15]  Thus we may view the historical

development of the privilege as one which groped for the

proper scope of governmental power over the citizen. As a
‘noble principle often transcends its origins,’ the privilege has
come right-fully to be recognized in part as an individual's
substantive right, a ‘right to a private enclave where he
may lead a private life. That right is the hallmark of our

democracy.’ United States v. Grunewald, 233 F.2d 556,

579, 581—582 (Frank, J., dissenting), rev'd, 353 U.S. 391,
77 S.Ct. 963, 1 L.Ed.2d 931 (1957). We have recently noted
that the privilege against self-incrimination—the essential
mainstay of our adversary system—is founded on a complex

of values, Murphy v. Waterfront Comm. of New York
Harbor, 378 U.S. 52, 55—57, n. 5, 84 S.Ct. 1594, 1596

—1597, 12 L.Ed.2d 678 (1964); Tehan v. United States
ex rel. Shott, 382 U.S. 406, 414—415, n. 12, 86 S.Ct.
459, 464, 15 L.Ed.2d 453 (1966). All these policies point
to one overriding thought: the constitutional foundation
underlying the privilege is the respect a government—state
or federal—must accord to the dignity and integrity of
its citizens. To maintain a ‘fair state-individual balance,’
to require the government ‘to shoulder the entire load,’ 8
Wigmore, Evidence 317 (McNaughton rev. 1961), to respect
the inviolability of the human personality, our accusatory
system of criminal justice demands that the government
seeking to punish an individual produce the evidence against
him by its own independent labors, rather than by the cruel,
simple expedient of compelling it from his own mouth.

Chambers v. State of Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 235—238,
60 S.Ct. 472, 476—477, 84 L.Ed. 716 (1940). In sum, the
privilege is fulfilled only when the person is guaranteed the
right ‘to remain silent unless he chooses to speak in the

unfettered exercise of his own will.’ Malloy v. Hogan, 378
U.S. 1, 8, 84 S.Ct. 1489, 1493, 12 L.Ed.2d 653 (1964).

[16]  The question in these cases is whether the privilege
is fully applicable during a period of custodial interrogation.
*461  In this Court, the privilege has consistently been

accorded a liberal construction. Albertson v. Subversive
Activities Control Board, 382 U.S. 70, 81, 86 S.Ct. 194, 200,

15 L.Ed.2d 165 (1965); Hoffman v. United States, 341
U.S. 479, 486, 71 S.Ct. 814, 818, 95 L.Ed.2d 1118 (1951);
Arnstein v. McCarthy, 254 U.S. 71, 72—73, 41 S.Ct. 26,

65 L.Ed. 138 (1920); Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S.
547, 562, 12 S.Ct. 195, 197, 35 L.Ed. 1110 (1892). We are
satisfied that all the principles embodied in the privilege apply
to informal compulsion exerted by **1621  law-enforcement
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officers during in-custody questioning. An individual swept
from familiar surroundings into police custody, surrounded
by antagonistic forces, and subjected to the techniques of
persuasion described above cannot be otherwise than under
compulsion to speak. As a practical matter, the compulsion
to speak in the isolated setting of the police station may
well be greater than in courts or other official investigations,
where there are often impartial observers to guard against

intimidation or trickery. 30

This question, in fact, could have been taken as settled in

federal courts almost 70 years ago, when, in Bram v.
United States, 168 U.S. 532, 542, 18 S.Ct. 183, 187, 42 L.Ed.
568 (1897), this Court held:
‘In criminal trials, in the courts of the United States, wherever
a question arises whether a confession is incompetent because
not voluntary, the issue is controlled by that portion of the
fifth amendment * * * commanding that no person ‘shall
be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against
himself.‘‘

In Bram, the Court reviewed the British and American history
and case law and set down the Fifth Amendment standard for
compulsion which we implement today:
‘Much of the confusion which has resulted from the effort
to deduce from the adjudged cases what *462  would be a
sufficient quantum of proof to show that a confession was
or was not voluntary has arisen from a misconception of the
subject to which the proof must address itself. The rule is not
that, in order to render a statement admissible, the proof must
be adequate to establish that the particular communications
contained in a statement were voluntarily made, but it must
be sufficient to establish that the making of the statement
was voluntary; that is to say, that, from the causes which the
law treats as legally sufficient to engender in the mind of
the accused hope or fear in respect to the crime charged, the
accused was not involuntarily impelled to make a statement
when but for the improper influences he would have remained

silent. * * *’ 168 U.S., at 549, 18 S.Ct. at 189. And see,

id., at 542, 18 S.Ct. at 186.

The Court has adhered to this reasoning. In 1924, Mr.
Justice Brandeis wrote for a unanimous Court in reversing a

conviction resting on a compelled confession, Ziang Sung

Wan v. United States, 266 U.S. 1, 45 S.Ct. 1, 69 L.Ed. 131.
He stated:
‘In the federal courts, the requisite of voluntariness is not
satisfied by establishing merely that the confession was not
induced by a promise or a threat. A confession is voluntary
in law if, and only if, it was, in fact, voluntarily made. A
confession may have been given voluntarily, although it was
made to police officers, while in custody, and in answer to an
examination conducted by them. But a confession obtained
by compulsion must be excluded whatever may have been
the character of the compulsion, and whether the compulsion

was applied in a judicial proceeding or otherwise. Bram
v. United States, 168 U.S. 532, 18 S.Ct. 183, 42 L.Ed. 568.’

266 U.S., at 14—15, 45 S.Ct. at 3.

In addition to the expansive historical development of the
privilege and the sound policies which have nurtured *463
its evolution, judicial precedent thus clearly establishes its
application to incommunicado interrogation. In fact, the
Government concedes this point as well established in No.
761, Westover v. United States, stating: ‘We have no doubt * *
* that it is possible for a suspect's Fifth **1622  Amendment
right to be violated during in-custody questioning by a law-

enforcement officer.' 31

[17] Because of the adoption by Congress of Rule 5(a) of
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, and the Court's

effectuation of that Rule in McNabb v. United States,
318 U.S. 332, 63 S.Ct. 608, 87 L.Ed. 819 (1943), and

Mallory v. United States, 354 U.S. 449, 77 S.Ct. 1356,
1 L.Ed.2d 1479 (1957), we have had little occasion in
the past quarter century to reach the constitutional issues
in dealing with federal interrogations. These supervisory
rules, requiring production of an arrested person before a
commissioner ‘without unnecessary delay’ and excluding
evidence obtained in default of that statutory obligation, were
nonetheless responsive to the same considerations of Fifth
Amendment policy that unavoidably face us now as to the

States. In McNabb, 318 U.S., at 343—344, 63 S.Ct. at 614,

and in Mallory, 354 U.S., at 455—456, 77 S.Ct. at 1359—
1360, we recognized both the dangers of interrogation and the
appropriateness of prophylaxis stemming from the very fact

of interrogation itself. 32

[18] [19]  [20]  Our decision in Malloy v. Hogan, 378
U.S. 1, 84 S.Ct. 1489, 12 L.Ed.2d 653 (1964), necessitates
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an examination of the scope of the privilege in state cases
as well. In Malloy, we squarely held the *464  privilege
applicable to the States, and held that the substantive
standards underlying the privilege applied with full force to

state court proceedings. There, as in Murphy v. Waterfront
Comm. of New York Harbor, 378 U.S. 52, 84 S.Ct. 1594,

12 L.Ed.2d 678 (1964), and Griffin v. State of California,
380 U.S. 609, 85 S.Ct. 1229, 14 L.Ed.2d 106 (1965), we
applied the existing Fifth Amendment standards to the case
before us. Aside from the holding itself, the reasoning in
Malloy made clear what had already become apparent—
that the substantive and procedural safeguards surrounding
admissibility of confessions in state cases had become
exceedingly exacting, reflecting all the policies embedded in

the privilege, 378 U.S., at 7—8, 84 S.Ct. at 1493. 33  The
voluntariness **1623  doctrine in the state cases, as Malloy
indicates, encompasses all interrogation practices which are
likely to exert such pressure upon an individual as to disable

him from *465  making a free and rational choice. 34

The implications of this proposition were elaborated in our

decision in Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 84
S.Ct. 1758, 12 L.Ed.2d 977, decided one week after Malloy
applied the privilege to the States.

Our holding there stressed the fact that the police had not
advised the defendant of his constitutional privilege to remain
silent at the outset of the interrogation, and we drew attention

to that fact at several points in the decision, 378 U.S., at
483, 485, 491, 84 S.Ct. at 1761, 1762, 1765. This was no
isolated factor, but an essential ingredient in our decision.
The entire thrust of police interrogation there, as in all the
cases today, was to put the defendant in such an emotional
state as to impair his capacity for rational judgment. The
abdication of the constitutional privilege—the choice on his
part to speak to the police—was not made knowingly or
competently because of the failure to apprise him of his rights;
the compelling atmosphere of the in-custody interrogation,
and not an independent decision on his part, caused the
defendant to speak.
[21]  [22]  A different phase of the Escobedo decision was

significant in its attention to the absence of counsel during
the questioning. There, as in the cases today, we sought a
protective device to dispel the compelling atmosphere of
the interrogation. In Escobedo, however, the police did not
relieve the defendant of the anxieties which they had created
in the interrogation rooms. Rather, they denied his request

for the assistance of counsel, 378 U.S., at 481, 488,

491, 84 S.Ct. at 1760, 1763, 1765. 35  This heightened his
dilemma, and *466  made his later statements the product

of this compulsion. Cf. Haynes v. State of Washington,
373 U.S. 503, 514, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 1343 (1963). The denial
of the defendant's request for his attorney thus undermined
his ability to exercise the privilege—to remain silent if he
chose or to speak without any intimidation, blatant or subtle.
The presence of counsel, in all the cases before us today,
would be the adequate protective device necessary to make
the process of police interrogation conform to the dictates of
the privilege. His presence would insure that statements made
in the government-established atmosphere are not the product
of compulsion.

It was in this manner that Escobedo explicated another
facet of the pre-trial privilege, noted in many of the Court's

prior decisions: the protection of rights at trial. 36  That
counsel is present when **1624  statements are taken
from an individual during interrogation obviously enhances
the integrity of the fact-finding processes in court. The
presence of an attorney, and the warnings delivered to the
individual, enable the defendant under otherwise compelling
circumstances to tell his story without fear, effectively, and
in a way that eliminates the evils in the interrogation process.
Without the protections flowing from adequate warning and
the rights of counsel, ‘all the careful safeguards erected
around the giving of testimony, whether by an accused or
any other witness, would become empty formalities in a
procedure where the most compelling possible evidence of
guilt, a confession, would have already been obtained at the

unsupervised pleasure of the police.’ Mapp v. Ohio,
367 U.S. 643, 685, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 1707, 6 L.Ed.2d 1081

(1961) (Harlan, J., dissenting). Cf. Pointer v. State of
Texas, 380 U.S. 400, 85 S.Ct. 1065, 13 L.Ed.2d 923 (1965).

*467  III.

[23]  [24]  Today, then, there can be no doubt that the Fifth
Amendment privilege is available outside of criminal court
proceedings and serves to protect persons in all settings in
which their freedom of action is curtailed in any significant
way from being compelled to incriminate themselves. We
have concluded that without proper safeguards the process of
in-custody interrogation of persons suspected or accused of
crime contains inherently compelling pressures which work
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to undermine the individual's will to resist and to compel him
to speak where he would not otherwise do so freely. In order
to combat these pressures and to permit a full opportunity to
exercise the privilege against self-incrimination, the accused
must be adequately and effectively apprised of his rights and
the exercise of those rights must be fully honored.

It is impossible for us to foresee the potential alternatives for
protecting the privilege which might be devised by Congress
or the States in the exercise of their creative rule-making
capacities. Therefore we cannot say that the Constitution
necessarily requires adherence to any particular solution for
the inherent compulsions of the interrogation process as it
is presently conducted. Our decision in no way creates a
constitutional straitjacket which will handicap sound efforts
at reform, nor is it intended to have this effect. We encourage
Congress and the States to continue their laudable search
for increasingly effective ways of protecting the rights of
the individual while promoting efficient enforcement of
our criminal laws. However, unless we are shown other
procedures which are at least as effective in apprising accused
persons of their right of silence and in assuring a continuous
opportunity to exercise it, the following safeguards must be
observed.
[25]  [26]  [27]  [28]  At the outset, if a person in

custody is to be subjected to interrogation, he must first
be informed in clear and *468  unequivocal terms that he
has the right to remain silent. For those unaware of the
privilege, the warning is needed simply to make them aware
of it—the threshold requirement for an intelligent decision
as to its exercise. More important, such a warning is an
absolute prerequisite in overcoming the inherent pressures
of the interrogation atmosphere. It is not just the subnormal
or woefully ignorant who succumb to an interrogator's
imprecations, whether implied or expressly stated, that the
interrogation will continue until a confession is obtained or
that silence in the face of accusation is itself damning and

will bode ill when presented to a jury. 37  Further, **1625
the warning will show the individual that his interrogators
are prepared to recognize his privilege should he choose to
exercise it.

[29]  The Fifth Amendment privilege is so fundamental to
our system of constitutional rule and the expedient of giving
an adequate warning as to the availability of the privilege
so simple, we will not pause to inquire in individual cases
whether the defendant was aware of his rights without a
warning being given. Assessments of the knowledge the

defendant possessed, based on information *469  as to his
age, education, intelligence, or prior contact with authorities,

can never be more than speculation; 38  a warning is a clearcut
fact. More important, whatever the background of the person
interrogated, a warning at the time of the interrogation is
indispensable to overcome its pressures and to insure that the
individual knows he is free to exercise the privilege at that
point in time.

[30]  The warning of the right to remain silent must be
accompanied by the explanation that anything said can and
will be used against the individual in court. This warning is
needed in order to make him aware not only of the privilege,
but also of the consequences of forgoing it. It is only through
an awareness of these consequences that there can be any
assurance of real understanding and intelligent exercise of
the privilege. Moreover, this warning may serve to make the
individual more acutely aware that he is faced with a phase
of the adversary system—that he is not in the presence of
persons acting solely in his interest.

[31]  [32]  The circumstances surrounding in-custody
interrogation can operate very quickly to overbear the
will of one merely made aware of his privilege by his
interrogators. Therefore, the right to have counsel present
at the interrogation is indispensable to the protection of the
Fifth Amendment privilege under the system we delineate
today. Our aim is to assure that the individual's right
to choose between silence and speech remains unfettered
throughout the interrogation process. A once-stated warning,
delivered by those who will conduct the interrogation, cannot
itself suffice to that end among those who most require
knowledge of their rights. A mere *470  warning given by
the interrogators is not alone sufficient to accomplish that
end. Prosecutors themselves claim that the admonishment of
the right to remain silent without more ‘will benefit only
the recidivist and the professional.’ Brief for the National
District Attorneys Association as amicus curiae, p. 14. Even
preliminary advice given to the accused by his own attorney
can be swiftly overcome by the secret interrogation process.

Cf. Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 485, n. 5,
84 S.Ct. 1758, 1762. Thus, the need for counsel to protect
**1626  the Fifth Amendment privilege comprehends not

merely a right to consult with counsel prior to questioning,
but also to have counsel present during any questioning if the
defendant so desires.
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The presence of counsel at the interrogation may serve several
significant subsidiary functions as well. If the accused decides
to talk to his interrogators, the assistance of counsel can
mitigate the dangers of untrustworthiness. With a lawyer
present the likelihood that the police will practice coercion is
reduced, and if coercion is nevertheless exercised the lawyer
can testify to it in court. The presence of a lawyer can also help
to guarantee that the accused gives a fully accurate statement
to the police and that the statement is rightly reported by the

prosecution at trial. See Crooker v. State of California, 357
U.S. 433, 443—448, 78 S.Ct. 1287, 1293—1296, 2 L.Ed.2d
1448 (1958) (Douglas, J., dissenting).
[33] [34]  [35]  An individual need not make a pre-

interrogation request for a lawyer. While such request
affirmatively secures his right to have one, his failure to ask
for a lawyer does not constitute a waiver. No effective waiver
of the right to counsel during interrogation can be recognized
unless specifically made after the warnings we here delineate
have been given. The accused who does not know his rights
and therefore does not make a request *471  may be the
person who most needs counsel. As the California Supreme
Court has aptly put it:
‘Finally, we must recognize that the imposition of the
requirement for the request would discriminate against the
defendant who does not know his rights. The defendant
who does not ask for counsel is the very defendant who
most needs counsel. We cannot penalize a defendant who,
not understanding his constitutional rights, does not make
the formal request and by such failure demonstrates his
helplessness. To require the request would be to favor the
defendant whose sophistication or status had fortuitously

prompted him to make it.’ People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d
338, 351, 42 Cal.Rptr. 169, 177—178, 398 P.2d 361, 369—
370, (1965) (Tobriner, J.).

In Carnley v. Cochran, 369 U.S. 506, 513, 82 S.Ct. 884,
889, 8 L.Ed.2d 70 (1962), we stated: ‘(I)t is settled that where
the assistance of counsel is a constitutional requisite, the
right to be furnished counsel does not depend on a request.’
This proposition applies with equal force in the context of
providing counsel to protect an accused's Fifth Amendment

privilege in the face of interrogation. 39  Although the role of
counsel at trial differs from the role during interrogation, the
differences are not relevant to the question whether a request
is a prerequisite.

[36] [37]  Accordingly we hold that an individual held for
interrogation must be clearly informed that he has the right to
consult with a lawyer and to have the lawyer with him during
interrogation under the system for protecting the privilege we
delineate today. As with the warnings of the right to remain
silent and that anything stated can be used in evidence against
him, this warning is an absolute prerequisite to interrogation.
No amount of *472  circumstantial evidence that the person
may have been aware of this right will suffice to stand in
its stead. Only through such a warning is there ascertainable
assurance that the accused was aware of this right.

[38] [39]  [40]  If an individual indicates that he wishes
the assistance of counsel before any interrogation occurs,
the authorities cannot rationally ignore or deny his request
on the basis that the individual does not have or cannot
afford a retained attorney. The financial ability **1627
of the individual has no relationship to the scope of the
rights involved here. The privilege against self-incrimination
secured by the Constitution applies to all individuals. The
need for counsel in order to protect the privilege exists for
the indigent as well as the affluent. In fact, were we to limit
these constitutional rights to those who can retain an attorney,
our decisions today would be of little significance. The cases
before us as well as the vast majority of confession cases
with which we have dealt in the past involve those unable

to retain counsel. 40  While authorities are not required to
relieve the accused of his poverty, they have the obligation
not to take advantage of indigence in the administration of

justice. 41  Denial *473  of counsel to the indigent at the time
of interrogation while allowing an attorney to those who can
afford one would be no more supportable by reason or logic
than the similar situation at trial and on appeal struck down

in Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 83 S.Ct. 792, 9

L.Ed.2d 799 (1963), and Douglas v. People of State of
California, 372 U.S. 353, 83 S.Ct. 814, 9 L.Ed.2d 811 (1963).

[41] [42]  In order fully to apprise a person interrogated of
the extent of his rights under this system then, it is necessary
to warn him not only that he has the right to consult with
an attorney, but also that if he is indigent a lawyer will be
appointed to represent him. Without this additional warning,
the admonition of the right to consult with counsel would
often be understood as meaning only that he can consult with
a lawyer if he has one or has the funds to obtain one. The
warning of a right to counsel would be hollow if not couched
in terms that would convey to the indigent—the person most
often subjected to interrogation—the knowledge that he too
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has a right to have counsel present. 42  As with the warnings
of the right to remain silent and of the general right to counsel,
only by effective and express explanation to the indigent of
this right can there be assurance that he was truly in a position

to exercise it. 43

[43]  [44]  [45]  [46]  Once warnings have been given,
the subsequent procedure is clear. If the individual indicates
in any manner, *474  at any time prior to or during
questioning, that he wishes to remain silent, the interrogation

must cease. 44  At this **1628  point he has shown that
he intends to exercise his Fifth Amendment privilege; any
statement taken after the person invokes his privilege cannot
be other than the product of compulsion, subtle or otherwise.
Without the right to cut off questioning, the setting of in-
custody interrogation operates on the individual to overcome
free choice in producing a statement after the privilege has
been once invoked. If the individual states that he wants an
attorney, the interrogation must cease until an attorney is
present. At that time, the individual must have an opportunity
to confer with the attorney and to have him present during
any subsequent questioning. If the individual cannot obtain an
attorney and he indicates that he wants one before speaking
to police, they must respect his decision to remain silent.

[47]  [48]  This does not mean, as some have suggested,
that each police station must have a ‘station house lawyer’
present at all times to advise prisoners. It does mean, however,
that if police propose to interrogate a person they must make
known to him that he is entitled to a lawyer and that if he
cannot afford one, a lawyer will be provided for him prior to
any interrogation. If authorities conclude that they will not
provide counsel during a reasonable period of time in which
investigation in the field is carried out, they may refrain from
doing so without violating the person's Fifth Amendment
privilege so long as they do not question him during that time.

[49]  [50]  [51]  *475  If the interrogation continues
without the presence of an attorney and a statement is taken,
a heavy burden rests on the government to demonstrate
that the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his
privilege against self-incrimination and his right to retained

or appointed counsel. Escobedo v. State of Illinois,
378 U.S. 478, 490, n. 14, 84 S.Ct. 1758, 1764, 12
L.Ed.2d 977. This Court has always set high standards of

proof for the waiver of constitutional rights, Johnson
v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 58 S.Ct. 1019, 82 L.Ed. 1461
(1938), and we reassert these standards as applied to

incustody interrogation. Since the State is responsible for
establishing the isolated circumstances under which the
interrogation takes place and has the only means of making
available corroborated evidence of warnings given during
incommunicado interrogation, the burden is rightly on its
shoulders.

[52]  [53]  [54]  An express statement that the individual
is willing to make a statement and does not want an attorney
followed closely by a statement could constitute a waiver. But
a valid waiver will not be presumed simply from the silence of
the accused after warnings are given or simply from the fact
that a confession was in fact eventually obtained. A statement

we made in Carnley v. Cochran, 369 U.S. 506, 516, 82
S.Ct. 884, 890, 8 L.Ed.2d 70 (1962), is applicable here:

‘Presuming waiver from a silent record
is impermissible. The record must show,
or there must be an allegation and
evidence which show, that an accused
was offered counsel but intelligently
and understandingly rejected the offer.
Anything less is not waiver.’

See also Glasser v. United States, 315 U.S. 60, 62 S.Ct.
457, 86 L.Ed. 680 (1942). Moreover, where in-custody
interrogation is involved, there is no room for the contention
that the privilege is waived if the individual answers some
questions or gives *476  some information on his own prior

to invoking his right to remain silent when interrogated. 45

**1629  [55]  [56]  [57]  Whatever the testimony of the
authorities as to waiver of rights by an accused, the fact of
lengthy interrogation or incommunicado incarceration before
a statement is made is strong evidence that the accused did
not validly waive his rights. In these circumstances the fact
that the individual eventually made a statement is consistent
with the conclusion that the compelling influence of the
interrogation finally forced him to do so. It is inconsistent
with any notion of a voluntary relinquishment of the privilege.
Moreover, any evidence that the accused was threatened,
tricked, or cajoled into a waiver will, of course, show that
the defendant did not voluntarily waive his privilege. The
requirement of warnings and waiver of rights is a fundamental
with respect to the Fifth Amendment privilege and not simply
a preliminary ritual to existing methods of interrogation.
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[58]  [59]  [60]  The warnings required and the waiver
necessary in accordance with our opinion today are, in
the absence of a fully effective equivalent, prerequisites to
the admissibility of any statement made by a defendant.
No distinction can be drawn between statements which
are direct confessions and statements which amount to
‘admissions' of part or all of an offense. The privilege
against self-incrimination protects the individual from being
compelled to incriminate himself in any manner; it does
not distinguish degrees of incrimination. Similarly, *477
for precisely the same reason, no distinction may be drawn
between inculpatory statements and statements alleged to
be merely ‘exculpatory.’ If a statement made were in fact
truly exculpatory it would, of course, never be used by
the prosecution. In fact, statements merely intended to be
exculpatory by the defendant are often used to impeach
his testimony at trial or to demonstrate untruths in the
statement given under interrogation and thus to prove guilt
by implication. These statements are incriminating in any
meaningful sense of the word and may not be used without
the full warnings and effective waiver required for any other
statement. In Escobedo itself, the defendant fully intended his
accusation of another as the slayer to be exculpatory as to
himself.

The principles announced today deal with the protection
which must be given to the privilege against self-
incrimination when the individual is first subjected to police
interrogation while in custody at the station or otherwise
deprived of his freedom of action in any significant way.
It is at this point that our adversary system of criminal
proceedings commences, distinguishing itself at the outset
from the inquisitorial system recognized in some countries.
Under the system of warnings we delineate today or under any
other system which may be devised and found effective, the
safeguards to be erected about the privilege must come into
play at this point.
[61]  [62]  Our decision is not intended to hamper the

traditional function of police officers in investigating crime.

See Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 492,
84 S.Ct. 1758, 1765. When an individual is in custody on
probable cause, the police may, of course, seek out evidence in
the field to be used at trial against him. Such investigation may
include inquiry of persons not under restraint. General on-
the-scene questioning as to facts surrounding a crime or other
general questioning of citizens in the fact-finding process is
not affected by our holding. It is an act of *478  responsible

citizenship for individuals to give whatever information they
may have to aid in **1630  law enforcement. In such
situations the compelling atmosphere inherent in the process

of in-custody interrogation is not necessarily present. 46

[63]  [64]  [65]  In dealing with statements obtained
through interrogation, we do not purport to find all
confessions inadmissible. Confessions remain a proper
element in law enforcement. Any statement given freely
and voluntarily without any compelling influences is, of
course, admissible in evidence. The fundamental import of
the privilege while an individual is in custody is not whether
he is allowed to talk to the police without the benefit of
warnings and counsel, but whether he can be interrogated.
There is no requirement that police stop a person who enters
a police station and states that he wishes to confess to a

crime, 47  or a person who calls the police to offer a confession
or any other statement he desires to make. Volunteered
statements of any kind are not barred by the Fifth Amendment
and their admissibility is not affected by our holding today.

[66]  [67]  To summarize, we hold that when an individual
is taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom
by the authorities in any significant way and is subjected
to questioning, the privilege against self-incrimination is
jeopardized. Procedural safeguards must be employed to
*479  protect the privilege and unless other fully effective

means are adopted to notify the person of his right of silence
and to assure that the exercise of the right will be scrupulously
honored, the following measures are required. He must be
warned prior to any questioning that he has the right to remain
silent, that anything he says can be used against him in a court
of law, that he has the right to the presence of an attorney, and
that if he cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed for
him prior to any questioning if he so desires. Opportunity to
exercise these rights must be afforded to him throughout the
interrogation. After such warnings have been given, and such
opportunity afforded him, the individual may knowingly and
intelligently waive these rights and agree to answer questions
or make a statement. But unless and until such warnings
and waiver are demonstrated by the prosecution at trial, no
evidence obtained as a result of interrogation can be used

against him. 48

IV.
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[68] A recurrent argument made in these cases is that
society's need for interrogation outweighs the privilege.
This argument is not unfamiliar to this Court. See, e.g.,

Chambers v. State of Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 240—241,
60 S.Ct. 472, 478—479, 84 L.Ed. 716 (1940). The whole
thrust of our foregoing discussion demonstrates that the
Constitution has prescribed the rights of the individual when
confronted with the power of government when it provided in
the Fifth Amendment that an individual cannot be compelled
to be a witness against himself. That right cannot be abridged.
As Mr. Justice Brandeis once observed:
‘Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that government
officials shall **1631  be subjected to the same *480  rules
of conduct that are commands to the citizen. In a government
of laws, existence of the government will be imperilled if it
fails to observe the law scrupulously. Our government is the
potent, the omnipresent teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches
the whole people by its example. Crime is contagious. If the
government becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for
law; it invites every man to become a law unto himself; it
invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of the
criminal law the end justifies the means * * * would bring
terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this court

should resolutely set its face.’ Olmstead v. United States,
277 U.S. 438, 485, 48 S.Ct. 564, 575, 72 L.Ed. 944 (1928)

(dissenting opinion). 49

In this connection, one of our country's distinguished jurists
has pointed out: ‘The quality of a nation's civilization can be
largely measured by the methods it uses in the enforcement

of its criminal law.' 50

[69] If the individual desires to exercise his privilege, he
has the right to do so. This is not for the authorities to
decide. An attorney may advise his client not to talk to police
until he has had an opportunity to investigate the case, or
he may wish to be present with his client during any police
questioning. In doing so an attorney is merely exercising
the good professional judgment he has been taught. This
is not cause for considering the attorney a menace to law
enforcement. He is merely carrying out what he is sworn to
do under his oath—to protect to the extent of his ability the
rights of his *481  client. In fulfilling this responsibility the
attorney plays a vital role in the administration of criminal
justice under our Constitution.

In announcing these principles, we are not unmindful of the
burdens which law enforcement officials must bear, often
under trying circumstances. We also fully recognize the
obligation of all citizens to aid in enforcing the criminal laws.
This Court, while protecting individual rights, has always
given ample latitude to law enforcement agencies in the
legitimate exercise of their duties. The limits we have placed
on the interrogation process should not constitute an undue
interference with a proper system of law enforcement. As we
have noted, our decision does not in any way preclude police
from carrying out their traditional investigatory functions.
Although confessions may play an important role in some
convictions, the cases before us present graphic examples of
the overstatement of the ‘need’ for confessions. In each case
authorities conducted interrogations ranging up to five days in
duration despite the presence, through standard investigating

practices, of considerable evidence against each defendant. 51

Further examples are chronicled in our prior cases. See, e.g.,

Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 518—519,

83 S.Ct. 1336, 1345, 1346, 10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963); Rogers
v. Richmond, 365 U.S. 534, 541, 81 S.Ct. 735, 739, 5 L.Ed.2d

760 (1961); Malinski v. People of State of New York, 324

U.S. 401, 402, 65 S.Ct. 781, 782 (1945). 52

**1632  *482  It is also urged that an unfettered right to
detention for interrogation should be allowed because it will
often redound to the benefit of the person questioned. When
police inquiry determines that there is no reason to believe
that the person has committed any crime, it is said, he will
be released without need for further formal procedures. The
person who has committed no offense, however, will be better
able to clear himself after warnings with counsel present than
without. It can be assumed that in such circumstances a lawyer
would advise his client to talk freely to police in order to clear
himself.

Custodial interrogation, by contrast, does not necessarily
afford the innocent an opportunity to clear themselves.
A serious consequence of the present practice of the
interrogation alleged to be beneficial for the innocent is that
many arrests ‘for investigation’ subject large numbers of
innocent persons to detention and interrogation. In one of the
cases before us, No. 584, California v. Stewart, police held
four persons, who were in the defendant's house at the time of
the arrest, in jail for five days until defendant confessed. At
that time they were finally released. Police stated that there
was ‘no evidence to connect them with any crime.’ Available
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statistics on the extent of this practice where it is condoned
indicate that these four are far from alone in being subjected
to arrest, prolonged detention, and interrogation without the

requisite probable cause. 53

*483  Over the years the Federal Bureau of Investigation has
compiled an exemplary record of effective law enforcement
while advising any suspect or arrested person, at the outset
of an interview, that he is not required to make a statement,
that any statement may be used against him in court, that the
individual may obtain the services of an attorney of his own
choice and, more recently, that he has a right to free counsel

if he is unable to pay. 54  A **1633  letter received from the
Solicitor General in response to a question from the Bench
makes it clear that the present pattern of warnings and respect
for the *484  rights of the individual followed as a practice by
the FBI is consistent with the procedure which we delineate
today. It states:
‘At the oral argument of the above cause, Mr. Justice Fortas
asked whether I could provide certain information as to the
practices followed by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I
have directed these questions to the attention of the Director
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and am submitting
herewith a statement of the questions and of the answers
which we have received.
“(1) When an individual is interviewed by agents of the
Bureau, what warning is given to him?

“The standard warning long given by Special Agents of the
FBI to both suspects and persons under arrest is that the
person has a right to say nothing and a right to counsel, and
that any statement he does make may be used against him
in court. Examples of this warning are to be found in the

Westover case at 342 F.2d 684 (1965), and Jackson v. U.S.,
(119 U.S.App.D.C. 100) 337 F.2d 136 (1964), cert. den. 380
U.S. 935, 85 S.Ct. 1353,

“After passage of the Criminal Justice Act of 1964, which
provides free counsel for Federal defendants unable to pay, we
added to our instructions to Special Agents the requirement
that any person who is under arrest for an offense under FBI
jurisdiction, or whose arrest is contemplated following the
interview, must also be advised of his right to free counsel
if he is unable to pay, and the fact that such counsel will be
assigned by the Judge. At the same time, we broadened the
right to counsel warning *485  to read counsel of his own
choice, or anyone else with whom he might wish to speak.

“(2) When is the warning given?

“The FBI warning is given to a suspect at the very outset of
the interview, as shown in the Westover case, cited above.
The warning may be given to a person arrested as soon as
practicable after the arrest, as shown in the Jackson case, also

cited above, and in U.S. v. Konigsberg, 336 F.2d 844
(1964), cert. den. (Celso v. United States) 379 U.S. 933 (85
S.Ct. 327, 13 L.Ed.2d 342) but in any event it must precede
the interview with the person for a confession or admission
of his own guilt.

“(3) What is the Bureau's practice in the event that (a) the
individual requests counsel and (b) counsel appears?

“When the person who has been warned of his right to counsel
decides that he wishes to consult with counsel before making
a statement, the interview is terminated at that point, Shultz
v. U.S., 351 F.2d 287 ((10 Cir.) 1965). It may be continued,
however, as to all matters other than the person's own guilt or
innocence. If he is indecisive in his request for counsel, there
may be some question on whether he did or did not waive
counsel. Situations of this kind must necessarily be left to the
judgment of the interviewing Agent. For example, in Hiram
v. U.S., 354 F.2d 4 ((9 Cir.) 1965), the Agent's conclusion that
the person arrested had waived his right to counsel was upheld
by the courts.

“A person being interviewed and desiring to consult counsel
by telephone must be permitted to do so, as shown in Caldwell
v. U.S., 351 F.2d 459 ((1 Cir.) 1965). When counsel **1634
appears in person, he is permitted to confer with his client in
private.

*486  “(4) What is the Bureau's practice if the individual
requests counsel, but cannot afford to retain an attorney?

“If any person being interviewed after warning of counsel
decides that he wishes to consult with counsel before
proceeding further the interview is terminated, as shown
above. FBI Agents do not pass judgment on the ability of the
person to pay for counsel. They do, however, advise those
who have been arrested for an offense under FBI jurisdiction,
or whose arrest is contemplated following the interview, of
a right to free counsel if they are unable to pay, and the

availability of such counsel from the Judge.” 55

[70]  The practice of the FBI can readily be emulated by
state and local enforcement agencies. The argument that the
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FBI deals with different crimes than are dealt with by state
authorities does not mitigate the significance of the FBI

experience. 56

The experience in some other countries also suggests that
the danger to law enforcement in curbs on interrogation is
overplayed. The English procedure since 1912 under the
Judges' Rules is significant. As recently *487  strengthened,
the Rules require that a cautionary warning be given an
accused by a police officer as soon as he has evidence that
affords reasonable grounds for suspicion; they also require
that any statement made be given by the accused without

questioning by police. 57  *488  The right of the individual
to **1635  consult with an attorney during this period is

expressly recognized. 58

The safeguards present under Scottish law may be even
greater than in England. Scottish judicial decisions bar use
in evidence of most confessions obtained through police

interrogation. 59  In India, confessions made to police not in
the presence of a magistrate have been excluded *489  by
rule of evidence since 1872, at a time when it operated under

British law. 60  Identical provisions appear in the Evidence

Ordinance of Ceylon, enacted in 1895. 61  Similarly, in our
country the Uniform Code of Military Justice has long
provided that no suspect may be interrogated without first
being warned of his right not to make a statement and

that any statement he makes may be used against him. 62

Denial of the right to consult counsel during interrogation

has also been proscribed by military tribunals. 63  **1636
There appears to have been no marked detrimental effect on
criminal law enforcement in these jurisdictions as a result of
these rules. Conditions of law enforcement in our country
are sufficiently similar to permit reference to this experience
as assurance that lawlessness will not result from warning
an individual of his rights or allowing him to exercise them.
Moreover, it is consistent with our legal system that we give
at least as much protection to these rights as is given in the
jurisdictions described. We deal in our country with rights
grounded in a specific requirement of the Fifth Amendment
of the Constitution, *490  whereas other jurisdictions arrived
at their conclusions on the basis of principles of justice not so

specifically defined. 64

[71]  [72]  [73]  It is also urged upon us that we withhold
decision on this issue until state legislative bodies and
advisory groups have had an opportunity to deal with these

problems by rule making. 65  We have already pointed out
that the Constitution does not require any specific code
of procedures for protecting the privilege against self-
incrimination during custodial interrogation. Congress and
the States are free to develop their own safeguards for the
privilege, so long as they are fully as effective as those
described above in informing accused persons of their right
of silence and in affording a continuous opportunity to
exercise it. In any event, however, the issues presented are
of constitutional dimensions and must be determined by the
courts. The admissibility of a statement in the face of a
claim that it was obtained in violation of the defendant's
constitutional rights is an issue the resolution of which has

long since been undertaken by this Court. See Hopt v.
People of Territory of Utah, 110 U.S. 574, 4 S.Ct. 202,
28 L.Ed. 262 (1884). Judicial solutions to problems of
constitutional dimension have evolved decade by decade.
As courts have been presented with the need to enforce
constitutional rights, they have found means of doing so. That
was our responsibility when Escobedo was before us and it
is our *491  responsibility today. Where rights secured by
the Constitution are involved, there can be no rule making or
legislation which would abrogate them.

V.

Because of the nature of the problem and because of
its recurrent significance in numerous cases, we have
to this point discussed the relationship of the Fifth
Amendment privilege to police interrogation without specific
concentration on the facts of the cases before us. We turn
now to these facts to consider the application to these cases
of the constitutional principles discussed above. In each
instance, we have concluded that statements were obtained
from the defendant under circumstances that did not meet
constitutional standards for protection of the privilege.

No. 759. Miranda v. Arizona.

On March 13, 1963, petitioner, Ernesto Miranda, was arrested
at his home and taken in custody to a Phoenix police station.
He was there identified by the complaining witness. The
police then took him to ‘Interrogation Room No. 2’ of the
detective bureau. There he was questioned by two police
officers. The officers admitted at trial that Miranda was
**1637  not advised that he had a right to have an attorney

present. 66  Two hours later, the *492  officers emerged from
the interrogation room with a written confession signed by
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Miranda. At the top of the statement was a typed paragraph
stating that the confession was made voluntarily, without
threats or promises of immunity and ‘with full knowledge of
my legal rights, understanding any statement I make may be

used against me.’ 67

At his trial before a jury, the written confession was admitted
into evidence over the objection of defense counsel, and
the officers testified to the prior oral confession made by
Miranda during the interrogation. Miranda was found guilty
of kidnapping and rape. He was sentenced to 20 to 30
years' imprisonment on each count, the sentences to run
concurrently. On appeal, the Supreme Court of Arizona
held that Miranda's constitutional rights were not violated in

obtaining the confession and affirmed the conviction. 98
Ariz. 18, 401 P.2d 721. In reaching its decision, the court
emphasized heavily the fact that Miranda did not specifically
request counsel.
[74] [75]  We reverse. From the testimony of the officers

and by the admission of respondent, it is clear that Miranda
was not in any way apprised of his right to consult with an
attorney and to have one present during the interrogation,
nor was his right not to be compelled to incriminate himself
effectively protected in any other manner. Without these
warnings the statements were inadmissible. The mere fact
that he signed a statement which contained a typed-in clause
stating that he had ‘full knowledge’ of his ‘legal rights' does
not approach the knowing and intelligent waiver required

to relinquish constitutional rights. Cf. Haynes v. State of
Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 512—513, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 1342,

10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963);  *493  Haley v. State of Ohio,
332 U.S. 596, 601, 68 S.Ct. 302, 304, 92 L.Ed. 224 (1948)
(opinion of Mr. Justice Douglas).

No. 760. Vignera v. New York.

Petitioner, Michael Vignera, was picked up by New York
police on October 14, 1960, in connection with the robbery
three days earlier of a Brooklyn dress shop. They took
him to the 17th Detective Squad headquarters in Manhattan.
Sometime thereafter he was taken to the 66th Detective
Squad. There a detective questioned Vignera with respect
to the robbery. Vignera orally admitted the robbery to the
detective. The detective was asked on cross-examination at
trial by defense counsel whether Vignera was warned of his
right to counsel before being interrogated. The prosecution
objected to the question and the trial judge sustained the
objection. Thus, the defense was precluded from making any

showing that warnings had not been given. While at the
66th Detective Squad, Vignera was identified by the store
owner and a saleslady as the man who robbed the dress shop.
At about 3 p.m. he was formally arrested. The police then
transported him to still another station, the 70th Precinct in
Brooklyn, ‘for detention.’ At 11 p.m. Vignera was questioned
by an assistant district attorney in the presence of a hearing
reporter who transcribed the questions and Vignera's answers.
This verbatim account of these proceedings **1638  contains
no statement of any warnings given by the assistant district
attorney. At Vignera's trial on a charge of first degree
robbery, the detective testified as to the oral confession. The
transcription of the statement taken was also introduced in
evidence. At the conclusion of the testimony, the trial judge
charged the jury in part as follows:

‘The law doesn't say that the confession
is void or invalidated because the police
officer didn't advise the defendant as to
his rights. Did you hear what *494  I
said? I am telling you what the law of the
State of New York is.’

Vignera was found guilty of first degree robbery. He was
subsequently adjudged a third-felony offender and sentenced

to 30 to 60 years' imprisonment. 68  The conviction was
affirmed without opinion by the Appellate Division, Second

Department, 21 A.D.2d 752, 252 N.Y.S.2d 19, and by the

Court of Appeals, also without opinion, 15 N.Y.2d 970,
259 N.Y.S.2d 857, 207 N.E.2d 527, remittitur amended, 16
N.y.2d 614, 261 N.Y.S.2d 65, 209 N.E.2d 110. In argument
to the Court of Appeals, the State contended that Vignera had
no constitutional right to be advised of his right to counsel or
his privilege against self-incrimination.
[76] We reverse. The foregoing indicates that Vignera was

not warned of any of his rights before the questioning by the
detective and by the assistant district attorney. No other steps
were taken to protect these rights. Thus he was not effectively
apprised of his Fifth Amendment privilege or of his right to
have counsel present and his statements are inadmissible.

No. 761. Westover v. United States.

At approximately 9:45 p.m. on March 20, 1963, petitioner,
Carl Calvin Westover, was arrested by local police in Kansas
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City as a suspect in two Kansas City robberies. A report
was also received from the FBI that he was wanted on a
felony charge in California. The local authorities took him
to a police station and placed him in a line-up on the local
charges, and at about 11:45 p.m. he was booked. Kansas
City police interrogated Westover *495  on the night of his
arrest. He denied any knowledge of criminal activities. The
next day local officers interrogated him again throughout the
morning. Shortly before noon they informed the FBI that they
were through interrogating Westover and that the FBI could
proceed to interrogate him. There is nothing in the record
to indicate that Westover was ever given any warning as to
his rights by local police. At noon, three special agents of
the FBI continued the interrogation in a private interview
room of the Kansas City Police Department, this time with
respect to the robbery of a savings and loan association and
a bank in Sacramento, California. After two or two and one-
half hours, Westover signed separate confessions to each of
these two robberies which had been prepared by one of the
agents during the interrogation. At trial one of the agents
testified, and a paragraph on each of the statements states, that
the agents advised Westover that he did not have to make a
statement, that any statement he made could be used against
him, and that he had the right to see an attorney.
[77]  [78]  Westover was tried by a jury in federal

court and convicted of the California robberies. His
statements were introduced at trial. He was sentenced to
15 years' imprisonment on each count, the sentences to run
consecutively. On appeal, the conviction was affirmed by the

Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 342 F.2d 684.

**1639  We reverse. On the facts of this case we cannot find
that Westover knowingly and intelligently waived his right to
remain silent and his right to consult with counsel prior to the

time he made the statement. 69  At the *496  time the FBI
agents began questioning Westover, he had been in custody
for over 14 hours and had been interrogated at length during
that period. The FBI interrogation began immediately upon
the conclusion of the interrogation by Kansas City police and
was conducted in local police headquarters. Although the two
law enforcement authorities are legally distinct and the crimes
for which they interrogated Westover were different, the
impact on him was that of a continuous period of questioning.
There is no evidence of any warning given prior to the
FBI interrogation nor is there any evidence of an articulated
waiver of rights after the FBI commenced its interrogation.
The record simply shows that the defendant did in fact confess
a short time after being turned over to the FBI following

interrogation by local police. Despite the fact that the FBI
agents gave warnings at the outset of their interview, from
Westover's point of view the warnings came at the end of the
interrogation process. In these circumstances an intelligent
waiver of constitutional rights cannot be assumed.
[79]  We do not suggest that law enforcement authorities

are precluded from questioning any individual who has been
held for a period of time by other authorities and interrogated
by them without appropriate warnings. A different case
would be presented if an accused were taken into custody
by the second authority, removed both in time and place
from his original surroundings, and then adequately advised
of his rights and given an opportunity to exercise them.
But here the FBI interrogation was conducted immediately
following the state interrogation in the same police station
—in the same compelling surroundings. Thus, in obtaining
a confession from Westover *497  the federal authorities
were the beneficiaries of the pressure applied by the local in-
custody interrogation. In these circumstances the giving of
warnings alone was not sufficient to protect the privilege.

No. 584. California v. Stewart.

In the course of investigating a series of purse-snatch
robberies in which one of the victims had died of injuries
inflicted by her assailant, respondent, Roy Allen Stewart, was
pointed out to Los Angeles police as the endorser of dividend
checks taken in one of the robberies. At about 7:15 p.m.,
January 31, 1963, police officers went to Stewart's house
and arrested him. One of the officers asked Stewart if they
could search the house, to which he replied, ‘Go ahead.’ The
search turned up various items taken from the five robbery
victims. At the time of Stewart's arrest, police also arrested
Stewart's wife and three other persons who were visiting
him. These four were jailed along with Stewart and were
interrogated. Stewart was taken to the University Station of
the Los Angeles Police Department where he was placed in a
cell. During the next five days, police interrogated Stewart on
nine different occasions. Except during the first interrogation
session, when he was confronted with an accusing witness,
Stewart was isolated with his interrogators.

**1640  During the ninth interrogation session, Stewart
admitted that he had robbed the deceased and stated that he
had not meant to hurt her. Police then brought Stewart before
a magistrate for the first time. Since there was no evidence
to connect them with any crime, the police then released the
other four persons arrested with him.
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Nothing in the record specifically indicates whether Stewart
was or was not advised of his right to remain silent or his
right to counsel. In a number of instances, *498  however,
the interrogating officers were asked to recount everything
that was said during the interrogations. None indicated that
Stewart was ever advised of his rights.
[80]  Stewart was charged with kidnapping to commit

robbery, rape, and murder. At his trial, transcripts of the first
interrogation and the confession at the last interrogation were
introduced in evidence. The jury found Stewart guilty of
robbery and first degree murder and fixed the penalty as death.

On appeal, the Supreme Court of California reversed. 62
Cal.2d 571, 43 Cal.Rptr. 201, 400 P.2d 97. It held that under
this Court's decision in Escobedo, Stewart should have been
advised of his right to remain silent and of his right to counsel
and that it would not presume in the face of a silent record

that the police advised Stewart of his rights. 70

[81]  [82]  We affirm. 71  In dealing with custodial
interrogation, we will not presume that a defendant has
been effectively apprised of his rights and that his privilege
against self-incrimination has been adequately safeguarded
on a record that does not show that any warnings have been
given or that any effective alternative has been employed.
Nor can a knowing and intelligent waiver of *499  these
rights be assumed on a silent record. Furthermore, Stewart's
steadfast denial of the alleged offenses through eight of the
nine interrogations over a period of five days is subject to no
other construction than that he was compelled by persistent
interrogation to forgo his Fifth Amendment privilege.

Therefore, in accordance with the foregoing, the judgments
of the Supreme Court of Arizona in No. 759, of the New York
Court of Appeals in No. 760, and of the Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit in No. 761 are reversed. The judgment of
the Supreme Court of California in No. 584 is affirmed. It is
so ordered.

Judgments of Supreme Court of Arizona in No. 759, of New
York Court of Appeals in No. 760, and of the Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit in No. 761 reversed.

Judgment of Supreme Court of California in No. 584
affirmed.

Mr. Justice CLARK, dissenting in Nos. 759, 760, and 761,
and concurring in the result in No. 584.

It is with regret that I find it necessary to write in these
cases. However, I am unable to join the majority because
its opinion goes too far on too little, while my **1641
dissenting brethren do not go quite far enough. Nor can I
join in the Court's criticism of the present practices of police
and investigatory agencies as to custodial interrogation. The

materials it refers to as ‘police manuals' 1  are, as I read them,
merely writings in this filed by professors and some police
officers. Not one is shown by the record here to be the official
manual of any police department, much less in universal use
in crime detection. Moreover the examples of police brutality

mentioned by the Court 2  are rare exceptions to the thousands
of cases *500  that appear every year in the law reports. The
police agencies—all the way from municipal and state forces
to the federal bureaus—are responsible for law enforcement
and public safety in this country. I am proud of their efforts,
which in my view are not fairly characterized by the Court's
opinion.

I.

The ipse dixit of the majority has no support in our cases.
Indeed, the Court admits that ‘we might not find the
defendants' statements (here) to have been involuntary in
traditional terms.’ Ante, p. 1618. In short, the Court has added
more to the requirements that the accused is entitled to consult
with his lawyer and that he must be given the traditional
warning that he may remain silent and that anything that he

says may be used against him. Escobedo v. State of Illinois,
378 U.S. 478, 490—491, 84 S.Ct. 1758, 1764—1765, 12
L.Ed.2d 977 (1964). Now, the Court fashions a constitutional
rule that the police may engage in no custodial interrogation
without additionally advising the accused that he has a right
under the Fifth Amendment to the presence of counsel during
interrogation and that, if he is without funds, counsel will
be furnished him. When at any point during an interrogation
the accused seeks affirmatively or impliedly to invoke his
rights to silence or counsel, interrogation must be forgone
or postponed. The Court further holds that failure to follow
the new procedures requires inexorably the exclusion of any
statement by the accused, as well as the fruits thereof. Such
a strict constitutional specific inserted at the nerve center of

crime detection may well kill the patient. 3  *501  Since there
is at **1642  this time a paucity of information and an almost
total lack of empirical knowledge on the practical operation
of requirements truly comparable to those announced by the
majority, I would be more restrained lest we go too far too fast.
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II.

Custodial interrogation has long been recognized as
‘undoubtedly an essential tool in effective law enforcement.’

Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 515, 83
S.Ct. 1336, 1344, 10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963). Recognition of
this fact should put us on guard against the promulgation
of doctrinaire rules. Especially is this true where the Court
finds that ‘the Constitution has prescribed’ its holding and

where the light of our past cases, from Hopt v. People of
Territory of Utah, 110 U.S. 574, 4 S.Ct. 202, 28 L.Ed. 262
(1884), down to Haynes v. State of Washington, supra, is
to  *502  the contrary. Indeed, even in Escobedo the Court
never hinted that an affirmative ‘waiver’ was a prerequisite
to questioning; that the burden of proof as to waiver was
on the prosecution; that the presence of counsel—absent
a waiver—during interrogation was required; that a waiver
can be withdrawn at the will of the accused; that counsel
must be furnished during an accusatory stage to those unable
to pay; nor that admissions and exculpatory statements are
‘confessions.’ To require all those things at one gulp should

cause the Court to choke over more cases than Crooker v.
State of California, 357 U.S. 433, 78 S.Ct. 1287, 2 L.Ed.2d

1448 (1958), and Cicenia v. La Gay, 357 U.S. 504, 78 S.Ct.
1297, 2 L.Ed.2d 1523 (1958), which it expressly overrules
today.

The rule prior to today—as Mr. Justice Goldberg, the author
of the Court's opinion in Escobedo, stated it in Haynes v.
Washington—depended upon ‘a totality of circumstances

evidencing an involuntary * * * adminission of guilt.’ 373
U.S., at 514, 83 S.Ct. at 1343. And he concluded:
‘Of course, detection and solution of crime is, at best,
a difficult and arduous task requiring determination and
persistence on the part of all responsible officers charged with
the duty of law enforcement. And, certainly, we do not mean
to suggest that all interrogation of witnesses and suspects is
impermissible. Such questioning is undoubtedly an essential
took in effective law enforcement. The line between proper
and permissible police conduct and techniques and methods
offensive to due process is, at best, a difficult one to draw,
particularly in cases such as this where it is necessary to
make fine judgments as to the effect of psychologically
coercive pressures and inducements on the mind and will of
an accused. * * * We are here impelled to the conclusion, from

all of the facts presented, that the bounds of due process have

been exceeded.’ Id., at 514—515, 83 S.Ct. at 1344.

*503  III.

I would continue to follow that rule. Under the ‘totality of
circumstances' rule of which my Brother Goldberg spoke in
Haynes, I would consider in each case whether the police
officer prior to custodial interrogation added the warning that
the suspect might have counsel present at the interrogation
and, further, that a court would appoint one at his request if he
was too poor to employ counsel. In the absence of warnings,
the burden would be on the State to prove that counsel was
knowingly and intelligently waived or that in the totality of
the circumstances, including the failure to give **1643  the
necessary warnings, the confession was clearly voluntary.

Rather than employing the arbitrary Fifth Amendment rule 4

which the Court lays down I would follow the more
pliable dictates of the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments which we are accustomed
to administering and which we know from our cases are
effective instruments in protecting persons in police custody.
In this way we would not be acting in the dark nor in one full
sweep changing the traditional rules of custodial interrogation
which this Court has for so long recognized as a justifiable and
proper tool in balancing individual rights against the rights of
society. It will be soon enough to go further when we are able
to appraise with somewhat better accuracy the effect of such
a holding.

I would affirm the convictions in Miranda v. Arizona, No.
759; Vignera v. New York, No. 760; and Westover v. United
States, No. 761. In each of those cases I find from the
circumstances no warrant for reversal. In *504  California v.
Stewart, No. 584, I would dismiss the writ of certiorari for
want of a final judgment, 28 U.S.C. s 1257(3) (1964 ed.); but
if the merits are to be reached I would affirm on the ground
that the State failed to fulfill its burden, in the absence of a
showing that appropriate warnings were given, of proving a
waiver or a totality of circumstances showing voluntariness.
Should there be a retrial, I would leave the State free to
attempt to prove these elements.

Mr. Justice HARLAN, whom Mr. Justice STEWART and
Mr. Justice WHITE join, dissenting.
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I believe the decision of the Court represents poor
constitutional law and entails harmful consequences for the
country at large. How serious these consequences may prove
to be only time can tell. But the basic flaws in the Court's
justification seem to me readily apparent now once all sides
of the problem are considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the outset, it is well to note exactly what is required by
the Court's new constitutional code of rules for confessions.
The foremost requirement, upon which later admissibility of
a confession depends, is that a fourfold warning be given
to a person in custody before he is questioned, namely, that
he has a right to remain silent, that anything he says may
be used against him, that he has a right to have present an
attorney during the questioning, and that if indigent he has a
right to a lawyer without charge. To forgo these rights, some
affirmative statement of rejection is seemingly required, and
threats, tricks, or cajolings to obtain this waiver are forbidden.
If before or during questioning the suspect seeks to invoke his
right to remain silent, interrogation must be forgone or cease;
a request for counsel *505  brings about the same result until
a lawyer is procured. Finally, there are a miscellany of minor
directives, for example, the burden of proof of waiver is on the
State, admissions and exculpatory statements are treated just
like confessions, withdrawal of a waiver is always permitted,

and so forth. 1

While the fine points of this scheme are far less clear than the
Court admits, the tenor is quite apparent. The new **1644
rules are not designed to guard against police brutality or
other unmistakably banned forms of coercion. Those who use
third-degree tactics and deny them in court are equally able
and destined to lie as skillfully about warnings and waivers.
Rather, the thrust of the new rules is to negate all pressures,
to reinforce the nervous or ignorant suspect, and ultimately to
discourage any confession at all. The aim in short is toward
‘voluntariness' in a utopian sense, or to view it from a different
angle, voluntariness with a vengeance.

To incorporate this notion into the Constitution requires a
strained reading of history and precedent and a disregard
of the very pragmatic concerns that alone may on occasion
justify such strains. I believe that reasoned examination will
show that the Due Process Clauses provide an adequate
tool for coping with confessions and that, even if the Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination be invoked,
its precedents taken as a whole do not sustain the present rules.

Viewed as a choice based on pure policy, these new rules
prove to be a highly debatable, if not one-sided, appraisal of
the competing interests, imposed over widespread objection,
at the very time when judicial restraint is most called for by
the circumstances.

*506  II. CONSTITUTIONAL PREMISES.

It is most fitting to begin an inquiry into the constitutional
precedents by surverying the limits on confessions the Court
has evolved under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. This is so because these cases show that there
exists a workable and effective means of dealing with
confessions in a judicial manner; because the cases are the
baseline from which the Court now departs and so serve to
measure the actual as opposed to the professed distance it
travels; and because examination of them helps reveal how
the Court has coasted into its present position.

The earliest confession cases in this Court emerged from
federal prosecutions and were settled on a nonconstitutional
basis, the Court adopting the common-law rule that the
absence of inducements, promises, and threats made a

confession voluntary and admissible. Hopt v. People, of
Territory of Utah, 110 U.S. 574, 4 S.Ct. 202, 28 L.Ed. 262;
Pierce v. United States, 160 U.S. 355, 16 S.Ct. 321, 40
L.Ed. 454. While a later case said the Fifth Amendment
privilege controlled admissibility, this proposition was not

itself developed in subsequent decisions. 2  The Court did,
however, heighten the test of admissibility in federal trials to

one of voluntariness ‘in fact,’ Ziang Sung Wan v. United
States, 266 U.S. 1, 14, 45 S.Ct. 1, 3, 69 L.Ed. 131 *507
(quoted, ante, p. 1621), and then by and large left federal
judges to apply the same standards the Court began to derive
in a string of state court cases.

This new line of decisions, testing admissibility by the Due

Process Clause, began in 1936 with Brown v. State of
Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278, 56 S.Ct. 461, 80 L.Ed. 682, and
must now embrace somewhat more than 30 full opinions

of **1645  the Court. 3  While the voluntariness rubric was

repeated in many instances, e.g., Lyons v. State of
Oklahoma, 322 U.S. 596, 64 S.Ct. 1208, 88 L.Ed. 1481,
the Court never pinned it down to a single meaning but on
the contrary infused it with a number of different values.
To travel quickly over the main themes, there was an initial

emphasis on reliability, e.g., Ward v. State of Texas, 316
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U.S. 547, 62 S.Ct. 1139, 86 L.Ed. 1663, supplemented by
concern over the legality and fairness of the police practices,

e.g., Ashcraft v. State of Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143, 64
S.Ct. 921, 88 L.Ed. 1192, in an ‘accusatorial’ system of law

enforcement, Watts v. State of Indiana, 338 U.S. 49, 54,
69 S.Ct. 1347, 1350, 93 L.Ed. 1801, and eventually by close
attention to the individual's state of mind and capacity for

effective choice, e.g., Gallegos v. State of Colorado, 370
U.S. 49, 82 S.Ct. 1209, 8 L.Ed.2d 325. The outcome was
a continuing re-evaluation on the facts of each case of how

much pressure on the suspect was permissible. 4

*508  Among the criteria often taken into account were

threats or imminent danger, e.g., Payne v. State of
Arkansas, 356 U.S. 560, 78 S.Ct. 844, 2 L.Ed.2d 975, physical

deprivations such as lack of sleep or food, e.g., Reck v.
Pate, 367 U.S. 433, 81 S.Ct. 1541, 6 L.Ed.2d 948, repeated or

extended interrogation, e.g., Chambers v. State of Florida,
309 U.S. 227, 60 S.Ct. 472, 84 L.Ed. 716, limits on access

to counsel or friends, Crooker v. State of California, 357

U.S. 433, 78 S.Ct. 1287, 2 L.Ed.2d 1448; Cicenia v. La.
Gay, 357 U.S. 504, 78 S.Ct. 1297, 2 L.Ed.2d 1523, length

and illegality of detention under state law, e.g., Haynes v.
State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 10 L.Ed.2d

513, and individual weakness or incapacities, Lynumn
v. State of Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 83 S.Ct. 917, 9 L.Ed.2d
922. Apart from direct physical coercion, however, no single
default or fixed combination of defaults guaranteed exclusion,
and synopses of the cases would serve little use because
the overall gauge has been steadily changing, usually in the
direction of restricting admissibility. But to mark just what
point had been reached before the Court jumped the rails in

Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 84 S.Ct. 1758,
12 L.Ed.2d 977, it is worth capsulizing the then-recent case

of Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 83 S.Ct.
1336. There, Haynes had been held some 16 or more hours in
violation of state law before signing the disputed confession,
had received no warnings of any kind, and despite requests
had been refused access to his wife or to counsel, the police
indicating that access would be allowed after a confession.
Emphasizing especially this last inducement and rejecting
some contrary indicia of voluntariness, the Court in a 5-to-4
decision held the confession inadmissible.

There are several relevant lessons to be drawn from this
constitutional history. The first is that with over 25 years of
precedent the Court has developed an elaborate, sophisticated,
and sensitive approach to admissibility of confessions. It is

‘judicial’ in its treatment of one case at a time, see 
**1646  Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 635, 81

S.Ct. 1860, 1896, 6 L.Ed.2d 1037 (concurring opinion of
The Chief Justice), flexible in its ability to respond to the
endless mutations of fact presented, and ever more familiar
to the lower courts. *509  Of course, strict certainty is not
obtained in this developing process, but this is often so
with constitutional principles, and disagreement is usually
confined to that borderland of close cases where it matters
least.

The second point is that in practice and from time to
time in principle, the Court has given ample recognition
to society's interest in suspect questioning as an instrument
of law enforcement. Cases countenancing quite significant

pressures can be cited without difficulty, 5  and the lower
courts may often have been yet more tolerant. Of course
the limitations imposed today were rejected by necessary
implication in case after case, the right to warnings having
been explicitly rebuffed in this Court many years ago. Powers
v. United States, 223 U.S. 303, 32 S.Ct. 281, 56 L.Ed. 448;

Wilson v. United States, 162 U.S. 613, 16 S.Ct. 895, 40

L.Ed. 1090. As recently as Haynes v. State of Washington,
373 U.S. 503, 515, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 1344, the Court openly
acknowledged that questioning of witnesses and suspects ‘is
undoubtedly an essential tool in effective law enforcement.’

Accord, Crooker v. State of California, 357 U.S. 433, 441,
78 S.Ct. 1287, 1292.

Finally, the cases disclose that the language in many of the
opinions overstates the actual course of decision. It has been
said, for example, that an admissible confession must be made
by the suspect ‘in the unfettered exercise of his own will,’

Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 8, 84 S.Ct. 1489, 1493,
12 L.Ed.2d 653, and that ‘a prisoner is not ‘to be made the

deluded instrument of his own coniviction,‘‘ Culombe
v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 581, 81 S.Ct. 1860, 1867,
6 L.Ed.2d 1037 (Frankfurter, J., announcing the Court's
judgment and an opinion). Though often repeated, such
principles are rarely observed in full measure. Even the word
‘voluntary’ may be deemed somewhat *510  misleading,
especially when one considers many of the confessions that
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have been brought under its umbrella. See, e.g., supra, n. 5.
The tendency to overstate may be laid in part to the flagrant
facts often before the Court; but in any event one must
recognize how it has tempered attitudes and lent some color
of authority to the approach now taken by the Court.

I turn now to the Court's asserted reliance on the Fifth
Amendment, an approach which I frankly regard as a trompe
l'oeil. The Court's opinion in my view reveals no adequate
basis for extending the Fifth Amendment's privilege against
self-incrimination to the police station. Far more important, it
fails to show that the Court's new rules are well supported, let
alone compelled, by Fifth Amendment precedents. Instead,
the new rules actually derive from quotation and analogy
drawn from precedents under the Sixth Amendment, which
should properly have no bearing on police interrogation.

The Court's opening contention, that the Fifth Amendment
governs police station confessions, is perhaps not an
impermissible extension of the law but it has little to
commend itself in the present circumstances. Historically,
the privilege against self-incrimination did not bear at all
on the use of extra-legal confessions, for which distinct
standards evolved; indeed, ‘the history of the two principles
is wide apart, differing by one hundred years in origin, and
derived through separate **1647  lines of precedents. * *
*’ 8 Wigmore, Evidence s 2266, at 401 (McNaughton rev.
1961). Practice under the two doctrines has also differed in a

number of important respects. 6  *511  Even those who would
readily enlarge the privilege must concede some linguistic
difficulties since the Fifth Amendment in terms proscribes
only compelling any person ‘in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself.’ Cf. Kamisar, Equal Justice in the
Gatehouses and Mansions of American Criminal Procedure,
in Criminal Justice in Our Time 1, 25—26 (1965).

Though weighty, I do not say these points and similar ones are
conclusive, for, as the Court reiterates, the privilege embodies

basic principles always capable of expansion. 7  Certainly the
privilege does represent a protective concern for the accused
and an emphasis upon accusatorial rather than inquisitorial
values in law enforcement, although this is similarly true
of other limitations such as the grand jury requirement
and the reasonable doubt standard. Accusatorial values,
however, have openly been absorbed into the due process
standard governing confessions; this indeed is why at present
‘the kinship of the two rules (governing confessions and
self-incrimination) is too apparent for denial.’ McCormick,
Evidence 155 (1954). Since extension of the general principle
has already occurred, to insist that the privilege applies as

such serves only to carry over inapposite historical details
and engaging rhetoric and to obscure the policy choices to be
made in regulating confessions.

Having decided that the Fifth Amendment privilege does
apply in the police station, the Court reveals that the privilege
imposes more exacting restrictions than does the Fourteenth

Amendment's voluntariness test. 8  *512  It then emerges
from a discussion of Escobedo that the Fifth Amendment
requires for an admissible confession that it be given by
one distinctly aware of his right not to speak and shielded
from ‘the compelling atmosphere’ of interrogation. See ante,
pp. 1623—1624. From these key premises, the Court finally
develops the safeguards of warning, counsel, and so forth. I do
not believe these premises are sustained by precedents under

the Fifth Amendment. 9

The more important premise is that pressure on the suspect
must be eliminated though it be only the subtle influence
of the atmosphere and surroundings. The Fifth Amendment,
however, has never been thought to forbid all pressure to
incriminate one's self in the situations **1648  covered by
it. On the contrary, it has been held that failure to incriminate
one's self can result in denial of removal of one's case from

state to federal court, State of Maryland v. Soper, 270
U.S. 9, 46 S.Ct. 185, 70 L.Ed. 449; in refusal of a military

commission, Orloff v. Willoughby, 345 U.S 83, 73 S.Ct.
534, 97 L.Ed. 842; in denial of a discharge in bankruptcy,
Kaufman v. Hurwitz, 4 Cir., 176 F.2d 210; and in numerous
other adverse consequences. See 8 Wigmore, Evidence s
2272, at 441—444, n. 18 (McNaughton rev. 1961); Maguire,
Evidence of Guilt s 2.062 (1959). This is not to say that short
of jail or torture any sanction is permissible in any case; policy
and history alike may impose sharp limits. See, e.g., *513

Griffin v. State of California, 380 U.S. 609, 85 S.Ct. 1229,
14 L.Ed.2d 106. However, the Court's unspoken assumption
that any pressure violates the privilege is not supported by the
precedents and it has failed to show why the Fifth Amendment
prohibits that relatively mild pressure the Due Process Clause
permits.

The Court appears similarly wrong in thinking that precise
knowledge of one's rights is a settled prerequisite under the
Fifth Amendment to the loss of its protections. A number of
lower federal court cases have held that grand jury witnesses
need not always be warned of their privilege, e.g., United
States v. Scully, 2 Cir., 225 F.2d 113, 116, and Wigmore states
this to be the better rule for trial witnesses. See 8 Wigmore,
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Evidence s 2269 (McNaughton rev. 1961). Cf. Henry
v. State of Mississippi, 379 U.S. 443, 451—452, 85 S.Ct.
564, 569, 13 L.Ed.2d 408 (waiver of constitutional rights by
counsel despite defendant's ignorance held allowable). No
Fifth Amendment precedent is cited for the Court's contrary
view. There might of course be reasons apart from Fifth
Amendment precedent for requiring warning or any other
safeguard on questioning but that is a different matter entirely.
See infra, pp. 1649—1650.

A closing word must be said about the Assistance of Counsel
Clause of the Sixth Amendment, which is never expressly
relied on by the Court but whose judicial precedents turn
out to be linchpins of the confession rules announced today.
To support its requirement of a knowing and intelligent

waiver, the Court cites Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458,
58 S.Ct. 1019, 82 L.Ed. 1461, ante, p. 1628; appointment

of counsel for the indigent suspect is tied to Gideon v.
Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 83 S.Ct. 792, 9 L.Ed.2d 799,

and Douglas v. People of State of California, 372 U.S.
353, 83 S.Ct. 814, 9 L.Ed.2d 811, ante, p. 1627; the silent-

record doctrine is borrowed from Carnley v. Cochran,
369 U.S. 506, 82 S.Ct. 884, 8 L.Ed.2d 70, ante, p. 1628,
as is the right to an express offer of counsel, ante, p. 1626.
All these cases imparting glosses to the Sixth Amendment
concerned counsel at trial or on appeal. While the Court
finds no petinent difference between judicial proceedings and
police interrogation, I believe *514  the differences are so
vast as to disqualify wholly the Sixth Amendment precedents

as suitable analogies in the present cases. 10

The only attempt in this Court to carry the right to counsel
into the station house occurred in Escobedo, the Court
repeating several times that that stage was no less ‘critical’

than trial itself. See 378 U.S. 485—488, 84 S.Ct. 1762
—1763. This is hardly persuasive when we consider that
a grand jury inquiry, the filing of a certiorari petition, and
certainly the purchase of narcotics by an undercover agent
from a prospective defendant may all be equally ‘critical’ yet
provision of counsel and advice on the score have never been
**1649  thought compelled by the Constitution in such cases.

The sound reason why this right is so freely extended for
a criminal trial is the severe injustice risked by confronting
an untrained defendant with a range of technical points of
law, evidence, and tactics familiar to the prosecutor but
not to himself. This danger shrinks markedly in the police
station where indeed the lawyer in fulfilling his professional

responsibilities of necessity may become an obstacle to
truthfinding. See infra, n. 12. The Court's summary citation of
the Sixth Amendment cases here seems to me best described
as ‘the domino method of constitutional adjudication * * *
wherein every explanatory statement in a previous opinion is
made the basis for extension to a wholly different situation.’
Friendly, supra, n. 10, at 950.

III. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS.

Examined as an expression of public policy, the Court's new
regime proves so dubious that there can be no due *515
compensation for its weakness in constitutional law. The
foregoing discussion has shown, I think, how mistaken is the
Court in implying that the Constitution has struck the balance
in favor of the approach the Court takes. Ante, p. 1630. Rather,
precedent reveals that the Fourteenth Amendment in practice
has been construed to strike a different balance, that the Fifth
Amendment gives the Court little solid support in this context,
and that the Sixth Amendment should have no bearing at
all. Legal history has been stretched before to satisfy deep
needs of society. In this instance, however, the Court has not
and cannot make the powerful showing that its new rules
are plainly desirable in the context of our society, something
which is surely demanded before those rules are engrafted
onto the Constitution and imposed on every State and county
in the land.

Without at all subscribing to the generally black picture of
police conduct painted by the Court, I think it must be frankly
recognized at the outset that police questioning allowable
under due process precedents may inherently entail some
pressure on the suspect and may seek advantage in his
ignorance or weaknesses. The atmosphere and questioning
techniques, proper and fair though they be, can in themselves
exert a tug on the suspect to confess, and in this light
‘(t)o speak of any confessions of crime made after arrest
as being ‘voluntary’ or ‘uncoerced’ is somewhat inaccurate,
although traditional. A confession is wholly and incontestably
voluntary only if a guilty person gives himself up to the

law and becomes his own accuser.' Ashcraft v. State of
Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143, 161, 64 S.Ct. 921, 929, 88 L.Ed.
1192 (Jackson, J., dissenting). Until today, the role of the
Constitution has been only to sift out undue pressure, not to

assure spontaneous confessions. 11

*516  The Court's new rules aim to offset these minor
pressures and disadvantages intrinsic to any kind of police
interrogation. The rules do not serve due process interests in
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preventing blatant coercion since, as I noted earlier, they do
nothing to contain the policeman who is prepared to lie from
the start. The rules work for reliability in confessions almost
only in the Pickwickian sense that they can prevent some from

being given at all. 12  **1650  In short, the benefit of this new
regime is simply to lessen or wipe out the inherent compulsion
and inequalities to which the Court devotes some nine pages
of description. Ante, pp. 1614—1618.

What the Court largely ignores is that its rules impair, if they
will not eventually serve wholly to frustrate, an instrument
of law enforcement that has long and quite reasonably been

thought worth the price paid for it. 13  There can be little
doubt that the Court's new code would markedly decrease
the number of confessions. To warn the suspect that he may
remain silent and remind him that his confession may be used
in court are minor obstructions. To require also an express
waiver by the suspect and an end to questioning whenever
he demurs *517  must heavily handicap questioning. And to
suggest or provide counsel for the suspect simply invites the
end of the interrogation. See, supra, n. 12.

How much harm this decision will inflict on law enforcement
cannot fairly be predicted with accuracy. Evidence on the role
of confessions is notoriously incomplete, see Developments,
supra, n. 2, at 941—944, and little is added by the Court's
reference to the FBI experience and the resources believed
wasted in interrogation. See infra, n. 19, and text. We do know
that some crimes cannot be solved without confessions, that
ample expert testimony attests to their importance in crime

control, 14  and that the Court is taking a real risk with society's
welfare in imposing its new regime on the country. The social
costs of crime are too great to call the new rules anything but
a hazardous experimentation.

While passing over the costs and risks of its experiment, the
Court portrays the evils of normal police questioning in terms
which I think are exaggerated. Albeit stringently confined
by the due process standards interrogation is no doubt often
inconvenient and unpleasant for the suspect. However, it is no
less so for a man to be arrested and jailed, to have his house
searched, or to stand trial in court, yet all this may properly
happen to the most innocent given probable cause, a warrant,
or an indictment. Society has always paid a stiff price for law
and order, and peaceful interrogation is not one of the dark
moments of the law.

This brief statement of the competing considerations seems
to me ample proof that the Court's preference is highly
debatable at best and therefore not to be read into *518

the Constitution. However, it may make the analysis more
graphic to consider the actual facts of one of the four cases
reversed by the Court. Miranda v. Arizona serves best, being
neither the hardest nor easiest of the four under the Court's

standards. 15

On March 3, 1963, an 18-year-old girl was kidnapped and
forcibly raped near Phoenix, Arizona. Ten days later, on
the morning of March 13, petitioner Miranda was arrested
and taken to the police station. At this time Miranda was
23 years **1651  old, indigent, and educated to the extent
of completing half the ninth grade. He had ‘an emotional
illness' of the schizophrenic type, according to the doctor
who eventually examined him; the doctor's report also stated
that Miranda was ‘alert and oriented as to time, place, and
person,’ intelligent within normal limits, competent to stand
trial, and sane within the legal definitoin. At the police station,
the victim picked Miranda out of a lineup, and two officers
then took him into a separate room to interrogate him, starting
about 11:30 a.m. Though at first denying his guilt, within
a short time Miranda gave a detailed oral confession and
then wrote out in his own hand and signed a brief statement
admitting and describing the crime. All this was accomplished
in two hours or less without any force, threats or promises and
—I will assume this though the record is uncertain, ante, 1636
—1637 and nn. 66—67—without any effective warnings at
all.

Miranda's oral and written confessions are now held
inadmissible under the Court's new rules. One is entitled to
feel astonished that the Constitution can be read to produce
this result. These confessions were obtained *519  during
brief, daytime questioning conducted by two officers and
unmarked by any of the traditional indicia of coercion. They
assured a conviction for a brutal and unsettling crime, for
which the police had and quite possibly could obtain little
evidence other than the victim's identifications, evidence
which is frequently unreliable. There was, in sum, a legitimate
purpose, no perceptible unfairness, and certainly little risk of
injustice in the interrogation. Yet the resulting confessions,
and the responsible course of police practice they represent,
are to be sacrificed to the Court's own finespun conception of
fairness which I seriously doubt is shared by many thinking

citizens in this country. 16

The tenor of judicial opinion also falls well short of
supporting the Court's new approach. Although Escobedo
has widely been interpreted as an open invitation to lower
courts to rewrite the law of confessions, a significant heavy
majority of the state and federal decisions in point have sought
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quite narrow interpretations. 17  Of *520  the courts that have
accepted the invitation, it is hard to know how many have
felt compelled by their best guess as to this Court's likely
construction; but none of the state decisions saw fit to rely on
the state privilege against self-incrimination, and no decision

at all **1652  has gone as far as this Court goes today. 18

It is also instructive to compare the attitude in this case of
those responsible for law enforcement with the official views
that existed when the Court undertook three major revisions

of prosecutorial practice prior to this case, Johnson
v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 58 S.Ct. 1019, 82 L.Ed. 1461;

Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 6 L.Ed.2d

1081, and Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 83 S.Ct.
792, 9 L.Ed.2d 799. In Johnson, which established that
appointed counsel must be offered the indigent in federal
criminal trials, the Federal Government all but conceded
the basic issue, which had in fact been recently fixed
as Department of Justice policy. See Beaney, Right to
Counsel 29—30, 36—42 (1955). In Mapp, which imposed
the exclusionary rule on the States for Fourth Amendment
violations, more than half of the States had themselves already

adopted some such rule. See 367 U.S., at 651, 81
S.Ct., at 1689. In Gideon, which extended Johnson v. Zerbst
to the States, an amicus brief was filed by 22 States and
Commonwealths urging that course; only two States besides

that of the respondent came forward to protest. See 372
U.S., at 345, 83 S.Ct., at 797. By contrast, in this case new
restrictions on police *521  questioning have been opposed
by the United States and in an amicus brief signed by 27
States and Commonwealths, not including the three other
States which are parties. No State in the country has urged
this Court to impose the newly announced rules, nor has any
State chosen to go nearly so far on its own.

The Court in closing its general discussion invokes the
practice in federal and foreign jurisdictions as lending
weight to its new curbs on confessions for all the States.
A brief re sume will suffice to show that none of these
jurisdictions has struck so one-sided a balance as the Court
does today. Heaviest reliance is placed on the FBI practice.
Differing circumstances may make this comparison quite

untrustworthy, 19  but in any event the FBI falls sensibly
short of the Court's formalistic rules. For example, there
is no indication that FBI agents must obtain an affirmative
‘waiver’ before they pursue their questioning. Nor is it clear
that one invoking his right to silence may not be prevailed

upon to change his mind. And the warning as to appointed
counsel apparently indicates only that one will be assigned
by the judge when the suspect appears before him; the
thrust of the Court's rules is to induce the suspect to obtain
appointed counsel before continuing the interview. See ante,
pp. 1633—1634. Apparently American military practice,
briefly mentioned by the Court, has these same limits and
is still less favorable to the suspect than the FBI warning,
making no mention of appointed counsel. Developments,
supra, n. 2, at 1084—1089.

The law of the foreign countries described by the Court
also reflects a more moderate conception of the rights of
*522  the accused as against those of society when other

data are considered. Concededly, the English experience
is most relevant. In that country, a caution as to silence
but not counsel has long been mandated by the ‘Judges'
Rules,’ which also place other somewhat imprecise limits on
police cross-examination o suspects. However, in the courts
discretion confessions can be and apparently quite frequently
are admitted in evidence despite disregard of **1653  the
Judges' Rules, so long as they are found voluntary under
the common-law test. Moreover, the check that exists on the
use of pretrial statements is counterbalanced by the evident
admissibility of fruits of an illegal confession and by the
judge's often-used authority to comment adversely on the

defendant's failure to testify. 20

India, Ceylon and Scotland are the other examples chosen
by the Court. In India and Ceylon the general ban on police-
adduced confessions cited by the Court is subject to a major
exception: if evidence is uncovered by police questioning, it is
fully admissible at trial along with the confession itself, so far
as it relates to the evidence and is not blatantly coerced. See
Developments, supra, n. 2, at 1106—1110; Reg. v. Ramasamy
(1965) A.C. 1 (P.C.). Scotland's limits on interrogation do
measure up to the Court's; however, restrained comment at
trial on the defendant's failure to take the stand is allowed
the judge, and in many other respects Scotch law redresses
the prosecutor's disadvantage in ways not permitted in this

country. 21  The Court ends its survey by imputing *523
added strength to our privilege against self-incrimination
since, by contrast to other countries, it is embodied in a written
Constitution. Considering the liberties the Court has today
taken with constitutional history and precedent, few will find
this emphasis persuasive.

In closing this necessarily truncated discussion of policy
considerations attending the new confession rules, some
reference must be made to their ironic untimeliness. There
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is now in progress in this country a massive re-examination
of criminal law enforcement procedures on a scale never
before witnessed. Participants in this undertaking include a
Special Committee of the American Bar Association, under
the chairmanship of Chief Judge Lumbard of the Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit; a distinguished study group of
the American Law Institute, headed by Professors Vorenberg
and Bator of the Harvard Law School; and the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice, under the leadership of the Attorney General of the

United States. 22  Studies are also being conducted by the
District of Columbia Crime Commission, the Georgetown
Law Center, and by others equipped to do practical

research. 23  There are also signs that legislatures in some of
the States may be preparing to re-examine the problem before

us. 24

*524  It is no secret that concern has been expressed lest
long-range and lasting reforms be frustrated by this Court's
too rapid departure from existing constitutional standards.
Despite the Court's **1654  disclaimer, the practical effect
of the decision made today must inevitably be to handicap
seriously sound efforts at reform, not least by removing
options necessary to a just compromise of competing
interests. Of course legislative reform is rarely speedy or
unanimous, though this Court has been more patient in the

past. 25  But the legislative reforms when they come would
have the vast advantage of empirical data and comprehensive
study, they would allow experimentation and use of solutions
not open to the courts, and they would restore the initiative in
criminal law reform to those forums where it truly belongs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS.

All four of the cases involved here present express claims that
confessions were inadmissible, not because of coercion in the
traditional due process sense, but solely because of lack of
counsel or lack of warnings concerning counsel and silence.
For the reasons stated in this opinion, I would adhere to the
due process test and reject the new requirements inaugurated
by the Court. On this premise my disposition of each of these
cases can be stated briefly.

In two of the three cases coming from state courts, Miranda
v. Arizona (No. 759) and Vignera v. New York (No. 760),
the confessions were held admissible and no other errors
worth comment are alleged by petitioners. *525  I would
affirm in these two cases. The other state case is California
v. Stewart (No. 584), where the state supreme court held the

confession inadmissible and reversed the conviction. In that
case I would dismiss the writ of certiorari on the ground that
no final judgment is before us, 28 U.S.C. s 1257 (1964 ed.);
putting aside the new trial open to the State in any event, the
confession itself has not even been finally excluded since the
California Supreme Court left the State free to show proof of
a waiver. If the merits of the decision in Stewart be reached,
then I believe it should be reversed and the case remanded so
the state supreme court may pass on the other claims available
to respondent.

In the federal case, Westover v. United States (No. 761),
a number of issues are raised by petitioner apart from
the one already dealt with in this dissent. None of
these other claims appears to me tenable, nor in this
context to warrant extended discussion. It is urged that the
confession was also inadmissible because not voluntary even
measured by due process standards and because federal-
state cooperation brought the McNabb-Mallory rule into play

under Anderson v. United States, 318 U.S. 350, 63 S.Ct.
599, 87 L.Ed. 829. However, the facts alleged fall well short
of coercion in my view, and I believe the involvement of
federal agents in pettioner's arrest and detention by the State
too slight to invoke Anderson. I agree with the Government
that the admission of the evidence now protested by petitioner
was at most harmless error, and two final contentions—
one involving weight of the evidence and another improper
prosecutor comment—seem to me without merit. I would
therefore affirm Westover's conviction.

In conclusion: Nothing in the letter or the spirit of the
Constitution or in the precedents squares with the heavy-
handed and one-sided action that is so precipitously *526
taken by the Court in the name of fulfulling its constitutional
responsibilities. The foray which the Court makes today
brings to mind the wise and farsighted words of Mr. Justice

Jackson in Douglas v. City of Jeannette, 319 U.S. 157, 181,

63 S.Ct. 877, 889, 87 L.Ed. 1324 (separate opinion): ‘This
Court is forever adding new stories to the temples of **1655
constitutional law, and the temples have a way of collapsing
when one story too many is added.’

Mr. Justice WHITE, with whom Mr. Justice HARLAN and
Mr. Justice STEWART join, dissenting.

I.

The proposition that the privilege against self-incrimination
forbids incustody interrogation without the warnings
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specified in the majority opinion and without a clear waiver
of counsel has no significant support in the history of the
privilege or in the language of the Fifth Amendment. As
for the English authorities and the common-law history,
the privilege, firmly established in the second half of the
seventeenth century, was never applied except to prohibit
compelled judicial interrogations. The rule excluding coerced
confessions matured about 100 years later, ‘(b)ut there is
nothing in the reports to suggest that the theory has its roots
in the privilege against self-incrimination. And so far as the
cases reveal, the privilege, as such, seems to have been given
effect only in judicial proceedings, including the preliminary
examinations by authorized magistrates.’ Morgan, The
Privilege Against Self-Incrimination, 34 Minn.L.Rev. 1, 18
(1949).

Our own constitutional provision provides that no person
‘shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness
against himself.’ These words, when ‘(c) onsidered in the
light to be shed by grammar and the dictionary * * * appear
to signify simply that nobody shall be *527  compelled to
give oral testimony against himself in a criminal proceeding
under way in which he is defendant.’ Corwin, The Supreme
Court's Construction of the Self-Incrimination Clause, 29
Mich.L.Rev. 1, 2. And there is very little in the surrounding
circumstances of the adoption of the Fifth Amendment or in
the provisions of the then existing state constitutions or in
state practice which would give the constitutional provision
any broader meaning. Mayers, The Federal Witness' Privilege
Against Self-Incrimination: Constitutional or Common-Law?
4 American Journal of Legal History 107 (1960). Such a
construction, however, was considerably narrower than the
privilege at common law, and when eventually faced with the
issues, the Court extended the constitutional privilege to the
compulsory production of books and papers, to the ordinary
witness before the grand jury and to witnesses generally.

Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 6 S.Ct. 524, 29 L.Ed.

746, and Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547, 12 S.Ct.
195, 35 L.Ed. 1110. Both rules had solid support in common-
law history, if not in the history of our own constitutional
provision.

A few years later the Fifth Amendment privilege was
similarly extended to encompass the then well-established
rule against coerced confessions: ‘In criminal trials, in the
courts of the United States, wherever a question arises
whether a confession is incompetent because not voluntary,
the issue is controlled by that portion of the fifth amendment
to the constitution of the United States, commanding that no

person ‘shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness

against himself.‘‘ Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532,
542, 18 S.Ct. 183, 187, 42 L.Ed. 568. Although this view

has found approval in other cases, Burdeau v. McDowell,
256 U.S. 465, 475, 41 S.Ct. 574, 576, 65 L.Ed. 1048; Powers
v. United States, 223 U.S. 303, 313, 32 S.Ct. 281, 283, 56

L.Ed. 448; Shotwell Mfg. Co. v. United States, 371 U.S.
341, 347, 83 S.Ct. 448, 453, 9 L.Ed.2d 357, it has also been

questioned, see Brown v. State of Mississippi, 297 U.S.

278, 285, 56 S.Ct. 461, 464, 80 L.Ed. 682; United States
v. Carignan, 342 U.S. 36, 41, 72 S.Ct. 97, 100, 96 L.Ed.

48; Stein v. People of State of New York, 346 U.S.
156, 191, n. 35, 73 S.Ct. 1077, 1095, 97 L.Ed. 1522, *528
and finds scant support in either the English or American
authorities, see generally Regina v. Scott, Dears. & Bell 47; 3
**1656  Wigmore, Evidence s 823 (3d ed. 1940), at 249 (‘a

confession is not rejected because of any connection with the
privilege against self-crimination’), and 250, n. 5 (particularly
criticizing Bram); 8 Wigmore, Evidence s 2266, at 400—401
(McNaughton rev. 1961). Whatever the source of the rule
excluding coerced confessions, it is clear that prior to the

application of the privilege itself to state courts, Malloy
v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 84 S.Ct. 1489, 12 L.Ed.2d 653, the
admissibility of a confession in a state criminal prosecution
was tested by the same standards as were applied in federal

prosecutions. Id., at 6—7, 10, 84 S.Ct., at 1492—1493,
1494.

Bram, however, itself rejected the proposition which the
Court now espouses. The question in Bram was whether
a confession, obtained during custodial interrogation, had
been compelled, and if such interrogation was to be deemed
inherently vulnerable the Court's inquiry could have ended
there. After examining the English and American authorities,
however, the Court declared that:
‘In this court also it has been settled that the mere fact
that the confession is made to a police officer, while the
accused was under arrest in or out of prison, or was
drawn out by his questions, does not necessarily render the
confession involuntary; but, as one of the circumstances, such
imprisonment or interrogation may be taken into account in
determining whether or not the statements of the prisoner

were voluntary.’ 168 U.S., at 558, 18 S.Ct., at 192.
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In this respect the Court was wholly consistent with prior and
subsequent pronouncements in this Court.

Thus prior to Bram the Court, in Hopt v. People of
Territory of Utah, 110 U.S. 574, 583—587, 4 S.Ct. 202,
206, 28 L.Ed. 262, had upheld the admissibility of a *529
confession made to police officers following arrest, the record
being silent concerning what conversation had occurred
between the officers and the defendant in the short period
preceding the confession. Relying on Hopt, the Court ruled

squarely on the issue in Sparf and Hansen v. United States,
156 U.S. 51, 55, 15 S.Ct. 273, 275, 39 L.Ed. 343:

‘Counsel for the accused insist that
there cannot be a voluntary statement, a
free, open confession, while a defendant
is confined and in irons, under an
accusation of having committed a capital
offence. We have not been referred to any
authority in support of that position. It is
true that the fact of a prisoner being in
custody at the time he makes a confession
is a circumstance not to be overlooked,
because it bears upon the inquiry whether
the confession was voluntarily made, or
was extorted by threats or violence or
made under the influence of fear. But
confinement or imprisonment is not in
itself sufficient to justify the exclusion
of a confession, if it appears to have
been voluntary and was not obtained
by putting the prisoner in fear or by
promises. Whart(on's) Cr.Ev. (9th Ed.) ss
661, 663, and authorities cited.’

Accord, Pierce v. United States, 160 U.S. 355, 357, 16 S.Ct.
321, 322, 40 L.Ed. 454.

And in Wilson v. United States, 162 U.S. 613, 623, 16
S.Ct. 895, 899, 40 L.Ed. 1090, the Court had considered the
significance of custodial interrogation without any antecedent
warnings regarding the right to remain silent or the right
to counsel. There the defendant had answered questions
posed by a Commissioner, who had filed to advise him
of his rights, and his answers were held admissible over

his claim of involuntariness. ‘The fact that (a defendant)
is in custody and manacled does not necessarily render his
statement involuntary, nor is that necessarily the effect of
popular excitement shortly preceding. * * * And it is laid
down *530  that it is not essential to the admissibility of a
confession **1657  that it should appear that the person was
warned that what he said would be used against him; but, on
the contrary, if the confession was voluntary, it is sufficient,
though it appear that he was not so warned.’

Since Bram, the admissibility of statements made during
custodial interrogation has been frequently reiterated. Powers
v. United States, 223 U.S. 303, 32 S.Ct. 281, cited Wilson
approvingly and held admissible as voluntary statements the
accused's testimony at a preliminary hearing even though
he was not warned that what he said might be used against
him. Without any discussion of the presence or absence of
warnings, presumably because such discussion was deemed
unnecessary, numerous other cases have declared that ‘(t) he
mere fact that a confession was made while in the custody

of the police does not render it inadmissible,’ McNabb
v. United States, 318 U.S. 332, 346, 63 S.Ct. 608, 615, 87

L.Ed. 819; accord, United States v. Mitchell, 322 U.S. 65,
64 S.Ct. 896, 88 L.Ed. 1140, despite its having been elicited

by police examination. Ziang Sung Wan v. United States,

266 U.S. 1, 14, 45 S.Ct. 3; United States v. Carignan,

342 U.S. 36, 39, 72 S.Ct. 97, 99. Likewise, in Crooker
v. State of California, 357 U.S. 433, 437, 78 S.Ct. 1287,
1290, 2 L.Ed.2d 1448, the Court said that ‘(t)he bare fact
of police ‘detention and police examination in private of
one in official state custody’ does not render involuntary a

confession by the one so detained.' And finally, in Cicenia
v. La Gay, 357 U.S. 504, 78 S.Ct. 1297, 2 L.Ed.2d 1523, a
confession obtained by police interrogation after arrest was
held voluntary even though the authorities refused to permit
the defendant to consult with his attorney. See generally

Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 587—602, 81
S.Ct. 1860, 1870, 6 L.Ed.2d 1037 (opinion of Frankfurter, J.);
3 Wigmore, Evidence s 851, at 313 (3d ed. 1940); see also
Joy, Admissibility of Confessions 38, 46 (1842).

Only a tiny minority of our judges who have dealt with
the question, including today's majority, have considered
incustody interrogation, without more, to be a violation of the
Fifth Amendment. And this Court, as *531  every member
knows, has left standing literally thousands of criminal
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convictions that rested at least in part on confessions taken in
the course of interrogation by the police after arrest.

II.

That the Court's holding today is neither compelled nor even
strongly suggested by the language of the Fifth Amendment,
is at odds with American and English legal history, and
involves a departure from a long line of precedent does not
prove either that the Court has exceeded its powers or that
the Court is wrong or unwise in its present reinter-pretation
of the Fifth Amendment. It does, however, underscore the
obvious—that the Court has not discovered or found the
law in making today's decision, nor has it derived it from
some irrefutable sources; what it has done is to make new
law and new public policy in much the same way that it
has in the course of interpreting other great clauses of the

Constitution. 1  This is what the Court historically has done.
Indeed, it is what it must do and will continue to do until and
unless there is some fundamental change in the constitutional
distribution of governmental powers.

But if the Court is here and now to announce new and
fundamental policy to govern certain aspects of our affairs,
it is wholly legitimate to examine the mode of this or any
other constitutional decision in this Court and to inquire
into the advisability of its end product in **1658  terms
of the long-range interest of the country. At the very least,
the Court's text and reasoning should withstand analysis and
be a fair exposition of the constitutional provision which its
opinion interprets. Decisions *532  like these cannot rest
alone on syllogism, metaphysics or some ill-defined notions
of natural justice, although each will perhaps play its part.
In proceeding to such constructions as it now announces,
the Court should also duly consider all the factors and
interests bearing upon the cases, at least insofar as the relevant
materials are available; and if the necessary considerations
are not treated in the record or obtainable from some other
reliable source, the Court should not proceed to formulate
fundamental policies based on speculation alone.

III.

First, we may inquire what are the textual and factual
bases of this new fundamental rule. To reach the result
announced on the grounds it does, the Court must stay
within the confines of the Fifth Amendment, which forbids
self-incrimination only if compelled. Hence the core of the
Court's opinion is that because of the ‘compulsion inherent

in custodial surroundings, no statement obtained from (a)
defendant (in custody) can truly be the product of his free
choice,’ ante, at 1619, absent the use of adequate protective
devices as described by the Court. However, the Court
does not point to any sudden inrush of new knowledge
requiring the rejection of 70 years' experience. Nor does it
assert that its novel conclusion reflects a changing consensus

among state courts, see Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S.
643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 6 L.Ed.2d 1081, or that a succession
of cases had steadily eroded the old rule and proved it

unworkable, see Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335,
83 S.Ct. 792, 9 L.Ed.2d 799. Rather than asserting new
knowledge, the Court concedes that it cannot truly know
what occurs during custodial questioning, because of the
innate secrecy of such proceedings. It extrapolates a picture
of what it conceives to be the norm from police investigatorial
manuals, published in 1959 and 1962 or earlier, without
any attempt to allow for adjustments in police practices
that may *533  have occurred in the wake of more recent
decisions of state appellate tribunals or this Court. But even
if the relentless application of the described procedures could
lead to involuntary confessions, it most assuredly does not
follow that each and every case will disclose this kind

of interrogation or this kind of consequence. 2  Insofar as
appears from the Court's opinion, it has not examined a
single transcript of any police interrogation, let alone the
interrogation that took place in any one of these cases which
it decides today. Judged by any of the standards for empirical
investigation utilized in the social sciences the factual basis
for the Court's premise is patently inadequate.

Although in the Court's view in-custody interrogation is
inherently coercive, the Court says that the spontaneous
product of the coercion of arrest and detention is still to be
deemed voluntary. An accused, arrested on probable cause,
may blurt out a confession which will be admissible despite
the fact that he is alone and in custody, without any showing
that **1659  he had any notion of his right to remain silent or
of the consequences of his admission. Yet, under the Court's
rule, if the police ask him a single question such as ‘Do
you have anything to say?’ or ‘Did you kill your wife?’ his
response, if there is one, has somehow been compelled, even
if the accused has *534  been clearly warned of his right
to remain silent. Common sense informs us to the contrary.
While one may say that the response was ‘involuntary’ in
the sense the question provoked or was the occasion for
the response and thus the defendant was induced to speak
out when he might have remained silent if not arrested and
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not questioned, it is patently unsound to say the response is
compelled.

Today's result would not follow even if it were agreed that
to some extent custodial interrogation is inherently coercive.

See Ashcraft v. State of Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143, 161, 64
S.Ct. 921, 929, 88 L.Ed. 1192 (Jackson, J., dissenting). The
test has been whether the totality of circumstances deprived
the defendant of a ‘free choice to admit, to deny, or to refuse

to answer,’ Lisenba v. People of State of California, 314
U.S. 219, 241, 62 S.Ct. 280, 292, 86 L.Ed. 166, and whether
physical or psychological coercion was of such a degree that
‘the defendant's will was overborne at the time he confessed,’

Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 513, 83

S.Ct. 1336, 1343, 10 L.Ed.2d 513; Lynumn v. State of
Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 534, 83 S.Ct. 917, 920, 9 L.Ed.2d
922. The duration and nature of incommunicado custody,
the presence or absence of advice concerning the defendant's
constitutional rights, and the granting or refusal of requests
to communicate with lawyers, relatives or friends have all
been rightly regarded as important data bearing on the basic

inquiry. See, e.g., Ashcraft v. State of Tennessee, 322 U.S.

143, 64 S.Ct. 921; Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S.

503, 83 S.Ct. 1336. 3  *535  But it has never been suggested,
until today, that such questioning was so coercive and accused
persons so lacking in hardihood that the very first response
to the very first question following the commencement of
custody must be conclusively presumed to be the product of
an overborne will.

If the rule announced today were truly based on a conclusion
that all confessions resulting from custodial interrogation are
coerced, then it would simply have no rational foundation.

Compare Tot v. United States, 319 U.S. 463, 466, 63 S.Ct.

1241, 1244, 87 L.Ed. 1519; United States v. Romano, 382
U.S. 136, 86 S.Ct. 279, 15 L.Ed.2d 210. A fortiori that would
be true of the extension of the rule to exculpatory statements,
which the Court effects after a brief discussion of why, in
the Court's view, they must be deemed incriminatory but
without any discussion of why they must be deemed coerced.

See Wilson v. United States, 162 U.S. 613, 624, 16 S.Ct.
895, 900, 40 L.Ed. 1090. Even if one were to postulate that
the Court's concern is not that all confessions induced by
police interrogation are coerced but rather that some such
confessions are coerced and present judicial procedures are
believed to be inadequate to identify the confessions that

are coerced  **1660  and those that are not, it would still
not be essential to impose the rule that the Court has now
fashioned. Transcripts or observers could be required, specific
time limits, tailored to fit the cause, could be imposed, or
other devices could be utilized to reduce the chances that
otherwise indiscernible coercion will produce an inadmissible
confession.

On the other hand, even if one assumed that there was an
adequate factual basis for the conclusion that all confessions
obtained during in-custody interrogation are the product of
compulsion, the rule propounded by *536  the Court will
still be irrational, for, apparently, it is only if the accused
is also warned of his right to counsel and waives both
that right and the right against self-incrimination that the
inherent compulsiveness of interrogation disappears. But if
the defendant may not answer without a warning a question
such as ‘Where were you last night?’ without having his
answer be a compelled one, how can the Court ever accept his
negative answer to the question of whether he wants to consult
his retained counsel or counsel whom the court will appoint?
And why if counsel is present and the accused nevertheless
confesses, or counsel tells the accused to tell the truth, and
that is what the accused does, is the situation any less coercive
insofar as the accused is concerned? The Court apparently
realizes its dilemma of foreclosing questioning without the
necessary warnings but at the same time permitting the
accused, sitting in the same chair in front of the same
policemen, to waive his right to consult an attorney. It expects,
however, that the accused will not often waive the right; and
if it is claimed that he has, the State faces a severe, if not
impossible burden of proof.

All of this makes very little sense in terms of the compulsion
which the Fifth Amendment proscribes. That amendment
deals with compelling the accused himself. It is his free will
that is involved. Confessions and incriminating admissions,
as such, are not forbidden evidence; only those which are
compelled are banned. I doubt that the Court observes
these distinctions today. By considering any answers to any
interrogation to be compelled regardless of the content and
course of examination and by escalating the requirements
to prove waiver, the Court not only prevents the use of
compelled confessions but for all practical purposes forbids
interrogation except in the presence of counsel. That is,
instead of confining itself to protection of the right against
compelled *537  self-incrimination the Court has created
a limited Fifth Amendment right to counsel—or, as the
Court expresses it, a ‘need for counsel to protect the Fifth
Amendment privilege * * *.’ Ante, at 1625. The focus then is
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not on the will of the accused but on the will of counsel and
how much influence he can have on the accused. Obviously
there is no warrant in the Fifth Amendment for thus installing
counsel as the arbiter of the privilege.

In sum, for all the Court's expounding on the menacing
atmosphere of police interrogation procedures, it has failed
to supply any foundation for the conclusions it draws or the
measures it adopts.

IV.

Criticism of the Court's opinion, however, cannot stop with
a demonstration that the factual and textual bases for the
rule it proponds are, at best, less than compelling. Equally
relevant is an assessment of the rule's consequences measured
against community values. The Court's duty to assess the
consequences of its action is not satisfied by the utterance
of the truth that a value of our system of criminal justice is
‘to respect the inviolability of the human personality’ and
to require government to produce the evidence against the
accused by its own independent labors. Ante, at 1620. More
than the human dignity of the accused is involved; the human
personality of others in the society must also be preserved.
**1661  Thus the values reflected by the privilege are not the

sole desideratum; society's interest in the general security is
of equal weight.

The obvious underpinning of the Court's decision is a deep-
seated distrust of all confessions. As the Court declares that
the accused may not be interrogated without counsel present,
absent a waiver of the right to counsel, and as the Court all
but admonishes the lawyer to *538  advise the accused to
remain silent, the result adds up to a judicial judgment that
evidence from the accused should not be used against him
in any way, whether compelled or not. This is the not so
subtle overtone of the opinion—that it is inherently wrong
for the police to gather evidence from the accused himself.
And this is precisely the nub of this dissent. I see nothing
wrong or immoral, and certainly nothing unconstitutional,
in the police's asking a suspect whom they have reasonable
cause to arrest whether or not he killed his wife or in
confronting him with the evidence on which the arrest was
based, at least where he has been plainly advised that he

may remain completely silent, see Escobedo v. State of
Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 499, 84 S.Ct. 1758, 1769, 12 L.Ed.2d
977 (dissenting opinion). Until today, ‘the admissions or
confessions of the prisoner, when voluntarily and freely
made, have always ranked high in the scale of incriminating

evidence.’ Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 596, 16 S.Ct.

644, 646, 40 L.Ed. 819, see also Hopt v. People of
Territory of Utah, 110 U.S. 574, 584—585, 4 S.Ct. 202, 207.
Particularly when corroborated, as where the police have
confirmed the accused's disclosure of the hiding place of
implements or fruits of the crime, such confessions have
the highest reliability and significantly contribute to the
certitude with which we may believe the accused is guilty.
Moreover, it is by no means certain that the process of
confessing is injurious to the accused. To the contrary it may
provide psychological relief and enhance the prospects for
rehabilitation.

This is not to say that the value of respect for the inviolability
of the accused's individual personality should be accorded
no weight or that all confessions should be indiscriminately
admitted. This Court has long read the Constitution to
proscribe compelled confessions, a salutary rule from which
there should be no retreat. But I see no sound basis, factual
or otherwise, and the Court gives none, for concluding that
the present rule against the receipt of coerced confessions
is inadequate for the *539  task of sorting out inadmissible
evidence and must be replaced by the per se rule which is
now imposed. Even if the new concept can be said to have
advantages of some sort over the present law, they are far
outweighed by its likely undesirable impact on other very
relevant and important interests.

The most basic function of any government is to provide for

the security of the individual and of his property. Lanzetta
v. State of New Jersey, 306 U.S. 451, 455, 59 S.Ct. 618, 619,
83 L.Ed. 888. These ends of society are served by the criminal
laws which for the most part are aimed at the prevention of
crime. Without the reasonably effective performance of the
task of preventing private violence and retaliation, it is idle to
talk about human dignity and civilized values.

The modes by which the criminal laws serve the interest in
general security are many. First the murderer who has taken
the life of another is removed from the streets, deprived of his
liberty and thereby prevented from repeating his offense. In

view of the statistics on recidivism in this country 4  and of the
number of instances **1662  *540  in which apprehension
occurs only after repeated offenses, no one can sensibly claim
that this aspect of the criminal law does not prevent crime
or contribute significantly to the personal security of the
ordinary citizen.
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Secondly, the swift and sure apprehension of those who
refuse to respect the personal security and dignity of their
neighbor unquestionably has its impact on others who might
be similarly tempted. That the criminal law is wholly or partly
ineffective with a segment of the population or with many
of those who have been apprehended and convicted is a very
faulty basis for concluding that it is not effective with respect
to the great bulk of our citizens or for thinking that without the
criminal laws, *541  or in the absence of their enforcement,
there would be no increase in crime. Arguments of this nature
are not borne out by any kind of reliable evidence that I have
been to this date.

Thirdly, the law concerns itself with those whom it has
confined. The hope and aim of modern penology, fortunately,
is as soon as possible to return the convict to society a better
and more law-abiding man than when he left. Sometimes
there is success, sometimes failure. But at least the effort is
made, and it should be made to the very maximum extent of
our present and future capabilities.

The rule announced today will measurably weaken the ability
of the criminal law to perform these tasks. It is a deliberate
calculus to prevent interrogations, to reduce the incidence of
confessions and pleas of guilty and to increase the number

of trials. 5  Criminal trials, **1663  no *542  matter how
efficient the police are, are not sure bets for the prosecution,
nor should they be if the evidence is not forthcoming. Under
the present law, the prosecution fails to prove its case in
about 30% of the criminal cases actually tried in the federal
courts. See Federal Offenders: 1964, supra, note 4, at 6 (Table
4), 59 (Table 1); Federal Offenders; 1963, supra, note 4, at
5 (Table 3); District of Columbia Offenders: 1963, supra,
note 4, at 2 (Table 1). But it is something else again to
remove from the ordinary criminal case all those confessions
which heretofore have been held to be free and voluntary
acts of the accused and to thus establish a new constitutional
barrier to the ascertainment of truth by the judicial process.
There is, in my view, every reason to believe that a good
many criminal defendants who otherwise would have been
convicted on what this Court has previously thought to be the
most satisfactory kind of evidence will now under this new
version of the Fifth Amendment, either not be tried at all or
will be acquitted if the State's evidence, minus the confession,
is put to the test of litigation.

I have no desire whatsoever to share the responsibility for any
such impact on the present criminal process.

In some unknown number of cases the Court's rule will
return a killer, a rapist or other criminal to the streets and
to the environment which produced him, to repeat his crime
whenever it pleases him. As a consequence, there will not
be a gain, but a loss, in human dignity. The real concern
is not the unfortunate consequences of this new decision
on the criminal law as an abstract, disembodied series of
authoritative proscriptions, but the impact on those who rely
on the public authority for protection and who without it
can only engage in violent self-help with guns, knives and
the help of their neighbors similarly inclined. There is, of
*543  course, a saving factor: the next victims are uncertain,

unnamed and unrepresented in this case.

Nor can this decision do other than have a corrosive effect
on the criminal laws as an effective device to prevent crime.
A major component in its effectiveness in this regard is its
swift and sure enforcement. The easier it is to get away with
rape and murder, the less the deterrent effect on those who
are inclined to attempt it. This is still good common sense.
If it were not, we should posthaste liquidate the whole law
enforcement establishment as a useless, misguided effort to
control human conduct.

And what about the accused who has confessed or would
confess in response to simple, noncoercive questioning and
whose guilt could not otherwise be proved? Is it so clear that
release is the best thing for him in every case? Has it so
unquestionably been resolved that in **1664  each and every
case it would be better for him not to confess and to return to
his environment with no attempt whatsoever to help him? I
think not. It may well be that in many cases it will be no less
than a callous disregard for his own welfare as well as for the
interests of his next victim.

There is another aspect to the effect of the Court's rule on
the person whom the police have arrested on probable cause.
The fact is that he may not be guilty at all and may be able
to extricate himself quickly and simply if he were told the
circumstances of his arrest and were asked to explain. This
effort, and his release, must now await the hiring of a lawyer
or his appointment by the court, consultation with counsel
and then a session with the police or the prosecutor. Similarly,
where probable cause exists to arrest several suspects, as
where the body of the victim is discovered in a house having

several residents, compare Johnson v. State, 238 Md. 140,
207 A.2d 643 (1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 1013, 86 S.Ct.
623, 15 L.Ed.2d 528, it will often *544  be true that a suspect
may be cleared only through the results of interrogation of
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other suspects. Here too the release of the innocent may be
delayed by the Court's rule.

Much of the trouble with the Court's new rule is that it will
operate indiscriminately in all criminal cases, regardless of
the severity of the crime or the circumstances involved. It
applies to every defendant, whether the professional criminal
or one committing a crime of momentary passion who is
not part and parcel of organized crime. It will slow down
the investigation and the apprehension of confederates in
those cases where time is of the essence, such as kidnapping,

see Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 183, 69
S.Ct. 1302, 1314, 93 L.Ed. 1879 (Jackson, J., dissenting);

People v. Modesto, 62 Cal.2d 436, 446, 42 Cal.Rptr.
417, 423, 398 P.2d 753, 759 (1965), those involving the

national security, see United States v. Drummond, 354
F.2d 132, 147 (C.A.2d Cir. 1965) (en banc) (espionage
case), pet. for cert. pending, No. 1203, Misc., O.T. 1965;

cf. Gessner v. United States, 354 F.2d 726, 730, n. 10
(C.A.10th Cir. 1965) (upholding, in espionage case, trial
ruling that Government need not submit classified portions
of interrogation transcript), and some of those involving
organized crime. In the latter context the lawyer who arrives
may also be the lawyer for the defendant's colleagues and can
be relied upon to insure that no breach of the organization's
security takes place even though the accused may feel that the
best thing he can do is to cooperate.

At the same time, the Court's per se approach may not
be justified on the ground that it provides a ‘bright line’

permitting the authorities to judge in advance whether
interrogation may safely be pursued without jeopardizing the
admissibility of any information obtained as a consequence.
Nor can it be claimed that judicial time and effort, assuming
that is a relevant consideration, *545  will be conserved
because of the ease of application of the new rule. Today's
decision leaves open such questions as whether the accused
was in custody, whether his statements were spontaneous
or the product of interrogation, whether the accused has
effectively waived his rights, and whether nontestimonial
evidence introduced at trial is the fruit of statements made
during a prohibited interrogation, all of which are certain
to prove productive of uncertainty during investigation and
litigation during prosecution. For all these reasons, if further
restrictions on police interrogation are desirable at this
time, a more flexible approach makes much more sense
than the Court's constitutional straitjacket which forecloses
more discriminating treatment by legislative or rule-making
pronouncements.

**1665  Applying the traditional standards to the cases
before the Court, I would hold these confessions voluntary. I
would therefore affirm in Nos. 759, 760, and 761, and reverse
in No. 584.

All Citations

384 U.S. 436, 10 Ohio Misc. 9, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d
694, 10 A.L.R.3d 974, 36 O.O.2d 237, 39 O.O.2d 63

Footnotes

1 Compare United States v. Childress, 347 F.2d 448 (C.A.7th Cir. 1965), with Collins v. Beto, 348 F.2d 823

(C.A.5th Cir. 1965). Compare People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d 338, 42 Cal.Rptr. 169, 398 P.2d 361 (1964)
with People v. Hartgraves, 31 Ill.2d 375, 202 N.E.2d 33 (1964).

2 See, e.g., Enker & Elsen, Counsel for the Suspect: Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201, 84 S.Ct. 1199,
12 L.Ed.2d 246 and Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 49 Minn.L.Rev. 47 (1964); Herman, The Supreme Court and
Restrictions on Police Interrogation, 25 Ohio St.L.J. 449 (1964); Kamisar, Equal Justice in the Gatehouses
and Mansions of American Criminal Procedure, in Criminal Justice in Our Time 1 (1965); Dowling, Escobedo
and Beyond: The Need for a Fourteenth Amendment Code of Criminal Procedure, 56 J.Crim.L., C. & P.S.
143, 156 (1965).
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The complex problems also prompted discussions by jurists. Compare Bazelon, Law, Morality, and Civil
Liberties, 12 U.C.L.A.L.Rev. 13 (1964), with Friendly, The Bill of Rights as a Code of Criminal Procedure,
53 Calif.L.Rev. 929 (1965).

3 For example, the Los Angeles Police Chief stated that ‘If the police are required * * * to * * * establish that the
defendant was apprised of his constitutional guarantees of silence and legal counsel prior to the uttering of
any admission or confession, and that he intelligently waived these guarantees * * * a whole Pandora's box is
opened as to under what circumstances * * * can a defendant intelligently waive these rights. * * * Allegations
that modern criminal investigation can compensate for the lack of a confession of admission in every criminal
case is totally absurd!’ Parker, 40 L.A.Bar Bull. 603, 607, 642 (1965). His prosecutorial counterpart, District
Attorney Younger, stated that ‘(I)t begins to appear that many of these seemingly restrictive decisions are
going to contribute directly to a more effective, efficient and professional level of law enforcement.’ L.A. Times,
Oct. 2, 1965, p. 1. The former Police Commissioner of New York, Michael J. Murphy, stated of Escobedo:
‘What the Court is doing is akin to requiring one boxer to fight by Marquis of Queensbury rules while permitting
the other to butt, gouge and bite.’ N.Y. Times, May 14, 1965, p. 39. The former United States Attorney for the
District of Columbia, David C. Acheson, who is presently Special Assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury
(for Enforcement), and directly in charge of the Secret Service and the Bureau of Narcotics, observed that
‘Prosecution procedure has, at most, only the most remote causal connection with crime. Changes in court
decisions and prosecution procedure would have about the same effect on the crime rate as an aspirin would
have on a tumor of the brain.’ Quoted in Herman, supra, n. 2, at 500, n. 270. Other views on the subject in
general are collected in Weisberg, Police Interrogation of Arrested Persons: A Skeptical View, 52 J.Crim.L.,
C. & P.S. 21 (1961).

4 This is what we meant in Escobedo when we spoke of an investigation which had focused on an accused.
5 See, for example, IV National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, Report on Lawlessness

in Law Enforcement (1931) (Wickersham Report); Booth, Confessions and Methods Employed in Procuring
Them, 4 So.Calif.L.Rev. 83 (1930); Kauper, Judicial Examination of the Accused—A Remedy for the Third
Degree, 30 Mich.L.Rev. 1224 (1932). It is significant that instances of third-degree treatment of prisoners
almost invariably took place during the period between arrest and preliminary examination. Wickersham
Report, at 169; Hall, The Law of Arrest in Relation to Contemporary Social Problems, 3 U.Chi.L.Rev. 345, 357
(1936). See also Foote, Law and Polio Practice: Safeguards in the Law of Arrest, 52 Nw.U.L.Rev. 16 (1957).

6 Brown v. State of Mississippi, 297 U.S. 278, 56 S.Ct. 461, 80 L.Ed. 682 (1936); Chambers v. State

of Florida, 309 U.S. 227, 60 S.Ct. 472, 84 L.Ed. 716 (1940); Canty v. State of Alabama, 309 U.S. 629,

60 S.Ct. 612, 84 L.Ed. 988 (1940); White v. State of Texas, 310 U.S. 530, 60 S.Ct. 1032, 84 L.Ed. 1342

(1940); Vernon v. State of Alabama, 313 U.S. 547, 61 S.Ct. 1092, 85 L.Ed. 1513 (1941); Ward v. State

of Texas, 316 U.S. 547, 62 S.Ct. 1139, 86 L.Ed. 1663 (1942); Ashcraft v. State of Tennessee, 322 U.S.

143, 64 S.Ct. 921, 88 L.Ed. 1192 (1944); Malinski v. People of State of New York, 324 U.S. 401, 65 S.Ct.

781, 89 L.Ed. 1029 (1945); Leyra v. Denno, 347 U.S. 556, 74 S.Ct. 716, 98 L.Ed. 948 (1954). See also

Williams v. United States, 341 U.S. 97, 71 S.Ct. 576, 95 L.Ed. 774 (1951).
7 In addition, see People v. Wakat, 415 Ill. 610, 114 N.E.2d 706 (1953); Wakat v. Harlib, 253 F.2d 59 (C.A.7th

Cir.1958) (defendant suffering from broken bones, multiple bruises and injuries sufficiently serious to require

eight months' medical treatment after being manhandled by five policemen); Kier v. State, 213 Md. 556,
132 A.2d 494 (1957) (police doctor told accused, who was strapped to a chair completely nude, that he
proposed to take hair and skin scrapings from anything that looked like blood or sperm from various parts

of his body); Bruner v. People, 113 Colo. 194, 156 P.2d 111 (1945) (defendant held in custody over two
months, deprived of food for 15 hours, forced to submit to a lie detector test when he wanted to go to the
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toilet); People v. Matlock, 51 Cal.2d 682, 336 P.2d 505, 71 A.L.R.2d 605 (1959) (defendant questioned
incessantly over an evening's time, made to lie on cold board and to answer questions whenever it appeared
he was getting sleepy). Other cases are documented in American Civil Liberties Union, Illinois Division, Secret
Detention by the Chicago Police (1959); Potts, The Preliminary Examination and ‘The Third Degree,’ 2 Baylor
L.Rev. 131 (1950); Sterling, Police Interrogation and the Psychology of Confession, 14 J.Pub.L. 25 (1965).

8 The manuals quoted in the text following are the most recent and representative of the texts currently
available. Material of the same nature appeals in Kidd, Police Interrogation (1940); Mulbar, Interrogation
(1951); Dienstein, Technics for the Crime Investigator 97—115 (1952). Studies concerning the observed
practices of the police appear in LaFave, Arrest: The Decision To Take a Suspect Into Custody 244—437,
490—521 (1965); LaFave, Detention for Investigation by the Police: An Analysis of Current Practices, 1962
Wash.U.L.Q. 331; Barrett, Police Practices and the Law—From Arrest to Release or Charge, 50 Calif.L.Rev.
11 (1962); Sterling, supra, n. 7, at 47—65.

9 The methods described in Inbau & Reid Criminal Interrogation and Confessions (1962), are a revision and
enlargement of material presented in three prior editions of a predecessor text, Lie Detection and Criminal
Interrogation (3d ed. 1953). The authors and their associates are officers of the Chicago Police Scientific
Crime Detection Laboratory and have had extensive experience in writing, lecturing and speaking to law
enforcement authorities over a 20-year period. They say that the techniques portrayed in their manuals
reflect their experiences and are the most effective psychological stratagems to employ during interrogations.
Similarly, the techniques described in O'Hara, Fundamentals of Criminal Investigation (1956), were gleaned
from long service as observer, lecturer in police science, and work as a federal criminal investigator. All these
texts have had rather extensive use among law enforcement agencies and among students of police science,
with total sales and circulation of over 44,000.

10 Inbau & Reid, Criminal Interrogation and Confessions (1962), at 1.
11 O'Hara, supra, at 99.
12 Inbau & Reid, supra, at 34—43, 87. For example, in Leyra v. Denno, 347 U.S. 556, 74 S.Ct. 716, 98 L.Ed.

948 (1954), the interrogator-psychiatrist told the accused, ‘We do sometimes things that are not right, but

in a fit of temper or anger we sometimes do things we aren't really responsible for,’ id., at 562, 74 S.Ct.
at 719, and again, ‘We know that morally you were just in anger. Morally, you are not to be condemned,’

id., at 582, 74 S.Ct. at 729.
13 Inbau & Reid, supra, at 43—55.
14 O'Hara, supra, at 112.
15 Inbau & Reid, supra, at 40.
16 Ibid.
17 O'Hara, supra, at 104, Inbau & Reid, supra, at 58—59. See Spano v. People of State of New York, 360

U.S. 315, 79 S.Ct. 1202, 3 L.Ed.2d 1265 (1959). A variant on the technique of creating hostility is one of

engendering fear. This is perhaps best described by the prosecuting attorney in Malinski v. People of
State of New York, 324 U.S. 401, 407, 65 S.Ct. 781, 784, 89 L.Ed. 1029 (1945): ‘Why this talk about being
undressed? Of course, they had a right to undress him to look for bullet scars, and keep the clothes off him.
That was quite proper police procedure. That is some more psychology—let him sit around with a blanket on
him, humiliate him there for a while; let him sit in the corner, let him think he is going to get a shellacking.’

18 O'Hara, supra, at 105—106.
19 Id., at 106.
20 Inbau & Reid, supra, at 111.
21 Ibid.
22 Inbau & Reid, supra, at 112.
23 Inbau & Reid, Lie Detection and Criminal Interrogation 185 (3d ed. 1953).
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24 Interrogation procedures may even give rise to a false confession. The most recent conspicuous example
occurred in New York, in 1964, when a Negro of limited intelligence confessed to two brutal murders and a
rape which he had not committed. When this was discovered, the prosecutor was reported as saying: ‘Call
it what you want—brain-washing, hypnosis, fright. They made him give an untrue confession. The only thing
I don't believe is that Whitmore was beaten.’ N.Y. Times, Jan. 28, 1965, p. 1, col. 5. In two other instances,
similar events had occurred. N.Y. Times, Oct. 20, 1964, p. 22, col. 1; N.Y. Times, Aug. 25, 1965, p. 1, col. 1.
In general, see Borchard, Convicting the Innocent (1932); Frank & Frank, Not Guilty (1957).

25 In the fourth confession case decided by the Court in the 1962 Term, Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 83 S.Ct.
822, 9 L.Ed.2d 837 (1963), our disposition made it unnecessary to delve at length into the facts. The facts of
the defendant's case there, however, paralleled those of his co-defendants, whose confessions were found
to have resulted from continuous and coercive interrogation for 27 hours, with denial of requests for friends or
attorney. See United States ex rel. Caminito v. Murphy, 222 F.2d 698 (C.A.2d Cir. 1955) (Frank, J.); People
v. Bonino, 1 N.Y.2d 752, 152 N.Y.S.2d 298, 135 N.E.2d 51 (1956).

26 The absurdity of denying that a confession obtained under these circumstances is compelled is aptly
portrayed by an example in Professor Sutherland's recent article, Crime and Confession, 79 Harv.L.Rev. 21,
37 (1965):
‘Suppose a well-to-do testatrix says she intends to will her property to Elizabeth. John and James want her to
bequeath it to them instead. They capture the testatrix, put her in a carefully designed room, out of touch with
everyone but themselves and their convenient ‘withnesses,’ keep her secluded there for hours while they
make insistent demands, weary her with contradictions of her assertions that she wants to leave her money
to Elizabeth, and finally induce her to execute the will in their favor. Assume that John and James are deeply
and correctly convinced that Elizabeth is unworthy and will make base use of the property if she gets her
hands on it, whereas John and James have the noblest and most righteous intentions. Would any judge of
probate accept the will so procured as the ‘voluntary’ act of the testatrix?‘

27 Thirteenth century commentators found an analogue to the privilege grounded in the Bible. ‘To sum up the
matter, the principle that no man is to be declared guilty on his own admission is a divine decree.’ Maimonides,
Mishneh Torah (Code of Jewish Law), Book of Judges, Laws of the Sanhedrin, c. 18, 6, III Yale Judaica
Series 52—53. See also Lamm, The Fifth Amendment and Its Equivalent in the Halakhan, 5 Judaism 53
(Winter 1956).

28 See Morgan, The Privilege Against Self-Incrimination, 34 Minn.L.Rev. 1, 9—11 (1949); 8 Wigmore, Evidence
285—295 (McNaughton rev. 1961). See also Lowell, The Judicial Use of Torture, Parts I and II, 11 Harv.L.Rev.
220, 290 (1897).

29 See Pittman, The Colonial and Constitutional History of the Privilege Against Self-Incrimination in America,

21 Va.L.Rev. 763 (1935); Ullmann v. United States, 350 U.S. 422, 445—449, 76 S.Ct. 497, 510—512,
100 L.Ed. 511 (1956) (Douglas, J., dissenting).

30 Compare Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S. 591, 16 S.Ct. 644, 40 L.Ed. 819 (1896); Quinn v. United States,
349 U.S. 155, 75 S.Ct. 668, 99 L.Ed. 964 (1955).

31 Brief for the United States, p. 28. To the same effect, see Brief for the United States, pp. 40—49, n. 44,

Anderson v. United States, 318 U.S. 350, 63 S.Ct. 599, 87 L.Ed. 829 (1943); Brief for the United States,

pp. 17—18, McNabb v. United States, 318 U.S. 332, 63 S.Ct. 608 (1943).
32 Our decision today does not indicate in any manner, of course, that these rules can be disregarded. When

federal officials arrest an individual, they must as always comply with the dictates of the congressional
legislation and cases thereunder. See generally, Hogan & Snee, The McNabb-Mallory Rule: Its Rise,
Rationale and Rescue, 47 Geo.L.J. 1 (1958).

33 The decisions of this Court have guaranteed the same procedural protection for the defendant whether his
confession was used in a federal or state court. It is now axiomatic that the defendant's constitutional rights
have been violated if his conviction is based, in whole or in part, on an involuntary confession, regardless
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of its truth or falsity. Rogers v. Richmond, 365 U.S. 534, 544, 81 S.Ct. 735, 741, 5 L.Ed.2d 760 (1961);

Siang Sung Wan v. United States, 266 U.S. 1, 45 S.Ct. 1, 69 L.Ed. 131 (1924). This is so even if there is

ample evidence aside from the confession to support the conviction, e.g., Malinski v. People of State of

New York, 324 U.S. 401, 404, 65 S.Ct. 781, 783, 89 L.Ed. 1029 (1945); Bram v. United States, 168 U.S.
532, 540—542, 18 S.Ct. 183, 185—186 (1897). Both state and federal courts now adhere to trial procedures
which seek to assure a reliable and clear-cut determination of the voluntariness of the confession offered at

trial, Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368, 84 S.Ct. 1774, 12 L.Ed.2d 904 (1964); United States v. Carignan,

342 U.S. 36, 38, 72 S.Ct. 97, 98, 96 L.Ed. 48 (1951); see also Wilson v. United States, 162 U.S. 613, 624,

16 S.Ct. 895, 900, 40 L.Ed. 1090 (1896). Appellate review is exacting, see Haynes v. State of Washington,

373 U.S. 503, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963); Blackburn v. State of Alabama, 361 U.S. 199, 80 S.Ct.
274, 4 L.Ed.2d 242 (1960). Whether his conviction was in a federal or state court, the defendant may secure
a post-conviction hearing based on the alleged involuntary character of his confession, provided he meets

the procedural requirements, Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 83 S.Ct. 822, 9 L.Ed.2d 837 (1963); Townsend

v. Sain, 372 U.S. 293, 83 S.Ct. 745, 9 L.Ed.2d 770 (1963). In addition, see Murphy v. Waterfront Comm.
of New York Harbor, 378 U.S. 52, 84 S.Ct. 1594 (1964).

34 See Lisenba v. People of State of California, 314 U.S. 219, 241, 62 S.Ct. 280, 292, 86 L.Ed. 166 (1941);

Ashcraft v. State of Tennessee, 322 U.S. 143, 64 S.Ct. 921, 88 L.Ed. 1192 (1944); Malinski v. People

of State of New York, 324 U.S. 401, 65 S.Ct. 781 (1945); Spano v. People of State of New York, 360

U.S. 315, 79 S.Ct. 1202, 3 L.Ed.2d 1265 (1959); Lynumn v. State of Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 83 S.Ct. 917, 9

L.Ed.2d 922 (1963); Haynes v. State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 10 L.Ed.2d 513 (1963).
35 The police also prevented the attorney from consulting with his client. Independent of any other constitutional

proscription, this action constitutes a violation of the Sixth Amendment right to the assistance of counsel and

excludes any statement obtained in its wake. See People v. Donovan, 13 N.Y.2d 148, 243 N.Y.S.2d 841,
193 N.E.2d 628 (1963) (Fuld, J.).

36 In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330, 340—352, 77 S.Ct. 510, 517—523, 1 L.Ed.2d 376 (1957) (Black, J.,
dissenting); Note, 73 Yale L.J. 1000, 1048—1051 (1964); Comment, 31 U.Chi.L.Rev. 313, 320 (1964) and
authorities cited.

37 See p. 1617, supra. Lord Devlin has commented:
‘It is probable that even today, when there is much less ignorance about these matters than formerly, there
is still a general belief that you must answer all questions put to you by a policeman, or at least that it will be
the worse for you if you do not.’ Devlin, The Criminal Prosecution in England 32 (1958).
In accord with our decision today, it is impermissible to penalize an individual for exercising his Fifth
Amendment privilege when he is under police custodial interrogation. The prosecution may not, therefore,

use at trial the fact that he stood mute or claimed his privilege in the face of accusation. Cf. Griffin v. State

of California, 380 U.S. 609, 85 S.Ct. 1229, 14 L.Ed.2d 106 (1965); Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 8, 84
S.Ct. 1489, 1493, 12 L.Ed.2d 653 (1964); Comment, 31 U.Chi.L.Rev. 556 (1964); Developments in the Law

—Confessions, 79 Harv.L.Rev. 935, 1041—1044 (1966). See also Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532,
562, 18 S.Ct. 183, 194, 42 L.Ed. 568 (1897).

38 Cf. Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455, 62 S.Ct. 1252, 86 L.Ed. 1595 (1942), and the recurrent inquiry into
special circumstances it necessitated. See generally, Kamisar, Betts v. Brady Twenty Years Later: The Right
to Counsel and Due Process Values, 61 Mich.L.Rev. 219 (1962).
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39 See Herman, The Supreme Court and Restrictions on Police Interrogation, 25 Ohio St.L.J. 449, 480 (1964).
40 Estimates of 50—90% indigency among felony defendants have been reported. Pollock, Equal Justice in

Practice, 45 Minn.L.Rev. 737, 738—739 (1961); Birzon, Kasanof & Forma, The Right to Counsel and the
Indigent Accused in Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction in New York State, 14 Buffalo L.Rev. 428, 433 (1965).

41 See Kamisar, Equal Justice in the Gatehouses and Mansions of American Criminal Procedure, in Criminal
Justice in Our Time 1, 64—81 (1965). As was stated in the Report of the Attorney General's Committee on
Poverty and the Administration of Federal Criminal Justice 9 (1963):
‘When government chooses to exert its powers in the criminal area, its obligation is surely no less than that
of taking reasonable measures to eliminate those factors that are irrelevant to just administration of the law
but which, nevertheless, may occasionally affect determinations of the accused's liability or penalty. While
government may not be required to relieve the accused of his proverty, it may properly be required to minimize
the influence of poverty on its administration of justice.’

42 Cf. United States ex rel. Brown v. Fay, 242 F.Supp. 273, 277 (D.C.S.D.N.Y.1965); People v. Witenski, 15
N.Y.2d 392, 259 N.Y.S.2d 413, 207 N.E.2d 358 (1965).

43 While a warning that the indigent may have counsel appointed need not be given to the person who is known
to have an attorney or is known to have ample funds to secure one, the expedient of giving a warning is too
simple and the rights involved too important to engage in ex post facto inquiries into financial ability when
there is any doubt at all on that score.

44 If an individual indicates his desire to remain silent, but has an attorney present, there may be some
circumstances in which further questioning would be permissible. In the absence of evidence of overbearing,
statements them made in the presence of counsel might be free of the compelling influence of the interrogation
process and might fairly be construed as a waiver of the privilege for purposes of these statements.

45 Although this Court held in Rogers v. United States, 340 U.S. 367, 71 S.Ct. 438, 95 L.Ed. 344 (1951), over
strong dissent, that a witness before a grand jury may not in certain circumstanes decide to answer some
questions and then refuse to answer others, that decision has no application to the interrogation situation
we deal with today. No legislative or judicial fact-finding authority is involved here, nor is there a possibility
that the individual might make self-serving statements of which he could make use at trial while refusing to
answer incriminating statements.

46 The distinction and its significance has been aptly described in the opinion of a Scottish court:
‘In former times such questioning, if undertaken, would be conducted by police officers visiting the house or
place of business of the suspect and there questioning him, probably in the presence of a relation or friend.
However convenient the modern practice may be, it must normally create a situation very unfavourable to
the suspect.’ Chalmers v. H. M. Advocate, (1954) Sess.Cas. 66, 78 (J.C.).

47 See People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d 338, 354, 42 Cal.Rptr. 169, 179, 398 P.2d 361, 371 (1965).
48 In accordance with our holdings today and in Escobedo v. State of Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 492, 84 S.Ct.

1758, 1765; Crooker v. State of California, 357 U.S. 433, 78 S.Ct. 1287, 2 L.Ed.2d 1448 (1958) and

Cicenia v. La Gay, 357 U.S. 504, 78 S.Ct. 1297, 2 L.Ed.2d 1523 (1958) are not to be followed.
49 In quoting the above from the dissenting opinion of Mr. Justice Brandeis we, of course, do not intend to pass

on the constitutional questions involved in the Olmstead case.
50 Schaefer, Federalism and State Criminal Procedure, 70 Harv.L.Rev. 1, 26 (1956).
51 Miranda, Vignera, and Westover were identified by eyewitnesses. Marked bills from the bank robbed were

found in Westover's car. Articles stolen from the victim as well as from several other robbery victims were
found in Stewart's home at the outset of the investigation.

52 Dealing as we do here with constitutional standards in relation to statements made, the existence of

independent corroborating evidence produced at trial is, of course, irrelevant to our decisions. Haynes v.

State of Washington, 373 U.S. 503, 518—519, 83 S.Ct. 1336, 1345—1346 (1963); Lynumn v. State of
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Illinois, 372 U.S. 528, 537—538, 83 S.Ct. 917, 922, 9 L.Ed.2d 922 (1963); Rogers v. Richmond, 365 U.S.

534, 541, 81 S.Ct. 735, 739 (1961); Blackburn v. State of Alabama, 361 U.S. 199, 206, 80 S.Ct. 274, 279,
4 L.Ed.2d 242 (1960).

53 See, e.g., Report and Recommendations of the (District of Columbia) Commissioners' Committee on Police
Arrests for Investigation (1962); American Civil Liberties Union, Secret Detention by the Chicago Police
(1959). An extreme example of this practice occurred in the District of Columbia in 1958. Seeking three
‘stocky’ young Negroes who had robbed a restaurant, police rounded up 90 persons of that general
description. Sixth-three were held overnight before being released for lack of evidence. A man not among
the 90 arrested was ultimately charged with the crime. Washington Daily News, January 21, 1958, p. 5, col.
1; Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee on H.R. 11477, S. 2970, S. 3325,
and S. 3355, 85th Cong., 2d Sess. (July 1958), pp. 40, 78.

54 In 1952, J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, stated:
‘Law enforcement, however, in defeating the criminal, must maintain inviolate the historic liberties of the
individual. To turn back the criminal, yet, by so doing, destroy the dignity of the individual, would be a hollow
victory.
La
‘We can have the Constitution, the best laws in the land, and the most honest reviews by courts—but unless
the law enforcement profession is steeped in the democratic tradition, maintains the highest in ethics, and
makes its work a career of honor, civil liberties will continually—and without end be violated. * * * The
best protection of civil liberties is an alert, intelligent and honest law enforcement agency. There can be no
alternative.
, c
‘* * * Special Agents are taught that any suspect or arrested person, at the outset of an interview, must be
advised that he is not required to make a statement and that any statement given can be used against him in
court. Moreover, the individual must be informed that, if he desires, he may obtain the services of an attorney
of his own choice.’ Hoover, Civil Liberties and Law Enforcement: The Role of the FBI, 37 Iowa L.Rev. 175,
177—182 (1952).

55 We agree that the interviewing agent must exercise his judgment in determining whether the individual waives
his right to counsel. Because of the constitutional basis of the right, however, the standard for waiver iis
necessarily high. And, of course, the ultimate responsibility for resolving this constitutional question lies with
the courts.

56 Among the crimes within the enforcement jurisdiction of the FBI are kidnapping, 18 U.S.C. s 1201 (1964

ed.), white slavery, 18 U.S.C. ss 2421— 2423 (1964 ed.), bank robbery, 18 U.S.C. s 2113 (1964 ed.),
interstate transportation and sale of stolen property, 18 U.S.C. ss 2311—2317 (1964 ed.), all manner of

conspiracies, 18 U.S.C. s 371 (1964 ed.), and violations of civil rights, 18 U.S.C. ss 241— 242 (1964 ed.).

See also 18 U.S.C. s 1114 (1964 ed.) (murder of officer or employee of the United States).
57 (1964) Crim.L.Rev., at 166—170. These Rules provide in part:

‘II. As soon as a police officer has evidence which would afford reasonable grounds for suspecting that a
person has committed an offence, he shall caution that person or cause him to be cautioned before putting
to him any questions, or further questions, relating to that offence.
‘The caution shall be in the following terms:
“You are not obliged to say anything unless you wish to do so but what you say may be put into writing and
given in evidence.'
‘When after being cantioned a person is being questioned, or elects to make a statement, a record shall be
kept of the time and place at which any such questioning or statement began and ended and of the persons
present.
‘III. * * *
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‘(b) It is only in exceptional cases that questions relating to the offence should be put to the accused person
after he has been charged or informed that he may be prosecuted.
‘IV. All written statements made after caution shall be taken in the following manner:
‘(a) If a person says that he wants to make a statement he shall be told that it is intended to make a written
record of what he says.
‘He shall always be asked whether he wishes to write down himself what he wants to say; if he says that he
cannot write or that he would like someone to write it for him, a police officer may offer to write the statement
for him. * * *
‘(b) Any person writing his own statement shall be allowed to do so without any prompting as distinct from
indicating to him what matters are material.
‘(d) Whenever a police officer writes the statement, he shall take down the exact words spoken by the person
making the statement, without putting any questions other than such as may be needed to make the statement
coherent, intelligible and relevant to the material matters: he shall not prompt him.’
The prior Rules appear in Devlin, The Criminal Prosecution in England 137—141 (1958).
Despite suggestions of some laxity in enforcement of the Rules and despite the fact some discretion as to
admissibility is invested in the trial judge, the Rules are a significant influence in the English criminal law
enforcement system. See, e.g., (1964) Crim.L.Rev., at 182; and articles collected in (1960) Crim.L.Rev., at
298—356.

58 The introduction to the Judges' Rules states in part:
These Rules do not affect the principles
‘(c) That every person at any stage of an investigation should be able to communicate and to consult privately
with a solicitor. This is so even if he is in custody provided that in such a case no unreasonable delay or
hindrance is caused to the processes of investigation or the administration of justice by his doing so. * * *’
(1964) Crim.L.Rev., at 166—167.

59 As stated by the Lord Justice General in Chalmers v. H. M. Advocate, (1954) Sess.Cas. 66, 78 (J.C.):
‘The theory of our law is that at the stage of initial investigation the police may question anyone with a view
to acquiring information which may lead to the detection of the criminal; but that, when the stage has been
reached at which suspicion, or more than suspicion, has in their view centred upon some person as the
likely perpetrator of the crime, further interrogation of that person becomes very dangerous, and, if carried
too far, e.g., to the point of extracting a confession by what amounts to cross-examination, the evidence of
that confession will almost certainly be excluded. Once the accused has been apprehended and charged he
has the statutory right to a private interview with a solicitor and to be brought before a magistrate with all
convenient speed so that he may, if so advised, emit a declaration in presence of his solicitor under conditions
which safeguard him against prejudice.’

60 ‘No confession made to a police officer shall be provided as against a person accused of any offense.’ Indian
Evidence Act s 25.
‘No confession made by any person whilst he is in the custody of a police officer unless it be made in the
immediate presence of a Magistrate, shall be proved as against such person.’ Indian Evidence Act s 26. See
1 Ramaswami & Rajagopalan, Law of Evidence in India 553—569 (1962). To avoid any continuing effect of
police pressure or inducement, the Indian Supreme Court has invalidated a confession made shortly after
police brought a suspect before a magistrate, suggesting: ‘(I)t would, we think, be reasonable to insist upon
giving an accused person at least 24 hours to decide whether or not he should make a confession.’ Sarwan
Singh v. State of Punjab, 44 All India Rep. 1957, Sup.Ct. 637, 644.

61 I Legislative Enactments of Ceylon 211 (1958).
62 10 U.S.C. s 831(b) (1964 ed.).
63 United States v. Rose, 24 CMR 251 (1957); United States v. Gunnels, 23 CMR 354 (1957).
64 Although no constitution existed at the time confessions were excluded by rule of evidence in 1872, India

now has a written constitution which includes the provision that ‘No person accused of any offence shall be
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compelled to be a witness against himself.’ Constitution of India, Article 20(3). See Tope, The Constitution
of India 63—67 (1960).

65 Brief for United States in No. 761, Westover v. United States, pp. 44—47; Brief for the State of New York as
amicus curiae, pp. 35—39. See also Brief for the National District Attorneys Association as amicus curiae,
pp. 23—26.

66 Miranda was also convicted in a separate trial on an unrelated robbery charge not presented here for review.
A statement introduced at that trial was obtained from Miranda during the same interrogation which resulted
in the confession involved here. At the robbery trial, one officer testified that during the interrogation he did
not tell Miranda that anything he said would be held against him or that he could consult with an attorney.
The other officer stated that they had both told Miranda that anything he said would be used against him and
that he was not required by law to tell them anything.

67 One of the officers testified that he read this paragraph to Miranda. Apparently, however, he did not do so
until after Miranda had confessed orally.

68 Vignera thereafter successfully attacked the validity of one of the prior convictions, Vignera v. Wilkins, Civ.
9901 (D.C.W.D.N.Y. Dec. 31, 1961) (unreported), but was then resentenced as a second-felony offender to
the same term of imprisonment as the original sentence. R. 31—33.

69 The failure of defense counsel to object to the introduction of the confession at trial, noted by the Court of
Appeals and emphasized by the Solicitor General, does not preclude our consideration of the issue. Since
the trial was held prior to our decision in Escobedo and, of course, prior to our decision today making the
objection available, the failure to object at trial does not constitute a waiver of the claim. See, e.g., United
States ex rel. Angelet v. Fay, 333 F.2d 12, 16 (C.A.2d Cir. 1964), aff'd, 381 U.S. 654, 85 S.Ct. 1750, 14

L.Ed.2d 623 (1965). Cf. Ziffrin, Inc. v. United States, 318 U.S. 73, 78, 63 S.Ct. 465, 87 L.Ed. 621 (1943).
70 Because of this disposition of the case, the California Supreme Court did not reach the claims that the

confession was coerced by police threats to hold his ailing wife in custody until he confessed, that there was

no hearing as required by Jackson v. Denno, 378 U.S. 368, 84 S.Ct. 1774, 12 L.Ed.2d 908 (1964), and

that the trial judge gave an instruction condemned by the California Supreme Court's decision in People
v. Morse, 60 Cal.2d 631, 36 Cal.Rptr. 201, 388 P.2d 33 (1964).

71 After certiorari was granted in this case, respondent moved to dismiss on the ground that there was no final
judgment from which the State could appeal since the judgment below directed that he be retried. In the event
respondent was successful in obtaining an acquittal on retrial, however, under California law the State would
have no appeal. Satisfied that in these circumstances the decision below constituted a final judgment under
28 U.S.C. s 1257(3) (1964 ed.), we denied the motion. 383 U.S. 903, 86 S.Ct. 885.

1 E.g., Inbau & Reid, Criminal Interrogation and Confessions (1962); O'Hara, Fundamentals of Criminal
Investigation (1956); Dienstein, Technics for the Crime Investigator (1952); Mulbar, Interrogation (1951);
Kidd, Police Interrogation (1940).

2 As developed by my Brother HARLAN, post, pp. 1644—1649, such cases, with the exception of the long-

discredited decision in Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532, 18 S.Ct. 183, 42 L.Ed. 568 (1897), were
adequately treated in terms of due process.

3 The Court points to England, Scotland, Ceylon and India as having equally rigid rules. As my Brother Harlan
points out, post, pp. 1652—1653, the Court is mistaken in this regard, for it overlooks counterbalancing
prosecutorial advantages. Moreover, the requirements of the Federal Bureau of Investigation do not appear
from the Solicitor General's latter, ante, pp. 1633—1634, to be as strict as those imposed today in at least
two respects: (1) The offer of counsel is articulated only as ‘a right to counsel’; nothing is said about a
right to have counsel present at the custodial interrogation. (See also the examples cited by the Solicitor

General, Westover v. United States, 342 F.2d 684, 685 (9 Cir., 1965) (‘right to consult counsel’); Jackson v.
United States, 119 U.S.App.D.C. 100, 337 F.2d 136, 138 (1964) (accused ‘entitled to an attorney’).) Indeed,
the practice is that whenever the suspect ‘decides that he wishes to consult with counsel before making a
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statement, the interview is terminated at that point. * * * When counsel appears in person, he is permitted to
confer with his client in private.’ This clearly indicates that the FBI does not warn that counsel may be present
during custodial interrogation. (2) The Solicitor General's letter states: ‘(T)hose who have been arrested for
an offense under FBI jurisdiction, or whose arrest is contemplated following the interview, (are advised) of
a right to free counsel if they are unable to pay, and the availability of such counsel from the Judge.’ So
phrased, this warning does not indicate that the agent will secure counsel. Rather, the statement may well
be interpreted by the suspect to mean that the burden is placed upon himself and that he may have counsel
appointed only when brought before the judge or at trial—but not at custodial interrogation. As I view the FBI
practice, it is not as broad as the one laid down today by the Court.

4 In my view there is ‘no significant support’ in our cases for the holding of the Court today that the Fifth
Amendment privilege, in effect, forbids custodial interrogation. For a discussion of this point see the dissenting
opinion of my Brother WHITE, post, pp. 1655—1657.

1 My discussion in this opinion is directed to the main questions decided by the Court and necessary to its
decision; in ignoring some of the collateral points, I do not mean to imply agreement.

2 The case was Bram v. United States, 168 U.S. 532, 18 S.Ct. 183, 42 L.Ed. 568 (quoted, ante, p. 1621).
Its historical premises were afterwards disproved by Wigmore, who concluded ‘that no assertions could be

more unfounded.’ 3 Wigmore, Evidence s 823, at 250, n. 5 (3d ed. 1940). The Court in United States v.
Carignan, 342 U.S. 36, 41, 72 S.Ct. 97, 100, 96 L.Ed. 48, declined to choose between Bram and Wigmore,

and Stein v. People of State of New York, 346 U.S. 156, 191, n. 35, 73 S.Ct. 1077, 1095, 97 L.Ed.
1522, cast further doubt on Bram. There are, however, several Court opinions which assume in dicta the

relevance of the Fifth Amendment privilege to confessions. Burdeau v. McDowell, 256 U.S. 465, 475, 41

S.Ct. 574, 576, 65 L.Ed. 1048; see Shotwell Mfg. Co. v. United States, 371 U.S. 341, 347, 83 S.Ct. 448,
453, 9 L.Ed.2d 357. On Bram and the federal confession cases generally, see Developments in the Law—
Confessions, 79 Harv.L.Rev. 935, 959—961 (1966).

3 Comment, 31 U.Chi.L.Rev. 313 & n. 1 (1964), states that by the 1963 Term 33 state coerced-confession

cases had been decided by this Court, apart from per curiams. Spano v. People of State of New York, 360
U.S. 315, 321, n. 2, 79 S.Ct. 1202, 1206, 3 L.Ed.2d 1265, collects 28 cases.

4 Bator & Vorenberg, Arrest, Detention, Interrogation and the Right to Counsel, 66 Col.L.Rev. 62, 73 (1966):
‘In fact, the concept of involuntariness seems to be used by the courts as a shorthand to refer to practices
which are repellent to civilized standards of decency or which, under the circumstances, are thought to apply
a degree of pressure to an individual which unfairly impairs his capacity to make a rational choice.’ See
Herman, The Supreme Court and Restrictions on Police Interrogation, 25 Ohio St.L.J. 449, 452—458 (1964);
Developments, supra, n. 2, at 964—984.

5 See the cases synopsized in Herman, supra, n. 4, at 456, nn. 36—39. One not too distant example is

Stroble v. State of California, 343 U.S. 181, 72 S.Ct. 599, 96 L.Ed. 872, in which the suspect was kicked
and threatened after his arrest, questioned a little later for two hours, and isolated from a lawyer trying to see
him; the resulting confession was held admissible.

6 Among the examples given in 8 Wigmore, Evidence s 2266, at 401 (McNaughton rev. 1961), are these: the
privilege applies to any witness, civil or criminal, but the confession rule protects only criminal defendants;
the privilege deals only with compulsion, while the confession rule may exclude statements obtained by trick
or promise; and where the privilege has been nullified—as by the English Bankruptcy Act—the confession
rule may still operate.

7 Additionally, there are precedents and even historical arguments that can be arrayed in favor of bringing
extra-legal questioning within the privilege. See generally Maguire, Evidence of Guilt s 2.03 at 15—16 (1959).

8 This, of course, is implicit in the Court's introductory announcement that ‘(o)ur decision in Malloy v. Hogan,
378 U.S. 1, 84 S.Ct. 1489, 12 L.Ed.2d 653 (1964) (extending the Fifth Amendment privilege to the States)
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necessitates an examination of the scope of the privilege in state cases as well.’ Ante, p. 1622. It is also
inconsistent with Malloy itself, in which extension of the Fifth Amendment to the States rested in part on
the view that the Due Process Clause restriction on state confessions has in recent years been ‘the same

standard’ as that imposed in federal prosecutions assertedly by the Fifth Amendment. 378 U.S., at 7, 84
S.Ct., at 1493.

9 I lay aside Escobedo itself; it contains no reasoning or even general conclusions addressed to the Fifth
Amendment and indeed its citation in this regard seems surprising in view of Escobedo's primary reliance
on the Sixth Amendment.

10 Since the Court conspicuously does not assert that the Sixth Amendment itself warrants its new police-
interrogation rules, there is no reason now to draw out the extremely powerful historical and precedential
evidence that the Amendment will bear no such meaning. See generally Friendly, The Bill of Rights as a
Code of Criminal Procedure, 53 Calif.L.Rev. 929, 943—948 (1965).

11 See supra, n. 4, and text. Of course, the use of terms like voluntariness involves questions of law and

terminology quite as much as questions of fact. See Collins v. Beto, 5 Cir., 348 F.2d 823, 832 (concurring

opinion); Bator & Vorenberg, supra, n. 4, at 72—73.
12 The Court's vision of a lawyer ‘mitigat(ing) the dangers of untrustworthiness' ante, p. 1626) by witnessing

coercion and assisting accuracy in the confession is largely a fancy; for if counsel arrives, there is rarely

going to be a police station confession. Watts v. State of Indiana, 338 U.S. 49, 59, 69 S.Ct. 1347, 1358,

93 L.Ed. 1801 (separate opinion of Jackson, J.): '(A)ny lawyer worth his salt will tell the suspect in no
uncertain terms to make no statement to police under any circumstances.’ See Enker & Elsen, Counsel for
the Suspect, 49 Minn.L.Rev. 47, 66—68 (1964).

13 This need is, of course, what makes so misleading the Court's comparison of a probate judge readily setting
aside as involuntary the will of an old lady badgered and beleaguered by the new heirs. Ante, p. 1619, n. 26.
With wills, there is no public interest save in a totally free choice; with confessions, the solution of crime is
a countervailing gain, however the balance is resolved.

14 See, e.g., the voluminous citations to congressional committee testimony and other sources collected in

Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 578—579, 81 S.Ct. 1860, 1865, 1866, 6 L.Ed.2d 1037,
(Frankfurter, J., announcing the Court's judgment and an opinion).

15 In Westover, a seasoned criminal was practically given the Court's full complement of warnings and did not
heed them. The Stewart case, on the other hand, involves long detention and successive questioning. In
Vignera, the facts are complicated and the record somewhat incomplete.

16 ‘(J)ustice, though due to the accused, is due to the accuser also. The concept of fairness must not be

strained till it is narrowed to a filament. We are to keep the balance true.’ Snyder v. Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, 291 U.S. 97, 122, 54 S.Ct. 330, 338, 78 L.Ed. 674 (Cardozo, J.).

17 A narrow reading is given in: United States v. Robinson, 354 F.2d 109 (C.A.2d Cir.); Davis v. State of North
Carolina, 339 F.2d 770 (C.A.4th Cir.); Edwards v. Holman, 342 F.2d 679 (C.A.5th Cir.); United States ex rel.
Townsend v. Ogilvie, 334 F.2d 837 (C.A.7th Cir.); People v. Hartgraves, 31 Ill.2d 375, 202 N.E.2d 33; State
v. Fox, 131 N.W.2d 684 (Iowa); Rowe v. Commonwealth, 394 S.W.2d 751 (Ky.); Parker v. Warden, 236 Md.

236, 203 A.2d 418; State v. Howard, 383 S.W.2d 701 (Mo.); Bean v. State, 398 P.2d 251 (Nev.); State

of New Jersey v. Hodgson, 44 N.J. 151, 207 A.2d 542; People v. Gunner, 15 N.Y.2d 226, 257 N.Y.S.2d

924, 205 N.E.2d 852; Commonwealth ex rel. Linde v. Maroney, 416 Pa. 331, 206 A.2d 288; Browne v.
State, 24 Wis.2d 491, 129 N.W.2d 175, 131 N.W.2d 169.

An ample reading is given in: United States ex rel. Russo v. State of New Jersey, 351 F.2d 429 (C.A.3d

Cir.); Wright v. Dickson, 336 F.2d 878 (C.A.9th Cir.); People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d 338, 42 Cal.Rptr.
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169, 398 P.2d 361; State v. Dufour, 206 A.2d 82 (R.I.); State v. Neely, 239 Or. 487, 395 P.2d 557,

modified 398 P.2d 482.
The cases in both categories are those readily available; there are certainly many others.

18 For instance, compare the requirements of the catalytic case of People v. Dorado, 62 Cal.2d 338, 42
Cal.Rptr. 169, 398 P.2d 361, with those laid down today. See also Traynor, The Devils of Due Process in
Criminal Detection, Detention, and Trial, 33 U.Chi.L.Rev. 657, 670.

19 The Court's obiter dictum notwithstanding ante, p. 1634, there is some basis for believing that the staple of
FBI criminal work differs importantly from much crime within the ken of local police. The skill and resources
of the FBI may also be unusual.

20 For citations and discussion covering each of these points, see Developments, supra, n. 2, at 1091—1097,
and Enker & Elsen, supra, n. 12, at 80 & n. 94.

21 On Comment, see Hardin, Other Answers: Search and Seizure, Coerced Confession, and Criminal Trial in
Scotland, 113 U.Pa.L.Rev. 165, 181 and nn. 96—97 (1964). Other examples are less stringent search and
seizure rules and no automatic exclusion for violation of them, id., at 167—169; guilt based on majority jury
verdicts, id., at 185; and pre-trial discovery of evidence on both sides, id., at 175.

22 Of particular relevance is the ALI's drafting of a Model Code of Pre-Arraignment Procedure, now in its first
tentative draft. While the ABA and National Commission studies have wider scope, the former is lending its
advice to the ALI project and the executive director of the latter is one of the reporters for the Model Code.

23 See Brief for the United States in Westover, p. 45. The N.Y. Times, June 3, 1966, p. 41 (late city ed.) reported
that the Ford Foundation has awarded $1,100,000 for a five-year study of arrests and confessions in New
York.

24 The New York Assembly recently passed a bill to require certain warnings before an admissible confession
is taken, though the rules are less strict than are the Court's. N.Y. Times, May 24, 1966, p. 35 (late city ed.).

25 The Court waited 12 years after Wolf v. People of State of Colorado, 338 U.S. 25, 69 S.Ct. 1359, 93
L.Ed. 1782, declared privacy against improper state intrusions to be constitutionally safeguarded before it

concluded in Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 81 S.Ct. 1684, 6 L.Ed.2d 1081, that adequate state remedies
had not been provided to protect this interest so the exclusionary rule was necessary.

1 Of course the Court does not deny that it is departing from prior precedent; it expressly overrules Crooker and
Cicenia, ante, at 1630, n. 48, and it acknowledges that in the instant ‘cases we might not find the defendants'
statements to have been involuntary in traditional terms,’ ante, at 1618.

2 In fact, the type of sustained interrogation described by the Court appears to be the exception rather than the
rule. A survey of 399 cases in one city found that in almost half of the cases the interrogation lasted less than
30 minutes. Barrett, Police Practices and the Law—From Arrest to Release or Charge, 50 Calif.L.Rev. 11, 41
—45 (1962). Questioning tends to be confused and sporadic and is usually concentrated on confrontations
with witnesses or new items of evidence, as these are obtained by officers conducting the investigation. See
generally LaFave, Arrest: The Decision to Take a Suspect into Custody 386 (1965); ALI, A Model Code of
Pre-Arraignment Procedure, Commentary s 5.01, at 170, n. 4 (Tent.Draft No. 1, 1966).

3 By contrast, the Court indicates that in applying this new rule it ‘will not pause to inquire in individual cases
whether the defendant was aware of his rights without a warning being given.’ Ante, at 1625. The reason
given is that assessment of the knowledge of the defendant based on information as to age, education,
intelligence, or prior contact with authorities can never be more than speculation, while a warning is a clear-
cut fact. But the officers' claim that they gave the requisite warnings may be disputed, and facts respecting
the defendant's prior experience may be undisputed and be of such a nature as to virtually preclude any

doubt that the defendant knew of his rights. See United States v. Bolden, 355 F.2d 453 (C.A.7th Cir.1965),
petition for cert. pending No. 1146, O.T. 1965 (Secret Service agent); People v. Du Bont, 235 Cal.App.2d
844, 45 Cal.Rptr. 717, pet. for cert. pending No. 1053, Misc., O.T. 1965 (former police officer).
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4 Precise statistics on the extent of recidivism are unavailable, in part because not all crimes are solved and
in part because criminal records of convictions in different jurisdictions are not brought together by a central
data collection agency. Beginning in 1963, however, the Federal Bureau of Investigation began collating data
on ‘Careers in Crime,’ which it publishes in its Uniform Crime Reports. Of 92,869 offenders processed in
1963 and 1964, 76% had a prior arrest record on some charge. Over a period of 10 years the group had
accumulated 434,000 charges. FBI, Uniform Crime Reports—1964, 27—28. In 1963 and 1964 between 23%
and 25% of all offenders sentenced in 88 federal district courts (excluding the District Court for the District of
Columbia) whose criminal records were reported had previously been sentenced to a term of imprisonment
of 13 months or more. Approximately an additional 40% had a prior record less than prison (juvenile record,
probation record, etc.). Administrative Office of the United States Courts, Federal Offenders in the United
States District Courts: 1964, x, 36 (hereinafter cited as Federal Offenders: 1964); Administrative Office of
the United States Courts, Federal Offenders in the United States District Courts: 1963, 25—27 (hereinafter
cited as Federal Offenders: 1963). During the same two years in the District Court for the District of Columbia
between 28% and 35% of those sentenced had prior prison records and from 37% to 40% had a prior record
less than prison. Federal Offenders: 1964, xii, 64, 66; Administrative Office of the United States Courts,
Federal Offenders in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia: 1963, 8, 10 (hereinafter
cited as District of Columbia Offenders: 1963).
A similar picture is obtained if one looks at the subsequent records of those released from confinement. In
1964, 12.3% of persons on federal probation had their probation revoked because of the commission of major
violations (defined as one in which the probationer has been committed to imprisonment for a period of 90
days or more, been placed on probation for over one year on a new offense, or has absconded with felony
charges outstanding). Twenty-three and two-tenths percent of parolees and 16.9% of those who had been
mandatorily released after service of a portion of their sentence likewise committed major violations. Reports
of the Proceedings of the Judicial Conference of the United States and Annual Report of the Director of the
Administrative Office of the United States Courts: 1965, 138. See also Mandel et al., Recidivism Studied and
Defined, 56 J. Crim.L., C. & P.S. 59 (1965) (within five years of release 62.33% of sample had committed
offenses placing them in recidivist category).

5 Eighty-eight federal district courts (excluding the District Court for the District of Columbia) disposed of
the cases of 33,381 criminal defendants in 1964. Only 12.5% of those cases were actually tried. Of the
remaining cases, 89.9% were terminated by convictions upon pleas of guilty and 10.1% were dismissed.
Stated differently, approximately 90% of all convictions resulted from guilty pleas. Federal Offenders: 1964,
supra, note 4, 3—6. In the District Court for the District of Columbia a higher percentage, 27%, went to trial,
and the defendant pleaded guilty in approximately 78% of the cases terminated prior to trial. Id., at 58—59. No
reliable statistics are available concerning the percentage of cases in which guilty pleas are induced because
of the existence of a confession or of physical evidence unearthed as a result of a confession. Undoubtedly
the number of such cases is substantial.
Perhaps of equal significance is the number of instances of known crimes which are not solved. In 1964,
only 388,946, or 23.9% of 1,626,574 serious known offenses were cleared. The clearance rate ranged from
89.8% for homicides to 18.7% for larceny. FBI, Uniform Crime Reports—1964, 20—22, 101. Those who would
replace interrogation as an investigatorial tool by modern scientific investigation techniques significantly
overestimate the effectiveness of present procedures, even when interrogation is included.

End of Document © 2021 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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DECLARATION OF SERVICE BY EMAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 
I am a resident of the County of Sacramento and I am over the age of 18 years, and not a party to 
the within action.  My place of employment is 980 Ninth Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, 
California 95814. 
On February 3, 2022, I served the: 

• Notice of Complete Test Claim, Schedule for Comments, and Notice of Tentative
Hearing Date issued February 3, 2022

• Test Claim filed by the County of Los Angeles on December 22, 2021
Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation, 21-TC-01
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6; Statutes 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2
(SB 203)
County of Los Angeles, Claimant

by making it available on the Commission’s website and providing notice of how to locate it to 
the email addresses provided on the attached mailing list. 
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on February 3, 2022 at Sacramento, 
California. 

____________________________ 
Jill L. Magee 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
(916) 323-3562
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COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES

Mailing List
Last Updated: 2/1/22

Claim Number: 21-TC-01

Matter: Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation

Claimant: County of Los Angeles

TO ALL PARTIES, INTERESTED PARTIES, AND INTERESTED PERSONS:
Each commission mailing list is continuously updated as requests are received to include or remove any
party or person on the mailing list. A current mailing list is provided with commission correspondence, and
a copy of the current mailing list is available upon request at any time. Except as provided otherwise by
commission rule, when a party or interested party files any written material with the commission
concerning a claim, it shall simultaneously serve a copy of the written material on the parties and interested
parties to the claim identified on the mailing list provided by the commission. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, §
1181.3.)

Adaoha Agu, County of San Diego Auditor & Controller Department
Projects, Revenue and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Avenue, Ste. 410 , MS:O-53, San Diego,
CA 92123
Phone: (858) 694-2129
Adaoha.Agu@sdcounty.ca.gov
Lili Apgar, Specialist, State Controller's Office
Local Reimbursements Section, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0254
lapgar@sco.ca.gov
Socorro Aquino, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-7522
SAquino@sco.ca.gov
Aaron Avery, Legislative Representative, California Special Districts Association
1112 I Street Bridge, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 442-7887
Aarona@csda.net
Arlene Barrera, Auditor-Controller, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Contact
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 525, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-8302
abarrera@auditor.lacounty.gov
Allan Burdick, 
7525 Myrtle Vista Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95831
Phone: (916) 203-3608
allanburdick@gmail.com
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Guy Burdick, Consultant, MGT Consulting
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 833-7775
gburdick@mgtconsulting.com
J. Bradley Burgess, MGT of America
895 La Sierra Drive, Sacramento, CA 95864
Phone: (916)595-2646
Bburgess@mgtamer.com
Evelyn Calderon-Yee, Bureau Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-5919
ECalderonYee@sco.ca.gov
Annette Chinn, Cost Recovery Systems, Inc.
705-2 East Bidwell Street, #294, Folsom, CA 95630
Phone: (916) 939-7901
achinncrs@aol.com
Carolyn Chu, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8326
Carolyn.Chu@lao.ca.gov
Kris Cook, Assistant Program Budget Manager, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Kris.Cook@dof.ca.gov
Donna Ferebee, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
donna.ferebee@dof.ca.gov
Susan Geanacou, Department of Finance 
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
susan.geanacou@dof.ca.gov
Heather Halsey, Executive Director, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
heather.halsey@csm.ca.gov
Chris Hill, Principal Program Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Chris.Hill@dof.ca.gov
Tiffany Hoang, Associate Accounting Analyst, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-1127
THoang@sco.ca.gov
Jason Jennings, Director, Maximus Consulting
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Financial Services, 808 Moorefield Park Drive, Suite 205, Richmond, VA 23236
Phone: (804) 323-3535
SB90@maximus.com
Angelo Joseph, Supervisor, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
AJoseph@sco.ca.gov
Anita Kerezsi, AK & Company
2425 Golden Hill Road, Suite 106, Paso Robles, CA 93446
Phone: (805) 239-7994
akcompanysb90@gmail.com
Lisa Kurokawa, Bureau Chief for Audits, State Controller's Office
Compliance Audits Bureau, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 327-3138
lkurokawa@sco.ca.gov
Kim-Anh Le, Deputy Controller, County of San Mateo
555 County Center, 4th Floor, Redwood City, CA 94063
Phone: (650) 599-1104
kle@smcgov.org
Fernando Lemus, Principal Accountant - Auditor, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Representative
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-0324
flemus@auditor.lacounty.gov
Erika Li, Chief Deputy Director, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
erika.li@dof.ca.gov
Everett Luc, Accounting Administrator I, Specialist, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0766
ELuc@sco.ca.gov
Jill Magee, Program Analyst, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
Jill.Magee@csm.ca.gov
Darryl Mar, Manager, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
DMar@sco.ca.gov
Michelle Mendoza, MAXIMUS
17310 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 340, Irvine, CA 95403
Phone: (949) 440-0845
michellemendoza@maximus.com
Lourdes Morales, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
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Phone: (916) 319-8320
Lourdes.Morales@LAO.CA.GOV
Marilyn Munoz, Senior Staff Counsel, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 628-6028
Marilyn.Munoz@dof.ca.gov
Geoffrey Neill, Senior Legislative Analyst, Revenue & Taxation, California State Association of
Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
gneill@counties.org
Andy Nichols, Nichols Consulting
1857 44th Street, Sacramento, CA 95819
Phone: (916) 455-3939
andy@nichols-consulting.com
Patricia Pacot, Accountant Auditor I, County of Colusa
Office of Auditor-Controller, 546 Jay Street, Suite #202 , Colusa, CA 95932
Phone: (530) 458-0424
ppacot@countyofcolusa.org
Arthur Palkowitz, Artiano Shinoff
2488 Historic Decatur Road, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92106
Phone: (619) 232-3122
apalkowitz@as7law.com
Heather Parrish-Salinas, Office Coordinator, County of Solano
Registrar of Voters, 675 Texas Street, Suite 2600, Fairfield, CA 94533
Phone: (707) 784-3359
HYParrishSalinas@SolanoCounty.com
Jai Prasad, County of San Bernardino
Office of Auditor-Controller, 222 West Hospitality Lane, 4th Floor, San Bernardino, CA 92415-0018
Phone: (909) 386-8854
jai.prasad@atc.sbcounty.gov
Jonathan Quan, Associate Accountant, County of San Diego
Projects, Revenue, and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Ave, Suite 410, San Diego, CA 92123
Phone: 6198768518
Jonathan.Quan@sdcounty.ca.gov
Camille Shelton, Chief Legal Counsel, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
camille.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Carla Shelton, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
carla.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Natalie Sidarous, Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA
95816
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Phone: 916-445-8717
NSidarous@sco.ca.gov
Christina Snider, Senior Deputy County Counsel, County of San Diego
1600 Pacific Highway, Room 355, San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (619) 531-6229
Christina.Snider@sdcounty.ca.gov
Joe Stephenshaw, Director, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
California State Senate, State Capitol Room 5019, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 651-4103
Joe.Stephenshaw@sen.ca.gov
Brittany Thompson, Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Brittany.Thompson@dof.ca.gov
Jolene Tollenaar, MGT Consulting Group
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 243-8913
jolenetollenaar@gmail.com
Evelyn Tseng, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3127
etseng@newportbeachca.gov
Brian Uhler, Principal Fiscal & Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8328
Brian.Uhler@LAO.CA.GOV
Antonio Velasco, Revenue Auditor, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3143
avelasco@newportbeachca.gov
Ada Waelder, Legislative Analyst, Government Finance and Administration, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
awaelder@counties.org
Renee Wellhouse, David Wellhouse & Associates, Inc. 
3609 Bradshaw Road, H-382, Sacramento, CA 95927
Phone: (916) 797-4883
dwa-renee@surewest.net
Jacqueline Wong-Hernandez, Deputy Executive Director for Legislative Affairs, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 650-8104
jwong-hernandez@counties.org
Hasmik Yaghobyan, County of Los Angeles
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 W. Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Phone: (213) 974-9653
hyaghobyan@auditor.lacounty.gov
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March 7, 2022 

Heather Halsey 

Executive Director 

Commission on State Mandates 

980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 

Sacramento, CA  95814 

Response to Test Claim 21-TC-01, Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation 

Dear Ms. Halsey: 

The Department of Finance has reviewed Test Claim 21-TC-01 submitted to the 

Commission on State Mandates (Commission) by the County of Los Angeles (Claimant). 

The Claimant alleges there are state-mandated, reimbursable costs associated with 

Chapter 335, Statutes of 2020 (SB 203). 

SB 203 amended Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 to require that youths 

aged 17 years or younger must consult with legal counsel by specified means before 

custodial interrogation and before the waiver of Miranda rights. Prior to enactment of 

SB 203, statute (as added by Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017) required these services only 

be provided to youths aged 15 years or younger. SB 203 requires this service to also be 

provided to youths aged 16 or 17 years old.  The bill also specifies the consultation 

cannot be waived.  

As a result of complying with SB 203, the Claimant is seeking reimbursement for the 

increased cost incurred to provide legal counsel to youth aged 17 years old and 

younger. The Claimant estimates its Office of the Public Defender (Public Defender) 

incurred a cost of $5,821.45 to comply with SB 203 in fiscal year 2020-21 and will incur a 

cost of $13,000 for compliance in fiscal year 2021-22. Additionally, the Claimant 

estimates the annual statewide cost for local agencies to comply with SB 203 to be 

$6,427,500.  

Finance recommends the Commission examine the estimated costs cited by the 

Claimant to ensure they only include the increased cost of providing legal counsel to 

youth ages 16 and 17 years old. Per Government Code section 17551(c), a local 

agency must file a test claim no later than 12 months following the effective date of a 

statute or executive order, or within 12 months of incurring increased costs as a result of 

a statute or executive order, whichever is later. The legislation (SB 395) that created the 

requirement to provide legal counsel to youth aged 15 years old and younger was, as 

noted above, enacted in 2017. The statutory timeline for seeking reimbursement for 

costs incurred due to SB 395 has passed; therefore, local agencies are no longer legally 
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allowed to claim reimbursement for the costs incurred to provide legal counsel to youth 

aged 15 years and younger. Finance notes the Claimant’s statewide cost estimate is 

based on all juvenile arrests in the state, as reported by the California Department of 

Justice in 2020. As mentioned above, the costs for this test claim should be narrowly 

focused on the increase in the maximum age from 15 years old to 17 years old.  

Finance also recommends the Commission review this test claim while considering the 

requirements of Chapter 92, Statutes of 2020 (AB 1869).  AB 1869 repealed various 

criminal administrative fines and fees, including the public defender fee. To backfill 

counties for the lost fee revenue, $65 million General Fund is appropriated annually 

through 2025-26. The revenue provided to the Claimant by the state pursuant to 

AB 1869 may serve as an offset to any state-mandated costs incurred by the Claimant, 

if the Commission should determine SB 203 does impose reimbursable, state-mandated 

costs on the Claimant. 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Chris Hill, Principal 

Program Budget Analyst at (916) 445-3274. 

Sincerely, 

TERESA CALVERT 

Program Budget Manager 



DECLARATION OF SERVICE BY EMAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento and I am over the age of 18 years, and not a party to 
the within action.  My place of employment is 980 Ninth Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, 
California 95814. 

On March 7, 2022, I served the: 

 Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim filed March 7, 2022

Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation, 21-TC-01
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6; Statutes 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2
(SB 203)
County of Los Angeles, Claimant

By making it available on the Commission’s website and providing notice of how to locate it to 
the email addresses provided on the attached mailing list. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on March 7, 2022 at Sacramento, 
California. 

____________________________ 
Lorenzo Duran 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
(916) 323-3562

Lorenzo
Lorenzo
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COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES

Mailing List
Last Updated: 2/1/22

Claim Number: 21-TC-01

Matter: Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation

Claimant: County of Los Angeles

TO ALL PARTIES, INTERESTED PARTIES, AND INTERESTED PERSONS:
Each commission mailing list is continuously updated as requests are received to include or remove any
party or person on the mailing list. A current mailing list is provided with commission correspondence, and
a copy of the current mailing list is available upon request at any time. Except as provided otherwise by
commission rule, when a party or interested party files any written material with the commission
concerning a claim, it shall simultaneously serve a copy of the written material on the parties and interested
parties to the claim identified on the mailing list provided by the commission. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, §
1181.3.)

Adaoha Agu, County of San Diego Auditor & Controller Department
Projects, Revenue and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Avenue, Ste. 410 , MS:O-53, San Diego,
CA 92123
Phone: (858) 694-2129
Adaoha.Agu@sdcounty.ca.gov
Lili Apgar, Specialist, State Controller's Office
Local Reimbursements Section, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0254
lapgar@sco.ca.gov
Socorro Aquino, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-7522
SAquino@sco.ca.gov
Aaron Avery, Legislative Representative, California Special Districts Association
1112 I Street Bridge, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 442-7887
Aarona@csda.net
Arlene Barrera, Auditor-Controller, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Contact
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 525, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-8302
abarrera@auditor.lacounty.gov
Allan Burdick, 
7525 Myrtle Vista Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95831
Phone: (916) 203-3608
allanburdick@gmail.com
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Guy Burdick, Consultant, MGT Consulting
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 833-7775
gburdick@mgtconsulting.com
J. Bradley Burgess, MGT of America
895 La Sierra Drive, Sacramento, CA 95864
Phone: (916)595-2646
Bburgess@mgtamer.com
Evelyn Calderon-Yee, Bureau Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-5919
ECalderonYee@sco.ca.gov
Annette Chinn, Cost Recovery Systems, Inc.
705-2 East Bidwell Street, #294, Folsom, CA 95630
Phone: (916) 939-7901
achinncrs@aol.com
Carolyn Chu, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8326
Carolyn.Chu@lao.ca.gov
Kris Cook, Assistant Program Budget Manager, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Kris.Cook@dof.ca.gov
Donna Ferebee, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
donna.ferebee@dof.ca.gov
Susan Geanacou, Department of Finance 
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
susan.geanacou@dof.ca.gov
Heather Halsey, Executive Director, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
heather.halsey@csm.ca.gov
Chris Hill, Principal Program Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Chris.Hill@dof.ca.gov
Tiffany Hoang, Associate Accounting Analyst, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-1127
THoang@sco.ca.gov
Jason Jennings, Director, Maximus Consulting
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Financial Services, 808 Moorefield Park Drive, Suite 205, Richmond, VA 23236
Phone: (804) 323-3535
SB90@maximus.com
Angelo Joseph, Supervisor, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
AJoseph@sco.ca.gov
Anita Kerezsi, AK & Company
2425 Golden Hill Road, Suite 106, Paso Robles, CA 93446
Phone: (805) 239-7994
akcompanysb90@gmail.com
Lisa Kurokawa, Bureau Chief for Audits, State Controller's Office
Compliance Audits Bureau, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 327-3138
lkurokawa@sco.ca.gov
Kim-Anh Le, Deputy Controller, County of San Mateo
555 County Center, 4th Floor, Redwood City, CA 94063
Phone: (650) 599-1104
kle@smcgov.org
Fernando Lemus, Principal Accountant - Auditor, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Representative
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-0324
flemus@auditor.lacounty.gov
Erika Li, Chief Deputy Director, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
erika.li@dof.ca.gov
Everett Luc, Accounting Administrator I, Specialist, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0766
ELuc@sco.ca.gov
Jill Magee, Program Analyst, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
Jill.Magee@csm.ca.gov
Darryl Mar, Manager, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
DMar@sco.ca.gov
Michelle Mendoza, MAXIMUS
17310 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 340, Irvine, CA 95403
Phone: (949) 440-0845
michellemendoza@maximus.com
Lourdes Morales, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
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Phone: (916) 319-8320
Lourdes.Morales@LAO.CA.GOV
Marilyn Munoz, Senior Staff Counsel, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 628-6028
Marilyn.Munoz@dof.ca.gov
Geoffrey Neill, Senior Legislative Analyst, Revenue & Taxation, California State Association of
Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
gneill@counties.org
Andy Nichols, Nichols Consulting
1857 44th Street, Sacramento, CA 95819
Phone: (916) 455-3939
andy@nichols-consulting.com
Patricia Pacot, Accountant Auditor I, County of Colusa
Office of Auditor-Controller, 546 Jay Street, Suite #202 , Colusa, CA 95932
Phone: (530) 458-0424
ppacot@countyofcolusa.org
Arthur Palkowitz, Artiano Shinoff
2488 Historic Decatur Road, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92106
Phone: (619) 232-3122
apalkowitz@as7law.com
Heather Parrish-Salinas, Office Coordinator, County of Solano
Registrar of Voters, 675 Texas Street, Suite 2600, Fairfield, CA 94533
Phone: (707) 784-3359
HYParrishSalinas@SolanoCounty.com
Jai Prasad, County of San Bernardino
Office of Auditor-Controller, 222 West Hospitality Lane, 4th Floor, San Bernardino, CA 92415-0018
Phone: (909) 386-8854
jai.prasad@atc.sbcounty.gov
Jonathan Quan, Associate Accountant, County of San Diego
Projects, Revenue, and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Ave, Suite 410, San Diego, CA 92123
Phone: 6198768518
Jonathan.Quan@sdcounty.ca.gov
Camille Shelton, Chief Legal Counsel, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
camille.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Carla Shelton, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
carla.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Natalie Sidarous, Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA
95816
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Phone: 916-445-8717
NSidarous@sco.ca.gov
Christina Snider, Senior Deputy County Counsel, County of San Diego
1600 Pacific Highway, Room 355, San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (619) 531-6229
Christina.Snider@sdcounty.ca.gov
Joe Stephenshaw, Director, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
California State Senate, State Capitol Room 5019, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 651-4103
Joe.Stephenshaw@sen.ca.gov
Brittany Thompson, Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Brittany.Thompson@dof.ca.gov
Jolene Tollenaar, MGT Consulting Group
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 243-8913
jolenetollenaar@gmail.com
Evelyn Tseng, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3127
etseng@newportbeachca.gov
Brian Uhler, Principal Fiscal & Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8328
Brian.Uhler@LAO.CA.GOV
Antonio Velasco, Revenue Auditor, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3143
avelasco@newportbeachca.gov
Ada Waelder, Legislative Analyst, Government Finance and Administration, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
awaelder@counties.org
Renee Wellhouse, David Wellhouse & Associates, Inc. 
3609 Bradshaw Road, H-382, Sacramento, CA 95927
Phone: (916) 797-4883
dwa-renee@surewest.net
Jacqueline Wong-Hernandez, Deputy Executive Director for Legislative Affairs, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 650-8104
jwong-hernandez@counties.org
Hasmik Yaghobyan, County of Los Angeles
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 W. Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Phone: (213) 974-9653
hyaghobyan@auditor.lacounty.gov



C O U N T Y  O F  L O S  A N G E L E S  
DEPARTMENT OF AUDITOR-CONTROLLER 

KENNETH HAHN HALL OF ADMINISTRATION 
500 WEST TEMPLE STREET, ROOM 525 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012-3873 

PHONE: (213) 974-8301 FAX: (213) 626-5427 

Help Conserve Paper – Print Double-Sided 
“To Enrich Lives Through Effective and Caring Service” 

ARLENE BARRERA 
AUDITOR-CONTROLLER 

OSCAR VALDEZ 
CHIEF DEPUTY AUDITOR-CONTROLLER 

ASSISTANT AUDITOR-CONTROLLERS 

KAREN LOQUET 
CONNIE YEE 

April 6, 2022   Via Drop Box 

Ms. Heather Halsey 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Ms. Halsey: 

RESPONSE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
COMMENTS ON THE COUNTY’S JUVENILES: CUSTODIAL 

INTERROGATION TEST CLAIM 

The County of Los Angeles (“Claimant”) submits the attached Comments in response to 
the Department of Finance’s comments on our Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation, 
21-TC-01 Test Claim.

If you have any questions please call me, or your staff may contact Fernando Lemus at 
(213) 974-0324 or via e-mail at flemus@auditor.lacounty.gov.

Very truly yours, 

Arlene Barrera 
Auditor-Controller 

AB:OV:CY:EW:FL 
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Attachment 
Page 1 of 1 

RESPONSE TO THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
COMMENTS ON THE COUNTY’S JUVENILES: CUSTODIAL 

INTERROGATION TEST CLAM  

The County of Los Angeles (County) has reviewed the comments from the Department 
of Finance (Finance) related to Test Claim 21-TC-01. 

The County agrees that the mandated program stated in Senate Bill (SB) 203 should be 
narrowly focused to capture the costs incurred in providing services to juveniles with a 
maximum age 15 years to 17 years of age.  The County is aware that the deadline for 
filing a test claim on SB 395 has passed; however, the program was extended by the 
Legislature in SB 203 to include older juveniles.  The County urges the Commission to 
grant the test claim as it relates to those older juveniles with a maximum age 15 years to 
17 years of age.    

Finance’s recommendation that the Commission review this test claim while considering 
the requirements in Assembly Bill (AB) 1869 is misplaced.  The public defender fees that 
were eliminated in AB 1869 relate to the registration and cost of a court-appointed lawyer. 
The costs of providing legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation are unrelated to the 
fees in AB 1869 since a public defender has not been appointed by the court to represent 
an individual.  In passing SB 395 and later SB 203, the Legislature requires that juveniles 
be provided counsel prior to a custodial interrogation, which occurs well before any 
charges are filed and any court proceedings are calendared. 

The County respectfully requests that the Commission find that Test Claim 21-TC-01 is a 
reimbursable State mandate. 



DECLARATION OF SERVICE BY EMAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento and I am over the age of 18 years, and not a party to 
the within action.  My place of employment is 980 Ninth Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, 
California 95814. 

On April 7, 2022, I served the: 

 Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments filed April 6, 2022

Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation, 21-TC-01
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6; Statutes 2020, Chapter 335, Section 2
(SB 203)
County of Los Angeles, Claimant

By making it available on the Commission’s website and providing notice of how to locate it to 
the email addresses provided on the attached mailing list. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on April 7, 2022 at Sacramento, 
California. 

____________________________ 
Lorenzo Duran 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
(916) 323-3562
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COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES

Mailing List
Last Updated: 3/29/22

Claim Number: 21-TC-01

Matter: Juveniles: Custodial Interrogation

Claimant: County of Los Angeles

TO ALL PARTIES, INTERESTED PARTIES, AND INTERESTED PERSONS:
Each commission mailing list is continuously updated as requests are received to include or remove any
party or person on the mailing list. A current mailing list is provided with commission correspondence, and
a copy of the current mailing list is available upon request at any time. Except as provided otherwise by
commission rule, when a party or interested party files any written material with the commission
concerning a claim, it shall simultaneously serve a copy of the written material on the parties and interested
parties to the claim identified on the mailing list provided by the commission. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, §
1181.3.)

Adaoha Agu, County of San Diego Auditor & Controller Department
Projects, Revenue and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Avenue, Ste. 410 , MS:O-53, San Diego,
CA 92123
Phone: (858) 694-2129
Adaoha.Agu@sdcounty.ca.gov
Lili Apgar, Specialist, State Controller's Office
Local Reimbursements Section, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-0254
lapgar@sco.ca.gov
Socorro Aquino, State Controller's Office
Division of Audits, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 322-7522
SAquino@sco.ca.gov
Aaron Avery, Legislative Representative, California Special Districts Association
1112 I Street Bridge, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 442-7887
Aarona@csda.net
Arlene Barrera, Auditor-Controller, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Contact
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 525, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-8302
abarrera@auditor.lacounty.gov
Allan Burdick, 
7525 Myrtle Vista Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95831
Phone: (916) 203-3608
allanburdick@gmail.com
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Guy Burdick, Consultant, MGT Consulting
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 833-7775
gburdick@mgtconsulting.com
J. Bradley Burgess, MGT of America
895 La Sierra Drive, Sacramento, CA 95864
Phone: (916)595-2646
Bburgess@mgtamer.com
Evelyn Calderon-Yee, Bureau Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 324-5919
ECalderonYee@sco.ca.gov
Annette Chinn, Cost Recovery Systems, Inc.
705-2 East Bidwell Street, #294, Folsom, CA 95630
Phone: (916) 939-7901
achinncrs@aol.com
Carolyn Chu, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8326
Carolyn.Chu@lao.ca.gov
Kris Cook, Assistant Program Budget Manager, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Kris.Cook@dof.ca.gov
Donna Ferebee, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
donna.ferebee@dof.ca.gov
Tim Flanagan, Office Coordinator, Solano County
Register of Voters, 678 Texas Street, Suite 2600, Fairfield, CA 94533
Phone: (707) 784-3359
Elections@solanocounty.com
Susan Geanacou, Department of Finance 
915 L Street, Suite 1280, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
susan.geanacou@dof.ca.gov
Heather Halsey, Executive Director, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
heather.halsey@csm.ca.gov
Chris Hill, Principal Program Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Chris.Hill@dof.ca.gov
Tiffany Hoang, Associate Accounting Analyst, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
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Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-1127
THoang@sco.ca.gov
Jason Jennings, Director, Maximus Consulting
Financial Services, 808 Moorefield Park Drive, Suite 205, Richmond, VA 23236
Phone: (804) 323-3535
SB90@maximus.com
Angelo Joseph, Supervisor, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, Bureau of Payments, 3301 C Street, Suite 740,
Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
AJoseph@sco.ca.gov
Anita Kerezsi, AK & Company
2425 Golden Hill Road, Suite 106, Paso Robles, CA 93446
Phone: (805) 239-7994
akcompanysb90@gmail.com
Lisa Kurokawa, Bureau Chief for Audits, State Controller's Office
Compliance Audits Bureau, 3301 C Street, Suite 700, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 327-3138
lkurokawa@sco.ca.gov
Kim-Anh Le, Deputy Controller, County of San Mateo
555 County Center, 4th Floor, Redwood City, CA 94063
Phone: (650) 599-1104
kle@smcgov.org
Fernando Lemus, Principal Accountant - Auditor, County of Los Angeles
Claimant Representative
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 West Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
Phone: (213) 974-0324
flemus@auditor.lacounty.gov
Erika Li, Chief Deputy Director, Department of Finance
915 L Street, 10th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
erika.li@dof.ca.gov
Everett Luc, Accounting Administrator I, Specialist, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0766
ELuc@sco.ca.gov
Jill Magee, Program Analyst, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
Jill.Magee@csm.ca.gov
Darryl Mar, Manager, State Controller's Office
3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA 95816
Phone: (916) 323-0706
DMar@sco.ca.gov
Michelle Mendoza, MAXIMUS
17310 Red Hill Avenue, Suite 340, Irvine, CA 95403
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Phone: (949) 440-0845
michellemendoza@maximus.com
Lourdes Morales, Senior Fiscal and Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8320
Lourdes.Morales@LAO.CA.GOV
Marilyn Munoz, Senior Staff Counsel, Department of Finance
915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 628-6028
Marilyn.Munoz@dof.ca.gov
Geoffrey Neill, Senior Legislative Analyst, Revenue & Taxation, California State Association of
Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
gneill@counties.org
Andy Nichols, Nichols Consulting
1857 44th Street, Sacramento, CA 95819
Phone: (916) 455-3939
andy@nichols-consulting.com
Patricia Pacot, Accountant Auditor I, County of Colusa
Office of Auditor-Controller, 546 Jay Street, Suite #202 , Colusa, CA 95932
Phone: (530) 458-0424
ppacot@countyofcolusa.org
Arthur Palkowitz, Artiano Shinoff
2488 Historic Decatur Road, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92106
Phone: (619) 232-3122
apalkowitz@as7law.com
Jai Prasad, County of San Bernardino
Office of Auditor-Controller, 222 West Hospitality Lane, 4th Floor, San Bernardino, CA 92415-0018
Phone: (909) 386-8854
jai.prasad@sbcountyatc.gov
Jonathan Quan, Associate Accountant, County of San Diego
Projects, Revenue, and Grants Accounting, 5530 Overland Ave, Suite 410, San Diego, CA 92123
Phone: 6198768518
Jonathan.Quan@sdcounty.ca.gov
Camille Shelton, Chief Legal Counsel, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
camille.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Carla Shelton, Commission on State Mandates
980 9th Street, Suite 300, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 323-3562
carla.shelton@csm.ca.gov
Natalie Sidarous, Chief, State Controller's Office
Local Government Programs and Services Division, 3301 C Street, Suite 740, Sacramento, CA
95816
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Phone: 916-445-8717
NSidarous@sco.ca.gov
Christina Snider, Senior Deputy County Counsel, County of San Diego
1600 Pacific Highway, Room 355, San Diego, CA 92101
Phone: (619) 531-6229
Christina.Snider@sdcounty.ca.gov
Joe Stephenshaw, Director, Senate Budget & Fiscal Review Committee
California State Senate, State Capitol Room 5019, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 651-4103
Joe.Stephenshaw@sen.ca.gov
Brittany Thompson, Budget Analyst, Department of Finance
Local Government Unit, 915 L Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 445-3274
Brittany.Thompson@dof.ca.gov
Jolene Tollenaar, MGT Consulting Group
2251 Harvard Street, Suite 134, Sacramento, CA 95815
Phone: (916) 243-8913
jolenetollenaar@gmail.com
Evelyn Tseng, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3127
etseng@newportbeachca.gov
Brian Uhler, Principal Fiscal & Policy Analyst, Legislative Analyst's Office
925 L Street, Suite 1000, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 319-8328
Brian.Uhler@LAO.CA.GOV
Antonio Velasco, Revenue Auditor, City of Newport Beach
100 Civic Center Drive, Newport Beach, CA 92660
Phone: (949) 644-3143
avelasco@newportbeachca.gov
Ada Waelder, Legislative Analyst, Government Finance and Administration, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Suite 101, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 327-7500
awaelder@counties.org
Renee Wellhouse, David Wellhouse & Associates, Inc. 
3609 Bradshaw Road, H-382, Sacramento, CA 95927
Phone: (916) 797-4883
dwa-renee@surewest.net
Jacqueline Wong-Hernandez, Deputy Executive Director for Legislative Affairs, California State
Association of Counties (CSAC)
1100 K Street, Sacramento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 650-8104
jwong-hernandez@counties.org
Hasmik Yaghobyan, County of Los Angeles
Auditor-Controller's Office, 500 W. Temple Street, Room 603, Los Angeles, CA 90012
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Phone: (213) 974-9653
hyaghobyan@auditor.lacounty.gov
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Commission on State Mandates 
980 9th Street, Suite 300 Sacramento, CA 95814 | www.csm.ca.gov | tel (916) 323-3562 | email: csminfo@csm.ca.gov 

September 13, 2022 
Mr. Kris Cook 
Department of Finance 
915 L Street, 10th Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Mr. Fernando Lemus 
County of Los Angeles 
500 West Temple Street, 
Room 603 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

And Parties, Interested Parties, and Interested Persons (See Mailing List) 
Re: Draft Proposed Decision, Schedule for Comments, and Notice of Hearing 

Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation, 21-TC-01 
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6 as Amended by Statutes 2020, Chapter 335, 
Section 2 (SB 203) 
County of Los Angeles, Claimant 

Dear Mr. Cook and Mr. Lemus: 
The Draft Proposed Decision for the above-captioned matter is enclosed for your review and 
comment.   

Written Comments 
Written comments may be filed on the Draft Proposed Decision no later than 5:00 pm on  
October 4, 2022.  Please note that all representations of fact submitted to the Commission must 
be signed under penalty of perjury by persons who are authorized and competent to do so and 
must be based upon the declarant’s personal knowledge, information, or belief.  (Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 2, § 1187.5.)  Hearsay evidence may be used for the purpose of supplementing or 
explaining other evidence but shall not be sufficient in itself to support a finding unless it would 
be admissible over an objection in civil actions.  (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 1187.5.)  The 
Commission’s ultimate findings of fact must be supported by substantial evidence in the record.1 
You are advised that comments filed with the Commission are required to be electronically filed 
(e-filed) in an unlocked legible and searchable PDF file, using the Commission’s Dropbox.  (Cal. 
Code Regs., tit. 2, § 1181.3(c)(1).)  Refer to http://www.csm.ca.gov/dropbox_procedures.php on 
the Commission’s website for electronic filing instructions.  If e-filing would cause the filer 
undue hardship or significant prejudice, filing may occur by first class mail, overnight delivery 
or personal service only upon approval of a written request to the executive director.  (Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 2, § 1181.3(c)(2).) 
If you would like to request an extension of time to file comments, please refer to section 
1187.9(a) of the Commission’s regulations. 

1 Government Code section 17559(b), which provides that a claimant or the state may commence 
a proceeding in accordance with the provisions of section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure 
to set aside a decision of the Commission on the ground that the Commission’s decision is not 
supported by substantial evidence in the record. 

Exhibit D



Mr. Cook and Mr. Lemus 
September 13, 2022 
Page 2 

Hearing 
This matter is set for hearing on Friday, December 2, 2022 at 10:00 a.m., via Zoom.  The 
Proposed Decision will be issued on or about November 18, 2022.   
Please notify Commission staff not later than the Wednesday prior to the hearing that you or a 
witness you are bringing plan to testify and please specify the names and email addresses of the 
people who will be speaking for inclusion on the witness list and so that detailed instructions 
regarding how to participate as a witness in this meeting on Zoom can be provided to them.  
When calling or emailing, please identify the item you want to testify on and the entity you 
represent.  The Commission Chairperson reserves the right to impose time limits on 
presentations as may be necessary to complete the agenda. 
If you would like to request postponement of the hearing, please refer to section 1187.9(b) of the 
Commission’s regulations. 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Heather Halsey 
Executive Director 
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Draft Proposed Decision 

Hearing Date:  December 2, 2022 
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ITEM ___ 
TEST CLAIM 

DRAFT PROPOSED DECISION 
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6 

As Amended by Statutes 2020, Chapter 335 (SB 203) 

Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation 
21-TC-01 

County of Los Angeles, Claimant 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Overview 
This Test Claim addresses Statutes 2020, chapter 335 (SB 203), which amended Welfare and 
Institutions Code section 625.6, effective January 1, 2021, to provide that “a youth 17 years of 
age or younger shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference” 
“[p]rior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.”1  The statute 
prohibits the waiver of this consultation.2   
Staff finds that Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, as amended by Statutes 2020, 
chapter 335, imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program on counties and cities as stated 
herein.  

Procedural History 
The claimant filed the Test Claim on December 22, 2021.3  The Department of Finance 
(Finance) filed comments on the Test Claim on March 7, 2022.4  The claimant filed rebuttal 
comments on April 6, 2022.5  Commission staff issued the Draft Proposed Decision on 
September 13, 2022.6 

                                                 
1 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436 (hereafter Miranda). 
2 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
3 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 1. 
4 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 1. 
5 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 1. 
6 Exhibit D, Draft Proposed Decision, issued September 13, 2022. 
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Draft Proposed Decision 

Commission Responsibilities 
Under article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, local agencies and school districts 
are entitled to reimbursement for the costs of state-mandated new programs or higher levels of 
service.  In order for local government to be eligible for reimbursement, one or more similarly 
situated local agencies or school districts must file a test claim with the Commission.  “Test 
claim” means the first claim filed with the Commission alleging that a particular statue or 
executive order imposes costs mandated by the state.  Test claims function similarly to class 
actions and all members of the class have the opportunity to participate in the test claim process 
and all are bound by the final decision of the Commission for purposes of that test claim. 
The Commission is the quasi-judicial body vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes 
over the existence of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of 
the California Constitution and not apply it as an “equitable remedy to cure the perceived 
unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding priorities.”7 

Claims 
The following chart provides a brief summary of the claims and issues raised and staff’s 
recommendation. 

Issue Description Staff Recommendation 
Was the Test Claim timely 
filed, and if so, when does the 
potential reimbursement period 
begin? 

Government Code section 
17551(c) states that test claims 
“shall be filed not later than 12 
months following the effective 
date of a statute or executive 
order, or within 12 months of 
incurring increased costs as a 
result of a statute or executive 
order, whichever is later.” 
Section 1183.1(c) of the 
Commission’s regulations 
defines 12 months as 365 
days.8   
Government Code section 
17557(e) requires a test claim 
to be “submitted on or before 

Timely filed with a Potential 
Period of Reimbursement 
Beginning January 1, 2021.   
Both the effective date of the 
test claim statute (Stats. 2020, 
ch. 335) and the date the 
claimant alleges that it first 
incurred costs under the statute 
is January 1, 2021.9  The Test 
Claim was filed on  
December 22, 2021,10 which is 
within 12 months of that date.   
Because this Test Claim was 
filed on December 22, 2021, 
the potential period of 
reimbursement under 

                                                 
7 County of Sonoma v. Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1281, citing 
City of San Jose v. State of California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817. 
8 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
9 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, 
para. 4). 
10 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 1. 
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Issue Description Staff Recommendation 
June 30 following a fiscal year 
in order to establish eligibility 
for reimbursement for that 
fiscal year.” 

Government Code section 
17557 would typically begin on  
July 1, 2020.  However, since 
the test claim statute has a later 
effective date, the potential 
period of reimbursement for 
this Test Claim begins on the 
statute’s effective date, January 
1, 2021.   

Does the test claim statute 
impose a state-mandated 
program under article XIII B, 
section 6 of the California 
Constitution? 

The test claim statute requires 
that “a youth 17 years of age or 
younger shall consult with 
legal counsel in person, by 
telephone, or by video 
conference” “[p]rior to a 
custodial interrogation, and 
before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights,” and prohibits 
the youth from waiving this 
consultation.11   
The test claim statute also 
carves out two exceptions from 
this requirement:  (1) for an 
officer whose interrogation of 
the minor is limited to 
questions that were reasonably 

The test claim statute imposes 
a state-mandated program only 
on counties and cities. 
While section 625.6(a) could 
arguably be viewed as 
requiring minors themselves to 
procure and consult with legal 
counsel before they allow 
themselves to be interrogated 
by local law enforcement, the 
other provisions of section 
625.6,13 the legislative history 
of that section,14 and the 
section’s statutory context15 all 
indicate that section 625.6(a) 
imposes its requirement on law 
enforcement, not minors.16    

                                                 
11 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
13 See Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b) (penalizing law enforcement for violations 
of section 625.6(a)), (c) (excepting an interrogating officer from section 625.6(a) under specific 
circumstances, and (d) (excepting a probation officer from section 625.6(a) when in the normal 
performance of their duties under section 625, 627.5, or 628). 
14 See e.g. Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 1 (stating that the test claim statute “requires law 
enforcement to provide a person 17 years of age or younger access to legal counsel before the 
person waives their Miranda rights” (emphasis added)). 
15 See e.g. Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5 (requiring a probation officer to advise a 
minor in temporary custody, as specified, to advise the minor of their Miranda rights and notify 
the judge of the juvenile court if the minor or the minor’s parent or guardian requests counsel). 
16 See In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 450 (interpreting section 625.6(a) as 
imposing its requirement on law enforcement without discussion); Y.C. v. Superior Court (2021) 
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Issue Description Staff Recommendation 
necessary to obtain information 
that the officer reasonably 
believed was necessary to 
protect life or property from an 
imminent threat, and (2) for a 
probation officer “in the 
normal performance of the 
probation officer's duties under 
[Welfare and Institutions Code] 
[s]ection 625, 627.5, or 628.”12 

In addition, the requirements 
are state-mandated with respect 
to counties and cities, and not 
state-mandated with respect to 
school districts and community 
college districts.  School 
districts and community 
college districts are statutorily 
authorized, not required, to hire 
peace officers and, unlike 
counties and cities, do not 
provide policing services as a 
core function or duty.17  And 
there is no evidence in the 
record showing that the 
districts are compelled to 
provide policing services as a 
practical matter to carry out 
their core educational 
functions.18 

Does the test claim statute 
impose a new program or 
higher level of service? 

In order for a test claim statute 
to impose a new program or 
higher level of service, its 
requirements must be new 
when compared with the legal 
requirements in effect 
immediately before its 
enactment and increase the 
level of service provided to the 
public.19  In addition, the 

Yes, the statute imposes a new 
program or higher level of 
service. 
The test claim statute’s 
requirement that law 
enforcement ensure that minors 
consult with legal counsel prior 
to a custodial interrogation and 
the waiver of any Miranda 
rights is new only with respect 

                                                 
71 Cal.App.5th 410, 252, as modified on denial of reh'g (Dec. 6, 2021), review denied (Feb. 16, 
2022) (same).) 
12 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 
17 Education Code sections 38000, 72330; Department of Finance v. Commission on State 
Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368. 
18 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 744, 754; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) 
(2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368.   
19 San Diego Unified School Dist. (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875, 878; Lucia Mar Unified 
School District v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
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Issue Description Staff Recommendation 
requirements must either carry 
out the governmental function 
of providing a service to the 
public, or impose unique 
requirements on local agencies 
or school districts that do not 
apply generally to all residents 
and entities in the state.20 
Prior to the test claim statute, 
federal and state law required 
state and local law enforcement 
to provide a minor with legal 
counsel, and prohibited 
interrogation or further 
interrogation of that minor until 
counsel has been provided or 
the individual has validly 
waived their right thereto, 
when the minor affirmatively 
requested counsel.21  And 
Welfare and Institutions Code 
section 625.6, as added by 
Statutes 2017, chapter 681, 
further required law 
enforcement to ensure that 
minors 15 years or younger 
consult with legal counsel 
before custodial interrogation 

to minors 16 or 17 years of age 
who do not affirmatively 
request counsel. 
This requirement is uniquely 
imposed on local agencies 
because it only applies in the 
context of custodial 
interrogations,22 which are 
uniquely governmental actions 
defined as “questioning 
initiated by law enforcement 
officers after a person has been 
taken into custody or otherwise 
deprived of his freedom of 
action in any significant 
way.”23  The test claim statute 
carries out the governmental 
function of providing a service 
to the public by seeking to 
minimize false confessions 
extracted from minors in 
custodial interrogations24 and 
protect minors from 
“psychologically coercive 
interrogations and other 

                                                 
20 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-
875 (reaffirming the test set out in County of Los Angeles (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56). 
21 See Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 378 U.S. 1, 11 (Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination 
applies against both state and federal authorities); see e.g. Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 
436, 494-498 (applying the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination to interrogations 
conducted by local police officers).  If an individual has a private attorney, they may of course 
consult with that attorney instead of relying on government-appointed counsel.  (Miranda v. 
Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 471-473; Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625 and 627.5.) 
22 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
23 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 38 U.S. 436, 444, emphasis added. 
24 See Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4. 
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Issue Description Staff Recommendation 
and the waiver of any Miranda 
rights, with certain exceptions, 
even when the minors did not 
request counsel.   

psychologically coercive 
dealings with the police.”25 

Does the test claim statute 
impose increased costs 
mandated by the state? 

Government Code section 
17514 defines “costs mandated 
by the state” as any increased 
costs that a local agency or 
school district incurs as a result 
of any statute or executive 
order that mandates a new 
program or higher level of 
service.  Government Code 
section 17564(a) further 
requires that no claim shall be 
made nor shall any payment be 
made unless the claim exceeds 
$1,000. 

Yes, the test claim statute 
imposes increased costs 
mandated by the state. 
There is substantial evidence 
that the claimant has incurred 
increased costs mandated by 
the state to comply with the test 
claim statute.26   
Moreover, although Statutes 
2020, chapter 92 and Penal 
Code section 987.6 provide 
potential sources of offsetting 
revenue to counties for public 
defender and appointed counsel 
costs, that revenue is not 
“specifically intended to fund 
the costs of the state mandate 
in an amount sufficient to fund 
the cost of the state mandate” 
such that Government Code 
section 17556(e) would 
preclude reimbursement.  
Moreover, none of the other 
exceptions to reimbursement in 
Government Code section 
17556 apply.   

                                                 
25 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
26 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 3 and 5); See also 
Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4; Exhibit X (12), U.S. Department of Justice, Office 
of Justice Programs, Juvenile Justice Statistics National Report Series Bulletin (May 2021), page 
3, https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf (accessed on July 7, 2022).   

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf
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Staff Analysis 
 The Test Claim was Timely Filed with a Potential Period of Reimbursement 

Beginning January 1, 2021. 
Government Code section 17551(c) states that test claims “shall be filed not later than 12 months 
following the effective date of a statute or executive order, or within 12 months of incurring 
increased costs as a result of a statute or executive order, whichever is later.”  Section 1183.1(c) 
of the Commission’s regulations defines 12 months as 365 days.27   
Here, the test claim statute went into effect on January 1, 2021,28 and the claimant alleges that it 
first incurred costs related to implementing that statute on that date.29  The Test Claim was filed 
on December 22, 2021.30  Thus, the Test Claim was timely filed within 365 days of both the 
effective date of the test claim statute and first incurring costs pursuant to that statute.31  
Government Code section 17557(e) requires a test claim to be “submitted on or before June 30 
following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.”  
Because this Test Claim was filed on December 22, 2021, the potential period of reimbursement 
under Government Code section 17557 would typically begin on July 1, 2020.  However, since 
the test claim statute has a later effective date, the potential period of reimbursement for this Test 
Claim begins on that effective date, which is January 1, 2021.   

 Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6, as Amended by Statutes 2020, Chapter 
335, Imposes a Reimbursable State-Mandated Program on Counties and Cities to 
Ensure that Youths, 16 or 17 Years of Age, Who Do Not Affirmatively Request an 
Attorney, Consult with Legal Counsel Prior to Custodial Interrogation and Before 
Waiving Any Miranda Rights. 

Statutes 2020, chapter 335 amended Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, effective 
January 1, 2021, to provide that “a youth 17 years of age or younger shall consult with legal 
counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference” “[p]rior to a custodial interrogation, 
and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.”  The section prohibits the youth from waiving this 
consultation.32  The statute exempts from this requirement an officer whose interrogation of the 
minor is limited to questions that were reasonably necessary to obtain information that the officer 
reasonably believed was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat.33  The 

                                                 
27 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
28 Statutes 2020, chapter 335; see California Constitution article IV, section 8. 
29 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, 
paragraph 4). 
30 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 1. 
31 Government Code section 17551; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
32 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
33 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c). 
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section also exempts a probation officer “in the normal performance of the probation officer's 
duties under [Welfare and Institutions Code] [s]ection 625, 627.5, or 628.”34 
Staff finds that the test claim statute imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program on counties 
and cities as described below.  

 The Test Claim Statute Imposes a State-Mandated Program, Only on Counties and 
Cities, to Ensure that Youths 17 Years of Age or Younger Consult with Legal 
Counsel Prior to Custodial Interrogation and Before Waiving Any Miranda Rights. 

While section 625.6(a) could arguably be viewed as requiring minors themselves to procure and 
consult with legal counsel before they allow themselves to be interrogated by local law 
enforcement, the other provisions of section 625.6,35 the legislative history of that section,36 and 
the section’s statutory context37 all indicate that section 625.6(a) imposes its requirement on law 
enforcement, not minors.38  Thus, staff finds that the statute requires law enforcement to ensure 
that youth, 17 years old or younger, consult with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation 
and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.  In instances where the youth does not have a 
private attorney, this includes providing legal counsel to provide the consultation in person, by 
telephone, or by video conference prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights.   
Staff further finds that counties and cities are mandated to comply with the test claim statute.  
The requirement imposed by the test claim statute is triggered by law enforcement’s decision to 
interrogate a minor.  Case law suggests that a local decision is not truly voluntary if it is, as a 
practical matter, constrained by duty.39  Because a law enforcement officer’s decision to 
                                                 
34 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 
35 See Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b) (penalizing law enforcement for violations 
of section 625.6(a)), (c) (excepting an interrogating officer from section 625.6(a) under specific 
circumstances, and (d) (excepting a probation officer from section 625.6(a) when in the normal 
performance of their duties under section 625, 627.5, or 628). 
36 See e.g. Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 1 (stating that the test claim statute “requires law 
enforcement to provide a person 17 years of age or younger access to legal counsel before the 
person waives their Miranda rights” (emphasis added)). 
37 See e.g. Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5 (requiring a probation officer to advise a 
minor in temporary custody, as specified, to advise the minor of their Miranda rights and notify 
the judge of the juvenile court if the minor or the minor’s parent or guardian requests counsel). 
38 See In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 450 (interpreting section 625.6(a) as 
imposing its requirement on law enforcement without discussion); Y.C. v. Superior Court (2021) 
71 Cal.App.5th 410, 252, as modified on denial of reh'g (Dec. 6, 2021), review denied (Feb. 16, 
2022) (same). 
39 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 887-
888; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 
Cal.App.4th 1355, 1367-1368. 
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interrogate a minor is constrained by the officer’s sworn duty to investigate apparent criminal 
activity40 and to protect the citizenry,41 staff finds that law enforcement’s decision to interrogate 
a minor is not a truly voluntary decision that would preclude reimbursement for downstream 
costs.   
However, the requirements are not state-mandated with respect to school districts and 
community college districts since they are statutorily authorized, but not required, to hire peace 
officers and, unlike counties and cities, do not provide policing services as a core function or 
duty.42  And there is no evidence in the record showing that the districts are compelled to provide 
policing services as a practical matter to carry out their core educational functions.43 

 The Test Claim Statute Imposes a New Program or Higher Level of Service Only 
With Respect to 16 and 17 Year Olds Who Do Not Affirmatively Request Counsel. 

The test claim statute’s requirements are new with respect to 16 and 17 year olds who do not 
affirmatively request counsel.  Prior to the test claim statute, federal and state law required state 
and local law enforcement to provide a minor with legal counsel, and prohibited interrogation or 
further interrogation of that minor until counsel has been provided or the individual has validly 
waived their right thereto, when the minor affirmatively requested counsel.44  And Welfare and 
Institutions Code section 625.6, as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 681, further required law 
enforcement to ensure that minors 15 years or younger consult with legal counsel before 
custodial interrogation and the waiver of any Miranda rights, with certain exceptions, even when 
the minors did not request counsel.  Thus, the test claim statute’s requirement that law 
enforcement ensure that minors consult with legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation and 
the waiver of any Miranda rights is new only with respect to minors 16 or 17 years of age who 
do not affirmatively request counsel. 

                                                 
40 See People v. Coston (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 898, 903; McCain v. Sheridan (1958) 160 
Cal.App.2d 174, 177-178. 
41 Lopez v. Southern Cal. Rapid Transit Dist. (1985) 40 Cal.3d 780, 799; Pasos v. Los Angeles 
County Civil Service Commission (2020) 52 Cal.App.5th 690, 702, as modified on denial of reh'g 
(Aug. 18, 2020). 
42 Education Code sections 38000, 72330; Department of Finance v. Commission on State 
Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368. 
43 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 744, 754; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) 
(2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368.   
44 See Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 378 U.S. 1, 11 (Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination 
applies against both state and federal authorities); see e.g. Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 
436, 494-498 (applying the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination to interrogations 
conducted by local police officers).  If an individual has a private attorney, they may of course 
consult with that attorney instead of relying on government-appointed counsel.  (Miranda v. 
Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 471-473; Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625 and 627.5.) 
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Moreover, the test claim statute imposes a new program or higher level of service in an existing 
program because it both imposes unique requirements on local agencies that do not generally 
apply to all residents and entities in the state and carries out the governmental function of 
providing a service to the public, either of which is sufficient for a requirement to constitute a 
“program” within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.45  The test claim statute imposes 
unique requirements on local agencies because it only applies in the context of custodial 
interrogations,46 which are uniquely governmental actions defined as “questioning initiated by 
law enforcement officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way.”47  The test claim statute carries out the governmental 
function of providing a service to the public by seeking to minimize false confessions extracted 
from minors in custodial interrogations48 and protect minors from “psychologically coercive 
interrogations and other psychologically coercive dealings with the police.”49   

 The Test Claim Statute Results in Increased Costs Mandated by the State Within 
the Meaning of Article XIII B, Section 6 of the California Constitution and 
Government Code Section 17514. 

Finally, there is substantial evidence in the record that the claimant has incurred increased costs 
mandated by the state to comply with the test claim statute.50  Moreover, although Statutes 2020, 
chapter 92 and Penal Code section 987.6 provide potential sources of offsetting revenue to 
counties for public defender and appointed counsel costs, that revenue is not “specifically 
intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the 
state mandate” such that Government Code section 17556(e) would preclude reimbursement.  
And none of the other exceptions to reimbursement in Government Code section 17556 apply.  
Consequently, staff finds that the test claim statute imposes increased costs mandated by the 
state. 

                                                 
45 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
46 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
47 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 38 U.S. 436, 444, emphasis added. 
48 See Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4. 
49 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
50 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 3 and 5); See 
Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4; Exhibit X (12), U.S. Department of Justice, Office 
of Justice Programs, Juvenile Justice Statistics National Report Series Bulletin (May 2021), page 
3, https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf (accessed on July 7, 2022).   

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf
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Conclusion 
Based on the forgoing analysis, staff finds that Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, as 
amended by Statutes 2020, chapter 335, imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program on 
counties and cities only, beginning January 1, 2021, to perform the following activity: 

• Ensure that youth, ages 16 and 17, who do not affirmatively request an attorney, consult 
with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights.  In instances where the youth does not have a private attorney, this includes 
providing legal counsel to consult with the youth in person, by telephone, or by video 
conference prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights. 

The following state funds will be identified in the Parameters and Guidelines as potential 
offsetting revenues: 

• Funding appropriated from the General Fund by Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869) to 
backfill a county for the revenue lost due to the repeal of former Penal Code section 
987.4 and former Government Code section 27712, which provided funding for the costs 
of defense counsel and legal assistance in criminal proceedings, to the extent that the 
funds are used to offset a county’s costs to comply with this program. 

• Funding made available to counties pursuant to Penal Code section 987.6 for providing 
legal assistance for persons charged with violations of state criminal law or involuntarily 
detained under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act and used to offset a county’s costs to 
comply with this program. 

Reimbursement is not required in the following situations: 

• When the 16 or 17 year old affirmatively requests an attorney prior to interrogation and 
before waiver of any Miranda rights, which is required by existing state and federal 
law.51 

• For school districts or community college districts, who are authorized but not required 
by state law to employ peace officers.52 

• When the officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the 
officer sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat and the 
officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 
obtain that information.53 

                                                 
51 Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625, 627.5; Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 
470-473. 
52 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
53 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c)(2). 
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• In the normal performance of a probation officer's duties under Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625, 627.5, or 628.54 

Staff Recommendation 
Staff recommends that the Commission adopt the Proposed Decision to approve the Test Claim 
and authorize staff to make any technical, non-substantive changes to the Proposed Decision 
following the hearing. 
  

                                                 
54 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS625&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS627.5&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS628&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
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BEFORE THE 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN RE TEST CLAIM 
Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6, 
As Amended by Statutes 2020, Chapter 335 
(SB 203) 
Filed on December 22, 2021 
County of Los Angeles, Claimant 

Case No.:  21-TC-01 

Juveniles:  Custodial Interrogation 
DECISION PURSUANT TO  
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 17500 
ET SEQ.; CALIFORNIA CODE OF 
REGULATIONS, TITLE 2, DIVISION 2, 
CHAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7. 
(Adopted December 2, 2022) 
 
 

DECISION 
The Commission on State Mandates (Commission) heard and decided this Test Claim during a 
regularly scheduled hearing on December 2, 2022.  [Witness list will be included in the adopted 
Decision.] 
The law applicable to the Commission’s determination of a reimbursable state-mandated 
program is article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code sections 
17500 et seq., and related case law. 
The Commission [adopted/modified] the Proposed Decision to [approve/partially approve/deny] 
the Test Claim by a vote of [vote will be included in the adopted Decision], as follows: 

Member Vote 

Lee Adams, County Supervisor  

Jeannie Lee, Representative of the Director of the Office of Planning and Research  

Gayle Miller, Representative of the Director of the Department of Finance, Chairperson  

Renee Nash, School District Board Member   

Sarah Olsen, Public Member  

Shawn Silva, Representative of the State Controller  

Spencer Walker, Representative of the State Treasurer, Vice Chairperson   
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Summary of the Findings 
This Test Claim addresses Statutes 2020, chapter 335, which amended Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625.6, effective January 1, 2021, to provide that “a youth 17 years of age or 
younger shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference” 
“[p]rior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.”  The section 
prohibits the youth from waiving this consultation.55  Additionally, section 625.6 exempts from 
this requirement an interrogation of the minor limited to questions reasonably necessary to obtain 
information that the officer reasonably believes are necessary to protect life or property from an 
imminent threat.56  The section also exempts an interrogation by a probation officer “in the 
normal performance of the probation officer's duties under [Welfare and Institutions Code] 
[s]ection 625, 627.5, or 628.”57 
The Commission finds that the Test Claim was timely filed within 365 days of both the effective 
date of the test claim statute and the date of first incurring costs pursuant to that statute.58   
The Commission also finds that the test claim statute imposes a reimbursable state-mandated 
program on counties and cities as described below.  
First, while section 625.6(a) could arguably be viewed as requiring minors themselves to procure 
and consult with legal counsel before they allow themselves to be interrogated by local law 
enforcement, the other provisions of section 625.6,59 the legislative history of that section,60 and 
the section’s statutory context61 all indicate that section 625.6(a) imposes its requirement on law 
enforcement, not minors.62  Thus, the Commission finds that the statute requires law 
                                                 
55 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
56 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c). 
57 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 
58 Government Code section 17551; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
59 See Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b) (penalizing law enforcement for violations 
of section 625.6(a)), (c) (excepting an interrogating officer from section 625.6(a) under specific 
circumstances, and (d) (excepting a probation officer from section 625.6(a) when in the normal 
performance of their duties under section 625, 627.5, or 628). 
60 See e.g. Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 1 (stating that the test claim statute “requires law 
enforcement to provide a person 17 years of age or younger access to legal counsel before the 
person waives their Miranda rights” (emphasis added)). 
61 See e.g. Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5 (requiring a probation officer to advise a 
minor in temporary custody, as specified, to advise the minor of their Miranda rights and notify 
the judge of the juvenile court if the minor or the minor’s parent or guardian requests counsel). 
62 See In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 450 (interpreting section 625.6(a) as 
imposing its requirement on law enforcement without discussion); Y.C. v. Superior Court (2021) 
71 Cal.App.5th 410, 252, as modified on denial of reh'g (Dec. 6, 2021), review denied (Feb. 16, 
2022) (same). 
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enforcement to ensure that youth, 17 years old or younger, consult with legal counsel prior to 
custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.  In instances where the 
youth does not have a private attorney, this includes providing legal counsel to provide the 
consultation in person, by telephone, or by video conference prior to a custodial interrogation, 
and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.   
The Commission further finds that counties and cities are mandated to comply with the test claim 
statute.  The requirement imposed by the test claim statute is triggered by law enforcement’s 
decision to interrogate a minor.  However, case law suggests that a local decision is not truly 
voluntary if it is, as a practical matter, constrained by duty.63  Because a law enforcement 
officer’s decision to interrogate a minor is constrained by the officer’s sworn duty to investigate 
apparent criminal activity64 and to protect the citizenry,65 the Commission finds that law 
enforcement’s decision to interrogate a minor is not a truly voluntary decision that would 
preclude reimbursement for downstream costs.   
However, the requirements are not state-mandated with respect to school districts and 
community college districts since they are statutorily authorized, but not required, to hire peace 
officers and, unlike counties and cities, do not provide policing services as a core function or 
duty.66  And there is no evidence in the record showing that the districts are compelled to provide 
policing services as a practical matter to carry out their core educational functions.67 
The Commission finds that the test claim statute’s requirements are new only with respect to 16 
and 17 year olds who do not affirmatively request counsel.  Prior to the test claim statute, federal 
and state law required state and local law enforcement to provide a minor with legal counsel, and 
prohibited interrogation or further interrogation of that minor until counsel has been provided or 
the individual has validly waived their right thereto, when the minor affirmatively requested 
counsel.68  And Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 

                                                 
63 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 887-
888; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 
Cal.App.4th 1355, 1367-1368. 
64 See People v. Coston (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 898, 903; McCain v. Sheridan (1958) 160 
Cal.App.2d 174, 177-178. 
65 Lopez v. Southern Cal. Rapid Transit Dist. (1985) 40 Cal.3d 780, 799; Pasos v. Los Angeles 
County Civil Service Commission (2020) 52 Cal.App.5th 690, 702, as modified on denial of reh'g 
(Aug. 18, 2020). 
66 Education Code sections 38000, 72330; Department of Finance v. Commission on State 
Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368. 
67 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 744, 754; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) 
(2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1368.   
68 See Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 378 U.S. 1, 11 (Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination 
applies against both state and federal authorities); see e.g. Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 
436, 494-498 (applying the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination to interrogations 
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681, further required law enforcement to ensure that minors 15 years or younger consult with 
legal counsel before custodial interrogation and the waiver of any Miranda rights, with certain 
exceptions, even when the minors did not request counsel.  Thus, the test claim statute’s 
requirement that law enforcement ensure that minors consult with legal counsel prior to a 
custodial interrogation or the waiver of any Miranda rights is new only with respect to minors 16 
or 17 years of age who do not affirmatively request counsel. 
The Commission finds the test claim statute imposes a new program or higher level of service in 
an existing program because it both imposes unique requirements on local agencies that do not 
generally apply to all residents and entities in the state and carries out the governmental function 
of providing a service to the public, either of which is sufficient for a requirement to constitute a 
“program” within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.69  The test claim statute imposes 
unique requirements on local agencies because it only applies in the context of custodial 
interrogations,70 which are uniquely governmental actions defined as “questioning initiated by 
law enforcement officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way.”71  The test claim statute carries out the governmental 
function of providing a service to the public by seeking to minimize false confessions extracted 
from minors in custodial interrogations72 and protect minors from “psychologically coercive 
interrogations and other psychologically coercive dealings with the police.”73   
Finally, the Commission finds there is substantial evidence that the claimant has incurred 
increased costs mandated by the state to comply with the test claim statute.74  Moreover, 
although Statutes 2020, chapter 92 and Penal Code section 987.6 provide potential sources of 
offsetting revenue to counties for public defender and appointed counsel costs, that revenue is 
not “specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund 
the cost of the state mandate” such that Government Code section 17556(e) would preclude 

                                                 
conducted by local police officers).  If an individual has a private attorney, they may of course 
consult with that attorney instead of relying on government-appointed counsel.  (Miranda v. 
Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 471-473; Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625 and 627.5.) 
69 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
70 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
71 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 38 U.S. 436, 444, emphasis added. 
72 See Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4. 
73 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
74 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 3 and 5); See 
Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular 
Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4; Exhibit X (12), U.S. Department of Justice, Office 
of Justice Programs, Juvenile Justice Statistics National Report Series Bulletin (May 2021), page 
3, https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf (accessed on July 7, 2022).   

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf
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reimbursement.  And none of the other exceptions to reimbursement in Government Code 
section 17556 apply.  Consequently, the Commission finds that the test claim statute imposes 
increased costs mandated by the state. 
Accordingly, the Commission approves this Test Claim and finds that Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625.6, as amended by Statutes 2020, chapter 335, imposes a reimbursable state-
mandated program on counties and cities, beginning January 1, 2021, to perform the following 
activity: 

• Ensure that youth, ages 16 and 17, who do not affirmatively request an attorney, consult 
with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights.  In instances where the youth does not have a private attorney, this includes 
providing legal counsel to consult with the youth in person, by telephone, or by video 
conference prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights. 

The following state funds will be identified in the Parameters and Guidelines as potential 
offsetting revenues: 

• Funding appropriated from the General Fund by Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869) to 
backfill a county for the revenue lost due to the repeal of former Penal Code section 
987.4 and former Government Code section 27712, which provided funding for the costs 
of defense counsel and legal assistance in criminal proceedings, to the extent that the 
funds are used to offset a county’s costs to comply with this program. 

• Funding made available to counties pursuant to Penal Code section 987.6 for providing 
legal assistance for persons charged with violations of state criminal law or involuntarily 
detained under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act and used to offset a county’s costs to 
comply with this program. 

Reimbursement is not required in the following situations: 

• When the 16 or 17 year old affirmatively requests an attorney prior to interrogation and 
before waiver of any Miranda rights, which is required by existing state and federal 
law.75 

• For school districts or community college districts, who are authorized but not required 
by state law to employ peace officers.76 

• When the officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the 
officer sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat and the 

                                                 
75 Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625, 627.5; Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 
470-473. 
76 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
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officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 
obtain that information.77 

• In the normal performance of a probation officer's duties under Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625, 627.5, or 628.78 

COMMISSION FINDINGS 
I. Chronology 

01/01/2021 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 was amended by Statutes 2020, 
chapter 335. 

12/22/2021 The claimant filed the Test Claim.79 
03/07/2022 The Department of Finance (Finance) filed comments on the Test Claim.80 
04/06/2022 The claimant filed rebuttal comments.81 
09/13/2022 Commission staff issued the Draft Proposed Decision.82 

II. Background 
 The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Custodial 

Interrogations under Federal and State Law. 
The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution, applicable to the states through the 
Fourteenth Amendment,83 provides that “No person shall … be compelled in any criminal case 
to be a witness against himself …” 
In Miranda v. Arizona, the United States Supreme Court held that this privilege against self-
incrimination applies to custodial interrogations.84  A custodial interrogation occurs when “a 
person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom of action in any 
significant way.”85  Such interrogations, the court concluded, “contain[] inherently compelling 

                                                 
77 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c)(2). 
78 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 
79 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 1. 
80 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 1. 
81 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 1. 
82 Exhibit D, Draft Proposed Decision, issued September 13, 2022. 
83 Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 378 U.S. 1, 6. 
84 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 461. 
85 People v. Ochoa (1998) 19 Cal.4th 353, 401; see also J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011) 564 
U.S. 261, 270 (Both “custody” and “interrogation” are terms of art.  A suspect is “in custody” if 
a reasonable person in the same circumstances would not have felt at liberty to terminate the 
interrogation and leave.); Pennsylvania v. Muniz (1990) 496 U.S. 582, 601 (A suspect is under 
interrogation if they are subject to “express questioning or words or actions that, given the 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS625&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS627.5&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS628&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
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pressures which work to undermine the individual's will to resist and to compel him to speak 
where he would not otherwise do so freely.”86  “In order to combat these pressures” and “to 
assure that the individual's right to choose between silence and speech remains unfettered 
throughout the interrogation process,” the court held that individuals facing custodial 
interrogation must be afforded several rights.87  
First, the individual must be afforded the “right to consult with counsel prior to questioning [and] 
also to have counsel present during any questioning if [they] so desire[].”88  If the individual 
desires counsel but cannot afford a retained attorney, a lawyer must be appointed to represent 
them.89 
Second, the individual must be advised of their Fifth Amendment right to remain silent,90 
provided with an explanation that anything they say can and will be used against them,91 clearly 
informed of their right to counsel,92 and advised that a lawyer will be appointed to represent 
them if they cannot afford one.93  These advisements are often referred to as Miranda 
warnings.94 
And third, law enforcement must respect these rights by ceasing interrogation once the individual 
“indicates in any manner, at any time prior to or during questioning, that [they] wish[] to remain 

                                                 
officer's knowledge of any special susceptibilities of the suspect, the officer knows or reasonably 
should know are likely to “have ... the force of a question on the accused,” (Citation), and 
therefore be reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating response.”).   
86 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 467. 
87 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 467 & 469. 
88 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 470. 
89 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 472-473, and page 474 (explaining that “[t]his does 
not mean, as some have suggested, that each police station must have a ‘station house lawyer’ 
present at all times to advise prisoners … If authorities conclude that they will not provide 
counsel during a reasonable period of time in which investigation in the field is carried out, they 
may refrain from doing so without violating the person's Fifth Amendment privilege so long as 
they do not question him during that time.”). 
90 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 467-468. 
91 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 469. 
92 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 471. 
93 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 473. 
94 See e.g. Missouri v. Seibert (2004) 542 U.S. 600, 604.  “The right to counsel for purposes of 
custodial interrogation implicates the Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination, and 
must be distinguished from the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, which attaches upon the 
initiation of formal criminal proceedings.”  (People v. Nelson (2012) 53 Cal.4th 367, 371 (citing 
to U.S. Const., 5th & 6th Amends.; People v. Gonzalez (2005) 34 Cal.4th 1111, 1123 [discussing 
McNeil v. Wisconsin (1991) 501 U.S. 171, 177–178].) 
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silent.”95  If law enforcement fails to do so, “a heavy burden rests on the government to 
demonstrate that the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his privilege against self-
incrimination and his right to retained or appointed counsel.”96 
If an individual wishes to forgo these rights, they may validly waive them by doing so 
“voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently.”97 
These protections have long been enshrined in state law.98  In 1968, a year after Miranda was 
handed down, the Legislature codified these rights specifically for minors who are taken into 
temporary custody at Welfare and Institutions Code section 625: 

In any case where a minor is taken into temporary custody on the ground that 
there is reasonable cause for believing that such minor is a person described in 
Section 601 or 602, or that he has violated an order of the juvenile court or 
escaped from any commitment ordered by the juvenile court, the officer shall 
advise such minor that anything he says can be used against him and shall advise 
him of his constitutional rights, including his right to remain silent, his right to 
have counsel present during any interrogation, and his right to have counsel 
appointed if he is unable to afford counsel.99 

That same year, the Legislature enacted Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5, which 
provides the same right to counsel when a minor is taken into temporary custody before a 
probation officer: 

In any case where a minor is taken before a probation officer pursuant to the 
provisions of Section 626 [temporary custody] and it is alleged that such minor is 
a person described in Section 601 or 602, the probation officer shall immediately 
advise the minor and his parent or guardian that anything the minor says can be 
used against him and shall advise them of the minor's constitutional rights, 
including his right to remain silent, his right to have counsel present during any 
interrogation, and his right to have counsel appointed if he is unable to afford 
counsel. If the minor or his parent or guardian requests counsel, the probation 

                                                 
95 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 473-474. 
96 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 475. 
97 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 444. 
98 California Constitution article I, section 15.  See People v. May (1988) 44 Cal.3d 309, 316 
(“The question is not whether the [defendant] had a constitutional right [under Miranda] to 
refuse to disclose any information during the police interrogation [ ]. He clearly had such rights 
under both the state and federal Constitutions.”); see also Evidence Code section 940 (“To the 
extent that such privilege exists under the Constitution of the United States or the State of 
California, a person has a privilege to refuse to disclose any matter that may tend to incriminate 
him.”). 
99 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.  This language was amended into the section by 
Statutes 1967, chapter 1355, and has remained in that section unchanged ever since.  (See 
Stats.1971, ch. 1730 § 1, Stats. 1971, ch. 1748, § 69; Stats.1976, ch. 1068, § 24.) 
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officer shall notify the judge of the juvenile court of such request and counsel for 
the minor shall be appointed pursuant to Section 634.100 

A few years later, in 1971, the Legislature also amended Welfare and Institutions Code section 
627 to provide that immediately after a minor has been taken “to a place of confinement” and 
“no later than one hour after [the minor] has been taken into custody,” the minor shall be advised 
that they have the right to make at least two phone calls; one to their parent or guardian, and the 
other to an attorney.  As further amended in 1980, Welfare and Institutions Code section 627 
now states the following: 

Immediately after being taken to a place of confinement pursuant to this article 
and, except where physically impossible, no later than one hour after he has been 
taken into custody, the minor shall be advised and has the right to make at least 
two telephone calls from the place where he is being held, one call completed to 
his parent or guardian, a responsible relative, or his employer, and another call 
completed to an attorney. The calls shall be at public expense, if the calls are 
completed to telephone numbers within the local calling area, and in the presence 
of a public officer or employee. Any public officer or employee who willfully 
deprives a minor taken into custody of his right to make such telephone calls is 
guilty of a misdemeanor.101 

Although minors, like adults, may legally effectuate a valid waiver of their Miranda rights,102 
jurists have increasingly questioned whether minors – particularly young children – are truly 
capable of voluntarily, knowingly, and intelligently waiving their rights and understanding the 
consequences of not invoking them.103  “A growing body of research indicates that adolescents 
are less capable of understanding their constitutional rights than their adult counterparts, and are 
also more prone to falsely confessing to a crime they did not commit.”104 

                                                 
100 Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5, added by Statutes 1967, chapter 1355.  The 
section has not been amended since. 
101 Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.  This language was amended into the section by 
Statutes 1971, chapter 1030, with one difference.  As originally enacted by that statute, the minor 
had to place the calls “at his own expense.”  As amended by Statutes 1980, chapter 1092, the 
section now provides that “[t]he calls shall be at public expense, if the calls are completed to 
telephone numbers within the local calling area…” 
102 Fare v. Michael C. (1979) 442 U.S. 707, 724-725. 
103 See e.g. In re Joseph H. (2015) 200 Cal.Rptr.3d 1, 1-5 (statement by Liu, J., dissenting from 
denial of review). 
104 Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4; see also In re Elias V. (2015) 237 
Cal.App.4th 568, 577-578, 588-589, as modified (June 24, 2015) (“The developing consensus 
about the dangers of interrogation has resulted from the growing number of studies showing that 
the risk interrogation will produce a false confession is significantly greater for juveniles than for 
adults; indeed, juveniles usually account for one-third of proven false confession cases.”). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS634&originatingDoc=N2E3719E08CB211D882FF83A3182D7B4A&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=13b402d1396b4f019fc4272cb931c8cc&contextData=(sc.Category)
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Such concerns have led courts to recognize the propriety – and often need – of taking a juvenile 
suspect’s minor status into account when determining whether the child is in “custody”105 or has 
made a legally valid waiver of their Miranda rights.106  For example, the court in In re IF, 
explained how these custody determinations are made in juvenile cases: 

Custody determinations are resolved by an objective standard: Would a 
reasonable person interpret the restraints used by the police as tantamount to a 
formal arrest? [Citations.] The totality of the circumstances surrounding an 
incident must be considered as a whole.” (People v. Pilster (2006) 138 
Cal.App.4th 1395, 1403, 42 Cal.Rptr.3d 301, fn. omitted.) Courts have identified 
a variety of circumstances to be considered as part of the custody determination. . 
. . 
In juvenile cases, the same factors still apply, but with an added consideration. In 
J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011) 564 U.S. 261, 131 S.Ct. 2394, 180 L.Ed.2d 310 
(J.D.B.), the U.S. Supreme Court concluded that a child’s age may be considered 
in the Miranda analysis, “so long as the child’s age was known to the officer at 
the time of police questioning, or would have been objectively apparent to a 
reasonable officer.” (Id. at p. 277, 131 S.Ct. 2394.) The court recognized that, “a 
reasonable child subjected to police questioning will sometimes feel pressured to 
submit when a reasonable adult would feel free to go.” (Id. at p. 272, 131 S.Ct. 
2394; see also Haley v. Ohio (1948) 332 U.S. 596, 599, 68 S.Ct. 302, 92 L.Ed. 
224 [in the context of police interrogation, events “[t]hat would leave a man cold 
and unimpressed can overawe and overwhelm a lad in his early teens”].) 
Although age may not be a significant factor in every case, the court observed, 
common sense dictates that “children cannot be viewed simply as miniature 
adults.” (J.D.B., supra, at pp. 262 & 274, 131 S.Ct. 2394.) Accordingly, the court 
concluded that “a child’s age properly informs the Miranda custody analysis.” 
(Id. at p. 265, 131 S.Ct. 2394.)107 

                                                 
105 J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011) 564 U.S. 261, 277. 
106 Fare v. Michael C. (1979) 442 U.S. 707, 725. 
107 In re IF (2018) 20 Cal.App.5th 735, 760.  See also Fare v. Michael C. (1979) 442 U.S. 707, 
724-725 (“[T]he determination whether statements obtained during custodial interrogation are 
admissible against the accused is to be made upon an inquiry into the totality of the 
circumstances surrounding the interrogation, to ascertain whether the accused in fact knowingly 
and voluntarily decided to forgo his rights to remain silent and to have the assistance of counsel. 
[Citation.] [¶] This totality-of-the-circumstances approach is adequate to determine whether there 
has been a waiver even where interrogation of juveniles is involved.”). 

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2009044006&pubNum=0004041&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_4041_1403&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_4041_1403
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2009044006&pubNum=0004041&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_4041_1403&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_4041_1403
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000708&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1966131580&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000708&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000708&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000708&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1948116979&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_780_599&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_780_599
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1948116979&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_780_599&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_780_599
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&fi=co_pp_sp_780_262&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)#co_pp_sp_780_262
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=1966131580&pubNum=0000780&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2025498890&pubNum=0000708&originatingDoc=Ie1e05210183811e897d2b4015045a390&refType=RP&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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However, neither the United States Supreme Court nor the California Supreme Court has yet 
interpreted the Fifth Amendment as requiring additional protections for minors facing custodial 
interrogations.108 
In order to address this perceived shortcoming,109 the California Legislature has, in recent years, 
passed two bills requiring minors to consult with legal counsel before undergoing custodial 
interrogations:  Statutes 2017, chapter 681 and the test claim statute, Statutes 2020, chapter 335. 

 Statutes 2017, Chapter 681  
Statutes 2017, chapter 681 added Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6.  As enacted, that 
section generally required “a youth 15 years of age or younger [to] consult with legal counsel in 
person, by telephone, or by video conference” prior to a custodial interrogation and before 
waiving their Miranda rights.  That section also prohibited the youth from waiving this 
consultation.110  
To discourage violations, the section required courts to “consider the effect of a failure to comply 
with”111 the requirement when deciding whether a child properly waived their Miranda rights 
and determining whether the statements were voluntary.112  
The section exempted an officer from its requirement if the officer both (1) reasonably believed 
the information sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat and (2) 
limited their questions to those reasonably necessary to obtain that information.113  The section 
also exempted probation officers from this requirement when taking a minor into temporary 

                                                 
108 See In re Joseph H. (2015) 200 Cal.Rptr.3d 1, 1-5 (statement by Liu, J., dissenting from 
denial of review). 
109 See Exhibit X (1), Senate Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 395 (2017-2018 
Regular Session), as introduced, pages 2-3; Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public 
Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, pages 4-7. 
110 Former Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a), as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 
681, section 2. 
111 Former Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b), as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 
681, section 2.  This is not the same as requiring the statements to be excluded.  The Truth-in-
Evidence provision of the California Constitution prohibits exclusion of evidence in a criminal 
proceeding except pursuant to the United States Constitution or a state statute enacted by a two-
thirds vote of the membership in each house of the Legislature.  Because Statutes 2017, chapter 
681 did not receive a two-thirds vote in at least one house, that statute could not require the 
exclusion of statements obtained in violation of its provisions.  (In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 
Cal.App.5th 438, 449-450.) 
112 In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 450. 
113 Former Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c), as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 
681, section 2. 
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custody, advising the minor of their constitutional rights, or investigating the circumstances for 
which the minor was taken into custody, as specified.114 
All of these provisions were to sunset on January 1, 2025.115 
The Legislature’s stated motivation for enacting these provisions was the increased vulnerability 
of children and adolescents “to psychologically coercive interrogations and in other dealings 
with the police [as compared with] resilient adults experienced with the criminal justice 
system.”116  Because of these vulnerabilities, it was the Legislature’s view that youths under 18 
years of age facing custodial interrogations “should consult with legal counsel to assist in their 
understanding of their rights and the consequences of waiving those rights.”117 

 The Test Claim Statute – Statutes 2020, Chapter 335 
Statutes 2020, chapter 335 amended Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 to expand the 
provisions enacted by Statutes 2017, chapter 681 in several ways.  First, it permanently expanded 
these requirements to also apply to 16- and 17-year olds.  As amended by the test claim statute, 
Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a) now also requires youths of 16 or 17 years of age 
to “consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference” “[p]rior to a 
custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.”118  As under the original 
version of section 625.6, the legal consultation may not be waived. 
Second, the test claim statute removed the January 1, 2025, sunset date, thereby also permanently 
requiring youths of 15 years of age or younger to consult with legal counsel prior to a custodial 
interrogation or waiving their Miranda rights.119   
And third, the test claim statute additionally requires a court to consider any willful violation of 
either of these requirements in determining the credibility of a law enforcement officer under 
Evidence Code section 780.120 
With these amendments, Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 now states the following: 

(a) Prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, a youth 17 
years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by 
video conference. The consultation may not be waived. 

                                                 
114 Former Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d), as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 
681, section 2; see also Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 
395 (2017-2018 Regular Session), as amended September 7, 2017, page 1. 
115 Former Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(f), as added by Statutes 2017, chapter 
681, section 2. 
116 Statutes 2017, chapter 681, section 1. 
117 Statutes 2017, chapter 681, section 1. 
118 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a). 
119 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 2. 
120 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b). 
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(b) The court shall, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of a youth 17 years of age 
or younger made during or after a custodial interrogation, consider the effect of failure to 
comply with subdivision (a) and, additionally, shall consider any willful violation of 
subdivision (a) in determining the credibility of a law enforcement officer under Section 
780 of the Evidence Code. 

(c) This section does not apply to the admissibility of statements of a youth 17 years of age 
or younger if both of the following criteria are met: 
(1) The officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the officer 

sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat. 
(2) The officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary 

to obtain that information. 
(d) This section does not require a probation officer to comply with subdivision (a) in the 

normal performance of the probation officer's duties under Section 625, 627.5, or 628.121 
The legislative findings accompanying these provisions echoed those contained in Statutes 2017, 
chapter 681.122  They describe the vulnerability of minors to “psychologically coercive 
interrogations and other psychologically coercive dealings with the police,”123 which committee 
analyses of the bill note also make minors more prone to falsely confessing to crimes they do not 
commit.124  The legislative findings also declare the Legislature’s view that “[i]n situations of 
custodial interrogation and prior to making a waiver of rights under Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 
384 U.S. 436, a youth under 18 years of age should consult with legal counsel to assist in their 
understanding of their rights and the consequences of waiving those rights.”125  
Although the test claim statute does not explicitly state who must pay for the legal consultations 
that it requires, committee analyses of both the test claim statute and its predecessor display a 

                                                 
121 Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625, 627.5, and 628 describe the “normal course of 
duties” of a probation officer with respect to minors in temporary custody.  (See Exhibit X (3), 
Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), as 
amended July 27, 2020, page 2).  Section 625 describes the situations in which a peace officer 
may take a minor into temporary custody without a warrant.  If the minor is then taken before the 
probation officer of the relevant county, section 627.5 requires that probation officer to advise 
the minor and their guardian of the minor’s Miranda rights and, if those rights are invoked, 
requires appointment of that counsel, while section 628 further requires that probation officer to 
immediately investigate the circumstances for which the minor was taken into custody, as 
specified.   
122 See Statutes 2017, chapter 681, section 1; Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
123 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
124 Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4. 
125 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000207&cite=CAEVS780&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000207&cite=CAEVS780&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS625&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS627.5&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS628&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
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legislative expectation that counties and cities would be responsible for these expenses.126  In 
addition, the Senate Floor Analysis of the test claim statute explained the fiscal effect of the bill 
based on county public defender costs as follows: 

According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, cost pressures (Local 
Funds/General Fund (GF) - Proposition 30) in the low millions of dollars annually 
for 482 cities and 58 counties to provide legal counsel to minors ages 16 and 17 
prior to custodial interrogations. The Department of Justice reported 
approximately 43,000 juvenile arrests in 2019. The average hourly rate for 
attorneys in California is approximately $250. If 10%, or 4,300 of those arrested 
as juveniles are 16 or 17 years of age, annual costs across the state for legal 
services will be approximately $2.2 million dollars. Public defender costs vary 
across the state but, in most cases, suspects are not required to pay any fee for 
public defender services. These costs may be reimbursable by the state pursuant 
to requirements of Proposition 30. Costs to the GF will depend on whether the 
Commission on State Mandates determines these costs to be reimbursable.127 

III. Positions of the Parties 
 County of Los Angeles 

The claimant, County of Los Angeles, alleges that the test claim statute imposes a reimbursable 
state mandated program under article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution.  According 
to the claimant, the test claim statute’s requirement that 16- and 17-year olds consult with legal 
counsel prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights,128 
constitutes a reimbursable state mandated program because the required activities are only 
provided by local governmental agencies and also because providing these activities constitutes a 
higher level of service.129  
The claimant states that it complied with Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 as follows: 

To comply with WIC § 625.6, law enforcement agencies in the County contact 
the Public Defender to arrange Miranda consultations (consultations) for juveniles 
prior to custodial interrogations. These contacts by law enforcement agencies are 

                                                 
126 See e.g. Exhibit X (2), Senate Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 395 (2017-2018 
Regular Session), as introduced, page 1; Exhibit X (4), Assembly Committee on Appropriations, 
Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 1. 
127 Exhibit X (5), Senate Rules Committee, Office of Senate Floor Analyses, Analysis of SB 203, 
(2019-2020 Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, pages 6-7. 
128 See Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2 (“The County 
agrees that the mandated program stated in Senate Bill (SB) 203 should be narrowly focused to 
capture the costs incurred in providing services to juveniles with a maximum age 15 years to 17 
years of age. The County is aware that the deadline for filing a test claim on SB 395 has passed; 
however, the program was extended by the Legislature in SB 203 to include older juveniles. The 
County urges the Commission to grant the test claim as it relates to those older juveniles with a 
maximum age 15 years to 17 years of age.”). 
129 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 13. 
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referred to by the Public Defender as Miranda Calls. [Fn. Omitted.] The Public 
Defender created the Juvenile Miranda Duty program to perform these 
consultations. [Fn. Omitted.] The Public Defender is the primary agency that 
provides indigent defense services to those accused of crimes and is the only 
agency providing consultations in the County. 
The Juvenile Miranda Duty program is staffed by Public Defender attorneys who 
are available 24 hours a day, every day of the year. [Fn. Omitted.] The attorneys 
are assigned shifts that are referred to by the Public Defender as Miranda Duty. 
Consultations are conducted over the telephone or in person. An attorney will 
interview the youth and discuss with the youth his or her Miranda rights. The 
duration of the consultation may vary depending on various factors, including the 
youth’s level of education, experience, maturity, and sophistication. 
Pursuant to SB 203, a law enforcement agency contacts the Public Defender’s 
Juvenile Headquarters or County Operator to arrange for a legal consultation prior 
to a custodial interrogation. [Fn. Omitted.] The supervising attorney then arranges 
the consultation or designates another attorney to handle the Miranda Call. The 
supervising attorneys are assigned Miranda Duty on a weekly rotating basis. 
Prior to the passage of these laws, the Public Defender was not obligated to 
provide any representation before appointment at the arraignment stage of a 
criminal proceeding. Now, the Public Defender is required to provide 
consultations for juvenile arrestees prior to their appointment at the arraignment 
stage.130 

The claimant alleges that it incurred increased costs of $5,821.45 in the 2020-2021 fiscal year to 
comply with the test claim statute.131  Specifically, the claimant alleges that it incurred these 
costs in providing consultations to minors as part of its Juvenile Miranda Duty program, 
described above.132   

                                                 
130 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 10. 
131 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II in the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 3 and 5).  
132 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021,  pages 10-11, 18-19 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance Manager II in the 
County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, para. 3). 
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The claimant further estimates that it will incur $13,000 in increased costs for complying with 
Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 in the 2021-2022 fiscal year133 and that annual costs 
across the state for legal services will be approximately $6,427,500.134 
The claimant also states that it has not received any funding to offset its costs incurred pursuant 
to the test claim statute.135  This includes any funding received pursuant to Statutes 2020, chapter 
92 (AB 1869).  According to the claimant, all of the public defender fees that were eliminated by 
that bill related to the registration and cost of court-appointed lawyers, and therefore could not 
have been used to offset costs incurred pursuant to the test claim statute, which the claimant 
maintains requires legal consultations prior to the appointment of counsel.136  Thus, any funding 
received to backfill revenues lost from the repeal of those fees would similarly not be provided to 
offset those costs.137 

 Department of Finance 
Finance points out that the claimant’s alleged costs may include costs not required by the test 
claim statute.138  Finance observes that although preexisting law already required local agencies 
to provide legal consultations to youth ages 15 years of age or younger, the claimant does not 
exclude those minors in calculating its statewide cost estimate.139  Accordingly, “Finance 
recommends the Commission examine the estimated costs cited by the Claimant to ensure they 
only include the increased cost of providing legal counsel to youth ages 16 and 17 years old.”140 
Finance also suggests that state funding provided to the claimant pursuant to Statutes 2020, 
chapter 92 (AB 1869) may serve as an offset to any state-mandated costs incurred by the 
claimant pursuant to the test claim statute.141  Finance notes that Statutes 2020, chapter 92 
repealed various criminal administrative fines and fees, including the public defender fee, and 
annually appropriated $65 million from the State’s General Fund through the 2025-26 fiscal year 

                                                 
133 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11 and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II in the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 
5 and 6). 
134 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11 and 22 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II in the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, para. 
7). 
135 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 12, 15,  and 21 (Declaration of Sung 
Lee, Departmental Finance Manager II in the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, 
para. 6). 
136 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2. 
137 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2. 
138 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 1. 
139 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, pages 1-2. 
140 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 1. 
141 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 2. 
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to backfill counties for the lost fee revenue.142  Accordingly, Finance also recommends the 
Commission consider this funding while reviewing this Test Claim.143 

IV. Discussion 
Article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution provides in relevant part the following: 

Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program or higher 
level of service on any local government, the state shall provide a subvention of 
funds to reimburse such local government for the costs of such programs or 
increased level of service… 

The purpose of article XIII B, section 6 is to “preclude the state from shifting financial 
responsibility for carrying out governmental functions to local agencies, which are ‘ill equipped’ 
to assume increased financial responsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that 
articles XIII A and XIII B impose.”144  Thus, the subvention requirement of section 6 is “directed 
to state-mandated increases in the services provided by [local government] …”145 
Reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 is required when the following elements are met: 

1. A state statute or executive order requires or “mandates” local agencies or school 
districts to perform an activity.146 

2. The mandated activity constitutes a “program” that either: 
a. Carries out the governmental function of providing a service to the public; or 
b. Imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts and does 

not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.147 
3. The mandated activity is new when compared with the legal requirements in 

effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim statute or executive 
order and it increases the level of service provided to the public.148 

4. The mandated activity results in the local agency or school district incurring 
increased costs, within the meaning of section 17514.  Increased costs, however, 

                                                 
142 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 2. 
143 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, page 2. 
144 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81. 
145 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
146 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874. 
147 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in County of Los Angeles (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56). 
148 San Diego Unified School Dist. (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875, 878; Lucia Mar Unified 
School District v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
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are not reimbursable if an exception identified in Government Code section 17556 
applies to the activity.149 

The Commission is vested with the exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence 
of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution.150  The determination whether a statute or executive order imposes a reimbursable 
state-mandated program is a question of law.151  In making its decisions, the Commission must 
strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and not apply it as an 
“equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities.”152 

 The Test Claim Was Timely Filed with a Potential Period of Reimbursement 
Beginning January 1, 2021. 

Government Code section 17551(c) states that test claims “shall be filed not later than 12 months 
following the effective date of a statute or executive order, or within 12 months of incurring 
increased costs as a result of a statute or executive order, whichever is later.”  Section 1183.1(c) 
of the Commission’s regulations defines 12 months as 365 days.153   
Here, the test claim statute went into effect on January 1, 2021,154 and the claimant asserts that it 
first incurred costs related to implementing that statute on that date.155  The Test Claim was filed 
on December 22, 2021.156  Thus, the Test Claim was timely filed within 365 days of both the 
effective date of the test claim statute and the date that claimant first incurred costs pursuant to 
that statute.157  
Government Code section 17557(e) requires a test claim to be “submitted on or before June 30 
following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year.” 
Because the Test Claim was filed on December 22, 2021, the potential period of reimbursement 
under Government Code section 17557 begins on July 1, 2020.  However, since the test claim 

                                                 
149 County of Fresno v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of Sonoma v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284; Government Code sections 
17514 and 17556. 
150 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487. 
151 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 109. 
152 County of Sonoma v. Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280 
[citing City of San Jose v. State of California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817]. 
153 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
154 Statutes 2020, chapter 335; see California Constitution article IV, section 8. 
155 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, 
paragraph 4). 
156 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 1. 
157 Government Code section 17551; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
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statute has a later effective date, the potential period of reimbursement for this Test Claim begins 
on the statute’s effective date, January 1, 2021.   

 Welfare and Institutions Code Section 625.6, as Amended by Statutes 2020,  
Chapter 335, Imposes a Reimbursable State-Mandated Program on Cities and 
Counties to Ensure that 16 or 17 Year Olds, Who Do Not Affirmatively Request an 
Attorney, Consult with Legal Counsel Prior to Custodial Interrogation and Before 
Waiving Any Miranda Rights. 

As described below, the Commission finds that Welfare and Institutions section 625.6, as 
amended by the test claim statute (Stats. 2020, ch. 335), imposes a reimbursable state-mandated 
program on cities and counties within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution as specified herein. 

1. The Test Claim Statute Imposes a State-Mandated Program, Only on Cities 
and Counties to Ensure that Youths 17 Years of Age or Younger Consult 
with Legal Counsel Prior to Custodial Interrogation and Before Waiving 
Any Miranda Rights. 

As amended by the test claim statute, Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a) states the 
following: 

(a) Prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, a youth 17 
years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or by 
video conference. The consultation may not be waived. 

By the plain language of the statute, subdivision (a) does not apply in the following situations: 

• When the officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the 
officer sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat and that 
officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 
obtain that information.158 

• In the normal performance of a probation officer's duties under Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625, 627.5, or 628.159 

                                                 
158 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c)(2). 
159 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS625&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS627.5&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS628&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
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The claimant asserts that section 625.6(a) imposes new requirements on itself and other local 
governments to provide 16- and 17-year olds with legal consultations prior to custodial 
interrogations or the waiver of any Miranda rights.160  Finance does not contest this assertion.161   
As explained below, the Commission agrees that the test claim statute imposes state-mandated 
requirements on cities and counties.  While the statutory language could arguably be viewed as 
requiring minors themselves to procure and consult with legal counsel before they allow 
themselves to be interrogated by local law enforcement, the much stronger reading of the 
language is that it places that onus on local law enforcement.   

a. The test claim statute imposes a requirement on local government to ensure that 
youth, 17 years or younger, consult with legal counsel prior to custodial 
interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights. 

The rules of statutory construction require the Commission to construe statutory language in the 
context of its legislative purpose.162  In order to determine that purpose, the Commission, like the 
courts, “must look first to the words of the statute themselves, giving to the language its usual, 
ordinary import and according significance, if possible, to every word, phrase and sentence … 
The words of the statute must be construed in context, keeping in mind the statutory purpose, and 
statutes or statutory sections relating to the same subject must be harmonized, both internally and 
with each other, to the extent possible [Citations.]  Both the legislative history of the statute and 
the wider historical circumstances of its enactment may be considered in ascertaining the 
legislative intent.”163  
Here, Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(a), as amended by the test claim statute, 
provides that “a youth 17 years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel” prior to 

                                                 
160 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, Pages 10-11; see Exhibit C, Claimant’s 
Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2, where the claimant states that “The County 
agrees that the mandated program stated in Senate Bill (SB) 203 should be narrowly focused to 
capture the costs incurred in providing services to juveniles with a maximum age 15 years to 17 
years of age. The County is aware that the deadline for filing a test claim on SB 395 has passed; 
however, the program was extended by the Legislature in SB 203 to include older juveniles. The 
County urges the Commission to grant the test claim as it relates to those older juveniles with a 
maximum age 15 years to 17 years of age.”  Since SB 203, the test claim statute, only expanded 
the alleged program to include 16 and 17 year olds, the Commission understands the claimant’s 
request that “the Commission [] grant the test claim as it relates to those older juveniles” as a 
request for costs associated with juveniles who are 16 or 17 years of age.  Regardless, as 
explained in the Discussion, post, costs associated with ensuring that 15 year-olds consult with 
legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation and the waiver of any Miranda rights are not 
reimbursable in this action because those costs were already imposed by preexisting law 
(specifically, Statutes 2017, chapter 681) at the time the test claim statute was enacted. 
161 See Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed March 7, 2022, pages 2-3. 
162 Dyna–Med, Inc. v. Fair Employment & Housing Com. (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1379, 1386. 
163 Dyna–Med, Inc. v. Fair Employment & Housing Com. (1987) 43 Cal.3d 1379, 1386-1387. 
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custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.  If viewed in isolation, this 
language could be interpreted as requiring the minors themselves to procure and consult with 
legal counsel before waiving their Miranda rights or being interrogated by local law 
enforcement.  “But our courts have recognized that the meaning of isolated statutory language 
can be informed by and indeed must be consistent with the provisions of the relevant statute as 
whole.”164  And in the present matter, those provisions, the legislative history, and the statutory 
context all point to a different reading of subdivision (a). 
First, both the codified and uncodified provisions of the test claim statute indicate that 
subdivision (a) is a requirement on the interrogating officer, not the minor.   
Subdivision (b) indicates that subdivision (a) is a requirement on the interrogating officer by 
essentially penalizing that officer – not the minor – for noncompliance.  If responsibility for 
complying with subdivision (a) lay with the minor, one would expect the penalty for violating 
that subdivision to also lie with the minor.  However, under subdivision (b), that penalty lies with 
the interrogating officer.  Subdivision (b) devalues evidence that an interrogating officer may 
obtain if subdivision (a) is violated by requiring a court to consider the effect of that violation in 
adjudicating the admissibility of statements procured thereby.165  Subdivision (b) also requires 
the court to “consider any willful violation of subdivision (a) in determining the credibility of a 
law enforcement officer.”166  Both of these consequences weaken the case against the minor and 
therefore make much more sense if the onus for compliance with subdivision (a) rests with the 
interrogating officer.  If the onus lay with the minor, these consequences would nonsensically 
disincentivize compliance with that subdivision. 
Subdivisions (c) and (d) similarly indicate that the onus for compliance with subdivision (a) rests 
with the interrogating officer, not the minor.  Subdivision (c) provides that section 625.6 does not 
apply to the admissibility of a minor’s statements if “[t]he officer who questioned the youth 
reasonably believed the information the officer sought was necessary…” and “[t]he officer’s 
questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to obtain that 
information.”167  And subdivision (d) provides that the section “does not require a probation 
officer to comply with subdivision (a) in the normal performance of the probation officer’s duties 
                                                 
164 People v. Valencia (2017) 3 Cal.5th 347, 356. 
165 See In re Anthony L. (2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 449-450.  In that case, the court also 
concluded that the former version of Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 could not 
render a minor’s inculpatory statements inadmissible because the statute that added that former 
section, Statutes 2017, chapter 681, had not been passed by a two-thirds vote in each house.  
(Ibid.)  However, since the test claim statute was passed by a two-thirds vote in each house (see 
California Legislative Information website, 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billVotesClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200SB203 
(accessed on August 18, 2022) (showing that Statutes 2020, chapter 335, passed with 32 votes in 
the Senate and 54 votes in the Assembly)), it is unclear whether courts will continue to interpret 
current section 625.6 in this manner. 
166 Emphasis added.  
167 Emphasis added. 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billVotesClient.xhtml?bill_id=201920200SB203
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under Section 625, 627.5, or 628.”168  Both of the provisions situate control over compliance 
with subdivision (a) with the interrogating officer, not the minor.  
The test claim statute’s uncodified provisions reinforce this reading of subdivision (a).  The 
legislative findings in section one of the test claim statute describe minors as vulnerable and less 
capable than adults and declares that the purpose of the test claim statute is to protect minors 
facing custodial interrogations.169  And, as these findings implicitly recognize, it is law 
enforcement, not the minor, who controls the situation in a custodial interrogation.170  It would 
be contrary to these declarations to read section 625.6(a) as requiring these vulnerable, less 
capable minors to themselves obtain and consult with legal counsel in such an overwhelming 
situation.171 
Second, the legislative history of section 625.6 similarly indicates that the section imposes its 
requirement on law enforcement, not the minor.  The legislative history of a section includes 
committee analyses of the bills that enacted and amended it,172 and here, those analyses display a 
clear legislative intent to impose a duty on law enforcement, not minors.  The Assembly 
Committee on Appropriations’ analysis of the test claim statute explicitly states that the bill 
“requires law enforcement to provide a person 17 years of age or younger access to legal counsel 

                                                 
168 Emphasis added. 
169 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1 (“The United States Supreme Court has recognized 
[that] [¶] … Children are generally less mature and responsible than adults, … [¶] 
characteristically lack the capacity to exercise mature judgment and…[¶] are generally more 
vulnerable to outside influences than adults…” “The law enforcement community now widely 
accepts what science and the courts have recognized: that children and adolescents are much 
more vulnerable to psychologically coercive interrogations and other psychologically coercive 
dealings with the police than resilient adults experienced with the criminal justice system.”  “For 
these reasons, in situations of custodial interrogation and prior to making a waiver of rights under 
Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, a youth under 18 years of age should consult with legal 
counsel to assist in their understanding of their rights and the consequences of waiving those 
rights.”). 
170 See Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1.  This power imbalance is inherent in a custodial 
setting.  (See J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011) 564 U.S. 261, 270 (A suspect is only “in custody” 
if a reasonable person in the same circumstances would not have felt at liberty to terminate the 
interrogation and leave.).) 
171 See Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1 (“Addressing the specific context of police 
interrogation, the United States Supreme Court observed that events that would have a minimal 
impact on an adult can overwhelm an early teen child, noting that no matter how sophisticated 
the child may be, the interrogation of a child cannot be compared to the interrogation of an 
adult.”). 
172 People v. Taylor (2007) 157 Cal.App.4th 433, 438 (quoting People v. Ledesma (1997) 16 
Cal.4th 90, 95). 
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before the person waives their Miranda rights.”173  Consistent with this description, committee 
analyses of both bills also describe those bills as imposing costs on local governments, not 
private persons facing interrogation.174 
Third, the statutory context surrounding Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 also 
indicates that the section imposes its requirement on law enforcement, not minors.  Welfare and 
Institutions Code section 625 provides that if a minor is taken into temporary custody, the officer 
shall advise the minor of their constitutional rights, including the right to have counsel present 
during interrogation and the right to have counsel appointed if the minor is unable to afford 
counsel.  Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5 similarly provides that if a minor is taken 
into custody by a probation officer, the probation officer shall immediately advise the minor and 
their parent or guardian of the minor's constitutional rights, including the right to have counsel 
present during any interrogation, and the right to have counsel appointed if the minor is unable to 
afford counsel.  Section 627.5 further states that “[i]f the minor or his parent or guardian requests 
counsel, the probation officer shall notify the judge of the juvenile court of such request and 
counsel for the minor shall be appointed pursuant to Section 634.”  Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 627 also requires law enforcement to allow the minor to make a phone call to the 
parent and an attorney immediately after “confinement” and no later than one hour after being 
taken into custody.  And if the minor or their parent or guardian desires but cannot afford 
counsel, Welfare and Institutions Code section 634 authorizes the court to appoint counsel at the 
county’s expense.  All of these provisions strongly suggest that responsibility for ensuring that a 
minor without a private attorney has counsel lies with a governmental entity and not the minor 
themself. 
The claimant also requests reimbursement for other components of its Juvenile Miranda Duty 
program, which is staffed by Public Defender attorneys who are available 24 hours a day.175  
Providing 24 hour services is not required by the test claim statute, but may be proposed for 
inclusion in the Parameters and Guidelines, and may be approved by the Commission if the 
activity is supported by evidence in the record showing it is “reasonably necessary for the 
performance of the state-mandated program” in accordance with Government Code section 
17557(a), and California Code of Regulations, title 2, sections 1183.7(d) and1187.5. 

                                                 
173 Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), 
as amended July 27, 2020, page 1, emphasis added. 
174 Senate Committee on Appropriations, Analysis of SB 395 (2017-2018 Regular Session), as 
introduced, page 1 (“Fiscal Impact: [¶] Local government: Major non-reimbursable local costs, 
potentially in the millions of dollars (local funds) annually to provide legal counsel to minors 
prior to custodial interrogations, to the extent local agencies (482 cities and 58 counties) incur 
additional costs to provide counsel and/or incur operational delays.”); Assembly Committee on 
Appropriations, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, 
page 1 (“FISCAL EFFECT: [¶] Cost pressures (Local Funds/General Fund (GF) - Proposition 
30) in the low millions of dollars annually for 482 cities and 58 counties to provide legal counsel 
to minors ages 16 and 17 prior to custodial interrogations.”). 
175 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 10.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS634&originatingDoc=N2E3719E08CB211D882FF83A3182D7B4A&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=13b402d1396b4f019fc4272cb931c8cc&contextData=(sc.Category)
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In sum, the provisions of the test claim statute, the legislative history of section 625.6, and the 
statutory context of that section all indicate that the legislative purpose of section 625.6(a) was to 
require law enforcement, not the minor, to ensure that the minor consults with legal counsel prior 
to a custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.  If the minor does not 
have private counsel,176 counsel will be provided at the county’s expense, consistent with 
Welfare and Institutions Code section 634.  Thus, when read in the context of that legislative 
purpose, section 625.6(a)177 imposes the following requirement on law enforcement, not on 
minors: 

• Ensuring that youth, 17 years old or younger, consult with legal counsel prior to custodial 
interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights.  In instances where the youth 
does not have a private attorney, this includes providing legal counsel to consult with the 
youth in person, by telephone, or by video conference prior to a custodial interrogation, 
and before the waiver of any Miranda rights. 

b. Counties and cities are mandated by the state to comply with the test claim 
statute, but school districts and community college districts are not. 

To be reimbursable under article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, the 
requirements must be mandated by the state; or ordered, commanded, or legally compelled by 
state law.178  Generally, a requirement is not mandated by the state if it is triggered by a local 
voluntary decision.179  However, the courts have recognized the possibility that a state-mandated 

                                                 
176 Nothing in the language of section 625.6 limits the “legal counsel” with whom a minor must 
consult to a public defender or other government-provided counsel.  Accordingly, the 
Commission finds that the statutory language permits a minor to consult with a private attorney 
if they have one.  (Accord Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 472-473 (The Fifth 
Amendment only requires the government to provide counsel if the person being interrogated 
cannot afford one.)). 
177 Perhaps because this conclusion is self-evident, courts interpreting section 625.6(a) have read 
it as imposing its requirement on law enforcement without discussion.  (See e.g. In re Anthony L. 
(2019) 43 Cal.App.5th 438, 450 (interpreting section 625.6(a) as imposing its requirement on 
law enforcement without discussion); Y.C. v. Superior Court (2021) 71 Cal.App.5th 410, 252, as 
modified on denial of reh'g (Dec. 6, 2021), review denied (Feb. 16, 2022) (same).) 
178 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
874; Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 
30 Cal.4th 727, 741. 
179 Coast Community College District v. Commission on State Mandates (2022) 13 Cal.5th 800  
[514 P.3d 854, 863]; see e.g. County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 
107; see also Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) 
(2003) 30 Cal.4th 727, 743 (“In City of Merced, the city was under no legal compulsion to resort 
to eminent domain—but when it elected to employ that means of acquiring property, its 
obligation to compensate for lost business goodwill was not a reimbursable state mandate, 
because the city was not required to employ eminent domain in the first place. Here as well, if a 
school district elects to participate in or continue participation in any underlying voluntary 
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program may exist when that decision is not truly voluntary, i.e., when local government is 
compelled as a practical matter to perform the requirements.180  
The test claim statute’s requirements on law enforcement to ensure that a youth, 17 years old or 
younger, consults with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights is triggered by a law enforcement officer’s decision to interrogate the youth.  As 
explained below, although this decision is made at the local level and the triggered requirement 
therefore not legally compelled by state law, the decision is not truly voluntary within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6. 
Case law suggests that a local decision is not truly voluntary for the purposes of article XIII B, 
section 6 if it is, as a practical matter, constrained by duty.  In San Diego Unified School Dist., 
the California Supreme Court suggested that a local discretionary action should not be 
considered voluntary if, as a practical matter, it must inevitably occur.181  In that case, the Court 
was faced with statutory hearing requirements triggered by two types of school expulsions:  
“mandatory” expulsions, which state law required school principals to recommend whenever a 
student was found to be in possession of a firearm at school or at a school activity off school 
grounds, and “discretionary” expulsions, which state law granted school principals the authority 
to recommend for other conduct.182  Although the Court confidently concluded that costs for the 
hearing requirements triggered by “mandatory” expulsions were reimbursable state mandated 
costs,183 it hesitated to apply that same logic to deny reimbursement for the “discretionary” 
expulsions.184  Instead, it cautioned that denying reimbursement whenever a requirement was 
triggered by a technically discretionary local action may well contravene both the intent 
underlying article XIII B, section 6 and past holdings,185 stating: 

Upon reflection, we agree with the District and amici curiae that there is reason to 
question an extension of the holding of City of Merced so as to preclude 

                                                 
education-related funded program, the district's obligation to comply with the notice and agenda 
requirements related to that program does not constitute a reimbursable state mandate.”). 
180 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 744, 754.  This form of compulsion is also referred to as “nonlegal compulsion.”  
(See e.g. Coast Community College District v. Commission on State Mandates (2022) 13 Cal.5th 
800 [514 P.3d 854, 867-868].) 
181 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
887-888; see Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 
Cal.App.4th 1355, 1367-1368. 
182 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
869-870. 
183 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
881-882. 
184 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
887-888. 
185 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
887-888. 
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reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 of the state Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514, whenever an entity makes an initial 
discretionary decision that in turn triggers mandated costs. Indeed, it would 
appear that under a strict application of the language in City of Merced, public 
entities would be denied reimbursement for state-mandated costs in apparent 
contravention of the intent underlying article XIII B, section 6 of the state 
Constitution and Government Code section 17514 and contrary to past decisions 
in which it has been established that reimbursement was in fact proper. For 
example, as explained above, in Carmel Valley, supra, 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 234 
Cal.Rptr. 795, an executive order requiring that county firefighters be provided 
with protective clothing and safety equipment was found to create a reimbursable 
state mandate for the added costs of such clothing and equipment. (Id., at pp. 537–
538, 234 Cal.Rptr. 795.) The court in Carmel Valley apparently did not 
contemplate that reimbursement would be foreclosed in that setting merely 
because a local agency possessed discretion concerning how many firefighters it 
would employ—and hence, in that sense, could control or perhaps even avoid the 
extra costs to which it would be subjected. Yet, under a strict application of the 
rule gleaned from City of Merced, supra, 153 Cal.App.3d 777, 200 Cal.Rptr. 642, 
such costs would not be reimbursable for the simple reason that the local 
agency's decision to employ firefighters involves an exercise of discretion 
concerning, for example, how many firefighters are needed to be employed, etc. 
We find it doubtful that the voters who enacted article XIII B, section 6, or the 
Legislature that adopted Government Code section 17514, intended that result, 
and hence we are reluctant to endorse, in this case, an application of the rule of 
City of Merced that might lead to such a result.186 

In Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA), the Third District Court 
of Appeal suggested that duty is the dividing line between truly voluntary and technically 
discretionary decisions.187  In that case, the court was tasked with determining whether the 
Public Safety Officers Procedural Bill of Rights Act (POBRA), which granted procedural 
protections to state and local peace officers subject to investigation, interrogation, or discipline, 
imposed a reimbursable state mandated program on school districts and community college 
districts that employ peace officers.188  The court held that because those protections were 
triggered by a local discretionary decision, that statute did not impose a reimbursable state 
mandated program on those districts.189  However, the court also clarified that this discretionary 
                                                 
186 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
887-888, footnote omitted and emphasis added. 
187 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
188 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 
1358. 
189 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
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decision was not the district’s decision to investigate, interrogate, or discipline its peace officers, 
but rather the district’s decision to employ peace officers in the first place.190  It explained that 
since counties and cities had a basic and mandatory duty to provide policing services,191 their 
administration of this duty, as a practical matter, necessarily included actions such as 
investigating, interrogating, or disciplining its peace officers.  Thus, like the “discretionary” 
expulsions discussed in San Diego Unified School Dist., those actions and the downstream 
requirements imposed by the POBRA statutes could not reasonably be considered “truly 
voluntary” when performed by counties and cities.192   
The same logic applies here.  As the court stated in POBRA, counties and cities have an ordinary, 
principal, and mandatory duty to provide policing services within their jurisdiction.  They are 
required by the California Constitution and state statute to employ peace officers.193  County 
sheriffs are required by Government Code sections 26600 et seq. to preserve the peace, 
investigate public offenses, and to make arrests of persons who commit public offenses.  City 
chiefs of police are conferred these same powers by Government Code sections 41601.  And the 
courts have also recognized that “[l]aw enforcement officers are the guardians of the peace and 
security of the community, and the efficiency of our whole system, designed for the purpose of 
maintaining law and order, depends upon the extent to which such officers perform their duties 

                                                 
190 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
191 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
192 See Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 
Cal.App.4th 1355, 1367-1368. 
193 Article XI of the California Constitution provides for the formation of counties and cities.  
Section 1 states that the Legislature shall provide for an elected county sheriff.  Section 5 
specifies that city charters are to provide for the “government of the city police force.”  
Government Code sections 36505 and 41601 et seq. require the city council of a general law city 
to appoint the chief of police, imbue that officer with “the powers conferred upon sheriffs by 
general law,” and require deputies, police officers, and watchpersons in the city to promptly 
execute that officer’s lawful orders. 
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and are faithful to the trust reposed in them”194 and that “[p]olice and fire protection are two of 
the most essential and basic functions of local government.”195   
Moreover, like the student expulsions discussed in San Diego Unified School Dist. and the 
procedural protections discussed in POBRA, custodial interrogations must necessarily occur as 
part of a city or county’s duty to provide policing services because a law enforcement officer’s 
decision to interrogate is constrained by that duty.  School expulsions necessarily occur as part of 
a school district’s administration of its duty to educate students because that duty includes 
providing students with a safe learning environment.196  Thus, whenever expelling a student is 
the best means of providing students with that safe learning environment, a school principal is 
duty-bound to recommend that expulsion.197  The same goes for law enforcement.  When an 
officer is faced with the decision of whether or not to interrogate a suspect, their discretion is 
similarly constrained by their sworn duty to investigate apparent criminal activity198 and to 
protect the citizenry.199   
Consequently, under the logic of POBRA and San Diego Unified School Dist., the decision to 
interrogate a youth is not a truly “voluntary” local action within the meaning of article XIII B, 
section 6 that would preclude reimbursement for downstream statutory requirements triggered by 
those actions. 
Although the Commission’s decisions are not precedential, the Commission notes that this 
conclusion is consistent with its past decisions.  In Post-Conviction: DNA Court Proceedings, 
00-TC-21, the Commission similarly determined that a statute that required the court to “appoint 

                                                 
194 Lopez v. Southern Cal. Rapid Transit Dist. (1985) 40 Cal.3d 780, 799 (internal quotations 
omitted); see also Pasos v. Los Angeles County Civil Service Commission (2020) 52 Cal.App.5th 
690, 702, as modified on denial of reh'g (Aug. 18, 2020); Allen v. Payne (1934) 1 Cal.2d 607, 
608 (“From the time of the adoption of our Constitution to the present, the accepted practice has 
been to leave the detection of crime in the hands of sheriffs and district attorneys, and in our 
opinion the departure from that practice finds no support in authority or legislative policy. The 
ferreting out of evidence of crime is a statutory duty expressly imposed upon certain officers, 
having the equipment and qualified personnel to perform it.”); Christal v. Police Commission of 
City and County of San Francisco (1939) 33 Cal.App.2d 564, 567. 
195 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
887-888; Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537. 
196 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 887 
footnote 22. 
197 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 887 
footnote 22. 
198 See People v. Coston (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 898, 903; McCain v. Sheridan (1958) 160 
Cal.App.2d 174, 177-178. 
199 Lopez v. Southern Cal. Rapid Transit Dist. (1985) 40 Cal.3d 780, 799; Pasos v. Los Angeles 
County Civil Service Commission (2020) 52 Cal.App.5th 690, 702, as modified on denial of reh'g 
(Aug. 18, 2020). 
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counsel to investigate and, if appropriate, to file a motion for DNA testing” mandated the filing 
of that motion.200  In reaching that conclusion, the Commission reasoned that “an attorney’s duty 
is “to present his case vigorously in a manner as favorable to the client as the rules of law and 
professional ethics will permit”” and that “[b]ecause whether or not to file the DNA testing 
motion is a matter of professional judgment, the indigent defense counsel’s duty to file it, if 
appropriate, is not truly discretionary.  Rather, it is an activity mandated by the state.”201  
Similarly, in its decision on reconsideration of the test claim that was at issue in POBRA, the 
Commission held that a local entity does not decide who to investigate or discipline based on the 
costs incurred to the entity.  Instead, a local entity makes this decision, like the expulsion 
decisions discussed by the Supreme Court in San Diego Unified School Dist., to maintain the 
public’s confidence in its police force and to protect the health, safety, and welfare of its 
citizens.202   
Accordingly, the Commission finds that the test claim statute’s requirement on county and city 
law enforcement to ensure that youths, 17 years old or younger, consult with legal counsel prior 
to custodial interrogation and before waiving any Miranda rights is not triggered by a local 
discretionary decision within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6, but is instead a 
requirement mandated by the state on counties and cities.  
The same conclusion, however, does not apply to school districts or community college districts.  
Unlike counties and cities, school districts and community college districts are permitted, but not 
required, by statute to employ peace officers who supplement the general law enforcement 
agencies of counties and cities, and are not mandated by the state to comply with the test claim 
statute.203  As noted above, the court in POBRA held that the statutes in that case did not impose 
a state-mandated program on school districts or community college districts because their 
protections were triggered by the districts’ voluntary, discretionary decisions to employ peace 
officers.204  The court reasoned that unlike counties and cities, which “have as an ordinary, 
principal, and mandatory duty the provision of policing services within their territorial 
jurisdiction,” “the districts in issue [we]re authorized, but not required, to provide their own 
peace officers and d[id] not have provision of police protection as an essential and basic 

                                                 
200 Exhibit X (8), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Post-Conviction: DNA Court 
Proceedings, 00-TC-21 and 01-TC-08, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/00tc21,01tc08sod.pdf 
(accessed on September 1, 2022), adopted July 28, 2006, page 13, emphasis added. 
201 Exhibit X (8), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Post-Conviction: DNA Court 
Proceedings, 00-TC-21, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/00tc21,01tc08sod.pdf (accessed on 
September 1, 2022), adopted July 28, 2006, page 13, emphasis added. 
202 Exhibit X (7), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Reconsideration of Peace Officer 
Procedural Bill of Rights, 05-RL-4499-01, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/4499sod.pdf (accessed 
on August 19, 2022), page 21. 
203 Education Code sections 38000, 72330. 
204 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1357-1367. 

https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/00tc21,01tc08sod.pdf
https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/00tc21,01tc08sod.pdf
https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/4499sod.pdf
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function.  It [was] not essential unless there [wa]s a showing that, as a practical matter, 
exercising the authority to hire peace officers [wa]s the only reasonable means to carry out their 
core mandatory functions.205  And here, it is not alleged and there is no evidence in the record 
that, as a practical matter, exercising the authority to hire peace officers is the only reasonable 
means for school districts and community college districts to carry out their core mandatory 
function to provide educational services. 
Accordingly, the Commission finds that the test claim statute imposes state-mandated duties only 
on counties and cities. 

2. The Test Claim Statute Imposes a New Program or Higher Level of Service 
Only With Respect to 16 and 17 Year Olds Who Do Not Affirmatively 
Request Counsel. 

In order for the state-mandated activity to constitute a new program or higher level of service, it 
must be new when compared with the legal requirements in effect immediately before the 
enactment of the test claim statute and increase the level of service provided to the public.206  In 
addition, the requirement must either carry out the governmental function of providing a service 
to the public, or impose unique requirements on local agencies or school districts that do not 
apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.207 
As discussed below, the Commission finds that the requirement is new and constitutes a new 
program or higher level of service with respect to 16 and 17 year olds who do not affirmatively 
request counsel.  The requirement is new, except to the extent that it (1) requires law 
enforcement to provide minors with legal counsel upon request or (2) requires law enforcement 
to ensure that youths 15 years or younger consult with legal counsel prior to a custodial 
interrogation even when the youth does not request counsel.   
For decades, the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution has required state and local law 
enforcement to provide an individual in custody with legal counsel upon that individual’s 
affirmative request and prohibited interrogation or further interrogation of that individual until 
counsel has been provided or the individual has validly waived their right thereto.208  As 
described in the Background, Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625 and 627.5 have long 

                                                 
205 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
206 San Diego Unified School Dist. (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875, 878; Lucia Mar Unified 
School District v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
207 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in County of Los Angeles (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56). 
208 See Malloy v. Hogan (1964) 378 U.S. 1, 11 (Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination 
applies against both state and federal authorities); see e.g. Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 
436, 494-498 (applying the Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination to interrogations 
conducted by local police officers).  If an individual has a private attorney, they may of course 
consult with that attorney instead of relying on government-appointed counsel.  (Miranda v. 
Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 471-473.) 
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imposed the same requirements on local law enforcement agencies with respect to minors in 
temporary custody, as well.209  Thus, the requirement of the test claim statute is not new to the 
extent that it requires law enforcement to provide minors with legal counsel upon request. 
Prior to the test claim statute, Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, as added by Statutes 
2017, chapter 681, required law enforcement to ensure that “youth[s] 15 years or younger” 
consult with legal counsel before custodial interrogation and the waiver of any Miranda rights, 
with certain exceptions, even when the youths did not request counsel.210  By the plain language 
of the statute, this includes youths up to and including those with a maximum age of 15 years.  
Thus, the requirement imposed by the test claim statute for youths 15 years or younger, who do 
not affirmatively request counsel, is not new.211   
In sum, the requirement imposed by the test claim statute is only new with respect to youths, 16 
or 17 years of age, who do not affirmatively request counsel. 
State requirements that build upon existing requirements are “new,” and go beyond just 
increasing the costs of existing services, when they increase the actual level or quality of 
governmental services provided.212  And in County of San Diego v. Commission on State 
Mandates, the California Supreme Court suggested that such increases may include the 
expansion of existing state programs to serve additional populations.213 
Here, the test claim statute increases the actual level or quality of governmental services 
provided by expanding the population which law enforcement is required to ensure actually 
consult with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights to include 16 and 17 year olds.  Prior to the test claim statute, youths of 16 or 17 years of 
age had to either affirmatively request, or have their parent or legal guardian affirmatively 
request, legal counsel in order to consult with counsel prior to a custodial interrogation or the 

                                                 
209 Statutes 1967, chapter 1355. 
210 As discussed above, section 625.6, as amended by the test claim statute, required law 
enforcement, not the youths themselves, to ensure that youths consulted with legal counsel prior 
to a custodial interrogation and the waiver of any Miranda rights.  As the relevant statutory 
language, statutory context, and legislative history of the version of the section originally added 
by Statutes 2017, chapter 681, is generally the same as that discussed above, it is the 
Commission’s view that this prior version of the section also imposed its requirement on law 
enforcement, not the youths themselves.  See also Welfare and Institutions Code section 627.5 
(If a minor in temporary custody or their parent or guardian requests counsel after a probation 
officer advises the minor of their Miranda rights, the probation officer must notify the judge of 
the juvenile court of the request and counsel for the minor must be appointed pursuant to Welfare 
and Institutions Code section 634.). 
211 Accordingly, any costs associated with ensuring that 15 year-olds consult with legal counsel 
prior to a custodial interrogation and waiver of any Miranda rights are not reimbursable under 
this test claim. 
212 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 877. 
213 See County of San Diego v. Commission on State Mandates (2018) 6 Cal.5th 196, 217.   
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waiver of any Miranda rights.214  But as committee analyses of the test claim statute explain, this 
opt-in system was insufficient to fully protect those minors’ Fifth Amendment rights.215  Because 
minors are less capable than adults at understanding their constitutional rights, more impulsive, 
more easily influenced by others (especially by figures of authority), more sensitive to rewards 
(especially immediate rewards), and less able to weigh in on the long-term consequences of their 
actions, they are much more likely to waive their Fifth Amendment rights without fully 
understanding them and, in the ensuing custodial interrogation, to also falsely confess to crimes 
that they did not commit.216  The test claim statute sought to remedy this situation by increasing 
the level of governmental protections afforded to minors facing custodial interrogations, 
specifically, by ensuring that 16 and 17 year olds understand their Miranda rights before waiving 
them and thereby minimizing false confessions extracted from those minors in custodial 
interrogations217 and protecting them from “psychologically coercive interrogations and other 
psychologically coercive dealings with the police.”218  Thus, the Commission finds that replacing 
consultations available only upon request with mandatory, unwaivable legal consultations is new 
and represents an increase in the actual level or quality of governmental services provided to 16- 
and 17- year olds, and is not merely an increase in costs.  
Although the Commission’s decisions are not precedential, the Commission notes that this 
conclusion is consistent with its past decisions.  In its Decision on Domestic Violence Arrests 
and Victim Assistance, 98-TC-14, the Commission determined that providing an existing victim 
card to victims of additional crimes constituted a new program or higher level of service.219  And 
in its Decision on Permanent Absent Voters II (As Amended), 03-TC-11, the Commission 
similarly determined that expanding eligibility for permanent absent voter status to all voters 
went “beyond creating a higher level of service in an existing program. . . .”220   
The Commission’s conclusion in this Test Claim is also not inconsistent with its Decision in 
Extended Conditional Voter Registration, 20-TC-02.  In that Test Claim, the Commission 

                                                 
214 Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625, 627.5; Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 
470-474. 
215 Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, pages 2-4. 
216 Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, page 4. 
217 See Exhibit X (3), Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 
Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, pages 2-4. 
218 Statutes 2020, chapter 335, section 1. 
219 Exhibit X (6), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Domestic Violence Arrests and 
Victim Assistance, 98-TC-14, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/doc44.pdf (accessed on  
September 1, 2022), adopted December 9, 2004, pages 17-18. 
220 Exhibit X (9), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Permanent Absent Voter II (As 
Amended), 03-TC-11, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/03tc11sod.pdf (accessed on  
September 1, 2022), adopted July 28, 2006, page 9. 

https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/doc44.pdf
https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/03tc11sod.pdf
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concluded that a statute that required counties to provide existing voter services to people 
requesting those services at additional locations, but did not expand the times for which these 
services are provided by the counties or require the counties to create new locations for voters to 
access those services, did not impose a reimbursable state-mandated program because county 
elections officials already had a preexisting duty to provide those services to any voter requesting 
them.221  That statute is distinguishable from the test claim statute in that it did not increase the 
population entitled to existing services, but rather made it more convenient for all voters to 
access the same services by making the services available at additional locations.  Here, in 
contrast, the test claim statute requires county and city law enforcement to affirmatively ensure a 
new population of youth that do not request counsel actually consults with legal counsel prior to 
custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, which as indicated above, is 
an increase in the level of service provided to the public.     
In addition, the test claim statute imposes unique requirements on local agencies that do not 
generally apply to all residents and entities in the state222  The plain language of the test claim 
statute indicates that its reach is limited to governmental entities.  As amended by the test claim 
statute, Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6 only requires consultations to be provided to 
minors prior to a “custodial interrogation” or “the waiver of any Miranda rights.”  A “custodial 
interrogation” is a uniquely governmental action defined as “questioning initiated by law 
enforcement officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way.”223  “Miranda rights” are similarly uniquely 
governmental in that they are rights constitutionally guaranteed against the government.224  Thus, 
the test claim statute’s requirement, which applies only in this uniquely governmental context, is 
also unique to government. 
Consequently, the test claim statute imposes a new program or higher level of service within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 on counties and cities to perform the following activity: 

• Ensure that youth, ages 16 and 17, who do not affirmatively request an attorney, consult 
with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights.  In instances where the youth does not have a private attorney, this includes 
providing legal counsel to consult with the youth in person, by telephone, or by video 
conference prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights. 

                                                 
221 Exhibit X (10), Commission on State Mandates, Decision on Extended Conditional Voter 
Registration, 20-TC-02, https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/20tc02-120621.pdf (accessed on  
September 1, 2022), adopted December 3, 2021, pages 42-54. 
222 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
223 Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 38 U.S. 436, 444, emphasis added. 
224 See Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 38 U.S. 436, 440-444; see also Assembly Com. on Public 
Safety, Analysis of SB 203 (2019-2020 Regular Session), as amended July 27, 2020, pages 3-4. 

https://csm.ca.gov/decisions/20tc02-120621.pdf
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3. The Test Claim Statute Results in Increased Costs Mandated by the State 
Within the Meaning of Article XIII B, Section 6 and Government Code 
Section 17514. 

The final criteria that must be met in order for the mandated new requirement to constitute a 
reimbursable state-mandated program under article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution is that the mandated activity must result in a local agency incurring increased costs 
within the meaning of Government Code section 17514.  That section defines “costs mandated 
by the state” as “any increased costs which a local agency or school district is required to incur 
after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any executive 
order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which mandates a new 
program or higher level of service of an existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of 
Article XIII B of the California Constitution.”  Government Code section 17564 also provides 
that “[n]o claim shall be made pursuant to Sections 17551, . . ., nor shall any payment be made 
on claims submitted pursuant to Sections 17551 or 17561, . . . , unless these claims exceed one 
thousand dollars ($1,000).”  Even if the claims exceed $1,000, however, the claimed costs are 
not reimbursable if an exception identified in Government Code section 17556 applies.   
Here, as explained below, there is substantial evidence that the claimant incurred over $1,000 in 
complying with the test claim statute, as required by Government Code section 17564.  
Moreover, although Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869) and Penal Code section 987.6 provide 
potential sources of offsetting revenue to counties, that revenue is not “specifically intended to 
fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the state mandate” 
such that Government Code section 17556(e) would preclude reimbursement.  Moreover, none 
of the other exceptions to reimbursement in Government Code section 17556 applies.  
Consequently, the Commission finds that the test claim statute imposes increased costs mandated 
by the state.  

a. There is substantial evidence that the claimant incurred over $1,000 in costs to 
perform the mandated activities. 

The claimant asserts that its total increased costs to comply with the test claim statute in the 
2020-2021 fiscal year were $5,821.45.225  These costs are “for the Miranda consultations” that 
the claimant’s Public Defender’s Office provides pursuant to its Juvenile Miranda Duty 
program.226   

                                                 
225 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, paras. 3 and 5). 
226 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 11, 18-20 (Declaration of Cris 
Mercurio, Head Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s 
Office, para. 15 and Attachment A), and 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, para. 3). 
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Although Finance observes,227 and the claimant concedes,228 that these costs include the 
provision of legal consultations to youth ages 15 years of age or younger, which had already 
been required under preexisting law, the claimant has not indicated what part of the initially 
claimed costs were incurred with respect to juveniles 16 or 17 years of age.  The claimant has 
also not indicated whether any part of the initially claimed costs were incurred with respect to 
juveniles who affirmatively requested a consultation with an attorney before custodial 
interrogation, as required by existing state and federal law. 
However, even without a precise figure, the claimant’s evidence, along with information that is 
officially noticed,229 is sufficient to support a finding that the county’s costs with respect to such 
juveniles did exceed $1,000 in the 2020-2021 fiscal year.  Juveniles waive their Miranda rights 
at much higher rates than adults.230  Also, just over two-thirds of juvenile arrests in 2019 were of 
juveniles 15 to 17 years of age.231  Thus, a substantial portion of the claimant’s $5,821.45 cost of 
providing legal consultations to minors 17 years of age or younger were for consultations 
provided to minors 16 or 17 years of age.  Thus, substantial evidence supports the claimant’s 
allegation that its costs of ensuring that youth, ages 16 and 17 years old who do not affirmatively 
request an attorney, consult with legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation or the waiver of 
any Miranda rights exceed $1,000. 

                                                 
227 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments, filed March 7, 2022, pages 1-2. 
228 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2. 
229 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1187.5(c) (“Official notice may be taken in the 
manner and of the information described in Government Code Section 11515.”); see 
Government Code section 11515 and Evidence Code section 452(g) and (h).  
230 Exhibit X (11), Scott, Duell and Steinberg, Brain Development, Social Context and Justice 
Policy, 57 Washington University Journal of Law & Policy (2018), page 36.  The Commission 
notes that it need not take separate judicial notice of this study because it is already cited and 
discussed in the legislative history of Statutes 2020, chapter 335.  (See Voris v. Lampert (2019) 7 
Cal.5th 1141, 1147 fn. 5; Gov. Code, § 11515; Cal. Code. Regs. tit. 2, § 1187.5(c).) 
231 Exhibit X (12), U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Juvenile Justice 
Statistics National Report Series Bulletin (May 2021), page 3, 
https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf (accessed on July 7, 2022).  Pursuant 
to California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1187.5(c), Government Code section 11515, 
and Evidence Code section 452(g) and (h), the Commission takes notice of statistical data 
released by the U.S. Department of Justice.  (See Powell v. Superior Court (1991) 232 
Cal.App.3d 785, 795 fn. 7, modified (July 30, 1991).) 

https://ojjdp.ojp.gov/publications/juvenile-arrests-2019.pdf
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b. Although Government Code section 17556(e) does not apply to deny the Test 
Claim, Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869) and Penal Code section 987.6 may 
provide potential offsetting revenues to counties if received and used for this 
program.  No other exception to reimbursement in Government Code section 
17556 applies to deny this Test Claim. 

Under Government Code section 17556(e), the Commission is prohibited from finding costs 
mandated by the state if  “… an appropriation in a Budget Act or other bill provides for 
offsetting savings to local agencies or school districts that result in no net costs to the local 
agencies or school districts, or includes additional revenue that was specifically intended to fund 
the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the state mandate.” 
As explained below, Statutes 2020, chapter 92 and Penal Code section 987.6 may provide 
potential offsetting revenues to counties if received and used to cover the costs of the state-
mandated program.  However, as neither of these funding sources are sufficient to fully fund the 
costs of the state-mandated program, Government Code section 17556(e) does not apply to deny 
this claim.  
In its comments on this Test Claim, Finance argues that Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869), 
which repealed various fees, including public defender fees, and annually appropriates $65 
million to backfill counties for the lost revenue, “may serve as an offset to any state-mandated 
costs incurred by the Claimant.”232  
In response, the claimant asserts that the public defender fees that were eliminated by Statutes 
2020, chapter 92 would not have covered its costs in providing legal counsel to juveniles prior to 
custodial interrogation, as the eliminated fees related to court-appointed lawyers and therefore 
would not have covered legal consultations, such as those required by the test claim statute, 
which are provided prior to the appointment of counsel at the arraignment stage of a criminal 
proceeding.233  Accordingly, any backfill provided pursuant to that bill would not “provide[] for 
additional revenue specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate” within the 
meaning of Government Code section 17556(e). 
The relevant fees that Statutes 2020, chapter 92 repealed were provided in Penal Code section 
987.4 and Government Code section 27712.  Prior to Statutes 2020, chapter 92, Penal Code 
section 987.4 authorized a court to order the parent or guardian of a minor represented by the 
public defender or assigned counsel in a criminal proceeding to reimburse the county for its 
expenses in providing that counsel if the court determines that the parent or guardian has the 
ability to pay.234  And Government Code section 27712 similarly authorized a court to order a 

                                                 
232 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments, filed March 7, 2022, page 2. 
233 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2; see also Exhibit A, 
Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 10 and 17 (Declaration of Cris Mercurio, Head 
Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, para. 7). 
234 Prior to Statutes 2020, chapter 92, Penal Code section 987.4, as added by Statutes 1970, 
chapter 723, provided, in full: 
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person provided legal assistance by the public defender or assigned counsel “in any case in 
which a party is provided legal assistance” to reimburse the county its expenses in providing that 
counsel if the court determines, upon conclusion of the proceedings or upon withdrawal of the 
public defender or counsel, that the person has the ability to pay.235   
Statutes 2020, chapter 92, repealed these and other fees effective July 1, 2021.  To backfill 
county revenues lost from that repeal, the bill annually appropriated $65 million from the 
General Fund to the Controller for the 2021–2022 to 2025–2026 fiscal years.236  Under a 
subsequent bill, Statutes 2021, chapter 79 (AB 143), these moneys must be allocated to counties 
based on their average adult populations, average felony and misdemeanor arrests, and average 
traffic and nontraffic felony and misdemeanor filings, as specified. 
The Commission finds that a portion of the costs mandated by the state in this case on counties 
could have been offset by those former fees and therefore, the state funds appropriated by 
Statutes 2020, chapter 92 and Statutes 2021, chapter 79, to backfill the fees may provide 
potential offsetting revenues to counties.  As stated above, the claimant’s argument as to why 
those fees are inapplicable is that custodial interrogations occur before the Public Defender is 
appointed at the arraignment stage of a criminal proceeding.237  But while this may be the order 
                                                 

When the public defender or an assigned counsel represents a person who is a 
minor in a criminal proceeding, at the expense of a county, the court may order 
the parent or guardian of such minor to reimburse the county for all or any part of 
such expense, if it determines that the parent or guardian has the ability to pay 
such expense.  

235 Prior to Statutes 2020, chapter 92, Government Code section 27712, as added by Statutes 
1985, chapter 1485, provided, in relevant part: 

In any case in which a party is provided legal assistance, either through the public 
defender or private counsel appointed by the court, upon conclusion of the 
proceedings, or upon the withdrawal of the public defender or private counsel, 
after a hearing on the matter, the court may make a determination of the ability of 
the party to pay all or a portion of the cost of such legal assistance. … If the court 
determines, or upon petition by the county financial evaluation officer is satisfied, 
that the party has the ability to pay all or part of the cost, it shall order the party to 
pay the sum to the county in any installments and manner which it believes 
reasonable and compatible with the party’s ability to pay. … 

236 Statutes 2020, chapter 92, section 67 (“…The sum of sixty-five million dollars ($65,000,000) 
is hereby annually appropriated from the General Fund to the Controller beginning in the 2021–
22 fiscal year to the 2025–26 fiscal year, inclusive, to backfill revenues lost from the repeal of 
those fees specified in this act, unless future legislation extends the provisions of this act. These 
funds are appropriated to the Controller for allocation to counties according to a schedule 
provided by the Department of Finance….”). 
237 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed April 6, 2022, page 2; see also Exhibit A, 
Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, pages 10 and 17 (Declaration of Cris Mercurio, Head 
Deputy of the Juvenile Division of the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, para. 7). 
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of events in a typical situation, it is not necessarily true for all situations.  In McNeil v. 
Wisconsin, for example, the U.S. Supreme Court addressed a situation where a person was 
interrogated in custody multiple times after criminal proceedings against him had already 
commenced.238  In such situations, if a minor’s appointed counsel provides them with a 
consultation pursuant to the test claim statute, and the minor or the minor’s parent or guardian 
has the ability to pay for all or a part of that consultation, then former Penal Code section 987.4, 
which authorized a court to order the minor’s parent or guardian with the ability to pay to 
provide reimbursement “[w]hen the public defender or an assigned counsel represents a person 
who is a minor in a criminal proceeding, at the expense of a county,” and former Government 
Code section 27712, which required a court to order a party who is provided legal assistance 
through a public defender or appointed counsel in any case to reimburse the county for the cost 
of that assistance to the extent the party has the ability to pay, would have authorized the county 
to recoup at least some of its costs of providing that consultation. 
Consequently, the Commission finds that the $65,000,000 appropriated by Statutes 2020, chapter 
92 may provide potential offsetting revenues to the extent that the funding is provided to backfill 
a county for fees that it could have collected under former Penal Code section 987.4 or former 
Government Code section 27712 and used by a county to partially offset its costs of ensuring that 
a youth, 16 or 17 years of age, who has been arraigned, is subject to a subsequent custodial 
interrogation, and does not request counsel,239 consults with legal counsel prior to that 
subsequent custodial interrogation or the wavier of any Miranda rights. 
However, the costs of providing consultations to minors who do not have criminal proceedings 
against them or whose parents or guardians cannot afford to pay for the consultations, are not 
covered by those prior fees.  In addition, even if the funds can be used, there is no requirement 
that a county use the funds to pay for the state-mandated program here.  Accordingly, funding 
that the claimant receives pursuant to Statutes 2020, chapter 92, to backfill revenues lost due to 
the repeal of those fees is not “specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an 
amount sufficient to fund the cost of the state mandate” such that Government Code section 
17556(e) would apply to deny the claim. 
In addition, Penal Code section 987.6 requires the Director of Finance, from funds made 
available, to reimburse counties for costs up to ten percent of the amounts actually expended in 
providing counsel for persons charged with violations of state criminal law or detained under the 

                                                 
238 McNeil v. Wisconsin (1991) 501 U.S. 171, 173-174. 
239 As the U.S. Supreme Court explains in McNeil v. Wisconsin, a person who invokes their Sixth 
Amendment right to criminal defense counsel does not thereby automatically invoke their Fifth 
Amendment right to counsel with respect to all subsequent custodial interrogations.  (McNeil v. 
Wisconsin (1991) 501 U.S. 171, 178 (“To invoke the Sixth Amendment interest is, as a matter of 
fact, not to invoke the Miranda–Edwards interest. One might be quite willing to speak to the 
police without counsel present concerning many matters, but not the matter under prosecution. It 
can be said, perhaps, that it is likely that one who has asked for counsel's assistance in defending 
against a prosecution would want counsel present for all custodial interrogation, even 
interrogation unrelated to the charge. [But t]hat is not necessarily true…”).) 
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Lanterman-Petris-Short Act.240  This funding could be used by a claimant when the test claim 
statute requires county law enforcement to ensure that a juvenile who has already been charged 
with a violation of state criminal law consults with legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation 
or the wavier of any Miranda rights.241   
However, Penal Code section 987.6 was not specifically intended to fund the costs of the state-
mandated program in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the mandate.  Any funding 
received under that section is necessarily insufficient to fund the full cost of the state-mandated 
program because (1) not all 16 and 17 years olds that undergo custodial interrogations are 
charged with crimes or detained under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act, (2) not all crimes are 
state law violations, and (3) regardless, reimbursement under this provision is limited to 10% of 
the county’s actual costs.  Furthermore, there is no guarantee that funding will always be 
available to Finance for these purposes.  As the Declaration of Sung Lee (Departmental Finance 
Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office) states, “The County has 
not received any local, State, or federal funding to offset the increased direct and indirect costs 
associated with the mandatory provision of legal counsel to arrested or in-custody youths under 
17 years of age or younger pursuant to SB 203.”242  This would presumably include any funding 
received under Penal Code section 987.6.  And Finance has not filed evidenced rebutting that 
allegation.243 
Consequently, although funding pursuant to Penal Code section 987.6 may provide potential 
offsetting revenues to counties if received and used for the mandate, it is not “specifically 

                                                 
240 Penal Code section 987.6, as last amended by Statutes 1970, chapter 723, states the following: 

(a) From any state moneys made available to it for such purpose, the Department of Finance 
shall, pursuant to this section, pay to the counties an amount not to exceed 10 percent of 
the amounts actually expended by the counties in providing counsel in accordance with 
the law whether by public defender, assigned counsel, or both, for persons charged with 
violations of state criminal law or involuntarily detained under the Lanterman-Petris-
Short Act, Division 5 (commencing with Section 5000) of the Welfare and Institutions 
Code, who desire, but are unable to afford, counsel. 

(b) Application for payment shall be made in such manner and at such times as prescribed by 
the Department of Finance and the department may adopt rules necessary or appropriate 
to carry out the purposes of this section. 

241 See e.g. McNeil v. Wisconsin (1991) 501 U.S. 171, 173-174 and 176-179 (addressing a 
situation in which a suspect was interrogated in custody after a public defender was appointed to 
represent him and discussing the interaction of the rights to counsel under the Fifth and Sixth 
Amendments under such circumstances). 
242 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 22, 2021, page 21 (Declaration of Sung Lee, 
Departmental Finance Manager II with the County of Los Angeles Public Defender’s Office, 
para. 6). 
243 See Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (2016) 1 Cal.5th 749, 769, as 
modified on denial of reh'g (Nov. 16, 2016). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS5000&originatingDoc=NF45A48D000AE11DD9CC1D4B7CFF83FA0&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=3fc0643d339c4217bf9d80df3ee8ee81&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS5000&originatingDoc=NF45A48D000AE11DD9CC1D4B7CFF83FA0&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=3fc0643d339c4217bf9d80df3ee8ee81&contextData=(sc.Search)
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intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the 
state mandate” such that Government Code section 17556(e) would apply to deny the claim.  
These sources of potential offsetting revenue, however, will be identified in the Parameters and 
Guidelines. 

c. None of the other exceptions to reimbursement in Government Code section 
17556 apply. 

The other provisions of Government Code section 17556 prohibit the Commission from finding 
costs mandated by the state if the Commission finds (1) the claimant requested legislative 
authority for the program, (2) the test claim statute affirmed a mandate that has been declared 
existing law, (3) the local agency has fee authority sufficient to pay for the mandated program or 
increased level of service, (4) the test claim statute imposes duties that are necessary to 
implement a ballot measure, or (5) the test claim statue created a new crime or infraction, 
eliminated a crime or infraction, or changed the penalty for a crime or infraction, as specified.244 
Here there are no facts or law to suggest that any of these exceptions are applicable.  There is no 
evidence that the claimant requested legislative authority for the program and no law suggesting 
that the test claim statute affirmed a mandate that has been declared existing law, that the 
claimant has fee authority sufficient to pay for costs imposed by the test claim statute, or that the 
test claim statute imposes a duty necessary to implement a ballot measure.  And the plain 
language of the test claim statute does not create or eliminate a crime or infraction or change the 
penalty therefor.  The plain language of the test claim statute merely requires law enforcement to 
ensure that minors consult with legal counsel prior to a custodial interrogation and the waiver of 
any Miranda rights.  While the consequences for noncompliance with this requirement may 
make it less likely that the minor will be convicted of a crime or infraction,245 this is not the same 
as creating, eliminating, or changing the penalty for any crime or infraction.  
Accordingly, the Commission finds that the test claim statute imposes increased costs mandated 
by the state. 

V. Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing analysis, the Commission approves this Test Claim and finds that 
Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6, as amended by Statutes 2020, chapter 335, imposes 
a reimbursable state-mandated program only on counties and cities, beginning January 1, 2021, 
to perform the following activity: 

• Ensure that youth, ages 16 and 17, who do not affirmatively request an attorney, consult 
with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 

                                                 
244 See also California Constitution article XIII B, section 6(a)(2) (“the Legislature may, but need 
not, provide a subvention of funds for … [¶ ][l]egislation defining a new crime or changing an 
existing definition of a crime.”). 
245 Under Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(b), “The court shall, in adjudicating the 
admissibility of statements of a youth 17 years of age or younger made during or after a custodial 
interrogation, consider the effect of failure to comply with subdivision (a) and, additionally, shall 
consider any willful violation of subdivision (a) in determining the credibility of a law 
enforcement officer under Section 780 of the Evidence Code.” 
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rights.  In instances where the youth does not have a private attorney, this includes 
providing legal counsel to consult with the youth in person, by telephone, or by video 
conference prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights. 

The following state funds will be identified in the Parameters and Guidelines as potential 
offsetting revenues: 

• Funding appropriated from the General Fund by Statutes 2020, chapter 92 (AB 1869) to 
backfill a county for the revenue lost due to the repeal of former Penal Code section 
987.4 and former Government Code section 27712, which provided funding for the costs 
of defense counsel and legal assistance in criminal proceedings, to the extent that the 
funds are used to offset a county’s costs to comply with this program. 

• Funding made available to counties pursuant to Penal Code section 987.6 for providing 
legal assistance for persons charged with violations of state criminal law or involuntarily 
detained under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act and used to offset a county’s costs to 
comply with this program. 

Reimbursement is not required in the following situations: 

• When the 16 or 17 year old affirmatively requests an attorney prior to interrogation and 
before waiver of any Miranda rights, which is required by existing state and federal 
law.246 

• For school districts or community college districts, who are authorized but not required 
by state law to employ peace officers.247 

• When the officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information the 
officer sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat and the 
officer's questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 
obtain that information.248 

• In the normal performance of a probation officer's duties under Welfare and Institutions 
Code section 625, 627.5, or 628.249 

 

                                                 
246 Welfare and Institutions Code sections 625, 627.5; Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 
470-473. 
247 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367-1368. 
248 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(c)(2). 
249 Welfare and Institutions Code section 625.6(d). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS625&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS627.5&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000228&cite=CAWIS628&originatingDoc=N76FA5530071F11EB9C8DC50D0989AF19&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&ppcid=f587b02944dd408a81dd73ed3eab06dd&contextData=(sc.Search)
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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this bill is to require that a youth under the age of 18 consult with counsel 

prior to a custodial interrogation and before waiving any specified rights. 

Existing law provides that a peace officer may, without a warrant, take into temporary custody a 

minor. (Welfare and Institutions Code § 625) 

Existing law provides that in any case where a minor is taken into temporary custody on the 

ground that there is reasonable cause for believing that such minor will be adjudged a ward of 
the court or charged with a criminal action, or that he has violated an order of the juvenile court 

or escaped from any commitment ordered by the juvenile court, the officer is required to advise 
such minor that anything he says can be used against him and advise him of his constitutional 
rights, including his right to remain silent, his right to counsel present during any interrogation, 

Exhibit E 
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and his right to have counsel appointed if he is unable to afford counsel. (Welfare and 
Institutions Code § 625 (c)) 
 

Existing law provides that when a minor is taken into a place of confinement the minor shall be 
advised that he has the right to make at least two telephone calls, one completed to a parent or 

guardian, responsible adult or employer and one to an attorney. (Welfare and Institutions Code § 
627) 
 

This bill requires that prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights, a youth under 18 years of age shall consult with counsel. 
 

This bill requires that the consultation with counsel cannot be waived. 
 

This bill provides that consultation with counsel may be in person, or by telephone or video 
conference. 

 
This bill requires that the court, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of youth under 18 
years of age made during or after a custodial interrogation, consider the effect of failure to 

comply with the consultation to counsel requirement. 
 

This bill does not apply to the admissibility of statements of a youth under 18 years of age if both 
of the following criteria are met: 

 

a) The officer who questioned the suspect reasonably believed the information he or she 
sought was necessary to protect life or property from a substantial threat. 

b) The officer’s questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 
obtain this information. 

 

This bill does not require a probation officer to comply with the consultation with counsel 
requirement in the normal performance of his or her duties. 

 
This bill makes a number of uncodified legislative declarations and findings regarding 
developmental and neurological sciences as it pertains to the interrogation of a minor. 

 
COMMENTS 

 
1.  Need for This Bill 

 

According to the author: 
 

Currently in California, children—no matter how young— can waive their Miranda 
rights.  When law enforcement conducts a custodial interrogation, they are required 
to recite basic constitutional rights to the individual, known as Miranda rights, and 

secure a waiver of those rights before proceeding.  The waiver must be voluntarily, 
knowingly, and intelligently made.  Miranda waivers by juveniles present distinct 

issues.  Recent advances in cognitive science research have shown that the capacity 
of youth to grasp legal rights is less than that of an adult.  
Although existing law assures counsel for youth accused of crimes, the law does 

not require law enforcement and the courts to recognize that youth are different 
from adults.  It is critical to ensure a youth understands their rights before waiving 

them and courts should have clear criteria for evaluating the validity of waivers.  
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Recently an appellate court held that a 10-year-old boy made a voluntary, knowing, 
and intelligent waiver of his Miranda rights.  When the police asked if he 
understood the right to remain silent, he replied, “Yes, that means that I have the 

right to stay calm.”  The California Supreme Court declined to review the lower 
court’s decision.  Several justices disagreed, and in his dissenting statement Justice 

Liu suggested that the Legislature should address the issue, stating that California 
law on juvenile waivers is a half-century old and, “predates by several decades the 
growing body of scientific research that the [U.S. Supreme Court] has repeatedly 

found relevant in assessing differences in mental capabilities between children and 
adults.” 
 

SB 395 will require youth under the age of 18 to consult with legal counsel before 
they waive their constitutional rights.  The bill also provides guidance for courts in 
determining whether a youth’s Miranda waiver was made in a voluntary, knowing, 

and intelligent manner as required under existing law.   
 

2.  Miranda v. Arizona and Its Application to Minors 
 

In Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694, the 

Court (5-4) decided four cases (Miranda v. Arizona, Vignera v. New York , 
Westover v. United States, and California v. Stewart) and imposed new 
constitutional requirements for custodial police interrogation, beyond those laid 

down [previously]. 
 

*** 
 

The Court's decision may be "briefly stated" as follows: "[T]he prosecution may 
not use statements, whether exculpatory or inculpatory, stemming from custodial 

interrogation of the defendant unless it demonstrates the use of procedural 
safeguards effective to secure the privilege against self-incrimination.  By custodial 
interrogation, we mean questioning initiated by law enforcement officers after a 

person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his freedom of action 
in any significant way.  As for the procedural safeguards to be employed, unless 

other fully effective means are devised to inform accused persons of their right of 
silence and to assure a continuous opportunity to exercise it, the following 
measures are required.  Prior to any questioning, the person must be warned that he 

has a right to remain silent, that any statement he does make may be used as 
evidence against him, and that he has a right to the presence of an attorney, either 

retained or appointed.  The defendant may waive effectuation of these rights, 
provided the waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently. If, however, 
he indicates in any manner and at any stage of the process that he wishes to consult 

with an attorney before speaking there can be no questioning.  Likewise, if the 
individual is alone and indicates in any manner that he does not wish to be 

interrogated, the police may not question him.  The mere fact that he may have 
answered some questions or volunteered some statements on his own does not 
deprive him of the right to refrain from answering any further inquiries until he has 

consulted with an attorney and thereafter consents to be questioned." (86 S.Ct. 
1612, 16 L.Ed.2d 706.) (5 Witkin Cal. Crim. Law Crim Trial § 107) 
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Under this bill, a youth under 18 years of age would be required to consult with counsel prior to 
waiving his or her rights under Miranda.  The right to counsel cannot be waived. 

 
If the requirement that the minor consult with counsel before waiving his or her rights is not met, 
the court must consider the effect of the failure to comply with the consultation of counsel 

requirement in determining the admissibility of the statements of the minor made during or after 
a custodial interrogation. 
   
4.  American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 

 

In a Policy Statement dated March 7, 2013 the American Academy of Child and Adolescent 

Psychiatry expressed its beliefs that juveniles should have counsel present when interrogated by 
law enforcement: 
 

Research has demonstrated that brain development continues throughout 

adolescence and into early adulthood.  The frontal lobes, responsible for mature 
thought, reasoning and judgment, develop last.  Adolescents use their brains in a 

fundamentally different manner than adults. They are more likely to act on impulse, 
without fully considering the consequences of their decisions or actions. 
 

The Supreme Court has recognized these biological and developmental differences 
in their recent decisions on the juvenile death penalty, juvenile life without parole 
and the interrogations of juvenile suspects. In particular, the Supreme Court has 

recognized that there is a heightened risk that juvenile suspects will falsely confess 
when pressured by police during the interrogation process.  Research also 

demonstrates that when in police custody, many juveniles do not fully understand 
or appreciate their rights, options or alternatives.  
  

Accordingly, the American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry believes 

that juveniles should have an attorney present during questioning by police or other 
law enforcement agencies. While the Academy believes that juveniles should have 

a right to consult with parents prior to and during questioning, parental presence 
alone may not be sufficient to protect juvenile suspects. Moreover, many parents 
may not be competent to advise their children on whether to speak to the police and 

may also be persuaded that cooperation with the police will bring leniency. There 
are numerous cases of juveniles who have falsely confessed with their parents 

present during questioning…. [citations omitted] 
(https://www.aacap.org/aacap/policy_statements/2013/Interviewing_and_Interrogat
ing_Juvenile_Suspects.aspx) 

 

5.  SB 1052 Governor’s Veto Message   

 
Last year the Legislature approved SB 1052 (Lara), which also addressed the custodial 
interrogation of juveniles.  Governor Brown vetoed SB 1052 stating: 

 
This bill would require – in almost all cases – that a youth under 18 must consult an 

attorney before a custodial interrogation begins. 
 
This bill presents profoundly important questions involving the constitutional right not to 

incriminate oneself and the ability of the police to interrogate juveniles.  Ever since 1966, 

https://www.aacap.org/aacap/policy_statements/2013/Interviewing_and_Interrogating_Juvenile_Suspects.aspx
https://www.aacap.org/aacap/policy_statements/2013/Interviewing_and_Interrogating_Juvenile_Suspects.aspx
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the rule has been that interrogations of criminal suspects be preceded by the Miranda 
warning of the right to remain silent and the right to have an attorney. 

 
In more cases than not, both adult and juvenile suspects waive these rights and go on to 
answer an investigator’s questions.  Courts uphold these “waivers” of rights as long as 

the waiver is knowing and voluntary.  It is rare for a court to invalidate such a waiver. 
 

Recent studies, however, argue that juveniles are more vulnerable than adults and easily 
succumb to police pressure to talk instead of remaining silent.  Other studies show a 
much higher percentage of false confessions in the case of juveniles. 

 
On the other hand, in countless cases, police investigators solve very serious crimes 

through questioning and the resulting admissions or statements that follow. 
 
These competing realities raise difficult and troubling issues and that is why I have 

consulted widely to gain a better understanding of what is at stake.  I have spoken to 
juvenile judges, police investigators, public defenders, prosecutors and the proponents of 

this bill.  I have also read several research studies cited by the proponents and the most 
recent cases dealing with juvenile confessions. 
 

After carefully considering all the above, I am not prepared to put into law SB 1052’s 
categorical requirement that juveniles consult an attorney before waiving their Miranda 

rights.  Frankly, we need a much fuller understanding of the ramifications of this 
measure. 
 

In the coming year, I will work with proponents, law enforcement and other interested 
parties to fashion reforms that protect public safety and constitutional rights.  There is 

much to be done.  
 

6.  Support 

 
The National Center for Youth Law supports this bill stating: 

 
Currently, youth in California can waive their Miranda rights on their own, as long 
as the waiver is made in a voluntary, knowing, and intelligent manner. Yet research 

demonstrates that young people often fail to comprehend the meaning of Miranda 
rights.  Even more troubling is the fact that young people are unlikely to appreciate 

the consequences of giving up those rights.  They are also more likely than adults 
to waive their rights and confess to crimes they did not commit. 
Widely accepted research concludes that young people have less capacity to 

exercise mature judgment and are more likely than adults to disregard the long-term 
consequences of their behavior.  Over the last 10 years, the United States and 

California Supreme Courts, recognizing that developmental abilities of youth are 
relevant to criminal culpability and the capacity to understand procedures of the 
criminal justice system, have enunciated a new jurisprudence grounded in this 

research.  Moreover, courts have noted that young people are more vulnerable than 
adults to interrogation and have a limited understanding of the criminal justice 

system.  These problems are amplified for youth who are very young, or who have 
developmental disabilities, cognitive delays or mental health challenges.  A recent 
study of exonerations found that 42 percent of juveniles had falsely confessed as 
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compared to just 13 percent of adults.  The ramifications for both the individual and 
society of soliciting unreliable evidence and false confessions are far-reaching…. 

 
People who work closely with youth and help them navigate legal decision-making 
know that a young person can understand the literal meanings of Miranda rights, 

but fail to appreciate the implications of giving up those rights.  Some youth are 
persuaded to give statements because they believe doing so will reduce the 

likelihood of “getting into trouble.”  They are left feeling betrayed by interrogation 
tactics permitted and perhaps appropriate for adult suspects, but overwhelming for 
youth.  These experiences can leave youth traumatized for years and harm trust in 

law enforcement and the justice system. 
 

7.  Opposition 
 

According to the California State Sheriffs’ Association: 
 

Our overarching concern with this bill is that it goes far beyond what existing case 
law requires as it relates to juveniles and their Miranda rights.  For nearly 40 
years, U.S. Supreme Court case law has held that “a court must take into account 

the special concerns that are present when a young person is involved, including a 
child or youth’s limited experience, education and immature judgment.” (Fare v. 

Michael C. (1979) 442 U.S. 707, 725) 
 

SB 395 exceeds that standard, however, and requires minors to consult with 
counsel prior to a custodial interrogation and before waiving Miranda rights, and 

provides that this consultation cannot be waived.  The bill raises questions 
including who will serve as this counsel, what entity will pay for it, and why is 
being mandated even in cases before a person is arrested?  Law enforcement may 

simply want to talk to a minor, and even if the parent or guardian is notified in 
advance, this discussion would have to wait until counsel could consult with the 

minor if there was a chance that the interaction would fall under the bill’s 
undefined umbrella of a custodial interrogation.   
 

SB 395 will cast doubt on an otherwise truthful statement that is called into 

question simply because a minor had not consulted with counsel before choosing 
to waive Miranda rights. 

 

 

-- END – 
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This bill meets the criteria for referral to the Suspense File. 

Bill Summary:  SB 395 would require a youth under 18 years of age to consult with 
counsel prior to a custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, as 
specified. This bill provides that the consultation may not be waived. 

Fiscal Impact: 
 Local government:  Major non-reimbursable local costs, potentially in the millions of

dollars (local funds) annually to provide legal counsel to minors prior to custodial
interrogations, to the extent local agencies (482 cities and 58 counties) incur
additional costs to provide counsel and/or incur operational delays. The Department
of Justice indicates nearly 87,000 juvenile arrests reported in 2014 (the last year of
available data). A portion of these costs could potentially be subject to Proposition
30 funding requirements (General Fund*).

 Division of Juvenile Justice:  One-time costs in the $50,000 range to revise policies
and regulations.  Annual costs in the $50,000 range for staff training.

 Other state law enforcement:  Minor costs to several state agencies with law
enforcement responsibilities (other than CDCR), such as the California Highway
Patrol**, Department of Justice, and Department of Fish and Wildlife, who may
interact with juvenile offenders, to update their regulations and procedures.

*Proposition 30 exempts the state from mandate reimbursements for realigned
responsibilities for “public safety services” including the provision of services for, and
supervision of, juvenile offenders.  Legislation enacted after September 30, 2012,
however, that has an overall effect of increasing the costs already borne by a local
agency for public safety services applies to local agencies only to the extent that the
state provides annual funding for the cost increase.  The provisions of Proposition 30
have not been interpreted through the formal court process to date; however, to the
extent local agency costs to county probation and sheriff departments resulting from this
measure are determined to be applicable under the provisions of Proposition 30, SB
395 could potentially result in additional costs to the state.
**Motor Vehicle Account

Background:  Existing law allows a peace officer to take a minor into temporary 
custody when that officer has reasonable cause to believe that the minor has committed 
a crime or violated an order of the juvenile court.  Moreover, in any case where a minor 
is taken into temporary custody on the ground that there is reasonable cause for 
believing that such minor will be adjudged a ward of the court or charged with a criminal 
action, or that he has violated an order of the juvenile court or escaped from any 
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commitment ordered by the juvenile court, the officer is required to advise the minor that 
anything he says can be used against him and is required to advise him of his 
constitutional rights, including his right to remain silent, his right to have counsel present 
during any interrogation, and his right to have counsel appointed if he is unable to afford 
counsel.  Additionally, when a minor is taken into a place of confinement, the minor be 
advised that he has the right to make at least two telephone calls, one completed to a 
parent or guardian, responsible adult, or employer and one to an attorney. 

In the case of In re Joseph H (2015) 200 Cal.Rptr.3d 1, Justice Goodwin Liu protested 
the Court’s vote against hearing a case in which a 10-year-old child was deemed cap-
able of waiving his right to remain silent. His dissenting statement, in part, stated that 
the Legislature may wish to take up the issue of the proper application of Miranda to 
young children. 

Proposed Law:   This bill would: 

 Require that, prior to a custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda 
rights, a youth under 18 years of age consults with counsel. 

 Provide that the consultation with counsel cannot be waived. 
 Allow the consultation with counsel to be in person, or by telephone or video 

conference. 
 Require that the court, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of youth under 

18 years of age made during or after a custodial interrogation, consider the effect of 
failure to comply with the consultation to counsel requirement. 

 Provide that the consultation requirement does not apply to the admissibility of 
statements of a youth under 18 years of age if both of the following criteria are met: 

o The officer who questioned the suspect reasonably believed the information 
he or she sought was necessary to protect life or property from a substantial 
threat. 

o The officer’s questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably 

necessary to obtain this information. 
 Provide that the consultation is not applicable to a probation officer when in the 

normal performance of specified duties. 

Prior Legislation:  SB 1052 (Lara, 2016) was identical to this bill.  It was vetoed by the 
Governor with the following message: 

This bill presents profoundly important questions involving the constitutional 
right not to incriminate oneself and the ability of the police to interrogate 
juveniles.  Ever since 1966, the rule has been that interrogations of criminal 
suspects be preceded by the Miranda warning of the right to remain silent 
and the right to have an attorney. 
 
In more cases than not, both adult and juvenile suspects waive these rights 
and go on to answer an investigator’s questions.  Courts uphold these 

“waivers” of rights as long as the waiver is knowing and voluntary.  It is rare 
for a court to invalidate such a waiver. 
 
Recent studies, however, argue that juveniles are more vulnerable than 
adults and easily succumb to police pressure to talk instead of remaining 
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silent.  Other studies show a much higher percentage of false confessions 
in the case of juveniles. 
 
On the other hand, in countless cases, police investigators solve very 
serious crimes through questioning and the resulting admissions or 
statements that follow. 
 
These competing realities raise difficult and troubling issues and that is why 
I have consulted widely to gain a better understanding of what is at stake.  I 
have spoken to juvenile judges, police investigators, public defenders, 
prosecutors and the proponents of this bill.  I have also read several 
research studies cited by the proponents and the most recent cases dealing 
with juvenile confessions. 
 
After carefully considering all the above, I am not prepared to put into law 
SB 1052’s categorical requirement that juveniles consult an attorney before 
waiving their Miranda rights.  Frankly, we need a much fuller understanding 
of the ramifications of this measure. 
 
In the coming year, I will work with proponents, law enforcement and other 
interested parties to fashion reforms that protect public safety and 
constitutional rights.  There is much to be done. 

-- END -- 
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SB 203 (Bradford) – As Amended July 27, 2020 

SUMMARY:  Expands and extends protections for minors prior to custodial interrogation by 

law enforcement.  Specifically, this bill: 

1) Requires that prior to any custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any Miranda
rights, a youth of 17 years or younger must consult with legal counsel in person, by
telephone, or by video conference.

2) Prohibits the waiver of such consultation with legal counsel.

3) Requires the court to consider a lack of consultation with legal counsel for the purposes of
determining the admissibility of any statements made to law enforcement, as well as in

determining the credibility of any officer who willfully failed to comply with the consult
requirement.

4) Eliminates the sunset date of January 1, 2025 for similar protections that applied only to
minors under the age of 16, making them permanent.

5) Eliminates the requirement that the Governor convene a panel of experts to examine the

effects and outcomes of requiring minors under the age of 16 to consult with counsel prior to
any interrogation or Miranda waiver.

6) Makes legislative findings and declarations.

EXISTING FEDERAL LAW:  States that no person shall “be compelled in any criminal case 
to be a witness against himself.”  (U.S. Const. Amend. V.)   

EXISTING LAW: 

1) States that persons may not be compelled in a criminal cause to be a witness against
themselves.  (Cal. Const., Art. I, Sec. 15.)

2) Requires, prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any Miranda rights, a
youth 15 years of age or younger shall consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or

by video conference.  Prohibits waiver of the consultation.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6,
subd. (a).)

3) Requires the court, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of a youth 15 years of age
or younger made during or after a custodial interrogation, to consider the effect of failure to
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comply with the consultation requirement.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (b).) 
 

4) Specifies that the consultation requirement does not apply to the admissibility of statements 
of a youth 15 years of age or younger if both of the following criteria are met: 
 

a) The officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information he or she 
sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent threat; and 

 
b) The officer’s questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably necessary to 

obtain that information.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (c).) 

 
5) Exempts probation officers from complying with the consultation requirement in their 

normal course of duties, as specified.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (d).) 
 

6) Requires the Governor to convene a panel of experts to study the effects and outcomes 

related to the implementation of the consultation requirement and produce a report by 
January 1, 2024.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (e).) 

 
7) Sunsets the consultation requirement on January 1, 2025.  (Welf. and Inst. Code, § 625.6, 

subd. (f).) 

 
8) Provides that a peace officer may, without a warrant, take into temporary custody a minor. 

(Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625) 
 

9) Provides that in any case where a minor is taken into temporary custody on the ground that 

there is reasonable cause for believing that such minor will be adjudged a ward of the court 
or charged with a criminal action, or that he has violated an order of the juvenile court or 

escaped from any commitment ordered by the juvenile court, the officer shall advise such 
minor that anything he says can be used against him and shall advise him of his constitutional 
rights, including his right to remain silent, his right to counsel present during any 

interrogation, and his right to have counsel appointed if he is unable to afford counsel. (Welf. 
& Inst. Code, § 625, subd. (c).) 

 
10) Provides that when a minor is taken into a place of confinement the minor shall be advised 

that he has the right to make at least two telephone calls, one completed to a parent or 

guardian, or a responsible relative, or employer and one to an attorney. (Welf. & Inst. Code, 
§ 627.) 

 
FISCAL EFFECT:  Unknown. 
 

COMMENTS:   
 

1) Author's Statement:  According to the author, “People can decide to give up their rights, but 
for that to be meaningful, they have to understand their rights. What we know now is 
children and youth have less capacity than adults to quickly grasp complicated concepts and 

understand the consequences of their actions especially in stressful circumstances like a 
custodial interrogation. If we ignore that fact, we undermine the justice system and ultimately 

the constitution.   
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“In practice, the system is flawed and can result in serious disproportionate consequences for 
youth. Most youth can understand their rights and what a waiver means, but what is needed 

to help them understand is different than what most adults need. SB 203 would ensure young 
people understand their rights.” 
 

2) Miranda Warnings : “Miranda warnings” are a series of admonitions that are typically given 
by police prior to interrogating a suspect of a crime.  The purpose of Miranda warnings is to 

advise people that have been arrested of their constitutional right against self-incrimination.  
They are the product of the landmark Supreme Court decision Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 
384 U.S. 436.  In deciding that case, the Supreme Court imposed specific, constitutional 

requirements for the advice an officer must provide prior to engaging in custodial 
interrogation and held that statements taken without these warnings are inadmissible against 

the defendant in a criminal case.   
 
The Court summarized its decision as follows: “[T]he prosecution may not use statements, 

whether exculpatory or inculpatory, stemming from custodial interrogation of the defendant 
unless it demonstrates the use of procedural safeguards effective to secure the privilege 

against self-incrimination.  By custodial interrogation, we mean questioning initia ted by law 
enforcement officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise deprived of his 
freedom of action in any significant way.  As for the procedural safeguards to be employed, 

unless other fully effective means are devised to inform accused persons of their right of 
silence and to assure a continuous opportunity to exercise it, the following measures are 

required.  Prior to any questioning, the person must be warned that he has a right to remain 
silent, that any statement he does make may be used as evidence against him, and that he has 
a right to the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed.  The defendant may waive 

effectuation of these rights, provided the waiver is made voluntarily, knowingly and 
intelligently. If, however, he indicates in any manner and at any stage of the process that he 

wishes to consult with an attorney before speaking there can be no questioning.  Likewise, if 
the individual is alone and indicates in any manner that he does not wish to be interrogated, 
the police may not question him.  The mere fact that he may have answered some questions 

or volunteered some statements on his own does not deprive him of the right to refrain from 
answering any further inquiries until he has consulted with an attorney and thereafter 

consents to be questioned." (Id. at 444-45.)   
 
Put more simply, “Miranda warnings” are meant to inform people who are arrested of their 

constitutional right not to be a witness against themselves.  Police are not required to speak a 
specific set of words but generally must convey that the person has the right not to answer 

any questions, that anything the person does say can be used against them as evidence in a 
court of law, that the person has the right to an attorney, that if the person cannot afford an 
attorney one will be appointed at no cost, and that the person has the right to invoke these 

rights at any point in time during questioning.   
 

3) Custodial Interrogation:  In order for Miranda warnings to apply, an individual must be 
subjected to “custodial interrogation.”  Custodial interrogation is a legal term of art that has 
been discussed in a prolific body of case law.  Briefly stated, the term “custodial” refers to 

the suspect being in the custody of law enforcement.  It does not require that the subject be in 
handcuffs or the back of a police car, but rather that the police have deprived the suspect of 

his or her freedom of action in some significant way.  (R.I. v. Innis (1980) 446 U.S. 291, 
298.)  “Interrogation” relates to questioning by officers.  Such questioning can be in the form 
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of an officer asking the suspect direct questions, or it can be indirect in the form of comments 
or actions by the officer that the officer should know are likely to produce an incriminating 

reply.  (Id. at 300-01.)   
 
It is worth noting that there are several situations in which Miranda warnings, and therefore 

protections envisioned by this bill, would not apply.  For example, spontaneous statements by 
a suspect are not considered to be the product of interrogation and therefore do not require 

Miranda warnings.  (Id.)  There also exceptions to Miranda rule.  One important exception is 
known as the “public safety” exception and allows police to ask questions of a suspect even 
in the absence of a Miranda waiver so long as they are “reasonably prompted by a concern 

for the public safety.”  (N.Y. v. Quarles (1984) 467 U.S. 649, 656.)  Under this exception, 
police could question a subject about a firearm that was left near a playground or the 

whereabouts of a missing person without having to first “mirandize” the suspect.  (Id.)   
 

4) Special Considerations for Youth:  A growing body of research indicates that adolescents 

are less capable of understanding their constitutional rights than their adult counterparts, and 
also that they are more prone to falsely confessing to a crime they did not commit.  (See 

Luna, Juvenile False Confessions: Juvenile Psychology, Police Interrogation Tactics, And 
Prosecutorial Discretion (2018) 18 Nev. L.J. 291, available at: 
https://scholars.law.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1733&context=nlj, [as of Jul. 16, 

2020].)  The research suggests that “[b]ecause adolescents are more impulsive, are easily 
influenced by others (especially by figures of authority), are more sensitive to rewards 

(especially immediate rewards), and are less able to weigh in on the long-term consequences 
of their actions, they become more receptive to coercion.”  (Id. at 297, citing various 
scientific journals.)  The context of custodial interrogation is believed to exacerbate these 

risks.  In fact, prior research has shown that 35 percent of proven false confessions were 
obtained from suspects under the age of 18.  (Drizin & Leo, The Problem of False 

Confessions in the Post-DNA World (2004), 82 N. C. L. Rev. 891, 906–907, available at: 
https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/nclr/vol82/iss3/3/, [as of Jul. 16, 2020].)  As explained below, 
these considerations have caused this Legislature to approve measures in the past that would 

have required a minor to consult with an attorney prior to any waiver of Miranda rights.   
 

a) SB 1052 and Governor Brown’s Veto Message:  SB 1052 (Lara) of the 2015-2016 
Legislative Session was similar to this bill in that it would have required minors under the 
age of 18 to consult with an attorney prior to any custodial interrogation by a police 

officer. SB 1052 was passed by both houses, but was ultimately vetoed by Governor 
Brown.  In his veto message Governor Brown stated: 

 
“This bill presents profoundly important questions involving the constitutional 
right not to incriminate oneself and the ability of the police to interrogate 

juveniles.  Ever since 1966, the rule has been that interrogations of criminal 
suspects be preceded by the Miranda warning of the right to remain silent and 

the right to have an attorney. 
 

“In more cases than not, both adult and juvenile suspects waive these rights 

and go on to answer an investigator’s questions.  Courts uphold these 
‘waivers’ of rights as long as the waiver is knowing and voluntary.  It is rare 

for a court to invalidate such a waiver. 
 

https://scholars.law.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1733&context=nlj
https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/nclr/vol82/iss3/3/
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“Recent studies, however, argue that juveniles are more vulnerable than adults 
and easily succumb to police pressure to talk instead of remaining silent.  

Other studies show a much higher percentage of false confessions in the case 
of juveniles. 

 

“On the other hand, in countless cases, police investigators solve very serious 
crimes through questioning and the resulting admissions or statements that 

follow. 
 

“These competing realities raise difficult and troubling issues and that is why I 

have consulted widely to gain a better understanding of what is at stake.  I 
have spoken to juvenile judges, police investigators, public defenders, 

prosecutors and the proponents of this bill.  I have also read several research 
studies cited by the proponents and the most recent cases dealing with juvenile 
confessions. 

 
“After carefully considering all the above, I am not prepared to put into law 

SB 1052’s categorical requirement that juveniles consult an attorney before 
waiving their Miranda rights.  Frankly, we need a much fuller understanding 
of the ramifications of this measure. 

 
“In the coming year, I will work with proponents, law enforcement and other 

interested parties to fashion reforms that protect public safety and 
constitutional rights.  There is much to be done.” 
 

In the year immediately after SB 1052 was vetoed, the legislature passed, and Governor 
Brown signed, SB 395.   

 
b) SB 395 (Lara) Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017:  SB 395, in its final version, provided that a 

youth who is age 15 or younger is required to consult with counsel prior to waiving his or 

her Miranda rights.  This consultation cannot be waived.  In passing SB 395, the 
Legislature made findings and decelerations that “[p]eople under 18 years of age have a 

lesser ability as compared to adults to comprehend the meaning of their rights and the 
consequences of waiver” and that “a large body of research has established that 
adolescent thinking tends to either ignore or discount future outcomes and implications, 

and disregard long-term consequences of important decisions.”  As introduced, SB 395 
was nearly identical to this bill and included 16 and 17 year olds.  SB 395 was amended 

on the Assembly floor on September 17, 2017.  With those amendments, SB 395 
excluded 16 and 17 year olds and imposed a requirement that the Governor convene an 
unpaid panel of experts to review the implementation of SB 395, examine its outcomes 

and effects, and generate a report for the Governor and the Legislature.  This bill would 
effectively undo the final set of amendments to SB 395 by including 16 and 17 year olds 

in the protections from custodial interrogation and eliminating the governor-appointed 
panel of experts.   
 

5) San Francisco Ordinance :  In 2018, the City and County of San Francisco enacted an 
ordinance that required its police department to abide by a policy that is substantially similar 

to this bill.  (San Francisco City and County Ordinance No. 41-19, available at: 
https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/o0041-19.pdf, [as of Jul. 16, 2020].)  The background and 

https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/o0041-19.pdf
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findings for adopting the ordinance contain citations to various publications that indicate 
there is a significant concern that youth may be unable to properly understand their rights, 

and may also falsely confess more often than adults.  (Id. at pp. 1-3.)  
 

6) Officer Credibility Determination:  In addition to the expansion of Miranda waiver 

protections for minors age 16 and 17, this bill would also require a court to consider an 
officer’s willful failure to comply with those protections in determining credibility of the 

officer.  Even without this explicit provision in the bill, a court would likely consider any 
officer’s willful non-compliance with state law when judging the officer’s credibility.   
 

7) Argument in Support:  According to the bill’s co-sponsor, the Pacific Juvenile Defender 
Center, “In our experience, youth who are 16 or 17 years of age are similarly in need of legal 

advice before they can meaningfully decide whether to waive their constitut ional rights and 
talk to the police. The adolescent brain continues to develop slowly into the mid-twenties, 
and until then, youth can be overwhelmed by emotional and social responses, contributing to 

short-sighted choices. (Scott, Duell and Steinberg, Brain Development, Social Context and 
Justice Policy, 57 Wash. U. J. of Law & Pol’y (2018), p. 11.) Because police are allowed to 

lie and use trickery, fundamental fairness requires that youth up to the age of majority receive 
the advice of counsel before deciding whether to speak to the police - to assure that any 
statements are given voluntarily, with an understanding of the rights at stake.  

 
“The United States Supreme Court recognized the ‘incompetencies of youth’ in their dealings 

with the police in J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011) 564 U.S. 261. In recognizing the need for 
special rules for juveniles in deciding when Miranda warnings must be given, the Court 
spoke of the inherently coercive character of juveniles’ interactions with the police. It noted 

that, ‘children characteristically lack the capacity to exercise mature judgment and possess 
only an incomplete ability to understand the world around them.’ Not surprisingly, a huge 

proportion of statements later found involuntary by the appellate courts involve juvenile 
confessions.  
 

“Even youth who can recite the Miranda warnings by heart, often do not understand the 
words or legal concepts. A review of Miranda studies found that:  

 
• Even among adults, one-third fail to meaningfully understand their ‘right’ as it applies 
to their right to silence.  

 
• About 27 percent of juveniles wrongly believe that unsigned waivers afford them 

complete protection from incriminating evidence.  
 
• Forty-two percent of juveniles falsely believe that interrogating officers are prevented 

from using “off-the-record” disclosures as incriminating evidence.  
 

• About 19 percent of juvenile offenders inaccurately believe that the judge is entitled to a 
defense attorney’s disclosures regarding his or her client’s guilt; this percentage increases 
dramatically to 56 percent with regard to court-appointed counsel.  

 
• Nearly 31 percent of juvenile detainees believe that their parents have a legal 

responsibility to assist the police in prosecuting them. (Drogin and Rogers, Criminal 
Justice: Juveniles and Miranda, 32 GPSolo (2015), pp. 70–71.)  
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“San Francisco County has already enacted an ordinance requiring that youth up to age 18 be 

advised by an attorney before a police interrogation may proceed. One of the motivations for 
the ordinance was the County Supervisors’ recognition that states and cities nationwide are 
rethinking the way minors are questioned by police, following high-profile incidents in 

which suspects have falsely confessed to crimes. (Sernoffsky, Proposed SF ordinance would 
require juveniles to have lawyers when interrogated, San Francisco Chronicle (Dec. 18, 

2019).) The Supervisors unanimously passed the ordinance. (St. Clair, SF Board of 
Supervisors unanimously passes Jeff Adachi Youth Rights ordinance, San Francisco 
Chronicle (Mar. 1, 2019).) 

 
“Aside from the tremendous harm caused to young people by wrongful conviction based on 

involuntary statements, the cost to the system may be enormous. An analysis of the cost of 
wrongful conviction in California found that improper police practices in relation to 
violations of rights in confessions carry an average cost of $620,832 per error. (Silbert, 

Hollway, and Larizadeh, Criminal Injustice: A Cost Analysis of Wrongful Convictions, 
Errors, and Failed Prosecutions in California's Criminal Justice System, Chief Justice Earl 

Warren Institute on Law and Social Policy, Berkeley School of Law (2015), p. 52.) And 
sadly, the rate of juvenile appellate challenges is extremely low, so many involuntary 
statements go unchallenged. 

 
“As lawyers representing children, we so often meet young people who have no idea about 

the impact of what they have said to the police. The vast majority are youth of color whose 
families lack the resources to immediately hire a lawyer to go to the police station. When 
these youth realize what has happened, they lose faith that the system will treat them fairly. 

In providing 16 and 17-year-olds with the advice of counsel, some will still decide to waive 
their Miranda rights if this bill becomes law, but the decision will be made with a clear 

understanding of the rights they are giving up. 
 
“As was the case with S.B. 395, this legislation will not impede legitimate law enforcement 

activities. It does not change longstanding exceptions to Miranda requirements for 
emergency situations. It leaves the determination of whether a confession is voluntary and 

therefore admissible at trial to the discretion of the judge. Advice may be given over the 
telephone or by video conference, as well as in person, so there should be no delay in law 
enforcement activities. We are not aware of any undue expense having been experienced in 

implementing S.B. 395. The law already requires that youth receive appointed counsel at the 
time of their initial detention hearing, so requiring the advice of counsel at the interrogation 

stage simply requires that counsel be involved at an earlier point.” 
 

8) Argument in Opposition:  According to the California State Sheriffs’ Association:  

“Existing law provides, until January 1, 2025, prior to a custodial interrogation, and before 
the waiver of any Miranda rights, a youth 15 years of age or younger shall consult with legal 

counsel in person, by telephone, or by video conference. Under current law, this consultation 
may not be waived. In opposing SB 395 (Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017), which created this 
provision, we argued that the bill exceeded what the United States Supreme Court had 

required on the matter. Law enforcement may simply want to talk to a minor, and even if the 
parent or guardian is notified in advance, this discussion would have to wait until counsel 

could consult with the minor if there was a chance that the interaction could fall under the 
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bill’s undefined umbrella of a custodial interrogation. By expanding the bill’s reach to minors 
17 years of age or younger, this problem is exacerbated. 

 
“We must also object to the bill because it seeks to make these provisions permanent without 
the full benefit of the temporary ‘trial’ period included in SB 395. Further, SB 203 eliminates 

the requirement that a panel be convened to examine the impacts of this law. We see no 
reason to expand this problematic program indefinitely while removing any notion that the 

program’s outcomes will be the subject of appropriate review.” 
 

9) Prior Legislation:   

 
a) SB 395 (Lara) Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017 was similar to this bill and required that a 

youth 15 years of age or younger consult with legal counsel in person, by telephone, or 
by video conference prior to a custodial interrogation and before waiving any of the 
above-specified rights.  

 
b) SB 1052 (Lara), of the 2015-2016 Legislative Session, was similar to this bill in that it 

would have required that a youth under the age of 18 consult with counsel prior to a 
custodial interrogation and before waiving any specified rights.  SB 1052 was vetoed by 
Governor Brown. 

REGISTERED SUPPORT / OPPOSITION: 
 

Support 

 

#cut50 

Alameda; City of 
American Civil Liberties Union/northern California/southern California/san Diego and Imperial 

Counties 
Anti Recidivism Coalition 
California Attorneys for Criminal Justice 

California Department of Insurance 
California Public Defenders Association 

Californians for Safety and Justice 
Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice 
Ceres Policy Research 

Children Now 
Children's Defense Fund-california 

Coalition for Engaged Education 
Communities United for Restorative Youth Justice (CURYJ) 
Drug Policy Alliance 

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 
Everychild Foundation 

F.u.e.l.- Families United to End Lwop 
Human Rights Watch 
Immigrant Legal Resource Center 

Initiate Justice 
John Burton Advocates for Youth 

Los Angeles County Chief Executive Office 
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National Association of Social Workers, California Chapter 
National Center for Youth Law 

Pacific Juvenile Defender Center 
Re:store Justice 
San Francisco District Attorney's Office 

Silicon Valley De-bug 
The Greenlining Institute 

The Unusual Suspects Theatre Company 
The W. Haywood Burns Institute 
Tides Advocacy 

Unapologetically Hers 
Underground Grit 

Youth Law Center 
 

Oppose 

 

California District Attorneys Association 

California State Sheriffs' Association 
Orange County District Attorney 

 

Analysis Prepared by: Matthew  Fleming / PUB. S. / (916) 319-3744
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Date of Hearing:  August 18, 2020 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 

Lorena Gonzalez, Chair 
SB 203 (Bradford) – As Amended July 27, 2020 

Policy Committee: Public Safety Vote: 6 - 1 

Urgency:  No State Mandated Local Program:  No Reimbursable:  No 

SUMMARY: 

This bill requires law enforcement to provide a person 17 years of age or younger access to legal 

counsel before the person waives their Miranda rights. Specifically, this bill: 

1) Requires a court to consider a lack of consultation with legal counsel for the purposes of
determining the admissibility of any statements made to law enforcement.

2) Eliminates the sunset date of January 1, 2025 for similar protections that applied only to

minors under the age of 16, making them permanent.

3) Eliminates the requirement that the Governor convene a panel of experts to examine the

effects and outcomes of requiring minors under the age of 16 to consult with counsel prior to
any interrogation or Miranda waiver.

FISCAL EFFECT: 

Cost pressures (Local Funds/General Fund (GF) - Proposition 30) in the low millions of dollars 
annually for 482 cities and 58 counties to provide legal counsel to minors ages 16 and 17 prior to 

custodial interrogations. The Department of Justice (DOJ) reported approximately 43,000 
juvenile arrests in 2019. The average hourly rate for attorneys in California is approximately 
$250. If 10%, or 4,300 of those arrested as juveniles are 16 or 17 years of age, annual costs 

across the state for legal services will be approximately $2.2 million dollars. Public defender 
costs vary across the state but, in most cases, suspects are not required to pay any fee for public 

defender services. These costs may be reimbursable by the state pursuant to requirements of 
Proposition 30. Costs to the GF will depend on whether the Commission on State Mandates 
determines these costs to be reimbursable.  

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose. According to the author:

People can decide to give up their rights, but for that to be meaningful, 

they have to understand their rights. What we know now is children and 

youth have less capacity than adults to quickly grasp complicated concepts 

and understand the consequences of their actions especially in stressful 

circumstances like a custodial interrogation. If we ignore that fact, we 

undermine the justice system and ultimately the Constitution. 
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2) Juvenile Interrogations. Existing law requires that, prior to any custodial interrogation, and 
before the waiver of any Miranda rights, a youth 15 years of age or younger must consult 

with legal counsel in person, by telephone or by video conference. This right cannot be 
waived. A custodial interrogation occurs when a suspect is questioned by police and is not 
free to leave. A growing body of research indicates that adolescents are less capable of 

understanding their constitutional rights than their adult counterparts, and also that they are 
more prone to falsely confessing to a crime they did not commit. The Legislature enacted SB 

395 (Lara), Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017, which provided mandatory counsel to juveniles 15 
years of age or under before they could waive their Miranda rights. Part of that statute also 
convened a taskforce of experts to consider the impact of providing counsel to juveniles 

under the age of 16. That panel has not yet reported back to the Legislature regarding its 
findings.   

3) Prior Legislation. SB 1052 (Lara), of the 2015-2016 Legislative Session, was similar to this 
bill in that it would have required that a youth under the age of 18 consult with counsel prior 
to a custodial interrogation and before waiving any specified rights. SB 1052 was vetoed by 

Governor Brown. 

Analysis Prepared by: Kimberly Horiuchi / APPR. / (916) 319-2081
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Bill No: SB 203 

Author: Bradford (D), et al. 
Amended: 7/27/20 

Vote: 21 

PRIOR VOTES NOT RELEVANT 

ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  54-13, 8/30/20 - See last page for vote 

SUBJECT: Juveniles:  custodial interrogation 

SOURCE: Anti-Recidivism Coalition 

Human Rights Watch 
National Center for Youth Law 

Pacific Juvenile Defender Center 

DIGEST: This bill expands and extends protections for minors prior to a 
custodial interrogation by a law enforcement officer. 

Assembly Amendments delete the prior content of this bill and replace it with new 
provisions detailed below. 

ANALYSIS: Existing federal law provides that no person shall “be compelled in 
any criminal case to be a witness against himself.” (U.S. Const., 5th Amend.)   

Existing state law: 

1) Provides that persons may not be compelled in a criminal cause to be a witness

against themselves. (Cal. Const., art. I, § 15.)

2) Provides that a peace officer may, without a warrant, take into temporary
custody a minor. Requires in any case where a minor is taken into temporary

custody on the ground that there is reasonable cause for believing that such
minor will be adjudged a ward of the court or charged with a criminal action, or

that he has violated an order of the juvenile court or escaped from any
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commitment ordered by the juvenile court, the officer to advise such minor that 
anything he says can be used against him and shall advise him of his 

constitutional rights, including his right to remain silent, his right to counsel 
present during any interrogation, and his right to have counsel appointed if he is 

unable to afford counsel. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625.) 
 

3) Requires, prior to a custodial interrogation, and before the waiver of any 
Miranda rights, a youth 15 years of age or younger consult with legal counsel in 

person, by telephone, or by video conference. Prohibits waiver of the 
consultation. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (a).) 

 
4) Requires the court, in adjudicating the admissibility of statements of a youth 15 

years of age or younger made during or after a custodial interrogation, to 
consider the effect of failure to comply with the consultation requirement. 
(Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (b).) 

 
5) Specifies that the consultation requirement does not apply to the admissibility 

of statements of a youth 15 years of age or younger if both of the following 
criteria are met: 

 
a) The officer who questioned the youth reasonably believed the information 

he or she sought was necessary to protect life or property from an imminent 
threat; and 

b) The officer’s questions were limited to those questions that were reasonably 
necessary to obtain that information. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. 

(c).) 
 
6) Exempts probation officers from complying with the consultation requirement 

in the normal course of their duties, as specified. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 625.6, 
subd. (d).) 

 
7) Requires the Governor to convene a panel of experts to study the effects and 

outcomes related to the implementation of the consultation requirement and 
requires the panel to produce a report by April 1, 2024. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 

625.6, subd. (e).) 
 

8) Provides that the consultation requirement sunsets on January 1, 2025. (Welf. & 
Inst. Code, § 625.6, subd. (f).) 
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9) Requires, when a minor is taken into a place of confinement, the minor be 
advised that the minor has the right to make at least two telephone calls, one 

completed to a parent or guardian, or a responsible relative, or employer and 
one to an attorney. (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 627.) 

 
This bill: 

 
1) Requires that prior to any custodial interrogation and before the waiver of any 

Miranda rights, a youth of 17 years or younger must consult with legal counsel 
in person, by telephone, or by video conference. 

 
2) Prohibits the waiver of such consultation with legal counsel. 

 
3) Requires the court to consider a lack of consultation with legal counsel for the 

purposes of determining the admissibility of any statements made to law 

enforcement, as well as in determining the credibility of any officer who 
willfully failed to comply with the consult requirement. 

 
4) Eliminates the sunset date of January 1, 2025, for similar protections that 

applied only to minors under the age of 16, making them permanent.   
 

5) Eliminates the requirement that the Governor convene a panel of experts to 
examine the effects and outcomes of requiring minors under the age of 16 to 

consult with counsel prior to any interrogation or Miranda waiver. 
 

6) Makes various legislative findings and declarations. 
 
Background  

 
Miranda Warnings.  “Miranda warnings” are a series of admonitions that are 

typically given by police prior to interrogating a suspect of a crime. The purpose of 
Miranda warnings is to advise people that have been arrested of their constitutional 

right against self-incrimination. They are the product of the landmark Supreme 
Court decision Miranda v. Arizona (1966) 384 U.S. 436. In deciding that case, the 

Supreme Court imposed specific, constitutional requirements for the advice an 
officer must provide prior to engaging in custodial interrogation and held that 

statements taken without these warnings are inadmissible against the defendant in a 
criminal case. The Court summarized its decision as follows: 
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[T]he prosecution may not use statements, whether exculpatory or 
inculpatory, stemming from custodial interrogation of the defendant 

unless it demonstrates the use of procedural safeguards effective to 
secure the privilege against self-incrimination. By custodial 

interrogation, we mean questioning initiated by law enforcement 
officers after a person has been taken into custody or otherwise 

deprived of his freedom of action in any significant way. As for the 
procedural safeguards to be employed, unless other fully effective 

means are devised to inform accused persons of their right of silence 
and to assure a continuous opportunity to exercise it, the following 

measures are required. Prior to any questioning, the person must be 
warned that he has a right to remain silent, that any statement he does 

make may be used as evidence against him, and that he has a right to 
the presence of an attorney, either retained or appointed. The 
defendant may waive effectuation of these rights, provided the waiver 

is made voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently. If, however, he 
indicates in any manner and at any stage of the process that he wishes 

to consult with an attorney before speaking there can be no 
questioning. Likewise, if the individual is alone and indicates in any 

manner that he does not wish to be interrogated, the police may not 
question him. The mere fact that he may have answered some 

questions or volunteered some statements on his own does not deprive 
him of the right to refrain from answering any further inquiries until 

he has consulted with an attorney and thereafter consents to be 
questioned.” (Id. at 444-45.)   

 
Put more simply, “Miranda warnings” are meant to inform people who are arrested 
of their constitutional right not to be a witness against themselves. Police are not 

required to speak a specific set of words but generally must convey that the person 
has the right not to answer any questions, that anything the person does say can be 

used against them as evidence in a court of law, that the person has the right to an 
attorney, that if the person cannot afford an attorney one will be appointed at no 

cost, and that the person has the right to invoke these rights at any point in time 
during questioning.   

 
Custodial Interrogation.  In order for Miranda warnings to apply, an individual 

must be subjected to “custodial interrogation.” Custodial interrogation is a legal 
term of art that has been discussed in a prolific body of case law. Briefly stated, the 

term “custodial” refers to the suspect being in the custody of law enforcement. It 
does not require that the subject be in handcuffs or the back of a police car, but 
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rather that the police have deprived the suspect of his or her freedom of action in 
some significant way. (R.I. v. Innis (1980) 446 U.S. 291, 298.) “Interrogation” 

relates to questioning by officers. Such questioning can be in the form of an officer 
asking the suspect direct questions, or it can be indirect in the form of comments or 

actions by the officer that the officer should know are likely to produce an 
incriminating reply. (Id. at 300-01.)   

 
It is worth noting that there are several situations in which Miranda warnings, and 

therefore protections envisioned by this bill, would not apply. For example, 
spontaneous statements by a suspect are not considered to be the product of 

interrogation and therefore do not require Miranda warnings. (Id.) There are also 
exceptions to Miranda rule. One important exception is known as the “public 

safety” exception and allows police to ask questions of a suspect even in the 
absence of a Miranda waiver so long as they are “reasonably prompted by a 
concern for the public safety.” (N.Y. v. Quarles (1984) 467 U.S. 649, 656.) Under 

this exception, police could question a subject about a firearm that was left near a 
playground or the whereabouts of a missing person without having to first 

“mirandize” the suspect. (Id.)   
 

Special Considerations for Youth.  A growing body of research indicates that 
adolescents are less capable of understanding their constitutional rights than their 

adult counterparts, and also that they are more prone to falsely confessing to a 
crime they did not commit. (See Luna, Juvenile False Confessions: Juvenile 

Psychology, Police Interrogation Tactics, And Prosecutorial Discretion (2018) 18 
Nev. L.J. 291, <https://scholars.law.unlv.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1733& 

context=nlj  [as of Jul. 16, 2020].) The research suggests that “[b]ecause 
adolescents are more impulsive, are easily influenced by others (especially by 
figures of authority), are more sensitive to rewards (especially immediate rewards), 

and are less able to weigh in on the long-term consequences of their actions, they 
become more receptive to coercion.” (Id. at p. 297, citing various scientific 

journals.) The context of custodial interrogation is believed to exacerbate these 
risks. In fact, prior research has shown that 35 percent of proven false confessions 

were obtained from suspects under the age of 18. (Drizin & Leo, The Problem of 
False Confessions in the Post-DNA World (2004) 82 N. C. L. Rev. 891, pp. 906–

907, <https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/nclr/vol82/iss3/3/  [as of Jul. 16, 2020].) As 
explained below, these considerations have caused this Legislature to approve 

measures in the past that would have required a minor to consult with an attorney 
prior to any waiver of Miranda rights.   

 

https://scholarship.law.unc.edu/nclr/vol82/iss3/3/
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In 2016, the Legislature passed SB 1052 (Lara), which would have required minors 
under the age of 18 to consult with an attorney prior to any custodial interrogation 

by a police officer. Governor Brown vetoed the bill. A similar measure that was 
ultimately enacted, SB 395 (Lara, Chapter 681, Statutes of 2017), was introduced 

the following year. As introduced, SB 395 was nearly identical to this bill and 
included 16 and 17 year olds. However, Assembly Floor amendments excluded 16 

and 17 year olds and imposed a requirement that the Governor convene a panel of 
experts to review the implementation of SB 395, examine its outcomes and effects, 

and submit a report to the Governor and the Legislature. This bill will undo some 
provisions of the statute enacted by SB 395 by including 16 and 17 year olds in the 

protections from custodial interrogation and eliminating the Governor-appointed 
panel of experts.        

 
San Francisco Ordinance.  In 2018, the City and County of San Francisco enacted 
an ordinance that required its police department to abide by a policy that is 

substantially similar to this bill.  (San Francisco City and County Ordinance No. 
41-19 <https://sfbos.org/sites/default/files/o0041-19.pdf  [as of Jul. 16, 2020].)  

The background and findings for adopting the ordinance contain citations to 
various publications that indicate there is a significant concern that youth may be 

unable to properly understand their rights, and may also falsely confess more often 
than adults. (Id. at pp. 1-3.) 

 
Officer Credibility Determination.  In addition to the expansion of Miranda waiver 

protections for minors who are 16 and 17 years old, this bill also requires a court to 
consider an officer’s willful failure to comply with those protections in 

determining credibility of the officer.  
 
FISCAL EFFECT: Appropriation: No Fiscal Com.: Yes Local: No 

 
According to the Assembly Appropriations Committee, cost pressures (Local 

Funds/General Fund (GF) - Proposition 30) in the low millions of dollars annually 
for 482 cities and 58 counties to provide legal counsel to minors ages 16 and 17 

prior to custodial interrogations. The Department of Justice reported approximately 
43,000 juvenile arrests in 2019. The average hourly rate for attorneys in California 

is approximately $250. If 10%, or 4,300 of those arrested as juveniles are 16 or 17 
years of age, annual costs across the state for legal services will be approximately 

$2.2 million dollars. Public defender costs vary across the state but, in most cases, 
suspects are not required to pay any fee for public defender services. These costs 

may be reimbursable by the state pursuant to requirements of Proposition 30. Costs 
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to the GF will depend on whether the Commission on State Mandates determines 
these costs to be reimbursable.  

 
SUPPORT:  (Verified  8/29/20) 

 
Anti-Recidivism Coalition (co-source) 

Human Rights Watch (co-source) 
National Center for Youth Law (co-source) 

Pacific Juvenile Defender Center (co-source) 
#cut50 

ACLU of California 
California Attorneys for Criminal Justice 

California Department of Insurance 
California Public Defenders Association 
Californians for Safety and Justice 

Center on Juvenile and Criminal Justice 
Ceres Policy Research 

Children Now 
Children’s Defense Fund-California 

City of Alameda 
Coalition for Engaged Education 

Communities United for Restorative Youth Justice 
Drug Policy Alliance 

Ella Baker Center for Human Rights 
Everychild Foundation 

Families United to End LWOP 
Immigrant Legal Resource Center 
Initiate Justice 

John Burton Advocates for Youth 
Los Angeles County Chief Executive Office 

National Association of Social Workers, California Chapter 
Re:Store Justice 

San Francisco District Attorney’s Office 
Silicon Valley De-Bug 

Tides Advocacy 
Unapologetically H.E.R.S. 

Underground Grit  
Unusual Suspects Theatre Company 

W. Haywood Burns Institute 
Youth Law Center 
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OPPOSITION: (Verified 8/29/20) 

California District Attorneys Association 

California State Sheriffs’ Association 
Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office 

Orange County District Attorney’s Office 
 

 
ASSEMBLY FLOOR:  54-13, 8/30/20 

AYES:  Aguiar-Curry, Arambula, Bauer-Kahan, Berman, Bloom, Boerner 
Horvath, Bonta, Burke, Calderon, Carrillo, Cervantes, Chau, Chiu, Chu, Cooley, 

Friedman, Gabriel, Cristina Garcia, Eduardo Garcia, Gipson, Gloria, Gonzalez, 
Gray, Grayson, Holden, Jones-Sawyer, Kalra, Kamlager, Levine, Limón, Low, 

Maienschein, McCarty, Medina, Mullin, Muratsuchi, Nazarian, O'Donnell, 
Petrie-Norris, Quirk, Quirk-Silva, Reyes, Luz Rivas, Robert Rivas, Blanca 
Rubio, Salas, Santiago, Smith, Mark Stone, Ting, Waldron, Weber, Wood, 

Rendon 
NOES:  Bigelow, Brough, Chen, Choi, Cunningham, Flora, Gallagher, Kiley, 

Lackey, Mathis, Mayes, Obernolte, Patterson 
NO VOTE RECORDED:  Cooper, Megan Dahle, Daly, Diep, Eggman, Fong, 

Frazier, Irwin, Ramos, Rodriguez, Voepel, Wicks 
 

Prepared by: Stephanie Jordan / PUB. S. /  
8/31/20 0:45:10 

****  END  **** 
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BEFORE THE 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
 

IN RE TEST CLAIM ON: 
Penal Code Sections 264.2, 13519 and 
13701; Statutes 1998, Chapters 698, 701 and 
702 

Filed on May 21, 1999 
By County of Los Angeles, Claimant 

No. 98-TC-14 

Domestic Violence Arrests and Victim Assistance 
STATEMENT OF DECISION PURSUANT TO 
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 17500 ET 
SEQ.; CALIFORNIA CODE OF 
REGULATIONS, TITLE 2, DIVISION 2, 
CHAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7 
(Adopted on December 9, 2004) 

STATEMENT OF DECISION 
The Commission on State Mandates (Commission) heard and decided this test claim during a 
regularly scheduled hearing on December 9, 2004.  Leonard Kaye appeared on behalf of the 
claimant, County of Los Angeles.  Susan Geanacou and Brendan Murphy appeared on behalf of the 
Department of Finance (DOF).     
The law applicable to the Commission’s determination of a reimbursable state-mandated program is 
article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code section 17500 et seq., and 
related case law. 
The Commission adopted the staff analysis at the hearing by a vote of 5-0. 

BACKGROUND 

A. Test Claim Legislation  
In 1998, the Legislature enacted the test claim legislation to amend three Penal Code sections1 that 
address domestic violence.  Section 264.22 requires law enforcement officers who investigate and 
assist victims of specified sex crimes to, among other things, give the victim a victim of domestic 
violence card.  The test claim statute adds two crimes for which a victim card is given.  The new 
groups to receive a card are victims of spousal battery, and victims of corporal injury on a spouse or 
other specified victim. 
Section 135193 requires the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) to 
implement a domestic violence basic training course and response guidelines with content as 
specified.4  The test claim statute adds subdivision (c)(5), “[t]he signs of domestic violence” to the 
                                                 
1 Statutory references are to the Penal Code unless otherwise indicated. 
2 Section 264.2 was amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 698 (see §§ 1.5 & 4 of ch. 698). 
3 Section 13519 was amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 701. 
4 See <http://www.post.ca.gov/training/tps_bureau/domestic_violence/domestic-violence-
manual_wv.pdf> (as of September 24, 2004). 
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course content and response guidelines.  Section 13519, subdivision (e), also requires supplementary 
training as prescribed and certified by POST.  Subdivision (g) requires nonsupervisory officers who 
are “assigned to patrol duties and would normally respond to domestic violence calls”5 to complete, 
every two years, an updated domestic violence course that includes the specified content of the 
response guidelines and basic training course.  
Section 13701,6 which contains the policies and standards for officers’ responses to domestic 
violence calls, was amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 702.7  Chapter 702 amends the policies and 
standards for assisting domestic violence victims at the scene and the information given to the 
victim.  Specifically, it adds to law enforcement’s domestic violence policy: (1) transportation to a 
hospital and safe passage out of the victim’s residence, and (2) contact information for the California 
victims’ compensation program.  It also adds two provisions to the content of the victim card: (1) 
phone numbers or county hotlines for local battered-women shelters, and (2) a statement that 
domestic violence or assault by a person known to the victim, including domestic violence or assault 
by the victim’s spouse, is a crime.  Further, the test claim statute amends subdivision (b) of section 
13701 by adding orders issued by other states, tribes or territories to the list of enforceable protective 
orders in the domestic violence arrest policy. 
B. Prior Related Commission Decisions 
The Commission has issued five decisions on prior versions of these test claim statutes within the 
past 17 years, as follows. 

1. Penal Code section 13519 – Domestic Violence Training 
Domestic Violence Training test claim: In 1991, the Commission denied a test claim filed by the 
City of Pasadena requiring new and veteran peace officers to complete a course in how to handle 
domestic violence complaints as part of their basic training and continuing education courses 
(Domestic Violence Training, CSM-4376).8  The Commission found that the test claim legislation: 
(1) does not require local agencies to implement a domestic violence training program and to pay the 
cost of the training; (2) does not increase the minimum number of basic training hours, nor the 
minimum number of advanced officer training hours, so no additional costs are incurred by local 
agencies; and (3) does not require local agencies to provide domestic violence training. 
Domestic Violence Training and Incident Reporting test claim: In 1998, the Commission 
decided the Domestic Violence Training and Incident Reporting test claim (96-362-01), finding that 
Penal Code section 13519, subdivision (e)9 (amended by Stats. 1995, ch. 965) is not a reimbursable 
state-mandated program.  This statute requires local law enforcement officers below the rank of 
supervisor who normally respond to domestic violence calls to complete an updated domestic 
violence course every two years.  The Commission found that because law enforcement officers are 

                                                 
5 Penal Code section 13519, subdivision (g). 
6 Section 13701 was amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 702 (§§ 3.3 & 6, subd. (c)). 
7 Claimant originally pled Statutes 1998, chapters 698 and 701, but amended the test claim to add 
Statutes 1998, chapter 702. 
8 Penal Code section 13519, subdivisions (b) and (c) (Stats. 1984, ch. 1609). 
9 This is currently section 13519, subdivision (g) as amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 701. 
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already required to take 24 hours of continuing education every two years, requiring the two-hour 
course as part of the 24-hour requirement does not impose increased costs mandated by the state.   
The Commission’s decision was upheld by the Second District Court of Appeal in County of 
Los Angeles v. California Department of Finance, holding that the statute did not impose a 
reimbursable state-mandated program because it merely “directed local law enforcement agencies to 
reallocate their training resources in a certain manner by mandating the inclusion of domestic 
violence training.”10 

2. Penal Code section 13701 – Domestic Violence Response and Arrest Policies  
Domestic Violence test claim [response policies]:  In 1987, the Commission adopted the Domestic 
Violence Statement of Decision (CSM-4222), finding that the test claim statutes11 are state-mandated 
programs that require local law enforcement agencies to: “develop, adopt and implement policies 
and standards for officer’s responses to domestic violence calls; … [maintain] records and recording 
systems, and … [provide] specific written information … to victims of domestic violence.”  The 
Commission’s parameters and guidelines allowed reimbursement for, among other things: (1) 
development, adoption and implementation of a domestic violence policy;  (2) preparing a statement 
of information for incidents of domestic violence and giving it to victims (not including the victim 
card12); and (3) reporting to the Attorney General.  Furnishing the victim with written information 
when responding to domestic violence incidents is also reimbursable. 
Except for the 2003-2004 fiscal year, however, the Legislature has suspended these activities (the 
Domestic Violence mandate, Stats. 1984, ch. 1609) every year since the current test claim statute’s 
operative date (January 1, 1999) based on authority in Government Code section 17581.13 
Domestic Violence Arrest Policies and Standards test claim: In 1997, the Commission adopted 
the Domestic Violence Arrest Policies and Standards Statement of Decision (96-362-02), finding 
that Penal Code section 13701, (as amended by Stats. 1995, ch. 246) constitutes a reimbursable 
state-mandated program for development, adoption, and implementation of domestic violence arrest 

                                                 
10 County of Los Angeles v. Commission on State Mandates (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 1176, 1194. 
11 Statutes 1984, chapter 1609 and Statutes 1985, chapter 668 (Pen. Code, §§ 13700-13731). 
12 The victim card provision was added in 1991, which the Commission found reimbursable in the 
Rape Victims Counseling Center Notice test claim, CSM-4426 (1993). 
13 Except for the 2003-2004 budget (Stats. 2003, ch. 157), Statutes 1984, chapter 1609 and Statutes 
1985, chapter 668 have been suspended by the Legislature pursuant to Government Code section 
17581 every year since the operative date of the current test claim statutes (January 1, 1999) as 
follows: Statutes 1998, chapter 282, Item 9210-295-001, Schedule (8), Provision 2; Statutes 1999, 
chapter 50, Item 9210-295-0001, Schedule (8), Provision 2; Statutes 2000, chapter 52, Item 9210-
295-0001, Schedule (8), Provision 3; Statutes 2001, chapter 106, Item 9210-295-0001, Schedule (8), 
Provision 3; and Statutes 2002, chapter 379, Item 9210-295,0001, Schedule (8), Provision 3.  The 
Legislature did not suspend in 2003-2004, as of August 2, 2003, the date the 2003-2004 budget was 
enacted.  It was suspended again in the 2004-2005 budget: Statutes 2004, chapter 208, Item 9210-
295-0001, Schedule (3), Provision 5. 
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procedures.14  The Commission distinguished between the domestic violence response procedures in 
the suspended statute discussed above, and domestic violence arrest procedures in the amended test 
claim statute (now § 13701, subd. (b)), and concluded that the arrest procedures are not part of the 
legislative suspension of the response policy.   

3. Penal Code section 264.2 – Victim Card Distribution 
Rape Victims Counseling Center Notice test claim: In 1993, the Commission adopted the Rape 
Victims Counseling Center Notice Statement of Decision (CSM-4426), finding that Statutes 1991, 
chapter 999 and Statutes 1992, chapter 224 (Pen. Code, § 264.2, subds. (b)(1) & (b)(2), & Pen. 
Code, § 13701) is a state-mandated program.  The parameters and guidelines list the following 
reimbursable activities:  

[R]equiring local law enforcement agencies to notify the local rape victim counseling center 
when the victim is transported to a hospital for examination and the victim approves of that 
notification; subject to the approval of the victim and upon request from the treating hospital, 
to verify whether the local rape victim counseling center has been notified; to revise the 
“Victims of Domestic Violence” card by adding information to assist rape victims, and to 
furnish a rape victim with a “Victims of Domestic Violence” card. 

Claimant’s Position 
Claimant contends that the test claim legislation constitutes a reimbursable state-mandated program 
pursuant to article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code section 
17514.  Claimant requests reimbursement for the costs of providing victim cards to new groups of 
victims, giving additional written information to victims, giving victims additional emergency 
assistance, training officers, updating policies and procedures and modifying record-keeping 
systems.   
Claimant amended the test claim in December 2003 to add Statutes 1998, chapter 702, but pled the 
same activities as in the original test claim.  The Commission accepted the amendment as filed in a 
timely manner.  Claimant concurred with the draft staff analysis, as noted below. 

State Agency Position 
The Department of Finance (DOF) comments regarding Statutes 1998, chapter 698, that “these 
provisions would appear to result in a reimbursable state-mandated local program ….”  (Chapter 698 
added two new groups of victims to those who receive a victim card).  But DOF notes that the 
Legislature has suspended the mandates imposed by Statutes 1984, chapter 1609 relating to law 
enforcement responses to domestic violence, and argues that this includes the provisions of section 

                                                 
14 This mandate (Stats. 1995, ch. 246) currently has $1000 in the 2004-05 budget: Statutes 2004, 
chapter 208, Item 8120-102-0268, Schedule (1).  The parameters and guidelines for this claim 
identify a uniform cost allowance as follows: A standard time of twenty-nine (29) minutes may be 
claimed to identify the primary aggressor in any domestic violence incident.  The standard time of 
twenty-nine (29) minutes is broken down as follows: Seventeen (17) Minutes – Interview of both 
parties.  Twelve (12) Minutes – Consideration of the factors listed [in the reimbursable activities].  
The total cost will be determined by multiplying the number of reported responses x the average 
productive hourly rate, including applicable indirect costs as specified in section V., paragraph B, 
herein, x .48 (29 minutes divided by 60 minutes).   
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13701 requiring distribution of a victim card.  According to DOF, “until such time as the Legislature 
may opt to remove its suspension of this mandate, we believe any reimbursable provisions of 
Chapter 698/98 at issue in the present matter would similarly not be reimbursable.”   
Regarding Statutes 1998, chapter 701, DOF states that requiring the domestic violence training 
course for law enforcement officers to include techniques for recognizing the signs of domestic 
violence would be satisfied by POST.  As to the rest of chapter 701 (responding to domestic violence 
calls to include emergency assistance to the victim’s children, transportation of the domestic 
violence victim and children to a hospital for treatment if necessary, and police assistance in safe 
passage out of the victim’s residence), DOF believes “that these provisions may result in a 
reimbursable state-mandated local program.”  However, based on the Legislature’s suspension of 
Statutes 1984, chapter 1609, DOF believes “any provision of Chapter 701/98 at issue … would not 
be reimbursable.”   
No other state agencies commented on the test claim, nor on the amendment. 

COMMISSION FINDINGS 
The courts have found that article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution15 recognizes the 
state constitutional restrictions on the powers of local government to tax and spend.16  “Its purpose is 
to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out governmental functions to 
local agencies, which are ‘ill equipped’ to assume increased financial responsibilities because of the 
taxing and spending limitations that articles XIII A and XIII B impose.”17  A test claim statute or 
executive order may impose a reimbursable state-mandated program if it orders or commands a local 
agency or school district to engage in an activity or task.18  In addition, the required activity or task 
must be new, constituting a “new program,” or it must create a “higher level of service” over the 
previously required level of service.19   
                                                 
15 Article XIII B, section 6, subdivision (a), (as amended by Proposition 1A in November 2004) 
provides: 

     (a) Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program or 
higher level of service on any local government, the state shall provide a subvention 
of funds to reimburse that local government for the costs of the program or increased 
level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need not, provide a subvention 
of funds for the following mandates:  (1) Legislative mandates requested by the local 
agency affected.  (2) Legislation defining a new crime or changing an existing 
definition of a crime.  (3) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or 
executive orders or regulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior to 
January 1, 1975. 

16 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 
30 Cal.4th 727, 735. 
17 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81. 
18 Long Beach Unified School Dist. v. State of California (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 174.   
19 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878, 
(San Diego Unified School Dist.); Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835 (Lucia Mar). 
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The courts have defined a “program” subject to article XIII B, section 6, of the California 
Constitution, as one that carries out the governmental function of providing public services, or a law 
that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts to implement a state policy, 
but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.20  To determine if the program is 
new or imposes a higher level of service, the test claim legislation must be compared with the legal 
requirements in effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim legislation.21  A “higher 
level of service” occurs when the new “requirements were intended to provide an enhanced service 
to the public.”22  Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must impose costs 
mandated by the state.23 
The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence of state-
mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.24  In making its decisions, the 
Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 and not apply it as an “equitable remedy 
to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding priorities.”25 
This test claim presents the following issues: 

• Is the test claim legislation subject to article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution? 

• Does the test claim legislation impose a new program or higher level of service on local 
agencies within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6? 

• Does the test claim legislation impose “costs mandated by the state” within the meaning of 
Government Code sections 17514 and 17556? 

• Does the Commission have jurisdiction over activities decided in a prior test claim? 

• If the Commission finds a reimbursable state-mandate in the test claim statute(s), does article 
XIII B, section 6, subdivision (b)(5), apply to this test claim? 

Issue 1:  Is the test claim legislation subject to article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution?  

A.  Do the test claim statutes impose state-mandated activities on local agencies? 

                                                 
20 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in 
County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 
830, 835). 
21 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 
22 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878. 
23 County of Fresno v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of Sonoma v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284 (County of Sonoma); 
Government Code sections 17514 and 17556. 
24 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Government Code sections 17551 
and 17552.   
25 County of Sonoma, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing City of San Jose v. State of 
California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817.   
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Domestic violence arrest policy (§ 13701, subd. (b)): Statutes 1998, chapter 702 amended section 
13701, subdivision (b),26 by adding orders issued by other states, tribes or territories to the list of 
enforceable protective orders in the domestic violence arrest policy.  The test claim statute amended 
the preexisting law as follows:  

These [domestic violence arrest] policies also shall require the arrest of an offender, absent 
exigent circumstances, if there is probable cause that a protective order issued under Chapter 
4 (commencing with Section 2040) of Part 1 of Division 6, Division 10 (commencing with 
Section 6200), or Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 7700) of part 3 of Division 12, of the 
Family Code, or Section 136.2 of this code, or any other state, tribe, or territory, has been 
violated.  

Local law enforcement agencies must now amend their domestic violence arrest policies to include 
these orders issued by other jurisdictions.  The Commission finds that this amendment is not a state 
mandate because it is incidental to a requirement of federal law. 
The legislative history of this amendment clearly indicates that it was enacted to bring California 
into compliance with the federal Violence Against Women Act (18 U.S.C. § 2265), which requires 
any protective order issued by a court of one state or Indian tribe to be accorded full faith and credit 
by the court of another state or Indian tribe and enforced as if it were the order of the enforcing state 
or Indian tribe.27   
In San Diego Unified School District v. Commission on State Mandates,28 the California Supreme 
Court considered whether the pupil expulsion hearing procedures of Education Code section 48918 
are reimbursable.  The court held that this Education Code provision was adopted to implement a 
federal due process mandate, so the hearing costs were not reimbursable.29  In doing so, the court 
espoused the following rule. 

[F]or purposes of ruling upon a request for reimbursement, challenged state rules or 
procedures [i.e., test claim statutes] that are intended to implement an applicable 
federal law -- and whose costs are, in context, de minimis -- should be treated as part 
and parcel of the underlying federal mandate.30 

The reasoning of the San Diego Unified case applies to this claim because the amendment in the test 
claim statute was intended to implement a federal law (the Violence Against Women Act) and 
contains a de minimis, one-time cost (inserting a phrase in the domestic violence arrest policy).   

                                                 
26 This subdivision was added by Statutes 1995, chapter 246, which the Commission found is 
reimbursable in the Domestic Violence Arrest Policies and Standards, 96-362-02 (1996) test claim. 
27 Senate Judiciary Committee analysis, Assembly Bill No. 2177 (1997-1998 Reg. Sess.) as amended 
March 26, 1998, page 1. 
28 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859. 
29 Id. at page 888. 
30 Id. at page 890. 
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Thus, the Commission finds that the amendment to section 13701, subdivision (b), in Statutes 1998, 
chapter 702 does not impose a state-mandated activity on local agencies because it is “part and 
parcel of the underlying federal mandate.”31   
Excluding the support person (Pen. Code, § 264.2, subd. (b)(4)): Section 1.5 of Statutes 1998, 
chapter 698 adds subdivision (b)(4) to section 264.2 regarding sex-crime victims:  

A support person may be excluded from a medical evidentiary or physical 
examination if the law enforcement officer or medical provider determines that the 
presence of that individual would be detrimental to the purpose of the examination. 

Preexisting law gives the victim of specified sex crimes32 the right to have a support person present 
during any medical evidentiary or physical examination.   
The Commission finds that subdivision (b)(4) does not impose a state-mandated activity on local 
agencies.  The statute’s use of the word “may” makes this activity at the officer’s discretion.33  
Therefore, Penal Code section 264.2, subdivision (b)(4), is not subject to article XIII B, section 6.34 
Basic training (§ 13519, subd. (c)(5)): Section 13519 requires POST to implement a course for 
training law enforcement officers in handling domestic violence complaints and developing 
guidelines for response to domestic violence.  Section 1 of the test claim statute (Stats. 1998, 
ch. 701) amended subdivision (c)(5), to add “signs of domestic violence” to the list of basic training 
procedures and techniques.      
In 1991, the Commission, in the Domestic Violence Training decision, CSM-4376 (1991), found that 
the basic training procedures and techniques of section 13519, subdivision (c), are not mandatory 
because the test claim legislation: (1) does not require local agencies to implement a domestic 
violence training program and to pay the cost of the training; (2) does not increase the minimum 
number of basic training hours, nor the minimum number of advanced officer training hours, so no 
additional costs are incurred by local agencies; and (3) does not require local agencies to provide 
domestic violence training.35  The same analysis applies to this test claim. 
The Commission finds that the statutory amendment pled by claimant does not mandate basic 
training activities on local law enforcement agencies because the requirement to implement the 
domestic violence course is on POST, a state agency.  Moreover, the requirement to complete the 
basic training course on domestic violence is mandated only on the individual seeking peace officer 
status. 

                                                 
31 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 890. 
32 These include rape (§ 261) statutory rape (§ 261.5), spousal rape (§ 262), sodomy (§ 286), oral 
copulation (§ 288a), and forcible acts of sexual penetration (§ 289). 
33 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727, 742; City of Merced v. State of California (1984) 
153 Cal.App.3d 777, 783.   
34 Alternatively, because claimant pled no activities related to subdivision (b)(4), there is no 
evidence in the record that excluding the support person imposes costs mandated by the state. 
35 This finding is consistent with the Commission’s decision in Law Enforcement Racial and 
Cultural Diversity Training 97-TC-06 (2000). 
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Subdivision (c) of section 13519 states that “the course of basic training for law enforcement officers 
shall, no later than January 1, 1986, include adequate instruction in the [domestic violence] 
procedures and techniques described below: ….”  The test claim statute does not mandate local 
agencies to provide the course of basic training, nor does it specify who is required to provide it. 
In addition, there are no provisions in other statutes or regulations issued by POST that require local 
agencies to provide basic training to recruits.  Since 1959, section 13510 and following have 
required POST to adopt rules establishing minimum standards relating to the physical, mental and 
moral fitness governing recruitment of new local law enforcement officers.36  Recruits may obtain 
the required training at any institution approved by POST.37  Moreover, “each applicant for 
admission to a basic course of training certified by [POST] who is not sponsored by a local or other 
law enforcement agency . . . shall be required to submit written certification from the Department of 
Justice . . . that the applicant has no criminal history background. . . . ”38 
Since 1971, section 832 has required “every person described in this chapter as a peace officer” to 
satisfactorily complete an introductory course of training prescribed by POST before they can 
exercise the powers of a peace officer.39  Subdivision (e)(1) requires any person completing the basic 
training course “who does not become employed as a peace officer” within three years to pass the 
basic training examination.  POST may charge a fee for the basic training examination to each 
“applicant” who is not sponsored or employed by a local law enforcement agency.40 
Because the test claim statute does not mandate local agencies to incur costs to provide basic 
training, including the domestic violence course, the Commission finds that section 13519 (as 
amended by Stats. 1998, ch. 701), as it applies to basic training, does not impose a state-mandated 
activity on local agencies.   
Continuing training (§ 13519, subd. (c)(5)):  As discussed above, the test claim statute 
(Stats. 1998, ch. 701) amended subdivision (c)(5), to add “signs of domestic violence” to the list of 
basic training procedures and techniques.  Subdivision (g), the continuing training provision, 
requires specified peace officers to take the domestic violence course every two years “that is 
developed according to the standards and guidelines developed pursuant to subdivision (d).”  
Subdivision (d) states: “The guidelines developed by the commission [POST] shall also incorporate 
the foregoing factors.”  These foregoing factors are listed in subdivision (c), the subdivision that was 
amended by the test claim statute to include the “signs of domestic violence” to the course content.  
Thus, the test claim amendment to subdivision (c) also affects continuing training. 
The Commission found that the domestic violence continuing education requirement of section 
13519 is not a reimbursable mandate in the Domestic Violence Training and Incident Reporting 
decision, 96-362-01 (1996).  This test claim was litigated and the decision upheld by the court in 
County of Los Angeles v. Commission on State Mandates (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 1176.  But the 
                                                 
36 These standards are found in Title 11 of the California Code of Regulations. 
37 Penal Code section 13511, subdivision (a). 
38 Penal Code section 13511.5. 
39 See also POST’s regulation, California Code of Regulations, title 11, section 1005, subdivision 
(a)(9).  
40 Penal Code section 832, subdivision (g).  
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court stated that POST certification for continuing education “is, for all practical purposes, not a 
‘voluntary’ program and therefore the County must, in order to comply with section 13519, add 
domestic violence training to its curriculum.” (Id. at 1194).   
For this reason, the Commission finds that the amendment to section 13519, subdivision (c)(5), as 
applied to continuing training, is mandated by the state.  It is therefore further analyzed under Issue 2 
below. 
Response policy, victim assistance & information (§ 13701, subd. (c)(7) & (c)(9)(D)): The test 
claim statute added the following underlined provisions to section 13701’s domestic violence 
response policy: 

• (subd. (c)(7)): Include standards for “Emergency assistance to victims, such as medical care, 
transportation to a shelter, or a hospital for treatment when necessary, and police standbys for 
removing personal property and assistance in safe passage out of the victim’s residence.”  

• (subd. (c)(9)(D)): Include in written information given to the victim “A statement that, “For 
information about the California victims’ compensation program, you may contact   1-800-
777-9229.” 

Before the test claim statute, the domestic violence response policy was not required to include the 
underlined provisions above.   
Therefore, adding these statements to the domestic violence response policy is required based on the 
plain language of section 13701, subdivision (a), which states: “Every law enforcement agency in 
this state shall develop, adopt, and implement written policies and standards for officers’ responses 
to domestic violence calls … .”41  [Emphasis added.]  
The Legislature, however, has suspended the underlying requirement to develop, adopt, and 
implement policies and standards for officers’ responses to domestic violence calls.  As discussed in 
the Background, the Commission approved the Domestic Violence test claim (CSM-4222) in 1987.  
As stated in the parameters and guidelines, local agencies are eligible for reimbursement for the 
following activities: (1) developing, adopting and implementing a Domestic Violence Policy;  (2) 
preparing a statement of information for victims of incidents of domestic violence; (3) preparing a 
statement of information for victims of domestic violence; and (4) reporting to the Attorney General.  
The Commission also found that furnishing the victim with written information when responding to 
domestic violence incidents, as well as report writing and other specified costs are reimbursable.  
Except for one year, the Legislature has suspended Statutes 1984, chapter 160942 in each budget act 

                                                 
41 This finding is consistent with the Commission’s decision in the Domestic Violence decision 
(CSM-4222). 
42 Except for the 2003-2004 budget, Statutes 1984, chapter 1609 has been suspended by the 
Legislature since the operative date of the current test claim statutes (January 1, 1999), as follows: 
Statutes 1998, chapter 282, Item 9210-295-001, Schedule (8), Provision 2; Statutes 1999, chapter 50, 
Item 9210-295-0001, Schedule (8), Provision 2; Statutes 2000, chapter 52, Item 9210-295-0001, 
Schedule (8), Provision 3; Statutes 2001, chapter 106, Item 9210-295-0001, Schedule (8), Provision 
3; and Statutes 2002, chapter 379, Item 9210-295,0001, Schedule (8), Provision 3. 
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in fiscal years 1992-1993 through 2004-2005.43  Although the budget acts do not mention Statutes 
1985, chapter 668, (part of the Domestic Violence decision, CSM-4222), the Commission finds that 
the Legislature suspended it also.  As specified in the State Controller’s Office Claiming Instructions 
for CSM-4222, the entire domestic violence program as outlined in the parameters and guidelines 
was suspended.44   
Thus, the issue here is what effect the suspension of Domestic Violence CSM-4222 (§ 13701, Stats. 
1984, ch. 1609, Stats. 1985, ch. 668) has on the analysis of the test claim amendments to Penal Code 
section 13701.   
DOF comments that the Legislature has suspended the mandates imposed by Statutes 1984, chapter 
1609 relating to law enforcement responses to domestic violence.  According to DOF, “until such 
time as the Legislature may opt to remove its suspension of this mandate, we believe any 
reimbursable provisions of Chapter 698/98 at issue in the present matter would similarly not be 
reimbursable.” 
Claimant disagrees, arguing that the suspension of Statutes 1984, chapter 1609 does not include the 
victim card provisions.45  According to claimant, because chapter 1609’s ‘optional’ requirements are 
different from the mandated requirements in the test claim legislation, chapter 1609 is not relevant as 
to whether the test claim is reimbursable.   
For reasons stated below, the Commission finds that for years in which the Legislature suspends the 
mandate to develop, adopt, and implement a domestic violence response policy, adding the 
provisions in (c)(7) and (c)(9)(D) to the response policy is voluntary and not mandated by the state.  
But for years when the Legislature does not suspend the mandate to develop, adopt, and implement a 
domestic violence response policy, the activity of adding the provisions in (c)(7) and (c)(9)(D) to the 
response policy is mandated by the state. 
Government Code section 17581, subdivision (a), governs mandate suspension.  It makes complying 
with test claim statutes optional for local agencies on two conditions.  First, the Commission (or the 
Legislature or any court) must find that the test claim statute, or any portion thereof, is a 
reimbursable state mandate.  Second, the Legislature must specify in the budget that the test claim 
statute is not reimbursable for the fiscal year (by appropriating zero dollars for the program).  
Government Code section 17581, subdivision (a), states the following: 

No local agency shall be required to implement or give effect to any statute or 
executive order, or portion thereof, during any fiscal year and for the period 

                                                 
43 The Legislature did not suspend the mandate in 2003-2004.  However, chapter 1609 was 
suspended again in the 2004-2005 budget act (Stats. 2004, ch. 208): Item 9210-295-0001, Schedule 
(3), Provision 5. 
44 State Controller’s Office, County Mandated Cost Manual, Revised 9/94, page 1. 
45 Claimant cited the victim card provisions of Penal Code section 13701, but the arguments also 
apply to the victim card provisions of Penal Code 264.2.  It appears claimant’s comments implicitly 
refer to the following prior Commission decisions: (1) Domestic Violence, CSM-4222 (1987) [Stats. 
1984, ch. 1609 & Stats. 1985, ch. 668]; and (2) Rape Victims Counseling Center Notice, CSM-4426 
(1993) [Stats. 1991, ch. 999 & Stats. 1992, ch. 224]. 
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immediately following that fiscal year for which the Budget Act has not been 
enacted for the subsequent fiscal year if all of the following apply: 
(1) The statute or executive order, or portion thereof, has been determined by the 

Legislature, the commission, or any court to mandate a new program or higher 
level of service requiring reimbursement of local agencies pursuant to Section 
6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution. 

(2) The statute or executive order, or portion thereof, has been specifically 
identified by the Legislature in the Budget Act for the fiscal year as being one 
for which reimbursement is not provided for that fiscal year.  For purposes of 
this paragraph, a mandate shall be considered to have been specifically 
identified by the Legislature only if it has been included within the schedule 
of reimbursable mandates shown in the Budget Act and it is specifically 
identified in the language of a provision of the item providing the 
appropriation for mandate reimbursement. 

The activity required by the test claim statute to amend the original domestic violence response 
policy is included within the suspended program.  The test claim statute requires adding 
transportation to “a hospital for treatment when necessary,” and “assistance in safe passage out of 
the victim’s residence” to the emergency assistance provision of the domestic violence response 
policy.  It also requires adding victim’s compensation program contact information to the domestic 
violence response policy.  The underlying suspended program encompasses these emergency 
assistance and victim information test claim amendments.   
Since the underlying domestic violence response policy is voluntary in years that it is suspended by 
the Legislature, the local agencies’ obligation to amend the response policy is also voluntary in years 
the suspension is in effect.  The California Supreme Court, in Kern High School District, found that 
“if a school district elects to participate in or continue participation in any underlying voluntary 
education-related funded program, the district’s obligation to comply with the notice and agenda 
requirements related to that program does not constitute a reimbursable state mandate.”46  The court 
further stated, on page 731 of the decision, that: 

[W]e reject claimants’ assertion that they have been legally compelled to 
incur notice and agenda costs, and hence are entitled to reimbursement from 
the state, based merely upon the circumstance that notice and agenda 
provisions are mandatory elements of education-related program in which 
claimants have participated, without regard to whether claimant’s 
participation in the underlying program is voluntary or compelled. 
[Emphasis added.] 

The Commission is required to follow the holding of the California Supreme Court in interpreting 
state mandate issues.   
Therefore, for fiscal years when the Domestic Violence, CSM-4222 (1987) program is suspended, 
the Commission finds that adding the emergency assistance and victim information to the domestic 
violence response policy, as required by Penal Code section 13701, subdivision (c)(7) and (c)(9)(D), 
is part of the suspended mandate, CSM-4222, and is optional.  For fiscal years when the Legislature 
                                                 
46 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th at page 743. 
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does not suspend the program, the Commission finds that adding the emergency assistance and 
victim information to the response policy is mandated by the state.  Thus, the analysis continues 
under Issue 2 as to whether the activities in Penal Code section 13701, subdivision (c)(7) and 
(c)(9)(D), constitute a new program or higher level of service in years that the Legislature does not 
suspend the underlying domestic violence response policy program (CSM-4222).   
Response policy, victim card (§ 13701 subd. (c)(9)(H)):  The test claim statute requires local 
agencies to add the following to the victim card provision in the domestic violence response policy: 
“(i) The names and phone number of or local county hotlines for, or both the phone numbers of and 
local county hotlines for, local shelters for battered women and rape victim counseling centers 
within the county, including those centers specified in Section 13837 … [¶]…[¶] (iv) A statement 
that domestic violence or assault by a person who is known to the victim, including domestic 
violence or assault by a person who is the spouse of the victim, is a crime.” 
The victim card provision was not part of the suspended domestic violence response policy mandate 
because it was added to section 13701 in 1991, and was the subject of a prior test claim: Rape 
Victims Counseling Center Notice (CSM-4426) that was approved by the Commission.  In it, the 
Commission found that revising the victim card, and furnishing it to victims, is reimbursable.  The 
Commission’s decision in Rape Victims Counseling Center Notice has not been suspended by the 
Legislature.   
Therefore, the Commission finds that adding the following to the domestic violence response policy 
is mandated by the state: (1) phone numbers of or county hotlines for local battered women shelters 
and (2) a statement that domestic violence or assault by a person who is known to the victim, 
including domestic violence or assault by a person who is the spouse of the victim, is a crime. 
Providing the victim card (§ 264.2, subd. (a)):  Section 1.5 of Statutes 1998, chapter 698 amended 
subdivision (a) of section 264.2 to require law enforcement officers to give victims of specified sex 
crimes a Victim of Domestic Violence Card, or victim card.  The test claim statute adds victims of 
two crimes--alleged battery or corporal injury on a spouse or other specified victim--to the list of 
those for which a victim card is provided.  Statutes 1998, chapter 698 amended section 264.2, 
subdivision (a) as follows (added text underlined): 

(a) Whenever there is an alleged violation or violations of subdivision (e) of Section 
243, or Section 261, 261.5, 262, 273.5, 286, 288a, or 289, the law enforcement officer 
assigned to the case shall immediately provide the victim of the crime with the 
"Victims of Domestic Violence" card, as specified in subparagraph (G)47 of paragraph 
(9) of subdivision (c) of Section 13701 of the Penal Code.  

Penal Code section 243, subdivision (e), involves battery against “a spouse, a person with whom the 
defendant is cohabiting, a person who is the parent of the defendant's child, former spouse, fiancé, or 
fiancée, or a person with whom the defendant currently has, or has previously had, a dating or 

                                                 
47 The reference to subparagraph (G) of paragraph 9 of subdivision (c) of Penal Code section 13701 
is in error, as (G) does not refer to the victim card.  The correct reference to victim cards is 
subparagraph (H).  Subparagraph (G) requires providing victims with a statement about the right to 
file civil suit for certain losses and expenses.  This subparagraph predates the test claim statutes and 
is not analyzed herein. 
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engagement relationship.”  Penal Code section 273.5 involves willful infliction of corporal injury on 
a “spouse, former spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, or the mother or father of his or her child.” 
The Commission finds that Penal Code section 264.2, subdivision (a), as amended by the test claim 
statute imposes a state-mandated activity on local agencies to provide two new groups of victims of 
specified crimes with a victim card. 
Summary:  On the issue of whether or not the test claim statutes impose a state-mandate activity on 
local agencies, the Commission finds the following. 

• 13701 (d): DV arrest policy • No.  A de minimis activity intended to implement a federal law. 

• 264.2 (b)(4): Excluding the 
support person 

• No. A discretionary activity. 

• 13519 (c)(5): Basic training • No.  Requirement is on POST and on person seeking peace officer 
status. 

• 13519 (c)(5): Continuing 
training 

• Yes, for all practical purposes not voluntary.  County of Los Angeles 
v. Commission on State Mandates (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 1176, 
1194.   

• 13701 (c)(7) & (c)(9)(D): 
response policy, victim 
assistance and information 

• Yes, adding statements to the response policy is mandatory in years 
in which the Legislature has not suspended the Domestic Violence 
mandate. 

• 13701 (c)(9)(H): Response 
policy, victim card 

• Yes, amending the victim card provision in the response policy is 
mandatory. 

• 264.2 (a): Providing the 
victim card 

• Yes, providing victim cards is mandatory. 

 

B. Does the test claim legislation qualify as a program under article XIII B, section 6? 
For the remaining test claim statutes (§§ 13519, subd. (c)(5), & 13701, subd. (c), & 264.2, subd. (a), 
as amended by the test claim statutes) to be subject to article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution, the legislation must constitute a “program,” defined as a program that carries out the 
governmental function of providing a service to the public, or laws which, to implement a state 
policy, impose unique requirements on local governments and do not apply generally to all residents 
and entities in the state. 48  Only one of these findings is necessary to trigger article XIII B, section 
6.49 
The test claim statutes pertain to assisting and distributing information to domestic violence victims 
and domestic violence training for law enforcement.  These activities are peculiarly governmental 
public safety functions administered by local law enforcement agencies as a service to the public.  
Moreover, the test claim legislation imposes unique requirements on local agencies that do not apply 

                                                 
48 County of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
49 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537. 
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generally to all residents and entities of the state.  Therefore, the Commission finds the test claim 
statutes constitute a “program” within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6. 

Issue 2:  Does the test claim legislation impose a new program or higher level of service on   
local agencies within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution? 

To determine if the “program” is new or imposes a higher level of service, a comparison must be 
made between the test claim legislation and the legal requirements in effect immediately before 
enacting the test claim legislation.50   
Continuing training (§ 13519, subd. (c)(5)): The Commission found, under issue 1 above, that 
local agencies are required to include the “signs of domestic violence” in the course content for the 
domestic violence continuing education training course for “each law enforcement officer below the 
rank of supervisor who is assigned to patrol duties and would normally respond to domestic violence 
calls or incidents of domestic violence.” 
In the Domestic Violence Training and Incident Reporting Statement of Decision (96-362-01), the 
Commission found that the domestic violence continuing education course required by Penal Code 
section 13519, subdivision (e)51 (amended by Stats. 1995, ch. 965) is not a reimbursable state-
mandated program.  The Commission determined that because non-supervisory patrol officers are 
already required to take 24 hours of continuing training every two years,52 requiring the two-hour 
domestic violence course53 within the existing 24-hour requirement does not impose increased costs 
mandated by the state.   
The California Court of Appeal upheld the Commission’s decision in County of Los Angeles v. 
Commission on State Mandates.54  Since the court’s holding was based on the 1995 version of 
section 13519, the issue is whether the test claim amendment could alter that conclusion.   
The County of Los Angeles court stated, 

[L]ocal law enforcement agencies may choose from a menu of course offerings to fulfill the 
24-hour requirement. …Adding domestic violence training obviously may displace other 
courses from the menu, or require the adding of courses.  …However, merely by adding a 
course requirement to POST’s certification, the state has not shifted from itself to the County 
the burdens of state government.  Rather, it has directed local law enforcement agencies to 
reallocate their training resources …by mandating the inclusion of domestic violence 
training.  …[T]he state is requiring certain courses to be placed within an already existing 

                                                 
50 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 
51 This is currently section 13519, subdivision (g) as amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 701. 
52 California Code of Regulations, title 11, section 1005, subdivision (d)(1). 
53 California Code of Regulations, title 11, section 1081, subdivision (a)(25). 
54 County of Los Angeles v. Commission State Mandates, supra, 110 Cal. App. 4th 1176. 
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framework of training.  This loss of “flexibility” does not… require the County to expend 
funds that previously had been expended on the POST program by the State.55 

Thus, the court concluded that the statute did not mandate a higher level of service.56  
In adding “the signs of domestic violence” to the domestic violence continuing training content, the 
amendment to section 13519 is not a higher level of service because it does not alter the factors upon 
which the court relied, nor does it increase the existing framework of training.  Local law 
enforcement’s requirement to take the two-hour domestic violence course, and to take 24-hours of 
training every two years, remain the same.  The test claim statute does not increase the hourly 
requirement for continuing training.  Therefore, the Commission finds that the test claim amendment 
to section 13519, subdivision (c)(5), as it relates to continuing training (amended by Stats. 1998, 
ch. 701) does not constitute a new program or higher level of service. 
Response policy, victim assistance (§ 13701 subd. (c)(7)):  Statutes 1998, chapter 702 amended 
section 13701, subdivision (c)(7), to add the one-time activity of amending law enforcement’s 
policies and standards for officers’ responses to domestic violence calls.  Specifically, chapter 702 
added to the policy, “transportation to a hospital for treatment when necessary,” and “assistance in 
safe passage out of the victim’s residence.”57  Although this activity is currently voluntary because it 
is part of the legislatively suspended program, as discussed above, further analysis is necessary for 
years when the underlying program is not suspended.   
Preexisting law did not require law enforcement’s domestic violence response policy to include 
“transportation to a hospital for treatment when necessary,” and “assistance in safe passage out of 
the victim’s residence.”  Therefore, the Commission finds that adding these provisions to the 
domestic violence response policy is a new program or higher level of service only in years when the 
Legislature does not suspend the underlying domestic violence response policy program  
(CSM 4222). 
Response policy, victim information (§ 13701 subd. (c)(9)(D)):  The test claim statute 
(Stats. 1998, ch. 702, § 3.3) amended the domestic violence response policy by requiring local 
agencies to include in the response policy the following: 

• Include in written information given to the victim “A statement that, “For information about 
the California victims’ compensation program, you may contact 1-800-777-9229.” 

Although this activity is currently voluntary because it is part of the legislatively suspended 
program, as discussed above, further analysis is necessary for years when the underlying program is 
not suspended.   
Preexisting law required the policy to include giving victims other assorted information, including 
information about shelters, community services, restraint of the alleged perpetrator, and legal 
information.  Under prior law, however, the policy was not required to include giving the victim 
information about the California victims’ compensation program. 

                                                 
55 Id. at page 1194. 
56 Id. at page 1193. 
57 Penal Code section 13701, subdivision (c)(7). 
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Therefore, the Commission finds that the one-time activity of inserting this contact information for 
the victims’ compensation program, as specified in the test claim statute, into the domestic violence 
response policy, is a new program or higher level of service only in years when the Legislature does 
not suspend the underlying program. 
Response policy, victim card (§ 13701 subd. (c)(9)(H)): The test claim statute amended 
subdivision (c)(9)(H) of section 13701, which contains the policy’s description of the victim card’s 
contents.  It was amended to add information to the card, as follows:  

(i) The names and phone number of or local county hotlines for, or both the phone numbers 
of and local county hotlines for, local shelters for battered women and rape victim counseling 
centers within the county, including those centers specified in Section 13837 … [¶]…[¶]  
(iv) A statement that domestic violence or assault by a person who is known to the victim, 
including domestic violence or assault by a person who is the spouse of the victim, is a 
crime.” 

Preexisting law required the victim card to include the following specified information:   
(i) The names and locations of rape victim counseling centers within the county, 
including those centers specified in Section 13837, and their 24-hour counseling 
service telephone numbers. 
(ii) A simple statement on the proper procedures for a victim to follow after a sexual 
assault. 
(iii) A statement that sexual assault by a person who is known to the victim, including 
sexual assault by a person who is the spouse of the victim, is a crime. 

Prior law did not require the domestic violence response policy’s description of the victim card to 
include information about battered women shelters or a statement regarding the criminality of 
domestic violence or assault by a spouse.  Since the test claim statute altered the victim card to add 
this information, new printing would be required. 
Therefore, the Commission finds that the one-time activities of inserting information about battered 
women shelters and a statement regarding the criminality of domestic violence or assault by a person 
known to the victim or a spouse, as specified in the test claim statute, into the domestic violence 
response policy, and printing victim cards to include the new information, is a new program or 
higher level of service.58   
Providing the victim card (§ 264.2, subd. (a)): Section 1.5 of Statutes 1998, chapter 698 amended 
subdivision (a) of section 264.2, which specifies the types of victims who must be provided with a 
victim card.   
The test claim statute adds victims of two crimes--alleged battery or corporal injury on a spouse or 
other specified victim--to the list of those for which a victim card is provided.  Statutes 1998, chapter 
698 amended section 264.2, subdivision (a) as follows (added text underlined): 

(a) Whenever there is an alleged violation or violations of subdivision (e) of Section 
243, or Section 261, 261.5, 262, 273.5, 286, 288a, or 289, the law enforcement officer 

                                                 
58 Because the Legislature has not suspended the Commission’s Rape Victims Counseling Center 
Notice decision, CSM-4426 (1993), suspension is not an issue for victim cards. 
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assigned to the case shall immediately provide the victim of the crime with the 
"Victims of Domestic Violence" card, as specified in subparagraph (G)59 of paragraph 
(9) of subdivision (c) of Section 13701 of the Penal Code. 

Penal Code section 243, subdivision (e), involves battery against “a spouse, a person with whom the 
defendant is cohabiting, a person who is the parent of the defendant's child, former spouse, fiancé, or 
fiancée, or a person with whom the defendant currently has, or has previously had, a dating or 
engagement relationship.”  Penal Code section 273.5 involves willful infliction of corporal injury on 
a “spouse, former spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, or the mother or father of his or her child.” 
Prior law required law enforcement agencies to provide a victim card to victims of the following 
crimes: rape, sex with a minor, spousal rape, sodomy, oral copulation, and penetration by a foreign 
object.  The amendment to section 264.2, subdivision (a), requires law enforcement to provide 
victim cards to victims of an alleged battery or corporal injury on a spouse or other specified victim.  
Because this amendment expands the universe of victim card recipients to include victims of two 
new crimes -- spousal battery and willful infliction of corporal injury – the Commission finds that 
section 264.2, subdivision (a), as amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 698 constitutes a new program 
or higher level of service. 
Summary: As to whether or not the test claim statutes are a new program or higher level of service 
subject to article XIII B, section 6, the Commission finds the following: 
 
• 13519 (c)(5): Continuing 

training 
• No, not a new program or higher level of service.  County of 

Los Angeles v. Commission on State Mandates (2003) 110 
Cal.App.4th 1176, 1194.   

• 13701 (c)(7): Response 
policy, victim assistance  

• Yes, the one-time activity of adding statements to the response policy 
is a new program or higher level of service if the Legislature has not 
suspended the Domestic Violence mandate. 

• 13701 (c)(9)(D): Response 
policy, victim information 

• Yes, the one-time activity of adding contact information to the 
response policy is a new program or higher level of service if the 
Legislature has not suspended the Domestic Violence mandate. 

• 13701 (c)(9)(H): Response 
policy, victim card 

• Yes, the one-time activities of amending the victim card provision in 
the response policy and reprinting cards is a new program or higher 
level of service. 

• 264.2 (a): Providing the 
victim card 

• Yes, giving out victim cards is a new program or higher level of 
service. 

 

                                                 
59 As stated in footnote 48 above, the reference to subparagraph (G) of paragraph 9 of subdivision (c) 
of Penal Code section 13701 is in error, as (G) does not refer to the victim card.  The correct 
reference to victim cards is subparagraph (H).   
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Issue 3:  Does the test claim legislation impose “costs mandated by the state” within the 
meaning of Government Code sections 17514 and 17556? 

In order for the activities listed above to impose a reimbursable state-mandated program under 
article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, two criteria must apply.  First, the activities 
must impose increased costs mandated by the state.60  Second, no statutory exceptions as listed in 
Government Code section 17556 can apply.  Government Code section 17514 defines “costs 
mandated by the state” as follows:  

[A]ny increased costs which a local agency or school district is required to incur after 
July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or any 
executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which 
mandates a new program or higher level of service of an existing program within the 
meaning of Section 6 of Article XIII B of the California Constitution. 

Response policy, victim information (§ 13701, subds. (c)(7) & (c)(9)(D)):  As discussed above, 
for years in which “Statutes 1984, chapter 1609”61 is not suspended in the budget act, the one-time 
activity of adding the following information to the domestic violence response policy is a mandated 
new program or higher level of service: 

• Victim assistance provisions: “transportation to a hospital for treatment when necessary,” and 
“assistance in safe passage out of the victim’s residence.”  (§ 13701, subd. (c)(7).) 

• Victim notice: “A statement that, “For information about the California victims’ 
compensation program, you may contact 1-800-777-9229.”  (§ 13701, subd. (c)(9)(D).)   

Except for fiscal year 2003-2004, the underlying program has been suspended by the Legislature 
since the effective date of the test claim statute.  According to a declaration provided by the 
claimant, the claimant incurred costs for this one-time activity between January 1, 1999, and  
June 30, 1999, when the suspension was in effect and the state did not mandate the activities.62  
Therefore, there is no evidence in the record that the activity of adding victim assistance information 
and information about the victims compensation program, as required by Penal Code section 13701, 
subdivisions (c)(7) & (c)(9)(D), to the domestic violence response policy resulted in “costs mandated 
by the state,” within the meaning of Government Code section 17514, to the claimant or any other 
local agency.  Therefore, reimbursement is not required for Penal Code section 13701, subdivisions 
(c)(7) & (c)(9)(D). 

Response policy, victim card, and providing the victim card (§§ 13701, subd. (c)(9)(H), 264.2, 
subd. (a)):  As indicated above, the Commission finds the following activities constitute mandated 
new programs or higher levels of service: 

• The one-time activities of amending the victim card provision of the domestic violence 
response policy to include information about battered women shelters and a statement 

                                                 
60 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal. 4th 727, 736; Lucia Mar Unified School Dist., supra, 
44 Cal.3d 830, 835; Government Code section 17514. 
61 The suspended budget provision states “Statutes 1984, chapter 1609.”  As discussed above, this 
refers to the Commission’s decision in the Domestic Violence test claim CSM-4222 (1991). 
62 Declaration of Martha Zavala, May 7, 1999, page 4, Schedule A. 
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regarding the criminality of domestic violence or assault by a spouse, and printing victim 
cards to include the new information, as specified in Penal Code section 13701, subdivision 
(c)(9)(H); 

• Providing victim cards to victims of an alleged spousal battery and willful infliction of 
corporal injury, as required by Penal Code section 264.2, subdivision (a). 

In the test claim, the claimant states that it would incur increased costs in excess of $200 per 
annum,63 which was the standard under Government Code section 17564, subdivision (a), at the time 
the claim was filed.  For the costs of printing the new cards, claimant estimated costs of $8,000.64  
There is no evidence in the record to dispute these costs. 
Furthermore, none of the exceptions in Government Code section 17556 apply to this claim.  
Therefore, the Commission finds there are costs mandated by the state within the meaning of 
Government Code sections 17514 for these activities. 

Issue 4:  Does the Commission have jurisdiction over activities decided in a prior test claim? 
Providing victim assistance & information (§ 13701, subd. (c)(7)): Claimant requests 
reimbursement to implement portions of the domestic violence response policy.  For example, the 
claimant requests reimbursement for transporting victims to a hospital for treatment and assisting 
victims out of the residence.  The Commission finds that the Commission already decided these 
“emergency assistance” activities in the Domestic Violence parameters and guidelines, CSM-4222 
(1987), and therefore has no jurisdiction over this activity for purposes of this claim.65   
The statutory scheme for mandate determinations under article XIII B, section 6 establishes finality 
for decisions adopted by the Commission.  The Commission has no continuing jurisdiction over its 
decisions, including the Domestic Violence decision (CSM-4222).  Until 1999, the Commission did 
not have any statutory authority to reconsider test claim decisions.  In 1999, Government Code 
section 17559 was amended to authorize the Commission to order reconsideration, on petition of a 
party, within 30 days after the statement of decision is issued.  (Stats. 1999, ch. 643.)   
This finality also applies to parameters and guidelines.  Once the parameters and guidelines are 
adopted, the State Controller’s Office has 60 days to issue claiming instructions to assist local 
agencies in claiming costs,66 who then have 120 days from the date of the claiming instructions to 
file their reimbursement claims with the State Controller’s Office for initial fiscal year costs.67    
Although the parties may request amendments to the parameters and guidelines, the request must be 
filed with the Commission before the deadline for initial claims to apply the proposed amendment 

                                                 
63 The current standard is $1000, amended by Statutes 2002, chapter 1124, effective September 30, 
2002. 
64  Test Claim 98-TC-14, page 3.   
65  The decision of the quasi-judicial administrative agency, if not challenged within the applicable 
statute of limitations, binds the parties on the issues litigated.  Hollywood Circle, Inc. v. Department 
of Alcoholic Beverage (1961) 55 Cal.2d 728, 731-733. 
66 Government Code, section 17558, subdivision (b). 
67 Government Code, section 17561, subdivision (d)(1). 
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retroactively back to all years eligible for reimbursement.68  Requests to amend parameters and 
guidelines filed after the deadline for initial claims must be submitted on or before January 15 
following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for that fiscal year.69  Thus, Commission 
adopted amendments may apply to the prior fiscal year if filed before January 15 following a fiscal 
year.  A request to amend the parameters and guidelines for Domestic Violence could not be 
retroactive to the initial reimbursement period of the original decision unless it were filed before the 
due date for the initial reimbursement claims.   
The test claim statute in this case, Penal Code section 13701, subdivision (c)(7), added the following 
underlined provisions to section 13701’s domestic violence response policy: 

Include standards for “Emergency assistance to victims, such as medical care, 
transportation to a shelter, or a hospital for treatment when necessary, and police 
standbys for removing personal property and assistance in safe passage out of the 
victim’s residence.” 

In years when the underlying Domestic Violence program is not suspended, claimants are eligible to 
receive reimbursement for, among other things: ‘(1) development, adoption and implementation of a 
Domestic Violence Policy.’  The emergency assistance to victims, medical care, and transportation 
to a shelter were all included in the original test claim statute’s response policy.  Penal Code section 
13701 originally included “[e]mergency assistance to victims, such as ….” [Emphasis added.]  The 
phrase, “such as” means, “for example” or “of a kind specified.”70  Thus, the test claim statute in this 
case merely adds further examples of assistance after the “such as.”  These amendments were called 
“clarifying” by the Assembly Public Safety Committee.71  Since the amendments are clarifying only, 
they do not increase the level of service required of local agencies.72 
Thus, because the activities of emergency assistance, medical care, and transportation were already 
decided in the original Domestic Violence statement of decision and parameters and guidelines, the 
Commission has no jurisdiction over these activities in this claim. 
Claimant’s comments on the revised draft staff analysis state that claimant concurs with staff’s 
analysis, and concurs that the program “may, in 2005-06 and subsequent fiscal years, impose 
additional reimbursable costs in providing emergency assistance to domestic violence victims as 
noted … [in] staff’s analysis.”  To clarify, the Commission does not find reimbursable costs for 

                                                 
68 Government Code, section 17557; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2, 
subdivision (b). 
69 Government Code, section 17557; California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.2, 
subdivision (c). 
70 See <http://dictionary.reference.com/search?q=such%20as> as of October 6, 2004. 
71 Assembly Public Safety Committee, Analysis of Assembly Bill No. 2172 (1997-98 Reg. Sess.) as 
introduced.  Originally, the bill referred to “guaranteeing” safe passage away from the residence, but 
was later changed to “assisting.”  This bill was later double joined to Assembly Bill No. 2177 (Stats. 
1998, ch. 702), which was enacted as to section 13701. 
72 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 877. 
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emergency assistance in future fiscal years.  Rather, should the Legislature not suspend73 the 
Domestic Violence mandate (CSM-4222), the activities in the parameters and guidelines, as 
mentioned on pages 3 and 10 of this analysis, would be reimbursable. 
Claimant also requested reimbursement for assisting children out of the residence, but this activity is 
not in the enacted version of the test claim statute that amended section 13701 (Stats. 1998, ch. 702, 
§§ 3.3 & 6).  The last chaptered bill is assigned the higher chapter number,74 which becomes law 
when legislative bills are double or triple-joined, as they were in this case.75  Neither chapters 698 
nor 701, which include the provision regarding assisting children, amended or became law as to 
Penal Code section 13701.76  So the Commission finds that the test claim statute does not mandate 
assisting children out of the residence.  

Issue 5 – If the Commission finds a reimbursable state mandate in the test claim statute(s), 
does article XIII B, section 6, subdivision (b)(5), apply to this test claim?   
On November 2, 2004, the voters enacted Proposition 1A, which among other changes, adds 
subdivision (b) to article XIII B, section 6.  Subdivision (b) states in relevant part: 

(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), for the 2005-06 fiscal year and every 
subsequent fiscal year, for a mandate for which the costs of a local government 
claimant have been determined in a preceding fiscal year to be payable by the State 
pursuant to law, the Legislature shall either appropriate, in the annual Budget Act, the 
full payable amount that has not been previously paid, or suspend the operation of the 
mandate for the fiscal year for which the annual Budget Act is applicable in a manner 
prescribed by law. 

                                                 
73 Proposition 1A, enacted in November 2004, among other changes, adds subdivision (b) to article 
XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, as follows: 

[F]or the 2005-06 fiscal year and every subsequent fiscal year, for a mandate for 
which the costs of a local government claimant have been determined in a preceding 
fiscal year to be payable by the State pursuant to law, the Legislature shall either 
appropriate, in the annual Budget Act, the full payable amount that has not been 
previously paid, or suspend the operation of the mandate for the fiscal year for which 
the annual Budget Act is applicable in a manner prescribed by law. 

74 See Government Code sections 9510 and 9605. 
75  Double-joined bills are two bills that propose to amend the same code section, drafted so that the 
amended bill does not override the provisions of the bill that affects the same section.  In this case, 
section 6, subdivision (c) of Statutes 1998, chapter 702 states: 

(c) Section 3.3 of this bill incorporates amendments to Section 13701 of the Penal Code 
proposed by this bill, AB 1201, and AB 2172.  It shall only become operative if (1) all three 
bills are enacted and become effective on or before January 1, 1999, (2) all three bills amend 
Section 13701 of the Penal Code, and (3) this bill is enacted after AB 1201, [chapter 698] 
and AB 2172, [chapter 701] in which case Sections 3, 3.1, and 3.2 of this bill shall not 
become operative.  [Emphasis added.] 

76 Statutes 1998, chapter 698, sections 2.1, 2.3 and 5.  Statutes 1998, chapter 701, sections 2, 2.1, 
2.2, 2.3 & 3. 
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(2) Payable claims for costs incurred prior to the 2005-05 fiscal year that have not 
been paid prior to the 2005-06 fiscal year may be paid over a term of years, as 
prescribed by law. [¶] … [¶]. 
(4) This subdivision applies to a mandate only as it affects a city, county, city and 
county, or special district. 
(5) This subdivision shall not apply to a requirement to provide or recognize any 
procedural or substantive protection, right, benefit, or employment status of any local 
government employee or retiree, or of any local government employee organization, 
that arises from, affects, or directly relates to future, current, or past local government 
employment and that constitutes a mandate subject to this section. [Emphasis 
added.] 

Subdivision (b)(5) excludes specified types of mandates from the operation of subdivision (b).    The 
portions of this test claim that the Commission finds to be reimbursable mandates, as listed below, 
do not apply to the “employment status of any local government employee or retiree, or any local 
government employee organization, that arises from, affects, or directly relates to future, current, or 
past local government employment.”  Rather, they are merely new local government duties.  
Therefore, the Commission finds that subdivision (b)(5) does not apply to this test claim.   

CONCLUSION 

Therefore, the Commission finds that section 13701, subdivision (c)(9)(D) and (H) (as amended by 
Stats. 1998, ch. 702), and section 264.2, subdivision (a) (as amended by Stats. 1998, ch. 698), 
impose a reimbursable state-mandated program on local agencies within the meaning of section 6, 
article XIII B of the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514.   
The Commission finds that the following activities are reimbursable.  

• Providing victim cards to victims of the following crimes: (1) Penal Code section 243, 
subdivision (e), battery against a spouse, a person with whom the defendant is cohabiting, a 
person who is the parent of the defendant's child, former spouse, fiancé, or fiancée, or a 
person with whom the defendant currently has, or has previously had, a dating or engagement 
relationship;77 and  (2) Penal Code section 273.5, willful infliction of corporal injury on a 
spouse, former spouse, cohabitant, former cohabitant, or the mother or father of his or her 
child.78  (§ 264.2, subd. (a)). 

• The one-time cost of printing victim cards to add the following new information: (1) phone 
numbers and/or local county hotlines of battered-women shelters; (2) a statement that 
domestic violence or assault by a person who is known to the victim, including domestic 
violence or assault by a person who is the spouse of the victim, is a crime.  (§ 13701, subd. 
(c)(9)(H)(i) & (iv)). 

• The one-time cost of adding to the domestic violence response policy two new crimes 
(§§ 243, subd. (e), & 273.5) to those for which a victim card is given out (§ 13701, subd. 
(c)(9)(H)). 

                                                 
77 Penal Code section 243, subdivision (e). 
78 Penal Code section 273.5. 
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• The one-time cost of adding the following to the description of the victim card in the 
domestic violence response policy: (1) phone numbers and/or local county hotlines of 
battered-women shelters; (2) a statement that domestic violence or assault by a person who is 
known to the victim, including domestic violence or assault by a person who is the spouse of 
the victim, is a crime.  (§ 13701, subd. (c)(9)(H)(i) & (iv)). 

The Commission also finds that all other amendments to the test claim statutes, as discussed above, 
do not constitute a reimbursable state-mandated program under article XIII B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution. 
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STATEMENT OF DECISION 
The Commission on State Mandates (“Commission”) heard and decided this test claim 
during a regularly scheduled hearing on April 26, 2006.  Pam Stone, Dee Contreras, and 
Ed Takach appeared for the City of Sacramento.  Lt. Dave McGill appeared for the  
Los Angeles Police Department.  Susan Geanacou appeared for the Department of 
Finance. 
The law applicable to the Commission’s determination of a reimbursable state-mandated 
program is article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code 
section 17500 et seq., and related case law. 
On April 26, 2006, the Commission adopted the staff analysis to partially approve the test 
claim at the hearing by a vote of 5 to 1. 
On July 31, 2009, the Commission set aside and amended the Statement of Decision on 
reconsideration in part as directed by the court in Department of Finance v. Commission 
on State Mandates (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355; Judgment and Writ issued  
May 8, 2009, by the Sacramento County Superior Court, Case No. 07CS00079, on 
consent by a vote of 6 to 0.   
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Summary of Findings 
Statutes 2005, chapter 72, section 6 (AB 138) added section 3313 to the Government 
Code to direct the Commission to “review” the Statement of Decision, adopted in 1999, 
on the Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights test claim (commonly abbreviated as 
“POBOR”) to clarify whether the subject legislation imposed a mandate consistent with 
California Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on 
State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859 and other applicable court decisions.   
In 1999, the Commission approved the test claim and adopted the original Statement of 
Decision.  The Commission found that certain procedural requirements under POBOR 
were rights already provided to public employees under the due process clause of the 
United States and California Constitutions.  Thus, the Commission denied the procedural 
requirements of POBOR that were already required by law on the ground that they did 
not impose a new program or higher level of service, or impose costs mandated by the 
state pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c).  Government Code 
section 17556, subdivision (c), generally provides that the Commission shall not find 
costs mandated by the state for test claim statutes that implement a federal law, unless the 
test claim statute mandates costs that exceed the federal mandate.  The Commission 
approved the activities required by POBOR that exceeded the requirements of existing 
state and federal law. 
On July 27, 2000, the Commission adopted parameters and guidelines that authorized 
reimbursement, beginning July 1, 1994, to counties, cities, a city and county, school 
districts, and special districts that employ peace officers for the ongoing activities 
summarized below: 

• Developing or updating policies and procedures. 

• Training for human resources, law enforcement, and legal counsel. 

• Updating the status of cases. 

• Providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal for permanent, at-will, and 
probationary employees that were subject to certain disciplinary actions that were 
not covered by the due process clause of state and federal law. 

• When a peace officer is under investigation, or becomes a witness to an incident 
under investigation, and is subjected to an interrogation by the employer that 
could lead to certain disciplinary actions, the following costs and activities are 
eligible for reimbursement: compensation to the peace officer for interrogations 
occurring during off-duty time; providing prior notice to the peace officer 
regarding the nature of the interrogation and identification of investigating 
officers; tape recording the interrogation; providing the peace officer employee 
with access to the tape prior to any further interrogation at a subsequent time or if 
any further specified proceedings are contemplated; and producing transcribed 
copies of any notes made by a stenographer at an interrogation, and copies of 
complaints of reports or complaints made by investigators. 
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• Performing certain activities, specified by the type of local agency or school 
district, upon the receipt of an adverse comment against a peace officer employee. 

On April 26, 2006, the Commission found on reconsideration that the San Diego Unified 
School Dist. case supports the Commission’s 1999 Statement of Decision that the test 
claim legislation constitutes a partial reimbursable state-mandated program within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code 
section 17514 for all activities previously approved by the Commission for counties, 
cities, school districts, and special districts identified in Government Code section 3301 
that employ peace officers, except the following: 

• The activity of providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal to 
probationary and at-will peace officers (except when the chief of police is 
removed) pursuant to Government Code section 3304 is no longer a reimbursable 
state-mandated activity because the Legislature amended Government Code 
section 3304 in 1998.  The amendment limited the right to an administrative 
appeal to only those peace officers “who successfully completed the probationary 
period that may be required” by the employing agency and to situations where the 
chief of police is removed.  (Stats. 1998, ch. 786, § 1.) 

• The activities of obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse 
comment or noting the officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment, pursuant to 
Government Code sections 3305 and 3306, when the adverse comment results in 
a punitive action protected by the due process clause1 does not constitute a new 
program or higher level of service and does not impose costs mandated by the 
state pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c).   

In January 2007, the Department of Finance filed a petition for writ of mandate 
challenging the Commission’s Statement of Decision on Reconsideration, arguing that 
POBOR does not constitute a state-mandated program for school districts and special 
districts and, thus, school districts and special districts are not eligible claimants 
(Sacramento County Superior Court, Case No. 07CS00079).  The Department of Finance 
agreed, however, that the test claim statutes are state-mandated with respect to the police 
protection districts named in Government Code section 53060.7 that wholly supplant the 
law enforcement functions of the county within their jurisdiction. 
On February 6, 2009, the Third District Court of Appeal, in Department of Finance v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1357, determined that 
POBOR is not a reimbursable mandate as to school districts and special districts that are 
permitted by statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the 
general law enforcement units of cities and counties.   

                                                      
1 Due process attaches when a permanent employee is dismissed, demoted, suspended, 
receives a reduction in salary, or receives a written reprimand.  Due process also attaches 
when the charges supporting a dismissal of a probationary or at-will employee constitute 
moral turpitude that harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future 
employment and, thus, a name-clearing hearing is required. 
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On May 8, 2009, the Sacramento County Superior Court issued a judgment and writ in 
Case No. 07CS00079, pursuant to the Third District Court of Appeal’s decision in 
Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 
requiring the Commission to: 

a. Set aside the portion of its reconsideration decision in “Case No. 05-RL-4499-01 
Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights” (reconsideration decision) that found that 
the Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights program constitutes a reimbursable 
state-mandated program for school districts, community college districts, and 
special districts that are permitted by statute, but not required, to employ peace 
officers who supplement the general law enforcement units of cities and counties; 

b. Issue a new decision denying the portion of the reconsideration decision 
approving reimbursement for school districts, community college districts, and 
special districts that are permitted by statute, but not required, to employ peace 
officers who supplement the general law enforcement units of cities and counties; 
and 

c. Amend the parameters and guidelines consistent with this judgment. 
This judgment does not affect cities, counties, or special police protection districts 
named in Government Code section 53060.7, which wholly supplant the law 
enforcement functions of the County within their jurisdiction. 

Accordingly, on July 31, 2009, the Commission amended the decision to deny 
reimbursement to school districts, community college districts, and special districts that 
are permitted by statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the 
general law enforcement units of cities and counties. 

BACKGROUND 
Statutes 2005, chapter 72, section 6 (AB 138) added section 3313 to the Government 
Code to direct the Commission to “review” the Statement of Decision, adopted in 1999, 
on the Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights test claim.  Government Code  
section 3313 states the following: 

In the 2005-06 fiscal year, the Commission on State Mandates shall 
review its statement of decision regarding the Peace Officer Procedural 
Bill of Rights test claim and make any modifications necessary to this 
decision to clarify whether the subject legislation imposed a mandate 
consistent with California Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified 
School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859 and 
other applicable court decisions.  If the Commission on State Mandates 
revises its statement of decision regarding the Peace Officer Procedural 
Bill of Rights test claim, the revised decision shall apply to local 
government Peace Office Procedural Bill of Rights activities occurring 
after the date the revised decision is adopted. 
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Commission’s Decision on Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights (CSM 4499) 
The Legislature enacted the Peace Officers Procedural Bill of Rights Act (commonly 
abbreviated as “POBOR”), by adding Government Code sections 3300 through 3310,  
in 1976.  POBOR provides a series of rights and procedural safeguards to peace officers 
employed by local agencies and school districts that are subject to investigation or 
discipline.  Generally, POBOR prescribes certain protections that must be afforded 
officers during interrogations that could lead to punitive action against them; gives 
officers the right to review and respond in writing to adverse comments entered in their 
personnel files; and gives officers the right to an administrative appeal when any punitive 
action is taken against them, or they are denied promotion on grounds other than merit.2 
Legislative intent for POBOR is expressly provided in Government Code section 3301 as 
follows: 

The Legislature hereby finds and declares that the rights and protections 
provided to peace officers under this chapter constitute a matter of 
statewide concern.  The Legislature further finds and declares that 
effective law enforcement depends upon the maintenance of stable 
employer-employee relations, between public safety employees and their 
employers.  In order to assure that stable relations are continued 
throughout the state and to further assure that effective services are 
provided to all people of the state, it is necessary that this chapter be 
applicable to all public safety officers, as defined in this section, within the 
State of California. 

POBOR applies to all employees classified as “peace officers” under specified provisions 
of the Penal Code, including those peace officers employed by counties, cities, special 
districts and school districts.3   
In 1995, the City of Sacramento filed a test claim alleging that POBOR, as it existed from 
1976 until 1990, constituted a reimbursable state-mandated program within the meaning 
of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution.4  In 1999, the Commission 
                                                      
2 See California Supreme Court’s summary of the legislation in Baggett v. Gates (1982) 
32 Cal.3d 128, 135.   
3 Government Code section 3301 states: “For purposes of this chapter, the term public 
safety officer means all peace officers specified in Sections 830.1, 830.2, 830.3, 830.31, 
830.32, 830.33, except subdivision (e), 830.34, 830.35, except subdivision (c), 830.36, 
830.37, 830.38, 830.4, and 830.5 of the Penal Code.” 
4 The POBOR Act has been subsequently amended by the Legislature.  (See Stats. 1994, 
ch. 1259; Stats. 1997, ch. 148; Stats. 1998, ch. 263; Stats. 1998, ch. 786; Stats. 1999,  
ch. 338; Stats. 2000, ch. 209; Stats. 2002, ch. 1156; Stats. 2003, ch. 876; Stats. 2004,  
ch. 405; and Stats. 2005, ch. 22.)  These subsequent amendments are outside the scope of 
the Commission’s decision in POBOR (CSM 4499), and therefore are not analyzed to 
determine whether they impose reimbursable state-mandated activities within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6.   
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approved the test claim and adopted a Statement of Decision.5  The Commission found 
that certain procedural requirements under POBOR were rights already provided to 
public employees under the due process clause of the United States and California 
Constitutions.  Thus, the Commission denied the procedural requirements of POBOR that 
were already required by law on the ground that they did not impose a new program or 
higher level of service, or impose costs mandated by the state pursuant to Government 
Code section 17556, subdivision (c).  Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c), 
generally provides that the Commission shall not find costs mandated by the state for test 
claim statutes that implement a federal law, unless the test claim statute mandates costs 
that exceed the federal mandate.  The Commission approved the activities required by 
POBOR that exceeded the requirements of existing state and federal law. 
On July 27, 2000, the Commission adopted parameters and guidelines that authorized 
reimbursement, beginning July 1, 1994, to counties, cities, a city and county, school 
districts, and special districts that employ peace officers for the ongoing activities 
summarized below: 

• Developing or updating policies and procedures. 

• Training for human resources, law enforcement, and legal counsel. 

• Updating the status of cases. 

• Providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal for permanent, at-will, and 
probationary employees that were subject to certain disciplinary actions that were 
not covered by the due process clause of state and federal law. 

• When a peace officer is under investigation, or becomes a witness to an incident 
under investigation, and is subjected to an interrogation by the employer that 
could lead to certain disciplinary actions, the following costs and activities are 
eligible for reimbursement: compensation to the peace officer for interrogations 
occurring during off-duty time; providing prior notice to the peace officer 
regarding the nature of the interrogation and identification of investigating 
officers; tape recording the interrogation; providing the peace officer employee 
with access to the tape prior to any further interrogation at a subsequent time or if 
any further specified proceedings are contemplated; and producing transcribed 
copies of any notes made by a stenographer at an interrogation, and copies of 
complaints of reports or complaints made by investigators. 

• Performing certain activities, specified by the type of local agency or school 
district, upon the receipt of an adverse comment against a peace officer 
employee.6 

On March 29, 2001, the Commission adopted a statewide cost estimate covering fiscal 
years 1994-1995 through 2001-2002 in the amount of $152,506,000.7 

                                                      
5 Administrative Record, page 859. 
6 Administrative Record, page 1273. 
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Audit by the Bureau of State Audits 
The Legislative Analyst’s Office (LAO), in its Analysis of the 2002-2003 Budget Bill, 
reviewed a sample of POBOR reimbursement claims and found that the annual state costs 
associated with the program was likely to be two to three times higher than the amount 
projected in the statewide cost estimate and significantly higher than what the Legislature 
initially expected.  LAO projected costs in the range of $50 to $75 million annually.  
LAO also found a wide variation in the costs claimed by local governments.  Thus, LAO 
recommended that the Legislature refer the POBOR program to the Joint Legislative 
Audit Committee for review, possible state audit, and possible revisions to the parameters 
and guidelines. 
In March 2003, the Joint Legislative Audit Committee authorized the Bureau of State 
Audits to conduct an audit of the process used by the Commission to develop statewide 
cost estimates and to establish parameters and guidelines for the claims related to 
POBOR.   
On October 15, 2003, the Bureau of State Audits issued its audit report, finding that 
reimbursement claims were significantly higher than anticipated and that some agencies 
claimed reimbursement for questionable activities. 8  While the Bureau of State Audits 
recommended the Commission make changes to the overall mandates process, it did not 
recommend the Commission make any changes to the parameters and guidelines for the 
POBOR program.  The Commission implemented all of the Bureau’s recommendations. 
On July 19, 2005, the Legislature enacted Government Code section 3313 (Stats. 2005, 
ch. 72, § 6 (AB 138)) and directed the Commission to “review” the Statement of 
Decision in POBOR.   

Comments Filed Before the Issuance of the Draft Staff Analysis by the City and 
County of Los Angeles 
On October 19, 2005, Commission staff requested comments from interested parties, 
affected state agencies, and interested persons on the Legislature’s directive to “review” 
the POBOR program.  Comments were received from the City of Los Angeles and the 
County of Los Angeles.  The City and County both contend that the Commission 
properly found that POBOR constitutes a reimbursable state-mandated program within 
the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution.  The County 
further argues that, under the California Supreme Court decision in San Diego Unified 
School District v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, reimbursement 
must be expanded to include all activities required under the test claim statutes including 
those procedures required by the federal due process clause.  The County of Los Angeles 
also proposes that the Commission adopt a reasonable reimbursement methodology in the 
parameters and guidelines to reimburse these claims. 
 
                                                                                                                                                              
7 Administrative Record, page 1309. 
8 Administrative Record, page 1407 et seq. 
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Comments Filed on the Draft Staff Analysis 
On February 24, 2006, Commission staff issued the draft staff analysis and requested 
comments on the draft.  The Commission received responses from the following parties: 
City of Sacramento 
The City of Sacramento argues the following: 

• Prior law does not require due process protections for employees receiving short-
term suspensions, reclassifications, or reprimands.  Therefore, the administrative 
appeal required by the test claim legislation constitutes a new program or higher 
level of service when an officer receives a short-term suspension, reclassification, 
or reprimand. 

• Not every termination of a police chief warrants a liberty interest hearing required 
under prior law.  The decision of the Commission should distinguish between 
those situations where there is a valid right to a liberty interest hearing under 
principles of due process, from the remaining situations where a police chief is 
terminated. 

• The decision of the Commission should reflect “the onerous requirements 
imposed when interrogations are handled under POBOR.” 

• All activities required when an officer receives an adverse comment are 
reimbursable. 

County of Alameda 
The County of Alameda states that interrogation of a sworn officer under POBOR is 
difficult and requires preparation.  The County alleges that ten hours of investigation 
must be conducted before an interview that might take thirty minutes. 
County of Los Angeles 
The County of Los Angeles contends that investigation is a reimbursable state-mandated 
activity.  The County also argues that, pursuant to the San Diego Unified School Dist. 
case, all due process activities are reimbursable. 
County of Orange 
The County of Orange believes the staff analysis “does not fully comprehend or account 
for the [investigation] requirements of interrogation governed by Government Code 
section 3303.”  The County contends that the requirements of law enforcement agencies 
to investigate complaints have correspondingly increased under POBOR.  When a 
complaint is received, the County argues that “every department is called upon to conduct 
very detailed investigations when allegations of serious misconduct occur.  These 
investigations can vary in scope and depth from abuses of authority, the use of deadly 
force, excessive force where injuries may be significant, serious property damage, and 
criminal behavior.”  The County also contends that the investigation involves the subject 
officer and other officer witnesses. 
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Department of Finance 
The Department of Finance contends that the San Diego Unified School Dist. case does 
not support the finding that the test claim legislation constitutes a reimbursable state-
mandated program for school districts.  Finance acknowledges the language in San Diego 
Unified School Dist. declining to extend the City of Merced decision to preclude 
reimbursement whenever any entity makes a discretionary decision that triggers 
mandated costs.  Finance argues, however, that the Supreme Court’s findings are not 
applicable to school districts since there is no requirement in law for school districts to 
form a police department.  Finance states the following: 

. . . there is no requirement in law for these districts to form a police 
department and safe schools can be maintained without the need to hire 
police officers as is evidenced by the many school districts that do not 
have police departments.  The fact that the Legislature has declared it 
necessary for POBOR to apply to all public safety officers is not the same 
as requiring their hiring in the first place.  School districts could, indeed, 
control or even avoid the extra cost of the POBOR legislation by not 
forming a police department at all, which is materially different from fire 
protection services that must be provided by fire protection districts.  
POBOR activities that might be claimed by school districts are, instead, 
analogous to non-reimbursable activities in the Department of Finance v. 
Commission on State Mandates [Kern High School Dist.] case that flowed 
from an underlying exercise of discretion and those in past Commission 
decisions that denied reimbursement to school districts for other peace 
officer activities. 

Discussion 
The courts have found that article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution9 
recognizes the state constitutional restrictions on the powers of local government to tax 
and spend.10  “Its purpose is to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for 
carrying out governmental functions to local agencies, which are ‘ill equipped’ to assume 

                                                      
9 Article XIII B, section 6, subdivision (a), (as amended by Proposition 1A in November 
2004) provides: “(a) Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new 
program or higher level of service on any local government, the State shall provide a 
subvention of funds to reimburse that local government for the costs of the program or 
increased level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need not, provide a 
subvention of funds for the following mandates:  (1) Legislative mandates requested by 
the local agency affected.  (2) Legislation defining a new crime or changing an existing 
definition of a crime.  (3) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or 
executive orders or regulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior to  
January 1, 1975.” 
10 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) 
(2003) 30 Cal.4th 727, 735. 
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increased financial responsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that 
articles XIII A and XIII B impose.”11  A test claim statute or executive order may impose 
a reimbursable state-mandated program if it orders or commands a local agency or school 
district to engage in an activity or task.12  In addition, the required activity or task must be 
new, constituting a “new program,” or it must create a “higher level of service” over the 
previously required level of service.13   
The courts have defined a “program” subject to article XIII B, section 6, of the California 
Constitution, as one that carries out the governmental function of providing public 
services, or a law that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts 
to implement a state policy, but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in 
the state.14  To determine if the program is new or imposes a higher level of service, the 
test claim legislation must be compared with the legal requirements in effect immediately 
before the enactment of the test claim legislation.15  A “higher level of service” occurs 
when the new “requirements were intended to provide an enhanced service to the 
public.”16 
Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must impose costs 
mandated by the state.17     
The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the 
existence of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.18  
In making its decisions, the Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 

                                                      
11 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81. 
12 Long Beach Unified School Dist. v. State of California (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 
174.   
13 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 
859, 878 (San Diego Unified School Dist.); Lucia Mar Unified School District v. Honig 
(1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835-836 (Lucia Mar). 
14 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874, (reaffirming the test set out 
in County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; Lucia Mar, 
supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 835.) 
15 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 
Cal.3d 830, 835. 
16 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878. 
17 County of Fresno v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of Sonoma 
v. Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284 (County of 
Sonoma); Government Code sections 17514 and 17556. 
18 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Government Code 
sections 17551, 17552.   
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and not apply it as an “equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from 
political decisions on funding priorities.”19   

I. Commission Jurisdiction and Period of Reimbursement for Decision on 
Reconsideration 

It is a well-settled issue of law that administrative agencies, such as the Commission, are 
entities of limited jurisdiction.  Administrative agencies have only the powers that have 
been conferred on them, expressly or by implication, by statute or constitution.  The 
Commission’s jurisdiction in this case is based solely on Government Code section 3313.  
Absent Government Code section 3313, the Commission would have no jurisdiction to 
review and reconsider its decision on POBOR since the decision was adopted and issued 
well over 30 days ago.20 
Thus, the Commission must act within the jurisdiction granted by Government Code 
section 3313, and may not substitute its judgment regarding the scope of its jurisdiction 
on reconsideration for that of the Legislature.21  Since an action by the Commission is 
void if its action is in excess of the powers conferred by statute, the Commission must 
narrowly construe the provisions of Government Code section 3313.  
Government Code section 3313 provides: 

In the 2005-06 fiscal year, the Commission on State Mandates shall 
review its statement of decision regarding the Peace Officer Procedural 
Bill of Rights test claim and make any modifications necessary to this 
decision to clarify whether the subject legislation imposed a mandate 
consistent with California Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified 
School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859 and 
other applicable court decisions.  If the Commission on State Mandates 
revises its statement of decision regarding the Peace Officer Procedural 
Bill of Rights test claim, the revised decision shall apply to local 
government Peace Office Procedural Bill of Rights activities occurring 
after the date the revised decision is adopted.  (Emphasis added.) 

The Commission’s jurisdiction on review is limited by Government Code section 3313, 
to clarify whether the subject legislation imposed a mandate consistent with California 
Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. … and other applicable court 
decisions.”   
In addition, Government Code section 3313 states that “the revised decision shall apply 
to local government Peace Officer Procedural Bill of Rights activities occurring after the 
date the revised decision is adopted.”  Thus, the Commission finds that the decision 

                                                      
19 County of Sonoma, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing City of San Jose v. State 
of California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817. 
20 Government Code section 17559. 
21 Cal. State Restaurant Assn. v. Whitlow (1976) 58 Cal.App.3d 340, 346-347.  
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adopted by the Commission on this reconsideration or “review” of POBOR applies to 
costs incurred and claimed for the 2006-2007 fiscal year. 

II. Is the test claim legislation subject to article XIII B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution? 

In 1999, the Commission found that the test claim legislation mandates law enforcement 
agencies to take specified procedural steps when investigating or disciplining a peace 
officer employee.22  The Commission found that Government Code section 3304 
mandates, under specified circumstances, that “no punitive action [‘any action that may 
lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction in salary, written reprimand, or 
transfer for purposes of punishment’], nor denial of promotion on grounds other than 
merit, shall be undertaken by any public agency without providing the public safety 
officer with an opportunity for administrative appeal.”   
The Commission also found that the following activities are mandated by Government 
Code section 3303 when the employer wants to interrogate an officer: 

• When required by the seriousness of the investigation, compensating the peace 
officer for interrogations occurring during off-duty time in accordance with 
regular department procedures.  (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (a).) 

• Providing prior notice to the peace officer regarding the nature of the 
interrogation and identification of the investigating officers.  (Gov. Code, § 3303, 
subds. (b) and (c).) 

• Providing the peace officer employee with access to a tape recording of his or her 
interrogation prior to any further interrogation at a subsequent time, as specified.  
(Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g).) 

• Under specified circumstances, producing transcribed copies of any notes made 
by a stenographer at an interrogation, and copies of reports or complaints made by 
investigators or other persons when requested by the officer. (Gov. Code, § 3303, 
subd. (g).) 

Finally, Government Code sections 3305 and 3306 provide that no peace officer shall 
have any adverse comment entered into the officer’s personnel file without having first 
read and signed the adverse comment.  If the peace officer refuses to sign the adverse 
comment, that fact shall be noted on the document and signed or initialed by the peace 
officer.  In addition, the peace officer shall have 30 days to file a written response to any 
adverse comment entered into the personnel file.  The Commission found that 
Government Code sections 3305 and 3306 impose the following requirements on 
employers before an adverse comment is placed in an officer’s personnel file: 

• To provide notice of the adverse comment to the officer. 

• To provide an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment. 

                                                      
22 Original Statement of Decision (AR, p. 862). 
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• To provide an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days. 

• To note on the document that the peace officer refused to sign the adverse 
comment and to obtain the peace officer’s signature or initials under such 
circumstances. 

POBOR, by the terms set forth in Government Code section 3301, expressly applies to 
counties, cities, school districts, and special districts and the Commission approved the 
test claim for these local entities.  Government Code section 3301 states the following: 
“For purposes of this chapter, the term public safety officer means all peace officers 
specified in Sections 830.1, 830.2, 830.3, 830.31, 830.32, 830.33, except subdivision (e), 
830.34, 830.35, except subdivision (c), 830.36, 830.37, 830.4, and 830.5 of the Penal 
Code.”  The legislation, however, does not apply to reserve or recruit officers,23 coroners, 
or railroad police officers commissioned by the Governor.   
Government Code section 3313 requires the Commission to review these findings to 
clarify whether the subject legislation imposes a mandate consistent with the California 
Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. and other applicable court 
decisions.   
Generally, in order for test claim legislation to impose a reimbursable state-mandated 
program, the statutory language must mandate an activity or task on local governmental 
entities.  If the statutory language does not impose a mandate, then article XIII B,  
section 6 of the California Constitution is not triggered and reimbursement is not 
required. 
In the present case, although the procedural rights and protections afforded a peace 
officer under POBOR are expressly required by statute, the required activities are not 
triggered until the employing agency makes certain local decisions.  For example, in the 
case of a city or county, agencies that are required by the Constitution to employ peace 
officers,24 the POBOR activities are not triggered until the city or county decides to 
interrogate the officer, take punitive action against the officer, or place an adverse 
comment in the officer’s personnel file.  These initial decisions are not expressly 
mandated by state law, but are governed by local policy, ordinance, city charter, or 
memorandum of understanding.25 

                                                      
23 Burden v. Snowden (1992) 2 Cal.4th 556, 569.  
24 Article XI of the California Constitution provides for the formation of cities and 
counties.  Section 1, Counties, states that the Legislature shall provide for an elected 
county sheriff.  Section 5, City charter provision, specifies that city charters are to 
provide for the “government of the city police force.” 
25 See Baggett v. Gates (1982) 32 Cal.3d 128, 137-140, where the California Supreme 
Court determined that POBOR does not (1) interfere with the setting of peace officers’ 
compensation, (2) regulate qualifications for employment, (3) regulate the manner, 
method, times, or terms for which a peace officer shall be elected or appointed, nor does 
it (4) affect the tenure of office or purpose to regulate or specify the causes for which a 
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In the case of a school district or special district, the POBOR requirements are not 
triggered until the school district or special district (1) decides to exercise the statutory 
authority to employ peace officers, and (2) decides to interrogate the officer, take 
punitive action against the officer, or place an adverse comment in the officer’s personnel 
file.   
After the Commission issued its decision in this case, two California Supreme Court 
decisions were decided that address the “mandate” issue; Kern High School Dist. and  
San Diego Unified School Dist.26  Thus, based on the court’s ruling in these cases, the 
issue is whether the test claim legislation constitutes a state-mandated program within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 in light of the local decisions that trigger the POBOR 
requirements.   

A. POBOR constitutes a state-mandated program even though a local decision 
is first made to interrogate the officer, take punitive action against the 
officer, or place an adverse comment in the officer’s personnel file. 

The procedural rights and protections afforded a peace officer under POBOR are required 
by statute.  The rights are not triggered, however, until the employing agency decides to 
interrogate an officer, take punitive action against the officer, or place an adverse 
comment in an officer’s personnel file.  These initial decisions are not mandated by the 
state, but are governed by local policy, ordinance, city charter, or a memorandum of 
understanding. 
Nevertheless, based on findings made by the California Supreme Court regarding the 
POBOR legislation and in San Diego Unified School Dist., the Commission finds that the 
test claim legislation constitutes a state-mandated program within the meaning of article 
XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. 
After the Commission issued its Statement of Decision in this case, the California 
Supreme Court decided the Kern High School Dist. case and considered the meaning of 
the term “state mandate” as it appears in article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution.27  In Kern High School Dist., school districts requested reimbursement for 
notice and agenda costs for meetings of their school site councils and advisory bodies.  
These bodies were established as a condition of various education-related programs that 
were funded by the state and federal government.   
When analyzing the term “state mandate,” the court reviewed the ballot materials for 
article XIII B, which provided that “a state mandate comprises something that a local 

                                                                                                                                                              
peace officer can be removed.  These are local decisions.  But the court found that 
POBOR impinges on the city’s implied power to determine the manner in which an 
employee can be disciplined.   
26 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727; San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 
33 Cal.4th 859. 
27 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727. 
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government entity is required or forced to do.”28 The ballot summary by the Legislative 
Analyst further defined “state mandates” as “requirements imposed on local governments 
by legislation or executive orders.” 29   
The court also reviewed and affirmed the holding of City of Merced v. State of California 
(1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 777, determining that, when analyzing state-mandate claims, the 
Commission must look at the underlying program to determine if the claimant’s 
participation in the underlying program is voluntary or legally compelled. 30 The court 
stated the following: 

In City of Merced, the city was under no legal compulsion to resort to 
eminent domain-but when it elected to employ that means of acquiring 
property, its obligation to compensate for lost business goodwill was not a 
reimbursable state mandate, because the city was not required to employ 
eminent domain in the first place.  Here as well, if a school district elects 
to participate in or continue participation in any underlying voluntary 
education-related funded program, the district’s obligation to comply with 
the notice and agenda requirements related to that program does not 
constitute a reimbursable state mandate. (Emphasis in original.)31 

Thus, the Supreme Court held as follows: 
[W]e reject claimants’ assertion that they have been legally compelled to 
incur notice and agenda costs, and hence are entitled to reimbursement 
from the state, based merely upon the circumstance that notice and agenda 
provisions are mandatory elements of education-related programs in which 
claimants have participated, without regard to whether claimant’s 
participation in the underlying program is voluntary or compelled. 
[Emphasis added.]32 

Based on the plain language of the statutes creating the underlying education programs in 
Kern High School Dist., the court determined that school districts were not legally 
compelled to participate in eight of the nine underlying programs.33   
The school districts in Kern High School Dist., however, urged the court to define “state 
mandate” broadly to include situations where participation in the program is coerced as a 
result of severe penalties that would be imposed for noncompliance.  The court 
previously applied such a broad construction to the definition of a federal mandate in the 
case of City of Sacramento v. State (1990) 50 Cal.3d 51, 74, where the state’s failure to 
                                                      
28 Id. at page 737. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Id. at page 743. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Id. at page 731. 
33 Id. at pages 744-745. 
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comply with federal legislation that extended mandatory coverage under the state’s 
unemployment insurance law would result in California businesses facing “a new and 
serious penalty – full, double unemployment taxation by both state and federal 
governments.”34  Although the court in Kern High School Dist. declined to apply the 
reasoning in City of Sacramento that a state mandate may be found in the absence of 
strict legal compulsion on the facts before it in Kern, after reflecting on the purpose of 
article XIII B, section 6 – to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibilities 
onto local agencies that have limited tax revenue– the court stated:  

In light of that purpose, we do not foreclose the possibility that a 
reimbursable state mandate under article XIII B, section 6, properly might 
be found in some circumstances in which a local entity is not legally 
compelled to participate in a program that requires it to expend additional 
funds.35   

Thus, the court in Kern recognized that there could be a case, based on its facts, where 
reimbursement would be required under article XIII B, section 6 in circumstances where 
the local entity was not legally compelled to participate in a program. 
One year later, the Supreme Court revisited the “mandate” issue in San Diego Unified 
School Dist., a case that addressed a challenge to a Commission decision involving a 
school district’s expulsion of a student.  The school district acknowledged that under 
specified circumstances, the statutory scheme at issue in the case gave school districts 
discretion to expel a student.  The district nevertheless argued that it was mandated to 
incur the costs associated with the due process hearing required by the test claim 
legislation when a student is expelled.  The district argued that “although any particular 
expulsion recommendation may be discretionary, as a practical matter it is inevitable that 
some school expulsions will occur in the administration of any public school program” 
and, thus, the ruling in City of Merced should not apply.36   
In San Diego Unified School Dist., the Supreme Court did not overrule the Kern or City 
of Merced cases, but stated that “[u]pon reflection, we agree with the District and amici 
curiae that there is reason to question an extension of the holding of City of Merced so as 
to preclude reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 of the state Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514, whenever an entity makes an initial discretionary 
decision that in turn triggers mandated costs.”37  The court explained as follows: 

Indeed, it would appear that under a strict application of the language of 
City of Merced, public entities would be denied reimbursement for state-
mandated costs in apparent contravention of the intent underlying article 
XIII B, section 6 of the state Constitution and Government Code  

                                                      
34 City of Sacramento, supra, 50 Cal.3d 51, 74. 
35 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727, 752. 
36 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 887. 
37 Id. at page 887. 
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section 17514 and contrary to past decisions in which it has been 
established that reimbursement was in fact proper.  For example, in 
Carmel Valley [citation omitted] an executive order requiring that county 
firefighters be provided with protective clothing and safety equipment was 
found to create a reimbursable state mandate for the added costs of such 
clothing and equipment.  [Citation omitted.]  the court in Carmel Valley 
apparently did not contemplate that reimbursement would be foreclosed in 
that setting merely because a local agency possessed discretion concerning 
how many firefighters it would employ – and hence, in that sense, could 
control or perhaps even avoid the extra costs to which it would be 
subjected.  Yet, under a strict application of the rule gleaned from City of 
Merced [citation omitted], such costs would not be reimbursable for the 
simple reason that the local agency’s decision to employ firefighters 
involves an exercise of discretion concerning, for example, how many 
firefighters are needed to be employed, etc.  We find it doubtful that the 
voters who enacted article XIII B, section 6, or the Legislature that 
adopted Government Code section 17514, intended that result, and hence 
we are reluctant to endorse, in this case, an application of the rule of City 
of Merced that might lead to such result.38  

Ultimately, however, the court did not resolve the issue regarding the application of the 
City of Merced case to the discretionary expulsions, and resolved the case on alternative 
grounds.39 
In the present case, the purpose of POBOR, as stated in Government Code section 3301, 
is to assure that stable employment relations are continued throughout the state and to 
further assure that effective law enforcement services are provided to all people of the 
state.  The Legislature declared POBOR a matter of statewide concern. 
In 1982, the California Supreme Court addressed the POBOR legislation in Baggett v. 
Gates.40  In Baggett, the City of Los Angeles received information that certain peace 
officer employees were engaging in misconduct during work hours.  The city interrogated 
the officers and reassigned them to lower paying positions (a punitive action under 
POBOR).  The employees requested an administrative appeal pursuant to the POBOR 
legislation and the city denied the request, arguing that charter cities cannot be 
constitutionally bound by POBOR.  The court acknowledged that the home rule provision 
of the Constitution gives charter cities the power to make and enforce all ordinances and 
regulations, subject only to the restrictions and limitations provided in the city charter.  
Nevertheless, the court found that the City of Los Angeles was required by the POBOR 
legislation to provide the opportunity for an administrative appeal to the officers.41  In 
                                                      
38 Id. at pages 887-888. 
39 Id. at page 888. 
40 Baggett v. Gates (1982) 32 Cal.3d 128.  
41 Id. at page 141. 
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reaching its conclusion, the court relied, in part, on the express language of legislative 
intent in Government Code section 3301 that the POBOR legislation is a “matter of 
statewide concern.”42   
The court in Baggett also concluded that the consequences of a breakdown in 
employment relations between peace officers and their employers would create a clear 
and present threat to the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of the city, which 
would extend far beyond local boundaries. 

Finally, it can hardly be disputed that the maintenance of stable 
employment relations between police officers and their employers is a 
matter of statewide concern.  The consequences of a breakdown in such 
relations are not confined to a city’s borders.  These employees provide an 
essential service.  Its absence would create a clear and present threat not 
only to the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens of the city, but also to 
the hundreds, if not thousands, of nonresidents who daily visit there.  Its 
effect would also be felt by the many nonresident owners of property and 
businesses located within the city’s borders.  Our society is no longer a 
collection of insular local communities.  Communities today are highly 
interdependent.  The inevitable result is that labor unrest and strikes 
produce consequences which extend far beyond local boundaries.43 

Thus, the court found that “the total effect of the POBOR legislation is not to deprive 
local governments of the right to manage and control their police departments but to 
secure basic rights and protections to a segment of public employees who were thought 
unable to secure them for themselves.”44 
In 1990, the Supreme Court revisited the POBOR legislation in Pasadena Police Officers 
Assn. v. City of Pasadena (Pasadena).45  The Pasadena case addressed the POBOR 
requirement in Government Code section 3303 to require the employer to provide an 
officer subject to an interrogation with any reports or complaints made by investigators.  
In the language quoted below, the court described the POBOR legislation and recognized 
that the public has a high expectation that peace officers are to be held above suspicion of 
violation of the laws they are sworn to enforce.  Thus, in order to maintain the public’s 
confidence, “a law enforcement agency must promptly, thoroughly, and fairly investigate 
allegations of officer misconduct … [and] institute disciplinary proceedings.”  (Emphasis 
added.) 

Courts have long recognized that, while the off-duty conduct of employees 
is generally of no legal consequence to their employers, the public expects 
peace officers to be “above suspicion of violation of the very laws they are 

                                                      
42 Id. at page 136. 
43 Id. at page 139-140. 
44 Id. at page 140. 
45 Pasadena Police Officers Assn. v. City of Pasadena (1990) 51 Cal.3d 564.   
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sworn … to enforce.”  [Citations omitted.]  Historically, peace officers 
have been held to a higher standard than other public employees, in part 
because they alone are the “guardians of peace and security of the 
community, and the efficiency of our whole system, designed for the 
purpose of maintaining law and order, depends upon the extent to which 
such officers perform their duties and are faithful to the trust reposed in 
them.”  [Citation omitted.]  To maintain the public’s confidence in its 
police force, a law enforcement agency must promptly, thoroughly, and 
fairly investigate allegations of officer misconduct; if warranted, it must 
institute disciplinary proceedings.46 

Under a strict application of the City of Merced case, the requirements of the POBOR 
legislation would not constitute a state-mandated program within the meaning of article 
XIII B, section 6 “for the simple reason” that the local entity’s ability to decide who to 
discipline and when “could control or perhaps even avoid the extra costs” of the POBOR 
legislation.47  But a local entity does not decide who to investigate or discipline based on 
the costs incurred to the entity.  The decision is made, as indicated by the Supreme Court, 
to maintain the public’s confidence in its police force and to protect the health, safety, 
and welfare of its citizens.  Thus, as indicated by the Supreme Court in San Diego 
Unified School Dist., a finding that the POBOR legislation does not constitute a 
mandated program would conflict with past decisions like Carmel Valley, where the court 
found a mandated program for providing protective clothing and safety equipment to 
firefighters and made it clear that “[p]olice and fire protection are two of the most 
essential and basic functions of local government.”48  Moreover, the POBOR legislation 
implements a state policy to maintain stable employment relations between police 
officers and their employers to “assure that effective services are provided to all people of 
the state.”  POBOR, therefore, carries out the governmental function of providing a 
service to the public, and imposes unique requirements on local agencies to implement 
the state policy.49  Thus, a finding that the test claim legislation does not impose a state-
mandated program contravenes the purpose of article XIII B, section 6 “to preclude the 
state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out governmental functions to 
local agencies, which are ‘ill-equipped’ to assume increased financial responsibilities” 
due to the tax and spend provisions of articles XIII A and XIII B.50   
Accordingly, even though local decisions are first made to interrogate an officer, take 
punitive action against the officer, or to place an adverse comment in an officer’s 
personnel file, the Commission finds, based on San Diego Unified School Dist. and the 
                                                      
46 Id. at page 571-572. 
47 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 887-888. 
48 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 887-888; Carmel Valley Fire 
Protection Dist. v. State (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537. 
49 San Diego Unified School, supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 874. 
50 Id. at page 888, fn. 23. 
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facts presented in this case, that POBOR constitutes a state-mandated program within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. 

B. POBOR does not constitute a state-mandated program for school districts, 
community college districts, and special districts that are permitted by 
statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the 
general law enforcement units of cities and counties. 

Government Code section 3301, the statute that identifies the peace officers afforded the 
rights and protections granted in the POBOR legislation, expressly includes peace 
officers employed by school districts and community college districts pursuant to Penal 
Code section 830.32.  Penal Code section 830.32 provides that members of a school 
district and community college district police department appointed pursuant to 
Education Code sections 39670 and 72330 are peace officers if the primary duty of the 
officer is the enforcement of law as prescribed by Education Code sections 39670 
(renumbered section 38000) and 72330, and the officers have completed an approved 
course of training prescribed by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and 
Training (POST) before exercising the powers of a peace officer.   
POBOR also applies to special districts authorized by statute to maintain a police 
department, including police protection districts, harbor or port police, transit police, 
peace officers employed by the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART), 
peace officers employed by airport districts, peace officers employed by a housing 
authority, and peace officers employed by fire protection districts.51   
While counties and cities are mandated by the California Constitution to employ peace 
officers,52 school districts and special districts are not expressly required by the state to 

                                                      
51 Government Code section 3301; Penal Code section 830.1, subdivision (a) [“police 
officer of a district (including police officers of the San Diego Unified Port District 
Harbor Police) authorized by statute to maintain a police department”]; Penal Code 
section 830.31, subdivision (d) [“A housing authority patrol officer employed by the 
housing authority of a … district …”]; Penal Code section 830.33 [“(a) A member of the 
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District Police Department appointed pursuant to 
Section 28767.5 of the Public Utilities Code … (b) Harbor or port police regularly 
employed and paid … by a … district … (c) Transit police officers or peace officers of a 
… district … (d) Any person regularly employed as an airport law enforcement officer by 
a … district …”; and Penal Code section 830.37 [“(a) Members of an arson-investigating 
unit … of a fire department or fire protection agency of a … district … if the primary 
duty of these peace officers is the detection and apprehension of persons who have 
violated any fire law or committed insurance fraud …(b) Members … regularly paid and 
employed in that capacity, of a fire department or fire protection agency of a … district 
… if the primary duty of these peace officers … is the enforcement of law relating to fire 
prevention or fire suppression.” 
52 See ante, footnote 21. 
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employ peace officers.  School districts and special districts have statutory authority to 
employ peace officers.   
On February 6, 2009, the Third District Court of Appeal, in Department of Finance v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 1355, 1357, determined that 
POBOR is not a reimbursable mandate as to school districts and special districts that are 
permitted by statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the 
general law enforcement units of cities and counties.  The court held, on pages 1365 
though 1368, as follows: 

The result of the cases discussed above is that, if a local government participates 
“voluntarily,” i.e., without legal compulsion or compulsion as a practical matter, 
in a program with a rule requiring increased costs, there is no requirement of state 
reimbursement. The Commission concedes there is no legal compulsion for the 
school and special districts in issue to hire peace officers. As related, Kern High 
School Dist. suggests “involuntarily” can extend beyond “legal compulsion” to “ 
compelled as a practical matter to participate.” (Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 
Cal.4th at p. 748, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 237, 68 P.3d 1203.) However, the latter term 
means facing “ ‘certain and severe ... penalties' such as ‘double ... taxation’ or 
other ‘draconian’ consequences” and not merely having to “adjust to the 
withdrawal of grant money along with the lifting of program obligations.” (Id. at 
p. 754, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 237, 68 P.3d 1203.) There is nothing in this record to 
show that the school and special districts in issue are practically compelled to hire 
peace officers. 
The Commission points to two considerations to overcome the rule that 
participation in a voluntary program means additional costs are not mandates. The 
first is that the Legislature has declared that application of POBRA procedures to 
all public safety officers is a matter of statewide concern. The second 
consideration is that the Legislature has promulgated various rights to public 
safety FN5 and rights and duties of peace officers,FN6 which it is claimed, recognize 
“the need for local government entities to employ peace officers when necessary 
to carry out their basic functions.” Neither consideration persuasively supports the 
claim of practical compulsion. 

FN5. E.g., article I, section 28, subdivision (c) (announcing a right to 
attend grade school campuses which are safe); Education Code section 
38000, subdivision (a) (authorizing school boards to hire peace 
officers to ensure safety of pupils and personnel); and Education Code 
section 72330, subdivision (a) (authorizing a community college 
district to employ peace officers as necessary to enforce the law on or 
near campus). 
FN6. E.g., Penal Code sections 830.31-830.35, 830.37 (powers of 
arrest extend statewide), and 12025 (permitting peace officers to carry 
concealed weapons). 
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The consideration that the Legislature has determined that all public safety 
officers should be entitled to POBRA protections is immaterial. It is almost 
always the case that a rule prescribed by the Legislature that applies to a voluntary 
program will, nonetheless, be a matter of statewide concern and application. For 
example, the rule in Kern High School Dist. was that any district in the state that 
participated in the underlying funded educational programs was required to abide 
by the notice of meetings and agenda posting requirements. When the Legislature 
makes such a rule, it only says that if you participate you must follow the rule. 
This is not a rule that bears on compulsion to participate. (Cf. Kern High School 
Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th at p. 743, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 237, 68 P.3d 1203 [the proper 
focus of a legal compulsion inquiry is upon the nature of claimants' participation 
in the underlying programs, not that costs incurred in complying with program 
conditions have been legally compelled].) 
Similarly, we do not see the bearing on a necessity or practical compulsion of the 
districts to hire peace officers, of any or all the various rights to public safety and 
duties of peace officers to which the Commission points. If affording those rights 
or complying with those duties as a practical matter could be accomplished only 
by exercising the authority given to hire peace officers, the Commission's 
argument would be forceful. However, it is not manifest on the face of the statutes 
cited nor is there any showing in the record that hiring its own peace officers, 
rather than relying upon the county or city in which it is embedded, is the only 
way as a practical matter to comply. 
The Commission submits that this case should be distinguished from City of 
Merced and Kern High School Dist. because the districts “employ peace officers 
when necessary to carry out the essential obligations and functions established by 
law.” However, the “necessity” that is required is facing “ ‘certain and severe ... 
penalties' such as ‘double ... taxation’ or other ‘draconian’ consequences.” (Kern 
High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th at p. 754, 134 Cal.Rptr.2d 237, 68 P.3d 
1203, quoting City of Sacramento v. State of California (1990) 50 Cal.3d 51, 74, 
266 Cal.Rptr. 139, 785 P.2d 522.) That cannot be established in this case without 
a concrete showing that reliance upon the general law enforcement resources of 
cities and counties will result in such severe adverse consequences. 
The Commission notes that Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State 
characterizes police protection as one of “ ‘the most essential and basic functions 
of local government.’” (Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State, supra, 190 
Cal.App.3d at p. 537, 234 Cal.Rptr. 795, quoting Verreos v. City and County of 
San Francisco (1976) 63 Cal.App.3d 86, 107, 133 Cal.Rptr. 649.) However, that 
characterization is in the context of cities, counties, and districts that have as an 
ordinary, principal, and mandatory duty the provision of policing services within 
their territorial jurisdiction. A fire protection district perforce must hire 
firefighters to supply that protection. 
Thus, as to cities, counties, and such districts, new statutory duties that increase 
the costs of such services are prima facie reimbursable. This is true, 
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notwithstanding a potential argument that such a local government's decision is 
voluntary in part, as to the number of personnel it hires. (See San Diego Unified 
School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at p. 888, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d 466, 94 P.3d 589.) A 
school district, for example, has an analogous basic and mandatory duty to 
educate students. In the course of carrying out that duty, some “discretionary” 
expulsions will necessarily occur. (Id. at p. 887, fn. 22, 16 Cal.Rptr.3d 466, 94 
P.3d 589.) Accordingly, San Diego Unified School Dist. suggests additional costs 
of “discretionary” expulsions should not be considered voluntary. Where, as a 
practical matter, it is inevitable that certain actions will occur in the 
administration of a mandatory program, costs attendant to those actions cannot 
fairly and reasonably be characterized as voluntary under the rationale of   City of 
Merced. (See San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at pp. 887-888, 
16 Cal.Rptr.3d 466, 94 P.3d 589.) 
However, the districts in issue are authorized, but not required, to provide their 
own peace officers and do not have provision of police protection as an essential 
and basic function. It is not essential unless there is a showing that, as a practical 
matter, exercising the authority to hire peace officers is the only reasonable means 
to carry out their core mandatory functions. As there is no such showing in the 
record, the Commission erred in finding that POBRA constitutes a state-mandated 
program for school districts and the special districts identified in Government 
Code section 3301. Similarly, the superior court erred in concluding as a matter of 
law that, “[a]s a practical matter,” the employment of peace officers by the local 
agencies is “not an optional program” and “they do not have a genuine choice of 
alternative measures that meet their agency-specific needs for security and law 
enforcement.” 

Therefore, POBOR does not constitute a reimbursable state-mandated program as to 
school districts, community college districts, and special districts that are permitted by 
statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the general law 
enforcement units of cities and counties.  These entities are not eligible to claim 
reimbursement for this program. 
The test claim statutes do impose a state-mandated program on counties, cities, and 
special police protection districts named in Government Code section 53060.7 that 
wholly supplant the law enforcement functions of the county within their jurisdiction.53  
These entities are eligible to claim reimbursement for this program. 
 

                                                      
53  The special districts identified in Government Code section 53060.7 (Bear Valley 
Community Services District, Broadmoor Police Protection District, Kensington Police 
Protection and Community Services District, Lake Shastina Community Services 
District, and Stallion Springs Community Services District) “wholly supplant the law 
enforcement functions of the county within the jurisdiction of that district.” 
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III. Does the test claim legislation constitute a new program or higher level of 
service and impose costs mandated by the state within the meaning of article 
XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code 
section 17514? 

Government Code section 3313 requires the Commission to review its previous findings 
to clarify whether the test claim legislation constitutes a new program or higher level of 
service and imposes costs mandated by the state consistent with the California Supreme 
Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. and other applicable court decisions.  
The test claim legislation will impose a new program or higher level of service, and costs 
mandated by the state when it compels a local entity to perform activities not previously 
required, and results in actual increased costs mandated by the state. 54  In addition, none 
of the exceptions to reimbursement found in Government Code section 17556 can apply.  
The activities found by the Commission to be mandated are analyzed below. 
Administrative Appeal 
Government Code section 3304, as added by the test claim legislation, provides that “no 
punitive action, nor denial of promotion on grounds other than merit, shall be undertaken 
by any public agency without providing the public safety officer with an opportunity for 
administrative appeal.”   
Punitive action is defined in Government Code section 3303 as follows: 

“For the purpose of this chapter, punitive action means any action that 
may lead to dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction in salary,55 
written reprimand, or transfer for purposes of punishment.” 

The California Supreme Court determined that the phrase “for purposes of punishment” 
in the foregoing section relates only to a transfer and not to other personnel actions.56  
Thus, in transfer cases, the peace officer is required to prove that the transfer was 
intended for purposes of punishment in order to be entitled to an administrative appeal.  If 
the transfer is to “compensate for a deficiency in performance,” however, an appeal is not 
required.57 

                                                      
54 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar Unified School 
Dist., supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
55 The courts have held that “reduction in salary” includes loss of skill pay (McManigal v. 
City of Seal Beach (1985) 166 Cal.App.3d 975, pay grade (Baggett v. Gates (1982) 32 
Cal.3d 128, rank (White v. County of Sacramento (1982) 31 Cal.3d 676, and probationary 
rank (Henneberque v. City of Culver City (1983) 147 Cal.App.3d 250. 
56 White v. County of Sacramento (1982) 31 Cal.3d 676.  
57 Holcomb v. City of Los Angeles (1989) 210 Cal.App.3d 1560; Heyenga v. City of San 
Diego (1979) 94 Cal.App.3d 756; Orange County Employees Assn., Inc. v. County of 
Orange (1988) 205 Cal.App.3d 1289. 
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In addition, at least one California appellate court determined that employers must extend 
the right to an administrative appeal under the test claim legislation to peace officers for 
other actions taken by the employer that result in “disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship” 
and impact the peace officer’s career.58  In Hopson, the court found that an officer who 
received a report in his personnel file by the police chief regarding a shooting in violation 
of policies and procedures was entitled to an administrative appeal under Government 
Code section 3304.  The court held that the report constituted “punitive action” under the 
test claim legislation based on the source of the report, its contents, and its potential 
impact on the career of the officer.59 
Thus, under Government Code section 3304, as it existed when the Statement of Decision 
was adopted, the employer is required to provide the opportunity for an administrative 
appeal to permanent, at-will or probationary peace officers for any action leading to the 
following actions: 

• Dismissal. 

• Demotion. 

• Suspension. 

• Reduction in salary. 

• Written reprimand. 

• Transfer for purposes of punishment. 

• Denial of promotion on grounds other than merit. 

• Other actions against the employee that results in disadvantage, harm, loss or 
hardship and impacts the career opportunities of the employee. 

The test claim legislation does not specifically set forth the hearing procedures required 
for the administrative appeal.  Rather, the type of administrative appeal is left up to the 
discretion of each local entity.60  The courts have determined, however, that the type of 
hearing required under Government Code section 3304 must comport with due process 
standards.61, 62  

                                                      
58 Hopson v. City of Los Angeles (1983) 139 Cal.App.3d 347, 354, relying on White v. 
County of Sacramento (1982) 31 Cal.3d 676, 683.   
59 Id at p. 353-354. 
60 Binkley v. City of Long Beach (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1795, 1806.  
61 Doyle v. City of Chino (1981) 117 Cal.App.3d 673, 684.  In addition, the court in 
Stanton v. City of West Sacramento (1991) 226 Cal.App.3d 1438, 1442, held that the 
employee’s due process rights were protected by the administrative appeals process 
mandated by Government Code section 3304.   
62 At least two cases have referred to the need for an administrative appeals procedure 
that would enable the officer to obtain court review pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure 
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Finally, the courts have been clear that the administrative hearing required by 
Government Code section 3304 does not mandate an investigatory process.  “It is an 
adjudicative process by which the [peace officers] hope to restore their reputations” and 
where “the reexamination [of the employer’s decision] must be conducted by someone 
who has not been involved in the initial determination.”63 
In 1999, the Commission concluded that under certain circumstances, the administrative 
appeal required by the POBOR legislation was already required to be provided by the due 
process clause of the United States and California Constitutions when an action by the 
employer affects an employee’s property interest or liberty interest.  A permanent 
employee with civil service protection, for example, has a property interest in the 
employment position if the employee is dismissed, demoted, suspended, receives a 
reduction in salary, or receives a written reprimand.  Under these circumstances, the 
permanent employee is entitled to a due process hearing.64   
In addition, the due process clause applies when the charges supporting a dismissal of a 
probationary or at-will employee harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find 
future employment. 65  For example, an at-will employee, such as the chief of police, is 
entitled to a liberty interest hearing (or name-clearing hearing) under the state and federal 
constitutions when the dismissal is supported by charges of misconduct, mismanagement, 
and misjudgment – all of which “stigmatize [the employee’s] reputation and impair his 
ability to take advantage of other employment opportunities in law enforcement 
administration.”66  In Williams v. Department of Water and Power, a case cited by the 
City of Sacramento, the court explained that the right to a liberty interest hearing arises in 
cases involving moral turpitude.  There is no constitutional right to a liberty interest 
hearing when an at-will employee is removed for incompetence, inability to get along 
with others, or for political reasons due to a change of administration.  

                                                                                                                                                              
section 1094.5.  Such a review implies that an evidentiary hearing be held from which a 
record and findings may be prepared for review by the court.  (Doyle, supra, 117 
Cal.App. 3d 673; Henneberque, supra, 147 Cal.App.3d 250.  In addition, the California 
Supreme Court uses the words “administrative appeal” of section 3304 interchangeably 
with the word “hearing.” (White, supra, 31 Cal.3d 676.)  A hearing before the Chief of 
Police was found to be appropriate within the meaning of Government Code section 3304 
in a case involving a written reprimand since the Chief of Police was not in any way 
involved in the investigation and the employee and his attorney had an opportunity to 
present evidence and set forth arguments on the employee’s behalf.  (Stanton, supra, 226 
Cal.App,3d 1438, 1443.) 
63 Caloca v. County of San Diego (2002) 102 Cal.App.4th 433, 443-444 and 447-448.   
64 See original Statement of Decision (AR, p. 864). 
65 See original Statement of Decision (AR, pp. 863-866, 870). 
66 Binkley v. City of Long Beach (1993) 16 Cal.App.4th 1795, 1807.   
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The mere fact of discharge from public employment does not deprive one 
of a liberty interest hearing.  [Citations omitted.]  Appellant must show her 
dismissal was based on charges of misconduct which “stigmatize” her 
reputation or “seriously impair” her opportunity to earn a living.  
[Citations omitted.] … “Nearly any reason assigned for dismissal is likely 
to be to some extent a negative reflection on an individual’s ability, 
temperament, or character.  [Citation omitted.]  But not every dismissal 
assumes a constitutional magnitude.”  [Citation omitted.] 
The leading case of Board of Regents v. Roth (1972) 408 U.S. 564, 574 
[unofficial cite omitted] distinguishes between a stigma of moral turpitude, 
which infringes the liberty interest, and other charges such as 
incompetence or inability to get along with coworkers which does not.  
The Supreme Court recognized that where “a person’s good name, 
reputation, honor or integrity is at stake” his right to liberty under the 
Fourteenth Amendment is implicated and deserves constitutional 
protection.  [Citation omitted.]  “In the context of Roth-type cases, a 
charge which infringes one’s liberty can be characterized as an accusation 
or label given the individual by his employer which belittles his worth and 
dignity as an individual and, as a consequence is likely to have severe 
repercussions of which primarily affect professional life, and which may 
well force the individual down one or more notches in the professional 
hierarchy.”  [Citation omitted.]67 

Thus, the Commission found that, when a hearing was required by the due process clause 
of the state and federal constitutions, the activity of providing the administrative appeal 
did not constitute new program or higher level of service, or impose costs mandated by 
the state pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c).   
The Commission found that the administrative appeal constitutes a new program or 
higher level of service, and imposes costs mandated by the state, in those situations where 
the due process clause of the United States and California Constitutions did not apply.  
These include the following: 

• Dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand received 
by probationary and at-will employees whose liberty interest are not affected 
(i.e.; the charges do not harm the employee’s reputation or ability to find future 
employment). 

• Transfer of permanent, probationary and at-will employees for purposes of 
punishment. 

• Denial of promotion for permanent, probationary and at-will employees for 
reasons other than merit. 

                                                      
67 Williams v. Department of Water and Power (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 677, 684-685.  
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• Other actions against permanent, probationary and at-will employees that result in 
disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career opportunities of the 
employee. 

As noted by the Commission in the Statement of Decision and parameters and guidelines, 
the Legislature amended Government Code section 3304 in 1998 by limiting the right to 
an administrative appeal to only those peace officers “who [have] successfully completed 
the probationary period that may be required” by the employing agency and to situations 
where the chief of police is removed.  (Stats. 1998, ch. 786, § 1.)  Thus, as of  
January 1, 1999, providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal to probationary 
and at-will peace officers (except when the chief of police is removed) is no longer a 
reimbursable state-mandated activity.   
Thus, the issue is whether the activity of providing the opportunity for an administrative 
appeal is reimbursable under current law when (1) permanent peace officer employees 
are subject to punitive actions, as defined in Government Code section 3303, or denials of 
promotion on grounds other than merit; and when (2) a chief of police is subject to 
removal. 
As indicated above, under prior law, permanent employees were already entitled to an 
administrative hearing pursuant to the due process clause of the United States and 
California Constitutions if they were subject to the following punitive actions: dismissal, 
demotion, suspension, reduction in salary, or a written reprimand.  In addition, an at-will 
employee, such as the chief of police, was entitled to a due process liberty interest 
hearing under prior law if the charges supporting the dismissal constitute moral turpitude 
that harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future employment.  The County 
of Los Angeles argues, however, that under the California Supreme Court decision in San 
Diego Unified School District, reimbursement must be expanded to include all activities 
required under the test claim statute, including those procedures previously required by 
the due process clause.  A close reading of the San Diego Unified School District case, 
however, shows that it does not support the County’s position. 
The County relies on the Supreme Court’s analysis on pages 879 (beginning under the 
header “2.  Are the hearing costs state-mandated?”) through page 882 of the San Diego 
Unified School District case.  There, the court addressed two test claim statutes: 
Education Code section 48915, which mandated the school principal to immediately 
suspend and recommend the expulsion of a student carrying a firearm or committing 
another specified offense; and Education Code section 48918, which lays out the due 
process hearing requirements once the mandated recommendation is made to expel the 
student.  The court recognized that the expulsion recommendation required by Education 
Code section 48915 was mandated “in that it establishes conditions under which the state, 
rather than local officials, has made the decision requiring a school district to incur the 
costs of an expulsion hearing.68  The Commission and the state, relying on Government 
Code section 17556, subdivision (c), argued, however, that the district’s costs are 
reimbursable only if, and to the extent that, hearing procedures set forth in Education 
                                                      
68 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 880. 
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Code section 48918 exceed the requirements of federal due process.69  The court 
disagreed.  The court based its conclusion on the fact that the expulsion decision 
mandated by Education Code 48915, which triggers the district’s costs incurred to 
comply with due process hearing procedures, did not implement a federal law.  Thus, the 
court concluded that all costs incurred that are triggered by the state-mandated expulsion, 
including those that satisfy the due process clause, are fully reimbursable.  The court’s 
holding is as follows: 

[W]e cannot characterize any of the hearing costs incurred by the District, 
triggered by the mandatory provision of Education Code section 48915, as 
constituting a federal mandate (and hence being nonreimbursable).  We 
conclude that under the statutes existing at the time of the test claim in this 
case (state legislation in effect through mid-1994), all such hearing costs – 
those designed to satisfy the minimum requirements of federal due 
process, and those that may exceed those requirements – are, with respect 
to the mandatory expulsion provision of section 48915, state mandated 
costs, fully reimbursable by the state.70 

The POBOR legislation is different.  The costs incurred to comply with the 
administrative appeal are not triggered by a state-mandated event, but are triggered by 
discretionary decisions made by local officials to take punitive action, or deny a 
promotion on grounds other than merit against a peace officer employee.  Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the court’s holding, authorizing reimbursement for all due process 
hearing costs triggered by a state-mandated event, does not apply to this case. 
Rather, what applies from the San Diego Unified School Dist. decision to the 
administrative appeal activity mandated by Government Code section 3304 is the court’s 
holding regarding discretionary expulsions.  In the San Diego case, the court analyzed the 
portion of Education Code section 48915 that provided the school principal with the 
discretion to recommend that a student be expelled for specified conduct.  If the 
recommendation was made and the district accepted the recommendation, then the 
district was required to comply with the mandatory due process hearing procedures of 
Education Code section 48918.71  In this situation, the court held that reimbursement for 
the procedural hearing costs triggered by a local discretionary decision to seek an 
expulsion was not reimbursable because the hearing procedures were adopted to 
implement a federal due process mandate.72  The court found that the analysis by the 
Second District Court of Appeal in County of Los Angeles v. Commission on State 
Mandates (County of Los Angeles II) was instructive.73  In the County of Los Angeles II 
                                                      
69 Ibid. 
70 Id. at pages 881-882. 
71 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at pages 884-890. 
72 Id. at page 888. 
73 Id. at page 888-889; County of Los Angeles v. Commission on State Mandates (1995) 
32 Cal.App.4th 805.  The test claim statute in County of Los Angeles required counties to 
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case, the court determined that even in the absence of the test claim statute, counties 
would be still be responsible for providing services under the constitutional guarantees of 
federal due process.74 
This analysis applies here.  As indicated above, permanent employees were already 
entitled to an administrative hearing pursuant to the due process clause of the United 
States and California Constitutions if they were subject to the following punitive actions: 
dismissal, demotion, suspension, reduction in salary, or a written reprimand.  In addition, 
an at-will employee, such as the chief of police, was entitled to a due process hearing 
under prior state and federal law if the charges supporting the dismissal constitute moral 
turpitude that harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future employment.  
Thus, even in the absence of Government Code section 3304, local government would 
still be required to provide a due process hearing under these situations.   
The City of Sacramento, however, contends in comments to the draft staff analysis that 
prior law does not require due process protections outlined by the Supreme Court in 
Skelly v. State Personnel Board (1975) 15 Cal.3d 194, for employees receiving short-
term suspensions, reclassifications, or reprimands.  The City states that five-day 
suspensions, written reprimands and other lesser forms of punishment are covered by 
POBOR, but not Skelly and, thus, the administrative appeal required by POBOR is 
reimbursable for the lesser forms of punishment.   
The City raised the same argument when the Commission originally considered the test 
claim, and the Commission disagreed with the arguments.75  The Commission finds that 
the Commission’s original conclusion on this issue is correct.   
As discussed below, the City is correct that the pre-disciplinary protections outlined in 
Skelly do not apply to a short-term suspension or written reprimand.  But prior law still 
requires due process protection, including an administrative hearing, when a permanent 
employee receives a short-term suspension, reprimand, or other lesser form of 
punishment.  Thus, the administrative hearing required by the test claim legislation under 
these circumstances does not constitute a new program or higher level of service or 
impose costs mandated by the state. 
Skelly involved the discharge of a permanent civil service employee.  The court held that 
such employees have a property interest in the permanent position and the employee may 
not be dismissed or subjected to other forms of punitive action without due process of 
law.  Based on the facts of the case (that a discharged employee faced the bleak prospect 

                                                                                                                                                              
provide indigent criminal defendants with defense funds for ancillary investigation 
services for capital murder cases.  The court determined that even in the absence of the 
test claim statute, indigent defendants in capital cases were entitled to such funds under 
the Sixth Amendment of the federal Constitution.  (Id. at p. 815.) 
74 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 888-889; County of Los 
Angeles, supra, 32 Cal.App.4th at page 815. 
75 See original Statement of Decision (AR, pp. 865-866). 
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of being without a job and the need to seek other employment hindered by the charges 
against him), the court held that the employee was entitled to receive notice of the 
discharge, the reasons for the action, a copy of the charges and materials upon which the 
action is based, and the right to a hearing to respond to the authority imposing the 
discipline before the discharge became effective.76  The Supreme Court in Skelly 
recognized, however, that due process requirements are not so inflexible as to require an 
evidentiary trial at the preliminary stage in every situation involving the taking or 
property.  Although some form of notice and hearing must preclude a final deprivation of 
property, the timing and content of the notice, as well as the nature of the hearing will 
depend on the competing interests involved.77   
Three years after Skelly, the Supreme Court decided Civil Service Association v. the City 
and County of San Francisco, a case involving the short-term suspensions of eight civil 
service employees.78  The court held that the punitive action involved with a short-term 
suspension is minor and does not require pre-disciplinary action procedures of the kind 
required by Skelly.79  But the employees were still entitled to due process protection, 
including the right to a hearing, since the temporary right of enjoyment to the position 
amounted to a taking for due process purposes.80  The court held as follows: 

However, while the principles underlying Skelly do not here compel the 
granting of predisciplinary procedures there mentioned, it does not follow 
that the employees are totally without right to hearing.  While due process 
does not guarantee to these appellants any Skelly-type predisciplinary 
hearing procedure, minimal concepts of fair play and justice embodied in 
the concept of due process require that there be a ‘hearing,’ of the type 
hereinafter explained.  The interest to be protected, i.e., the right to 
continuous employment, is accorded due process protection.  While 
appellants may not in fact have been deprived of a salary earned but only 
of the opportunity to earn it, they had the expectancy of earning it free 
from arbitrary administrative action.  [Citation omitted.] This expectancy 
is entitled to some modicum of due process protection. [Citation and 
footnote omitted.]   
For the reasons state above, however, we believe that such protection will 
be adequately provided in circumstances such as these by procedures of 
the character outlined in Skelly, (i.e., one that will apprise the employee of 
the proposed action, the reasons therefore, provide for a copy of the 
charges including materials upon which the action is based, and the right 

                                                      
76 Skelly, supra, 15 Cal.3d 194, 213-215. 
77 Id. at page 209. 
78 Civil Service Association v. City and County of San Francisco (1978) 22 Cal.3d 552. 
79 Id. at page 560. 
80 Ibid. 
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to respond either orally or in writing, to the authority imposing the 
discipline) if provided either during the suspension or within reasonable 
time thereafter.81  (Emphasis added.) 

Thus, the court held that the employees that did not receive a hearing at all were entitled 
to one under principles of due process.82  As indicated in the Commission’s original 
Statement of Decision, the Third District Court of Appeal in the Stanton case also found 
that due process principles apply when an employee receives a written reprimand without 
a corresponding loss of pay.83 
Therefore, in the following situations, the Commission finds that the Commission’s 
original decision in this case was correct in that Government Code section 3304 does not 
constitute a new program or higher level of service, or impose costs mandated by the 
state pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c), since the 
administrative appeal merely implements the due process requirements of the state and 
federal Constitutions: 

• When a permanent employee is subject to a dismissal, demotion, suspension, 
reduction in salary, or a written reprimand. 

• When the charges supporting the dismissal of a chief of police constitute moral 
turpitude, which harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future 
employment, thus imposing the requirement for a liberty interest hearing.   

The due process clause, however, does not apply when a permanent employee is 
transferred for purposes of punishment, denied a promotion on grounds other than merit, 
or suffers other actions that result in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship that impacts the 
career opportunities of the permanent employee.  In addition, the due process clause does 
not apply when local officials want to remove the chief of police under circumstances 
that do not create a liberty interest since the chief of police is an at-will employee and 
does not have a property interest in the position.  Providing the opportunity for an 
administrative appeal under these circumstances is new and not required under prior law.  
In addition, none of the exceptions in Government Code section 17556 to the finding of 
costs mandated by the state apply to these situations. 
Accordingly, the Commission finds that Government Code section 3304 constitutes a 
new program or higher level of service and imposes costs mandated by the state within 
the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government 
Code section 17514 for providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal in the 
following circumstances only: 

• When a permanent employee is transferred for purposes of punishment, denied a 
promotion on grounds other than merit, or suffers other actions that result in 

                                                      
81 Id. at page 564. 
82 Id. at page 565. 
83 Stanton, supra, 226 Cal.App.3d 1438, 1442. 
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disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship that impacts the career opportunities of the 
permanent employee.   

• When local officials want to remove the chief of police under circumstances that 
do not create a liberty interest (i.e., the charges do not constitute moral turpitude, 
which harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future employment).  

Interrogations 
Government Code section 3303 prescribes protections that apply when “any” peace 
officer is interrogated in the course of an administrative investigation that might subject 
the officer to the punitive actions listed in the section (dismissal, demotion, suspension, 
reduction in salary, written reprimand, or transfer for purposes of punishment).  The 
procedures and rights given to peace officers under section 3303 do not apply to any 
interrogation in the normal course of duty, counseling, instruction, or informal verbal 
admonition by, or other routine or unplanned contact with, a supervisor.  In addition, the 
requirements do not apply to an investigation concerned solely and directly with alleged 
criminal activities.84   
The Commission found that the following activities constitute a new program or higher 
level of service and impose costs mandated by the state: 

• When required by the seriousness of the investigation, compensating the peace 
officer for interrogations occurring during off-duty time in accordance with 
regular department procedures.  (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (a).) 

• Providing prior notice to the peace officer regarding the nature of the 
interrogation and identification of the investigating officers.  (Gov. Code, § 3303, 
subds. (b) and (c).) 

• Tape recording the interrogation when the peace officer employee records the 
interrogation.  (Gov. Code, § 3303, subd. (g).) 

Government Code section 3313 directs the Commission to review these findings in order 
“to clarify whether the subject legislation imposed a mandate consistent with California 
Supreme Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State 
Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859 and other applicable court decisions.”  The Commission 
finds that neither the San Diego Unified School Dist. case, nor any other court decision 
published since 1999, changes the Commission’s conclusion that these activities 
constitute a new program or higher level of service and impose costs mandated by the 
state.  Thus, these activities remain eligible for reimbursement when interrogating “any” 
peace officer, including probationary, at-will, and permanent officers that might subject 
the officer to punitive action. 
The Commission also found that Government Code section 3303, subdivision (g), 
requires that: 

                                                      
84 Government Code section 3303, subdivision (i). 
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• The peace officer employee shall have access to the tape recording of the 
interrogation if (1) any further proceedings are contemplated or, (2) prior to any 
further interrogation at a subsequent time.   

• The peace officer shall be entitled to a transcribed copy of any interrogation notes 
made by a stenographer or any reports or complaints made by investigators or 
other persons, except those that are deemed confidential.   

The Commission found that providing the employee with access to the tape prior to a 
further interrogation at a subsequent time constitutes a new program or higher level of 
service and imposes costs mandated by the state.  However, the due process clause of the 
United States and California Constitutions already requires the employer to provide an 
employee who holds either a property or liberty interest in the job with the materials upon 
which the punitive, disciplinary action is based.  Thus, the Commission found that even 
in the absence of the test claim legislation, the due process clause requires employers to 
provide the tape recording of the interrogation, and produce the transcribed copy of any 
interrogation notes made by a stenographer or any reports or complaints made by 
investigators or other persons, except those that are deemed confidential, to the peace 
officer employee when: 

• a permanent employee is dismissed, demoted, suspended, receives a reduction in 
pay, or written reprimand; or 

• a probationary or at-will employee is dismissed and the employee’s reputation 
and ability to obtain future employment is harmed by charges of moral turpitude, 
which support the dismissal. 

Under these circumstances, the Commission concluded that the requirement to provide 
these materials under the test claim legislation does not impose a new program or higher 
level of service because this activity was required under prior law through the due 
process clause.  Moreover, pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c), 
the costs incurred in providing these materials merely implements the requirements of the 
United States Constitution. 
The Commission finds that the conclusion denying reimbursement to provide these 
materials following the interrogation when the activity is already required by the due 
process clause of the United States and California Constitutions is consistent with the 
Supreme Court’s ruling in San Diego Unified School Dist.  The costs incurred to comply 
with these interrogation activities are not triggered by a state-mandated event, but are 
triggered by discretionary decisions made by local officials to interrogate an officer.  
Under these circumstances, the court determined that even in the absence of the test claim 
statute, counties would still be responsible for providing services under the constitutional 
guarantees of due process under the federal Constitution.85 

                                                      
85 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 888-889; County of Los 
Angeles, supra, 32 Cal.App.4th at page 815. 
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Thus, the Commission finds that the Commission’s decision, that Government Code 
section 3303, subdivision (g), constitutes a new program or higher level of service and 
imposes costs mandated by the state for the following activities, is legally correct: 

• Provide the employee with access to the tape prior to any further interrogation at a 
subsequent time, or if any further proceedings are contemplated and the further 
proceedings fall within the following categories: 
(a) the further proceeding is not a disciplinary punitive action; 
(b) the further proceeding is a dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction 

or written reprimand received by a probationary or at-will employee whose 
liberty interest is not affected (i.e., the charges supporting the dismissal do not 
harm the employee’s reputation or ability to find future employment); 

(c) the further proceeding is a transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will 
employee for purposes of punishment; 

(d) the further proceeding is a denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary 
or at-will employee for reasons other than merit; 

(e) the further proceeding is an action against a permanent, probationary or at-will 
employee that results in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impacts the 
career of the employee.  

• Produce transcribed copies of any notes made by a stenographer at an 
interrogation, and copies of reports or complaints made by investigators or other 
persons, except those that are deemed confidential, when requested by the officer 
following the interrogation, in the following circumstances: 
(a) when the investigation does not result in disciplinary punitive action; and 
(b) when the investigation results in: 

• a dismissal, demotion, suspension, salary reduction or written reprimand 
received by a probationary or at-will employee whose liberty interest is 
not affected (i.e.; the charges supporting the dismissal do not harm the 
employee’s reputation or ability to find future employment); 

• a transfer of a permanent, probationary or at-will employee for purposes of 
punishment; 

• a denial of promotion for a permanent, probationary or at-will employees 
for reasons other than merit; or 

• other actions against a permanent, probationary or at-will employee that 
result in disadvantage, harm, loss or hardship and impact the career 
opportunities of the employee. 

In comments to the draft staff analysis, the Counties of Orange, Los Angeles, and 
Alameda, and the City of Sacramento contend that the interrogation of an officer pursuant 
to the test claim legislation is complicated and requires the employer to fully investigate 
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in order to prepare for the interrogation.  The County of Orange further states that 
“[t]hese investigations can vary in scope and depth from abuses of authority, the use of 
deadly force, excessive force when injuries may be significant, serious property damage, 
and criminal behavior.”  These local agencies are requesting reimbursement for the time 
to investigate.   
The Commission disagrees and finds that investigation services are not reimbursable.  
First, investigation of criminal behavior is specifically excluded from the requirements of 
Government Code section 3303.  Government Code section 3303, subdivision (i), states 
that the interrogation requirements do not apply to an investigation concerned solely and 
directly with alleged criminal activities.  Moreover, article XIII B, section 6,  
subdivision (a)(2), and Government Code section 17556, subdivision (g), state that no 
reimbursement is required for the enforcement of a crime. 
The County of Los Angeles supports the argument that reimbursement for investigative 
services is required by citing Penal Code section 832.5, which states that each department 
that employs peace officers shall establish a procedure to investigate complaints.  Penal 
Code section 832.5, however, was not included in this test claim, and the Commission 
makes no findings on that statute.  The County of Los Angeles also cites to the phrase in 
Government Code section 3303, subdivision (a), which states that “[t]he interrogation 
shall be conducted …” to argue that investigation is required.  The County takes the 
phrase out of context.  Government Code section 3303, subdivision (a), states the 
following: 

The interrogation shall be conducted at a reasonable hour, preferably at a 
time when the public safety officer is on duty, or during the normal 
waking hours for the public safety officer, unless the seriousness of the 
investigation requires otherwise.  If the interrogation does occur during 
off-duty time of the public safety officer being interrogated, the public 
safety officer shall be compensated for any off-duty time in accordance 
with regular department procedures, and the public safety officer shall not 
be released from employment for any work missed. 

Government Code section 3303, subdivision (a), establishes the timing of the 
interrogation, and requires the employer to compensate the interrogated officer if the 
interrogation takes place during off-duty time.  In other words, the statute defines the 
process that is due the peace officer who is subject to an interrogation.  This statute does 
not require the employer to investigate complaints.  When adopting parameters and 
guidelines for this program, the Commission recognized that Government Code  
section 3303 does not impose new mandated requirements to investigate an allegation, 
prepare for the interrogation, conduct the interrogation, and review responses given by 
officers and/or witnesses to an investigation.86 

                                                      
86 Analysis adopted by the Commission on the Parameters and Guidelines, July 22, 2000 
(AR, p. 912). 
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Thus, investigation services go beyond the scope of the test claim legislation and are not 
reimbursable.  As explained by the courts, POBOR deals with labor relations.87  It does 
not interfere with the employer’s right to manage and control its own police department.88 
Finally, the County of Orange contends that “[s]erious cases also tend to involve lengthy 
appeals processes that require delicate handling due to the increased rights under 
POBOR.”  For purposes of clarification, at the parameters and guidelines phase of this 
claim, the Commission denied reimbursement for the cost of defending lawsuits 
appealing the employer action under POBOR, determining that the test claim did not 
allege that the defense of lawsuits constitutes a reimbursable state-mandated program.89  
Government Code section 3313 does not give the Commission jurisdiction to change this 
finding. 
Nevertheless, when adopting parameters and guidelines for this program, the 
Commission recognized the complexity of the procedures required to interrogate an 
officer, and approved several activities that the Commission found to be reasonable 
methods to comply with the mandated activities pursuant to the authority in section 
1183.1, subdivision (a)(4), of the Commission’s regulations.  For example, the 
Commission authorized reimbursement, when preparing the notice regarding the nature 
of the interrogation, for reviewing the complaints and other documents in order to 
properly prepare the notice.  The Commission also approved reimbursement for the 
mandated interrogation procedures when a peace officer witness was interrogated since 
the interrogation could lead to punitive action for that officer.  Unlike other 
reconsideration statutes that directed the Commission to revise the parameters and 
guidelines, the Commission does not have jurisdiction here to change any discretionary 
findings or add any new activities to the parameters and guidelines that may be 
considered reasonable methods to comply with the program.  The jurisdiction in this case 
is very narrow and limited to reviewing the Statement of Decision to clarify, as a matter 
of law, whether the test claim legislation constitutes a new program or higher level of 
service and imposes costs mandated by the state consistent with the California Supreme 
Court Decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. and other applicable court decisions.90   
Adverse Comments 
Government Code sections 3305 and 3306 provide that no peace officer “shall” have any 
adverse comment entered in the officer’s personnel file without the peace officer having 
first read and signed the adverse comment.  If the peace officer refuses to sign the 
adverse comment, that fact “shall” be noted on the document and signed or initialed by 

                                                      
87 Sulier v. State Personnel Bd. (2004) 125 Cal.App.4th 21, 26.  
88 Baggett, supra, 32 Cal.3d 128, 135. 
89 Analysis adopted by the Commission on the Parameters and Guidelines, July 22, 2000 
Commission hearing (AR, pp. 904-906). 
90 However, any party may file a request to amend the parameters and guidelines 
pursuant to the authority in Government Code section 17557. 
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the peace officer.  In addition, the peace officer “shall” have 30 days to file a written 
response to any adverse comment entered in the personnel file.  The response “shall” be 
attached to the adverse comment.   
Thus, Government Code sections 3305 and 3306 impose the following requirements on 
employers: 

• to provide notice of the adverse comment;91 

• to provide an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment; 

• to provide an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment within 30 days; and 

• to note on the document that the peace officer refused to sign the adverse 
comment and to obtain the peace officer’s signature or initials under such 
circumstances.  

As noted in the 1999 Statement of Decision, the Commission recognized that the adverse 
comment could be considered a written reprimand or could lead to other punitive actions 
taken by the employer.  If the adverse comment results in a dismissal, suspension, 
demotion, reduction in pay or written reprimand for a permanent peace officer or the 
comment harms an officer’s reputation and opportunity to find future employment, then 
the provisions of the test claim legislation which require notice and an opportunity to 
review and file a written response are already guaranteed under the due process clause of 
the state and federal constitutions.92  Under such circumstances, the Commission found 
that the notice, review and response requirements of Government Code sections 3305 and 
3306 do not constitute a new program or higher level of service pursuant to article  
XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution.  Moreover, the Commission recognized 
that pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c), the costs incurred in 
providing notice and an opportunity to respond do not impose “costs mandated by the 
state”.  The Commission finds that this finding is consistent with San Diego Unified 
School Dist. since the local entity would be required, in the absence of the test claim 
legislation, to perform these activities to comply with federal due process procedures.93 
However, the Commission found that under circumstances where the adverse comment 
affects the officer’s property or liberty interest as described above, the following 
requirements imposed by the test claim legislation are not specifically required by the 
case law interpreting the due process clause: 
 
                                                      
91 The Commission found that notice is required since the test claim legislation states that 
“no peace officer shall have any adverse comment entered in the officer’s personnel file 
without the peace officer having first read and signed the adverse comment.”  Thus, the 
Commission found that the officer must receive notice of the comment before he or she 
can read or sign the document. 
92 Hopson, supra, 139 Cal.App.3d 347. 
93 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 888-889. 
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• obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment, or  

• noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment and obtain the 
peace officer’s signature or initials under such circumstances.  

The Commission approved these two procedural activities since they were not expressly 
articulated in case law interpreting the due process clause and, thus, exceed federal law.  
The City of Sacramento contends that these activities remain reimbursable. 
The Commission finds, however, that the decision in San Diego Unified School Dist. 
requires that these notice activities be denied pursuant to Government Code section 
17556, subdivision (c), since they are “part and parcel” to the federal due process 
mandate, and result in “de minimis” costs to local government. 
In San Diego Unified School Dist., the Supreme Court held that in situations when a local 
discretionary decision triggers a federal constitutional mandate such as the procedural 
due process clause, “the challenged state rules or procedures that are intended to 
implement an applicable federal law -- and whose costs are, in context, de minimis -- 
should be treated as part and parcel of the underlying federal mandate.”94  Adopting the 
reasoning of County of Los Angeles II, the court reasoned as follows: 

In County of Los Angeles II, supra 32 Cal.App.4th 805 [unofficial cite 
omitted], the initial discretionary decision (in the former case, to file 
charges and prosecute a crime; in the present case, to seek expulsion) in 
turn triggers a federal constitutional mandate (in the former case, to 
provide ancillary defense services; in the present case, to provide an 
expulsion hearing).  In both circumstances, the Legislature, in adopting 
specific statutory procedures to comply with the general federal mandate, 
reasonably articulated various incidental procedural protections.  These 
protections are designed to make the underlying federal right enforceable 
and to set forth procedural details that were not expressly articulated in the 
case law establishing the respective rights; viewed singly or cumulatively, 
they do not significantly increase the cost of compliance with the federal 
mandate.  The Court of Appeal in County of Los Angeles II concluded 
that, for purposes of ruling upon a claim for reimbursement, such 
incidental procedural requirements, producing at most de minimis added 
cost, should be viewed as part and parcel of the underlying federal 
mandate, and hence nonreimbursable under Government Code  
section 17556, subdivision (c).  We reach the same conclusion here.95 

The Commission finds that obtaining the officer’s signature on the adverse comment or 
indicating the officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment, when the adverse comment 
results in a punitive action protected by the due process clause, are designed to prove that 
the officer was on notice about the adverse comment.  Since providing notice is already 

                                                      
94 Id. at page 890. 
95 Id. at page 889. 
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guaranteed by the due process clause of the state and federal constitutions under these 
circumstances, the Commission finds that the obtaining the signature of the officer or 
noting the officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment is part and parcel of the federal 
notice mandate and results in “de minimis” costs to local government.   
Therefore, the Commission finds that, under current law, the Commission’s conclusion 
that obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse comment or noting the 
officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment, when the adverse comment results in a 
punitive action protected by the due process clause is not a new program or higher level 
of service and does not impose costs mandated by the state.  Thus, the Commission 
denies reimbursement for these activities. 
Finally, the courts have been clear that an officer’s rights under Government Code 
sections 3305 and 3306 are not limited to situations where the adverse comment results in 
a punitive action where the due process clause may apply.  Rather, an officer’s rights are 
triggered by the entry of “any” adverse comment in a personnel file, “or any other file 
used for personnel purposes,” that may serve as a basis for affecting the status of the 
employee’s employment.96  In explaining the point, the Third District Court of Appeal 
stated: “[E]ven though an adverse comment does not directly result in punitive action, it 
has the potential for creating an adverse impression that could influence future personnel 
decisions concerning an officer, including decisions that do not constitute discipline or 
punitive action.”97  Thus, the rights under sections 3305 and 3306 also apply to 
uninvestigated complaints.  Under these circumstances (where the due process clause 
does not apply), the Commission determined that the Legislature, in statutes enacted 
before the test claim legislation, established procedures for different local public 
employees similar to the protections required by Government Code sections 3305 and 
3306.  Thus, the Commission found no new program or higher level of service to the 
extent the requirements existed in prior statutory law.  The Commission approved the test 
claim for the activities required by the test claim legislation that were not previously 
required under statutory law.98  Neither San Diego Unified School Dist., nor any other 

                                                      
96 Sacramento Police Officers Assn. v. Venegas (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 916, 925.   
97 Id. at page 926. 
98 For example, for counties, the Commission approved the following activities that were 
not required under prior statutory law:  

If an adverse comment is related to the investigation of a possible criminal 
offense, then counties are entitled to reimbursement for the following 
activities: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to review and sign the adverse comment; 

• Providing an opportunity to respond to the adverse comment 
within 30 days; and 
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case, conflicts with the Commission’s findings in this regard.  Therefore, the Commission 
finds that the denial of activities following the receipt of an adverse comment that were 
required under prior statutory law, and the approval of activities following the receipt of 
an adverse comment that were not required under prior statutory law, was legally correct. 

CONCLUSION 
The Commission further finds that the San Diego Unified School Dist. case supports the 
Commission’s 1999 Statement of Decision that the test claim legislation constitutes a 
partial reimbursable state-mandated program within the meaning of article XIII B,  
section 6 of the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514 for all 
activities previously approved by the Commission except the following: 

• The activity of providing the opportunity for an administrative appeal to 
probationary and at-will peace officers (except when the chief of police is 
removed) pursuant to Government Code section 3304 is no longer a reimbursable 
state-mandated activity because the Legislature amended Government Code 
section 3304 in 1998.  The amendment limited the right to an administrative 
appeal to only those peace officers “who successfully completed the probationary 
period that may be required” by the employing agency and to situations where the 
chief of police is removed.  (Stats. 1998, ch. 786, § 1.) 

• The activities of obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse 
comment or noting the officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment, pursuant to 
Government Code sections 3305 and 3306, when the adverse comment results in 
a punitive action protected by the due process clause99 does not constitute a new 

                                                                                                                                                              
• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on 

the document and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace 
officer under such circumstances. 

If an adverse comment is not related to the investigation of a possible 
criminal offense, then counties are entitled to reimbursement for: 

• Providing notice of the adverse comment; and 

• Obtaining the signature of the peace officer on the adverse 
comment; or 

• Noting the peace officer’s refusal to sign the adverse comment on 
the document and obtaining the signature or initials of the peace 
officer under such circumstances. 

99 Due process attaches when a permanent employee is dismissed, demoted, suspended, 
receives a reduction in salary, or receives a written reprimand.  Due process also attaches 
when the charges supporting a dismissal of a probationary or at-will employee constitute 
moral turpitude that harms the employee’s reputation and ability to find future 
employment and, thus, a name-clearing hearing is required. 
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program or higher level of service and does not impose costs mandated by the 
state pursuant to Government Code section 17556, subdivision (c).   

These activities impose a state-mandated program on counties, cities, and special police 
protection districts named in Government Code section 53060.7 that wholly supplant the 
law enforcement functions of the county within their jurisdiction.100  These entities are 
eligible to claim reimbursement for this program. 
However, these activities do not constitute a reimbursable state-mandated program as to 
school districts, community college districts, and special districts that are permitted by 
statute, but not required, to employ peace officers who supplement the general law 
enforcement units of cities and counties.  
 

                                                      
100  The special districts identified in Government Code section 53060.7 (Bear Valley 
Community Services District, Broadmoor Police Protection District, Kensington Police 
Protection and Community Services District, Lake Shastina Community Services 
District, and Stallion Springs Community Services District) “wholly supplant the law 
enforcement functions of the county within the jurisdiction of that district.” 
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STATEMENT OF DECISION 
The attached Statement of Decision of the Commission on State Mandates is hereby adopted in 
the above-entitled matter. 



BEFORE THE 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN RE TEST CLAIM ON: 1 Case No.: 00-TC-21, 01-TC-08 

Penal Code Sections 1405 and 1417.9 1 Post-Conviction: DNA Cotrvt Proceedings 
Statutes 2000, Chapter 82 1 ; Statutes 200 1, 
Chapter 943; 

1 STATEMENT OF DECISION 
PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE 

I SECTION 17500 ET SEQ.; TITLE 2, 

Filed on June 29, 2001 

By County of Los Angeles, Claimant. 

CALIFORNIA CODE OF 
REGULATIONS, DIVISIOIV 2, 
CHAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7. 

1 (Adopted on July 28, 2006) 

STATEMENT OF DECISION 
The Commission on State Mandates ("Comn~ission") heard and decided this test claim during a 
regularly scheduled hearing on July 28,2006. Leonard Kaye appeared for the County of Los 
Angeles. Susan Geanacou appeared for the Department of Finance. 

The law applicable to the Commission's determination of a reimbursable state-mandated 
program is article XI11 B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code 
section 17500 et seq., and related case law. 

The Commission adopted the staff analysis to partially approve the test claim at the hearing by a 
vote of 7 to 0. 

Summary of Findings 

The Cominission finds that the test claim legislation imposes a reimbursable state-inandated 
program on local agencies within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution and Government Code section 175 14 to perform the followiilg activities: 

Representation and  investigation: For indigent defense counsel investigation of the DNA- 
testing and representation of the convicted person (except for drafting and filing the DNA- 
testing motion) effective January 1,2001 (Pen. Code, § 1405, subd. (c) as added by Stats. 
2000, ch. 821). 

Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation: If the person is indigent and 
has met the statutory requirements, and if counsel was not previously appointed by the court, 
for counsel to prepare and file a motion for DNA testing, if appropriate, effective 
January 1,2002 (Pen. Code, fj 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)(A)). Also, providing notice of the 
motion to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in the county of conviction, and, if 
known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the evidence sought to be tested" is 
mandated as of January 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 
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Prepare and file response to the motion: Effective January 1, 2001, to prepare and file a 
response to the motion for testing, if any, by the district attorney "within 60 days of the date 
on which the Attorney General and the district attorney are served with the motion, unless a 
continuance is granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Provide prior test lab reports and data: When the evidence was subjected to DNA or other 
forensic testing previously by either the prosecution or defense, the prosecution or defense, 
whichever previously ordered the testing, provides all parties and the court with access to the 
laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in connection with the 
DNA or other biological evidence testing effective January 1, 2001 (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. 
(dl). 

Agree on a DNA lab: Effective January 1, 2001, for the public defender and the district 
attorney to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

Writ review: Effective January 1,200 1, prepare and file petition, or response to petition, for 
writ review by indigent defense counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's decision 
on the DNA-testing motion (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. 0)). 
Retain biological material: Effective January 1, 200 1, retain all biological material that is 
secured in connection with a felony case for the period of time that any person remains 
incarcerated in connection with that case (Pen. Code, 5 1417.9, subd. (a)). 

The Commission finds that all other statutes in the test claim, including holding a hearing on the 
DNA- testing motion, are not a reimbursable state-mandated prograin within the meaning of 
article XI11 B, section 6 and Government Code section 17514. 

Background 

Test Claim Statutes 

In 2000, the Legislature enacted the test claim statutes as a post-conviction remedy for convicted 
felons to obtain deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) testing of biological evidence. The DNA-testing 
motion is a separate civil action' and not part of the original criminal a c t i o i ~ . ~  The statutes also 
establish procedures and timelines for the retention of biological evidence. 

The post-conviction remedy applies to cases where biological evidence is available and is 
previously untested or tested by a less reliable test, and where identity of the perpetrator was an 
issue. The test claiin statutes specify how a defendant files a motion to obtain DNA testing and 
what conditions must be met before the court grants the testing motion. 

In 200 1, the original test claim statute was amended (Stats. 200 1, ch. 943) to clarify that the 
defendant's right to file a motion for post-conviction DNA testing cannot be waived, nor can the 

' As defined by Code of Civil Procedure section 30, a civil action is "prosecuted by one party 
against another for the declaration, enforcement or protection of a right, or the redress or 
prevention of a wrong." 

As defined by Penal Code section 683, a criminal action is "the proceeding by which a party 
charged with a public offense is accused and brought to trial and punishment.. ." 
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right be waived to receive notice of a governmental entity's intention to dispose of biological 
material before expiration of the period of imprisonment.3 

Appointment of counsel for indigent defendants: The original statute required the court to 
appoint counsel for the convicted person who brings a motion under this section if that person is 
indigent.4 In 2001, the Legislature added a new subdivision (b) to sectioil 1 4 0 5 ~  to clarify this 
right to counsel. The amendment specifies how an indigent convicted person requests 
appointment of counsel and establishes appointinent criteria for the court. The amendment also 
specifies that counsel investigates and, if appropriate, files a motion for DNA testing, and 
clarifies that representation is solely for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing and not for any 
post-conviction collateral proceeding.6 

Motion for DNA testing: The original statute established a procedure for the defendant to obtain 
DNA testing of biological evidence. As a result of the 2001 amendment, an indigent defendant 
call request counsel to investigate and prepare this motion. Section 1405, former subdivisioil (b), 
now subdivision (c), establishes the following requirements for the motion: 

1. A written motion shall be verified by the convicted person under penalty of perjury and 
shall do all of the following: 
A. Explain why the identity of the perpetrator was, or should have been, a significant 

issue in the case. 
B. Explain, in light of all the evidence, how the requested DNA testing would raise a 

reasoilable probability that the convicted person's verdict or sentence would be more 
favorable if the results of DNA testing had been available at the time of conviction. 

C. Malte every reasonable attempt to identify both the evidence that should be tested and 
the specific type of DNA testing sought. 

D. If prosecution or defense previously conducted any DIVA or other biological testing, 
the results of that testing shall be revealed in the motion, if known.7 

E. State whether any motion for testing under this section previously has been filed and 
the results of that motion, if known. 

2. Notice of the motion shall be served on the Attorney General, the district attorney in the 
county of conviction, and, if known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the 
evidence sought to be tested.' 

Penal Code section 1405 was technically amended by Statutes 2004, chapter 405. Staff makes 
no finding on this amendment. 

Penal Code sectioil 1405, subdivision (b), formerly subdivision (c). 

All references herein are to the Penal Code unless otherwise indicated. 

Penal Code section 1405, subdivision (b)(4), as added by Statutes 2001, chapter 943. 

Former Penal Code section 1405, subdivision (a)(3). 

' Penal Code sectioil 1405, subdivision (c)(2), formerly subdivision (a)(2). 
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Responses to DNA-testing motion: Once a motion is filed, the statute provides that responses, 
if any, shall be filed within 60 days of the date on which the Attorney General and the district 
attorney are served with the motion, unless a continuance is granted for good cause.9 

Access to lab reports and data: If the court finds that the evidence was subjected to DNA or 
other forensic testing previously by either the prosecution or defense, it shall order the party at 
whose request the testing was conducted to provide all parties and the court with access to the 
laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in connection with the DNA or 
other biological evidence testing.'' 

Hearing: The court, "in its discretion," may order a hearing on the motion. The statute 
originally stated, "the judge who conducted the trial shall hear the motion, unless the presiding 
judge determines that judge is unavailable. Upon request of either party, the court may order, in 
the interest of justice, that the convicted person be present at the hearing of the motion." The 
2001 statute amends the first sentence regarding hearing the motion as follows: "The motion 
shall be heard by the judge who conducted the trial, or accepted the convicted person 's plea o f '  
guilty or nolo contendre, unless . . . . 3 , '  I 

Criteria for granting DNA-testing motion: Subdivision (f) of section 1405, (formerly subd. 
(d)) states that "[tlhe court shall grant the motion for DNA testing if it determines all of the 
following have been established: 

(1) The evidence to be tested is available and in a condition that would perinit the DNA 
testing requested in the motion. 

(2) The evidence to be tested has been subject to a chain of custody sufficient to establish 
it has not been substituted, tampered with, replaced or altered in any material aspect. 

(3) The identity of the perpetrator of the crime was, or should have been a significant 
issue in the case. 

(4) The convicted person has made a prima facie showing that the evidence sought to be 
tested is material to the issue of the convicted person's identity as the perpetrator of, 
or accomplice to, the crime, special circumstance, or enhancement allegation that 
resulted in the conviction or sentence. 

(5) The requested DNA testing results would raise a reasonable probability that, in light 
of all the evidence, the convicted person's verdict or sentence would have been more 
favorable if the results of DNA testing had been available at the time of conviction. 
The court in its discretion may consider any evidence whether or not it was 
introduced at trial. 

(6) The evidence sought to be tested meets either of the following conditions: 

A. It was not tested previously. 

Penal Code section 1405, subdivision (c)(2), formerly subdivision (a)(2). 

l o  Penal Code section 1405 subdivision (d), formerly subdivision (a)(3). 

'' Penal Code section 1405, subdivision (e), formerly subdivision (b). 
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B. It was tested previously, but the requested DNA test would provide results that are 
reasonably more discriminating and probative of the identity of the perpetrator or 
accomplice or have a reasonable probability of contradicting prior test results.I2 

(7) The testing requested employs a method generally accepted within the relevant 
scientific community. 

(8) The motion is not made solely for the purpose of delay 

DNA testing & results: Subdivision (g) of section 1405 (formerly subd. (e)) states: 

(1) If the court grants the motion for DNA testing, the court order shall identify the 
specific evidence to be tested and the DNA technology to be used. (2) The testing shall 
be conducted by a laboratory mutually agreed upon by the district attorney in a noncapital 
case, or the Attorney General in a capital case, and the person filing the motion. If the 
parties cannot agree, the court's order shall designate the laboratory to conduct the testing 
and shall consider designating a laboratory accredited by the American Society of Crime 
Laboratory Directors Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLDILAB). 

Subdivision (k) of section 1405 (formerly subd. (i)) provides that the testing be done as soon as 
practicable, but authorizes the court to expedite testing 'in the interests ofjustice.' 

Subdivision (h) of section 1405 (formerly subd. (f)) requires test results to "be fully disclosed to 
the person filing the motion, the district attorney, and the Attorney General. If requested by ally 
party, the court shall order production of the underlying laboratory data and notes." 

Cost of DNA test: Subdivisioil (i) of sectioil 1405 (formerly subd. (g)) requires the cost of the 
DNA testing to be borne by the state or the applicant, "as the court may order in the interests of 
justice, if it is shown that the applicant is not indigent and possesses the ability to pay. However, 
the cost of any additional testing to be conducted by the district attorney or Attorney General 
shall not be borne by the convicted person." 

Judicial Review: Subdivision (j) of section 1405 (formerly subd. (11)) provides as follows: 

An order granting or denying a motion for DNA testing under this section shall 
not be appealable, and shall be subject to review only through petition for writ of 
mandate or prohibition filed by the person seeking DNA testing, the district 
attorney, or the Attorney General. Any such petition shall be filed within 20 days 
after the court's order granting or denying a motion for DNA testing. In a non- 
capital case, the petition for writ of mandate or prohibition petition shall be filed 
in the court of appeals. In a capital case, the petition shall be filed in the Supreme 
Court. 

Exempt from public disclosure: Subdivisioil(1) of section 1405 (formerly subd. (j)) provides: 
"DNA profile information from biological samples taken from a convicted person pursuant to a 
motion for post-conviction DNA testing is exempt from any law requiring disclosure of 
information to the public." 

l 2  Statutes 2001, chapter 943 substituted "It" with "The evidence" and renumbered the 
subdivision. 
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Severability: According to subdivision (n) (formerly subd. (k)), section 1405 is severable, and if 
any provision of it or its application is held invalid, "that invalidity shall not affect other 
provisions or applications that can be given effect without the invalid provision or application." 

Retain biological evidence: Penal Code section 141 7.9 states that the "appropriate" 
governmental entity shall retain any biological evidence secured in connection with a criminal 
case for the period of time that any person remains incarcerated in connection with that case. 
The Attorney General's Office has stated that this retention is limited to felony cases.I3 

Subdivision (a) of section 141 7.9 further states that "[tlhe governmental entity shall have the 
discretion to determine how the evidence is retained ... provided that the evidence is retained in 
a condition suitable for DNA testing." 

Subdivision (b) authorizes the governmental entity to dispose of biological inaterial before the 
expiration of the period of time if the following notification conditions are met. 

( I )  The governmental entity has notified all of the following persons of the provisions 
of this sectioil and of their intention to dispose of the material: any person who as 
a result of a felony conviction in the case is currently serving a term of 
imprisonment and who remains incarcerated in connection with the case, any 
counsel of record, the public defender in the county of conviction, the district 
attorney in the county of conviction, and the Attorney General. 

(2) The notifying entity does not receive, within 90 days of sending the notification, 
any of the following: 

(A) A motion filed pursuant to section 1405, however, upon filing of that 
application, the governmental entity shall retain the material only until the 
time that the court's denial of the motion is final. 

(B) A request under penalty of perjury that the material not be destroyed or 
disposed of because the declarant will file within 180 days a motion for DNA 
testing pursuant to section 1405 that is followed within 180 days by a motion 
for DNA testing pursuant to section 1405, unless a request for an extension is 
requested by the convicted person and agreed to by the governmental entity in 
possession of the evidence. 

(C) A declaration of innocence under penalty of perjury that has been filed with 
the court within 180 days of the judgment of conviction or July 1,2001, 
whichever is later. However, the court shall permit the destruction of the 
evidence upon a showing that the declaration is false or there is no issue of 
identity that would be affected by additional testing. The convicted person 
may be cross-examined on the declaration at any hearing conducted under this 
sectioil or on an application by or on behalf of the convicted persoil filed 
pursuant to Section 1405. 

(3) No other provision of law requires that biological evidence be preserved or 
retained. 

l 3  88 Opinions of the California Attorney General 77 (2005). 
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The 200 1 amendment added subdivision (c) to section 14 17.9 to state, "the right to receive notice 
pursuant to this section is absolute and shall not be waived. This prohibition applies to, but is not 
limited to, a waiver that is given as part of an agreement resulting in a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendre." 

A sunset clause in the original version of section 1417.9 would have repealed it on January 1, 
2003, but the sunset clause was removed by Statutes 2002, chapter 1105. 

Preexisting Law 

Preexisting state law provides procedures whereby a defendant may appeal a conviction. l 4  

Preexisting state law also specifies the conditions under which a new trial is granted, as follows: 

When a verdict has been rendered or a finding made against a defendant, the court may, 
upon his application, grant a new trial, in the case of when new evidence is discovered, 
material to the defendant and which he could not, with reasonable diligence, have 
discovered and produced at the trial. When a motion for a new trial is made upon the 
ground of newly discovered evidence, the defendant must produce at the hearing, in 
support thereof, the affidavits of the witnesses by whom such evidence is expected to be 
given, and if time is required by the defendant to procure such affidavits, the court may 
postpone the hearing of the motion for such length of time as, under all circumstances of 
the case, may seem reasonable.15 

Claimant Position 

Claimant alleges that the test claim statutes impose a reimbursable mandate under section 6 of 
article XI11 B of the Califorilia Constitution. After describing the test claim statutes, claimant 
enumerates new duties for various county departments as a result of the test claim statute. 

For the District Attorney and Public Defender (for indigent defendants), claimant alleges 
activities related to the following: l 6  

Initial Contact - Writing or responding to initial correspondence from inmates, attorileys 
or others seelting information regarding Penal Code section 1405 and 1417.9. 
Investigating Claims - Reading letters from inmates or others writing on behalf of 
inmates, retrieving and reviewing court files, trial attorney files, appellate counsel files, 
researching legal, technical and scientific issues, interviewing witnesses, subpoenaing 
records and preparing to write a motion pursuant to Penal Code section 1405. Meeting 
with inmates in person or on the telephone as well as written consultation. 
Preparing Motions - Includes preparing motions pursuant to Penal Code section 1405 
and responding to notices sent pursuant to Penal Code section 14 17.9. 
Meet and Confer - Consultation and meetings with the trial attorney, appellate counsel, 
representatives of the Public Defender's Innocence Unit, the Post-Conviction Center, the 

l 4  penal Code section 1236 et seq.. 

l 5  Penal Code section 1 1  81, subdivision (a), as amended by Statutes 1973, chapter 167 
16 The test claim includes detail for each of the bulleted activities. 
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District Attorney's Office, the Attorney General, and individuals from other Innocence 
Projects. 
DNA Source Identification and Tracking - Meeting with judges, clerks, law 
enforcemeilt persoilnel regarding preservation of evidence and locating evidence, touring 
law enforcement labs and storage facilities. 
Development and Procedure - Preparing protocols, administrative forms, meeting with 
SB 90 adviser and one-time activities associated with setting up the Post-Conviction 
DNA unit within the District Attorney's Office [for Public Defender services, the activity 
claimed is "one-time activities associated with setting up the unit."] 
Court - Time spent in court including but not limited to appointment of counsel, filing of 
motions and litigation associated with motions pursuant to Penal Code section 1405 and 
1417.9. 
Travel - Travel-related expenses associated with meeting with ininate in coimection with 
preparation of 1405 motion. 
DNA testing modality selection - Travel, lodging and related expenses associated with 
research and becoming conversant in newly developed technological advances in the 
field of DNA analysis. 

For the Sheriffs Department Crime Laboratory, claimant alleges activities related to the 
following: 

Develop policies and procedures (one time activity). 
Meet and confer with attorileys regarding the coordination of efforts in 
impleineilting the subject law (one time activity). 
Distribute the State Attorney General's Office recommendations for compliance 
with the lawI7 including the evidence retention conditions (one time activity). 
Train investigative personnel and the staff of other law enforcement that use the 
crime lab. 
Initial contacts for permission to dispose of biological evidence. 
Identify and track evidence for proper retention and storage. 
Respond to request for biological evidence held. 
Respond to requests for the analysis of evidence held. 
Meet and confer with parties to determine the suitability of DNA testing on 
retained evidence. 
Prepare and track biological evidence sent to lab for DNA testing. 
Court testimony on chain of custody and disposition of biological evidence. 
DNA testing required of the Sheriffs Department not reimbursed by the Court. 

For the Sheriffs Department Central Property and Evidence Unit, claimant alleges 
activities related to the following: 

Develop policies and procedures (one time activity). 
Meet and confer with attorneys regarding the coordination of efforts in 
implementing the subject law (one time activity). 

l 7  This document is attached to the Final Staff Analysis as Exhibit J. 
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Distribute the State Attorney General's Office recommendations for compliance 
with the law'' including the evidence retention conditions (one time activity). 
Train evidence and property custodians on storage and notification methods and 
procedures (one-time activity). 
Design, develop, and test computer software and equipment necessary to identify 
and retrieve biological materials (one-time activity). 
Initial contacts to specified parties to seek permission to dispose of biological 
evidence. 
Identify and track evidence for proper retention and storage. 
Respond to request for biological evidence held. 
Maintain biological evidence in refrigerated facilities and add and maintain 
refrigerated facilities. 
Court testimony on chain of custody and disposition of biological evidence. 

The claimant stated that it is incurring costs well in excess of $200 annually, the standard 
at the time the test claiin was filed.19 The claimant estimated that costs for the public 
defender would be $52 1,234 for fiscal year 200 1-2002. 

In its October 2001 response to Department of Finance comments, claimant states that the 
program is a new program or higher level of service, and not merely extensions of the original 
duties of trial counsel or extensions of the original case. Claimant supports this contention as 
specified ill the analysis below. 

In November 200 1, claimant ainended the test claim to add Statutes 200 1, chapter 94.3. This 
statute amended Section 1405 to establish a procedure for appointing counsel to investigate and 
prepare the DNA-testing motion so that counsel is appointed before a motion is filed (unlike the 
prior version of 1405, in which, according to claimant, counsel was appointed after filing the 
motion). Claimant also alleges activities from amended section 1417.9, subdivisions (c) and (m) 
as follows: 

Section 1417.9 is also included in this amendment as Chapter 943, Statutes of 
200 1, further expands the duties of local government to include those persons 
who may have waived certain rights. . . . Therefore, as ainended herein, the 
County is now required to provide more service - to provide notice to those with 
waivers as well as those without such waivers. In addition, as amended herein, 
the County must provide services in investigating and filing motions for post- 
conviction DNA testing to more indigents - now including those waiving rights as 
set forth in new Section 1405(m) . . . ."20 

In response to a request for further infomati011 from Commission staff, claimant stated in 
September 2003 that the Public Defender's Office received a one-time grant from the Office of 

" This document is attached to the Final Staff Analysis as Exhibit J. 

l9  The current minimum amount is $1000 (Gov. Code, 5 17564). 
2 0 County of Los Angeles, test claim amendment (0 1 -TC-08) submitted November 9,2001, 
page 5. 
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Criminal Justice Planning for $1 60,000 to represent former clients who request counsel pursuant 
to Penal Code section 1405. 

In comments submitted June 16, 2006 on the draft staff analysis, claimant agrees with the 
activities that were found to be reimbursable. Claimant disagrees, however, with the conclusions 
regarding activities found not reimbursable: holding a hearing and appointing counsel when 
counsel has previously been appointed. 

State Agency Position 

In comments submitted in August 2001 on the original test claim, the Department of Finance 
(Finance) states that while the test claim may have resulted in a state mandate, "the activities 
described in the test claim do not constitute a new program or activity or a reimbursable cost." 

Finance states that the test claim activities are "a procedure extension of the original trial" and 
goes on to state: "The petition involved is only raising examination of original evidence using 
technology not available at the time of the original case, thereby raising in question a material 
aiid substantive issue to the original criminal charge and verdict." Finance concludes, therefore, 
that the activities are existing responsibilities of local government. 

The Department of Corrections also submitted a letter in August 200 1, stating, "CDC taltes no 
position on the merits of the County's test claim." 

In December 2001, Finance commented on the test claim amendment, stating that it concurs that 
Statutes 2001, chapter 943 create a reimbursable state-mandated local program for the followiiig 
activities pled by claimant: 

Appointing counsel to investigate aiid file a motion, if appropriate, for post-conviction 
DNA testing for indigent convicted persons. 

Providing notices to indigent convicted persons, who may have waived their rights as part 
of a plea agreement or plea of nolo contendre, that their right to file a motion for post- 
coiiviction DNA testing cannot be waived. 

No other state agencies submitted comments 011 the claim, nor did any comment on the draft staff 
analysis. 
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COMMISSION FINDINGS 
The courts have found that article XI11 B, section 6 of the California constitution2' reco nizes 
the state constitutional restrictions on the powers of local governinent to tax and spend.2' "Its 
purpose is to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out 
governmental functions to local agencies, which are 'ill equipped' to assume increased financial 
responsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that articles XI11 A and XI11 B 
impose."23 A test claim statute or executive order may impose a reimbursable state-mandated 
program if it orders or commands a local agency or school district to engage in an activity or 
task.24 

In addition, the required activity or task must be new, constituting a "new program," or it must 
create a "higher level of service" over the previously required level of service.25 

The courts have defined a "program" subject to article XI11 B, section 6, of the California 
Constitution, as one that carries out the governmental function of providing public services, or a 
law that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts to implement a state 
policy, but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.26 TO determine if the 
program is new or imposes a higher level of service, the test claim legislation must be compared 
with the legal requirements in effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim 

2' Article XI11 B, section 6, subdivision (a), (as amended in November 2004) provides: 

(a) Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program or 
higher level of service on any local government, the State shall provide a 
subvention of funds to reimburse that local government for the costs of the 
program or increased level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need 
not, provide a subvention of funds for the following mandates: (1) Legislative 
mandates requested by the local agency affected. (2) Legislation defining a new 
crime or changing an existing definition of a crime. (3) Legislative mandates 
enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or executive orders or regulations initially 
implementing legislation enacted prior to January 1, 1975. 

22 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 
30 Cal.4tl1 727, 735. 

23 County of Sun Diego v. State of California (County of Sun Diegoj(1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 8 1. 

24 Long Beach Unified School Dist. v. State of California (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 174. 

25 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878 
(Sun Diego Unified School Dist.); Lucia Mar UniJied School District v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 
830, 835-836 (Lzlcia Mar). 

26 Sun Diego Unified School Dist., szipm, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874, (reaffirming the test set out in 
County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; Lucia Mar, szqra, 44 
Cal.3d 830, 835.) 
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legislation.27 A "higher level of service" occurs when the new "recluirements were intended to 
provide an enhanced service to the public."28 

Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must ilnpose costs mandated by 
the state.29 

The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence of 
state-mandated programs within the ineaning of article XI11 B, section 6.l' In making its 
decisions, the Coininission must strictly coilstrue article XI11 B, section 6 and not apply it as an 
"equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting froin political decisions on funding 
priorities."3' 

Issue 1: Is the test claim legislation subject to article XI11 B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution? 

A. Activities in section 1405 mandated by the state 

As enacted by Statutes 2000, chapter 821, section 1405 read, in part, as follows: 

(a) A person who was convicted of a felony and is currently serving a term of 
ii~lprisoninent may inalie a written inotion before the trial court that entered the 
judgment of coilviction in his or her case, for performance of forensic . . . (DNA) 
testing. [I]. . .[I] 
(c) The court shall appoint counsel for the convicted person who brings a inotion 
under this section if that person is indigent. 

Subdivisions (a)(l) and (a)(3) of section 1405 (currently subd. (c)(l)) specifies the coilteilt of the 
motion, stating it must: 

A. Explain why the identity of the perpetrator was, or should have been, a significant 
issue in the case. 

B. Explain, in light of all the evidence, how the requested DNA testing would raise a 
reasonable probability that the coilvicted person's verdict or sentence would be inore 
favorable if the results of DNA testing had been available at the time of conviction. 

C. Malie every reasonable attempt to identify both the evidence that should be tested and 
the specific type ol' DIVA testing sougl~t. 

27 Strn Diego [Jnified Scl~ool Dist., strpra, 33 Cal.4tl1 859, 878; Lucicr Mar, szq2uu. 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 
2 8 Sun Diego [Jnified Scliool Dist., strpru, 33 Cal.4tl1 859, 878. 
29 County of Fresno v. Sr~rlc.  of'Californicr (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of'Sononza v. 
Com~nission on Slate Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284 (County of'S'ono~~m); 
Government Code sections 175 14 and 17556. 

Kinlaw v. Slate of CtrliJbrnia (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Goverilinent Code sectioils 
17551, 17552. 

3 1  County of SOMOM~LI ,  . Y I / ~ I ~ N ,  84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing C'ity qj'Strn Jose v. Sttrte of' 
Calijbrnia (1 996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 18 17. 
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D. If prosecution or defense previously conducted any DNA or other biological testing, 
the results of that testing shall be revealed in the motion, if known. 

E. State whether any motion for testing under this section previously has been filed and 
the results of that motion, if known. 

The court grants the motion if it makes eight findings, as specified above (pp. 5-6). 

Claimant seeks reimbursemei~t for the activities of writing or responding to initial 
correspondence from inmates, attorneys, or others seeking information; investigating claims, 
preparing motions and meeting and conferring with counsel. As indicated by claimant, the 
indigent defense counsel appointed to investigate or file the DNA-testing motion is a public 
defender or otherwise provided by the local government. 

This issue is whether subdivisions (a) and (c) of section 1405, as originally enacted in 2000, 
mandate an activity on the local entity. The Commission finds that subdivision (c) does, based 
on the plain language in subdivision (c) that "the court shall appoint counsel."32 

As to preparing, filing, and giving notice of the motion, subdivision (a) originally stated that it is 
the person convicted of the felony who does this rather than the indigent defense counsel. 
Therefore, drafting the DNA-testing motion is not a requireineilt on local entity in the original 
version of section 1405 (this was changed by the 2001 amendment, as discussed below). 

Additionally, although this original statute did not expressly articulate the requirement for 
counsel to 'investigate' the claim (prior to the Stats. 2001, ch. 943 amendment), the eight 
findings the court must make to grant the motioil were stated in subdivision (d), (now in 3 1405, 
subd. (f) -- see pp. 5-6 above). In order to represent the convicted person and advocate these 
findings to the court, counsel would need to investigate the case, since he or she has a duty to 
"present his case vigorously in a manner as favorable to the client as the rules of law and 
professional ethics will permit."33 

The Commissioil finds, therefore, that indigent counsel representation and investigation of the 
DNA-testing (except for drafting and filing the DNA-testing motion) is a mandated activity in 
the original test claim statute: Statutes 2000, chapter 82 1, effective January 1, 200 1. 

As amended by Statutes 2001, chapter 943, subdivision (a) of section 1405 states, "A person who 
was convicted of a felony and is currently serving a term of imprisonment may make a written 
motion . . . for performance of forensic . . . (DNA) testing." Subdivision (b)(3)(A) of section 1405 
was added as follows: 

Upon a finding that the person is indigent, he or she has included the information 
required in paragraph (I),  and counsel has not previously been appointed pursuant 
to this subdivision, the court shall appoint counsel to investigate and, if 
appropriate, to file a motion for DNA testing under this section and to represent 

32 Cf. San Diego Uni$ed School Dist,, supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 880 states: "Accordingly, in its 
mandatory aspect, [the test claim statute] . . . appears to constitute a state mandate, in that it 
establishes conditions under which the state, rather than local officials, has made the decision 
requiring a school district to incur the costs of an expulsion hearing." 

33 Norton v. Hincs (1975) 49 Cal.App.3d 917, 922. 
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the person solely for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing under this section. 
[Emphasis added.] 

According to the 2001 amendment in subdivision (m) of section 14.05, the "right to file a motion 
for post-conviction DNA testing is absolute and shall not be waived . . .[including] a waiver that 
is given as part of an agreement resulting in a plea of guilty or nolo contendre." Moreover, the 
Second District Court of Appeal has held that a trial court does not have discretion to deny a 
motion for the appointment of counsel under section 1405 where the petitioner's request meets 
the statutory criteria.34 

Even though the indigent defense counsel files the DNA-testing motion "if appropriate," the 
Commission finds that preparing and filing the motion is mandatory. As stated above, an 
attorney's duty is "to present his case vigorously in a manner as favorable to the client as the 
rules of law and professional ethics will permit."35 Because whether or not to file the DNA 
testing motion is a matter of professional judgment, the indigent defense counsel's duty to file it, 
if appropriate, is not truly discretionary, Rather, it is an activity mandated by the state. 

Therefore, if the person is indigent and has met the other statutory requirements, the Commission 
finds that preparing and filing the motion for DNA testing and representing the person solely for 
the purpose of obtaining DNA testing are mandated activities that are subject to article XI11 B, 
section 6 effective January 1,  2002. 

Section 1405, subdivision (c)(2) requires the person making the motion for DNA testing to 
provide notice of the motion to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in the county of 
conviction, and, if known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the evidence sought to 
be tested." Although this activity is a requirement of the person filing the motion, if the person is 
indigent, it will fall on the indigent defense counsel. Therefore, the Commission finds that 
effective January 1, 2002, notice of the motion as specified is also a mandated activity that is 
subject to article XI11 B, section 6. 

Subdivision (c)(2) of section 1405 (former subd. (a)(2)) also states that a respoilse to the motion 
"if any, shall be filed within 60 days of the date on which the Attorney General and the district 
attorney are served with the motion, unless a continuance is granted for good cause." Claimant 
alleged the following activity: "investigate whether such a [DNA-testing] motion is meritorious, 
and, if necessary litigate the motion . . . . ,,36 

Here, by using the words "if any," the statute appears to merely authorize filing a response to the 
DNA-testing motion. Thus, the issue is whether filing a response to this motion is a state 
mandate on the district attorney. For the reasons below, the Commission finds that it is. 

The district attorney's duties are specified in Government Code section 26500, et seq.. Section 
26500 states: "The district attorney is the pubIic prosecutor, except as otherwise provided by law. 

34 In re. Kinnnnmn (2005) 133 Cal. App. 4th 3 16, 323. 
35 Norton v. Hines, supra, 49 Cal.App.3d 9 17, 922. 

36 See attached to the original test claim the Declaration of Lisa Kahn, June 18, 2001, page 1. 
Claimant also alleges the public defender and district attorney activity of responding to notices 
sent pursuant to Penal Code section 14 17.9. 
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The public prosecutor shall attend the courts, and within his or her discretion shall initiate and 
conduct on behalf of the people all prosecutions for public offenses." The California Supreme 
Court has held that the prosecutiilg district attorney has the exclusive authority to prosecute 
individuals on behalf of the The decisioil whether or not to prosecute, however, is left 
to the discretion of the prosecuting district attorney.38 As to this discretion, in People v. 
Eubanks, the court stated that "the district attorney is expected to exercise his or her 
discretionary functions in the interests of the People at large . . ." and this includes "the vast 
majority of citizens who know nothing about a particular case, but who give over to the 
prosecutor the authority to seek a just result in their name."39 Furthermore, the Fourth District 
Court of Appeal has stated that if a district attorney elected not to appear at a serious felony trial, 
he or she "would be in gross dereliction of his [or her] duty to the people of the state under 
Government Code section 26500.. . ."40 

In addition to the role of public prosecutor, the district attorney's civil law duties are stated in 
Government Code sections 26520-2652~,~ '  including the duty to "defend all suits brought 
against the state in his or her county or against his or her county wherever brought . . . ,,42 

The issue of discretionary local activities in the context of state mandates was discussed in the 
recent California Supreme Court case of San Diego UniJied School District v. Commission on 
State ~ a n d a t e s , "  which involved legislation requiring a due process hearing prior to student 
expulsion. There, the court stated its reluctance to preclude reimbursemeilt "whenever an entity 
makes an initial discretionary decision that in turn triggers mandated costs"44 because, under 
such a strict application of the rule, "public entities would be denied reimbursement for state- 
mandated costs in apparent contravention of the intent underlying article XI11 B, section 6 of the 
state Constitution and Government Code section 175 14 and contrary to past decisions in which it 

37 People v. Eubanks (1996) 14 Cal.4th 580, 588-590 (Eubanks). 

Ib id. 

39 Ibid. 

40 People ex rel. Kottmeier v. Munic@al Court (1990) 220 Cal.App.3d 602, 609 (Kottmeier). 
Staff notes that the court's statements in Eubanks and Kottmeier are in the context of criminal 
prosecutions. However, the DNA testing procedure authorizes the prosecuting district attorney 
to comment on the appropriateness of DNA testing for convicted criminals, which is similar to 
criminal prosecutions in that the prosecuting district attorney is carrying out his or her role of 
protecting the public from those convicted of crimes. Therefore, the use of case law surrounding 
criminal prosecutions is analogous and appropriate. 

4' These duties include legal services for the county, prosecution of actions for recovery of debts, 
fines, penalties and forfeitures, actions to recover illegal payments, and abatement of public 
nuisances. 

42 Government Code section 26521. 

43 San Diego UniJied School Dist v. Commission on State Mandates., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 887- 
888. 

44 Ib id. 
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has been established that reimbursement was in fact proper."45 Citing Carmel Valley Fire 
Protection District v. State of ~ a l i j o r n i a , ~ ~  where an executive order requiring that local 
firefighters be provided with protective clotliing and safety equipment was fouiid to create a 
reiiiibursable state mandate, the court pointed out that reimbursement was not foreclosed "merely 
because a local agency possessed discretion concerning how many firefigliters it would employ - 
aiid hence, in that sense, could control or perhaps even avoid the extra costs to which it would be 
~ub jec ted . "~~  The court expressed doubt that the voters who enacted article XI11 B, section 6, or 
the Legislature that adopted Government Code section 175 14, intended such a result.48 

In the claim at issue, the prosecuting district attorney's decision to respond to a petition for a 
DNA-testing motion must be driven by the serious public interest in public protection, as well as 
by saving the taxpayers the expense of uniiecessary DNA testing (as tlie prosecutor may dispute 
any of the findings required for a successful DNA-testing motion). Any response to a DNA 
motion is very closely related to the district attorney's public prosecutor role, and also analogous 

,,49 to the duty to "defend all suits brought against ... his or her county . . . . Iii short, the district 
attorney has no choice to respond to the motion when the facts of the case so dictate. 

For these reasons, the Commission finds that the district attorney's preparation and filing of a 
response to the DNA-testing motion is a state mandate within the meaning of article XI11 B, 
section 6, effective January 1, 200 1. 

Section 1405, subdivision (d) (former subd. (a)(3)) states as follows: 

If the court finds evidence was subjected to DNA or other foreiisic testing 
previously by eitlier the prosecutioii or defense, it shall order the party at whose 
request the testing was conducted to provide all parties and the court with access 
to the laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in 
connection with the DNA or other biological evidence testing. [Emphasis added.] 

Claimant requests reimbursement for responding to requests for the analysis of evidence held. 

Based on its mandatory language that the court 'shall' order access to the specified information, 
subdivision (d) leaves the court with no discretion in ordering the parties access to previous 
DNA-testing information.jO As indicated in the analysis below, when the court is left without 
discretion, tlie provision is a state mandate rather than a mandate by the court. Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the following activity is subject to article XI11 B, section 6, effective 
January 1,2001 : when the evidence was subjected to DNA or other forensic testing previously 

45 Ibid. 

46 Carnzel Valley Fire Protection District v. State of Call;fal*nia (1 987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521. 

47 Cf, Sun Diego UniJied School Dist v. Conznzission on State Mandates, supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 
888. 

48 Ibid. 

49 Government Code section 2652 1. 
50 Cf. Sun Diego UniJied School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th at page 880. The Supreme Court did not 
resolve the discretionary mandate issue, however, as it decided the case on other grounds. 
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by either the prosecution or defense, the prosecution or defense, whichever previously ordered 
the testing, provides all parties and the court with access to the laboratory reports, underlying 
data, and laboratory notes prepared in connection with the DNA or other biological evidence 
testing. 

Section 1405, subdivision (g)(2) (former subd. (e)) states: 

The testing shall be conducted by a laboratory mutually agreed upon by the 
district attorney in a noncapital case, or the Attorney General in a capital case, and 
the person filing the motion. If the parties cannot agree, the court shall designate 
the Iaboratory accredited by the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors 
Laboratory Accreditation Board (ASCLDILAB). 

Claimant requests reimbursement for meeting and conferring with the trial attorney, appellate 
counsel, representatives of the Public Defender's Innocence Unit, etc., but it is unclear whether 
claimant's alleged purpose for these meetings is to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory. 

The issue, nonetheless, is whether agreeing on a laboratory is a mandatory activity for the 
indigent defense counsel and the district attorney. 

As stated above, the duty of indigent defense counsel is "to present his case vigorously in a 
manner as favorable to the client [or convicted person] as the rules of law and professional ethics 
will permit."5' Deciding on a DNA-testing lab falls within this professional duty because of the 
perception that the choice of lab might affect the test's outcome. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that agreeing to a DNA-testing laboratory is a state mandate on a public defender subject to 
article XI11 B, section 6. 

As applied to the district attorney, deciding on a DNA-testing laboratory after the person has 
been convicted is in furtherance of enforcing criminal laws, or is closely related to it. For the 
same reasons stated above regarding responding to the DNA-testing motion, agreeing on a DNA- 
testing Iaboratory is within the district attorney's professional duties. Therefore, the Commission 
finds that agreeing to a DNA-testing laboratory is also a state mandate on the district attorney 
within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6 effective January 1, 200 1. 

Section 1405, subdivision ('j) (former subd. (h)) states: "An order granting or denying a motion 
for DNA testing under this section shall not be appealable, and shall be subject to review only 
through petition for writ of mandate or prohibition filed by the person seelting DNA testing, the 
district attorney, or the Attorney General." Claimant alleged the activity of "if necessary litigate 
the [DNA-testing] motion including seelting appellate relief through a writ petition if the motion 
is denied."52 

Although subdivision ('j) appears to merely authorize the indigent defense counsel or the district 
attorney to request writ review of the superior court ruling on the DNA-testing motion, the issue 
is whether filing or responding to writ review is a state mandate. The Commission finds that it 
is. 

5 1  Norton V .  Hines, supra, 49 Cal.App.3d 917, 922. 

52 See attached to the original test claim the Declaration of Lisa Kahn, June 18, 2001, page 1, and 
the Declaration of Jennifer Friedman, June 6, 2001, page 1. 
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As stated above, the state mandates the program that allows convicted persons to seek DNA 
testing, and mandates the appointment of indigent defense counsel under specified conditions. 
The indigent defense counsel's duty is "to present his case vigorously in a manner as favorable to 
the client [or defendant] as the rules of law and professional ethics will Filing or 
responding to writ review for denial of a DNA-testing motion falls within this professional duty 
because, based on the public defender's professional judgment, the superior court judge may 
have wrongfully denied the petition. Therefore, the Commission finds that indigent defense 
counsel's filing or responding to writ review is a state mandate that is subject to article XI11 B, 
section 6 effective January 1, 200 1. 

Filing writ review is also a state mandate on the district attorney. As with the discussion above 
regarding responding to the motion, the prosecuting district attorney's decision to file a writ 
review of the trial court's decision to grant the DNA-testing motion is driven by a serious interest 
in public protection. Filing or responding to writ review in such a case is closely related to the 
district attorney's public prosecutor role, and also analogous to the duty to "defend all suits 

,954 brought against the state in his or her county or against his or her county . . . . Therefore, the 
Comlnission finds that filing or responding to writ review of the trial court's decision is a state- 
mandated activity subject to article XI11 B, section 6 for the district attorney effective January 1, 
2001. 

B. Activities in section 1405 mandated by the court 

Subdivision (b)(3)(B) of section 1405, as amended by Statutes 2001, chapter 943, states that if 
the court finds that the person is indigent and that counsel has previously been appointed under 
this section, "the court may, in its discretion, appoint coullsel to investigate and if appropriate, to 
file a motion for DNA testing.. ." 

Thus, the issue is whether, when counsel was previously appointed, it is a state mandate to 
appoint counsel to investigate and, if appropriate, file the DNA-testing motion. 

Article XI11 B, section 9, subdivision (b), of the California Constitution excludes from either the 
state or local spending limit any "[alppropriations required for purposes of complying with 
inandates of the courts or the federal goverilinent which, without discretion,[551 require an 
expenditure for additional services or which unavoidably make the providing of existing services 

5 3 Norton v. Hines, supra, 49 Cal.App.3d 9 17, 922. 
54 Government Code section 2652 1. 

" In City of Sacramento v. State of California (1990) 50 Cal. 3d 5 1, which interpreted section 
XI11 B, section 9, the court held that "without discretion" as used in section 9 (b) is not the same 
as legal compulsion. Rather it means that the alternatives are so far beyond the realm of practical 
reality that they leave the state without discretion to depart from the federal standards. Thus, the 
court held that the state enacted the test claim statute in response to a federal mandate for 
purposes of article XI11 B, so the state statute was not reimbursable. (Id. at p. 74). Although the 
context in City of Sacramento was federal mandates analyzed under article XI11 B, section 9, 
subdivision (b), the analysis is instructive in this case. 
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more costly." [Emphasis added.] Article XI11 B places spending limits on both the state and 
local governments. "Costs mandated by the courts" are expressly excluded from these ceilings.'" 

The California Supreme Court has explained article XI11 B as follows: 

Article XI11 B - the so-called "Gann limit" - restricts the amounts state and local 
governments may appropriate and spend each year Sroin the "proceeds of taxes." 
($5 1, 3, 8, subds. (a)-(c).) . . . In language similar to that of earlier statutes, article 
XI11 B also requires state reimbursement of resulting local costs whenever, after 
January 1, 1975, "the Legislature or any state agency illandates a new program or 
higher level of service on any local government, ...." (S 6.) Such mandatory state 
subventions are excluded from the local agency's spendiilg limit, but included 
within the state's. (5 8, subds. (a), (b).) Finally, article XI11 B excludes from either 
the state or local spendiilg limit any "[alppropriations required for purposes of 
complying with mandates of the co~n.ts or the federal government wl~ic l~ ,  without 
discretion, require an expenditure for additional services or which unavoidably 
illalce the providing of existing services inore costly." ( 8  9, subd. (b) . . . .) 
[Empl~asis added.lS7 

In other words, for activities undertalcell to conlply with a court mandate, article XI11 B section 9, 
subdivision (b) excludes their costs from the constitutional spending cap of the affected state or 
local entity.% By contrast, expenditures [or state-mandated programs under section 6 of article 
XI11 B are exeinpt fro111 a local agency's spending limit, but are not exeinpt from the state's 
constitutional spending cap.'" Since court inandates are excluded from the coilstitutional 
spending limit. reimbursen~ent under article XI11 B. sectioil6 is not invoked. 

As stated above, the issue is whether the appointment of counsel to investigate and if 
appropriate, file the DNA-testing motion, when counsel was previously appointed under sectioil 
1405, subdivision (b)(3)(B), is a inandate of the court or the state. In determining whether this 
provision is a court mandate, we consider whether the court has discretion in granting the 
request. If the court has no discretion, then the requireinent is inore in the nature or  a state 
mandate rather than a court-ordered mandate. Conversely, the more discretion the court has in 
requiring the activity, the more lilcely the activity will be a court ~nandate .~ '  

Based on the statutory language ("the court may, in its discretion, appoint counsel.. ."), 
appointment of counsel when counsel has previously been appointed is an activity wholly within 
the discretion of the court. Thus, the Coinillission finds this activity is a inandate of the court 

' 6  Id. at page 57. 
5 7 Id. at pages 58-59. 
58 Id. at page 7 1. 

'9 califorilia Constitution, article XI11 B, section 8, subdivision (a). 

Cf. LSan Diego UniJied School Dist,, stlprtr, 33 Cal.4tl1 at page 880 states: "[Iln its inandatory 
aspect, [the test claim statute] . . . appears to constitute a state mandate, in that it establishes 
conditions under which the state, rather than local officials, has made the decision requiring a 
school district to incur the costs of an expulsion hearing." 
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and not of the state. As a court mandate, it is therefore excluded from the constitutional 
definition of 'appropriations subject to limitation' in article XI11 By section 9 (b) of the California 
Constitution, malcing it not subject to article XI11 B, section 6. 

Similarly, section 1405, subdivision (e) states, "The court, in its discretion, may order a hearing 
on the motion [for DNA testing]." Claimant requests reimbursement for the following hearing- 
related activities of the district attorney and indigent defense counsel: time spent in court for 
appointment of counsel, filing of motions and litigation associated with motions, as well as 
travel-related expenses associated with meeting with inmates in connection with preparing the 

Claimant also alleges the Sheriffs activities of court testimony on the chain of 
custody and disposition of biological evidence. 

The plain language of section 1405, subdivision (e) indicates that this activity is discretionary 
with the court, i.e., is triggered by a discretioilary court order. Moreover, reading section 1405 in 
its entirety indicates that the court could grant or deny the motioil for DNA testing without a 
hearing on the motion. 

Claimant disagrees. In comments on the draft staff analysis, claimant argues "activities, such as 
the limited judicial discretion in appointment of counsel, 'triggers' State mandated activities in 
carrying out the post conviction rights of the indigent to DNA court proceedings." Claimant 
quotes part of the analysis above regarding the San Diego Unlfied School Dist. case and its 
discussion of discretionary decisions that trigger mandated costs (see pp. 16-1 7 above). 
Claimant states that the "appointment of counsel, while 'triggered' by a discretionary event, is 
deemed to be a state mandated event." Claimant goes on to cite the declaratioil of Jennifer 
Friedman originally submitted with the test claim, and then concludes with: "reimbursement is 
required for hearings, appointment of counsel and other activities reasoilably necessary in 
implementing the test claim legislation, as claimed by the County in its Con~n~ission filings." 

Claimant attempts to use the ailalysis above regarding discretionary activities of prosecutors and 
indigent defense counsel and apply it to discretionary activities of the court. Claimant does so 
without addressing the constitutional basis in article XI11 By section 9 (b) for finding this activity 
is not subject to Article XI11 B, section 6. Thus, claimant ignores the constitutional difference, as 
explained above, between activities triggered by the discretion of local government actors, and 
those triggered by the court's discretion. Additionally, claimant asserts that judicial discretion in 
appointment of counsel when counsel has already been appointed, and in holding a hearing, is 
"limited." This assertion, however, is not supported by evidence or analysis of the statutes. 
Finally, the Friedman declaration quoted by claimant addresses post conviction DNA testing 
generally and characterizes section 1405, subdivision (c) as requiring "that a court appoint 
counsel for all convicted persons serving a term of imprisonment who file a motion under the 
section." Although this was true of subdivision (c) when section 1405 was originally enacted, 
Statutes 2001, chapter 943 amended this provisioil to create a difference between the required 
appointment of counsel in section 1403, subdivision (b)(3)(A), and the discretionary appointment 
of counsel in subdivision (b)(3)(B). Thus, the provisions are treated separately in this analysis. 

6 1  Staff makes no finding on whether transporting inmates to or from state prison would be 
reimbursable under Penal Code section 4750 et seq. 
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As discussed above, an activity that is wholly within the discretion of the court is not a state- 
mandated activity, but is a court mandate within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 9 (b). As 
to subdivision (e), the plain language indicates that whether or not a hearing is held is wholly 
within the discretion of the court. 

Therefore, the Commission finds that a hearing on the DNA motion, as well as appointment of 
counsel when counsel was previously appointed, are court mandates on the district attorney and 
indigent defense counsel, and are therefore not subject to article XI11 B, section 6.62 

C. Activities in section 1417.9 mandated by the state 

Subdivision (a) of section 14.1 7.9 of the Penal Code states: 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law and subject to subdivision (b), the 
appropriate governmental entity shall retain all biological material that is secured 
in connection with a criminal case for the period of time that any person remains 
incarcerated in connection with that case. The governmental entity shall have the 
discretion to determine how the evidence is retained pursuant to this section, 
provided that the evidence is retained in a condition suitable for deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA) testing. 

Subdivision (b), as discussed below, specifies the conditions upon which the local entity may 
dispose of .the biological evidence. Neither subdivision (a) nor (b) was substantively amended 
by Statutes 2001, chapter 943. Claimant requests reimbursement for identifying and tracking 
evidence to maintain proper retention and storage, preparing and tracking biological evidence 
sent to the lab for DNA testing, and maintaining biological evidence in refrigerated facilities and 
adding and maintaining such facilities. Claimant also alleges related activities, such as policies 
and procedures, training, distribution of a State Attorney General's Office publication on the test 
claim statute, and designing and developing computer software and equipment necessary to 
identify and retrieve the biological material.63 

Because the plain language of section 1417.9, subdivision (a), requires the local entity to retain 
biological material secured in connection with a felony case,64 the Commission finds that this 
activity is mandated by the state, and is therefore subject to article XI11 B, section 6 effective 
January 1,200 1. 

Subdivision (b) of section 14 17.9 of the Penal Code states that "A governmental entity may 
dispose of biological material before the expiration of the period of time described in subdivision 
(a) if all of the conditions set for below are met . . . ." The statute then lists the notice provisions 

62 This finding includes denial of the activity claimant alleged for the sheriff to transport 
coilvicted persons and provide oral testimony at hearings. 

63 These related activities are not expressly required by the statute, so they may be considered 
during the parameters and guidelines phase to determine the "...most reasonable methods of 
complying with the mandate . . . ." (Cal. Code Regs, tit. 2, 8 11 83.12, subd. (b)(2)). 

64 The State Attorney General has opined that this retention is required only in felony cases. 
88 Opinions of the California Attorney General 77 (2005). 
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which, if accoinpailied by a lack of a timely response as specified, would authorize the local 
entity to dispose of the biological material collected. 

Claimant requests reimbursement for making initial contacts for permission to dispose of the 
biological evidence. 

Thus, the issue is whether notifying persons convicted of felonies of the disposal of biological 
material in connection with their criminal case before their release from prison is a state- 
mandated activity. The Commission finds that it is not. 

In the Kern High School Dist. case,65 the California Supreme Court considered whether school 
districts have a right to reimbursement for costs in complying with statutory notice and agenda 
requirements for various education-related programs that are funded by the state and federal 
government. The court held that in eight of the nine programs at issue, the claimants were not 
entitled to reimbursement for notice and agenda costs because district participation in the 
underlying program was voluntary. As the court stated, "if a school district elects to participate 
in or contiilue participation in any underlying voluntary education-related funded program, the 
district's obligation to comply with the notice and agenda requirement related to that program 
does not coilstitute a reimbursable mandate."66 

Here, as in Kern, the initial decision to dispose of the biological material is voluiltary or 
discretionary. This decision, in turn, triggers a maildatory duty to notify those incarcerated. 
Thus, because this statute authorizes but does not require the local entity to dispose of the 
biological material before the convicted person's release from prison, the Commission finds that 
doing so is not subject to article XI11 B, section 6. 

D. Do the test claim statutes constitute a "program" within the meaning of article XI11 B, 
section 6? 

In order for the test claim legislation to be subject to article XI11 B, sectioil6 of the California 
Constitution, the legislation must constitute a "program," defined as a program that carries out 
the governmental function of providing a service to the public, or laws which, to implement a 
state policy, impose unique requirements on local governments and do not apply generally to all 
residents and entities in the state. 67 Only one of these findings is necessary to trigger article 
XI11 B, section 6.68 

Of the activities discussed above,69 only the following activities and statutes that are subject to 
article XI11 B, section 6 are now under consideration. Thus, future reference to the test claim 
statutes or legislation is limited to the following: 

65 Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727 

" Id. at page 743. Emphasis in original. 

67 County of LOS Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 

68 Carmel Valley Fire Protection District v. State of California, surpa, 190 Cal.App.3d 52 1,  537. 

69 Claimant also requests reimbursement for preparing and tracking biological evidence sent to 
the lab for DNA testing, and for DIVA testing required of the sheriffs department that is not 
reimbursed by the court. Since these activities are not expressly in statute as local government 
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Representation and investigation: For indigent defense counsel investigation of the 
DNA-testing and representation of the convicted person (except for drafting and filing the 
DNA-testing motion) effective January 1,2001 (Pen. Code, fj 1405, subd. (c) as added by 
Stats. 2000, ch. 82 1). 

Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation: if the person is indigent 
and has met the statutory requirements, and if counsel was not previously appointed by 
the court, for counsel to prepare and file a motion for DNA testing, if appropriate, 
effective January 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)(A)). Also, providing 
notice of the motion to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in the county of 
conviction, and, if known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the evidence 
sought to be tested" is mandated as of January 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, fj 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Prepare and file response to the motion: Effective January 1, 2001, to prepare and file 
a response to the motion for testing, if any, by the district attorney "within 60 days of the 
date on which the Attorney General and the district attorney are served with the motion, 
unless a continuance is granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, fj 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Provide prior lab reports and data: When the evidence was subjected to DNA or other 
forellsic testing previously by either the prosecution or defense, the prosecution or 
defense, whichever previously ordered the testing, provides all parties and the court with 
access to the laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in 
connection with the DNA or other biological evidence testing effective January 1, 2001 
(Pen. Code, f j  1405, subd. (d)). 

Agree on a DNA lab: Effective January 1, 2001, for the public defender and the district 
attorney to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory (Pen. Code, f j  1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

Writ review: Effective January 1, 2001, prepare and file petition, or response to petition, 
for writ review by indigent defense counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's 
decision on the DNA-testing motion (Pen. Code, f j  1405, subd. ('j)). 

Retain biological material: Effective January 1, 2001, retain all biological material that 
is secured in connection with a felony case for the period of time that any person remains 
incarcerated in connection with that case (Pen. Code, f j  14 17.9, subd. (a)). 

The Commission finds that these test claim statutes constitute a program within the meaning of 
article XI11 B, section 6. DNA testing and retention of biological material cai-ry out a 
governmental function of providing a service to the public by allowing incarcerated persons to 
contest their criminal convictions, thereby fostering justice for those wroilgly convicted. 
Moreover, the activities impose unique requirements on local government that do not apply 
generally to all residents and entities in the state. Therefore, the test claiin statutes constitute a 
program within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6. 

requirements, the Commission may consider them during the parameters and guidelines phase to 
determine whether they are "the most reasonable methods of complying with the mandate" 
(Cal.Code Regs, tit. 2, fj 11 83.12, subd. (b)(2)). 
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Issue 2: Does the test claim legislation impose a new program or higher level of service on 
local entities within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6? 

To determine whether the "program" is new or imposes a higher level of service, the test claim 
legislation is com ared to the legal requirements in effect immediately before enacting the test 
claim legislation.' And the test claim legislation must increase the level of governmental 
service provided to the public.71 Each activity is discussed separately. 

Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation: As discussed above, this activity 
requires court-appointed counsel, if not previously appointed by the court, to investigate and 
represent the person for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing, and as amended by Statutes 200 1, 
chapter 943, to file a motion, if appropriate, for DNA testing and to represent the person solely 
for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing (Pen. Code, § 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)), and to 
provide notice of the inotioil as specified ( 5  1405, subd. (~ ) (2 ) ) .~ '  

Finance, in its August 200 1 comments, states the following: 

[Tlhe activities described in the test claim do not constitute a new program or 
activity or a reimbursable cost. We believe that the activities . . . is a procedure 
extension of the original trial. The petition involved is only raising examination 
of original evidence using technology not available at the time of the original 
case, thereby raising in question a material and substantive issue to the original 
criminal charge and verdict. . . . the defense and prosecutorial activity and related 
investigations of this test claim are existing responsibilities of local government. 

In its October 200 1 response to Department of Finance comments, claimant argues that the 
program is not merely extensions of the original duties of trial counsel or extensions of the 
original case. Claimant cites a legislative analysis of SB 1342 that convicted individuals had no 
right to post-conviction DNA testing before the test claim statute.73 Claimant also states that 
preexisting law (Pen. Code, 5 1 182) that authorizes a motion for a new trial is to be made prior to 
the imposition of judgment, unlike the test claim statute that authorizes the motion after the 
judgment. Claimant points out that the counsel appointed to represent the convict is often new to 
the case and must conduct an investigation in order to determine wlietlier tlie motion is 
warranted, and if so, to prepare and file it. Claimant also argues that there was no prior 
mechanism for obtaining a DNA test to use as the basis for habeas corpus relief, and that there is 
no absolute right to counsel for habeas corpus relief (citing Pennsylvania v. Finley (1 987) 481 

70 Sun Diego UnifiedSclzool Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 

71  Sun Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878. 

72 The discussion as to whether this activity is a new program or higher level of service includes 
the original test claim statute (Stats. 2000, ch. 821) as well as the amendments of Statutes 2001, 
chapter 943. 

73 Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis of Sen. Bill No. 1342 (1 999-2000 Reg. Sess.) 
as amended June 1 3,2000, pages 4-5. 
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U.S. 551). Claimant concludes that the test claim statute is new and not an extension of a 
preexisting duty of trial or habeas counsel. 

In its December 2001 comments, Finance states that appointing counsel to investigate and file a 
motion, if appropriate, for post-conviction DNA testing for indigent convicted persons is a 
reimbursable state-mandated program. 

The Commission finds that the activities of investigating and, if appropriate, filing a motion for 
DNA testing and representing the person solely for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing under 
Penal Code section 1405, constitute a new program or higher level of service. The DNA-testing 
motion is a separate civil action,74 not part of the original criminal action, since the action is not 
to bring someone "to trial and As such, the motion for DNA testing is not an 
extension of the original criminal trial. 

Under preexisting law, a convicted person can file a petition for writ of habeas corpus or by 
coram n ~ b i s ~ ~  based on newly discovered evidence.77 However, a public defender is not required 
to do so. 

Another preexisting statute, Government Code section 68662, requires the court to offer to 
appoint counsel to represent state prisoners subject to a capital sentence for purposes of state 
post-conviction proceedings, meaning state proceedings in which the prisoner seeks collateral 
relief from a capital sentence, i.e., relief other than by automatic The Habeas Corpus 
Resource Center, an agency in the Judicial Branch of state government, provides for this 
counsel. 79 

These provisions, however, are distinct from the requirements of the test claim statute. Thus, 
investigating, filing the motion for DNA testing, and representing the person for the purposes of 
obtaining DNA testing are not preexisting duties of local entities, but are a new program and 
higher level of service. 

Inasmuch as the test claim statute imposes new requirements, the Commission finds that the 
activities of investigating and, if appropriate, filing a motion for DNA testing and representing 
the person solely for the purpose of obtaining DNA testing under Penal Code section 1405, 
constitute a new program or higher level of service. 

The test claim statutes, as discussed above, also require local entities to do the following: 

74 AS defined by Code of Civil Procedure section 30, a civil action is "prosecuted by one party 
against another for the declaration, enforcement or protection of a right, or the redress or 
prevention of a wrong." 

75 AS defined by Penal Code section 683, a criminal action is "the proceeding by which a party 
charged with a public offense is accused and brought to trial and punishment.. ." 
76 A writ of coram nobis permits the court that rendered judgmeilt to reconsider it and give relief 
from errors of fact. 

77 In re Clark (1993) 5 Cal. 4th 750, 766. 

78 In re Barnett (2003)3 1 Cal.4th 466, 476, fn. 6. 

79 See <http:/lwww.hcrc.ca.gov~ as of April 28, 2006. 
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Prepare and file response to the motion: Effective January 1,200 1, to file a response to the 
motion for testing, if any, by the district attorney "within 60 days of the date on which the 
Attorney General and the district attorney are served with the motion, unless a continuance is 
granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Provide prior lab reports and data: When the evidence was subjected to DNA or other 
forensic testing previously by either the prosecutioil or defense, the prosecution or defense, 
whichever previously ordered the testing, provides all parties and the court with access to the 
laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in connection with the 
DNA or other biological evidence testing effective January 1,2001 (Pen. Code, 5 1405, 
subd. (d)). 

Agree on a DNA lab: Effective January 1, 2001, for the public defender and the district 
attorney to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

Writ review: Effective January 1,200 1, prepare and file petition, or response to petition, for 
writ review by indigent defense counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's decision 
on the DIVA-testing motion (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. a)). 

Because preexisting law did not require local entities to perform the four activities listed above, 
the Commission finds that they constitute a new program or higher level of service within the 
meaning of article XI11 B, section 6. 

Retain biological material: The test claim statute requires 'the appropriate government entity' 
to retain all biological material that is secured in connection with a criminal case for the period 
of time that any person remains incarcerated in connection with that case (Pen. Code, tj 1417.9, 
subd. (a)). The California Attorney General has opined that this does not require retention of 
biological material in connection with a misdemeanor conviction, but only applies to felony 
cases. 8 0 

Although preexisting law includes a law enforcement duty to preserve evidence that might be 
expected to play a significant role in the suspect's defense," that duty is limited. The California 
Supreme Court outlined the limitation as follows: 

The state's responsibility [to preserve evidence] is further limited when the 
defendant's challenge is to "the failure of the State to preserve evideiltiary 
material of which no more can be said than that it could have been subjected to 
tests, the results of which might have exonerated the defendant." [Citations 
omitted.] In such case, "unless a criminal defendant can show bad faith on the 
part of the police, failure to preserve potentially useful evidence does not 
constitute a denial of due process of law." [Citations omitted.lX2 

Thus, the preexisting duty to retain biological evidence is limited when the material, like DNA 
and other biological material, 'could have been subject to tests, the results of which might have 

88 Opinions of the California Attorney General 77 (2005). 

" People v. Farnam (2002) 28 Cal. 4th 107, 166. 

g2 Ibid. 
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exonerated the defendant." Moreover, before the test claim statute, there was no duty to retain 
biological evidence past the date of conviction or when the time for appeal had expired. 

Therefore, the Commission finds that effective January 1, 2001, it is a new program or higher 
level of service to retain DNA or other biological evidence secured in connection with a felony 
case for the period of time that any person remains incarcerated in connection with that case. 

Issue 3: Does the test claim legislation impose "costs mandated by the state" within the 
meaning of Government Code sections 17514 and 17556? 

In order for the test claim statute to impose a reimbursable state-mandated program under the 
California Constitution, the test claim legislation must impose costs mandated by the state.83 In 
addition, no statutory exceptions listed in Government Code section 17556 can apply. 
Government Code section 175 14 defines "cost mandated by the state" as follows: 

[Alny increased costs which a local agency or school district is required to incur 
after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, or 
any executive order implementing any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, 
which mandates a new program or higher level of service of an existing program 
within the meaning of Section 6 of Article XI11 B of the California Constitution. 

With the test claim, claimant files a declaration that it "is incurring costs, well in excess of $200 
per annum, the minimum cost that must be incurred to file a claim in accordance with 
Government Code section 1 7564(a)."84 

Government Code section 17556, subdivision (e), precludes reimbursement for a local agency if: 

[tlhe statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or school 
districts which result in no net costs to the local agencies or school districts, or includes 
additional revenue that was specifically intended to fund the costs of the state mandate 
in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the state mandate. [Emphasis added.] 

The issue, therefore, is whether there is sufficient additional revenue to fund the program. The 
Commission finds that there is not. 

Penal Code section 1405, subdivision (i) states: 

(1) The cost of DIVA testing ordered under this section shall be borne by the state 
or the applicant, as the court may order in the interests of justice, if it is shown 
that the applicant is not indigent and posses the ability to pay. However, the cost 
of ally additional testing to be conducted by the district attorney or Attorney 
General shall not be borne by the convicted person. 
(2) In order to pay the state's share of any testing costs, the laboratory designated 
in subdivision (e) shall present it bill for services to the superior court for 
approval and payment. It is the intent of the Legislature to appropriate funds for 
this purpose in the 2000-01 Budget Act. 

s3 Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 835; Government Code section 175 14. 

84 ~11e current requirement is $1 000 in costs (Gov. Code, 5 17564, as amended by Stats. 2004, 
ch. 890). 
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As to the DNA testing, there is no local entity expenditure for this testing because the statute 
calls for the state or applicant to pay for it. However, there is no similar promise of funding for 
the other activities mandated by the test claim statute. Therefore, the Commission finds that 
subdivision (i) of section 1405 does not preclude reimbursement for the test claim. 

In addition, the claimant indicated receipt of a $160,000 grant from the Office of Criminal 
Justice Planning (State of California) for providing representation to former public defender 
clients who request counsel for DNA-testing motions.85 

There is no evidence in the record that this grant constitutes "additional revenue . . . specifically 
intended to fund the costs of the state mandate in an amount sufficient to fund the cost of the 
state mandate." The grant was only for indigent counsel or public defender expenses, and was 
not intended to fund evidence retention or other activities required by the test claim statutes. 
Therefore, while this grant would be considered an offset of expenses incurred under the 
statute,86 it does not preclude reimbursement for the state-mandated program. 

Therefore, the Commission finds that the test claim statutes impose costs mandated by the state 
within the meaning of Government Code section 175 14, and that the preclusions in Government 
Code section 17556 do not apply. 

CONCLUSION 
The Commission finds that the test claim legislation imposes a reimbursable state-mandated 
program on local agencies within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution and Government Code section 175 14 to perform the following activities: 

Representation and investigation: For indigent defense counsel investigation of the DNA- 
testing and representation of the convicted person (except for drafting and filing the DNA- 
testing motion) effective January 1,2001 (Pen. Code, § 1405, subd. (c) as added by Stats. 
2000, ch. 821). 

Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation: If the person is indigent and 
has met the statutory requirements, and if counsel was not previously appointed by the court, 
for counsel to prepare and file a motion for DNA testing, if appropriate, effective 
January 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)(A)). Also, providing notice of the 
motion to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in the county of conviction, and, if 
known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the evidence sought to be tested" is 
mandated as of January 1,2002 (Pen. Code, 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Prepare and file response to the motion: Effective January 1,2001, to prepare and file a 
response to the motion for testing, if any, by the district attorney "within 60 days of the date 
on which the Attorney General and the district attorney are served with the motion, unless a 
continuance is granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Provide prior test lab reports and data: When the evidence was subjected to DNA or other 
forensic testing previously by either the prosecution or defense, the prosecution or defense, 

85 Letter from J. Tyler McCauley, County of Los Angeles, September 19, 2003, page 5. 

86 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 11 83.1, subdivision (a)(7). 
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whichever previously ordered the testing, provides all parties and the court with access to the 
laboratory reports, underlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in connection with the 
DNA or other biological evidence testing effective January 1, 2001 (Pen. Code, €j 1405, subd. 
(dl). 

Agree on a DNA lab: Effective January 1, 2001, for the public defender and the district 
attorney to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory (Pen. Code, €j 1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

Writ review: Effective January 1, 2001, prepare and file petition, or response to petition, for 
writ review by indigent defense counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's decision 
on the DNA-testing motion (Pen. Code, €j 1405, subd. 0)). 
Retain biological material: Effective January 1, 2001, retain all biological material that is 
secured in connection with a felony case for the period of time that any person remains 
incarcerated in connection with that case (Pen. Code, €j 1417.9, subd. (a)). 

The Commission finds that all other statutes in the test claim, including holding a hearing on the 
DNA- testing motion, are not a reimbursable state-mandated program within the meaning of 
article XI11 B, section 6 and Government Code section 17514. 
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DRAFT PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 
Penal Code Sections 1405 and 141 7.9 

Statutes 2000, Chapter 82 1 ; Statutes 200 1, Chapter 943 

Post Conviction: DNA Court Proceedings (00-TC-2 1 ,  0 1 -TC-08) 

County of Los Angeles, Claimant 

I. SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE 

On July 28,2006, the Coininissioil on State Mandates (Commission) adopted a Statement of 
Decision finding that the test claim legislation imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program 
on local agencies within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6 of the California Constitution 
and Government Code section 175 14 to perform the following activities: 

Representation and investigation: For indigent defense counsel investigation of the 
DNA-testing and representation of the convicted person (except for drafting and filing 
t l ~ e  DNA-testing motion) effective January 1, 200 1 (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. (c) as 
added by Stats. 2000, c l ~ .  821). 

Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation: If the person is indigent 
and has met the statutory requirements, and if counsel was not previously appointed by 
the court, for couilsel to prepare and file a n~otioil for DNA testing, if appropriate, 
effective Jailuary 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)(A)). Also, providing 
notice of the motioil to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in t l ~ e  county of 
conviction, and, if known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the evidence 
sought to be tested" is mandated as of January 1, 2002 (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Prepare and file response to the motion: Effective Jailuary 1, 2001, to prepare and file 
a response to t l ~ e  inotioil for testing, if any, by t l ~ e  district attorney "witl~in 60 days of the 
date on which the Attorney General and the district attorney are served with the motion, 
unless a continuance is granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

Provide prior test lab reports and data: Wl~en the evidence was subjected to DNA or 
other forensic testing previously by either t l ~ e  prosecution or defense, the prosecutioil or 
defense, whichever previously ordered the testing, provides all parties and the court with 
access to the laboratory repoi-ts, u~lderlying data, and laboratory notes prepared in 
connection with tlie DNA or other biological evidence testing effective January 1,2001 
(Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. (d)). 

Agree on a DNA lab: Effective January 1, 2001, for the public defender and the district 
attor~ley to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

Writ review: Effective January 1, 2001, prepare and file petition, or response to petition, 
for writ review by indigent defense counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's 
decision on the DNA-testing motion (Pen. Code, tj 1405, subd. 6)). 
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Retain biological material: Effective January 1, 2001, retain all biological material that 
is secured in connection with a feloily case for the period of time that any person remains 
incarcerated in connection with that case (Pen. Code, 5 1417.9, subd. (a)). 

The Cominission found that all other statutes in the test claim, including holding a hearing on the 
DNA- testing motion, are not a reimbursable state-mandated program within the meaning of 
article XI11 B, section 6 and Government Code section 17514. 

11. ELIGIBLE CLAIMANTS 

Ally city, county, and city and county that incurs increased costs as a result of this reimbursable 
state-mandated prograill is eligible to claim reiinburseinent of those costs. 

111. PERIOD OF REIMBURSEMENT 

Governmeilt Code section 17557, subdivision (c), as amended by Statutes 1998, chapter 68 1, states 
that a test claim shall be submitted on or before June 30 following a given fiscal year to establish 
eligibility for that fiscal year. The County of Los Angeles filed the test claim on June 29, 2001, 
establishing eligibility for fiscal year 1999-2000. However, the operative date of the test claim 
statutes, as enacted by Statutes 2000, chapter 821, is January 1, 2001. Additionally, Penal Code 
section 1405, as amended by Statutes 2001, chapter 943, is operative January 1, 2002. Therefore, 
costs incurred pursuant to Statutes 2000, chapter 82 1, are reimbursable on or after January 1, 200 1, 
and costs incurred pursuant to Statutes 200 1, chapter 943, are reimbursable on or after 
January 1,2002. 

Actual costs for one fiscal year shall be included in each claim. Estimated costs of the 
subsequent year may be included on the same claim, if applicable. Pursuant to Government 
Code section 17561, subdivision (d)(l)(A), all claims for reimbursement of initial fiscal year 
costs shall be submitted to the State Controller within 120 days of the issuance date for the 
claiming instructions. 

If the total costs for a given fiscal year do not exceed $1,000, no reiinburseinent shall be allowed 
except as otherwise allowed by Goverilineilt Code section 17564. 

IV. REIMBURSABLE ACTIVITIES 

To be eligible for mandated cost reimbursement for any fiscal year, only actual costs may be 
claimed. Actual costs are those costs actually incurred to implement the mandated activities. 
Actual costs must be traceable and supported by source docuinents that show the validity of such 
costs, when they were incurred, and their relationship to the reimbursable activities. A source 
document is a document created at or near the same time the actual cost was incurred for the 
event or activity in question. Source documents may include, but are not limited to, employee 
time records or time logs, sign-in sheets, invoices, and receipts. 

Evidence corroborating the source documeilts may include, but is not limited to, worksheets, cost 
allocation reports (system generated), purchase orders, contracts, agendas, training packets, and 
declarations. Declaratioils must include a certification or declaration stating, "I certify (or 
declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and correct,'' and must further con~ply with the requirements of Code of Civil Procedure 
section 201 5.5. Evidence corroborating the source documents may include data relevant to the 
reimbursable activities otherwise in compliance with local, state, and federal governmeilt 
requirements. However, corroborating docuilleilts cannot be substituted for source documents. 
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The claimant is only allowed to claim and be reimbursed for increased costs for reimbursable 
activities identified below. Increased cost is limited to the cost of an activity that the claimant is 
required to incur as a result of the mandate. 

For each eligible claimant, the following activities are reimbursable: 

A. Representation and investigation. Reilnbzrrsenzent period begins January 1, 2001. 

1. For indigent defense counsel investigation of the DNA-testing and representation of the 
convicted person (except for drafting and filing the DNA-testing motion) (Pen. Code, 
5 1405, subd. (c) as added by Stats. 2000, ch. 821). 

B. Prepare and file motion for DNA testing & representation. Reilnbursenzentperiod begins 
January 1, 2002. 

1. If the person is indigent and has met the statutory requirements, and if counsel was not 
previously appointed by the court, for counsel to prepare and file a motion for DNA 
testing, if appropriate (Pen. Code, Ij 1405, subds. (a) & (b)(3)(A)). 

2. Providing notice of the inotion to "the Attorney General, the district attorney in the 
county of conviction, and, if known, the governmental agency or laboratory holding the 
evidence sought to be tested" is mandated (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

C. Prepare and file response to the motion. Reilnburselnenlperiod begins January 1, 2001 

1. Prepare and file a response to the inotion for testing, if any, by the district attorney 
"within 60 days of the date on which the Attorney General and the district attorney are 
served with the motion, unless a continuance is granted for good cause" (Pen. Code, 
5 1405, subd. (c)(2)). 

D. Provide prior test lab reports and data. Reinzburselnenlperiod begins January 1, 2001. 

1. When the evidence was subjected to DIVA or other forensic testing previously by either 
the prosecution or defense, the prosecution or defense, whichever previously ordered the 
testing, provides all parties and the court with access to the laboratory reports, underlying 
data, and laboratory notes prepared in coililection with the DNA or other biological 
evidence testing (Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (d)). 

E. Agree on a DNA lab. Reinzbursenienl period begins Janzrary 1, 2001. 

1. For the public defender and the district attorney to agree on a DNA-testing laboratory 
(Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (g)(2)). 

F. Writ review. Reinzbursenzent period begins January 1, 2001. 

1. Prepare and file petition, or response to petition, for writ review by indigent defense 
counsel and the district attorney of the trial-court's decision on the DNA-testing motion 
(Pen. Code, 5 1405, subd. (j)). 

G. Retain biological material. Reinzbursenzentperiod begins January 1, 2001. 

1. Retain all biological material that is secured in connection with a felony case for the 
period of time that any persoil remains incarcerated in connection with that case 
(Pen. Code, 5 1417.9, subd. (a)). 
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V. CLAIM PREPARATION AND SUBMlSSlON 

Each of the followiilg cost elements must be identified for each reimbursable activity identified 
in Section IV, Reimbursable Activities, of this document. Each claimed reimbursable cost must 
be supported by source documei~tatioi~ as described in Section IV. Additionally, each 
reimbursemei~t claim must be filed in a timely manner. 

A. Direct Cost Reporting 

Direct costs are those costs incurred specifically for the reimbursable activities. The following 
direct costs are eligible for reimbursement. 

1 . Salaries and Benefits 

Report each employee implementing the reimbursable activities by name, job 
classification, and productive hourly rate (total wages and related benefits divided by 
productive hours). Describe the specific reimbursable activities performed and the hours 
devoted to each reimbursable activity performed. 

2. Materials and S~~ppl ies  

Report the cost of materials and supplies that have been consumed or expended for the 
purpose of the reimbursable activities. Purchases shall be claimed at the actual price 
after deducting discoui~ts, rebates, and allowailces received by the claimant. Supplies 
that are withdrawn froin illveiltory shall be charged on an appropriate and recognized 
method of costing, coilsisteiltly applied. 

3. Coiltracted Services 

Report the name of the contractor and services performed to implement the reimbursable 
activities. If the contractor bills for time and materials, report the number of hours spent 
on the activities and all costs charged. If the coiltract is a fixed price, report the services 
that were performed during the period covered by the reimbursement claim. If the 
contract services are also used for purposes other than the reiinbursable activities, only 
the pro-rata portioil of the services used to implement the reimbursable activities can be 
claimed. Submit coiltract coilsultailt and attorney invoices with the claim and a 
descriptioil of the contract scope of services. 

4. Fixed Assets and Equipment 

Report the purchase price paid for fixed assets and equipment (including computers) 
necessary to impleineilt the reimbursable activities. The purchase price iilcludes taxes, 
delivery costs, and iilstallatioil costs. If the fixed asset or equipment is also used for 
purposes other than the reimbursable activities, only the pro-rata portion of the purchase 
price used to implement the reimbursable activities can be claimed. 

5. Travel 

Report the name of the employee traveling for the purpose of the reimbursable activities. 
Include the date of travel, destination point, the specific reimbursable activity requiring 
travel, and related travel expenses reimbursed to the employee in compliance with the 
rules of the local jurisdiction. Report enlployee travel time according to the rules of cost 
element A. 1 ,  Salaries and Benefits, for each applicable reimbursable activity. 
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B. Indirect Cost Rates 

Indirect costs are costs that are incurred for a common or joiilt purpose, benefiting more than one 
program, and are not directly assignable to a particular department or program without efforts 
disproportionate to the result achieved. Indirect costs may include both (1) overhead costs of the 
unit performing the mandate; and (2) the costs of the central government services distributed to 
the other departments based on a systematic and rational basis through a cost allocation plan. 

Compensation for indirect costs is eligible for reimbursement utilizing the procedure provided in 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-87. Claimants have the option of 
using 10% of direct labor, excluding fringe benefits, or preparing an Indirect Cost Rate Proposal 
(ICRP) if the iildirect cost rate claimed exceeds 10%. 

If the claimailt chooses to prepare an ICRP, both the direct costs (as defined and described in 
OMB Circular A-87 Attachments A and B) and the indirect costs shall exclude capital 
expenditures and unallowable costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular A-87 
Attachments A and B). However, unallowable costs must be included in the direct costs if they 
represent activities to which indirect costs are properly allocable. 

The distribution base inay be (1) total direct costs (excluding capital expenditures and other 
distorting items, such as pass-through funds, major subcontracts, etc.), (2) direct salaries and 
wages, or (3) another base which results in an equitable distribution. 

I11 calculating an ICRP, the claiinant shall have the choice of one of the following 
methodologies: 

1. The allocation of allowable iildirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular 
A-87 Attaclmeilts A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) classifying a department's 
total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing the total 
allowable indirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable distributioil base. 
The result of this process is an indirect cost rate which is used to distribute indirect 
costs to mandates. The rate should be expressed as a percentage which the total 
amount allowable iildirect costs bears to the base selected; or 

2. The allocatioil of allowable indirect costs (as defined and described in OMB Circular 
A-87 Attachments A and B) shall be accomplished by (1) separating a departmeilt 
into groups, such as divisions or sections, and then classifyiilg the division's or 
section's total costs for the base period as either direct or indirect, and (2) dividing 
the total allowable iildirect costs (net of applicable credits) by an equitable 
distribution base. The result of this process is an indirect cost rate that is used to 
distribute indirect costs to mandates. The rate should be expressed as a percentage 
which the total amouilt allowable indirect costs bears to the base selected. 

VI. RECORD RETENTION 

Pursuaizt to Government Code section 17558.5, subdivision (a), a reimbursement claim for actual 
costs filed by a local agency or school district pursuant to this chapter1 is subject to the initiation 
of an audit by the Controller no later than three years after the date that the actual reimbursement 
claim is filed or last amended, whichever is later. However, if no funds are appropriated or no 
payment is made to a claiinant for the prograin for the fiscal year for which the claim is filed, the 

This refers to Title 2, division 4, part 7, chapter 4 of  the Governinent Code. 
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time for the Controller to initiate an audit shall commence to run from the date of initial payment 
of the claim. In any case, an audit shall be completed not later than two years after the date that 
the audit is commenced. All documents used to support the reimbursable activities, as described 
in Section IV, must be retained during the period subject to audit. If an audit has been initiated 
by the Controller during the period subject to audit, the retention period is extended until the 
ultimate resolution of ally audit findings. 

VII. OFFSETTING SAVINGS AND REIMBURSENIENTS 

Any offsetting savings the claimant experiences in the same program as a result of the same 
statutes or executive orders found to contain the mandate shall be deducted from the costs 
claimed. In addition, reimbursement for this mandate from ally source, including but not limited 
to, service fees collected, federal funds, and other state funds, shall be identified and deducted 
from this claim. 

VIII. STATE CONTROLLER'S CLAIMING INSTRUCTIONS 

Pursuant to Goverimleiit Code section 17558, subdivision (b), the Coiltroller shall issue claiming 
instructions for each mandate that requires state reimbursement not later than 60 days after 
receiving the adopted paraineters and guidelines from the Commission, to assist local agencies 
and school districts in claiming costs to be reimbursed. Tlie claiming instructions shall be 
derived from the test claim decision and the parameters and guidelines adopted by the 
Commission. 

Pursuant to Governmelit Code section 1756 1, subdivision (d)(l), issuance of the claiming 
instructions shall constitute a notice of tlie riglit of the local agencies and school districts to file 
reimbursement claims, based upon parameters and guidelines adopted by the Conimission. 

IX. REMEDIES BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

Upoil request of a local agency or school district, the Coinmission shall review the claiming 
instructions issued by the State Controller or any other authorized state agency for 
reimburseinent of mandated costs pursuant to Government Code section 1757 1. If the 
Comniission determines that the claiming instructions do not conform to the parameters and 
guidelines, the Commission shall direct the Controller to modify the claiming instructions and 
the Controller shall modify the claiming instructions to conform to the parameters and guidelines 
as directed by the Commission. 

In addition, requests may be made to amend parameters and guidelines pursuant to Government 
Code section 175 57, subdivision (d), and California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1 183.2. 

X. LEGAL AND FACTUAL BASIS FOR THE PARAMETERS AND GUIDELINES 

The Stateinent of Decision is legally binding on all parties and provides tlie legal and factual 
basis for the parameters and guidelines. The support for the legal and factual findings is found in 
the administrative record for tlie test claim. The adiniilistrative record, including the Statement 
of Decision, is on file with tlie Commission. 
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BEFORE THE 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IhT RE TEST CLAIM: NO. 03-TC-11 

Elections Code Sections 3 100, 3 101, 3 103, 
3 104,3 106,3 108,3 110,3200,3201,3202, 
3203,3204,3205, and 3206; 

Statutes 1994, Chapter 920; Statutes 1996, 
Chapter 724; Statutes 2001, Chapter 91 8; 
Statutes 2001, Chapter 922; Statutes 2002, 
Chapter 664; Statutes 2003, Chapter 347; 

Perl?zanent Absent Voter 11 

STATEMENT OF DECISION PURSUAIVT TO 
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 17500 ET 
SEQ.; CALIFORNIA CODE OF 
REGULATIONS, TITLE 2, DIVISION 2, 
CHAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7 

Filed on September 26, 2003, and amended 1 

STATEMENT OF DECISIOIV 

on January 27,2004, by County of 
Sacramento, Claimant. 

The attached Statement of Decision of the Commission on State Mandates is hereby 
adopted in the above-entitled matter. 

(Adopted on July 28, 2006) 



Hearing Date: July 28, 2006 
J:\MANDATES\2003\TC\O3 -tc- 1 1 iTC\adoptedSOD.doc 

BEFORE THE 

COI\/IMISSIOIV 01V STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IhT RE TEST CLAIM: Case No.: 03-TC-l l 

Permanent Absent Voters 11 

Statutes 1994, Chapter 920; Statutes 1996, 
Chapter 724; Statutes 2001, Chapter 918; 
Statutes 200 1, Chapter 922; Statutes 2002, 
Chapter 664; Statutes 2003, Chapter 347; 

Elections Code Sections 3 100, 3 10 1, 3 103, 3 104, 
3106,3108,3110,3200,3201,3202,3203, 
3204,3205, and 3206; 

CODE OF REGULATIONS, TITLE 2, 
DIVISION 2, CI-IAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7 

PROPOSED STATEMENT OF DECISION 
PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE 
SECTION 17500 ET SEQ.; CALIFORNIA 

(Adopted on July 28,2006) 

Filed on September 26, 2003, and ainended 011 

January 27, 2004, by County of Sacramento, 
Claimant. 

PROPOSED STATEMENT OF DECISION 
The Cominission on State Mandates ("Commission") heard and decided this test claim during a 
regularly scheduled hearing on July 28,2006. Panlela Stone of Maximus, and Alice Jarboe, 
Assistant Registrar of Voters, appeared 011 behalf of claimant, County of Sacramento. 
Susan Geanacou appeared on behalf of the Departlnent of Finance. 

The law applicable to the Commission's determination of a reinlbursable state-mandated 
program is article XI11 B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code section 
17500 et seq., and related case law. 

The Commission adopted the staff analysis to partially approve this test claim at the hearing by a 
vote of 7-0. 

Summary of Findings 

Claimant, County of Sacramento, filed this test claim 011 Septeinber 26, 2003, and an amendment 
on January 27, 2004, "to reflect changes in the election law pertaining to Permanent Absent 
Voters since the first test clailn was filed." The Conlinission previously determined Elections 
Code sections 1450 through 1456 imposed a reimbursable state-mandated program in an earlier 
test claim Pernzancizt Absent Voters (CSM-4358) decision, effective September 21, 1989. Prior 
to the enactment of the current test clainl legislation, Electioils Code sections 1450 through 1456 
provided that oilly voters with specified disabilities could apply for perinanent absent voter 
status. 
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Statutes 1994, chapter 920 reorganized the entire Elections Code, including the repeal of 
Elections Code sections 1450 tlriough 1456. and reenactinent of those provisions as Elections 
Code sections 3200 through 3206. The other statutes claiined in Perrizanent Absent Voters 11, 
further amended the Elections Code, including substantive changes in 2001 allowing all 
registered voters to apply for perinanent absent voter status, rather than limiting eligibility to 
those voters with specific disabilities or conditions, as was the case under prior law. 

The Commission concludes that Elections Code sections 3201 and 3203, subdivision (b)(2) 
mandates a new prograin or higher level of service 011 counties within the meaning of article XI11 
B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and iinpose costs mandated by the state pursuant to 
Government Code section 175 14, for the following specific new activities: 

County elections officials shall inalte an application for permanent absent voter status 
available to any voter. (Elec. Code, 5 3201, as amended by Stats. 2001, ch. 922, Stats. 
2002, ch. 664, and Stats. 2003, cl1. 347.) 

The above activity replaces the activity in Pcr~nanent Ahsent Votcrs I which was limited to those 
voters who provided evidence of certain physical disabilities. 

Include in all absentee ballot mailings to the voter an explanation of the absentee voting 
procedure and an explanation of Elections Code section 3206. (Elec. Code, 5 3203, subd. 
(b)(2), as amended by Stats. 200 1, ch. 922.) 

The Comn~ission concludes that Elections Code sections 3200, 3202, 3203, subdivisions (a) and 
(b)(l) and (b)(3), 3204, 3205, subdivision (a) and 3206, as renuinbered and reenacted by Statutes 
1994, chapter 920 do not mandate new reiinbursable state-mandated prograins within the 
ineaning of article XI11 B, section 6, and Govenlment Code section 175 14, but remain a part of 
the Permanent Absenl Jibtcr program, as it now exists. Any references to former Elections Code 
sections 1450, 1452, 1454. 1455 and 1456 in the Pernzanent Absent Voters I parameters and 
guidelines should be designated by their new niuil~bers when the parameters and guidelines are 
amended. 

In addition, the Coinn~ission coi~cludes that Statutes 2003, chapter 347, as it amended Elections 
Code sections 3 100, 3 101 and 3 103, does not inaildate a new prograin or l~ ig l~e r  level of service. 

BACKGROUND 
Prior to the enactinent of the test claiin legislation, Elections Code sections 1450 through 1456 
provided that only voters wit11 specified disabilities could apply for permanent absent voter 
status. The Coinmissioi~ previously determined these sections to constitute a reimbursable state- 
mandated prograin in the test claiin Pernzuncnt Absent Voters (CSM-4358) [hereafter Permanent 
Absent Voters 4. 
In the Permanen/ Absent Volers I Statenlent of Decision, effective September 21, 1989, the 
Con~mission concluded 

that sections 1450 tlrough 1456, as added by Chapter 1422182, require counties to 
impleinent a new program because the county clerk must now: (1) establish and 
maintain a list of perinanent absent voters who provide evidence of pl~ysical 
disability, (2) inail absent voter ballots to such voters for each election in which 
they are eligible to vote, and (3) delete lrom the perinanent absent voter list any 
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person who fails to return an executed absent voter ballot for any statewide direct 
priinary or general election. 

Furthermore, the Coillinission directs staff and the involved parties to consider 
any offsetting savings during the development of the parameters and guidelines. 

Thus, the Cominission deterilliiled that prior to the operation of Statutes 1982, chapter 1422, 
there was no permanent absent voters program. Statutes 1994, chapter 920 reorganized the entire 
Elections Code, including the repeal of Electioils Code sections 1450 through 1456, and 
reenactment of those provisions as Electioils Code sections 3200 through 3206. The other 
statutes claimed in Pernlanerzt Absent Vo/er,v 11, further ainended the Elections Code, making 
both technical changes in wording, as well as substailtive changes. The substantive changes 
made in 2001 allow all registered voters to apply for perinaileilt absent voter status, rather than 
limiting eligibility to those voters with specific disabilities or conditions, as was the case under 
prior law. 

Claimant's Position 

Claimant, Couilty of Sacramento, filed this test clainl on Septeiilber 26, 2003, and an amendment 
on January 27, 2004,' "to reflect changes in the election law pertaining to Permanent Absent 
Voters since the first test claiiil was filed." Claimant contends that Elections Code sections 
3 100, 3 10 1 ,2 3 103, 3 104, 3 106, 3 108, 3 1 10, and 3200 through 3206 constit~~tes a reimbursable 
state-mandated program. Following are sollie of tlie reiinbursable activities asserted by the 
claimant: 

Providing perinanent absent ballot applications. 

Receiving and processing permanent absent ballot applications. 

Sendiilg a copy of the list of all voters who qualify as permanent absent voters to city or 
district elections officials. 

Preparing, printing, and sending sainple ballots. 

Providing the perillanelit absent voter roll to city and district election officials. 

Making the roll available for public inspection. 

Maiiltainiiig the roll, including purging voters fi-om the permaiient absent voter list, when 
the voter fails to vote in any statewide direct primary or general election, and reinstating a 
voter's name on the roll ~ ~ p o n  the voter's request. 

Paying for increased postage of mailing out ballots to a larger perinaiient absent voter 
roll. 

Claimant also requests that the parameters and guidelines for P~er~~anen t  Absent Voters I be 
amended to include the findiiigs for the preseilt test claim. 

Potential reimbursement period for this claim begins no earlier than July 1, 2002. (Gov. Code, 
5 17557, subd. (c).) 

Page 5 of the Ainended Test Claiin Filing actually names section "3 121 ," but as the rest of the 
numbers are in sequence, this is presumed to be a typographical error. 
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In a response to Department of Finance's December 2003 coininents on the test claim filing, 
claimant further alleges activities for: dealing with additional provisional voters "who have 
permanent absent voter status, . . . but appear to vote in person;" answering additional phone calls 
at election time from voters who "forget they are on the permanent absentee voter roll;" and 
comparing the signature on absentee ballots with those on file, "to malte sure that it was the voter 
who completed and signed the absentee ballot." 

No comments were received on the draft staU ailalysis from the claiinailt or interested parties. 

Department of Finance's Position 

DOF filed comments on December 4, 2003, and May 27, 2004, addressing the allegations stated 
in the test claim and subsequeilt ainendment. DOF ultiinately concluded that the test claim 
statutes "expanded the scope of the perinailent absent voter prograin to include all voters," which 
"could represent a higher level of service.. ." 
No comments were received on the draft staff ailalysis from DOF or any other state agencies. 

COMMISSION FINDINGS 
The courts have found that article XIII B, section 6, of the California ~onst i tu t ion~ recognizes 
the state constitutional restrictions on the powers of local goverilineilt to tax and spend.4 "Its 
purpose is to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out 
governnlental functions to local agencies, which are 'ill equipped' to assume increased financial 
respoilsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that articles XI11 A and XI11 B 
impose.'" A test claiiu statute or executive order may iinpose a reimbursable state-mandated 
program if it orders or cominailds a local agency or school district to engage in an activity or 
task.6 In addition, the required activity or taslt inust be new, constituting a "new program," or it 
must create a "higher level of service" over the previously required level of ~ e r v i c e . ~  

The courts have defined a "program" subject to article XI11 B, section 6, of the California 
Constitution, as one that carries out the goverilinental function of providing public services, or a 

Article XIII B, section 6, subdivision (a), provides: (a) Whenever the Legislature or any state 
agency mandates a new program or higher level of service on ally local government, the state 
shall provide a subvention of f ~ ~ i l d s  to reimburse that local governnleilt for the costs of the 
program or increased level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need not, provide a 
subvention of funds for the following mandates: (1) Legislative mandates requested by the local 
agency affected. (2) Legislatioil defining a new crime or changing an existing definition of a 
crime. (3) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or executive orders or 
regulations initially iinplemeilting legislatioil enacted prior to January 1, 1975. 
4 Department of Finance v. C o ~ ~ ~ ~ i s s i o n  on lStnte Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 735. 

Counly of Snn Diego v. Sf~rte of'CaliJornia (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 8 1. 

d on^ Beach Unified School Dist. v. State qfcnlifornio (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 174. 

Sun Diego Un$ed School Dist. v. Conzn~is.rion on Stcrte Mnnciates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878, 
(Sun Diego Unified School Dist.); Lzlcin M~cr Unified Scl.zool Dist. v. Honig (1 988) 44 Cal.3d 
830, 835 (Lucia Ma/;). 
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law that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts to implement a state 
policy, but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.' To determine if the 
program is new or iinposes a higher level of service, the test claim legislation must be compared 
with the legal requirements in effect iinmediately before the enactinent of the test claim 
legislation.9 A "higher level of service" occurs when the new "requirements were intended to 
provide an enhanced service to the public."1° 

Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must impose costs mandated by 
the state.' 

The Coinmission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence of 
state-rnandated prograins within the ineai~ii~g of article XI11 B. section 6.12 In making its 
decisions, the Coininissioil must strictly construe ai-ticle XI11 B, sectioil6, and not apply it as an 
"equitable reinedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities."'3 

Issue 1: Is the test claim legislation subject to article XI11 B, section 6, of the 
California Constitution? 

In order for the test claim legislation to be subject to article XI11 B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution, the legislation inust constitute a "prograin." In Cozcnly of Los Angeles v. State of 
California, the California Supreme Court defined the word "program" within the meaning of 
article XI11 B, sectioil6 as one that carries out the goverilmental f~ulction of providing a service 
to the public, or laws which, to impleineilt a state policy, impose unique requirements on local 
governments and do not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.14 The court has 
held that only one of these findings is necessal-y. 15 

The Cominissioil finds that requiring a perinaileilt absent voter process iinposes a program within 
the meaning of article XI11 B, sectioil 6 of the California Constitutioil under both tests. County 

 an Diego UnifiedSchool Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in 
County of Los Angeles I). Stale o f  Cnlifornitr (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; see also Lucia Ma]; supra, 
44 Cal.3d 830, 835.) 
9 San Diego Unifje~i School Dist., stpra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lzccia Mcrr, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 

l o  San Diego UnifiedSchool Dist.. szpm, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878. 
I I County of Fresno v. Slale of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; Counly of Sonoma v. 
Commission on State Manu'crtes (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284 (Counly of Sonoma); 
Government Code sections 175 14 and 17556. 

l 2  Kinlaw v. State qf C'aljfornia (1 991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 33 1-334; Government Code sections 
17551 and 17552. 

l 3  Cotinty of Sonomtr, .szqra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing City qf San Jose V .  State of 
California (1 996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1 8 17. 
14 Counly of Los Angeles, szpm, 43 Cal.3d at page 56. 

l 5  Carme1 Valley Fire Profeclion Dist. v. State of California (1 987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537. 
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elections officials provide a service to the ineinbers of the public who want to become permanent 
absent voters. The test clailll legislation also requires local elections officials to engage in 
administrative activities solely applicable to local government, thereby imposing unique 
requirelnents upon counties that do not apply generally to all residents and entities of the state. 

Accordingly, the Coininission finds that the test claiin legislation constitutes a "program" and, 
thus, may be subject to subventioi~ pursuant to article XI11 B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution if the legislation also mandates a new program or higher level of service, and costs 
mandated by the state. 

Issue 2: Does the test claim legislation mandate a new program or higher level of 
service on counties within the meaning of article XI11 B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution? 

I11 order to be subject to article XI11 B, section 6, of the California Constit~ltion, test claim 
legislation inust mandate a state-mandated activity on a local agency or school district.I6 Courts 
have adopted a "strict construction" interpretation of article XI11 B, section 6.17 Consistent with 
this narrow interpretation, the tern1 "mandate" has been construed according to its commonly 
understood meaning as an "order" or "~ommand." '~  Thus, the test claim legislation must require 
a local government entity to perform an activity in order to fall within the scope of article XI11 B, 
section 6. 

According to the well-settled rules of stati~tory construction, an examination of a statute claimed 
to constitute a reimbursable state mandate begins with the plain language of the statute, and 
"where the language is clear there is no room for ii~terpretation."'~ Where the Legislature has 
not found it appropriate to include express requirements in a statute, it is inappropriate for a court 
to write such requirements into the statute.'"lle California Supreme Court has noted that "[wle 
cannot.. . read a inandate into language which is plainly discretionary."" 

Test claim legislation mandates a new prograin or higher level of service within an existing 
program when it compels a local agency or school district to perform activities not previously 
required." The courts have defined a "higher level of service" in conjunction with the phrase 
"new program" to give the subvention requirement of article XI11 B, section 6 meaning. 
Accordingly, "it is apparent that the subveiltion req~~irement for increased or higher level of 
service is directed to state-mandated increases ill the services provided by local agencies in 
existing programs."23 A statute or executive order mandates a reimbursable "higher level of 

Kern High School Dist., supra, 30 Cal.4th 727, 740. 
17 City of Scln Jose, szpra, 45 Cal.App.4th 1 802, 18 16- 17. 

l 8  Long Beach Unified School Dist., szpnr, 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 174. 

l 9  City qf Mevced v. Stute of C~llifornia (1 984) 153 Cal.App.3d 777. 

Whitcomb Hotel, Inc. v. Ccrlijornio En~l,loj;n~ent Comn~ission (1944) 24 Cal.App.2d 753, 757. 

City qf Scln Jose, szpra, 45 Cal.App.4tl1 1802, 18 16. 

'' Lucin Mar Unified School Dist., s tpra ,  44 Cal.3d 830, 836. 

23 Cozlnty qfLos Angeles, .szqxpa, 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; Scrn Diego Unified School District, supra, 33 
Cal.4th 859. 874. 
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service" when the statute or executive order, as compared to the legal requirements in effect 
immediately before the eilactineilt of the test claim legislation, increases the actual level of 
governmental service provided in the existing program.2" 

Reeilactment and Renumbering by Statutes 1994, Chapter 920: 

Elections Code Sections 3200, 3202 and 3204: 

As reenacted and renumbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, Elections Code section 3200 states: 

A voter who qualifies under this chapter shall be entitled to become a permanent 
absent voter. 

As reenacted and renumbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, Electioils Code section 3202 states: 

In lieu of executing the applicatioil set forth in Section 3201, any voter may 
execute a request for permailent absent voter status by making a written request to 
the county elections official requesting the status. If a written request is received 
by the couilty elections official and it coiltains the information set forth in Section 
3201, the elections official shall process that application in the illaimer provided 
in Section 3203. 

As reenacted and renuinbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, Elections Code section 3204 states: 

The county elections official shall send a copy of the list of all voters who qualify 
as perinaneilt absent voters to each city electioils official or district elections 
official charged with the duty of cond~~cting an electioil within the county. The 
list shall be sent by the sixth day before an election. 

These sections are identical to prior law, which was already determined in Permanent Absent 
Voters I. An uilcodified portion of Stat~~tes 1994, chapter 920 states the following legislative 
intent: 

SEC. 3. It is the inteilt of the Legislature in eilactiilg this act to reorganize and 
clarify the Elections Code and thereby facilitate its administration. The 
Legislature intends that the cl~anges made to thc Elections Code, as reorganized 
by this act, have only techilical and iloilsubstantive effect. Hence, no change made 
by this act shall be construed to creatc ally new right, duty, or other obligation that 
did not exist on the effective date of this act, or result in the limitation or 
termination of any right, duty, or othcr obligation that existed on the effective date 
of this act. 

SEC. 4. The Legislature finds that the reorganization of the Elections Code 
pursuant to this act, in view of the i~oilsubstantive statutory changes made, will 
not result in new or additional costs to local agencies responsible for the conduct 
of elections or charged with ally duties or respoilsibilities in coilnection therewith. 

24 sari Diego Unified School Disf., szpra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Locia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 
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The Commission makes a general finding, in accordaiice with tlie legislative intent stated in the 
uncodified portioii of Statutes 1994, cliapter 920, tliat a reiiuiiibered or restated statute is not a 
newly enacted provision. In addition, Electioiis Code sectioil2 provides: 

The provisioils of this code, insofar as they are substantially the same as existing 
statutory provisions relating to the same subject matter, shall be construed as 
restatements and continuatioi~s, and not as new enactments. 

The rationale bellind Elections Code section 2 is in accordance wit11 the holding of In re Martin's 
Estate (1 908) 153 Cal. 225, 229, which explains the general rule of statutory construction for 
repeal, replacement and renumbering, as follows: 

Where there is an express repeal of an existing statute, and a re-enactment of it at 
the same time, or a repeal and a re-enactment of a portioil of it, the re-enactment 
neutralizes the repeal so far as tlie old law is continued in force. It operates 
without interruption where the re-enactment takes effect at the same 

The Commission finds that when a statute is renumbered or reenacted, oilly substantive changes 
to the law creating new duties or activities ineets the criteria for finding a reimbursable state 
mandate. Thus, the Coininission finds that Elections Code sections 3200, 3202, and 3204, as 
reenacted and renumbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, do not inandate a new program or 
higher level of service. However, any references to former Elections Code sections 1450, 1452, 
and 1454 in the Perl71anenl Absent Volers I parameters and guidelines should be designated by 
the new numbers when the parameters and guideliiles are amended. 

Further Changes to Permanent Absenl Vo/er.,s I Test Claiin Legislation: 

Elections Code Section 3201: 

As reenacted and renuinbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, and subsequently amended by 
Statutes 2001, chapter 91 8,26 Statutes 2001, chapter 922, Statutes 2002, chapter 664,27 and 
Statutes 2003, chapter 347,28 Elections Code section 3201 provides: 

Any voter inay apply for perinanent absent voter status. Application for 
permanent absent voter status shall be made in accordance with Sectioil 3001, 
3 100, or 3304. The voter shall complete an application, which shall be available 
from the county elections official, and which shall contaiil all of the following: 

(a) The applicant's naine at length. 
(b) The applicant's residence address. 
(c) The address where ballot is to be mailed, if different froin tlie place of 

25 In re Martin's Estute (1908) 153 Cal. 225, 220. See also 15 0ps.Cal.Atty.Gen. 49 (1950). 

26   his ainendment was never operative upon t l~e  subsequeilt adoption of Statutes 2001, chapter 
922. (Affected by two or inore acts at the saine session of the legislature, see Gov. Code, 
5 9605.) 

27 Code maiiltenance bill, non-substantive changes. 

28 Added references to Elections Code sections 3 100 and 3304. 
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residence. 
(d) The signature of the applicant. 

Prior to Statutes 1982, chapter 1422, no permanent absent voter prograin existed. Statutes 1982, 
chapter 1422, approved as a reimbursable state-mandated prograin in Permanenl Absent Voters I 
provided a list of specific coilditions or disabilities required to qualify for permanent absent voter 
status. The 2001 ainendineilt substantively changed the law to expand eligibility to all voters. 
This ainendmeilt goes beyond creating a higher level of service in an existing program, but rather 
creates an entirely different program. Illstead of a perinanent absent voter program created for a 
select group of voters who provide proof of certain disabling conditions, the Legislature now 
allows any registered voter to file with couilty electioils officials for permanent absent voter 
status. Operative Jailuary 1, 2002 a new permanent absent voter program was substituted for the 
previous reiinbursable state mandate. 

Therefore, the Coininission finds that Electioils Code sectioil3201, mandates a new program or 
higher level of service on counties for the rollowiilg activity: 

County electioils officials shall inalte a11 application for perinaneilt absent voter status 
available to ally voter. 

The above activity replaces the activity in Pern~nnent Absent Voters I which was limited to those 
voters who provided evidence of certain physical disabilities. 

Elections Code Seclion 3203: 

As reenacted and renuinbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, and subsequeiltly amended by 
Statutes 1996, chapter 724,2"tatutes 200 1, chapter 922, and Statutes 2003, chapter 347, 
Elections Code section 3203 provides: 

(a) Upoil receipt of an applicatioil [or pcrinaileilt absent voter status, the county 
elections official shall process the application in the same mailner as an 
applicatioil for a regular absent voter's ballot. or, in the case of an application 
made pursuant to Section 3 100 or 3304, in the saine manner as ail application for 
a special absent voter ballot or overscas ballot. 

(b) In addition to processing applicatioils in accordance with Chapter 1 
(commencing with Section 3000), iTit is determined that the applicant is a 
registered voter, the county electioils official shall do the following: 

(1) Place the voter's name upon a list of those to whom an absentee ballot is sent 
each time there is an electioil within their precinct. 

(2) Iilclude in all absentee ballot illailiilgs to the voter an explailatioil of the 
absentee voting procedure and an explailation of Section 3206. 

(3) Maintain a copy of the absentee ballot voter list on file open to the public 
inspectioil for electioil and gove~*nineiltal purposes. 

Statutes 2001, chapter 922 added subdivisioll (b)(2) requiring the iilclusion of an explanation of 
absentee voting procedures and of Elections Code sectioil3206 in all absentee ballot mailings. 

29 Made non-substantive changes. 
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Statutes 2003, chapter 347 added the clause in subdivisioil (a) referencing Electioils Code 
sections 3 100 and 3304. 

Prior to the amendment by Statutes 2001, chapter 922, county electioils officials did not have a 
statutory duty to "Include in all absentee ballot inailiilgs to the voter an explanation of the 
absentee voting procedure and an explanation of Section 3206." Elections Code section 3206 is 
the provision that requires couilties to purge ila~nes from the perinailent absent voter rolls when a 
voter fails to return an absentee ballot for specijied elections. Providing this information to 
voters mandates a new program or higher level of service upon counties for the following 
activity: 

Iilclude in all absentee ballot mailings to the voter an explanation of the absentee voting 
procedure and an explanation of Electioils Code section 3206. 

The remainder of Elections Code sectioil 3203 is substantively identical to prior law, which was 
already decided by the Coininissioil in Per*r77c/nent Absent Voters I, and remains a reimbursable 
state-mandated program. 

Elections Code Section 3205: 

As reenacted and renumbered by Statutes 1904. chapter 920, and subsequently amended by 
Statutes 2001, chapter 925, Elections Code section 3205 provides: 

(a) Absent voter ballots inailed to, and received from, voters on the permanent 
absent voter list are subject to the salne deadlines and shall be processed and 
couilted in the saine inailller as all other absent voter ballots. 

(b) Prior to each primary election, co~mty elections officials shall mail to every 
voter not affiliated with a political party whose name appears on the permanent 
absent voter list a notice and application regarding voting in the primary election. 
The notice shall iilibrin the voter that hc or she inay request an absentee ballot for 
a particular political party for the prinlary election, if that political party adopted a 
party rule, duly iloticed to the Secretary of State, authorizing these voters to vote 
in their primary. The notice shall also contain a toll-fiee telephone number, 
established by the Secretary of State, that the voter inay call to access illformation 
regarding which political parties havc adopted such a rule. The application shall 
coiltain a check-off box with a coilspicuously printed statement that reads as 
follows: "I am not preseiltly a-ffiliatcd with ally political party. However, for this 
primary electioil only, I request an absentee ballot for the Party." The name 
of the political party shall be persoilally affixed by the voter. 

Subdivision (a) is substantively identical to prior law, which was already determined in 
Permanent Absent Voters I. T11e Coinlnissioll finds that when a statute is renumbered or 
reenacted, oilly substailtive changes to the law creating new duties or activities ineets the criteria 
for finding a reimbursable state mandate, l'hus, the Cominissioil finds that Electioils Code 
section 3205, subdivision (a), as reenacted and reiluinbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, does 
not mandate a new prograin or higher level of scrvice. However, any references to former 
Electioils Code section 1455 in the Pel'i71anci1i Absent Voters I parameters and guidelines should 
be designated by the new nuinbers when the paranleters and guidelines are amended. 
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Subdivision (b) was added by Statutcs 2001, chapter 925, however this statute was not pled as 
part ofthis test claim. Claiinant insteacl states on page 3, footnote 3. oi'the test claim filing: 
"Please note that a test claiim 11as been filed regarding this provision, which is commonly referred 
to as Modified Primary. That test claim, and all iiliilgs pertaining thereto, is iilcorporated herein 
by reference as though set lbrth in its entirety." Statutes 2001, chapter 925 was not included in 
the Permane~t Al~sent Vo/er.r /I  test claiin filing, and another test claim caililot be incorporated 
by reference due to requirements that all test claiills be pled wit11 specificity (former Cal. Code 
Regs., tit. 2. section 11 83, subd. (d)(l). now coclified as Gov. Code, 5 17553.) Therefore the 
Comillissioil canilot reach the merits on Elections Code section 3205, subdivision (b) as part of 
the present test claiill decision. 

Elections ('ode S e c t i o ~ ~  3206: 

Elections C:ocle section 3206 was reellacted ancl renumbered by Statutes 1994, chapter 920, as 
discussed above. The Per~licn~ent Abse17t V o t c ~ : ~  I parameters and guideliiles already includes an 
activity for deleting from the permanent absent voter list any person who fails to return an 
executed absent voter ballot ibr ally statewide primary or general election. The section was later 
ainended to rcnlove the reference to "l-ximary," and then again to require that a persoil be 
removccl only after failing to vote in t\Yo consecutive gcilcral elections. IHowever, those statutes 
have not beell pled by the claimant, therefore tlic C:ommission does not have jurisdiction to make 
any findings 011 any this s e c l i ~ n . ~ ~ ~ o w e v e r .  tlic hasic activity of deleting permanent absent 
voters froin the list ~vllen they do not vote in an election reinaiils a reimbursable activity. 

Thus, the C:ominission finds that Elections Codc sectioil 3206, as reenacted and reilumbered by 
Statutes 1994, chapter 930, does not manclatc a new program or higher level of service. 
However, any references to foriner Elections Codc sections 1456 in the Perllznnent Ab.sent Voters 
I parameters and guidelines should be designated by the new nuinber when the parameters and 
guidelines are amended. 

Special Absentee Voters: New Program Allegctl Mandatecl by Statutes 2003, Chapter 347: 

In the test claim ainendincnt lilecl on January 27. 2004, claiinant contends that Election Code 
sections 3 100, 3 101 ,31 and 3 103, as amended by Statutes 2003, chapter 347,32 constitute a 

30 The claimant pled Statutes 2003, chapter 347. but thc scction was aineilded by the later- 
enacted Statutes 2003. chapter 8 19 (sec Gov. Code. $ 9405), and then again by Statutes 2005, 
chapter 1 1 3. 
3 1 Page 5 ofthe Amended l'est Claiin Filing actually lists section .'3 121 ." but as the rest of the 
iluinbers are in sequence, this is presuined to be a typographical error. 
32 Although on page 5 of the Amended Test Claiin Filing, claimant statcs: "The inandated 
activities are coiltailled in Elections Code, Sections ... 31 04, 3 106, 3 108, 3 I I 0, ..." claimant does 
not mal<e any allegations regarding these sections ill the narrative. The Commission's process 
requires tliat all test claiins be pled with specificity (formcr Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, section 11 83, 
subd. (d)(l), now codified as Gov. Code, 17553. Gov. ('ode. $ 17553, subd. (b)(2)(C) 
requires: "Declaratioi~s c/e.scrihing ~e t l l  ~ctiviticv pel.funl?cd to illl~dellierzt specified provisions uf 
the new stutzite or executive order alleged to iml>osc a reimbursable state-maildated program. 
Specific references shall bc inade to chapters, articles, sections, or page iluinbers alleged to 
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reimbursable state-mandated program. These code sections are not directly related to the 
Permanent Absent Voters I test claim. Claimanl's allegations regarding this statute follow: 

Additionally, with the passage of AB 188, Chapter 347, Statutes of 2003, there is 
a new absent voter, the "special absentee voter" under Section 3 100. Pursuant to 
sectioii 3 103(e), [sic, reference is to subd. (fl] said person may register to vote by 
fax, and elections inaterials may be sent via e-mail, fax or other electronic 
transmission. However, if the person requests permanent absentee status, the 
application is to be transmitted pursuant to Section 3 101. 

For background, a "special absentee voter" is dcfined in Elections Code section 300, as "an 
elector who is aiiy of the following: (1) A ineillbcr of tlie armed forces of tlie United States or 
any auxiliary branch thereof. (2) A citizen of the United States teniporarily living outside of the 
territorial limits of the United States or the District of Columbia. (3) Serving on a merchant 
vessel documented under the laws of the United States. (4) A spouse or dependent of a member 
of the armed forces or aiiy auxiliary branch thereof.-." 

Elections Code Section 31 00: 

Prior to aillendillent by Statutes 2003, chapter 347, Electioils Code section 3 100 provided: 

When a special absentee voter applies for an absent voter's ballot and the 
elections official determines that he or she is not registered to vote, the elections 
official shall send the affidavit of registration card with the ballot. Tlie affidavit of 
registration must be coii~pleted by the votcr and returned with the voted ballot or 
tlie ballot shall not be counted. 

If the application has been made upon a federal forin for absentee ballots the form 
shall be deemed an affidavit of registration and the applicaiit shall be considered 
registered for that election only. If the special absentee voter requests an absentee 
ballot for the ensuing primary election, the elections official shall also consider 
the request valid for the ensuing general election. 

If the applicant is not a resident of the couilty to which he or she has applied, the 
elections official receiving the application shall forward it inlrnediately to the 
proper county. 

Elections Code section 3 100, as amended, removes the second paragraph, but leaves the third 
paragraph unclianged. The first paragraph now reads: 

Wheii a voter who qualifies as a special absentee voter pursuant to subdivision (b) 
of Section 300 applies for an absent votcr's ballot, the application shall be deemed 
to be an affidavit of registration and an application for permanent absentee voter 
status, pursuant to Cliapter 3 (commencing with Section 3200). The application 
must be completed by the voter and illust colltain the voter's name, residence 

impose a reimbursable state-mandated program.") Therefore, the Coininission will not address 
Elections Code sections 3 104, 3 106, 3 108, and 3 I 10 in this decision. 
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address for voting purposes, the address to wllicl~ the ballot is to be sent, the 
voter's political party for a primary election, and the voter's signature. 

Thus, there is no new type of absent voter establisl~ed by Statutes 2003, cl~apter 347 -the law has 
long establisl~ed a category of "special absentee voter." The amended section allows an 
applicatioil for an abseiltee ballot to be coilsidered boil1 a perinaileilt absentee ballot request and 
a registration to vote, eliiniilatii~g the requireinent to send a registration card with the abseilt 
voter's ballot if the requestor was not properly registered. In addition, since the request for an 
absent voter's ballot under this section is "deeined to be ... a11 application for permanent absentee 
voter status, pursuant to Chapter 3 (commencing with Sectioil3200)" any activities associated 
with new permanent abseilt voters are reimbursable under Elections Code section 3200 through 
3206, as discussed above. Tllus, the Commission finds that amendment to Elections Code 
section 3 100 by Statutes 2003, chapter 347, does not in and of itself mandate a new program or 
higher level of service. 

Elections Code Section 31 01: 

Ameildineilt by Statutes 2003, cl~apter 347 to Elections Code sectioil 3 101, is indicated by 
underline aild stril<etl~rougl~: 

Upon timely receipt of the f 
an absentee ballot, the elections official shall exainiile the aA%da& application to - 
ascertain that it is properly executed in accordance wit11 this code EH&&M%B 

If the elections official is satisfied of 
&we-t& facts, the applicant sllall be deemed a duly registered voter as of the date 
appearing on the E&%&w& application to the same extent and with the same effect 
as though he or she had registered in proper time prior to the election. 

These amendments reflect the fact that section3 100, as discussed above, 110 longer requires 
elections officials to send a registration card with the special abseilt voter's ballot if the requestor 
was not properly registered, but rather inay coilsider the absent ballot request alone to be an 
executed voter registration. The Commission finds that the cl~anges to Electioils Code section 
3 101 by Statutes 2003, cl~apter 347 does not inandate a new program or higher level of service; 
in fact, it may reduce the burden on electioils orficials. 

Elections Code Section 31 03, Subdivisin~ (0: 
Amendment by Statutes 2003, chapter 347 to Electioils Code section 3103, subdivision ( f ) ,  is 
indicated by uilderline and stril<ethrougl~: 

( f )  Notwithstanding ally other provision of law, a special absentee voter who 
qualifies pursuailt to this sectioil may, by facsimile transmission, register to vote 
and apply for a11 absent voter's ballot. Upoil request, the electioils official &a44 

send to the qualified special abseiltee voter either by mail, er facs i in i lea  
electronic transinissioil the special absentee ballot or, if available, a11 absent% 
voter3 ballot pursuant to Chapter 1 (cominencing with Section 3000). 

The primary aineildinent by Statutes 2003, chapter 347 changes the word "shall" to "may" 
regarding available formats for transmitting the absent ballot. The Commissioil finds that such 
changes to Electioi~s Code section 3 103 by Statutes 2003, chapter 347 does not inandate a new 
program or l~igl~er level of service; but again may reduce the burden on electioils officials. 
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Issue 3: Does the test claim legislation impose "costs mandated by the state" within 
the meaning of Government Code sections 17514 and 17556? 

Reimbursemellt under article XI11 B, section 6 is required only if any new program or higher- 
level of service is also found to impose "costs mandated by the state." Governmellt Code 
section 175 14 defines "costs mandated by the state" as ally increased cost a local agency is 
required to illcur as a result of a statute that mandates a new program or higher level of service. 
The claimant estimated costs of $1000 or more for the test claim allegations. The claimant also 
stated that none of the Government Code section 17556 exceptions apply. For the activities 
listed in the conclusion below, the Conimission agrees and finds accordingly that they impose 
costs mandated by the state ulpon counties within the meaning of Government Code section 
17514. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Commission concludes that Electioils Code sections 3201 and 3203, subdivision (b)(2) 
mandates a new prograin or higher level of service on counties within the meaning of article 
XI11 B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and iinpose costs inandated by the state pursuant 
to Government Code sectioil 175 14, for the following specific new activities: 

County elections officials shall inalte an application for permanent absent voter status 
available to any voter. (Elec. Code, 5 3201 .)33 

The above activity replaces the activity in Permanent Absent Voters I which was limited to those 
voters who provided evidence of certain physical disabilities. 

Include in all absentee ballot inailiilgs to the voter an explanation of the absentee voting 
procedure and an explanatioil of Elections Code section 3206. (Elec. Code, 5 3203, 
SUM. 

The Cominission concludes that Elections Code sectioils 3200, 3202, 3203, subdivisions (a) and 
(b)(l) and (b)(3), 3204, 3205, subdivision (a) and 3206, as renumbered and reenacted by Statutes 
1994, chapter 920 do not inandate new reimbursable state-mandated programs within the 
meaning of article XI11 B, section 6, and Government Code section 17514, but remain a part of 
the Permanent Absent Voter program, as it now exists. Any references to former Elections Code 
sections 1450, 1452, 1454, 1455 and 1456 in the Permanent Absent Voters I parameters and 
guidelines should be designated by their new nwnbers when the parameters and guidelines are 
ainended as described above. 

In addition, the Coininissioil concludes that Stat~ltes 2003, chapter 347, as it amended Elections 
Code sections 3 100,3 10 1 and 3 103, does not inandate a new program or higher level of 
service. 3 5 

33 As amended by Statutes 2001, chapter 922, Statutes 2002, chapter 664, and Statutes 2003, 
chapter 347. The reiinburseinent period for this claiin begins no earlier than July 1,2002, based 
on the initial test claim filing date of September 26, 2003. (Gov. Code, 5 17557, subd. (c).) 

34 AS amended by Statutes 200 1, chapter 922. The reinlbursement period for this claim begins 
no earlier than July 1,2002, based on the initial test claim filing date of September 26, 2003. 
(Gov. Code, 5 17557, subd. (c).) 
3 5 Allegations regarding Elections Code sections 3 104, 3 106, 3 108, and 3 1 10 were not pled with 
specificity and thus were not addressed in this decision. 
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BEFORE THE 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

IN RE TEST CLAIM 
Elections Code Section 2170 as Amended by 
Statutes 2019, Chapter 565 (SB 72) 
Filed on December 23, 2020 
County of San Diego, Claimant 

Case No.: 20-TC-02 

Extended Conditional Voter Registration 
DECISION PURSUANT TO  
GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 17500 
ET SEQ.; CALIFORNIA CODE OF 
REGULATIONS, TITLE 2, DIVISION 2, 
CHAPTER 2.5, ARTICLE 7. 
(Adopted December 3, 2021) 
(Served December 6, 2021) 

DECISION 
The Commission on State Mandates (Commission) heard and decided this Test Claim during a 
regularly scheduled hearing on December 3, 2021.  Christina Snider and Cynthia Paes appeared 
on behalf of the County of San Diego (claimant).  Chris Hill appeared on behalf of the 
Department of Finance (Finance).  
The law applicable to the Commission’s determination of a reimbursable state-mandated 
program is article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, Government Code sections 
17500 et seq., and related case law. 
The Commission adopted the Proposed Decision to deny the Test Claim by a vote of 5-2, as 
follows: 

Member Vote 

Lee Adams, County Supervisor No 

Natalie Kuffel, Representative of the Director of the Office of Planning and Research Yes 

Gayle Miller, Representative of the Director of the Department of Finance, Chairperson Yes 

Renee Nash, School District Board Member Yes 

Sarah Olsen, Public Member No 

Yvette Stowers, Representative of the State Controller, Vice Chairperson Yes 

Spencer Walker, Representative of the State Treasurer Yes 
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Summary of the Findings 
This Test Claim filed by the County of San Diego (claimant) alleges that reimbursement is 
required for state-mandated activities arising from Statutes 2019, chapter 565 (SB 72), which 
amended Elections Code section 2170 by expanding the locations at which county elections 
officials provide conditional voter registration and related provisional voting (CVR and CVR 
provisional voting). 
The Commission finds that the Test Claim was timely filed within one year of the effective date 
of the test claim statute. 
The Commission further finds that the test claim statute does not impose a reimbursable state-
mandated program within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. 
Prior to the test claim statute, the county elections official was required by state law to provide 
CVR and CVR provisional voting to any voter requesting them at its permanent offices during 
the 14-day period prior to election day and on election day.1  In addition, pursuant to Elections 
Code section 4005, all vote centers for counties that chose to operate under the Voter’s Choice 
Act were required to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting pursuant to Elections Code 
section 2170.2  Under prior law, counties were permitted, but not required, to provide CVR and 
CVR provisional voting at satellite offices of the county elections official during the 14-day 
period prior to election day and on election day.3 
The test claim statute amended Elections Code section 2170(d) and (e) to extend the requirement 
for elections officials to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at all satellite offices and 
polling places in the county, and polling places are defined in the Elections Code to include vote 
centers.4  Providing CVR and CVR provisional ballots requires county elections officials to 
provide a voter registration affidavit pursuant to Elections Code section 2170(d)(1) and perform 
the activities specified in Elections Code section 2170(d)(2) through (d)(5) to process conditional 
voter registrations and include CVR provisional ballots in the official canvass, and requires 
county elections officials in non-Voter’s Choice Act counties to follow the procedures specified 
in Elections Code section 2170(e)(1) through (e)(3) when providing a CVR voter with a 
provisional ballot. 
However, the Commission finds that Elections Code section 2170, as amended by the test claim 
statute, does not mandate a new program or higher level of service on county elections officials 

                                                 
1 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), (e) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2); California Code of 
Regulations, title 2, section 20023(b). 
2 Elections Code sections 4005(a)(2)(A)(ii), 4007 (Stats. 2016, ch. 832); Exhibit A, Test Claim, 
filed December 23, 2020, page 161 (California Secretary of State, About California’s Voter’s 
Choice Act).  
3 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), (e) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2); Statutes 2015, chapter 734, 
section 2.  
4 Elections Code sections 338.5, 357.5 (which defines “vote center” as “a location established for 
holding elections that offers the services described in Sections 2170, 4005, and 4007 [the Voter’s 
Choice Act].”). 
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and, thus, does not impose a reimbursable state-mandated program under article XIII B, section 6 
of the California Constitution because: 

• The requirement to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at vote centers and satellite 
offices of the county elections official is not mandated by the state because county 
elections officials are not required by state law to participate in the Voter’s Choice Act 
and have vote centers, or to establish satellite offices;5 and  

• The test claim statute does not impose a new program or higher level of service.  
Elections have always been conducted by local elections officials, not the state; the cost 
of which is borne by the counties.6  Thus, no costs have been shifted from the state to 
local government.  Furthermore, county elections officials have a preexisting duty to 
provide CVR and CVR provisional voting to any voter requesting them, regardless of 
cost.  The test claim statute expands the locations where CVR and CVR voting are 
required to be provided by the counties to existing polling places and satellite offices, but 
does not expand the times for which these services are provided by the counties or 
require the counties to create new locations where voters have access to CVR and CVR 
voting.  Nor does the test claim statute impose any new or additional activities on county 
elections officials.  Even without the test claim statute, counties are required to provide 
and process CVRs and CVR provisional ballots, and that has not changed.7  Under the 
test claim statute, county elections officials are simply performing the same activities 
during the same time period as required under preexisting law, except now at additional, 
existing locations.  Thus, the activities of providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at 
satellite offices and polling places do not constitute a new program or higher level of 
service. 

Accordingly, the Commission denies this Test Claim.  

COMMISSION FINDINGS 
I. Chronology 

01/01/2020 Effective date of Statutes 2019, chapter 565, amending Elections Code section 
2170. 

                                                 
5 Elections Code sections 3018(b), 4005, 4007; Department of Finance v. Commission on State 
Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 Cal.4th 727, 743 and 754 (agreeing with the 
court’s analysis in City of Merced v. State of California (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 777); 
Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1368. 
6 Elections Code section 13001 (Stats. 2008, ch. 179) provides that “[a]ll expenses authorized 
and necessarily incurred in the preparation for, and conduct of, elections as provided in this code 
shall be paid from the county treasuries, except that when an election is called by the governing 
body of a city the expenses shall be paid from the treasury of the city.”   
7 Elections Code sections 2170(d) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2, eff. Jan. 1, 2017), 14310.  
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12/23/2020 The claimant, County of San Diego, filed the Test Claim.8 
04/02/2021 The Department of Finance (Finance) filed comments on the Test Claim.9 
05/05/2021 The claimant filed rebuttal comments.10 
09/29/2021 Commission staff issued the Draft Proposed Decision.11 
10/20/2021 The claimant filed comments on the Draft Proposed Decision.12 

II. Background 
This Test Claim alleges reimbursable state-mandated activities and costs arising from Elections 
Code section 2170, as amended by Statutes 2019, chapter 565 (SB 72), effective January 1, 2020.  
Elections Code section 2170 was amended by the test claim statute to expand the locations at 
which county elections officials must provide conditional voter registration and provisional 
voting to conditional voter registrants from permanent offices of the county elections official and 
vote centers to also include all satellite locations of the county elections office and all polling 
places in the county. 

A. Conditional Voter Registration 
To register to vote in California, an eligible person must properly execute an affidavit of voter 
registration to be postmarked or received by the county elections official on or before the 
fifteenth day prior to an election.13  An affidavit of registration may also be submitted to the 
Department of Motor Vehicles or any other public agency designated as a voter registration 
agency under the federal National Voter Registration Act of 1993, provided the affidavit is 
submitted at least 15 days before the election.14  Affidavits of registration may be completed in 
paper form or online through the Secretary of State’s website.15 
In 2012, the Legislature enacted Elections Code 2170 et seq., establishing conditional voter 
registration and related provisional voting (CVR and CVR provisional voting).16  CVR gives 
eligible persons, who missed the traditional registration deadline, another opportunity to register 
or reregister to vote.  Under Elections Code section 2170(a), a person who is otherwise qualified 
to vote, but who did not register or reregister by the 15-day registration deadline, is able to 

                                                 
8 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020. 
9 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed April 2, 2021. 
10 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021. 
11 Exhibit D, Draft Proposed Decision, issued September 29, 2021. 
12 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021. 
13 Elections Code section 2102(a). 
14 Elections Code section 2102(a)(2). 
15 Elections Code section 2102(a). 
16 Statutes 2012, chapter 497 (AB 1436). 
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conditionally register to vote and provisionally vote during the 14 days prior to and on election 
day, if certain requirements are met.17   

“Conditional voter registration” means a properly executed affidavit of 
registration that is delivered by the registrant to the county elections official 
during the 14 days immediately preceding an election or on election day and 
which may be deemed effective pursuant to this article after the elections official 
processes the affidavit, determines the registrant’s eligibility to register, and 
validates the registrant’s information, as specified in subdivision (c).18 

While enacted in 2012, CVR and CVR provisional voting did not become operative until  
January 1, 2017, following the Secretary of State’s certification of a statewide voter registration 
database (VoteCal).19   
CVR and CVR provisional voting were added in order to increase voter participation by 
providing a mechanism for eligible voters to retain the opportunity to register to vote and to vote, 
despite missing the 15-day registration deadline, as was seen in other states that adopted a similar 
process. 

Citizen participation in elections is the bedrock of our representative democracy. 
Yet, in California, voter participation has fallen to troubling levels.  In the 
November 2010 general election just 44.1% of eligible voters cast a vote.  
Fortunately there is more that we can do to promote increased participation, thus 
ensuring that election results reflect the will of the people to the greatest extent 
possible.  Currently, individuals who are eligible to vote must submit a voter 
affidavit at least 15 days prior to an election.  Unfortunately, the registration 
deadline hinders voter participation.  This is illustrated by the ten states that allow 
some form of same-day registration and voting.  All but one have higher voter 
participation rates than California—where only 44.1% of eligible voters 
participated in the 2010 general election.  In comparison, Iowa, Wisconsin and 
Minnesota had respective rates of 50.0%, 52.1%, and 55.4% in the 2010 general 
election.  Research also shows that same-day registration and voting lead to 
increased participation.  North Carolina implemented same-day voter registration 
in 2007 and saw an 8% increase in voter turnout during the 2008 presidential 
election compared to the 2004 presidential election.20 

The statute as originally enacted required county elections officials to provide CVR and CVR 
voting at all permanent offices of the county elections official during the 14-day period prior to 
election day and on election day, and permitted county elections officials to provide CVR and 

                                                 
17 Elections Code section 2170(a). 
18 Elections Code section 2170(a). 
19 Statutes 2012, chapter 497; Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 75. 
20 Exhibit F(1), Assembly Committee on Elections and Redistricting, Analysis of AB 1436 
(2011-2012 Reg. Sess.), as amended March 20, 2012, page 3. 
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CVR voting at satellite offices of the county elections office on election day only.21  In 2015, 
Elections Code section 2170 was amended to also permit CVR and CVR voting at satellite 
offices of the county elections office during the 14-day period prior to election day.22  In addition 
to the test claim statute, Elections Code section 2170 was separately amended in 2019 to permit 
an elections official to provide a nonprovisional ballot to a conditional voter registrant, if certain 
requirements are satisfied.23  The statute was also amended in 2020 to make non-substantive 
changes.24 
Conditional voter registrants use the same affidavit of registration to register to vote as other 
voters – either a paper form or online through the Secretary of State’s website.25  The elections 
official must advise conditional voter registrants that a conditional voter registration is effective 
only if the registrant is determined to be eligible to register to vote and the information on the 
registration affidavit is verified.26 
A conditional voter registration is processed in the same manner as a “regular” registration:27  
The county elections official must determine the registrant’s eligibility and attempt to validate 
the registrant’s information.28  For conditional voter registration to be deemed effective, the 
registrant must be found eligible to register and the information provided by the registrant on the 
affidavit of registration verified before or during the canvass period for the election.29  If a voter 
is otherwise eligible to vote, but the information provided on the affidavit cannot be verified 
using a Department of Motor Vehicles or federal Social Security Administration database, the 
registrant is issued a unique identification number for voter registration identification purposes 
and the conditional voter registration is deemed effective.30  Upon finding a conditional 

                                                 
21 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), (e) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2). 
22 Statutes 2015, chapter 734, section 2. 
23 Statutes 2019, chapter 99.  As a result of this separate 2019 amendment, the language of 
subdivision (d)(1) was changed as follows: 

(d)(1) The elections official shall provide conditional voter registration and 
provisional voting pursuant to this article at all permanent offices of the county 
elections official in the county.23 

24 Statutes 2020, chapter 370. 
25 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20022; see Elections Code sections 2102, 2150, 
2170(a). 
26 Elections Code section 2170(d)(2). 
27 Elections Code section 2171(b). 
28 Elections Code section 2170(d)(4). 
29 Elections Code section 2170(a), (c). 
30 Elections Code section 2170(c)(2); see Elections Code section 2150(a)(7)(C). 
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registration effective, the corresponding provisional ballot is included in the official canvass for 
the election.31 

B. Provisional Voting 
Provisional voting has been in effect in California since 1984 and is meant to ensure that “no 
properly registered voter is denied their right to cast a ballot if that voter's name is not on the 
polling place roster due to a clerical, processing, computer, or other error” and “that no voter 
votes twice, either intentionally or inadvertently, in a given election.”32  Any voter who claims to 
be properly registered but whose qualifications cannot be immediately determined is entitled to 
cast a provisional ballot.33  Common circumstances when an elections official will require a 
voter to cast a provisional ballot include:  when a person is voting for the first time in a federal 
election and cannot provide the required proof of identification;34 when a voter has moved within 
the same county but has not reregistered to vote;35 a vote-by-mail voter voting in person;36 and 
when a voter is not on the polling place roster for an unknown reason.37  
An elections official must advise any voter who falls into any of these categories or otherwise 
claims to be properly registered, but whose voter eligibility cannot be determined, of the voter’s 
right to cast a provisional ballot, and must provide the voter with a provisional ballot, written 
instructions regarding the process and procedures for casting the ballot, and a written affirmation 
regarding the voter’s registration and eligibility to vote.38  The written instructions provided to a 
provisional voter must include the following information from Elections Code section 14310(c) 
and (d): 

• During the official canvass, the elections official shall examine the records with respect 
to all provisional ballots cast. Using the procedures that apply to the comparison of 
signatures on vote by mail ballots pursuant to Section 3019, the elections official shall 
compare the signature on each provisional ballot envelope with the signature on the 
voter’s affidavit of registration or other signature in the voter’s registration record. If the 
signatures do not compare or the provisional ballot envelope is not signed, the ballot shall 
be rejected. 

                                                 
31 Elections Code section 2170(d)(5). 
32 Exhibit F(4), California Secretary of State, Provisional Voting, 
https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting (accessed on  
June 2, 2021), page 2. 
33 Elections Code sections 2300, 14310.   
34 California Code of Regulations, title 2, sections 19075, 20107.  
35 Elections Code section 14311. 
36 Elections Code section 3016. 
37 Elections Code section 14310(a); see also Exhibit F(4), California Secretary of State, 
Provisional Voting, https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting 
(accessed on June 2, 2021), page 3. 
38 Elections Code section 14310(a)(1), (a)(2). 

https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
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• Provisional ballots shall not be included in any semiofficial or official canvass unless one 
or more of the following conditions are met:  (1) the elections official establishes prior to 
the completion of the official canvass, from the records in his or her office, the claimant’s 
right to vote; (2) the provisional ballot has been cast and included in the canvass pursuant 
to Elections Code section 2170 et seq. (with CVR and CVR provisional voting); or (3) 
upon order of a superior court in the county of the voter’s residence. 

• A voter may seek the court order regarding his or her own ballot at any time prior to 
completion of the official canvass.  

• The provisional ballot of a voter who is otherwise entitled to vote shall not be rejected 
because the voter did not cast his or her ballot in the precinct to which he or she was 
assigned by the elections official.   
If the ballot cast by the voter contains the same candidates and measures on which the 
voter would have been entitled to vote in his or her assigned precinct, the elections 
official shall count the votes for the entire ballot. 
If the ballot cast by the voter contains candidates or measures on which the voter would 
not have been entitled to vote in the voter’s assigned precinct, the elections official shall 
count only the votes for the candidates and measures on which the voter was entitled to 
vote in the voter’s assigned precinct. 

• Any voter who casts a provisional ballot may access a free access system established by 
the Secretary of State to discover whether the voter’s provisional ballot was counted and, 
if not, the reason why it was not counted.39   

The voter must then execute the written affirmation in the presence of an elections official, 
stating that the voter is eligible to vote and is registered in the county.40   
A provisional ballot is simply a regular ballot that is sealed in an envelope that demarcates it as 
provisional prior to being placed in the ballot box.41  Provisional ballot envelopes must be of a 
different color than the envelopes used for vote-by-mail ballots, but printed substantially similar 
to and completed in the same manner.42   
No provisional ballot is counted or rejected until the elections official goes through a detailed 
process to determine whether the ballot should be counted.43  As explained in the written 
information provided to the voter, provisional ballots are processed and counted in the same 

                                                 
39 Elections Code section 14310(a)(2). 
40 Elections Code section 14310(a)(3). 
41 Elections Code section 14310.   
42 Elections Code section 14310(b).   
43 Elections Code sections 14310, 15350, and 15100-15112; see also Exhibit F(4), California 
Secretary of State, Provisional Voting, https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-
resources/provisional-voting (accessed on June 2, 2021), page 3. 

https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
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manner as vote-by-mail ballots.44  During the official canvass period, the elections official 
compares the signature on the provisional ballot envelope with the signature in the voter’s 
registration record using the procedures applicable to comparing signatures for vote-by-mail 
ballots.45   
If the signatures do not compare or the provisional ballot envelope is not signed, the ballot is 
rejected.46  Provisional ballots are only included in any semiofficial or official canvass if at least 
one of the following is true:  (1) the provisional voter’s right to vote is established; (2) the 
provisional ballot is cast and included in the canvass under the rules governing CVR and CVR 
provisional voting; or (3) by order of a superior court in the voter’s county of residence.47 
A provisional ballot cast by an eligible voter shall not be rejected because it is cast at a location 
other than the voter’s assigned precinct.48  The voter is entitled to have only the votes counted 
that are cast on the candidates and measures that the voter would have been entitled to vote on at 
the voter’s assigned precinct.49  Additionally, any voter who casts a provisional ballot is entitled 
to find out whether their ballot was counted and, if not, the reason why it was not counted.50  
This information is made available on the Secretary of State’s “My Voter Status” page, along 
with the voter’s participation history.51 
Provisional ballots cast by conditional voter registrants52 are subject to the same requirements as 
provisional ballots generally.53  Thus, a “CVR provisional ballot” is a provisional ballot that is 
issued to a conditional voter registrant.54  The ballot envelope in which the CVR provisional 
ballot is placed prior to being cast in the ballot box must look visibly different from all other 

                                                 
44 Elections Code sections 14310(c)(1), 15350, 15100-15112.  
45 Elections Code sections 14310(c)(1).  The procedures for comparing signatures for vote-by-
mail ballots are specified in Elections Code section 3019. 
46 Elections Code section 14310(c)(1). 
47 Elections Code section 14310(c)(2)(A). 
48 Elections Code section 14310(c)(3). 
49 Elections Code section 14310(c)(3)(A), (c)(3)(B). 
50 Elections Code section 14310(d); California Code of Regulations, title 2, sections 19093 
(provisional ballots generally), 20025(f) (CVR provisional ballots). 
51 California Code of Regulations, title 2, sections 19093 (provisional ballots generally), 
20025(f) (CVR provisional ballots). 
52 The Secretary of State’s regulations governing the conditional voter registration provisions of 
the Elections Code use the term “CVR voter” to mean a conditional voter registrant who requests 
a CVR provisional ballot.  (California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20021(b).)   
53 Elections Code sections 2171(c), 14310-14314. 
54 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20021(c). 
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ballot envelopes, which may include a different envelope color or placing a stamp or mark using 
a marking mechanism on the ballot envelope.55   
If a conditional voter registration is deemed effective under Elections Code section 2170, the 
corresponding CVR provisional ballot must be processed in accordance with sections 20025 and 
20026 of the Secretary of State’s regulations.56 

C. Voter’s Choice Act 
In 2016, the Legislature enacted the Voter’s Choice Act, which authorized the counties of 
Calaveras, Inyo, Madera, Napa, Nevada, Orange, Sacramento, San Luis Obispo, San Mateo, 
Santa Clara, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter, and Tuolumne to conduct any election as an all-mailed ballot 
election beginning January 1, 2018, if certain conditions are satisfied, including requirements for 
ballot drop-off locations, vote centers, and election administration plans.57  Beginning  
January 1, 2020, any county may choose to conduct an election under the Voter’s Choice Act if 
specified requirements are met.58  By the 2018 elections, five counties had implemented the 
Voter’s Choice Act:  Madera, Napa, Nevada, Sacramento, and San Mateo.  By December 2020, 
15 of 58 counties had implemented the Voter’s Choice Act.59 
Under the Voter’s Choice Act, counties conduct elections in which all registered voters receive a 
ballot by mail.60  Voters may then choose to mail in their ballot, drop off the ballot at a secure 
drop-off location, or vote in person at a vote center.61  Beginning 10 days before the election and 
continuing through the Friday before election day, at least one vote center is required for every 

                                                 
55 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20024. 
56 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 19095. 
57 Statutes 2016, chapter 832 (SB 450). 
58 Elections Code sections 4005, 4007.  Los Angeles County is subject to the same general 
requirements specified in Elections Code section 4005, with certain exceptions as specified in 
Elections Code section 4007. 
59 Exhibit F(5), California Secretary of State, Voter’s Choice Act Participating Counties, 
https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voters-choice-act/vca-counties (accessed on June 2, 2021).  
Voter’s Choice Act counties include:  Amador, Butte, Calaveras, El Dorado, Fresno, Los 
Angeles, Madera, Mariposa, Napa, Nevada, Orange, Sacramento, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and 
Tuolumne. 
60 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 160 (California Secretary of State, 
About California’s Voter’s Choice Act). 
61 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 160 (California Secretary of State, 
About California’s Voter’s Choice Act). 

https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voters-choice-act/vca-counties
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50,000 registered voters.62  On election day and the Saturday, Sunday, and Monday prior, one 
vote center is required for every 10,000 registered voters.63   
Under the Voter’s Choice Act, vote centers replace traditional polling places and provide the 
following expanded voter services: 

• Vote in-person; 

• Secure ballot drop off; 

• Get a replacement ballot; 

• Vote using an accessible voting machine; 

• Get help and voting material in multiple languages; and 

• Register to vote or update voter registration, pursuant to Elections Code 
section 2170.64  

Thus, under the Voter’s Choice Act, participating counties must offer CVR and CVR provisional 
voting at all vote centers pursuant to Elections Code 2170.65   

D. Test Claim Statute 
As indicated above, before the test claim statute was enacted, Elections Code 2170 required 
county elections officials to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting to any voter that 
requested them at all permanent offices of the county elections official during the 14-day period 
prior to election day and on election day, and permitted county elections officials to provide 
CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite locations of the county elections office during the 
14-day period prior to election day and on election day.66  In addition, Elections Code section 
4005 required vote centers to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting pursuant to section 
2170.67 
The test claim statute, Statutes 2019, chapter 565 (SB 72), became effective on January 1, 2020, 
amending Elections Code section 2170(d) and (e) to require county elections officials to provide 
CVR and CVR provisional voting at all satellite offices of the county elections official and all 
                                                 
62 Elections Code section 4005(a)(4)(A); Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 
161 (California Secretary of State, About California’s Voter’s Choice Act). 
63 Elections Code section 4005(a)(3)(A); Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 
161 (California Secretary of State, About California’s Voter’s Choice Act). 
64 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 160-161 (California Secretary of State, 
About California’s Voter’s Choice Act); Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A).  Emphasis 
added. 
65 Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A)(ii), 4007 (Stats. 2016, ch. 832); California Code of 
Regulations, title 2, section 20023(b). 
66 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), (e) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2); Statutes 2015, chapter 734, 
section 2. 
67 Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A)(ii). 
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polling places in the county, and to specify the procedures that county elections officials in non-
Voter’s Choice Act counties must follow in providing a provisional ballot to a conditional voter 
registrant.  Elections Code section 2170 was amended as follows: 

(d) The county elections official shall offer conditional voter registration and 
provisional voting pursuant to this article, in accordance with all of the following 
procedures: 

(1) The elections official shall provide conditional voter registration and 
provisional voting pursuant to this article at all permanent and satellite 
offices of the county elections official and all polling places in the county. 
(2) The elections official shall advise registrants that a conditional voter 
registration will be effective only if the registrant is determined to be 
eligible to register to vote for the election and the information provided by 
the registrant on the registration affidavit is verified pursuant to 
subdivision (c). 
(3) The elections official shall conduct the receipt and handling of each 
conditional voter registration and offer and receive a corresponding 
provisional ballot in a manner that protects the secrecy of the ballot and 
allows the elections official to process the registration, determine the 
registrant's eligibility to register, and validate the registrant's information 
before counting or rejecting the corresponding provisional ballot. 
(4) After receiving a conditional voter registration, the elections official 
shall process the registration, determine the registrant's eligibility to 
register, and attempt to validate the registrant's information. 
(5) If a conditional registration is deemed effective, the elections official 
shall include the corresponding provisional ballot in the official canvass. 

(e) The count elections official may offerAfter receiving a conditional voter 
registration and provisional voting pursuant to this article at satellite offices of the 
county elections office, the elections official shall provide the voter a provisional 
ballot in accordance with the following procedures: specified in paragraphs (2) to 
(5), inclusive, of lsubdivision (d). 

(1) If the elections office, satellite office, or polling place is equipped with 
an electronic poll book, or other means to determine the voter's precinct, 
the elections official shall provide the voter with a ballot for the voter's 
precinct if the ballot is available. The ballot may be cast by any means 
available at the elections office, satellite office, or polling place. 
(2) If the elections official is unable to determine the voter's precinct, or a 
ballot for the voter's precinct is unavailable, the elections official shall 
provide the voter with a ballot and inform the voter that only the votes for 
the candidates and measures on which the voter would be entitled to vote 
in the voter's assigned precinct may be counted pursuant to paragraph (3) 
of subdivision (c) of Section 14310. The ballot may be cast by any means 
available at the elections office, satellite office, or polling place. 
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(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (2), if the elections official is able to 
determine the voter's precinct, but a ballot for the voter's precinct is 
unavailable, the elections official may inform the voter of the location of 
the voter's polling place. A voter described in this paragraph shall not be 
required to vote at the voter's polling place and may instead, at the voter's 
choosing, cast a ballot pursuant to paragraph (2). 
(4) This subdivision does not apply to elections conducted pursuant to 
Section 4005 or 4007 [under the Voter’s Choice Act].68 

1. Secretary of State’s Interpretation of the Test Claim Statute. 
The Secretary of State is the chief elections officer of the state and is responsible for 
administering the provisions of the Elections Code.69  According to a Secretary of State 
memorandum issued to county elections officials statewide, the test claim statute “amends 
Elections Code section 2170 to require county elections officials to offer CVR and CVR 
provisional voting at all permanent and satellite offices and all polling places in the county.”70   
The Secretary of State’s guidance for providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at all 
permanent and satellite county elections offices is as follows: 

• Provide the individual a voter registration application. 

• Once the voter completes the application, the county elections official 
determines the CVR voter's precinct. 

• Provide the CVR voter a ballot for the voter's precinct. 

• Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.71 
The Secretary of State’s guidance for providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at polling 
locations tracks Elections Code section 2170(e)(1) through (e)(3), which address the various 
circumstances that may arise at polling places depending on whether the polling place has 
technology to determine the CVR voter’s precinct and whether the ballot for the CVR voter’s 
assigned precinct is available.72 

                                                 
68 Statutes 2019, chapter 565. 
69 Government Code section 12172.5(a). 
70 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 107 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).  The courts will give weight and 
appropriate deference to the interpretation of a statute by the agency charged with its 
implementation.  (Yamaha Corp. of America v. State Bd. of Equalization (1998) 19 Cal.4th 1, 7.) 
71 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 108 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
72 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 110-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
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If the polling location has technology to determine the CVR voter's precinct 
and:  
Ballot for that precinct is available: 

• Provide the individual a voter registration application. 

• Once the voter completes the application, the county elections official 
determines the CVR voter's precinct. 

o The Secretary of State recommends having a minimum of two workers 
at the polling place who have credentials to access the technology that 
can determine a CVR voter's precinct in order to ensure adequate 
coverage. 

• Provide the CVR voter a ballot for the voter's precinct.  
o The Secretary of State recommends having a minimum of two workers 

at the polling place who have access to the ballots for all the precincts 
in the county to ensure adequate coverage. 

o If access to all precinct ballots within the county is through the use of 
an electronic ballot marking device, poll workers should be made 
aware that a voter might refuse to use that voting option. If so, the 
CVR voter should be: 
 informed of the location of their correct polling place where the 

ballot for their precinct is available, or  
 given a ballot that is available at the precinct with information 

that only the votes for the candidates and measures on which 
the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter's assigned 
precinct may be counted.  

• Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.  

Ballot for that precinct is NOT available:  

• Inform the voter of the location of their correct polling place and their option 
to vote at the correct polling place or at their current location. 

• If the individual does not wish to go to their polling place, provide the 
individual a voter registration application. 

o Once the voter completes the application, the county elections official 
determines the CVR voter's precinct. 
 The Secretary of State recommends having a minimum of two 

workers at the polling place who have credentials to access the 
technology that can determine a CVR voter's precinct. 

o Give the CVR voter:  
 a ballot that is available at the precinct, and  
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 inform the voter that only the votes for the candidates and 
measures on which the voter would be entitled to vote in the 
voter's assigned precinct may be counted.  

o Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope. 

If polling location does NOT have technology to determine the CVR voter's 
precinct -OR- the ballot for the voter's precinct is NOT available:  

• If possible, inform the individual of the location of their correct polling place 
where the ballot for their precinct is available, and their option to vote at the 
correct polling place or at their current location. 

• If the individual does not wish to go to their polling place (or if the polling 
location does not have the technology to determine the CVR's precinct), 
provide the individual a voter registration application.  

o Give the CVR voter:  
 a ballot that is available at the precinct, and  
 information that only the votes for the candidates and measures 

on which the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter's 
assigned precinct may be counted.  

o Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.73 

2. Legislative History of the Test Claim Statute. 
According to the legislative history, the purpose of the test claim statute was “to expand access 
to same day voter registration and voting” by “requir[ing] all counties to permit eligible voters to 
register and vote on Election Day at every polling site.”74 
Additionally, the legislative history indicates that because voters who wish to change their 
political party preference in order to vote in a particular party’s presidential primary may do so 
either prior to the registration deadline or through the conditional voter registration process, 
providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at more locations may reduce some of the related 
voter confusion and frustration that reportedly occurred in California during the 2016 
presidential primary election.75 

                                                 
73 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 110-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019), emphasis in original. 
74 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 134-135 (Senate Committee on 
Elections and Constitutional Amendments, Analysis of SB 72 (2019-2020 Reg. Sess.), as 
amended March 25, 2019, pages 7-8). 
75 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 133 (Senate Committee on Elections 
and Constitutional Amendments, Analysis of SB 72 (2019-2020 Reg. Sess.), as amended  
March 25, 2019, page 6). 
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E. Past Commission Decisions on Elections Law 
The Commission has not received a prior test claim on Elections Code 2170, but has heard and 
decided a number of test claims on elections law, the following of which are relevant to this Test 
Claim. 
Voter Identification Procedures, 03-TC-23 
On October 4, 2006, the Commission approved the Voter Identification Procedures, 03-TC-23 
Test Claim, finding that Elections Code section 14310(c)(1), as amended by Statutes 2000, 
chapter 260, imposed a reimbursable state-mandated program on city and county elections 
officials to compare the signature on each provisional ballot envelope with the signature on the 
voter's affidavit of registration, and to reject any ballot when the signatures do not compare, for 
statutorily required elections. 
Fifteen Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15 
On October 31, 2006, the Commission partially approved the Fifteen Day Close of Voter 
Registration, 01-TC-15 Test Claim.76  At issue were changes to the voter registration deadline 
prior to an election.  The test claim statute amended, repealed, and reenacted several Elections 
Code sections to allow new registrations or changes to voter registrations through the 15th day 
prior to an election.  Under prior law, the registration period closed 29 days before an election.  
The claimant sought mandate reimbursement for costs incurred to register voters during the 28-
day through 15-day period prior to an election, including implementation, planning, revising 
training programs, conducting an informational medial campaign, answering questions about the 
new law, and hiring additional staff. 
In finding that most of the statutory amendments by Statutes 2000, chapter 899, did not impose a 
new program or higher level of service on county elections officials with the meaning of article 
XIII B, section 6, the Commission determined that processing and accepting voter registration 
affidavits and changes of address were not newly required activities because county elections 
officials had been required to perform those activities since long before the enactment of the test 
claim statute.77  Therefore, because processing and accepting new voter registrations and 
changes of address constitute an existing program, increases in the cost of that program that 
result from the changed timeframes do not impose a state-mandated program or higher level of 
service within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.78 
Vote by Mail Ballots:  Prepaid Postage, 19-TC-01 
On July 24, 2020, the Commission partially approved the Vote by Mail Ballots:  Prepaid 
Postage, 19-TC-01 Test Claim, finding that Elections Code Section 3010, as amended by 
Statutes 2018, chapter 120, imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program on city and county 
                                                 
76 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, page 1. 
77 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, pages 1-2. 
78 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, pages 1-2. 
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elections officials to provide prepaid postage on identification envelopes delivered with vote-by-
mail ballots for all state and local elections, except for those held at the discretion of the local 
governing body, or elections for which counties or cities have fee authority within the meaning 
of Government Code section 17556(d).79  

III. Positions of the Parties  
A. County of San Diego 

The claimant alleges that the test claim statute imposes a reimbursable state-mandated program 
on counties under article XIII B, section 6 and Government Code section 17514, by requiring 
county elections officials to offer conditional voter registration (CVR) at satellite offices of the 
county elections official and polling places in the county during the 14-day period prior to the 
election and on election day.80  The claimant interprets the mandate as applying to all elections 
conducted by the county elections official only in counties that have not implemented the Voter’s 
Choice Act (Elections Code section 4005 et seq.).81   
These requirements are new because under prior law, CVR and CVR provisional voting was 
only required at the county elections office during the 14-day period prior to the election and on 
election day, was optional at satellite offices, and was neither optional nor required at polling 
places.82  The claimant states that because polling places in San Diego County are only open on 
election day, the claimant must now offer CVR and CVR provisional voting at all satellite 
offices of the county elections official during the 14-day period prior to the election, and at all 
satellite offices and polling places on election day.83   
The claimant argues that the test claim statute constitutes a new program or higher level of 
service.84  The new requirements under Elections Code section 2170(d)(1) carry out “the 
governmental function of providing services to the public – i.e., allowing voters to register to 
vote for the first time or re-register to vote just before (or on) election day so that they can vote 
in that election.”85  Furthermore, the new requirements are unique to local government:  only the 
county elections official is required to provide conditional voter registration.86  Alternatively, the 
claimant argues, the test claim statute imposes a “higher level of service” on local governments 
                                                 
79 Exhibit F(7), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Decision for Vote by Mail Ballots:  
Prepaid Postage, 19-TC-01, adopted July 24, 2020, pages 1-5. 
80 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 10. 
81 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 11. 
82 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 11. 
83 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 12.  The claimant notes that the 
“November 2020 election was unusual because polling places were open for 4 days total due to 
changes in the election due to the COVID-19 pandemic” and “therefore CVR had to be offered at 
polling places on all four of those days.” 
84 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 12. 
85 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 13. 
86 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 13. 
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because in addition to offering CVR and CVR provisional voting at the permanent office of the 
county elections official, counties must extend CVR and CVR provisional voting to satellite 
offices and polling places.87 
The claimant states that its Registrar of Voters implemented CVR during the June 2018 
gubernatorial primary election, when voter turnout was only 39.8 percent.88  CVR was first 
widely utilized by voters in the county during the November 2018 gubernatorial general election, 
when voter turnout reached 66.42 percent.89  2,353 individuals utilized CVR during the 
November 2018 election, with 1,555 individuals (66 percent) using CVR on election day.90   
The claimant alleges that as a result of the test claim statute, it incurred increased costs during 
the 2019-2020 fiscal year as follows:91 

Activity Date(s) 
Performed 

Description Total 
Cost 

Fee 
Authority  

Reimbursable 
Cost Claimed 

1) Staffing 
costs 

FY 2019-
2020 

Plan, prepare and 
design envelopes 

$29,019 N/A $29,019 

2) Staffing 
costs 

FY 2019-
2020 

Conduct additional 
data entry and process 
CVR ballots 

$123,965 $27,648 $96,317 

3) Training FY 2019-
2020 

Create new training 
materials for poll 
workers and train poll 
workers 

$32,166 $7,174 $24,992 

4) Election 
staffing 

FY 2019-
2020 

Recruit and hire 
temporary staff and 
poll workers 

$96,608 $21,546 $75,062 

5) Ballot 
processing 

FY 2019-
2020 

Additional CVR ballot 
processing 

$10,773 $2,403 $8,370 

6) Supplies FY 2019-
2020 

CVR envelopes for 
satellite offices and 
polling places 

$91,476 $20,402 $71,074 

7) Satellite 
locations 

FY 2019-
2020 

Open and operate four 
new satellite locations 

$236,287 $52,698 $183,589 

TOTAL   $620,294 $131,871 $488,423 

                                                 
87 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 14. 
88 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 14. 
89 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 14. 
90 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 14. 
91 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 5-7. 
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The claimant alleges that the activities listed above were performed as part of the March 2020 
presidential primary election.92  The claimant asserts that because of the large CVR voter turnout 
during the November 2018 election, there was concern that polling places would be 
overwhelmed during the March 2020 election.93  As of February 2019, there were over 480,000 
eligible electors in San Diego County who could potentially register to vote through the CVR 
process, not including voters reregistering to vote through CVR.94  The claimant asserts that an 
added complication during the March 2020 election was that it was required to make a total of 40 
different variations of ballots available, which, when coupled with the requirements under the 
test claim statute, “made the March 2020 election administratively complex.”95   
While the claimant concedes that the test claim statute did not directly require it to open 
additional satellite offices for the March 2020 election, the claimant argues that it was necessary 
to create four satellite offices so that traditional polling places would not be overwhelmed by 
large numbers of CVR voters, and potential voters would not have to endure long wait times.96  
These satellite offices were open February 29, 2020 through March 2, 2020 (Saturday through 
Monday before election day), and on March 3, 2020 (election day).97  The claimant reports that 
13,452 individuals used CVR during the March 2020 election.98 
Offering CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite offices during the 14-day period before 
election day and at satellite offices and polling places on elections day required the claimant, 
through its Registrar of Voters, to incur planning and preparation costs to “design and develop 
the necessary envelopes and training and create the necessary workflows” and to hire additional 
temporary staff to complete data entry and to process the additional CVRs and CVR provisional 
ballots.99  The claimant also alleges that because of the test claim statute, the Registrar of Voters 
must train poll workers on the new processes for CVR and CVR provisional voting and update 
the poll worker training handbook to reflect these new processes.100  Because of the anticipated 
increased voter turnout generated by CVR and CVR provisional voting, the claimant states that it 
was forced to recruit and hire additional temporary staff and poll workers.101 
Because the test claim statute directly resulted in an increased number of CVR provisional 
ballots, the claimant alleges that it was required to process and sort CVR provisional ballot 
                                                 
92 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 16-22. 
93 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 15. 
94 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 14. 
95 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 15. 
96 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 15-16, 21-22; Exhibit C, Claimant’s 
Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 6. 
97 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 16. 
98 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 16. 
99 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 17. 
100 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 17-18. 
101 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 18. 
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envelopes using automated processing equipment, for which it incurred additional costs.102  The 
claimant also argues that the test claim statute directly resulted in the need to purchase new CVR 
provisional ballot envelopes for satellite locations and polling places.103  According to the 
claimant, the new CVR provisional ballot envelope served as the affidavit of registration for 
CVR voters at all locations.104 
The claimant cites to the Commission’s recent Decision in Vote by Mail Ballots:  Prepaid 
Postage, 19-TC-01, for the proposition that it can recover some of the costs of administering 
elections from the jurisdictions whose elections are consolidated with the primary and general 
elections.105  However, the claimant maintains that it cannot recover the additional internal 
planning and preparation costs it is forced to incur as a result of the test claim statute.106 
The claimant states that for the November 2020 election, it incurred $191,154 in total additional 
costs, but anticipates receiving reimbursement from other jurisdictions for additional staffing and 
training costs, such that the estimated total additional costs after reimbursement are $123,800.107  
The claimant may also receive federal Help America Vote Act funds to defray some of these 
costs. 108  The claimant notes that there were large-scale changes to the conduct of elections 
during the November 2020 elections as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic but that they did not 
affect the counties’ obligations under the test claim statute.109  The claimant conducted the 
November 2020 elections using the “consolidated polling place” method, wherein in-person 
voting was offered for 29 days at one location (the permanent county elections office) and at 235 
consolidated polling places for 4 days.110  The claimant did not use satellite offices during the 
November 2020 election.111 
The claimant anticipates incurring $30,177 in additional costs to conduct a special primary 
election in April 2021 to fill a vacancy in Assembly District 79.112  Because this special election 
is not consolidated with other local elections, the claimant cannot receive reimbursement to 

                                                 
102 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 19. 
103 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 19-20. 
104 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 20. 
105 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 17. 
106 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 17. 
107 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 24. 
108 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 24. 
109 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 22-23. 
110 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 23. 
111 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 23. 
112 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 24-25; Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal 
Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 7. 
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offset costs.113  The claimant will not use satellite offices for the April 2021 election and 
anticipates having 51 polling places open on election day.114  
The claimant estimates the statewide cost of implementing the test claim statute for fiscal year 
2020-2021 at $331,154 – 722,934.115 
In rebuttal comments, the claimant asserts that Finance concedes that the test claim statute 
creates an unfunded mandate and that training and supply costs were necessarily incurred.116  
The claimant disputes Finance’s challenge to the following four categories of costs:  (1) 
Registrar of Voters staffing; (2) election staffing; (3) CVR ballot processing; and (4) creation of 
new satellite locations.117  The claimant argues that while the Commission first determines in a 
test claim decision whether a statute imposes reimbursable state-mandated activities, and then, at 
the parameters and guidelines phase, separately determines whether certain costs are “reasonably 
necessary” to carry out the mandate, these inquiries overlap and intertwine and should therefore 
be considered in tandem.118 
The claimant argues that because the test claim statute required for the first time that poll 
workers offer CVR at polling places, the Registrar of Voters was required to incur additional 
staffing costs to plan new workflows and develop new CVR envelopes.119  Thus, these planning 
activities were not only reasonably necessary, but were required.120  Similarly, the expected 
increase in CVR voters caused the Registrar to hire additional election workers.121  Because the 
legislative history of the test claim statute expressly anticipated an increase in voter turnout, 
increased staffing costs were required as a result of the test claim statute.122  The claimant 
maintains that using automated equipment to sort CVR ballots was a required labor cost, and not 
discretionary as Finance alleges.123  The claimant was required to use automated equipment to 
reduce labor costs for CVR ballot processing.124  While the claimant concedes that the test claim 
statute does not directly require satellite offices, satellite offices were necessary “to mitigate long 

                                                 
113 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 25. 
114 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 24. 
115 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 26. 
116 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 1. 
117 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, pages 1-2. 
118 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 3. 
119 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, pages 4-5. 
120 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, pages 4-5. 
121 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 5. 
122 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 5. 
123 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 5. 
124 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, pages 5-6. 
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lines and wait times at the polling places,” a reasonably anticipated result of expanding CVR 
services to all polling places.125 
In comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, the claimant frames the requirements imposed by 
the test claim statute as an expansion of the existing CVR program.126  The claimant challenges 
what it describes as the conclusion of the Draft Proposed Decision that “because elections 
officials were already required to conduct the ‘actual activities’ of providing CVR services prior 
to SB 72, the fact that elections officials now have to do so in new locations for longer periods of 
time is not a new program or higher level of service” but rather solely an increase in the cost of 
providing the same services that were required under prior law.127 
The claimant argues that case law demonstrates that a “statute imposes a new program or higher 
level of service when it requires counties to offer ‘expanded’ services.”128  In contrast, the 
claimant argues, a statute imposes increased costs alone when there is no government program or 
specific public service provided.129  To support this point, the claimant distinguishes the test 
claim statute from the statutes at issue in City of Richmond v. Commission on State Mandates 
(1998) 64 Cal.App.4th 1190, 1196, City of Anaheim v. State (1987) 189 Cal.App.3d 1478, and 
County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, arguing that those cases 
“involved mandates that (1) applied to the private and public sector alike and only incidentally 
impacted local government, or (2) had the effect of governments paying additional compensation 
to their government employees” and “did not require that governments provide expanded 
services to the public.”130  Conversely, the claimant asserts:  

SB 72 [the test claim statute] expressly requires local governments to provide 
additional services to the public. That was expressly not true in the cases above. 
City of Anaheim, 189 Cal. App. 3d at 1484; County of Los Angeles, 43 Cal. 3d at 
58 (“Workers’ compensation is not a program administered by local agencies to 
provide service to the public”); City of Richmond, 64 Cal. App. 4th at 1196 
(paying employees more benefits is not a “peculiarly local government function”; 

                                                 
125 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 6. 
126 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 1. 
127 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 1. 
128 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 4. 
129 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 2. 
130 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 2, emphasis in original. 
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“[a] higher cost to the local government for compensating its employees is not the 
same as a higher cost of providing services to the public.”)131 

The claimant asserts that, “in contrast to merely imposing a ‘higher costs,’ [sic] when a statute 
requires that local government must provide an ‘expanded’ version of a service it is already 
providing to the public (as is true here), this is a reimbursable mandate.”132  To highlight the 
distinction between “higher costs” and “higher level of service,” the claimant cites to Carmel 
Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521 (requirement to 
update fire safety equipment to firefighters was a “new program”), San Diego Unified School 
Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 877-879 (new duties constitute a 
“higher level of service” because they impose an “increase in the actual level or quality of 
services provided”), and Department of Finance. v. Commission State Mandates (2021) 59 
Cal.App.5th 546 (despite county already providing stormwater drainage and flood control 
services, new requirements imposed a “higher level of service” because they reduced pollution 
and increased compliance and a “new program” because they provided a government service that 
was not previously mandated).133   
The claimant argues the county elections officials’ “expanded” duties under the test claim statute 
constitute a “higher level of service” because they are new in comparison to the prior level of 
service and were intended to provide an enhanced service to the public.134  To support this 
position, the claimant cites to the test claim statute’s legislative history, which the claimant 
alleges shows that the test claim statute was intended to expand voter services and voting, a 
traditional governmental function and service.135 
Additionally, the claimant argues that “by expanding the dates and locations on which these 
[CVR] services must be offered,” the test claim statute increased the “actual level or quality” of 
counties’ preexisting CVR duties, which “constitutes a ‘new program’ because the requirements 
to offer CVR in polling places and at satellite locations during the 14-day period prior to the 
election and on election day were new and provided a uniquely governmental service.”136 

                                                 
131 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 3. 
132 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 4. 
133 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
pages 4-5. 
134 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 5. 
135 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 6. 
136 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 5. 
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B. Department of Finance 
Finance does not dispute the claimant’s position that as a result of the test claim statute, 
claimant’s county elections official was required to update its training handbook, train poll 
workers on the CVR process, and purchase new CVR envelopes for both polling and satellite 
locations.137  However, Finance challenges the claimant’s assertion that it was required to incur 
staffing, equipment, and satellite office expenses, arguing that those activities are not required by 
the amended statute.138  Specifically, Finance asserts that the test claim statute does not require 
the claimant to recruit and hire additional temporary staff and poll workers, use automated 
processing equipment to process and sort ballots, or create additional satellite offices, and 
therefore, the claimant exercised discretion in choosing to perform these activities.139  As such, 
costs relating to the non-required activities of staffing, ballot processing equipment, and satellite 
offices are not reimbursable.140  Finance did not file comments on the Draft Proposed Decision. 

IV. Discussion 
Article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution provides in relevant part the following: 

Whenever the Legislature or any state agency mandates a new program or higher 
level of service on any local government, the state shall provide a subvention of 
funds to reimburse such local government for the costs of such programs or 
increased level of service… 

The purpose of article XIII B, section 6 is to “preclude the state from shifting financial 
responsibility for carrying out governmental functions to local agencies, which are ‘ill equipped’ 
to assume increased financial responsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that 
articles XIII A and XIII B impose.”141  Thus, the subvention requirement of section 6 is “directed 
to state-mandated increases in the services provided by [local government] …”142 
Reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 is required when the following elements are met: 

• A state statute or executive order requires or “mandates” local agencies or school 
districts to perform an activity.143 

• The mandated activity constitutes a “program” that either: 
a. Carries out the governmental function of providing a service to the public; or 

                                                 
137 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed April 2, 2021, page 1. 
138 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed April 2, 2021, page 2. 
139 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed April 2, 2021, page 2. 
140 Exhibit B, Finance’s Comments on the Test Claim, filed April 2, 2021, page 2. 
141 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81. 
142 County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56. 
143 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874. 
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b. Imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts and does 
not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.144 

• The mandated activity is new when compared with the legal requirements in 
effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim statute or executive 
order and it increases the level of service provided to the public.145 

• The mandated activity results in the local agency or school district incurring 
increased costs, within the meaning of section 17514.  Increased costs, however, 
are not reimbursable if an exception identified in Government Code section 17556 
applies to the activity.146 

The Commission is vested with the exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence 
of state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution.147  The determination whether a statute or executive order imposes a reimbursable 
state-mandated program is a question of law.148  In making its decisions, the Commission must 
strictly construe article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and not apply it as an 
“equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities.”149 

A. The Test Claim Was Timely Filed. 
Government Code section 17551(c) requires that a test claim be filed “not later than 12 months 
after the effective date of the statute or executive order, or within 12 months of incurring 
increased costs as a result of a statute or executive order, whichever is later.”  Section 1183.1(c) 
of the Commission’s regulations defines 12 months as 365 days.150  Government Code section 
17557(e) requires a test claim to be submitted by June 30 following a fiscal year in order to 
establish reimbursement eligibility for that fiscal year. 

                                                 
144 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 
Cal.3d 46, 56). 
145 San Diego Unified School Dist. (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875, 878; Lucia Mar Unified 
School District v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal3d 830, 835. 
146 County of Fresno v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of Sonoma v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284; Government Code sections 
17514 and 17556. 
147 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487. 
148 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 109. 
149 County of Sonoma v. Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280 
(citing City of San Jose v. State of California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817). 
150 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 1183.1(c). 
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The test claim statute became effective on January 1, 2020.151  The Test Claim was filed on 
December 23, 2020, within 365 days of the test claim statute’s effective date.  Accordingly, the 
Test Claim was timely filed. 

B. Elections Code Section 2170, as Amended by the Test Claim Statute, Does Not 
Mandate a New Program or Higher Level of Service on Counties and, Therefore, 
Does Not Constitute a Reimbursable State-Mandated Program Within the Meaning 
of Article XIII B, Section 6 of the California Constitution. 

The Commission finds that Elections Code section 2170, as amended by the test claim statute 
(Stats. 2019, ch. 565), does not impose a reimbursable state-mandated program on county 
elections officials.  County elections officials have a preexisting duty to provide CVR and CVR 
provisional voting.  The test claim statute simply expands the locations where these preexisting 
services must be provided to include satellite offices and polling places (defined to include vote 
centers), but does not otherwise change the actual activities that must be performed by a county 
elections official when offering CVR and CVR provisional voting.  Thus, there are no new 
required activities.  In addition, providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at vote centers and 
satellite offices is not mandated by the state because the decision to have a vote center or satellite 
office is a local discretionary decision.152  Thus, the activities of providing CVR and CVR 
provisional voting at the new locations do not mandate a new program or higher level of service.  

1. The Test Claim Statute Requires County Elections Officials to Provide 
Conditional Voter Registration and Provisional Voting at More Locations 
(Satellite Election Offices and Polling Places) and Identifies the Required 
Activities to Provide These Services. 

Prior to the test claim statute, the county elections official was required to provide CVR and 
CVR provisional voting at its permanent offices during the 14-day period prior to election day 
and on election day.153  In addition, pursuant to Elections Code section 4005, all vote centers for 
counties that chose to operate under the Voter’s Choice Act were required to provide CVR and 
CVR provisional voting pursuant to Elections Code section 2170.154  Under prior law, counties 
were permitted to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite offices of the county 
elections official during the 14-day period prior to election day and on election day, but were not 
required to do so.155    

                                                 
151 Statutes 2019, chapter 565. 
152 Elections Code sections 3018(b), 4005, 4007. 
153 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), (e) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2); California Code of 
Regulations, title 2, section 20023(b). 
154 Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A), 4007 (Stats. 2016, ch. 832); Exhibit A, Test Claim, 
filed December 23, 2020, page 161 (California Secretary of State, About California’s Voter’s 
Choice Act).   
155 Elections Code section 2170(e) (Stats. 2015, ch. 734, § 2).  
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 The test claim statute expands the locations where CVR and CVR voting are 
required to be provided by the counties to existing polling places (defined to 
include vote centers) and satellite offices, but does not expand the times for which 
these services are provided by the counties or require the counties to create new 
locations where voters have access to CVR and CVR voting. 

The test claim statute amended Elections Code section 2170(d) and (e) to extend the requirement 
for county elections officials to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting to all satellite offices 
of the county elections official and all polling places in the county, as follows in underline and 
strikeout: 

(a) “Conditional voter registration” means a properly executed affidavit of registration 
that is delivered by the registrant to the county elections official during the 14 days 
immediately preceding an election or on election day and which may be deemed effective 
pursuant to this article after the elections official processes the affidavit, determines the 
registrant's eligibility to register, and validates the registrant's information, as specified in 
subdivision (c). 
(b) In addition to other methods of voter registration provided by this code, an elector 
who is otherwise qualified to register to vote under this code and Section 2 of Article II 
of the California Constitution may complete a conditional voter registration and cast a 
provisional ballot, or nonprovisional ballot under subdivision (f), during the 14 days 
immediately preceding an election or on election day pursuant to this article. 
(c)(1) A conditional voter registration shall be deemed effective if the county elections 
official is able to determine before or during the canvass period for the election that the 
registrant is eligible to register to vote and that the information provided by the registrant 
on the registration affidavit matches information contained in a database maintained by 
the Department of Motor Vehicles or the federal Social Security Administration. 
(2) If the information provided by the registrant on the registration affidavit cannot be 
verified pursuant to paragraph (1) but the registrant is otherwise eligible to vote, the 
registrant shall be issued a unique identification number pursuant to Section 2150 and the 
conditional voter registration shall be deemed effective. 
(d) The county elections official shall offer conditional voter registration and 
provisional voting pursuant to this article, in accordance with all of the following 
procedures: 

(1) The elections official shall provide conditional voter registration and 
provisional voting pursuant to this article at all permanent and satellite 
offices of the county elections official and all polling places in the county. 
(2) The elections official shall advise registrants that a conditional voter 
registration will be effective only if the registrant is determined to be 
eligible to register to vote for the election and the information provided by 
the registrant on the registration affidavit is verified pursuant to 
subdivision (c). 
(3) The elections official shall conduct the receipt and handling of each 
conditional voter registration and offer and receive a corresponding 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000203&cite=CACNART2S2&originatingDoc=IC2130850627E11EAA5DE94EE389176DC&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000203&cite=CACNART2S2&originatingDoc=IC2130850627E11EAA5DE94EE389176DC&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000206&cite=CAELS2150&originatingDoc=IC2130850627E11EAA5DE94EE389176DC&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Search)
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provisional ballot in a manner that protects the secrecy of the ballot and 
allows the elections official to process the registration, determine the 
registrant's eligibility to register, and validate the registrant's information 
before counting or rejecting the corresponding provisional ballot. 
(4) After receiving a conditional voter registration, the elections official 
shall process the registration, determine the registrant's eligibility to 
register, and attempt to validate the registrant's information. 
(5) If a conditional registration is deemed effective, the elections official 
shall include the corresponding provisional ballot in the official canvass. 

(e) The count elections official may offerAfter receiving a conditional voter 
registration and provisional voting pursuant to this article at satellite offices of the 
county elections office, the elections official shall provide the voter a provisional 
ballot in accordance with the following procedures: specified in paragraphs (2) to 
(5), inclusive, of subdivision (d). 

(1) If the elections office, satellite office, or polling place is equipped with 
an electronic poll book, or other means to determine the voter's precinct, 
the elections official shall provide the voter with a ballot for the voter's 
precinct if the ballot is available. The ballot may be cast by any means 
available at the elections office, satellite office, or polling place. 
(2) If the elections official is unable to determine the voter's precinct, or a 
ballot for the voter's precinct is unavailable, the elections official shall 
provide the voter with a ballot and inform the voter that only the votes for 
the candidates and measures on which the voter would be entitled to vote 
in the voter's assigned precinct may be counted pursuant to paragraph (3) 
of subdivision (c) of Section 14310. The ballot may be cast by any means 
available at the elections office, satellite office, or polling place. 
(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (2), if the elections official is able to 
determine the voter's precinct, but a ballot for the voter's precinct is 
unavailable, the elections official may inform the voter of the location of 
the voter's polling place. A voter described in this paragraph shall not be 
required to vote at the voter's polling place and may instead, at the voter's 
choosing, cast a ballot pursuant to paragraph (2). 
(4) This subdivision does not apply to elections conducted pursuant to 
Section 4005 or 4007 [under the Voter’s Choice Act].156 

Polling places are typically open on election day, and not during the 14 days prior to the 
election.157  However, the Elections Code broadly defines “polling place” as “a location where a 
                                                 
156 Statutes 2019, chapter 565. 
157 Elections Code section 14212 provides:  “The polls shall be open at 7 a.m. of the day of any 
election, and shall be kept open until 8 p.m. of the same day, when the polls shall be closed, 
except as provided in Sections 4005, 4007, and 14401.”  Elections Code section 14401 provides 
that “if at the hour of closing there are any other voters in the polling place, or in line at the door, 
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voter casts a ballot, including a vote center.”158  “Vote center” is defined as “a location 
established for holding elections that offers the services described in Sections 2170, 4005, and 
4007.”159  As indicated above, sections 4005 and 4007 address the Voter’s Choice Act, where 
counties that choose to participate in the Voter’s Choice Act conduct elections using vote centers 
that are open before election day and on election day, and are required to provide CVR and CVR 
provisional voting pursuant to section 2170.160  Thus, Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), as 
amended by the test claim statute, requires counties to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting 
at all polling places (defined to include vote centers), and at all satellite offices, beginning 
January 1, 2020.   
The claimant also contends the test claim statute requires counties to provide CVR “at expanded 
times.”161  However, the plain language of the test claim statute does not change the time periods 
during which CVR and CVR provisional voting are offered by a county (14 days prior to election 
day and on election day at all permanent election offices), or require counties to create new 
polling places, vote centers, or satellite offices.  In addition, according to the Secretary of State’s 
memorandum issued to county elections officials statewide, the test claim statute requires polling 
places to offer CVR on election day only.162  Thus, there is no requirement under the test claim 
statute that polling places provide CVR during the 14 days prior to election day.163  The 

                                                 
who are qualified to vote and have not been able to do so since appearing, the polls shall be kept 
open a sufficient time to enable them to vote.”   
158 Elections Code section 338.5. 
159 Elections Code section 357.5.  
160 Elections Code sections 4005 and 4007.  Section 4005 provides that counties participating in 
the Voter’s Choice Act must allow voters residing in the county to “[r]egister to vote, update the 
voter’s voter registration, and vote pursuant to Section 2170 [CVR and CVR provisional 
voting].”  (Elec. Code, § 4005(a)(2)(A)(ii) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832).)  See also, Exhibit A, Test 
Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 160-161 (California Secretary of State, About 
California’s Voter’s Choice Act).   
161 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 6. 
162 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 108-109 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019) (“During this time period [E-14 through 
E-1], CVR must be offered at all permanent and satellite county elections offices and all vote 
centers.”…“In addition to CVR being offered at all permanent and satellite county elections 
offices and all vote centers, CVR must be offered at all polling locations on Election Day.”).   
163 Statutes 2021, chapter 34, added sections 1600 to 1606 to the Elections Code beginning  
June 28, 2021, for elections conducted in non-Voter’s Choice Act counties prior to  
January 1, 2022.  (Elec. Code, § 1600.)  For these elections, counties may choose to consolidate 
polling locations to be open from the Saturday prior to the day of the election through the 
Monday prior to the day of the election and on election day.  (Elec. Code, § 1602(b).)  The Test 
Claim states:  “The November 2020 election was unusual because polling places were open for 4 
days total due to changes in the election due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as discussed below, 
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Secretary of State’s memorandum further provides that vote centers and satellite offices are 
required to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting “during” the 14-day period before election 
day and on election day.164  However, pursuant to the Voter’s Choice Act, counties that choose 
to operate vote centers are only required to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting services 
ten days before election day and on election day (a time “during” the 14-day period identified in 
section 2170).165  The test claim statute did not expand the time for vote centers to provide these 
services.  Similarly, counties that have satellite offices are required to provide CVR and CVR 
provisional voting “during” the 14-day period before election day, on the days that those 
locations are open, and on election day.  The claimant concedes that it provided those services 
for just four days before election day and on election day for the March 2020 election as follows: 

[T]he County created four satellite offices for the March 2020 election. These 
locations were open from February 29, 2020 through March 2, 2020 from 8:00 

                                                 
and therefore CVR had to be offered at polling places on all four of those days.”  (Exhibit A, 
Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 12.)  Elections Code sections 1600-1606, as added by 
Statutes 2021, chapter 34 have not been pled in a test claim.   
164 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 108-109 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019) (“During this time period [E-14 through 
E-1], CVR must be offered at all permanent and satellite county elections offices and all vote 
centers”). 
165 Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A), 4007 (Stats. 2016, ch. 832).  Elections Code section 
4005(a)(2)(A)(ii) provides that the county elections official at a vote center is required to permit 
a voter residing in the county to “register to vote, update his or her voter registration, and vote 
pursuant to Section 2170.”  Section 4005, however, only requires counties operating under the 
Voter’s Choice Act to have one vote center for every 50,000 registered voters open ten days 
before election day and have one vote center for every 10,000 registered voters open on election 
day.  (Elec. Code, § 4005(a)(3)(A) and (4)(A).)   
Under the rules of statutory construction, the statute that is more specific to the subject matter 
(the Voter’s Choice Act) controls over the more general provisions of conditional voter 
registration in section 2170, and thus, vote centers under the Voter’s Choice Act are required to 
provide CVR and CVR voting ten days before election day and on election day.  (Arbuckle-
College City Fire Protection Dist. v. County of Colusa (2003) 105 Cal.App.4th 1155, 1166 (“It is 
a general rule of statutory interpretation that, in the event of statutory conflict, a specific 
provision will control over a general provision. . . . Generally, it can be presumed that when the 
Legislature has enacted a specific statute to deal with a particular matter, it would intend the 
specific statute to control over more general provisions of law that might otherwise apply.”).) 
This interpretation is consistent with the interpretation of the Secretary of State’s Office.  
(Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 161 (California Secretary of State, About 
California’s Voter’s Choice Act).)   
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a.m. through 5:00 p.m., and on March 3, 2020 from 7:00 a.m. through 8:00 
p.m.166 

Thus, the test claim statute only expands the locations where CVR and CVR voting are required 
to be provided by the counties to existing satellite offices and polling places, but does not expand 
the times for which these services are provided by the counties or require the counties to create 
new locations where voters have access to CVR and CVR voting.  

 Elections Code section 2170(d) and (e) identify the activities required to provide 
CVR and CVR provisional voting.  

Elections Code section 2170(d) and (e) identify the procedures for providing CVR and CVR 
provisional ballots at all existing satellite offices and polling places.  The plain language of 
section 2170(d) states that it is “the county elections official” that shall offer CVR and CVR 
provisional voting under the procedures set forth in subparts (d)(1) through (d)(5).  However, 
subdivision(d)(1), which contains the specific requirement that CVR and CVR provisional voting 
be provided at satellite offices and polling places, uses the more general term “elections official,” 
as do the other four subparts of subdivision (d).  Subdivision (e) also uses “elections official” 
when describing the process for providing the CVR provisional ballot to a voter that 
conditionally registered. 
The Elections Code broadly defines “elections official” as “any of the following:  (a) A clerk or 
any person who is charged with the duty of conducting an election.  (b) A county clerk, city 
clerk, registrar of voters, or elections supervisor having jurisdiction over elections within any 
county, city, or district within the state.”167  However, under the Elections Code, county elections 
officials are the only local elections officials authorized to receive and process affidavits of 
registration.168   
This limitation as applied to CVR is reflected in the language of Elections Code section 2170(a), 
which first uses the specific term “county elections official” to refer to whom a conditional voter 
registration must be returned and then uses the more general term “elections official” to refer 
back to the county elections official.  Given that subdivision (d) similarly uses county elections 
official to specify “who shall offer conditional voter registration and provisional voting pursuant 
to this article,” the use of the more general “elections official” in subdivisions (d)(1) and (e) also 
refers back to the county elections official.169  This interpretation is consistent with guidance 
from the Secretary of State, which expressly states that the test claim statute applies to county 
elections officials only.170  Therefore, the requirements under subdivisions (d)(1) and (e) to 

                                                 
166 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 33 (Declaration of L. Michael Vu, 
Registrar of Voters for the County of San Diego from December 2012 to January 7, 2021). 
167 Elections Code section 320. 
168 Elections Code section 2102. 
169 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1), emphasis added. 
170 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 107 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
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provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at all satellite offices and polling places in the county 
applies to county elections officials only. 
While the plain language of Elections Code section 2170(d)(1) makes clear that county elections 
officials must now “provide” CVR and CVR provisional voting at all existing satellite offices of 
the county elections official and at all existing polling places in the county, further interpretation 
is required to determine what activities a county elections official is required to perform when 
“providing” CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite offices and polling places. 

i. Providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite offices and polling 
places requires county elections officials to provide a voter registration 
affidavit pursuant to Elections Code section 2170(d)(1). 

Elections Code section 2170(d)(1) states that that the elections official must provide “conditional 
voter registration.”  Subdivision (a) defines a “conditional voter registration” as “a properly 
executed affidavit of registration that is delivered by the registrant to the county elections official 
during the 14 days immediately preceding an election or on election day.”171  The Secretary of 
State’s existing regulations specify that conditional voter registrants “shall use the same affidavit 
of registration as other voters–either a paper form or online through the Internet Web site of the 
Secretary of State.”172   
Therefore, because a “conditional voter registration” means a properly executed affidavit of 
registration that is delivered by the CVR registrant to the county elections official during the 14-
day period before an election or on election day, providing “conditional voter registration” at all 
satellite offices and polling places must include providing an affidavit of registration.  This 
interpretation is supported by the Secretary of State’s guidance to county elections officials, 
which states that in providing CVR, county elections officials must “[p]rovide the individual a 
voter registration application.”173 

ii. Providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at existing satellite offices and 
polling places and processing the registrations and ballots requires county 
elections officials to perform the activities specified in Elections Code section 
2170(d)(2) through (d)(5). 

There are specific activities that county elections officials are required to perform as part of 
offering CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite offices and polling places.  When 
providing a CVR and CVR provisional ballot at a satellite office or polling place, county 
elections officials are required to: advise CVR registrants regarding the requirements for a CVR 
to be deemed effective (section 2170(d)(2)); conduct the receipt and handling of the conditional 
voter registration (section 2170(d)(3)); and offer and receive a corresponding provisional ballot 
(section 2170(d)(3)).174   

                                                 
171 Elections Code section 2170(a). 
172 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20022 (Register 2018, No. 10). 
173 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 109-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
174 Elections Code section 2170(d)(2) through (d)(3). 
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Elections Code section 2170(d)(4) and (d)(5) then requires the county elections official to:  

• process the CVR registration, determine the CVR registrant’s eligibility to register, and 
validate the registrant’s information before counting or rejecting the CVR voter’s ballot 
(Elections Code section 2170(d)(4)); and  

• if the CVR is deemed effective, include the CVR voter’s ballot in the official canvass.  
(Elections Code section 2170(d)(5). 

iii. County elections officials in non-Voter’s Choice Act counties are required to 
follow the procedures specified in Elections Code section 2170(e)(1) through 
(e)(3) when providing the CVR voter with a provisional ballot. 

The plain language of Elections Code section 2170(e), as amended by Statutes 2019, chapter 565 
(the test claim statute), specifies the manner in which county elections officials must provide a 
CVR voter with a provisional ballot after receiving a conditional voter registration.   
After receiving a conditional voter registration, an elections official must provide the CVR voter 
with a provisional ballot in the following manner: 

(1) If the permanent or satellite office of the county elections official is equipped 
with an electronic poll book or other means to determine the CVR voter’s 
precinct, the elections official must provide the voter with a ballot for the 
voter’s precinct, if available.175 

(2) If the elections official is unable to determine the CVR voter's precinct, or a 
ballot for the voter's precinct is unavailable, the elections official must provide 
the voter with a ballot and inform the voter that pursuant to Elections Code 
section 14310(c)(3), only the votes for the candidates and measures on which 
the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter's assigned precinct may be 
counted.176 

(3) Notwithstanding paragraph (2), if the elections official is able to determine the 
voter's precinct, but a ballot for the voter's precinct is unavailable, the 
elections official may inform the voter of the location of the voter's polling 
place.177 

Subdivision (e)(4) specifies that the procedures in subdivision (e) do not apply to elections 
conducted under the Voter’s Choice Act.178   
Prior law required county elections officials at satellite offices to have the means to determine a 
CVR voter’s precinct and access to all of the precinct ballots in the county, but not at polling 

                                                 
175 Elections Code section 2170(e)(1). 
176 Elections Code section 2170(e)(2). 
177 Elections Code section 2170(e)(3). 
178 Elections Code section 2170(e)(4). 
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places, unless the county elections official specifically designated a polling place as a satellite 
county elections office.179  This is still the case under the test claim statute. 
The legislative history indicates that the procedures outlined in subdivision (e) are intended to 
address the various situations that may uniquely arise when county elections officials provide 
CVR provisional voting at polling places. 

While this bill requires CVR to be available at every polling place, it does not 
mandate that each CVR location be able to provide the correct ballot for every 
voter. Instead, this bill anticipates and provides for situations in which a CVR 
location is unable to provide the correct ballot for a voter.180 

The distinction between the activities county elections officials must perform when providing 
CVR provisional voting at satellite county elections offices versus at polling places is readily 
apparent from the Secretary of State’s guidance to county elections officials regarding the 
changes in law following the test claim statute.  According to the Secretary of State, providing 
CVR and CVR provisional voting at satellite county elections offices requires county elections 
officials to perform the following activities: 

• Provide the individual a voter registration application. 

• Once the voter completes the application, the county elections official 
determines the CVR voter's precinct. 

• Provide the CVR voter a ballot for the voter's precinct. 

• Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.181 
In comparison, the Secretary of State’s guidance for the activities to be performed by county 
elections officials when providing CVR and CVR provisional voting at polling places depends 
on whether the polling place has the means to determine the CVR voter’s precinct and whether 
the ballot for the CVR voter’s assigned precinct is available.182  If the polling place has the 
means to determine the CVR voter’s precinct and the ballot for that precinct is available, the 
Secretary of State advises that the county elections official must adhere to the following process: 

• Provide the individual a voter registration application. 

• Once the CVR voter completes the application, determine the voter's precinct. 

                                                 
179 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20023. 
180 Exhibit F(2), Assembly Committee on Elections and Redistricting, Analysis of SB 72 (2019-
2020 Reg. Sess.), as amended May 17, 2019, page 5. 
181 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 108 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).  These procedures also apply to vote 
centers under the Voter’s Choice Act.  Pursuant to California Code of Regulations, title 2, 
section 20023, vote centers are also required to have the means to determine a CVR voter’s 
precinct and access to all of the precinct ballots in the county. 
182 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 110-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
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• Provide the voter a ballot for the voter's precinct.  

• Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.183  
If the polling place has the means to determine the CVR voter’s precinct, but the ballot for that 
precinct is not available, then the county elections official is required to: 

• Inform the voter of the location of their correct polling place and their option to vote 
at the correct polling place or at their current location. 

• If the individual does not wish to go to their polling place, provide the individual a 
voter registration application. 

o Once the CVR voter completes the application, determine the voter's precinct. 
o Give the voter:  

 a ballot that is available at the precinct, and  
 inform the voter that only the votes for the candidates and measures on 

which the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter's assigned 
precinct may be counted.  

o Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.184 
Finally, if the polling place does not have the means to determine the CVR voter's precinct, or 
the ballot for the voter's precinct is not available:  

• If possible, inform the individual of the location of their correct polling place where 
the ballot for their precinct is available, and their option to vote at the correct polling 
place or at their current location. 

• If the individual does not wish to go to their polling place or if the polling place does 
not have the means to determine the individual’s precinct, provide a voter registration 
application.  

o Give the voter:  
 a ballot that is available at the precinct, and  
 information that only the votes for the candidates and measures on 

which the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter's assigned 
precinct may be counted.  

o Voter places the voted ballot in a CVR provisional ballot envelope.185 

                                                 
183 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 110 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
184 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 110-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019).   
185 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 110-111 (California Secretary of State 
CC/ROV Memorandum #19125, November 20, 2019), emphasis in original. 
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The Secretary of State guidance tracks the requirements under Elections Code section 2170(e)(1) 
through (e)(3) and is consistent with the plain language of the statute.  
Therefore, county elections officials in non-Voter’s Choice Act counties are required to follow 
the procedures specified in Elections Code section 2170(e)(1) through (e)(3) when providing the 
CVR voter with a provisional ballot at satellite election offices and polling places.    

2. The Requirement to Provide CVR and CVR Provisional Voting at Vote Centers 
and Satellite Offices of the County Elections Official Is Not Mandated by the 
State Because County Elections Officials Are Not Required by State Law to 
Create Vote Centers and Satellite Offices. 

The test claim statute requires that all county polling places, defined to include vote centers, and 
satellite offices provide CVR and CVR provisional voting.  The claimant has not participated in 
the Voter’s Choice Act and has not created vote centers.186  However, the claimant seeks 
reimbursement for the cost of creating four satellite county elections offices for the March 2020 
election.187  The claimant concedes that while the test claim statute does not directly require a 
county elections official to establish satellite locations, it was necessary to do so “to mitigate 
long lines and wait times at the polling places, when such long lines and wait times were a 
reasonably-anticipated result” of the test claim statute.188   
Based on the analysis below, the requirement to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at 
vote centers and satellite offices stems from an initial discretionary decision by the county 
elections official to participate in the Voter’s Choice Act and establish vote centers, and establish 
satellite offices, and therefore, the requirements are not mandated by the state for county vote 
centers and satellite election offices. 
As discussed above, sections 4005 and 4007 address the Voter’s Choice Act, which authorizes 
counties to conduct any election as an all-mailed ballot election, provided certain conditions are 
met.189  Elections Code section 4005 states in relevant part: 

Notwithstanding Section 4000 or any other law, on or after January 1, 2018, the 
Counties of Calaveras, Inyo, Madera, Napa, Nevada, Orange, Sacramento, San 

                                                 
186 At the time the Test Claim was filed, the claimant did not participate in the Voter’s Choice 
Act.  On October 19, 2021, the County of San Diego Board of Supervisors directed the Registrar 
of Voters to transition to the Voter’s Choice Act model beginning with the June 2022 
gubernatorial primary election cycle.  (Exhibit F(8), Excerpt from County of San Diego Board of 
Supervisors, Statement of Proceedings for October 19, 2021 Regular Meeting, 
https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/bos/agenda/sop/10192021sop.pdf (accessed 
on November 2, 2021), pages 2-4.) 
187 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 15-16. 
188 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 6.  See also Exhibit E, 
Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, pages 6-7. 
189 Elections Code sections 4005, 4007 (Stats. 2016, ch. 832).  Los Angeles County is subject to 
the same general requirements specified in Elections Code section 4005, with certain exceptions 
as specified in Elections Code section 4007. 

https://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/bos/agenda/sop/10192021sop.pdf
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Luis Obispo, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter, and Tuolumne, and, 
except as provided in Section 4007, on or after January 1, 2020, any county may 
conduct any election as an all-mailed ballot election if all of the following 
apply…190 

Elections Code section 4007, which applies exclusively to Los Angeles County, states in 
pertinent part as follows: 

On or after January 1, 2020, the County of Los Angeles may conduct any election 
as a vote center election if all of the following apply: 
(1) The county elections official complies with all the provisions of subdivision 
(a) of Section 4005 that are not inconsistent with this section.191 

Amongst the provisions enumerated in Elections Code section 4005(a) is the requirement that the 
county elections officials conduct elections using vote centers, that are open before election day 
and on election day, and which must provide voters with a number of voter services, including 
the opportunity to “[r]egister to vote, update the voter’s voter registration, and vote pursuant to 
Section 2170 [CVR and CVR provisional voting].”192 

(2) The county elections official permits a voter residing in the county to do any 
of the following at a vote center: 

(i) Return, or vote and return, the voter’s vote by mail ballot. 
(ii) Register to vote, update the voter’s voter registration, and vote 
pursuant to Section 2170. 
(iii) Receive and vote a provisional ballot pursuant to Section 3016 or 
Article 5 (commencing with Section 14310) of Chapter 3 of Division 14. 
(iv) Receive a replacement ballot upon verification that a ballot for the 
same election has not been received from the voter by the county elections 
official. If the county elections official is unable to determine if a ballot 
for the same election has been received from the voter, the county 
elections official may issue a provisional ballot. 

                                                 
190 Elections Code section 4005(a) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832), emphasis added.  
191 Elections Code section 4007(a)(1) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832), emphasis added. 
192 Elections Code sections 4005 and 4007 address Voter Choice Act counties, where counties 
agree to open one vote center per 50,000 registered voters ten days before the election and 
continuing through the Friday before election day, and one voter center per 10,000 registered 
voters beginning the Saturday before the election and continuing through election day.  (Elec. 
Code, § 4005(a)(3)(A), (a)(4)(A)); Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 160-
161 (California Secretary of State, About California’s Voter’s Choice Act).  
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(v) Vote a regular, provisional, or replacement ballot using accessible 
voting equipment that provides for a private and independent voting 
experience.193 

Thus, while counties that conduct elections under the Voter’s Choice Act are required to have 
vote centers under the plain language of section 4005 and 4007, participation is optional (“any 
county may conduct any election as an all-mailed ballot election if all of the following 
apply…”).194  Elections Code section 354 states that “‘Shall’ is mandatory and ‘may’ is 
permissive.”  Therefore, counties are permitted, but not required, to have vote centers.  
Government Code section 12172.5(d) authorizes the Secretary of State to adopt regulations “to 
assure the uniform application and administration of state election laws.”195  Section 20021 of 
the Secretary of State’s regulations, which provides definitions pertaining to conditional voter 
registration, defines “satellite office” as follows: 

(d) “Satellite office” has the same meaning as “satellite location,” as used in 
subdivision (b) of Elections Code section 3018.196 

Elections Code section 3018, which governs the procedures for vote by mail applications and 
voting, states in pertinent part:  “(b) For purposes of this section, the office of an elections 
official may include satellite locations.”197  Therefore, a county elections official is permitted, 
but not required, to have satellite offices.  
In Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.), the 
California Supreme Court held “that the proper focus under a legal compulsion inquiry is upon 
the nature of claimants’ participation in the underlying programs themselves.”198  The court left 
open the possibility that where no “legal” compulsion exists, “practical” compulsion may be 
found if the local agency faces “certain and severe…penalties” such as “double…taxation” or 
other “draconian” consequences if they fail to comply with the statute.199  
In Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA), the court emphasized 
that practical compulsion requires a concrete showing in the record that a failure to engage in the 
activities at issue will result in certain and severe penalties or other draconian consequences, 
                                                 
193 Elections Code section 4005(a)(2)(A) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832), emphasis added. 
194 Elections Code section 4005(a) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832), emphasis added; Elections Code 
section 4007(a) (Stats. 2016, ch. 832) (“the County of Los Angeles may conduct any election as 
a vote center election if all of the following apply…”). 
195 Government Code section 12172.5(d). 
196 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20021. 
197 Elections Code section 3018(b), emphasis added. 
198 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 743 (agreeing with the court’s analysis in City of Merced v. State of California 
(1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 777). 
199 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 754. 
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such that the local government entity must comply in order to perform its core essential 
functions.200  In Department of Finance (POBRA), the court addressed legislation that provided 
procedural protections to peace officers employed by counties, cities, and school districts, when 
the officer is subject to investigation or discipline.201  Because school districts are authorized, but 
not required, to hire peace officers, the court held that school districts were not legally compelled 
to comply with the legislation.202  In dismissing the argument that local government entities must 
employ peace officers when necessary to carry out their basic functions, the court said “it is not 
manifest on the face of the statute cited nor is there any showing in the record that [a school 
district] hiring its own peace officers, rather than relying upon the county or city in which it is 
embedded, is the only way as a practical matter to comply.”203  Thus, the court found that school 
districts were not mandated by the state to comply with the test claim statute.  
Here, a county elections official has no legal compulsion to establish vote centers or satellite 
election offices, but has the discretion to do so.  Thus, the requirements imposed by the test claim 
statute, which are triggered by that discretionary decision, are not legally compelled by state law.   
Furthermore, there is no evidence in the record to support a finding that county elections officials 
are practically compelled to have vote centers or satellite election offices; that they will face 
certain or severe penalties or other draconian consequences if they fail to establish vote centers 
or satellite election offices to carry out their core functions.  The declaration of L. Michael Vu, 
who was the Registrar of Voters for the claimant from December 2012 to January 7, 2021, states 
that “it was necessary during the March 2020 election for the County to create satellite offices of 
the Registrar’s permanent office at which potential voters could register through CVR” as 
follows: 

7. Section 2170 of the Elections Code, which first required elections officials to 
offer CVR, was enacted in 2012 but not effective until the Secretary of State 
certified the VoteCal Statewide Voter Registration Database in 2016. Therefore, 
the County of San Diego first implemented CVR during the June 2018 
gubernatorial primary election. 
8. The voter turnout for the June 2018 election was 39.8%. Attached as Exhibit 1 
is a true and correct copy of a report of Registered Voters and Vote by Mail Ballot 
Voter Turnout maintained by our office and publicly available at 
https://www.sdvote.com/content/dam/rov/en/reports/voter_turnouts.pdf 
9. The first election in which CVR was widely utilized by potential voters in the 
County was the November 6, 2018 gubernatorial general election. At that 

                                                 
200 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367. 
201 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355. 
202 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1368. 
203 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (POBRA) (2009) 170 Cal.App.4th 
1355, 1367. 

https://www.sdvote.com/content/dam/rov/en/reports/voter_turnouts.pdf
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election, the County offered CVR at the Registrar’s permanent office (located at 
5600 Overland Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123). The County did not implement 
satellite offices. 
10. During the November 6, 2018 election, there was a 66.42% voter turnout. (See 
Exhibit 1.) During that election, 2,353 individuals exercised CVR. Of this 
number, 1,555 individuals did so on election day. On election day, a line wrapped 
around the Registrar’s building equal to the length of over 5 football fields. 
Although the polls closed at 8:00 p.m., the last potential voter who had been 
standing in line since the polls closed entered the building at around midnight. 
This potential voter registered by CVR. The last voter left the building at 
approximately 1:00 a.m. on November 7, 2018. 
11. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the California Secretary of 
State’s Report of Registration as of February 10, 2019, which is publicly available 
at https://elections.cdn.sos.ca.gov/ror/ror-odd-year-2019/county.pdf. According to 
this document, as of February 2019, there were 2,229,766 individuals eligible to 
vote in the County of San Diego and only 1,747,383 registered voters. That meant 
there were 482,383 individuals who had not registered to vote but could 
potentially opt to do so by CVR. This was in addition to voters who needed to or 
would choose to re-register to vote by CVR. 
12. After SB 72’s amendment to Section 2170(d)(1), which mandated that county 
elections officials offer CVR at any satellite offices of the elections official during 
the 14-day period prior to the election, and offer CVR at both satellite offices and 
polling places on election day, there was a very real possibility that polling places 
would be overwhelmed with the same long lines and wait times experienced at the 
Registrar’s permanent location in November 2018. Further, the March 2020 
election was a presidential primary, and in 2016 the primary had significant voter 
turnout of 50.94%. (See Exhibit 1.) 
13. Additionally, for the March 2020 primary election, the Registrar’s office was 
required to make available at satellite offices and polling places a variety of ballot 
styles pursuant to California law. (Cal. Elec. Code § 13102.) The Registrar’s 
office was required to make available at the polls eight different styles of ballots 
(for eight variations: American Independent, Democratic, Green, Libertarian, No 
Party Preference, No Party Preference requesting to vote in the Democratic 
primary, Peace & Freedom, and Republican) in five different languages (English, 
Spanish, Filipino, Vietnamese, and Chinese, pursuant to Voting Rights Act 
requirements), for a total of 40 variations of ballots. This requirement made the 
March 2020 election administratively complex. That complexity was 
compounded by SB 72’s amendment to Section 2170(d)(1), which mandated that 
county elections officials offer CVR at any satellite offices of the elections 
official during the 14-day period prior to the election, and offer CVR at both 
satellite offices and polling places on election day. The Registrar’s office 
anticipated this complexity would be particularly acute for poll workers who 
would actually be interacting with voters on election day. 

https://elections.cdn.sos.ca.gov/ror/ror-odd-year-2019/county.pdf
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14. In my then-capacity as Registrar, I collaborated with staff at the Registrar’s 
office and determined that because of SB 72’s amendment to Section 2170(d)(1), 
it was necessary during the March 2020 election for the County to create satellite 
offices of the Registrar’s permanent office at which potential voters could register 
through CVR. This was necessary to avoid even longer line and wait times than 
voters experienced in the November 2018 election, and it was necessary to keep 
that traffic away from the traditional polling places. 
15. Therefore, the County created four satellite offices for the March 2020 
election. These locations were open from February 29, 2020 through  
March 2, 2020 from 8:00 a.m. through 5:00 p.m., and on March 3, 2020 from 7:00 
a.m. through 8:00 p.m. Additionally, there were 1,548 polling places at the March 
2020 election.204 

The Registrar’s statements do not evidence that the claimant will face certain or severe penalties 
or other draconian consequences if it fails to establish satellite election offices to carry out its 
core elections functions.  Mr. Vu cites to several factors as contributing to the “necessity” of 
establishing four satellite offices for the November 2020 election.  He states that due to the high 
voter turnout during the November 2018 election, satellite offices were needed “to avoid even 
longer line and wait times,” and “to keep that traffic away from traditional polling places” 
because “there was a very real possibility that polling places would be overwhelmed.”205  
Because the March 2020 election was a presidential primary, Mr. Vu believed that voter turnout 
would be high.206  He also cites to eligible voter statistics from February 2019 showing that 
nearly half a million residents of San Diego County were eligible but not registered to vote, 
whom he characterizes as potential CVR voters, in addition to any registered voters who need to 
re-register by CVR.207  Finally, Mr. Vu “anticipated” that the administrative complexity caused 
by the convergence of the test claim statute and a separate requirement to provide 40 variations 
of ballots would be particularly challenging for poll workers at polling places.208 
None of the facts alleged by Mr. Vu provide concrete evidence that any actual severe penalty or 
consequence would ensue if the claimant did not establish satellite offices.  Instead, Mr. Vu’s 
statements about the necessity of four satellite offices during the March 2020 election are based 
on hypothetical outcomes that the claimant seeks to prevent, without supporting evidence to 
show that such outcomes are certain or even likely (“avoid longer line and wait times,” “real 
possibility that polling places would be overwhelmed,” “482,383 individuals…could potentially 
opt to do so by CVR”).209   

                                                 
204 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 30-33. 
205 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 32-33. 
206 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 32. 
207 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 31-32. 
208 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 32. 
209 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 31-33, emphasis added. 
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Furthermore, long lines and wait times and inundated polling places do not prevent the claimant 
from conducting elections.  While the declaration puts forth facts showing that during the 
November 2018 election, there was “a line wrapped around the Registrar’s building equal to the 
length of over 5 football fields” and the last potential voter, who registered by CVR, did not 
leave the building until around 1:00 a.m., even if these circumstances were to occur in later 
elections, they do not establish that but for satellite offices, the claimant would be unable to 
comply with the test claim statute or carry out its other core elections functions.  There is no 
evidence that the high voter turnout on election day November 2018 caused voters to be unable 
to register to vote or vote, or prevented the county elections official from performing any of its 
core elections functions.  The evidence provided by the claimant does not show that establishing 
new satellite offices is the only way as a practical matter to comply with the test claim statute. 
Therefore, the requirement to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at vote centers and 
satellite offices of the county elections official is not mandated by the state. 

3. Although Counties Are Now Required to Perform CVR and CVR Provisional 
Voting Activities at Existing Satellite Offices and Polling Places, the Test Claim 
Statute Does Not Require Counties to Perform Any New or Additional Activities 
or Shift Financial Responsibility for Conducting Elections From the State to the 
Counties and, Thus, the Test Claim Statute Does Not Impose a New Program or 
Higher Level of Service. 

Courts have repeatedly held that local government entities are not entitled to reimbursement 
simply because a state law or order increases the costs of providing mandated services.210  
Rather, reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 requires that all elements be met, including 
that the increased costs result from a new program or higher level of service mandated by the 
state on the local agency.211  To determine whether a test claim statute imposes a new program or 
higher level of service, the required activities imposed by the state must be new and impose a 
program subject to article XIII B, section 6 (by carrying out the governmental function of 
providing a service to the public, or imposing unique requirements on the local agency).212  
Alternatively, a new program or higher level of service can occur if the state transfers to local 
agencies complete or partial financial responsibility for a required program for which the state 
previously had complete or partial financial responsibility.213 
The primary issue in this case is whether the test claim statute imposes any new or additional 
activities or duties on counties, or shifts new costs from the state to local government.  To 
determine if a mandated activity or shift in costs from the state is new, the courts have used the 

                                                 
210 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal. 4th 859, 
877; City of Richmond v. Commission on State Mandates (1998) 64 Cal.App.4th 1190, 1196; 
Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
211 Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835. 
212 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 
874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 
Cal.3d 46, 56). 
213 California Constitution, article XIII B, section 6(c). 
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ordinary meaning of the word “new” and have found that if local government was not required to 
perform the activity or incur the cost shifted from the state at the time the test claim statute or 
regulation became effective (which, in effect, requires a comparison of the law immediately 
before the effective date of the test claim statute or regulation), the mandated activity or shifted 
cost is new.  
For example, in Lucia Mar Unified School Dist., the 1981 test claim statute required local school 
districts to pay the cost of educating pupils in state schools for the severely handicapped – costs 
that the state had previously paid in full until the 1981 statute became effective.214  The court 
held that the requirement imposed on local school districts to fund the cost of educating these 
pupils was new “since at the time [the test claim statute] became effective they were not required 
to contribute to the education of students from their districts at such schools.”215  The same 
analysis was applied in County of San Diego, where the court found that the state took full 
responsibility to fund the medical care of medically indigent adults in 1979, which lasted until 
the 1982 test claim statute shifted the costs back to counties.216  In City of San Jose, the court 
addressed the1990 test claim statute, which authorized counties to charge cities for the costs of 
booking into county jails persons who had been arrested by employees of the cities.217  The court 
denied the city’s claim for reimbursement, finding that the costs were not shifted by the state 
since “at the time [the 1990 test claim statute] was enacted, and indeed long before that statute, 
the financial and administrative responsibility associated with the operation of county jails and 
detention of prisoners was borne entirely by the county.”218  In San Diego Unified School 
District, the court determined that the required activities imposed by 1993 test claim statutes, 
which addressed the suspension and expulsion of K-12 students from school, were “new in 
comparison with the preexisting scheme in view of the circumstances that they did not exist prior 
to the enactment of [the 1993 test claim statutes].”219  And in Department of Finance. v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 546, the court found that installing and 
maintaining trash receptacles at transit stops and performing certain inspections were both new 
duties that local governments were required to perform, when compared to prior law.220 
The purpose of article XIII B, section 6 is to prevent the state from forcing extra programs on 
local government each year in a manner that negates their careful budgeting of increased 
expenditures that are counted against the local government’s annual spending limit.221  Thus, 
                                                 
214 Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 832.   
215 Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 830, 835, emphasis added. 
216 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 91. 
217 City of San Jose v. State (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802. 
218 City of San Jose v. State (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1812, emphasis added. 
219 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878 
(see also page 869, footnotes 6 and 7, and page 870, footnote 9, where the court describes in 
detail the state of the law immediately before the enactment of the 1993 test claim statutes).   
220 Department of Finance. v. Commission State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 546, 558. 
221 California Constitution, articles XIII B, sections 1, 8(a) and (b); County of Los Angeles v. 
State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 
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article XIII B, section 6 requires a comparison of the law as it existed immediately before the 
effective date of the test claim statute or regulation to determine if the state has mandated local 
government to perform new or additional activities and incur new costs shifted from the state 
that require reimbursement. 
As explained below, the test claim statute here does not require counties to perform any new or 
additional activities or shift financial responsibility for conducting elections from the state to the 
counties and, thus, does not impose a new program or higher level of service. 

 The test claim statute does not require counties to perform any new or additional 
activities or shift financial responsibility for conducting elections from the state to 
the counties. 

Here, the test claim statute requires that CVR and CVR provisional voting also be provided at 
existing satellite offices and polling places.  However, the actual government services provided 
by county elections officials – providing CVR and CVR provisional voting to any voter – are not 
new and have not changed as a result of the test claim statute, nor have the activities that county 
elections officials must carry out in order to provide these services.  County elections officials 
perform the same activities they performed under preexisting law during the same time period, 
except at more existing locations.  Expanding the locations where the same government services 
are provided does not, without requiring counties to perform new activities, amount to an 
increase in the level or quality of those services.  Nor has the test claim statute transferred 
financial responsibility from the state to local government.  Elections have always been 
conducted by local government, and not by the state.222  Thus, the test claim statute does not 
constitute a new program or higher level of service.  
As explained in the Background, the Legislature enacted Elections Code 2170 et seq. in 2012, 
establishing CVR and CVR provisional voting.223  Under Elections Code section 2170(a), a 
person who is otherwise qualified to vote, but who did not register or reregister by the 15-day 
registration deadline, is able to conditionally register to vote and provisionally vote during the 14 
days prior to and on election day, if certain requirements were met.224  While enacted in 2012, 
CVR and CVR provisional voting did not become operative until January 1, 2017, following the 
Secretary of State’s certification of a statewide voter registration database (VoteCal).225   
Elections Code section 2170 as originally enacted required county elections officials to provide 
CVR and CVR voting at all permanent offices of the county elections official during the 14-day 

                                                 
Cal.3d 830, 835; Hayes v. Commission on State Mandates (1992) 11 Cal.App.4th 1564, 1595; 
County of Sonoma v. Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1264, 1283. 
222 Elections Code section 13001 (Stats. 2008, ch. 179) provides that “[a]ll expenses authorized 
and necessarily incurred in the preparation for, and conduct of, elections as provided in this code 
shall be paid from the county treasuries, except that when an election is called by the governing 
body of a city the expenses shall be paid from the treasury of the city.”   
223 Statutes 2012, chapter 497. 
224 Elections Code section 2170(a) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497.) 
225 Statutes 2012, chapter 497; Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, page 75. 
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period prior to election day and on election day.226  Conditional voter registrants use the same 
affidavit of registration to register to vote as other voters – either a paper form or online through 
the Secretary of State’s website.227  The elections official was required to advise conditional 
voter registrants that a conditional voter registration is effective only if the registrant is 
determined to be eligible to register to vote and the information on the registration affidavit is 
verified.228   
In addition, preexisting law requires county elections officials to provide a CVR voter with a 
provisional ballot.  Under Elections Code section 2170(d)(3): 

The elections official shall conduct the receipt and handling of each conditional 
voter registration and offer and receive a corresponding provisional ballot in a 
manner that protects the secrecy of the ballot and allows the elections official to 
process the registration, to determine the registrant's eligibility to register, and to 
validate the registrant's information before counting or rejecting the 
corresponding provisional ballot.229 

Furthermore, processing conditional voter registrations and CVR provisional ballots pursuant to 
Elections Code section 2170(d)(4) and (d)(5) are not newly required by the test claim statute. 
Elections Code section 2170(d)(4) and (d)(5), which were enacted by Statutes 2012, chapter 497, 
provide that, in offering CVR and CVR provisional voting, county elections officials must:  

• process the CVR registration, determine the CVR registrant’s eligibility to register, and 
validate the registrant’s information before counting or rejecting the CVR voter’s ballot 
(Elections Code section 2170(d)(4)); and  

• if the CVR is deemed effective, include the CVR voter’s ballot in the official canvass.  
(Elections Code section 2170(d)(5). 

Under these provisions, the claimant alleges that as a result of the test claim statute, the county 
elections official was required to hire additional staff to process CVR registration forms and 
CVR provisional ballots and to purchase automated vote processing equipment to sort CVR 
provisional ballot envelopes.230  The claimant argues that while purchasing the automated 
equipment to process the additional CVR provisional ballots was not expressly required by the 
test claim statute, doing so was necessary to avoid the higher labor costs that would have accrued 
otherwise.231  However, even though the claimant may have incurred increased costs because 
more CVRs and CVR provisional ballots were provided and returned, the requirements in 

                                                 
226 Elections Code section 2170(d)(1) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2). 
227 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20022; see Elections Code sections 2102 (as 
last amended by Stats. 2015, ch. 736), 2150, 2170(a). 
228 Elections Code section 2170(d)(2) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2). 
229 Elections Code section 2170(d)(3) (Stats. 2012, ch. 497, § 2). 
230 Exhibit A, Test Claim, filed December 23, 2020, pages 17 19. 
231 Exhibit C, Claimant’s Rebuttal Comments, filed May 5, 2021, page 6. 
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Elections Code section 2170(d)(4) and (d)(5) were added by Statutes 2012, chapter 497, are not 
new, and were not amended by the test claim statute.232    
In addition, counties have long had the duty to process conditional voter registrations and include 
CVR provisional ballots in the official canvass.  Preexisting law requires a conditional voter 
registration to be processed in the same manner as a general voter registration.233  Processing 
ballots is governed by other code sections that became effective before the enactment of the test 
claim statute.  A provisional ballot cast by a conditional voter registrant is subject to the same 
requirements as apply to provisional voting generally.234  Additionally, section 20025 of the 
Secretary of State’s regulations specifies the procedures to be followed when processing a CVR 
provisional ballot, none of which were changed as a result of the test claim statute.235  Because 
county elections officials have a preexisting duty to process CVRs and CVR provisional ballots, 
these activities are not newly required by the test claim statute. 
Prior law did not specify the procedures now stated in Elections Code section 2170(e) when 
providing a CVR provisional ballot.  As discussed above, section 2170(e)(1) through (e)(3) 
address different situations that may arise at CVR locations, including polling places, depending 
on whether the CVR voter’s precinct can be determined and a precinct-specific ballot is 
available.  However, county elections officials have been required to have the means to 
determine a CVR voter’s precinct and access to a precinct-specific ballot at their permanent 
offices since before the enactment of the test claim statute.236  Therefore, the requirement under 
(e)(1) to provide the CVR voter with a ballot for the voter’s precinct is not newly required.   
Furthermore, providing a CVR voter with a ballot for the voter’s precinct does not require the 
county elections official to perform any new activities.  If the polling place has the capability to 
determine and produce a ballot for the CVR voter’s precinct, it must do so.  If not, then under the 
language of (e)(2), providing the CVR voter with whatever ballot is available at that polling 
place is sufficient.  Under either scenario, the county elections official is performing the same 
activity it was already required to perform:  providing a provisional ballot. 
The activities under (e)(2) are limited to providing the CVR voter with a ballot that is available 
at that polling place and informing the voter that only the votes for the candidates and measures 
on which the voter would be entitled to vote in the voter’s assigned precinct may be counted 
pursuant to Elections Code section 14310(c)(3).  Neither of these require a county elections 
official to perform new activities.  As discussed above, providing the CVR voter with “a ballot” 

                                                 
232 Elections Code section 2170(d)(4), (d)(5) (as added by Stats. 2012, ch. 497). 
233 Elections Code section 2171(b). 
234 Elections Code sections 2171(c), 14310, 15350, and 15100-15112; see also Exhibit F(4), 
California Secretary of State, Provisional Voting, https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-
resources/provisional-voting (accessed on June 2, 2021), page 3. 
235 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20025. 
236 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20023(d), (Register 2018, No. 10). 

https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
https://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/voting-resources/provisional-voting
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does not require the county elections official to perform any new activities.237  In addition, 
Elections Code section 14310(c)(3) has long provided the following: 

(c)(3) The provisional ballot of a voter who is otherwise entitled to vote shall not 
be rejected because the voter did not cast his or her ballot in the precinct to which 
he or she was assigned by the elections official. 

(A) If the ballot cast by the voter contains the same candidates and 
measures on which the voter would have been entitled to vote in his or her 
assigned precinct, the elections official shall count the votes for the entire 
ballot. 
(B) If the ballot cast by the voter contains candidates or measures on 
which the voter would not have been entitled to vote in his or her assigned 
precinct, the elections official shall count only the votes for the candidates 
and measures on which the voter was entitled to vote in his or her assigned 
precinct.238 

Furthermore, preexisting law requires that county elections officials provide any voter casting a 
provisional ballot with written instructions regarding the process and procedures for casting a 
provisional ballot, which must include, amongst other things, the information set forth in 
Elections Code section 14310(c)(3).239  Elections Code section 14310(a)(2) provides as follows: 

(a) At all elections, a voter claiming to be properly registered, but whose 
qualification or entitlement to vote cannot be immediately established upon 
examination of the roster for the precinct or upon examination of the records on 
file with the county elections official, shall be entitled to vote a provisional ballot 
as follows: 

[¶] 
(2) The voter shall be provided a provisional ballot, written instructions 
regarding the process and procedures for casting the ballot, and a written 
affirmation regarding the voter's registration and eligibility to vote. The 
written instructions shall include the information set forth in subdivisions 
(c) and (d).240 

Therefore, the requirement under Elections Code section 2170(e)(2), to “inform the [CVR] voter 
that only the votes for the candidates and measures on which the voter would be entitled to vote 
in the voter's assigned precinct may be counted pursuant to paragraph (3) of subdivision (c) of 
Section 14310” is not new.   
Elections Code section 2170(e)(3) provides that if the elections official is able to determine the 
CVR voter’s precinct, but a ballot for the voter’s precinct is unavailable, then the elections 
                                                 
237 Elections Code section 2170(d)(3) (as amended by Stats. 2015, ch. 734). 
238 Elections Code section 14310(c)(3) (as last amended by Stats. 2017, Ch. 806). 
239 Elections Code section 14310(a)(2) (as last amended by Stats. 2017, Ch. 806). 
240 Elections Code section 14310(a)(2), (as last amended by Stats. 2017, Ch. 806). 
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official may inform the voter where the voter’s polling place is located.  Because county 
elections offices are required to have the means to determine a CVR voter’s precinct and provide 
a ballot for the voter’s precinct, the scenario contemplated under section 2170(e)(3) is limited to 
polling places, which may or may not have the equipment necessary to determine a CVR voter’s 
assigned precinct.241  However, under preexisting law, county elections officials have a general 
duty to ensure that voters are able to locate their assigned polling place.242  The Secretary of 
State’s Poll Worker Training Standards, which are intended to provide elections officials with 
the necessary information for training poll workers, state as follows: 

If voters are in the wrong polling place, poll workers should tell them they can 
either go to their assigned polling place to vote a polling place ballot or they can 
stay and cast a provisional ballot.  The poll workers should also explain the 
advantages and disadvantages of each option.  For example, the polling place 
ballot may not contain all of the same candidates and measures as the ballot in a 
voter’s home precinct.  If this type of situation occurs late in the day, the poll 
worker should let the voter know that if the voter arrives at their assigned polling 
place after 8:00 p.m., the voter will not be allowed to cast a ballot.243 

The Poll Worker Training Standards further state, consistent with the language of Elections Code 
section 2170(e)(3), that “[i]f the ballot for the voter’s precinct is not available, the poll worker 
may inform the voter of the location of their polling place.”244 
Because county elections officials already have a general duty to assist voters in determining 
their polling place, and polling places are already required to make available to voters a means to 
obtain information about the voter’s polling place, requiring county elections officials to inform 
CVR voters where their polling place is located, when they have the means to do so, does not 
require the county elections official to perform any new activities. 
This claim is similar to Fifteen Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15.  In Fifteen Day Close 
of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, prior law allowed voters to newly register to vote, reregister, or 
change their address with county elections officials until the twenty-ninth day before an election.  
After that date, voter registration closed for that election.245  The test claim statute allowed new 
                                                 
241 California Code of Regulations, title 2, section 20023(d). 
242 Elections Code section 12105(a) (“The elections official shall, not less than one week before 
the election, publish the list of the polling places designated for each election precinct.”); 
Elections Code section 14105(h) (the elections official shall provide a “sufficient number of 
cards to each polling place containing the telephone number of the office to which a voter may 
call to obtain information about his or her polling place.  The card shall state that the voter may 
call collect during polling hours”). 
243 Exhibit F(3), Excerpt from California Secretary of State, 2021 Poll Worker Training 
Standards (Rev. August 2021), pages 5-6. 
244 Exhibit F(3), Excerpt from California Secretary of State, 2021 Poll Worker Training 
Standards (Rev. August 2021), page 3. 
245 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, adopted October 31, 2006, page 2. 
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registrations or changes to voter registrations through the fifteenth day before an election. 246  
The Commission concluded that the majority of the statutory provisions at issue did not 
constitute a new program or higher level of service because the activities required of the county – 
processing and accepting voter registration affidavits and changes of address – were not newly 
required.  County elections officials had been required to perform those activities long before the 
enactment of the test claim statute.247 
Similarly, here, expanding the locations where county elections officials are required to provide 
CVR and CVR provisional voting does not impose any new or additional activities on county 
elections officials.  Even without the test claim statute, counties are required to provide 
conditional voter registrations and provisional ballots to all voters requesting them regardless of 
the cost, and that has not changed.  Nor does the test claim statute change when CVR and CVR 
provisional voting must be made available to voters, or require counties to create new polling 
places, vote centers, or satellite offices to provide these existing services.  Under the test claim 
statute, county elections officials are simply performing the same activities during the same time 
period as was required under preexisting law, except at additional, existing locations.   
Accordingly, the test claim statute does not require counties to perform any new or additional 
activities or shift financial responsibility for conducting elections from the state to the counties 
and, thus, does not impose a new program or higher level of service. 

 The cases relied on by the claimant do not support the finding that the test claim 
statute imposes a new program or higher level of service. 

In comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, the claimant argues that because the test claim 
statute newly requires counties to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting at “expanded times 
and locations,” it constitutes a new program or higher level of service.248   

Here, SB 72 increased the “actual level or quality” of county election officials’ 
preexisting CVR duties by expanding the dates and locations on which these 
services must be offered. San Diego Unified Sch. Dist., supra, 33 Cal. 4th at 877. 
This increased service constitutes a “new program” because the requirements to 
offer CVR in polling places and at satellite locations during the 14-day period 
prior to the election and on election day were new and provided a uniquely 
governmental service.249 

As explained above, the test claim statute did not expand the dates for which the county must 
provide CVR and CVR provisional voting.  The statute only requires counties to perform those 

                                                 
246 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, adopted October 31, 2006, page 2. 
247 Exhibit F(6), Excerpt from Commission on State Mandates, Statement of Decision for Fifteen 
Day Close of Voter Registration, 01-TC-15, adopted October 31, 2006, page 2. 
248 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 6. 
249 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 5. 
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same services at existing satellite offices and polling places (defined to include vote centers), in 
addition to permanent county elections offices. 
Nevertheless, the claimant asserts that unlike the statutes in City of Richmond v. Commission on 
State Mandates (1998) 64 Cal.App.4th 1190, 1196, City of Anaheim v. State (1987) 189 
Cal.App.3d 1478, and County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, which 
involved incidental requirements that were not unique to government or did not require local 
government to increase the level of services provided to the public, but simply resulted in 
increased costs, the test claim statute here requires counties to provide expanded services to the 
public.250   

In contrast to merely imposing a “higher costs,” [sic] when a statute requires that 
a local government must provide an “expanded” version of a service it is already 
providing to the public (as is true here), this is a reimbursable mandate. That is 
because the increased costs are not merely an incidental effect of a law of general 
application. Rather, the increased costs are borne by the local government in order 
to provide expanded services to the public.251 

The claimant relies on Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 
Cal.App.3d 521, San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 
Cal.4th 859, and Department of Finance. v. Commission State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 
546 to support its position that a statute that requires a local government to provide an expanded 
version of a service it is already providing to the public constitutes a reimbursable mandate.252   

For example, in Carmel Valley Fire Protec. Dist. v. State of California, 190 Cal. 
App. 3d 521, 537–38 (1987), the Court held that a requirement in an executive 
order to provide “updated equipment” to firefighters was a reimbursable mandate. 
The Court emphasized that fire protection is an essential and basic function of 
local government. Id. at 537. Thus the updated equipment was necessary for the 
government to better provide that service. See San Diego Unified Sch. Dist., 
supra, 33 Cal.4th at 877 (“Because this increased safety equipment apparently 
was designed to result in more effective fire protection, the mandate evidently 
was intended to produce a higher level of service to the public….”)  
In Carmel Valley, the local governments were already providing firefighting 
services to the public—and certainly were already using some equipment (hence 
the mandate to provide “updated” equipment). But the Court held that the 
requirement to update the equipment was a “new program” under Section 6. 
[Footnote omitted] Thus this additional mandated cost that the local governments 

                                                 
250 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
pages 2-3. 
251 Exhibit E, Claimant’s comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 4. 
252 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
pages 4-5. 
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incurred in order to provide basic government services was reimbursable. Carmel 
Valley, 190 Cal.App.3d at 537. 
The Supreme Court of California honed in on the distinction between “higher 
costs” and a “higher level of service” in San Diego Unified Sch. Dist., supra, 33 
Cal.4th at 878. In that case, the statute at issue required schools to expel students 
under certain circumstances. 33 Cal.4th at 868-69. The Supreme Court of 
California held that the schools’ new duties to provide mandatory hearings 
constituted a higher level of service. Id. at 878-89. This was because the 
requirements did not exist prior to the statute, the mandate applied uniquely to 
public schools, and because enhancing the safety of the students was a service to 
the public. Id. at 879. In its discussion, the Court distinguished other cases in 
which Courts of Appeal found that statutes did not impose mandates when the 
statutes imposed universal requirements on private employers and local 
governments alike. Id. (citing County of Los Angeles, supra, and City of 
Sacramento v. State of California, 50 Cal. 3d 51 (1990).) The Supreme Court 
explained that simply because a state law increases the costs borne by local 
government in providing services, that does not automatically render the law a 
reimbursable mandate. Id. at 876. However, the Supreme Court contrasted such 
laws with statutes that impose an “increase in the actual level or quality of 
governmental services provided,” which do impose reimbursable mandates. Id. at 
877.  
A recent Court of Appeal decision also highlighted this distinction. Dep’t. of Fin. 
v. Comm’n. on State Mandates, 59 Cal. App. 5th 546 (2021) (Dep’t of Fin.). In 
Dep’t. of Fin., the County of Los Angeles historically provided stormwater 
drainage and flood control services. A new Regional Board stormwater permit 
mandated the installation and maintenance of trash receptacles at transit stops, and 
the inspection of facilities to ensure compliance. Id. at 558. The court held that 
even though the County already provided stormwater drainage and flood control 
services, the new requirements imposed a “higher level of service” because they 
reduced pollution and increased compliance. Id. at 558. The court held that 
alternatively, the requirements were a new program because they provided a 
government service that was not mandated prior to the permit. Id. at 559.253 

However, unlike this case, the statutes and executive orders in the above cases required local 
government to perform new activities that were not required by prior state law.  As indicated 
above, the court in San Diego Unified School Dist. determined that statutory requirements 
compelling suspension and mandating a recommendation of expulsion for certain offenses 
committed by K-12 students “are new in comparison with the preexisting scheme in view of the 

                                                 
253 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
pages 4-5. 
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circumstance that they did not exist prior to the enactment of [the test claim statutes at issue].”254  
Only after finding that the duties were new did the court continue its analysis to find that the 
duties were unique to local government and provided a service to the public.255  
Similarly, in Department of Finance. v. Commission on State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 
546, the court found that installing and maintaining trash receptacles at transit stops and 
performing certain inspections were both new duties that local governments were required to 
perform, before concluding that the activities constituted a program within the meaning of article 
XIII B, section 6, and thus a new program or higher level of service.256 

Turning to the instant case, there are three pertinent governmental functions 
implicated by the challenged requirements for purposes of section 6: The 
operation of stormwater drainage and flood control systems; the installation and 
maintenance of trash receptacles at transit stops; and the inspection of 
commercial, industrial, and construction facilities and sites to ensure compliance 
with environmental laws and regulations. The first existed prior to the Regional 
Board's permit; the other two are new. Each is a governmental function that 
provides services to the public, and the carrying out of such functions are thus 
programs under the first part of the Supreme Court's definition of that term. 
In the case of the provision of stormwater drainage and flood control services, the 
trash receptacle requirement provides a higher level of service because it, together 
with other requirements, will reduce pollution entering stormwater drainage 
systems and receiving waters… 
The inspection requirements provide a higher level of service because they 
promote and enforce third party compliance with environmental regulations 
limiting the amount of pollutants that enter storm drains and receiving waters.257 

The claimant also cites to the Carmel Valley case, asserting the following:  “In Carmel Valley, 
the local governments were already providing firefighting services to the public—and certainly 
were already using some equipment (hence the mandate to provide “updated” equipment).”258  
However, the claimant cites no law to indicate that the regulatory requirements were not newly 
imposed by the state on fire protection districts.  The regulatory requirements to provide 
protective clothing and safety equipment had to be newly required by state law for the Board of 

                                                 
254 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878.  
See also page 869, footnotes 6 and 7, and page 871, footnote 9, where the court describes in 
detail the state of the law immediately before the enactment of the test claim statutes at issue. 
255 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878 
(“the requirements were intended to provide an enhanced service to the public—safer schools for 
the vast majority of students”). 
256 Department of Finance. v. Commission State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 546, 558. 
257 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (2021) 59 Cal.App.5th 546, 558 
258 Exhibit E, Claimant’s Comments on the Draft Proposed Decision, filed October 20, 2021, 
page 4, emphasis added.   
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Control (the Commission’s predecessor) and the court to approve reimbursement under the 
California Constitution.  As recognized by Government Code section 17565, even if a local 
agency or a school district, at its option, has been incurring costs which are subsequently 
mandated by the state, the state shall reimburse the local agency or school district for those costs 
incurred after the operative date of the mandate.259 
As explained in the Carmel Valley decision, the regulations were adopted by the Department of 
Industrial Relations in 1978 after the Legislature enacted the California Occupational Safety and 
Health Act (Cal/OSHA) in Statutes 1973, chapter 993.  Cal/OSHA is modeled after federal law 
and is designed to ensure safe working conditions for all California workers.260  Under the Act, 
the Occupational Safety and Health Standards Board within the Department of Industrial 
Relations is responsible for adopting occupational safety and health standards and orders, and the 
regulations at issue in Carmel Valley were adopted in 1978 pursuant to that law.261  
After the Board of Control approved the Test Claim, the Legislature failed to appropriate funds 
for mandate reimbursement, claiming in part that the requirements were mandated by federal 
law.  The court, however, determined that the requirements to provide protective clothing and 
safety equipment were not mandated by existing federal law, but were state mandated 
requirements imposed by the 1978 regulations.262  The court also found that reimbursement was 
required pursuant to article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution because the 
regulations were passed after January 1, 1975.263  Therefore, even though the court found the 
regulatory requirements to be “updated,” the requirements had to be newly mandated by the state 
on fire protection districts in order to be reimbursable under article XIII B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution. 
Counties have long been required to provide CVR and CVR provisional voting to all voters that 
request them, regardless of the cost, during the 14 days before the election and on election day, 
and the test claim statute does not require counties to perform any new or additional activities.  
Accordingly, the Commission finds that the test claim statute does not impose a new program or 
higher level of service within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution. 

                                                 
259 Government Code section 17565 implements the article XIII B, section 6 of the California 
Constitution.  However, the same provision was contained in the former statutory mandate 
scheme and was derived from former Revenue and Taxation Code section 2234 (added by Stats. 
1975, ch. 486, § 9, amended by Stats. 1977, ch. 1135, § 8.6; Stats. 1980, ch. 1256, § 11). 
260 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 541-
542. 
261 Labor Code sections 140, 142.3, and 6305.  See also, Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. 
State of California (2001) 25 Cal.4th 287, 293-294 (which also addressed the program after the 
Legislature suspended it pursuant to Government Code section 17581). 
262 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 544. 
263 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 548. 
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V. Conclusion 
Based on the foregoing analysis, the Commission concludes that Elections Code section 2170, as 
amended by the test claim statute (Stats. 2019, ch. 565), does not impose a reimbursable state-
mandated program under article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution and Government 
Code section 17514.   
Accordingly, the Commission denies this Test Claim. 
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Brain Development, Social Context, and Justice Policy 

Elizabeth Scott,* Natasha Duell,** and Laurence 
Steinberg*** 

INTRODUCTION 

Justice policy reform in the past decade has been driven by research 
evidence indicating that brain development is ongoing through 
adolescence, and that neurological and psychological immaturity likely 
contributes in important ways to teenagers’ involvement in crime. But 
despite the power of this trend, skeptics point out that many (perhaps 
most) adolescents do not engage in serious criminal activity; on this basis, 
critics argue that normative biological and psychological factors associated 
with adolescence are unlikely to play the important role in juvenile 
offending that is posited by supporters of the reform trend. This Article 
explains that features associated with biological and psychological 
immaturity alone do not lead teenagers to engage in illegal conduct. 
Instead the decision to offend, like much risk-taking behavior in 
adolescence, is the product of dynamic interaction between the still-
maturing individual and her social context. The Article probes the 
mechanisms through which particular tendencies and traits linked to 
adolescent brain development interact with environmental influences to 
encourage antisocial or prosocial behavior.  

Brain development in adolescence is associated with reward-seeking 
behavior and limited future orientation. Further, as compared to adults, 
adolescents are particularly sensitive to external social stimuli, easily 
aroused emotionally, and less able to regulate strong emotions. The Article 
shows how these tendencies may be manifested in different teenagers in 
different ways, depending on many factors in the social context. By 
analyzing this dynamic relationship, the Article clarifies how social 
environment influences adolescent choices in ways that incline or deter 
involvement in crime and other risky behavior. Thus a teenager who lives 
in a high-crime neighborhood with many antisocial peers is more likely to 

* Harold R. Medina Professor of Law, Columbia University. 
**  PhD. Candidate, Temple University.
***  Distinguished University Professor and Laura H. Carnell Professor of Psychology, Temple
University. 
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get involved in criminal activity than one in a neighborhood with few such 
peers, even though the two may not differ in their propensities for risk-
taking. 

The Article’s interactive model offers powerful support for laws and 
policies that subject adolescent offenders to more lenient sanctions than 
adults receive and that tailor dispositions to juveniles’ developmental 
needs. Our examination confirms and illuminates the Supreme Court’s 
conclusion that juvenile offenders differ in important ways from adult 
counterparts; juveniles deserve less punishment because their offenses are 
driven by biological and psychological immaturity, and also because, as 
legal minors, they cannot extricate themselves from social contexts 
(neighborhoods, schools and families) that contribute to involvement in 
crime.  The model also confirms that correctional facilities and programs, 
which constitute young offenders’ social settings, can support healthy 
development to adulthood in individual juvenile offenders, or conversely 
affect their lives in harmful ways.  

Justice policy reform in the past decade has been driven by powerful 
research evidence indicating that brain development is ongoing through 
adolescence, and that neurological and psychological immaturity likely 
contributes in important ways to teenagers’ involvement in crime. Courts 
(including the Supreme Court1), legislatures and agencies increasingly 
view juvenile offenders as different from their adult counterparts, and 
accept that the legal response to juvenile crime should attend to these 
differences. An emerging consensus holds that policies sanctioning 
juveniles in developmentally appropriate ways and recognizing differences 
between young offenders and adults will advance the criminal law goals of 
fairness, accountability, and crime prevention.2 

Although lawmakers and the public increasingly accept the argument 
for developmentally-based justice policies, some skepticism remains. A 
typical response by those unpersuaded that developmental science has 
powerful legal and policy relevance is to point out that many (perhaps 

 
1. The Supreme Court in a series of Eighth Amendment opinions has struck down harsh 

sentences for juvenile offenders. See Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2005); Graham v. Florida, 560 
U.S. 48 (2010);  Miller v. Alabama 567 U.S. 460 (2012); Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S. Ct. 718 
(2016). 

2. See generally Elizabeth Scott et al., Juvenile Sentencing Reform in a Constitutional 
Framework, 88 TEMP. L. REV. 675 (2016). 
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most) adolescents do not engage in serious criminal activity; thus, 
normative biological and psychological factors associated with 
adolescence are unlikely to play the important role in juvenile offending 
that is posited by those supporting the reform trend.3 Not surprisingly, 
these skeptics are inclined to discount the relevance of adolescent 
immaturity to justice policy.4  

To be sure, not all adolescents commit crimes—and, certainly, very 
few commit serious offenses.5 As the skeptics’ challenge suggests, one 
oversimplifies the argument for developmentally-based justice policies if 
one takes it to mean that features associated with biological and 
psychological immaturity alone lead teenagers to engage in illegal 
conduct. The decision to offend, like much behavior in adolescence, is the 
product of dynamic interaction between the still-maturing individual and 
her social context. In this Article, we analyze this intricate relationship and 
clarify how social environment influences adolescent choices in ways that 
incline or deter involvement in crime and in other risky behavior.  

The claim that social context influences teenage criminal behavior is 
familiar6 and relatively uncontroversial. What has not received much 
attention is the relationship between biology (and psychology) and 
environment, and the mechanisms through which particular tendencies and 
traits associated with adolescent brain development interact with 
environmental influences to encourage antisocial or prosocial behavior. 
Brain development in adolescence is associated with reward-seeking 
behavior and limited future orientation.7 It is also associated with 
increased sensitivity to external stimuli, and particularly with heightened 
susceptibility to peer influence, which in turn contributes to emotional 

 
3. GIDEON YAFFE, THE AGE OF CULPABILITY: CHILDREN AND THE NATURE OF CRIMINAL 

RESPONSIBILITY 18 (2018). See also Graham, 560 U.S. at 112 (Thomas, J., dissenting); Miller, 567 
U.S. at 513 (Thomas, J., dissenting); Roper, 543 U.S. at 614 (Scalia, J., dissenting).   

4. Critics, such as Justice Scalia, have noted that advocates view adolescents as mature for 
purposes of making abortion decisions. See Roper, 543 U.S. at 617 (Scalia, J., dissenting).  

5. Howard N. Snyder & Melissa Sickmund. Law Enforcement and Juvenile Crime, in JUVENILE 
OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS: 2006 NATIONAL REPORT at 125 (2006). 

6.  See Roper, 545 U.S. at 569; Graham, 560 U.S. at 68 (recognizing the importance of peer 
influence on offending).  

7. Adolescents tend to focus on short-term, and to discount long term, consequences of choices 
and behavior, particularly under conditions of emotional or social arousal.  See discussion infra Part 
I.A.1._ 
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arousal and impulsivity.8 In short, social environment can play a powerful 
role in inclining teenagers toward risk-taking (and generally in shaping 
adolescent behavior); this is because, compared to adults, adolescents are 
particularly responsive to external stimuli (especially their peers), easily 
aroused emotionally, and less able to regulate strong emotions. Because 
they are easily aroused, adolescents are also more sensitive to threats than 
are adults.9 These external influences can override the adolescent’s still-
developing ability to make reasoned decisions.  

These tendencies associated with adolescent brain development can 
manifest in different teenagers in different ways; heightened tendencies 
toward risk-taking may impel antisocial acts in some teens, but more 
aggressive play on the athletic field in others.10 Depending on the nature of 
the social environment, these biologically-driven inclinations can be 
activated “in the moment” to contribute to risky behavior, including fast 
driving, excessive drinking, unsafe sex, and criminal activity.11  In this 
Article, we examine the interaction between developmental tendencies and 
contextual influences that promote or deter risk-taking and criminal 
involvement. 

The endogenous factors that contribute to risky behavior are normative 
in adolescence. Although studies find substantial variations in individual 
propensities, adolescents, on average, exhibit these tendencies and engage 
in risk-taking to a greater extent than do adults. Indeed, the combination of 
reward-seeking, impulsivity, easily aroused emotions, and susceptibility to 
peer influence leads a large percentage of teens to occasionally behave in 
ways that could be the basis of criminal charges.12 But, a teenager who 
lives in a high-crime neighborhood with many antisocial peers is more 
likely to get involved in criminal activity than one in a neighborhood with 
few such peers, even though the two may not differ in their propensities 

 
8. See discussion infra Part I.A.2 and Part I.A.3.  
9. See Alexandra O. Cohen et al., When is an Adolescent an Adult? Assessing Cognitive Control 

in Emotional and Nonemotional Contexts 27 PSYCHOL. SCI. 549, 549-62 (2016). 
10.  See Laurence Steinberg, The Influence of Neuroscience on U.S. Supreme Court Decisions 

Involving Adolescents’ Criminal Culpability, 14 NATURE REV. NEUROSCI. 513, 513-18 (2013). 
11. See Leah H. Somerville, Rebecca M. Jones, & B.J. Casey. A Time of Change: Behavioral and 

Neural Correlates of Adolescent Sensitivity to Appetitive and Aversive Environmental Cues, 72 BRAIN 
COGN. 124, 124-133 (2010). 

12. See Laurence Steinberg, A Social Neuroscience Perspective on Adolescent Risk Taking, 28 
DEV. REV. 78, 78-106 (2008). 
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for risk-taking.13 Developmental tendencies might lead the first youth to 
engage in criminal activity, something he would likely not consider on his 
own. For example, if his peers were into car racing, or if drugs were 
readily available and popular in the neighborhood, risk-taking behavior 
might take these forms. Alternatively, if he were a member of a close-knit 
and highly competitive basketball team, the interaction of peer influence 
and reward-seeking might lead to socially accepted risk-taking on the 
basketball court.  

Scientific knowledge about the interaction between the developing 
adolescent and his or her social context is also important in designing 
correctional facilities and structuring programs for juveniles. For juveniles 
in the justice system, the correctional facility or program constitutes the 
social environment for development during the period of the sanction. 
Therefore, the correctional setting can have either a positive or negative 
impact on the young offender’s future life. The adolescent brain is more 
malleable, or “plastic,” than that of adults,14 and because of increased 
plasticity, teenagers are particularly responsive to environmental stimuli, 
both positive and negative. During this formative developmental stage,15 
environmental influences can shape the trajectory of individuals’ lives. 
Psychologists explain that healthy maturation during adolescence is an 
extended and interactive process between the individual and her social 
context, in which opportunities in the social environment facilitate or 
impede accomplishment of developmental tasks necessary to effective 
adult functioning.16 A justice policy that aims to reduce recidivism and 
maximize the potential for juvenile offenders’ transition to non-criminal 
adulthood recognizes the importance of social context by structuring 
programs and facilities to promote positive development during this 
formative stage. 

Our inquiry into the dynamic interaction between brain development in 
adolescence and social context offers powerful support for policies that 
subject adolescent offenders to more lenient sanctions than adults receive 

 
13. See discussion infra Part II. 
14. See LAURENCE STEINBERG, AGE OF OPPORTUNITY: LESSONS FROM THE NEW SCIENCE OF 

ADOLESCENCE at 18 (2014). 
15. See discussion infra Part I. 
16. Steinberg, supra note 14, at 11. 
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and that tailor dispositions to juveniles’ developmental needs. Our 
examination confirms and illuminates the Supreme Court’s conclusion that 
juveniles deserve less punishment than adult offenders because their 
offenses are driven by biological and psychological immaturity, and also 
because, as legal minors, juveniles cannot extricate themselves from social 
contexts (neighborhoods, schools and families) that contribute to 
involvement in crime.17 Our interactive model also confirms that 
correctional facilities and programs are social settings that can support 
healthy development to adulthood in individual offenders, but can also 
affect young offenders’ lives in harmful ways.18 Thus our analysis 
provides a sound empirical and theoretical foundation for 
developmentally-based justice policies that have emerged over the past 
decade. Our analysis also informs a long-standing debate of whether an 
offender’s deprived social environment mitigates criminal responsibility. 
Proponents argue that mitigation applies to defendants who have 
experienced severe deprivation on the ground that their impoverished 
environment undermined their ability to act as law abiding citizens.19 This 
argument has been largely dismissed as undermining free will and as 
diluting responsibility for a broad range of offenders.20 Our analysis 
narrows and sharpens the claim that social context is relevant to the 
punishment of juveniles on both retributivist and consequentialist grounds.  

 
17. Laurence Steinberg & Elizabeth S. Scott, Less Guilty by Reason of Adolescence, 58 AM. 

PSYCHOL. 1009 (2003); Elizabeth S. Scott & Laurence Steinberg, Blaming Youth, 81 TEXAS L. REV. 
799 (2003). The Supreme Court adopted this position in its 8th Amendment opinions. Roper, 545 U.S. 
at 569; Miller, 567 U.S. at 471; Montgomery, 136 S. Ct. 718, at 733.   

18. See discussion infra Part III. 
19. See David Bazelon, The Morality of the Criminal Law, 49 S. CAL. L. REV. 385 (1976). Judge 

Bazelon first developed the argument in United States v. Alexander, 152 U.S. App. D.C. 371, 471 F.2d 
923, 957-65 (1972).   The argument was developed more fully by Richard Delgado, Rotten Social 
Background: Should the Criminal Law Recognize a Defense of Severe Environmental Deprivation?, 3 
LAW & INEQ. J. 9 (1985). See also Richard Delgado, The Wretched of the Earth, 2 ALA. C.R. & C.L. L. 
REV. 1 (2011); Andrew Taslitz, The Rule of Criminal Law: Why Courts and Legislatures Ignore 
Richard Delgado’s Rotten Social Background Defense, 2 ALA. CIV. RTS. & CIV. LIBERTIES. L. REV. 79 
(2011); Michele Estrin Gilman, The Poverty Defense, 47 U. RICH. L. REV. 495, 501–02 (2013).   

20. Stephen Morse has offered the most sophisticated rebuttal of deprivation as a defense. See 
Stephen J. Morse, Deprivation and Desert, in FROM SOCIAL JUSTICE TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE: POVERTY 
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CRIMINAL LAW, 114 (William Heffernan & John Kleinig, eds, 
2000); Stephen J. Morse, Severe Environmental Deprivation: A Tragedy, Not a Defense, 2 ALA. C.R. 
& C.L. L. REV. 147 (2011).  See also Sanford H. Kadish, Excusing Crime, 75 CAL. L. REV. 257, 284-
85 (1987). 
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A brief roadmap of the Article may be helpful. In Part I, we review the 
research evidence describing biological and psychological features of 
adolescent brain development that are relevant to risk-taking and 
offending. This research offers powerful support for the legal judgment 
that juveniles’ criminal choices often are influenced by factors associated 
with normative development. Part I concludes with a description of recent 
cross-cultural research indicating that these attributes inhere in 
adolescence as a developmental stage and are not solely the product of 
particular social contexts.21  

Part II analyzes how the traits described in Part I can influence 
behavior in a variety of ways, depending on social context, resulting in 
neutral, anti-social, or prosocial outcomes. As we explain, environmental 
factors can minimize or intensify the extent to which emotional factors 
contribute to risk-taking behavior—and the kinds of risky behavior 
chosen. Most important is the influence of peer group (constituted of other 
reward-seeking and impulsive adolescents). Part II then focuses directly 
on criminal involvement; the interaction between social context and 
normative biological and psychological factors in the still-maturing 
individual can influence the teen's involvement in an antisocial peer group 
and in criminal activity. In most teens, this interaction abates as the 
adolescent matures, leading to desistence. Part II describes briefly a 
category of young offenders less likely than normative adolescents to 
desist from antisocial activity with maturity because their offending is 
driven by various dispositional and environmental factors—many of 
which predated adolescence—and not primarily by the interaction of 
developmental factors and social context.   

Part III explores how the social environment created by correctional 
programs and facilities can impede or enhance healthy brain development, 
because the facilities and programs through which law responds to 
juvenile crime create the social context for the developing young offender. 
Evidence of brain malleability provides reinforces the conclusion that the 
correctional context can influence development in a positive or negative 
direction, while other research points to elements of that context that can 
facilitate healthy maturation.  

 
21. Laurence Steinberg et al., Around the World, Adolescence is a Time of Heightened Sensation 

Seeking and Immature Self-Regulation, 12532 DEV. SCI. 1, 1-13 (2017).  
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 Part IV analyzes the implications for law and policy of the interactive 
model of juvenile offending. The analysis provides strong support for 
constitutional and legal trends that have emerged in the past decade based 
on the premise that juveniles are different from adult offenders and that 
the justice system should recognize these differences. Our analysis 
confirms conventional wisdom that immature brain development 
influences offending, but also explains how the teen’s interaction with his 
or her social context plays an important role. We also clarify how 
correctional programs can facilitate or undermine healthy development in 
adolescence, and highlight the importance of social context as a key 
element in policies that aim to prevent crime and promote desistence in 
young offenders.  

 
I. PSYCHOLOGICAL AND BIOLOGICAL IMMATURITY 

 
In this Part, we describe the features of psychological and 

neurobiological development in adolescence that form the foundation of 
our interactional model of teenage risk-taking behavior. This growing 
body of developmental research provides powerful support for the 
constitutional principle that “children are different,”22 and for the growing 
trend toward acknowledging these differences in the legal response to 
juvenile crime. The research also clarifies that the developmental 
tendencies that contribute to involvement in crime also incline adolescents 
toward risk-taking generally, and that offending is a part of a larger 
picture.   

Adolescent risk-taking can be understood, in part, as arising from a 
“maturity gap” between cognitive and psychosocial development. It is 
well understood that emotional and social maturation lags behind 
intellectual development and that adolescents’ capacity for self-regulation 
is immature.  As compared to adults, adolescents are particularly inclined 
toward reward-seeking and are extremely sensitive to their social context 
and particularly to peers.23 This combination of features contributes to 
emotional arousal,24 and when teenagers are emotionally aroused, they 

 
22. See Miller v Alabama, 567 U.S. 460, 480-81 (2012). 
23. See Steinberg supra note 12. 
24. See Sarah-Jane Blakemore & Kathryn L. Mills, Is Adolescence a Sensitive Period for 
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tend to make impulsive, short-sighted choices and engage in risky 
behaviors that they might understand are ill-advised when considered in a 
neutral setting. This Part describes a “dual systems” model of brain 
development offered by developmentalists to explain adolescents’ 
tendency toward impulsive risky choices:  While brain systems implicated 
in reward-seeking and sensitivity to peers develop early in adolescence 
around puberty, brain systems that govern self-regulation mature gradually 
through adolescence and into early adulthood.25 Finally, this Part explains 
that these attributes and tendencies are endogenous to the developmental 
stage of adolescence and are found in teenagers across cultures. 

 
A. Developmental Factors Contributing to Risk-Taking 

 
This section describes three features of adolescence that likely 

contribute to adolescents’ inclination to engage in risky behavior to a 
greater extent than adults. Both biological and behavioral research 
confirms that, as compared to adults, adolescents are more inclined toward 
reward-seeking, more sensitive to social context, and more impulsive in 
their choices, especially under conditions of emotional arousal. Each of 
these tendencies is linked to normative brain development.  

 
1. Reward Seeking 

 
Substantial research evidence supports the conclusion that adolescents 

are sensitive to rewards and inclined toward reward- or sensation-seeking 
to a greater extent than adults, and that they focus on rewards rather than 
risks in making choices. As discussed below, this inclination is normative 
in adolescence; indeed, increased sensation-seeking is adaptive 
developmentally as it encourages adolescents to explore their environment 
and develop a sense of identity and autonomy.26  But, reward-seeking also 
interacts with teenagers’ sensitivity to peers in ways that can contribute to 

 
Sociocultural Processing? 65 ANNUAL. REV. PSYCHOL. 187 (2014). 

25. See discussion infra Part I.A.3.  
26. See Eveline A. Crone & Ronald E. Dahl, Understanding Adolescence as a Period of Social-

Affective Engagement and Goal Flexibility, 13 NATURE REV. NEUROSCI. 636, 636-50 (2012); Bruce J. 
Ellis et al., The Evolutionary Basis of Adolescent Behavior: Implications for Science, Policy, and 
Practice, 48 DEV. PSYCH. 598, 598-623 (2012). 
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harmful risk-taking.  
During early adolescence, regions of the brain associated with 

“incentive processing,” or the valuation and prediction of rewards, 
undergo substantial changes resulting in heightened reward sensitivity 
during this period.27 Researchers have linked these changes to hormonal 
developments during puberty that increase the number of dopamine 
receptors in the brain that are implicated in approach behaviors and the 
experience of pleasure.28 As a result, adolescents evince increased 
dopamine cell firing in response to rewarding stimuli,29 which affects 
feedback learning, sensitivity to social evaluation and loss, and incentive-
driven responses.30  

Neurodevelopmental studies of risk behavior generally suggest that 
heightened risk-taking in adolescence is associated with greater activation 
of reward-sensitive brain regions among adolescents as compared to 
adults.31 In brain imaging studies, when presented with images of 
rewarding stimuli, such as smiling faces, adolescents evince a stronger 
response in reward-processing regions than do children or adults. 
Moreover, the extent to which individuals show this sensitivity to reward 
is correlated positively with risk-taking.32 This suggests that risk-taking is, 
to some extent, intrinsically rewarding to adolescents, or that adolescents 
are more sensitive to potential rewards associated with risks.  

A large body of behavioral research confirms that adolescents are more 
sensitive to rewards and more inclined toward reward-seeking than are 
adults; these findings are consistent with the neurobiological evidence. In 
these studies, researchers typically measure reward-seeking using self-
report scales that assess characteristics such as thrill- or novelty-seeking, 

 
27. See Jason Chein et al., Peers Increase Adolescent Risk Taking by Enhancing Activity in the 

Brain’s Reward Circuitry, 14 DEV. SCI. F1, F2 (2011).  
28. See Dustin Wahlstrom, Paul Collins, Tonya White, & Monica Luciana, Developmental 

Changes in Dopamine Neurotransmission in Adolescence: Behavioral Implications and Issues in 
Assessment, 72 BRAIN COGN. 146, 146-59 (2010). 

29. See Aarthi Padmanabhan & Beatriz Luna, Developmental Imaging Genetics: Linking 
Dopamine Function to Adolescent Behavior, 89 BRAIN COGN. 27, 27-38 (2014). 

30. See Wahlstrom et al., supra note 28. 
31. See Adriana Galvan et al., Risk-Taking and the Adolescent Brain: Who is at Risk? 10 DEV. 

SCI. F8, F8-F14 (2007). 
32. Dustin Albert & Lawrence Steinberg, Judgment and Decision Making in Adolescence, 21 J. 

RES. ADOLESC. 211, 217-218 (2011). 
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or behavioral tasks that assess responsiveness to rewarding stimuli (such 
as monetary rewards). For example, some studies use gambling tasks in 
which individuals must learn to discriminate between gambles that are 
likely to be rewarding (e.g., drawing cards from a deck that is likely to pay 
off) and those that are likely to be costly (e.g., drawing cards from decks 
that are likely to lead to losses).33 Others have used “temporal 
discounting” tasks, in which players are asked to choose between smaller, 
immediate rewards (e.g., $200 today) versus larger, but delayed ones (e.g., 
$1,000 in six months).34  

Both self-report35 and behavioral36 studies of reward-seeking indicate 
that this behavior peaks in mid-adolescence, and subsequently declines in 
adulthood. Cross-sectional studies of performance on gambling tasks 
demonstrate that mid- to late adolescents learn from rewards at a faster 
rate than do their younger peers or adults; these studies also demonstrate 
that the tendency to learn more quickly from rewarding experiences than 
from costly ones is substantially stronger among teens than among adults, 
who tend to learn from rewarding and costly experiences at similar rates.37  
Studies of temporal discounting have found that younger adolescents 
demonstrate a stronger preference for smaller, immediate rewards, 
whereas older adolescents and adults are willing to wait longer for larger 
ones.38 Studies also show that younger adolescents characterize themselves 
in self-report surveys as being less future-oriented (i.e., regulating 
behavior in favor of long-term goals) and less inclined to consider the 
future consequences of their actions.39   Thus, mid-adolescents (ages 
fifteen through seventeen) demonstrate a heightened sensitivity to rewards 
compared to younger or older individuals, and this sensitivity seems to 

 
33. See Elizabeth Cauffman et al., Age Differences in Affective Decision Making as Indexed by 

Performance on the Iowa Gambling Task, 46 DEV. PSYCHOL. 193, 193-207 (2010). 
34. See Laurence Steinberg et al., Age Differences in Future Orientation and Delay Discounting, 

80 CHILD DEV. 28, 28-44 (2009). 
35 See Anahi Collado, Julia W. Felton, Laura MacPherson, & C.W. Lejuez, Longitudinal 

Trajectories of Sensation Seeking, Risk Taking Propensity, and Impulsivity Across Early to Middle 
Adolescence, 39 ADDICT. BEHAVE. 1580, 1580-88 (2014). 

36. See Dana G. Smith, Lin Xiao, & Antoine Bechara, Decision Making in Children and 
Adolescents: Impaired Iowa Gambling Task Performance in Early Adolescence, 48 DEV. PSYCHOL. 
1180, 1180-87 (2012). 

37. See Cauffman et al., supra note 33. 
38. See Steinberg et al. supra note 34. 
39. See Steinberg et al., supra note 34. 
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motivate decision-making that is oriented toward the present rather than 
the future, even if the future-oriented decision is superior.  

 
2. Sensitivity to Social Environment. 

 
Adolescence is a period of heightened sensitivity to the social 

environment and the individual’s relationship to that context. Recent 
research indicates that a network of brain systems governing thinking 
about social relationships undergoes significant changes in adolescence in 
ways that increase individuals’ concern about the opinion of other people, 
particularly peers.40 These brain regions, sometimes collectively referred 
to as “the social brain,” are more easily activated in adolescence than 
before or after, making teenagers especially attuned to both the positive 
and negative emotions of those around them.41 During this developmental 
period, individuals are more sensitive to both praise and rejection than are 
either children or adults, making them potentially more susceptible to peer 
influence and responsive to threats.42   

Recent evidence sheds light on the relationship between peer 
sensitivity and reward-seeking in adolescence, with important implications 
for adolescent risk-taking. Jason Chein and colleagues have examined the 
impact of the presence of peers on individuals’ neural responses to a 
potential reward, comparing adolescents between ages fourteen to 
eighteen, with younger (nineteen to twenty-two) and older (twenty-four to 
twenty-nine) adults making decisions in a simulated driving task. The 
study found that observation by peers increased activation in reward-
related brain regions in adolescents but not in the adults, and that activity 
in these regions predicted risk-taking (running a stoplight to complete the 
task faster) in the tasks.43   

Much behavioral research confirms adolescents’ sensitivity to peers, 
and finds a correlation between peer influence and risk-taking in 

 
40. See Sarah-Jane Blakemore, Development of the Social Brain in Adolescence, 105 J. R. SOC. 

MED. 111, 111-16 (2012); Blakemore & Mills, supra note 24.  
41. Blakemore & Mills, supra note 24. 
42. See Amanda E. Guyer et al., Probing the Neural Correlates of Anticipated Peer Evaluation in 

Adolescence, 80 CHILD DEV. 1000, 1000-15 (2009); Michael Dreyfuss et al., Teens Impulsively React 
Rather than Retreat from Threat, 36 DEV. NEUROSCI. 220, 220-27 (2014). 

43. See Chein et al., supra note 27, at 7. Risk taking involved running stoplights, risking a crash.   
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adolescence. Social scientists have studied age differences in responses to 
peer influence by presenting individuals with hypothetical dilemmas 
involving peer influence. Studies presenting participants with situations 
involving pressure to engage in antisocial conduct have found that peer 
influence increases between childhood and mid-adolescence and declines 
slowly during the late adolescent years.44 Peer influence can operate 
directly when teenagers respond to peer pressure; however, desire for peer 
approval and fear of rejection also affect adolescents’ choices more than 
those of adults.45 The increased salience of peers likely makes their 
approval especially important in group situations. It is not surprising, 
perhaps, that juveniles are far more likely to offend in groups than are 
adults.46 

It is well established that adolescents take more risks in the presence of 
peers than when they are alone or with an adult,47 and that this “peer 
effect” is not found among adults.48 The presence of peers also influences 
risk preference among adolescents, as adolescents (but not adults) are 
more likely to endorse the benefits of risky activities relative to costs in 
the presence of peers than when they are alone.49 One study has found that 
the presence of peers increases risk-taking among adolescents even when 
they are given information about the probability of positive and negative 
outcomes.50   

 
44. This pattern has been long established. See Thomas J. Berndt, Developmental Changes in 

conformity to Peers and Parents, 15 DEV. PSYCHOL. 608, 608-616 (1979); Kathryn C. Monahan, 
Laurence Steinberg, & Elizabeth Cauffman, Affiliation with Antisocial Peers, Susceptibility to Peer 
Influence, and Desistance from Antisocial Behavior During the Transition to Adulthood, 45 DEV. 
PSYCHOL. 1520, 1520-30 (2009) 

45. See Guyer et al., supra note 42, at 1001. 
46. See Franklin E. Zimring & Hannah Laqueur, Kids, Groups, and Crime: In Defense of 

Conventional Wisdom, 52 J. RES. CRIME DELINQ. 403, 403-413 (2015). 
47. See Margo Gardner & Laurence Steinberg, Peer Influence on Risk-Taking, Risk Preference, 

and Risky Decision-Making in Adolescence and Adulthood: An Experimental Study, 41 DEV. 
PSYCHOL. 625, 625-35 (2005); Karol Silva, Jason Chein, & Laurence Steinberg, Adolescents in Peer 
Groups Make More Prudent Decisions When a Slightly Older Adult is Present, 27 PSYCHOL. SCI. 322, 
322-30 (2016). 

48. See Dustin Albert, Jason Chein, & Laurence Steinberg, Peer Influences on Adolescent 
Decision Making, 22 CURR. DIR. PSYCHOL. SCI. 114, 114-120 (2013). 

49. See Gardner & Steinberg, supra note 47.  
50. See Ashley Smith, Jason Chein, & Laurence Steinberg, Peers Increase Adolescent Risk Taking 

Even When the Probabilities of Negative Outcomes are Known, 50 DEV. PSYCHOL. 1564, 1564-68 
(2014).  
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3. Impulsivity and Cognitive Control 

 
When adolescents are emotionally aroused by the anticipation of 

rewards in the presence of peers, they tend to make riskier choices that 
they are less able to control than are adults.  As described in Section B 
below, deficits in self-control in adolescence are thought to derive from 
immaturity in the system of cognitive regulation, which is centered in the 
prefrontal cortex, and its connections to social and emotional brain 
regions. This system develops slowly during adolescence and is not fully 
mature until the early to mid-twenties. In adolescence, it can be 
overwhelmed by emotional and social responses, contributing to short-
sighted choices.51   

Studies measure self-regulation using both self-report scales that assess 
the tendency to act without thinking (e.g., “I act on the spur of the 
moment”) and behavioral tasks that require individuals to resist making 
automatic, reactive responses to specific stimuli.  Studies of self-reported 
impulse control find that this psychological trait improves into early 
adulthood.52  Age patterns in studies involving behavioral tasks are more 
complex. On simple tasks requiring only that participants inhibit an 
automatic response, individuals demonstrate adult levels of self-regulation 
by mid-adolescence.53 In contrast, mature performance is not observed 
until early adulthood when tasks involve distractions that cause attentional 
interference or require planning and complex reasoning.54  

 
51. See Bernd Figner, Rachael J. Mackinlay, Friedrich Wilkening, & Elke U. Weber, Affective 

and Deliberative Processes in Risky Choice: Age Differences in Risk Taking in the Columbia Card 
Task, 35 J. EXP. PSYCHOL. LEARN. MEM. COGN. 709, 709-30 (2009). 

52. See Laurence Steinberg et al., Age Differences in Sensation Seeking and Impulsivity as 
Indexed by Behavior and Self-Report: Evidence for a Dual Systems Model, 44 DEV. PSYCHOL. 1764, 
1764-78 (2008); Steinberg, supra note 11, at 4.  

53. For example, on the Stroop task, participants are asked to quickly and accurately indicate the 
color in which a word is displayed while ignoring its semantic meaning. When a color word is 
displayed in an incongruent color (e.g., the word ‘blue’ displayed in green font), the participants must 
inhibit the automatic response to read the word and instead respond on the basis of the word’s physical 
color. Studies using the traditional Stroop color-word task find no differences in cognitive control 
between mid-adolescents and adults. See Jessica R. Andrews-Hanna et al., Cognitive Control in 
Adolescence: Neural Underpinnings and Relation to Self-Report Behaviors, 6 PLOS ONE, e21598, 1-
14 (2011). 

54. See Monica Luciana et al., The Development of Nonverbal Working Memory and Executive 
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The most interesting recent research measuring impulse control has 
compared responses to behavioral tasks under neutral (non-emotional) and 
emotional conditions. These studies have found that adolescents perform 
poorly on self-control tasks under emotional conditions and that 
performance under both neutral and emotional conditions improves into 
adulthood.55 A major study sponsored by the MacArthur Foundation 
Research Network on Law and Neuroscience (of which two of us were 
members) is illustrative. In this research, almost 150 adolescents, (between 
thirteen and seventeen), young adults (eighteen to twenty-one) and older 
adults (twenty-two to twenty-five) were asked to perform a standard task 
measuring self-control under neutral conditions and conditions involving 
positive and negative emotional arousal (anticipation of winning money 
versus hearing an aversive sound). Under conditions of positive arousal, 
adolescents’ performance on the self-control task was substantially poorer 
than that of the two adult groups, while under conditions of negative 
arousal, both the adolescent and young adult group performed more poorly 
than the older adults. Moreover, under emotionally arousing conditions, 
young adults evinced decreased activation in cognitive control networks 
and increased activation in brain regions implicated in emotional 
processing; this combination is thought to have contributed to poorer 
performance on the self-control task.56 Another recent study found that 
those adolescents whose self-control was disrupted during emotionally 
arousing tasks engaged in more risk-taking during driving simulation tasks 
than did same-aged individuals whose self-control was less disrupted.57 
Other studies have shown that social arousal, created by the presence of 
peers, activates reward regions in the adolescent brain,58 which in turn is 

 
Control Processes in Adolescents, 76 CHILD DEV. 697, 697-712 (2005). 

55. For example, studies using an emotional version of the Stroop, see id., in which colors and 
color-words are replaced with emotional faces and phrases, report improvements in self-regulation into 
adulthood. Even under neutral conditions, adolescents perform more poorly than older adults. See 
Cohen, supra note 9, at 559.  

56. See Alexandra O. Cohen et al., The Impact of Emotional States on Cognitive Control Circuitry 
and Function 28 J. COG. NEUROSCI. 446, 446-59 (2016). 

57. See Morgan Botdorf et al., Adolescent Risk-Taking is Predicted by Individual Differences in 
Cognitive Control Over Emotional, But Not Non-Emotional, Response Conflict, 31 COGNITION & 
EMOTION 972, 972-79 (2017). 

58. See Ashley Smith et al., Age Differences in the Impact of Peers on Adolescents’ and Adults’ 
Neural Response to Reward, 11 DEV. COG. NEUROSCI. 75, 75-82 (2015).  
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associated with riskier decision making.59  The evidence that emotional 
contexts interfere with self-control in adolescence sheds light on 
teenagers’ heightened tendency to engage in risk taking in emotionally and 
socially arousing contexts.60   

Together with research demonstrating that adolescents tend to evince 
greater reward seeking and relatively less self-regulation compared to 
adults, studies also show that these psychological traits are linked with 
greater engagement in risk taking. For example, higher levels of reward 
seeking have been associated with self-reported substance use, delinquent 
acts, and risky driving, as well as risk taking on several laboratory 
measures of risk taking. Similarly, greater impulsivity has been associated 
with higher rates of self-reported substance use and delinquent activity, as 
well as with increased risk taking on behavioral risk taking tasks.61  

 
B. Dual Systems Model of Risk Taking 

 
Developmental scientists in recent years have offered “dual systems” 

or “maturational imbalance” models in seeking to explicate the 
relationship between emotional immaturity and risk-taking.62 Brain 
maturation comprises several processes that vary in their developmental 
timetable across different brain regions: Dual systems models emphasize 
research showing that brain systems involved in reward seeking and those 
regulating self control follow different developmental trajectories.63 This 
imbalance, it is believed, results in poor regulation of emotions and a 
tendency to focus on the immediate rewards of choices, while discounting 

 
59. See Chein et al., supra note 27, at 7. 
60. See B.J. Casey, Beyond Simple Models of Self-Control to Circuit-Based Accounts of 

Adolescent Behavior, 66 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 295, 295-319 (2015); Ashley Smith, Jason Chein & 
Laurence Steinberg, Impact of Socio-Emotional Context, Brain Development, and Pubertal Maturation 
on Adolescent Risk-Making, 64 HORMONES & BEHAV. 323, 323-32 (2013).  

61. See Natasha Duell, Grace Icenogle & Laurence Steinberg, Adolescent Decision Making and 
Risk Taking, CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: A HANDBOOK OF CONTEMPORARY ISSUES 263, 263-284 (L. Balter 
& C.S. Tamis-LeMonda eds., 3d ed. 2016).  

62. See Smith et al., supra note 58; and Chein, supra note 27. 
63. See B.J. Casey, Beyond Simple Models of Self-Control to Circuit-Based Accounts of 

Adolescent Behavior, 66 ANN. REV. PSYCHOL. 295, 298–300 (2015); Elizabeth P. Shulman et al., The 
Dual Systems Model: Review, Reappraisal, and Reaffirmation, 17 DEV. COG. NEUROSCI 103, 103-05 
(2016). 
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long-term costs; this combination increases inclinations to engage in risky 
behavior, including offending.64 

Neurodevelopmental research indicates that the development of 
subcortical brain regions implicated in socioemotional processing is more 
or less completed by adolescence. As explained above, these 
developments stimulate reward-seeking and increase sensitivity to peers, 
beginning with the onset of puberty and diminishing as individuals mature 
into young adulthood, such that these responses are particularly powerful 
during adolescence. Unlike the subcortical regions, the prefrontal cortex 
and other brain regions involved in impulse control and emotional 
regulation develop slowly through adolescence and are not mature until 
early adulthood.65 The prefrontal cortex plays a key role in advanced 
cognitive abilities, including planning ahead, comparing risk and reward, 
and self-regulation. Immaturity in the prefrontal cortex is thought to make 
adolescents more susceptible than are mature adults to impetuous 
decision-making and more vulnerable to the effects of emotional and 
social arousal on cognitive functioning.66  

Maturation of the prefrontal cortex involves multiple processes that are 
ongoing during adolescence but completed at different ages.67 For 
example, synaptic pruning, which increases the efficiency of information 
processing, is largely complete by mid-adolescence; thus, basic cognitive 
capacities of reasoning and understanding are adult-like by about age 
fifteen and improve little in later years. In contrast, connectivity between 
prefrontal regions and the regions that process rewards and respond to 
emotional and social stimuli are not fully established until individuals are 
in their mid-twenties.68 These connections are critically important to 
emotional regulation and impulse control. The prefrontal regions are 

 
64. See Steinberg, supra note 12; Shulman et al., supra note 63, at 103-17.  
65. B.J. Casey, Sarah Getz & Adriana Galvan, The Adolescent Brain, 28 DEV. REV. 62, 62-77 

(2008); Linda Patia Spear, Adolescent Neurodevelopment, 52 J. ADOLESCENT HEALTH S7, S7-S13 
(2013).  

66. Laurence Steinberg, Should the Science of Adolescent Brain Development Inform Public 
Policy?, 64 AM. PSYCHOL. 739, 739-50 (2009); see Elizabeth S. Scott, Richard J. Bonnie & Laurence 
Steinberg, Young Adulthood as a Transitional Legal Category, 85 FORDHAM L. REV. 641, 641-666 
(2016).   

67. See Cohen, supra note 9, at 2.  
68. See Casey, supra note 60; Nico U. F. Dosenbach et al., Prediction of Individual Brain 

Maturity using fMRI, 329 SCI. 1358, 1358-1361 (2010); Bonnie et al., supra note 66.  
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implicated in feedback evaluation, integrating experiential information to 
guide future behavior, and controlling emotional impulses in favor of 
long-term goals.69 The lack of functional connectivity leaves adolescents 
more prone than adults to making emotion-based decisions with 
inadequate cognitive oversight, suggesting why aspects of social and 
emotional functioning are slower to mature than basic cognitive 
functioning. Adolescents’ deficient capacity to regulate behavior in the 
face of highly arousing stimuli may lead to suboptimal decision-making in 
contexts requiring the coordination of emotion and thinking. In sum, brain 
systems that govern “cold cognition” (thinking under neutral conditions) 
reach adult levels of maturity long before those that govern “hot 
cognition” (thinking under conditions of social and emotional arousal).70 

 
C. Cross-cultural Research on Brain Development 

 
For the most part, the developmental brain research that has informed 

our understanding of various aspects of the dual systems model has been 
conducted in the United States and a few Western European countries 
(most notably, the Netherlands).71 Because expectations and norms for 
adolescent behavior vary considerably around the world, it is important to 
ask whether the account of the sensation-seeking, impulsive teenager that 
emerges from these studies accurately represents young people in other 
cultural and economic contexts. Adolescence in America and much of 
Western Europe is a time during which a certain degree of recklessness, 
especially in its socially acceptable forms, is tolerated—and perhaps even 
encouraged. Does this characterization of adolescents apply to young 
people growing up in less individualistic (and perhaps less permissive) 
cultural contexts? 

A recent extensive study of more than 5,000 people between the ages 
of ten and thirty from eleven different countries suggests that it does. 

 
69. See Antoine Bechara, Decision Making, Impulse Control and Loss of Willpower to Resist 

Drugs: A Neurocognitive Perspective, 8 NAT’L NEUROSCI. 1458, 1458-63 (2005). 
70. See Figner et al. supra note 51. 
71. This includes research on heightened reward sensitivity during adolescence, protracted 

maturation of cognitive control through adolescence and into young adulthood, and the resulting 
propensity of adolescents, relative to children or adults, to engage in risk taking. See Shulman et al., 
supra note 63, at 4. 
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Laurence Steinberg and colleagues used identical test batteries to measure 
likely contributors to adolescent risk-taking in a diverse sample of 
countries (China, Colombia, Cyprus, India, Italy, Jordan, Kenya, the 
Philippines, Sweden, Thailand, and the United States) to determine 
whether the trajectories of sensation-seeking, self-control, and risk-taking 
are similar in these varied cultural contexts. Importantly, some of these 
countries are relatively more tolerant of adolescent recklessness (e.g., 
Sweden, and the United States), whereas, in others, young people are 
expected to demonstrate strong self-control (e.g., China and Jordan). 
Although there were differences among countries in patterns of 
psychological functioning, there were important and striking similarities.   

Three such similarities are especially relevant to the present discussion: 
First, age trajectories of sensation-seeking and self-control that have been 
described in studies of American youth were observed internationally.72 
Scores on a composite measure of sensation-seeking (combining both self-
reports and behavioral indicators) followed an inverted U-shaped pattern, 
increasing between preadolescence and late adolescence, peaking during 
the late teen years, and declining thereafter. On average, the peak was 
observed at a slightly older age (nineteen years) than had been reported in 
previous studies of American youth.  Perhaps this is due to a somewhat 
later onset of puberty, which has been shown to contribute to the increase 
in reward sensitivity in adolescence,73 in less developed nations than in 
developed ones; this would shift the average peak in sensation seeking to 
an older age when the sample is aggregated. In contrast, self-control 
matured gradually between pre-adolescence and the mid-twenties, at 
which point it plateaued in some countries (e.g., China, Italy) but 
continued to mature further in others (e.g., Colombia, Cyprus). Generally 
speaking, the prolonged maturation of self-control into the late-twenties 
was more likely to be seen in countries in which the increase during 
adolescence was less dramatic.74 Taken together, these results suggest that 
the characterization of the late teen years as a time during which reward-
seeking is heightened and self-regulation is still maturing applies cross-

 
72. See id. 
73. See Grace Icenogle et al., Puberty Predicts Approach But Not Avoidance on the Iowa 

Gambling Task in a Multinational Sample, 88 CHILD DEV. 1598, 1598-1614 (2017).  
74. Id. 
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culturally. 
Second, the researchers found in other countries the inverted-U shaped 

trajectory of risk-taking that has been observed in the United States, with 
risky behavior more common during adolescence than before or after.75 
This set of analyses distinguished between real-world risk taking, 
measured through self-reports of involvement in activities such as 
drinking, riding with an intoxicated driver, vandalism, and fighting, and 
risk taking propensity, assessed with experimental tasks such as a the 
video driving game described earlier. The authors hypothesized that age 
patterns in real-world risk taking would be more culturally variable than 
age patterns in risk taking propensity, since the former is both a function 
of developmental immaturity and contextual opportunity, whereas the 
latter is not influenced by contextual conditions (i.e., the test setting was 
identical across the various countries). This hypothesis was confirmed: 
Countries were significantly more similar with respect to trajectories of 
risk taking propensity than with respect to real world risk-taking. Further, 
as expected, risk-taking propensity peaked earlier than did real-world risk 
taking, suggesting that the manifestation of adolescents’ inherent 
inclination to engage in risky behavior is delayed by the real world context 
in which development occurs. Finally, the peak age for antisocial risk-
taking was earlier (around age nineteen, similar to that reported in studies 
of the “age-crime curve”) than that for health risk-taking (which peaked in 
the mid-twenties), presumably because the latter can be delayed by 
societally imposed constraints that are age-related (for example, age 
restrictions on purchasing alcohol).76 This study is especially relevant to 
our interest in this essay, because it shows how the maturationally-driven 
tendencies inherent in adolescence can be tempered by social context. 

Third, the researchers observed in the international sample the 
“maturity gap” found in American studies (described above),77 in which 
cognitive abilities such as working memory reach adult levels of maturity 
well before the psychosocial capacities thought to contribute to reckless 

 
75. See Natasha Duell et al., Age Patterns in Risk Taking Across the World, 47 J. YOUTH ADOL. 

1052 (2017). 
76. Id. 
77. See Laurence Steinberg et al., Elizabeth Cauffman, Jennifer Woolard, Sandra Graham, & 

Marie Banich, Are Adolescents Less Mature than Adults? Minors’ Access to Abortion, the Juvenile 
Death Penalty, and the Alleged APA “Flip-Flop”, 64 AM. PSYCHOL. 583, 583-594 (2009). 
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behavior in adolescence.78 Age patterns in cognitive abilities were far 
more similar internationally than patterns in psychosocial capacities; this 
likely is due to relatively greater cultural variability in expectations for 
psychosocial maturity than for intellectual competence. Most importantly, 
whereas the main period for maturation of cognitive competence was 
during early adolescence (tending to plateau around age sixteen), in 
virtually all of the countries studied considerable psychosocial maturation 
took place during the late teens and early twenties.79   

This Part has explained that psychosocial factors associated with 
adolescent brain development contribute to a tendency toward risk-taking 
that declines as individuals mature. These tendencies are normative in 
adolescence and found across cultures. In the next Part, we turn to the 
questions of how these inclinations interact with social context and why 
teenagers vary substantially in the extent and form of risk-taking.    

  
II. SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT AND RISKY BEHAVIOR IN ADOLESCENCE 

 
Risk-taking in adolescence is driven by developmental factors, but as 

this Part explains, the individual adolescent’s social context plays a critical 
role in triggering risky behavior; it also influences the forms of risk-taking 
in which the teenager engages. As the description of behavioral and 
biological research in Part I explained, endogenous developmental traits 
and tendencies associated with adolescence contribute to a heightened 
sensitivity to the social environment and an inclination to respond 
intensely to exciting and threatening stimuli in that environment. These 
stimuli contribute to emotional arousal, which, in the face of immature 
self-regulatory competence, can overwhelm the adolescent’s cognitive 
capacity for rational choice, contributing to reckless behavior. This 
dynamic interaction is especially likely to be triggered in the presence or 
with the encouragement of peers, since adolescents are particularly 
oriented toward peers and susceptible to peer influence.80 Peers play an 

 
78. See Grace Icenogle, et al., Adolescents’ Cognitive Capacity Reaches Adult Levels Prior to 

Their Psychosocial Maturity: Evidence for a “Maturity Gap” in a Multinational Sample. LAW HUM. 
BEHAV. (under review). 

79. Id. 
80. See discussion infra Part II.B. 
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important role in determining the extent and form of the individual 
adolescent’s risk. Thus, an important contextual variable contributing to 
whether an adolescent becomes involved in criminal behavior is the degree 
to which his or her peer group is antisocial.81 This Part explores how 
developmental changes in emotional arousability and self-regulation 
interact with the adolescent’s social context to shape peer affiliations in 
ways that can lead to involvement in risky activities. Finally, this Part 
suggests why and how these tendencies dissipate and risk-taking declines 
with maturation.    

 
A. Decision-making in a Neutral Context 

 
As the discussion in Part I confirms, by mid-adolescence, individuals 

have the cognitive capacity to make rational decisions that is similar to 
that of adults. A teenager can understand and process information, engage 
in hypothetical thinking to compare alternative options and make reasoned 
decisions.82 In short, when not subject to exogenous influences that 
undermine rationality, the normative adolescent usually is a competent 
decision-maker. This has been confirmed, for example, in studies of 
competence to stand trial, which does not improve after age fifteen.83 

Much research supports the conclusion that adolescent decision-
making is comparable to adults under neutral conditions but deteriorates 
when disrupted by external stimuli that contribute to emotional arousal. 
Early studies finding that adolescents were adult-like in their decision-
making were conducted in laboratory settings under conditions in which 
the undistracted teenage subjects had time to respond to vignettes without 
stress.84 Two important bodies of research focused on comprehension of 

 
81. Gary Sweeten, Alex Piquero, & Laurence Steinberg, Age and the Explanation of Crime, 

Revisited, 42 J. YOUTH & ADOLESCENCE 921 (2013). 
82. See discussion supra Part I.B. 
83. Thomas Grisso et al., Juveniles' Competence to Stand Trial: A Comparison of Adolescents' 

and Adults' Capacities as Trial Defendants, 27 L. & HUM. BEHAV. 333 (finding that 16 and 17 year 
old subjects performed as well as adults).  

84. See Lois A. Weithorn & Susan B. Campbell, The Competency of Children and Adolescents to 
Make Informed Treatment Decisions, 53 CHILD DEV. 1589 (14 year olds competent to make medical 
decisions in laboratory setting); see also Bruce Ambuel & Julian Rappaport, Developmental Trends in 
Adolescents' Psychological and Legal Competence to Consent to Abortion, 16 L. & HUM. BEHAV. 129 
(1992) (study of abortion decisionmaking with similar findings).  
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Miranda rights and ability to give informed consent to medical treatment. 
These studies found that that by mid –adolescence, teenagers performed 
similarly to adults.85 

More recent research has sought to compare the impact on adolescent 
decision-making of neutral settings and settings in which subjects are 
exposed to external stimuli associated with emotional arousal. To test 
decision-making under states of emotional arousal, researchers have 
designed laboratory tasks with reward components (e.g., presenting 
images of happy faces or offering a monetary reward) and threat 
components (e.g., exposing participants to the possibility of hearing an 
aversive noise). Findings from these studies suggest that adolescents act 
more impulsively in the presence of both rewarding and threatening 
stimuli than under more neutral conditions.86 Impulsive decision-making 
in the presence of an emotional stimulus has been associated with 
decreased activity in brain regions implicated in behavioral control and 
increased activity in brain regions involved in emotional processing.87 
Research evidence also suggests that, compared to adults, adolescents take 
more risks in the presence of rewarding stimuli.88 In contrast, adolescents 
show comparably better impulse control and engage in less risky decision-
making in neutral contexts (e.g., in the absence of a reward or peers).89 
Thus, research examining the impact of emotional stimuli on adolescent 
decision-making generally indicates that teenagers demonstrate a neural 
sensitivity to both rewards and threats that undermines impulse control 
and increases risky decision-making.  

The interaction of social context with the decision-making competence 
of older adolescents is important in some legal settings. For example, a 
mature minor is likely competent to make a medical decision, which 
typically is made in a relatively neutral context.  The adolescent is not 
likely to be subject to external conditions that contribute to emotional 
arousal or impulsive decision-making. Peers are seldom present and the 
inclination toward sensation-seeking is unlikely to be stimulated by the 

 
85. See Duell et al., supra note 75.  
86. See Cohen et al., supra note 9; see also B.J. Casey et al., Braking and Accelerating of the 

Adolescent Brain, 21 J. RES. ON ADOLESCENCE 21 (2011). 
87. Id. 
88. See Casey supra note 60; Figner et al., supra note 51.   
89. Id.  
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anticipated short-term rewards of treatment, which are likely to be 
gradual.90 Given these conditions, it is not surprising perhaps that mature 
minors are authorized to consent to some medical treatments without 
involving their parents, because they are presumed competent to do so.91 
In contrast, although laboratory studies have found that most older youths 
comprehend the meaning of Miranda rights,92 there is good reason to 
question whether a juvenile in the real-world setting of an interrogation 
room is likely to make a competent decision about waiving or asserting 
these rights. Police tactics that combine implicit threats of punishment 
unless the juvenile agrees to waiver and promises of rewards (such as 
permission to end the interrogation) compound the stress of an 
interrogation for adolescents. Substantial evidence indicates that juveniles 
waive their Miranda rights at a much higher rate than do adults, and 
confess falsely at a higher rate.93 It seems likely that the competence that 
teenagers show in the research setting is compromised by emotional 
factors in this social context, justifying special scrutiny of juveniles’ 
waivers and confessions.94 

 
90. Steinberg et al., supra note 12. Cosmetic treatment is excluded under the mature minor rule, in 

part because health benefits are minimal. RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW, CHILDREN AND THE LAW 
(COUNCIL DRAFT 2) §19.01, Medical Decisions by Mature Minors (2017). Adolescents might also be 
more inclined to make impulsive decisions to obtain cosmetic treatment, focusing on immediate 
rewards. Id.    

91. See, e.g., Cardwell v. Bechtol, 724 S.W.2d 739, 748 (Tenn. 1987) (adopting the mature minor 
doctrine, factoring in “age, ability, experience, education, training, and degree of maturity or judgment 
obtained by the minor, as well as upon the conduct and demeanor of the minor at the time of the 
incident involved . . . , totality of the circumstances, the nature of the treatment and its risks or 
probable consequences, and the minor’s ability to appreciate the risks and consequences.”). Mature 
minors are authorized to make abortion decisions without involving their parents. See generally 
Bellotti v. Baird, 443 U.S. 622 (1979). Although this decision may be associated with more stress than 
other medical decisions, the adolescent has the opportunity to deliberate, distinguishing it from “in-
the-moment” choices associated with risk-taking.  

92. See Thomas Grisso, Juveniles’ Capacities to Waive Miranda Rights: An Empirical Analysis, 
68 CAL. L. REV. 1134, 1143 (1980) (finding deficiencies in fourteen and fifteen year olds, but not older 
youths). 

93. Saul M. Kassin, The Psychology of Confessions, 4 ANN. REV. L. & SOC. SCI. 193 (2008). 
94. RESTATEMENT, CHILDREN AND THE LAW (COUNCIL DRAFT), Rights of a Juvenile in Custody 

§14.21 (2016) (describing cases finding that juveniles are particularly vulnerable to coercion and that 
special scrutiny of waivers is required). Another important dimension of decision-making is 
background knowledge. Adults often rely on intuitive, non-deliberative decision-making, but they are 
more likely to make a less risky choice because they have knowledge and experience to lead them to 
that choice. Adolescents may lack this useful background. In the case of waiving their Miranda rights, 
not only do they have to make a choice on-the-spot in a stressful situation, but many youths also have 
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A final example provides a transition to our discussion of adolescent 
risk taking in the next section. In laboratory studies, adolescents are 
capable of perceiving the risks associated with different behaviors as well 
as adults, and they are no worse than adults at estimating their 
vulnerability to risk.95 In fact, some studies suggest that adolescents 
overestimate the risks associated with various behaviors, including getting 
sick from alcohol or contracting a sexually transmitted infection.96 But, in 
the presence of peers and free of adult supervision, teenagers’ cognitive 
awareness of risk may do little to deter participation in dangerous, but 
exciting, activities such as drinking, drug use, fast driving and criminal 
offending. The confluence of exogenous influences and the adolescent’s 
inclination toward reward-seeking can lead to reckless choices driven by 
emotional arousal. Through similar mechanisms, the perception of threat 
in the social context can lead to emotional arousal, undermining rationality 
and contributing to impulsive decisions.97   

 
B. Risk-taking in Adolescence: The Risk-Inclined Individual in Risky 

Social Context 
 

As the preceding section suggests, in a neutral setting, a normative 
adolescent is a competent decision-maker who perceives the risks of 

 
limited or no knowledge of the implications of their choice. See generally Bonnie L. Halpern-Felsher 
et al., The Role of Behavioral Experience in Judging Risks, 20 HEALTH PSYCHOL. 120 (2001); 
Elizabeth P. Shulman & Elizabeth Cauffman, Deciding in the Dark: Age Differences in Intuitive Risk 
Judgment, 50 DEV. PSYCHOL. 167 (2014).  

95. Valerie F. Reyna & Frank Farley, Risk and Rationality in Adolescent Decision Making: 
Implications for Theory, Practice, and Public Policy, 7 PSYCHOL. SCI. IN THE PUB. INT. 1 (2006). 

96. See, e.g., Susan G. Millstein & Bonnie L. Halpern-Felsher, Judgments about Risk and 
Perceived Invulnerability in Adolescents and Young Adults, 12 J. RES. ON ADOLESCENCE 399 (2002). 
In one study exploring age differences in risk perception, individuals between the ages of 11 and 24 
were asked to evaluate the riskiness, dangerousness, potential harmfulness, and relative costs of each 
of a series of risky activities such as riding in a car with a drunk driver, having unprotected sex, or 
shoplifting. Young adolescents ages 11-13 years were more likely than any other age group to rate 
these activities as risky, scary, dangerous, and more harmful than beneficial. After age 13, there were 
no age differences in risk perception; adolescents’ risk perceptions were no different than those of 
younger teens. Elizabeth Cauffman et al., Age Differences in Psychosocial Capacities Underlying 
Competence to Stand Trial, 27 L. HUM. BEHAV. 333 (2003). 

97. Cohen et al, supra note 9; Erika E. Forbes et al., Neural Systems of Threat Processing in 
Adolescents: Role of Pubertal Maturation and Relation to Measures of Negative Affect, 36 DEV. 
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY 429-52 (2011); see also Kassin, supra note 93.  
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dangerous choices as accurately as adults. In this section, we explore why 
many adolescents (and young adults) engage in risk-taking behavior at 
higher rates than older adults. We posit that much risk-taking behavior is a 
product of an adolescent inclined toward exciting or rewarding 
experiences (the normative adolescent), whose social context presents 
opportunities facilitating the pursuit of those experiences. “Opportunity” 
has two components: First, the risky activity must be accessible in the 
teenager’s social context; and second, the adolescent associates with 
willing peers who encourage participation.98   

 
1. Parental Influence and Accessibility of Risky Activity. 

 
Adolescents are free to engage in risky behavior to a greater extent than 

younger children in part because they are subject to less supervision by 
parents and other adult authority figures. Developmentally appropriate 
separation from parents and increased freedom to associate with peers 
without supervision is a part of normal maturation and healthy 
development, processes through which teenagers learn to make their own 
decisions without external control.99 However, less monitoring by parents, 
who (presumably) possess mature impulse control and an interest in 
promoting their children’s welfare, leaves teenagers with less protection 
against developmentally normative impulsive choices and behavior. 

Some parents, of course, exercise more supervision over their teenage 
children than others. The role that parents assume during this 
developmental stage can affect whether adolescents are allowed to pursue 
risky activities without constraint or are subject to appropriate discipline 
(which, to some extent, can limit opportunities for risk-taking).100 The 
challenge for parents is to find the right balance between rigid restriction 
of their children’s freedom and lax disengagement. Developmentalists 
explain that authoritative parenting is critically important to healthy 
development in adolescence.101 Authoritative parenting involves active 

 
98. Adolescents sometimes engage in risky activities without peers of course, as we discuss 

below; frequently they may anticipate peer approval.  
99. LAURENCE STEINBERG, AGE OF OPPORTUNITY 44 (2014); see also Ellis et al., supra note 26. 
100. Ralph J. DiClemente et al., Parental Monitoring: Association with Adolescents' Risk 

Behaviors, 107 PEDIATRICS 1363 (2001).  
101. See, e.g.,ROBERT E. LARZELERE ET AL., AUTHORITATIVE PARENTING: SYNTHESIZING 
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engagement with the teenager’s life but not excessive monitoring, which 
can either generate intense opposition or inhibit development of the 
individual’s ability to make autonomous choices and live independently. 
The upshot is that even the best parenting will not prevent adolescent risk-
taking. Optimally, parents (and other adults in authority) will present 
adolescents with opportunities to take developmentally appropriate risks, 
such as playing on a sports team, and seek to minimize opportunities for 
engaging in risks that compromise adolescents’ health and well-being. 

The freedom that adolescents need to separate from parents and learn 
to be independent, combined with the normative traits and tendencies of 
this developmental stage, increases teenagers’ vulnerability to 
involvement in risky activities. The extent to which teenagers engage in 
risk-taking, and the form of that risk-taking, depends on opportunities 
presented in the adolescent’s social context.  For example, the leading 
cause of death for adolescents and young adults is motor vehicle 
crashes.102 Alcohol use plays a part in this statistic (see below), but car 
racing (or just driving fast) is an exciting activity for young males, and one 
that reward-seeking teenagers are likely to pursue, given the opportunity. 
But, most teens will only engage in this activity when they are licensed to 
operate a vehicle by the state. Thus, while a fourteen-year-old has reward-
seeking inclinations that are similar to those of an older teen, he will 
seldom engage in reckless driving.103 Similarly, most New York City 
teenagers simply do not have the opportunity to engage in this form of 
risk-taking.104   

The same analysis applies to other forms of risk-taking, such as alcohol 
and drug use. Although under-age drinking is common, acquiring alcohol 
becomes easier as individuals approach the legal minimum drinking age. 
College students and other young adults engage in underage drinking at far 
higher rates than do high school students.105 Indeed, one rationale for 

 
NURTURANCE AND DISCIPLINE FOR OPTIMAL CHILD DEVELOPMENT (2013). 

102. Laura Kann et al., Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance – United States, 2015, 54 
SURVEILLANCE SUMMARIES 1 (2016). 

103. Of course the younger unlicensed teen may be a passenger in a vehicle driven by an older 
teen.  

104. Also cultural influences may be important. As noted earlier, a recent study of cross-cultural 
differences in adolescent risk taking found greater variability in real-world risk taking than in 
laboratory based measures of risk-taking propensity.  Duell et al., supra note 75. 

105. National Research Council, Committee on Juv. Justice Reform, Reforming Juvenile Justice: 
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setting the minimum age for purchasing alcohol at twenty-one was to 
reduce illegal drinking among high school students.106 Lawmakers thought 
that lives would be saved by creating a substantial gap between the age at 
which individuals have ready access to alcohol and the minimum driving 
age. But, because alcohol is legal for adults (who are presumed less 
inclined toward risk-taking), it is readily available in every community, 
and, not surprisingly, a relatively high percentage of adolescents 
experiment with drinking.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the relatively 
lower driving age in the United States than in most of the developed 
world, automobile fatalities among adolescents are higher here than 
abroad.107 

Illegal drug use is another risky activity that might well appeal to many 
normative adolescents—reward-seeking individuals with immature 
impulse control who are inclined to focus on short-term benefits and 
discount long-term costs. In contrast to alcohol, drugs generally cannot be 
acquired legally, and both use and sale can result in criminal penalties. 
Thus, access and opportunities to engage in this risky activity are more 
limited and drug use among adolescents is less prevalent than alcohol use. 
Again, the teenager’s social context plays a role in the form of risk-taking 
teenagers choose. 

Teenagers’ inclination to engage in unsafe sex provides a somewhat 
different variation on the theme, but also demonstrates how social context 
can increase or decrease the inclination to engage in risky activities. If 
teenagers are encouraged to use contraceptives and condoms, and such 
protection is readily available, the incidence of unsafe sex and pregnancy 
will be lower than if protection is difficult to obtain.108 The immediate 
decision to have sex is likely to be driven by the reward-seeking, 
impulsive inclinations of adolescents, who may fail to consider the 
potential serious long term consequences. But if the adolescent can easily 
acquire contraceptives, the decision to have safe sex can be made in a 
more neutral setting in which the adolescent can rationally consider the 

 
A Developmental Approach (2013).  

106. FRANKLIN E. ZIMRING, THE CHANGING LEGAL WORLD OF ADOLESCENCE 3-6 (2013).  
107. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) & International Traffic 

Safety Data and Analysis Group, Road Safety Annual Report 2013 (2013).  
108. Douglas B. Kirby, The Impact of Abstinence and Comprehensive Sex and STD/HIV 

Education Programs on Adolescent Sexual Behavior, 5 SEXUALITY RES. & SOC. POL’Y 18 (2008). 
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benefit of avoiding pregnancy and disease.109 
Adolescent involvement in criminal activity receives more attention 

from policymakers than any other form of teenage risk-taking. We 
postpone a comprehensive analysis of this issue until we have explored the 
role of peer influence, the primary dimension of social context influencing 
teenage criminal choices. But as our analysis in this section suggests, 
many other variables in the adolescents’ social context can increase or 
decrease the likelihood that teenage risk-taking involves criminal activity, 
and, if so, the form of criminal activity. We have discussed the role of 
parents and the availability (or not) of activities that might tempt the 
reward-seeking teenager. But social context also includes the 
neighborhood, school, and community, each of which can either constrain 
or encourage the adolescent’s inclination to get involved in risky, 
antisocial activities. The school, for example, may be a well-managed 
facility in which discipline is maintained and students, supervised by 
authoritative adults, engage in positive learning experiences and extra-
curricular activities. Alternatively, the school can be a chaotic setting in 
which teachers and administrators have little control over students, and 
those students who are so inclined are free to pursue antisocial activities. 
In either case, social context plays a key role in deterring or facilitating 
antisocial activities.  

 
2. Peer Influence and Risky Activity 

 
Peers constitute the environmental stimuli that most powerfully 

influence adolescents’ involvement in risky activities. As Part I showed, 
adolescents are susceptible to peer influence to a greater extent than either 
younger children or adults, and they also seek peer approval, which may 
involve initiating activities that peers will find exciting or pleasurable. In 
addition, recent research has shown that the mere presence of peers 

 
109. Experts attribute a decline in teenage pregnancy rates recently to policies designed to 

facilitate contraceptive use by authorizing minors’ independent access to contraceptives in convenient 
locations. Some evidence suggests that declines in teen pregnancy are linked to the increased use of 
long-acting reversible contraceptives that mitigate the effects of adolescent impulsivity. See, e.g., 
Justin T. Diedrich et al., Long-Acting Reversible Contraception in Adolescents: A Systematic Review 
and Meta-Analysis, 216 AM. J. OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY 364.e1 (2017), 
http://www.ajog.org/article/S0002-9378(16)46213-7/fulltext. 
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activates the brain’s reward circuitry to a much greater extent among 
adolescents than adults, and that this heightened activation is linked to 
increased risk-taking.110 Thus, peers play a major role in creating 
opportunities for risk-taking and in influencing whether an adolescent 
pursues particular opportunities otherwise available in the social 
environment.   

The adolescent propensity for risk-taking is normative, but its form and 
extent are often driven by peers. Indeed, despite the hard-wired 
developmental traits that facilitate engagement in risky behavior, solitary 
risk-taking is less common among adolescents than among adults.111 In 
real world settings, adolescents and young adults typically drink alcohol, 
use drugs, exceed the speed limit, and (particularly) commit crimes in the 
presence of, or in complicity with, peers to a greater extent than older 
adults.112  Moreover, peers can influence teens in both pro-social and anti-
social directions.113 Pro-social peers can reinforce the goals of getting 
good grades and excelling in socially useful activities.114 Indeed, research 
demonstrates that peers can have direct positive impact on adolescent risk 
behavior. For example, one laboratory-based study using a driving 
simulation game found that adolescents ages sixteen to seventeen 
demonstrated safer driving while in the presence of a cautious (rather than 
risky) peer, regardless of individual differences in susceptibility to peer 
pressure.115  However, peers who encourage, facilitate, or support 

 
110. Chein et al., supra note 27. As described in Part I, an adolescent in a laboratory setting, who 

is merely told that he or she is being observed by peers, experiences heightened activation in brain 
regions associated with reward processing and tends to take greater risks in completing assigned tasks 
than one who believes that he or she is alone. 

111. Zimring & Laqueur, supra note 46. 
112. Dustin Albert & Laurence Steinberg, Peer Influences on Adolescent Risk Behavior, in 

INHIBITORY CONTROL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION: FROM RESEARCH TO TRANSLATION 211 
(Michael T. Bardo et al. eds., 2011). 

113. B. Bradford Brown et al., A Comprehensive Conceptualization of the Peer Influence Process 
in Adolescence, in UNDERSTANDING PEER INFLUENCE IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS 17 (Mitchell 
J. Prinstein & Kenneth A. Dodge eds., 2008); Sophia Choukas-Bradley et al., Peer Influence, Peer 
Status, and Prosocial Behavior: An Experimental Investigation of Peer Socialization of Adolescents’ 
Intentions to Volunteer, 44 J. YOUTH & ADOLESCENCE 2197 (2015).  

114. For example, members of a high school sports team can support each other in channeling 
their reward-seeking impulses in a direction that is less harmful than drinking or car racing. 

115. See Christopher N. Cascio et al., Buffering Social Influence: Neural Correlates of Response 
Inhibition Predict Driving Safety in the Presence of a Peer, 27 J. COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 83 
(2015).  
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involvement in risky activities can serve as catalysts that mobilize the 
adolescent’s proclivity for sensation-seeking and direct it toward 
potentially harmful actions.  

Peer groups vary in the extent to which antisocial risk-taking plays a 
role in their social interactions. Some teenagers associate with peers who 
only occasionally engage in dangerous risk-taking, while others are part of 
antisocial peer groups heavily involved in one or more forms of illicit 
activities.116 Yet, no sharp dichotomy typically exists between pro-social 
and anti-social peers. A broad range of adolescents are attracted to exciting 
activities that may be associated with physical and social risks. Thus, 
generally pro-social teenagers can sometimes instigate or participate in 
potentially harmful activities, just as anti-social adolescents also 
sometimes respond to peer influence to engage in socially desirable 
behavior.117  

Most adolescents experiment with some mix of the risky behaviors 
described earlier.  But whether a teenager engages in a particular form of 
risk-taking, and to what extent, is influenced by its availability and by the 
preferences of the peer community, which interact with broader cultural 
factors that can vary over time and across cultures. For example, teenage 
drinking and drug use have been more popular in some historic periods 
than others, and peer sub-communities may vary in their substance of 
choice.  Criminal activity is also influenced by cultural factors. 
Criminologists credit the widespread availability of guns as a key 
contributor to the spike in juvenile homicide rates in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s.118 Disputes that were settled through fistfights in an earlier 
era were resolved with guns in the late twentieth century. 

 Only recently has research directly shed light on how the interaction 
between the individual adolescent and the peer group facilitates 
participation in risky activities. A study by Jason Chein and colleagues 
found that the presence of peers leads to increased risk-taking by 
adolescents but not adults. The study also found that peer presence 

 
116. Chris Melde & Finn-Aage Esbensen, Gang Membership as the Turning Point in the Life 

Course, 49 CRIMINOLOGY 513 (2011). 
117. Sarah Fischer & Gregory T. Smith, Deliberation Affects Risk Taking Beyond Sensation 

Seeking, 36 PERSONALITY & INDIV. DIFFERENCES 527, 527-37 (2004).  
118. Zimring & LaQuer, supra note 46.  
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activated the brain regions associated with the anticipation of potential 
rewards in adolescents, suggesting that greater neural activation in the 
brain’s reward centers is associated with increased risk taking.  
Importantly, in this study, subjects were merely told that they were being 
observed by peers from another room; the responses in brain activity and 
risk-taking were not due to actual peer pressure.119  Other studies from this 
team of scientists have shown that, even in the absence of opportunities to 
engage in risk-taking, the presence of peers activates adolescents’ reward 
centers and increases adolescents’ preference for immediate rewards.120  

It is possible to hypothesize with some confidence the dynamic 
between individual adolescents and peers that leads to risky activities in 
real-world settings when we consider the following: a) normative 
adolescents are particularly susceptible to peer influence due to heightened 
sensitivity in the social brain; b) peers collectively constitute the primary 
component of social context for the individual adolescent; and c) those 
peers themselves typically are sensation-seeking adolescents who are 
prone to acting impulsively under conditions of emotional arousal and 
whose sensitivity to rewards is activated in the peer group context. In 
combination, it is unsurprising that the interaction among adolescent peers 
can be volatile, as one or more teenager serves as an active catalyst, 
encouraging others to participate in risky behavior that perhaps none 
would undertake on his or her own.  

This dynamic interaction between individual and peers plays out 
against a backdrop in which opportunities to engage in risky activities 
vary, as described above. The patterns of risk-taking varies with age; for 
example, fifteen-year-olds drink alcohol less than twenty-year-olds. It also 
varies with parental norms and supervision, and by neighborhood, school 
setting and other factors that determine whether, how, and if sensation-
seeking adolescents will likely act on their impulses. 

It is well established that risk-taking declines as individuals mature. 
Most forms of risky behavior peak in late adolescence and early 

 
119. See Chein et al., supra note 27. 
120. See Ashley R. Smith et al., Age Differences in the Impact of Peers on Adolescents' and 

Adults’ Neural Response to Reward, 11 DEV. COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 75 (2015); Alexander 
Weigard et al., Effects of Anonymous Peer Observation on Adolescents’ Preference for Immediate 
Rewards, 17 DEV. SCI. 71 (2014). 
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adulthood:121 a trend that is observed across cultures varying in their 
social, political, cultural, and economic contexts.122 This pattern likely 
reflects the reality that many forms of risky behavior are driven by the 
interaction of an immature individual and a social context of peers who 
encourage risk-taking.123 As adolescents mature, their propensity for 
sensation-seeking declines and the brain’s executive functions improve, 
along with communication between the pre-frontal cortex and emotional 
centers of the brain. This maturation process results in better emotional 
regulation and behavioral control in arousing contexts, reducing 
impulsivity and the inclination to engage in risk-taking, including criminal 
activity. Importantly, this developmental process toward maturity proceeds 
in most adolescents alongside his peers such that the individual’s social 
context changes as his peers also mature; he is no longer surrounded by 
sensation-seeking individuals, inclined, as he was, to make impulsive 
choices when emotionally aroused.124  

A key insight of this analysis is that the primary exogenous influence 
on normative adolescent risk-taking is other adolescents, who as 
individuals are themselves inclined toward risk-taking, and who 
collectively constitute the main component of the teenager's social context. 
As individual adolescents mature, they become less susceptible to peer 
influence, less inclined toward sensation-seeking, and less impulsive; this 
maturation process also diminishes the individual’s role as part of a risk-
promoting peer context. Thus, each adolescent is both an individual 
maturing into adulthood who is becoming less inclined toward risk taking 
and a part of the social context that is becoming less facilitative of risk-
taking due in part, as discussed below, to the assumption of work and 
relationship responsibilities.125  

 
121. Steinberg, supra note 12.  
122. See Duell et al., supra note 75. 
123. See, e.g., Kathryn C. Monahan, Lawrence Steinberg, & Elizabeth Cauffman, Affiliation with 

Antisocial Peers, Susceptibility to Peer Influence, And Desistance from Antisocial Behavior During 
the Transition to Adulthood, 45 DEV. PSYCHOL. 1520 (2009).  

124. Sweeten, Piquero & Steinberg, supra note 81, at 934-936. 
125. Research indicating low rates of exposure to delinquent peers in early adolescence, 

increasing rates in middle and late adolescence and declining rates thereafter is consistent with this 
point. Mark Warr, Age, Peers and Delinquency 31 CRIMINOLOGY 17, 17-40 (1993). Early adolescents 
as individuals are developmentally less inclined toward antisocial behavior than older teens; thus the 
peer group of delinquent teens is small.  
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B. Adolescent Criminal Activity and Social Context 

 
In conversations about crime prevention and public protection, 

juveniles are usually treated as a sub-category of offenders—a group that 
offends at high rates due to adolescent immaturity. But most adolescent 
involvement in criminal activity has more in common with teenage 
drinking, unsafe sex and car racing than with the criminal choices of adult 
offenders.  For our purposes, it is more useful to view juvenile offending 
as a form of adolescent risk-taking than as a discrete form of antisocial 
behavior. It is often observed that age eighteen is the peak age for 
involvement in criminal activity, and that the crime rate falls steeply after 
the early twenties.126 Other risky behavior follows a similar pattern, and 
developmentalists generally think the same biological and psychological 
mechanisms underlie criminal activity as other forms of risk-taking.127 
Thus, juvenile offending often may be attributed to youths acting upon a 
developmentally normative drive toward novel, exciting experiences. In a 
facilitative social context, adolescents direct their drive for sensation and 
risk toward anti-social or delinquent behaviors.   

Like other forms of risk-taking in adolescence, criminal activity 
involves a dynamic interaction between the still-maturing teenager and his 
or her social context. As is true with other risk-taking, social context can 
deter or facilitate anti-social behavior. Thus, authoritative parents can 
provide structure and supervision for their children that reduce the risk of 
youthful offending, while disengaged parents likely perform no such 
deterrent function. Indeed, research suggests that greater parental 
monitoring is associated with longitudinal decreases in delinquency and 
aggression among young adolescents, regardless of affiliations with 
delinquent peers.128 Neighborhoods also vary as social contexts for 
offending. In low-crime neighborhoods, non-criminal residents perform an 

 
126. Manuel Eisner, Crime, Problem Drinking, and Drug Use: Patterns of Problem Behavior in 

Cross-National Perspective, 580 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 201, 204 (2002); Sweeten, 
Piquero & Steinberg, supra note 81, at 931-934. Scott, Bonnie & Steinberg, supra note 66. 
 

128. Julia A. Graber et al., A Longitudinal Examination of Family, Friend, and Media Influences 
on Competent Versus Problem Behaviors Among Urban Minority Youth, 10 APPLIED DEV. SCI. 75, 80-
81 (2006). 
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informal monitoring function and may discourage criminal activity simply 
by being out and about on the streets and sidewalks and in the parks.129 In 
high-crime neighborhoods, in contrast, residents may stay indoors out of 
fear for their safety, providing greater opportunity for criminal activity.130 
Neighborhood conditions can also reinforce both anti-social behaviors and 
psychological traits such as impulsivity. Research has linked community 
violence to disrupted behavioral control131 and perpetual hyper-arousal 
among youth.132 Further, dangerous environments can teach youth that 
violence is an effective method of problem solving, and therefore violence 
and delinquency become learned behaviors.133 For individuals living in 
high-crime neighborhoods who feel chronically threatened, carrying a gun 
and acting reflexively or impulsively may be adaptive behaviors. As 
suggested above, schools also can be safe and supervised educational 
settings, or environments in which adolescents, gathered together in close 
proximity for extended periods, are subject to few exogenous constraints 
and many temptations to engage in antisocial behavior. Further, the extent 
to which youth are engaged in educational pursuits and feel connected to 
their school correlate with long-term effects on adolescent delinquency 
and substance use.134  

As we have indicated, peers constitute the element of social context 
most likely to activate an individual adolescent’s reward-seeking 
tendencies, and typically peers are the most important contextual 
contributor to risk-taking. Research confirms that affiliation with anti-
social peers is the factor most predictive of juveniles’ involvement in 

 
129. Robert J. Sampson, Stephen W. Raudenbush & Felton Earls, Neighborhoods and Violent 

Crime: A Multilevel Study of Collective Efficacy for Children, 277 SCI.  918, 918-919 (1997) . 
130. Id.  
131. See generally Michael R. Cooley-Quille et al., Emotional Impact of Children's Exposure to 

Community Violence: A Preliminary Study, 34 J. AM. ACAD. CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY 
1362 (1995); Patrick Fowler et al., Community Violence: A Meta-Analysis on the Effect of Exposure 
and Mental Health Outcomes of Children, 21 DEV. & PSYCHOPATHOLOGY 227, 227-59 (2009); Robert 
J. Sampson, Stephen W. Raudenbush & Felton Earls, Neighborhoods and Violent Crime: A Multilevel 
Study of Collective Efficacy for Children, 277 SCI. 918 (1997). 

132. W. Cody Wilson & Beth S. Rosenthal, The Relationship Between Exposure to Community 
Violence and Psychological Distress Among Adolescents: A Meta-Analysis, 18 VIOLENCE & VICTIMS 
335 (2003); Fowler et al., supra note 131.  

133. Fowler et al., supra note 131.  
134. Yibing Li et al., The Role of School Engagement in Preventing Adolescent Delinquency and 

Substance Use: A Survival Analysis, 34 J. ADOLESCENCE 1181 (2011).  
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criminal activity.135 Even adolescents who are not inherently delinquent or 
anti-social are more likely to engage in anti-social behaviors when they 
socialize in groups of teens in unstructured, unsupervised settings; this 
finding highlights the important role of context in facilitating adolescent 
risk behavior.136 In this section, we examine how anti-social peer 
affiliation develops and probe the interaction between the individual and 
his or her adolescent peer group as that interaction relates to offending. 
This interaction can shed some light on the functioning of juvenile gangs.  
It also informs our understanding of the role of peers in the trend toward 
desistence in early adulthood.  

 
1. Affiliation with Anti-Social Peer Groups 

 
Although most adolescents engage in risk-taking, including some 

forms of criminal activity, most do not associate with peers whose risk-
taking takes the form of chronic or serious criminal activity. Why do some 
adolescents tend to affiliate with anti-social peers while others find friends 
less likely to get into serious trouble? This question has been the focus of 
some research in recent years; not surprisingly, it appears that several 
factors contribute to peer group affiliation.  

First, the tendencies and traits of the individual adolescent play a role 
in peer associations. Some teens are more inclined toward sensation-
seeking and more impulsive than the norm, and they may be attracted to 
the extreme risk-taking activities of anti-social peers; others may lack the 
social skills to affiliate with more desirable peer groups. Studies of peer 
group formation show that some teenagers resort to anti-social peer groups 
because they are rejected from higher-status crowds.137 Of course, intense 
sensation seekers might associate with peer groups that pursue extreme 
sports or other dangerous activities, but some will likely be attracted to a 
peer group that engages in criminal activity if such a group is available or 
if access to more pro-social groups is constrained. 

 
135. Sweeten, Piquero & Steinberg, supra note 81.  
136. Sonja E. Siennick & D. Wayne Osgood, Hanging Out with Which Friends? Friendship-Level 

Predictors of Unstructured and Unsupervised Socializing in Adolescence, 22 J. RES. ADOLESCENCE 
646, 647-48 (2012).  

137. ROBERT B. CAIRNS & BEVERLEY D. CAIRNS, LIFELINES AND RISKS: PATHWAYS OF YOUTH 
IN OUR TIME 130-46 (1994). 
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Parents play an important, if indirect, role in their children’s peer group 
associations. Research has found that parents’ values and preferences 
about their children’s associations seem to influence adolescent peer group 
affiliations.138 If parents are distant and fail to monitor their children, or if 
parents themselves endorse antisocial or criminal norms, it is more likely 
that teenagers will affiliate with deviant peer groups.139  One study found 
evidence that parents fostered certain traits or behavior patterns in their 
children, which then predicted peer group affiliation.140 Moreover, parents’ 
influence on peer affiliation likely predates adolescence. Snydor and 
colleagues found parental failure to discipline their children’s anti-social 
behavior to be a precursor to association with deviant peers.141 Parents also 
determine the neighborhood, community, and school in which the teen 
will live, which determine the peer groups that are available for affiliation. 
Of course, parents themselves may have few residential options due to 
economic and social constraints. These limitations can restrict poor 
families to high-crime neighborhoods where delinquent peers are 
ubiquitous. In this situation, the adolescent’s social context may offer few 
pro-social peer group options. 

This last point is important in understanding why adolescents in some 
neighborhoods and communities are far more likely to associate with 
deviant peers than teenagers in other settings. In some neighborhoods, 
most male peer groups are committed to involvement in criminal activity. 
In this environment, an adolescent’s realistic options may not include pro-
social peer groups. Neighborhood geography also may limit the choices 
available to individual teens; urban teenage gang members are likely to 
live in close proximity to one another. The alternative of avoiding peer 
affiliation altogether is unattractive to most teenagers, although it may 
appeal to parents seeking to protect their children from gang involvement. 

 
138. B. Bradford Brown, Nina S. Mounts, Susie D. Lamborn & Laurence Steinberg, Parenting 

Practices and Peer Group Affililiation in Adolescence, 64 CHILD DEV. 467 (1993). 
139. Several early studies found a link between affiliation with deviant peers (usually involved in 

drug use) and parental modeling or disengagement. See generally Denise B. Kandel & Kenneth 
Andrews, Processes of Adolescent Socialization by Parents and Peers, 22 INT’L J. ADDICTIONS 319 
(1987); E.R. Oetting & Fred Beauvais, Peer Cluster Theory, Socialization Characteristics, and 
Adolescent Drug Use: A Path Analysis, 34 J. COUNSELING PSYCHOL. 205 (1987).    

140. Brown, Mounts, Lamborn, & Steinberg, supra note 138. 
141. J. Snyder, T.J. Dishion & G.R. Patterson, Determinants and Consequences of Associating 

with Deviant Peers during Preadolescence and Adolescence, 6 J. EARLY ADOLESCENCE 20 (1986).   
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Further, in high-crime neighborhoods, peer group affiliation may be 
deemed a source of security as well as excitement and camaraderie. 
Hostility among adolescent peer groups may leave the unaffiliated youth 
vulnerable to attack and harassment, as gang membership provides a 
defense against attacks by other gangs.142 The upshot is that adolescents in 
high-crime neighborhoods may be very limited in their peer group options. 
They may affiliate with deviant peers as “the only game in town.”  
 

2. Peer Group Influence and Juvenile Offending 
 
Adolescents’ susceptibility to peer influence and desire to please peers 

can influence juvenile offending in two ways. First, adolescents offend in 
groups at substantially higher rates than do adults.143 The impact of peers 
on one another in a group setting likely enhances the salience of potential 
rewards associated with certain behaviors, leading to emotional arousal 
and sensation-seeking, which in turn may overwhelm the adolescent’s still 
maturing ability to control impulsive behavior. Thus, the prospect of 
acquiring money or vanquishing a rival gang that poses a threat becomes 
more exciting in the peer context. Each youth likely is also sensitive to the 
approval of others in the group. As the planning of a crime proceeds, 
withdrawal by individual youths may be very costly, leading to rejection 
and even exclusion from the peer group. Moreover, in his emotionally 
aroused state, the adolescent is more likely to focus on the potential short-
term rewards of the criminal act, while paying scant attention to the 
potential downside.  

The power of peer influence on the individual adolescent operates even 
without overt peer pressure or even peer presence.144 Thus, a second form 
of peer influence occurs if a teenager acts with the goal of positively 
impressing his peer group. An adolescent seeking peer approval might act 
alone to steal something in anticipation of his friends’ approving response. 
This variation is important for two reasons. First, it suggests that 

 
142. Charles M. Katz et al., Understanding the Relationship Between Violence Victimization and 

Gang Membership, 39 J. CRIM. JUST. 48 (2011) (“[T]he cohesiveness and solidarity among gang 
members . . . result[s in] . . . members' perception that the gang provides valuable protection”).  

143. Zimring & LaQueur, supra note 46. 
144. Chein, supra note 27 (describing study in which subjects were told that peer was watching 

them perform task; adolescents took more risks than adults). 
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anticipated peer response can influence adolescent behavior, even when 
peers are not present.145 Second, it suggests that identifying an adolescent 
as a leader (or initiator of criminal activity) or follower may sometimes 
not be a meaningful distinction. An adolescent who acts to impress 
antisocial peers may simply be conforming to peer group expectations. 

We can only tentatively describe the actual process through which 
individual adolescents in an anti-social peer group plan and execute a 
criminal offense; not surprisingly, field research has not been undertaken. 
However, the body of developmental knowledge that we have described 
can inform our understanding of the interaction between individuals and 
peer groups in this context. The following scenario comports well with 
developmental knowledge: Several friends are hanging out on a Friday 
evening when one suggests robbing the local convenience store. As the 
group discusses the idea, they become excited at the prospect of the cash 
they will acquire in the hold-up; several advocate eagerly for the plan and 
others join in the enthusiasm; most do not consider the potential risks they 
may face, including the risk of apprehension or the possibility that the 
store clerk will be armed and will fire in self-defense; most also do not 
think about the cost of a delinquency adjudication to their future lives, and 
those who do consider the potential risks may decide that the benefits of 
the act (e.g., peer approval, earning money, having fun) outweigh the 
potential costs. Any youth who has qualms about the plan is silent, not 
wanting to earn the anger or ridicule of his friends.  

In situations of gang rivalry, involvement in criminal activity may 
implicate more complex responses in adolescent gang members than the 
reward-seeking impulses associated with juvenile offenses aimed at 
financial gains.146 When adolescent gangs compete with one another for 
territorial dominance, individual members of each gang are likely 
emotionally aroused by the prospect of the gains associated with victory 
over the rival. A rival gang poses a threat of physical harm, but threats, 
like rewards, can be emotionally arousing.147 The dual sources of 

 
145. Id.  
146. For a comprehensive analysis of gang membership and behavior in a developmental 

perspective, see TERENCE P. THORNBERRY ET AL., GANG AND DELINQUENCY IN DEVELOPMENTAL 
PERSPECTIVE (2003). 

147. Cohen, et. al., supra note 9; Amanda E. Guyer et al., A Developmental Examination of 
Amygdala Response to Facial Expressions, 20 J. COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 1565, 1565-82 (2008) 
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emotional arousal experienced by gang members may escalate emotional 
responses, creating in individual members of each gang a hyper-vigilance 
to anticipated attack and urgent desire to preempt rivals in attaining 
territorial goals. In planning a gang activity, individual members are likely 
to reinforce one another in their excitement about the prospect of attaining 
the goal, with little immediate attention to the risk of injury or death 
inherent in the confrontation. But as the confrontation unfolds, the threat 
of harm becomes highly salient, triggering quick responses. This dynamic 
interaction between the individual adolescent and his peer group in a 
hostile, threatening context invites impulsive responses that often involve 
violence.148 

 
3. Social Context and Limits on Exit 

 
The Supreme Court in its juvenile sentencing opinions has underscored 

a final point about social context and juvenile offending. A juvenile by 
virtue of his status as a legal minor cannot escape his family, 
neighborhood, or his limited options for peer associates.149 Unlike an 
adult, who (theoretically, at least) can leave the temptation of a high-crime 
neighborhood, a juvenile cannot extricate himself.150 Thus, the adolescent 
whose circumstances place him in a social context that encourages 
involvement in crime does not have the option of moving to a community 
in which he can enjoy the benefit of authoritative parents, an enriched 
educational setting, a safe neighborhood, and pro-social peers—elements 
of social context that would reduce the likelihood that he will get involved 
in serious crime.  

 
 
 
 

 
(compared to adults ages 21-40, adolescents ages 9-17 evinced greater activation to fearful faces in the 
amygdala, which is responsible in part for processing emotional information); Jeffrey M. Spielberg et 
al., Exciting Fear in Adolescence: Does Pubertal Development Alter Threat Processing?, 8 DEV. 
COGNITIVE NEUROSCIENCE 86, 86-95 (2014).  

148. Katz et al., supra note 142.  
149. See Graham v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48 (2010); Miller v. Alabama 567 U.S. 460 (2012).  
150. Scott & Steinberg, supra note 17.  
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4. Social Context and Desistence from Criminal Activity. 
 

It is well established that criminal offending increases through 
adolescence, peaks between ages seventeen and eighteen, and declines 
sharply thereafter.151 This pattern is similar to that observed for other 
forms of risk-taking, although the peak age varies somewhat for different 
types of risky behavior.152 Further, the factors contributing to the decline 
in other risk-taking in late adolescence and young adulthood also may 
drive desistence from criminal activity. Most importantly, desistence from 
crime is correlated with the declining susceptibility to influence from 
antisocial peers. Substantial evidence supports that the decline in 
affiliation with anti-social peers as adolescents transition to adulthood is 
the most important contributor to the declining rate of participation in 
crime post-adolescence.153 

Most adolescents desist from offending (and other forms of risk-taking) 
through a process that is linked to maturation; as the individual adolescent 
and his peers mature, the dynamic interaction that propelled juvenile 
offending weakens. Reward-seeking and extreme sensitivity to peers, 
developmentally normal tendencies in adolescence, decline with maturity: 
as the individual ages, he or she is less prone to emotional arousal at the 
prospect of criminal activity with peers.154 At the same time, decision-
making improves as the young adult becomes less impulsive and the 
executive functions of the brain operate more effectively, facilitating the 
regulation of emotions and consideration of future consequences.155 As 
noted earlier, because this maturation is typical of most adolescents, both 
the individual and his peers (the most important exogenous contributor to 
adolescent involvement in crime) are changing simultaneously. The 
individual becomes less inclined to offend, and the peer group is less 

 
151. ELIZABETH S. SCOTT & LAURENCE STEINBERG, RETHINKING JUVENILE JUSTICE 52-53 

(2008). 
152. See generally Ivy N. Defoe et al., A Meta-Analysis on Age Differences in Risky Decision 

Making: Adolescents Versus Children and Adults, 141 PSYCHOL. BULL. 48 (2015); Teena Willoughby 
et al., Examining the Link Between Adolescent Brain Development and Risk Taking from a Social-
Developmental Perspective, 83 BRAIN & COGNITION 315 (2013); Scott, Bonnie & Steinberg, supra 
note 66.   

153. Sweeten, Piquero & Steinberg, supra note 81.  
154. See discussion supra Part I.A.1 and Part II.B.2. 
155. See discussion supra Part I.B.  
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likely to play its facilitative role of inducing emotional arousal and 
promoting criminal activity. The excitement associated with criminal 
activity declines while the potential costs and risks become more salient.156  

As adolescents mature into adulthood, social context changes in other 
ways that likely contribute to desistence from offending.  Robert Sampson 
and John Laub have argued that employment and spousal roles in 
adulthood encourage desistence from involvement in criminal activity.157 
For most adults, these conventional roles provide structure and a social 
context that limits opportunities for risk-taking. The time demands and 
routines of work and family responsibilities make participation in criminal 
activity more costly. This account is compatible with the rationale for 
desistence that emphasizes the impact of adolescents’ normal maturation 
on both the individual propensity toward offending and the peer group’s 
catalytic role. The conventional adult roles that bring stability to the lives 
of formerly anti-social youth require maturity; sensation-seeking, 
impulsive adults are unlikely to be successful as employees and life 
partners. Moreover, as peers themselves mature and assume adult roles, 
social pressure to engage in criminal activity likely declines and 
mainstream social norms encourage responsible fulfillment of role 
obligations.  

 
C. Non-Normative Antisocial Behavior in Adolescence 

 
Not all offending by juveniles can be explained as a product of the 

interaction between immature, but developmentally normative, adolescents 
and their peers, who are themselves immature teenagers. Some individuals 
are inclined toward serious anti-social behavior in childhood, differing in 
important ways from teens whose involvement in criminal activity begins 
in adolescence. Some early-onset offenders may also desist as they 
mature,158 but normative brain development in adolescence, by definition, 

 
156. Elizabeth Shulman, Kathryn Monahan, & Laurence Steinberg, Severe Violence During 

Adolescence and Early Adulthood and Its Relation to Anticipated Rewards and Costs, 88 CHILD DEV. 
16, 17 (2017). 

157. JOHN LAUB & ROBERT SAMPSON, CRIME IN THE MAKING: PATHWAYS AND TURNING POINTS 
THROUGH LIFE 6-24 (1993). 

158. Rolf Loeber & Thomas J. Dishion, Early Predictors of Male Delinquency: A Review, 94 
PSYCHOL. BULL. 68, 78-81 (1983). Terrie E. Moffitt & Avshalom Caspi, Childhood Predictors 
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does not contribute to their early maladaptive behavior. Moreover, 
although most juvenile offending declines sharply beginning in late 
adolescence, some individuals persist in criminal pursuits into 
adulthood;159 either they have failed to mature or maturation has not led 
them to desist from criminal activities. Although this category of offenders 
is small compared to normative juveniles, it includes the most serious 
offenders who cause the most social harm.160   

Comprehensive examination of early-onset offenders and “life-course-
persistent”161 offenders is beyond the scope of this Article. Nonetheless, 
brief consideration of these individuals, and how their involvement in 
crime differs from that of normative adolescents, is in order. 
Developmentalists and criminologists agree that several factors contribute 
to serious antisocial behavior in childhood, including hyperactivity and 
attention-deficit disorders, other neurological deficits, learning disabilities, 
and inadequate or abusive parenting.162 Early-onset offenders are often 
children with complex problems whose parents are incapable of providing 
adequate supervision and the support needed to overcome the challenges 
they face. Indeed, even adequate parents may be unsuccessful in dealing 
with these children.163 Thus, the source of their antisocial behavior may be 
endogenous, or it may be the product of an interaction of individual factors 
and childhood social context.  Unlike normative adolescent offenders, 
however, the individual factors are not primarily normal developmental 
influences, and peers do not constitute the primary influence of social 
context. But, when these children persist in their anti-social behavior into 
adolescence, their individual deficits may combine with normative 
influences associated with adolescence, making them particularly 
vulnerable and likely to engage in criminal activity. 

Some adolescent delinquents become adult criminals, and their 

 
Differentiate Life-Course-Persistent and Adolescence-Limited Antisocial Pathways Among Males and 
Females 13 DEV PSYCHOPATHOL 355, 367-79 (2001). 

159. Terrie E. Moffitt. Adolescence-Limited and Life-Course-Persistent Antisocial Behavior: A 
Developmental Taxonomy 100 PSYCH REV. 674, 677 (1993). 

160. Id. 
161. Id. Moffitt offers a taxonomy in which most juvenile offenders are “adolescence-limited”; 

their offending begins and ends in adolescence. A small group, however, are “life-course persistent” 
offenders, whose antisocial conduct begins in childhood and continues into adulthood. 

162. Id. at 679-682. 
163. Id. at 682.  
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offending can no longer be attributed to normal developmental immaturity 
and the predictable influence of normative peers. This group includes early 
onset offenders, but also individuals who began to offend in 
adolescence.164 In the latter case, as we discuss below, the individual’s life 
trajectory may have been shaped by his interaction with the justice system, 
and by sanctions that impede normal development. In general, however, 
the impulsive, sensation-seeking behavior of the adult criminal will be 
taken to represent individual characterological deficits and not residual 
adolescent immaturity from which the individual is likely to emerge.165 
For our purposes, the important point is that we currently lack the tools to 
distinguish accurately during adolescence the normative juvenile offender 
who likely will mature out of his or her tendency to get involved in crime 
from the emerging career criminal or the psychopath.166 Because the vast 
majority of adolescents who violate the law do not become chronic adult 
criminals, information about an offender’s adolescent misbehavior is 
seldom predictive of adult criminality.  

 
III. CORRECTIONAL PROGRAMS AS SOCIAL SETTINGS 

 
To this point, we have focused on how the dynamic interaction 

between the still-maturing adolescent and his or her peers (and other 
environmental influences) contributes to risk-taking, including criminal 
activity. Beyond this, the extreme sensitivity of adolescents to their social 
context has a broader impact on their development to adulthood: the 
individual’s interaction with her social context during adolescence can 
determine whether he or she accomplishes developmental tasks essential 
to successful maturation. For adolescents in the justice system, 
correctional facilities and programs constitute this social context and can 

 
164. Rolf Loeber & Magda Stouthamer-Loeber, Development of Juvenile Aggression and 

Violence: Some Common Misconceptions and Controversies, 53 AM. PSYCHOLOGIST 242 (1998).  
165. Scott and Steinberg, Blaming Youth, supra note 17.  
166. Jennifer L. Skeem & Elizabeth Cauffman, Views of the Downward Extension: Comparing 

the Youth Version of the Psychopathy Checklist with the Youth Psychopathic Traits Inventory, 21 
BEHAV. SCI. & L. 737 (2003); Gina M. Vincent et al., Subtypes of Adolescent Offenders: Affective 
traits and Antisocial Behavior Patterns, 21 BEHAV. SCI. & L. 695 (2003). But see Randall T. Salekin, 
Psychopathy and Recidivism From Mid-Adolescence to Young Adulthood: Cumulating Legal 
Problems and Limiting Life Opportunities, 117 J. ABNORMAL PSYCHOL. 386 (2008). 
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have a critical impact on whether they successfully navigate the transition 
to productive adulthood.  

Developmental psychologists explain that adolescence is a formative 
period of psychological and social development, during which an 
individual’s experience can shape the trajectory of his or her future life. 
During adolescence, individuals begin to acquire skills and capacities 
necessary for successful maturation and the assumption of conventional 
adult roles of employee, spouse or intimate partner, and citizen.167  For 
most adolescents, this maturation process depends on several conditions in 
the social context that provide “opportunity structures”168 for healthy 
development. Two of these conditions represent the obverse of the 
elements of social context that promote antisocial risk-taking: the presence 
of an authoritative adult who cares about the youth and can provide 
guidance and structure,169 and membership in a pro-social peer group (and 
minimal influence of antisocial peers). A third important condition of a 
healthy social context, more indirectly implicated in risk-taking, is 
participation in meaningful activities that promote autonomous decision-
making and critical thinking. The accomplishment of essential 
developmental tasks in adolescence typically involves reciprocal 
interaction between the individual and a social context that provides these 
conditions.170  

In recent years, work in developmental neuroscience indicating that 
adolescence is a heightened period of neural plasticity has buttressed this 
view of adolescence as a formative period in psychological 
development.171 “Plasticity” refers to the capacity of the brain to change 
with experience. Neuroscientists distinguish between two types of 
plasticity: “developmental plasticity” permits large-scale transformations 
in brain circuitry, including the development of new circuits and the 

 
167. He Len Chung, Michelle Little, & Laurence Steinberg, The Transition to Adulthood For 

Adolescents in the Juvenile Justice System: A Developmental Perspective, ON YOUR OWN WITHOUT A 
NET: THE TRANSITION TO ADULTHOOD FOR VULNERABLE POPULATIONS 68-91 (W. Osgood et al., 
eds., 2005). 

168. See SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 58, 213. 
169 For many youths, this adult is a parent, but another adult can also fulfill this role. Id. at 56 
170. Id. at 56-57. 
171. Adriana Galván, Insights about Adolescent Behavior, Plasticity, and Policy from 

Neuroscience Research, 83 NEURON 262 (2014), 
http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0896627314005492. 
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disappearance of old, unnecessary ones, while “adult plasticity” only 
allows for minor modifications of existing brain circuits.172 Adolescence is 
thought to be the last period of developmental plasticity.  

Adolescence is a unique period of developmental plasticity in four 
important respects, all of which have implications for juvenile justice 
policy and practice. 

First, adolescence is a second period of particularly heightened 
plasticity, the first being the first few years of life. It has long been known 
that the brain is particularly sensitive to the environment during the early 
years,173 an observation that has understandably motivated much 
discussion about the importance of investing in high-quality prenatal and 
postnatal care, child care, and early education. More recent research has 
revealed that the brain undergoes a second burst of plasticity at 
adolescence.174 Researchers only recently have begun to articulate the 
underlying mechanisms of this burst in plasticity, but several studies point 
to the impact of pubertal hormones on the brain as its likely trigger.175 We 
have explained that adolescence is a time during which individuals are 
especially sensitive to the social environment; a response thought to be 
associated with puberty.176 An important implication of this discovery is 
that the social context in which the adolescent spends time may have a 
more profound impact on his or her behavior than during childhood or 
adulthood.  Not surprisingly, this knowledge has begun to inform 
discussions about the treatment of young people in the justice system. 

Second, the brain regions that are thought to be especially plastic 
during adolescence are those involving the adolescent’s response to 
reward and those involving the development of self-regulation.177 As we 

 
172. The brain is always somewhat plastic—it would be impossible to learn new skills or acquire 

new information if it were not. Charles A. Nelson III & Margaret A. Sheridan, Lessons from 
Neuroscience Research for Understanding Causal Links Between Family and Neighborhood 
Characteristics and Educational Outcomes, in WHITHER OPPORTUNITY?: RISING INEQUALITY, 
SCHOOLS, AND CHILDREN’S LIFE CHANCES 27-46 (Greg J. Duncan & Richard J. Murnane eds., 2011). 

173. See Spear supra note 63 at S10. 
174. See Galván supra note 171. 
175. Jiska S. Peper et al., Sex, Steroids and Connectivity in the Human Brain: A Review of 

Neuroimaging Studies, 36 PSYCHONEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 1101, 1102-03 (2011); Cheryl L. Sisk & 
Julia L. Zehr, Pubertal Hormones Organize the Adolescent Brain and Behavior, 26 FRONTIERS IN 
NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 163, 169 (2005). 

176. See Moffitt, supra note 159. 
177. Kathrin Cohen Kadosh, David E.J. Linden, & Jennifer Y.F. Lau, Plasticity During 
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have explained, because the interplay between these brain regions is 
thought to play a crucial role in adolescent risk taking, experiences during 
adolescence have the potential to enhance or diminish normative 
development in the very parts of the brain implicated in criminal and other 
antisocial behavior. That is, experiences during this period have the 
potential to strengthen or weaken self-control, and to strengthen or weaken 
reward sensitivity. 

Third, the heightened malleability of the adolescent brain is a dual-
edged sword.178 On the positive side, the susceptibility of the adolescent 
brain to positive influence makes the period one of great opportunity, 
during which individuals may be especially good candidates for 
rehabilitative interventions. On the negative side, however, the same 
plasticity that makes the brain susceptible to positive influence makes it 
vulnerable to toxic experiences. Thus, research has shown that adolescents 
are particularly vulnerable to addiction, especially responsive to stress, and 
more likely than at any other time to experience serious mental health 
problems.179 One important implication of this is that residential and 
correctional facilities in which adolescents are placed are likely to have a 
profound impact on their psychological functioning and development. 
Harmful correctional experiences, such as exposure to violence or social 
isolation, are likely to be particularly damaging at this stage of life. 

Finally, just as there is a significant increase in plasticity early in 
adolescence, there is a corresponding decrease during the transition from 
adolescence to adulthood. The fact that the brain becomes less plastic as 
individuals mature out of adolescence is now well-established although the 
mechanisms that trigger this loss of plasticity have yet to be identified. 
Nonetheless, it is likely that adolescence represents an especially 
formative period in brain development, and that major changes in the brain 

 
Childhood and Adolescence: Innovative Approaches to Investigating Neurocognitive Development,16 
DEV. SCI. 574, 576 (2013); Lynn D. Selemon, A Role for Synaptic Plasticity in the Adolescent 
Development of Executive Function, 3 TRANSLATIONAL PSYCHIATRY e238, e231-e232 (2013). 

178. Susan L. Andersen, Trajectories of Brain Development: Point of Vulnerability or Window of 
Opportunity?, 27 NEUROSCIENCE & BIOBEHAVIORAL REV. 3 (2003). 

179. Lisa Eiland & Russell D. Romeo, Stress and the Developing Adolescent Brain, 249 
NEUROSCIENCE 162 (2013); Ronald C. Kessler et al., Lifetime Prevalence and Age-of-Onset 
Distributions of DSM-IV Disorders in the National Comorbidity Survey Replication, 62 ARCHIVES 
GENERAL PSYCHIATRY 593 (2005); Nora Volkow & Ting-Kai Li, The Neuroscience of Addiction, 8 
NATURE NEUROSCIENCE 1429 (2005). 
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become increasingly intractable with age. This creates special urgency to 
intervene during this period to promote positive psychological functioning. 

The research on brain plasticity in adolescence underscores the 
important impact of juvenile correctional programs on individual 
maturation during a critical developmental stage. Thinking about 
correctional settings as social contexts for development during a period in 
which individuals are highly sensitive and responsive to that context 
provides a critical perspective from which to evaluate justice system 
facilities and programs. As we saw in Part II, negative conditions (or the 
absence of positive conditions) in the adolescent’s social context can 
contribute to harmful risk-taking. Neglectful parents, antisocial peers, and 
schools and neighborhoods devoid of productive, engaging activities 
contribute to juveniles’ involvement in crime. Some correctional settings 
are also likely to have a very negative impact. The social-context 
framework clarifies why prisons are widely viewed as toxic developmental 
settings.180  The likelihood that the adolescent inmate will establish a 
relationship with an authoritative adult is negligible. Relationships 
between guards and prisoners typically are hostile and distant, and adult 
inmates are unlikely to care for and provide positive adult guidance to 
juvenile prisoners.181 The adolescent prisoner may find himself surrounded 
by anti-social peers and adults, and often has a great deal of unstructured 
time in their company.182 Educational and vocational programs in prison 
often are deficient and few are tailored to the needs of adolescents.183 Not 
surprisingly, juveniles sentenced to prison have high recidivism rates.  

This analysis clarifies that even though much juvenile offending is the 
product of the interaction of immature adolescents and a social context 
that promotes risk-taking, maturation and desistence are not inevitable. 

 
180. U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Correctional Population in the 

United States, 1995 (1997); SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 208-13; Donna Bishop & Charles 
Frazier, Consequences of Transfer, in THE CHANGING BORDERS OF JUVENILE JUSTICE: TRANSFER OF 
ADOLESCENTS TO THE CRIMINAL COURT 254-164 (Jeffrey Fagan & Franklin E. Zimring, eds., 2000).   

181. Juvenile prisoners are vulnerable to violent exploitation by older prisoners; alternatively, 
young inmates may be trained to become career criminals. SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151; see 
also Jennifer Woolard et al., Juveniles within Adult Correctional Settings: Legal Pathways and 
Developmental Considerations, 4 INT’L J. FORENSIC MENTAL HEALTH 1, 9 (2012), 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14999013.2005.10471209. 

182. Id.  
183. See Bishop & Frazier, supra note 180. 
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Given heightened brain plasticity during adolescence, social context plays 
a key role in whether juveniles successfully accomplish the developmental 
tasks necessary to make the transition to productive adulthood, and it can 
undermine as well as facilitate progress. Thus the correctional setting in 
which the juvenile is sanctioned can play an important role in determining 
the trajectory of his or her future life.184 Programs that aim to facilitate 
desistence in young offenders and encourage their transition to productive 
adulthood will attend to the impact of the developing youth’s social 
context and seek to provide the conditions for healthy development.  

 
IV. LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE INTERACTIVE FRAMEWORK 

 
In this Part, we explore the importance of the interactive framework 

that we have developed in this Article for legal doctrine and policy aimed 
at sanctioning juveniles for their crimes and deterring juvenile crime. First, 
the framework powerfully reinforces constitutional principles under which 
juvenile offenders generally are deemed less culpable than adults, and 
more likely to desist from offending as they mature into adulthood. These 
principles, in turn, support a broad range of justice policies premised on 
juveniles’ reduced culpability and greater potential for reform. Our 
analysis of the interaction between the individual youth and his or her 
social context provides an effective response to the skeptics who reject the 
importance of immaturity as a mitigating factor in criminal liability on the 
ground that many adolescents do not engage in serious criminal conduct. 
Second, our interactive framework clarifies the importance of social 
context as a legitimate, but limited, contributor to a theory of mitigation, 
and as such it offers a useful intervention in a longstanding debate among 
criminal law scholars.185  We have shown that social context has a far 
narrower, but more direct, impact on adolescents’ criminal choices than 
was proposed by advocates arguing generally that environmental 
deprivation based on “ rotten social background” 186 reduces culpability. 

 
184. See THORNBERRY, supra note 146, analyzing the impact of gang membership on the 

trajectory of a young gang member’s life.  
185. See infra Part IV.C.  
186. Delgado, “Rotten Social Background': Should the Criminal Law Recognize a Defense of 

Severe Environmental Deprivation?,”  supra note 19.  
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Finally, we highlight the policy importance of social context in developing 
sanctions for juveniles that are likely to promote, and not undermine, 
healthy maturation and desistence from crime. In general, focusing on the 
interaction between maturing adolescents and their social context provides 
a more complete account of juvenile offending and desistence than a 
model that emphasizes only the immaturity of teenage brains. 

 
A. Reduced Culpability and Potential for Reform 

 
The Supreme Court in its juvenile sentencing opinions announced that 

“children are different,” and cited studies of brain development in its 
conclusion that harsh criminal sentences that might be appropriate for 
some adult offenders are unconstitutional for juveniles under the Eighth 
Amendment.187 The Court focused primarily on how the immaturity of 
adolescents can lead them to make impulsive, reckless decisions and 
engage in “heedless risk-taking;”188 it also observed that, because their 
crimes are the product of immaturity, most juvenile offenders will reform 
as they mature into adulthood and should be given the opportunity to do 
so.189 Culpability skeptics have challenged this analysis, pointing to the 
very serious crimes committed by the juvenile petitioners in the cases 
before the Court, and observing that few adolescents commit similar 
crimes.190  

It is not our purpose to analyze whether Chris Simmons (who killed a 
neighbor, bound her, and threw her in a nearby river) was driven by 
factors associated with adolescent immaturity or by largely endogenous 
influences.191 Instead, we propose that our interactive framework provides 
important confirmation of the Supreme Court’s “children are different” 
principle and shows that the skeptics’ critique targets a narrow and 
empirically incomplete version of the Court’s mitigation analysis. Indeed, 

 
187. Miller, 567 U.S. at 480-81; Graham, 560 U.S. at 48; Montgomery, 136 S. Ct. at 73___. 
188. Miller, 567 U.S.,at 471 (quoting Roper, 543 U.S. 551, 569 (2005)). 
189. Miller, 567 U.S. 460; Montgomery, 136 S. Ct. at 735; Roper, 545 U.S. 551.  
190. YAFFE, supra note 3; Graham, 560 U.S. at 112 (Thomas, J., dissenting); Miller, 567 U.S. at 

513 (Thomas, J., dissenting).   
191. Chris Simmons was the petitioner in Roper v. Simmons. The Supreme Court finding his 

death sentence unconstitutional did not focus on Simmons individually, but observed the difficulty in 
distinguishing between the juvenile who was “irretrievably depraved,” from the adolescent whose 
crime represented transient immaturity. Roper, 543 U.S. at 553  
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the Court in its sentencing opinions underscored the importance of social 
context and adolescents’ normative sensitivity to that context as a key 
feature of juvenile offenders’ reduced culpability.  In Miller v. Alabama, 
the Court stated that juveniles are “constitutionally different from adults 
for purposes of sentencing, [in part because] they are more vulnerable . . . 
to negative influences and outside pressures, including from their family 
and peers”; they have "limited control over their own environment,” and 
“lack the ability to extricate themselves from horrific crime-producing 
settings.”192 In these words, the Court succinctly summarized its 
understanding that important dimensions of the reduced culpability of 
juveniles and of their potential for reform can be found both in their 
extreme sensitivity to social context (an endogenous developmental 
factor), and in that social context itself (an exogenous influence). Neither 
of these contributors to juvenile offending is substantially within the 
control of the juvenile. 

This point deserves elaboration. Adolescents’ sensitivity to social 
context, particularly to emotional arousal in the presence of peers, is 
endogenous, associated with development of the social brain after puberty. 
The adolescent’s control over this aspect of development is no greater than 
her control over other aspects of brain development, including the 
inclination toward reward-seeking or the tendency to make impulsive 
choices when aroused. To the extent that normative developmental 
immaturity mitigates juveniles’ criminal culpability, susceptibility to peer 
influence and sensitivity to social context are as salient as other 
endogenous influences on decision-making. Further, like the teenager’s 
inclination toward reward-seeking, susceptibility to peer influence 
declines with maturation.193 This susceptibility is one dimension of 
developmental change that supports the Supreme Court’s conclusion that 
juvenile offenders have a greater potential for reform than their adult 
counterparts. In short, the endogenous features of brain development that 
make adolescents particularly sensitive to social context function similarly 
to other aspects of social-emotional brain development (such as reward 
seeking and impulsivity) to distinguish juvenile offenders from adults. In 
combination, these features play a key role in criminal choices and support 

 
192. Miller, 567 U.S. at 471 (quoting in part Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 569-70 (2005)).   
193. See Gardner & Steinberg supra note 47. 
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greater leniency toward juvenile offenders. 
The Supreme Court also recognizes that juveniles often have little 

control over their social context and usually no ability to extricate 
themselves from a setting that facilitates criminal activity.194 Children and 
adolescents do not choose their parents, neighborhoods, schools, or 
communities. Parents may be neglectful and provide little supervision; the 
neighborhood and school may be dangerous, with little positive structure 
and few prosocial activities; and available peers may be inclined toward 
antisocial behavior. These conditions, as Part II explained, create a social 
context that facilitates youthful involvement in criminal activity. But, as 
legal minors, teenagers living with these conditions are not free to move to 
a new neighborhood, enter a new school, or (usually) find prosocial peers 
with whom to associate. The upshot is that most youths have little ability 
to control or change a social context that may contribute to their offending. 
The Supreme Court, in finding social context itself to contribute to 
juveniles’ reduced culpability, in effect recognizes its importance in 
facilitating teenage criminal behavior.  

As skeptics of mitigation based on immaturity observe, endogenous 
developmental factors alone provide an inadequate basis for treating 
young offenders as a special category, because many adolescents do not 
commit serious crimes.  Some critics of the recent science-based trend see 
juveniles as indistinguishable from adults when it comes to criminal 
liability,195 apparently viewing antisocial behavior generally as motivated 
by the individual’s deficient character. The Supreme Court, however, 
recognized that juveniles deserve more lenient treatment than adults, not 
only because of developmental traits and tendencies, but also because their 
social context, over which they have little control, impels them to offend.  
The interactive framework that we have offered strongly supports and 
elucidates the Court’s position. 

The Supreme Court’s analysis draws on two conventional sources of 
mitigation under criminal law doctrine.196  Mitigation applies to criminal 

 
194. Roper, 543 U.S. at 553. This point is based on the analysis of two of the authors. Scott & 

Steinberg, Less Guilty by Reason of Adolescence, supra note 17.  
195. Mark R. Fondacaro, Rethinking the Scientific and Legal Implications of Developmental 

Differences in Juvenile Justice Research, 17 NEW CRIM. L. REV. 404 (2014); YAFFE, supra note 3.  
196. Scott & Steinberg, Less Guilty by Reason of Adolescence, supra note 17; Steinberg & Scott, 
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acts that reflect diminished decision-making capacity; like mental illness 
or intellectual disability, immaturity can be the source of deficiencies in 
decision-making. As we have explained, social and emotional factors 
associated with adolescent brain development can undermine teenagers’ 
capacity for rational decision-making under some conditions. Mitigation 
also applies to acts that respond to exogenous coercive pressures; indeed, 
the defense of duress is based on the intuition that a defendant who 
offends under truly extraordinary pressure is not culpable at all. As our 
interactive model demonstrates, these sources of mitigation are uniquely 
interwoven in adolescent criminal choices.  Normative endogenous 
vulnerabilities make teenagers particularly susceptible to exogenous 
pressures from which they may be unable to escape, leading to impulsive, 
short-sighted choices.  

Our interactive framework also provides strong support for the Court’s 
conclusion that adolescents should receive less punishment than adult 
counterparts due to their potential for reform. The biologically-based 
tendencies that contribute to juvenile offending change and diminish as 
adolescents mature into adulthood, reducing their inclination to engage in 
reward-seeking and make impulsive choices in response to social context. 
At the same time, key elements of the social context also change, as peers 
themselves mature and become less inclined to encourage risky peer group 
behavior. Unless the trajectory of normal development is derailed, 
individuals predictably will make the transition to non-criminal adulthood 
as they mature.   

The Court applied its developmental framework in the juvenile 
sentencing opinions to young offenders facing the most severe criminal 
sanctions and the Court’s holdings affect a small category of young 
offenders. But, as courts, legislatures and policymakers have recognized, 
the “children are different” principle applies broadly to the justice 
system’s treatment of young offenders. Courts have cited Miller and other 
Supreme Court opinions in decisions that have prohibited the use of 
sentences imposed on juveniles under adult enhanced- sentencing 
schemes,197 and have excluded juvenile sex offenders from sex offender 

 
Blaming Youth, supra note 17.  

197. Scott et al., supra note 2, at 703. See United States v. Howard, 773 F.3d 519, 528 (4th Cir. 
2014).  
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registries.198 A few courts have prohibited the use of any mandatory 
minimum sentence for a juvenile.199 Legislatures also have adopted the 
court’s developmental principles in creating special parole regulations for 
juvenile offenders.200 In recent years, state regulators as well have 
embraced developmental principles in responding to juvenile crime, 
implementing policies that recognize the unique attributes of young 
offenders and aim to shape their development to adulthood in a positive 
direction.201 The upshot is that our interactive framework, in clarifying the 
dynamic relationship between the developing adolescent brain and social 
context, reinforces the developmental approach to juvenile crime that has 
emerged in the past decade.  

 
B. “Severe Environmental Deprivation” Revisited 

 
In the 1970s and 1980s, criminal law scholars and judges debated 

whether a defendant’s impoverished background served to mitigate 
criminal responsibility.202 Some scholars argued that offenders who have 
experienced severe socio-economic deprivation are less culpable than 
other offenders and deserve less (or no) punishment, because deprivation 
excuses or mitigates criminal responsibility. Other scholars argued against 
this position, on the ground that an offender’s impoverished background is 
simply not the kind of condition that reduces liability under conventional 
criminal law principles.  

Richard Delgado, the leading proponent of the severe environmental 
deprivation (SED) defense, points to the reality that a large percentage of 
offenders come from deprived social backgrounds. On the basis of this 
correlation, he posits that poverty causes some individuals to commit 
crimes.203 On Delgado’s view, SED can constrain the criminal actor’s free 

 
198. Scott et al., supra note 2, at 709. See, e.g., In re C.P., 967 N.E.2d 729, 732 (Ohio 2012); 

State v. Dull, 351 P.3d 641, 648-50, 660 (Kan. 2015); C.P., 967 N.E.2d at 740-41; In re J.B., 107 A.3d 
1, 18-20 (Pa. 2014).  

199. Scott et al., supra note 2, at 676. See, e.g., State v. Lyle, 854 N.W.2d 378, 400 (Iowa 2014); 
State v. Ragland, 836 N.W.2d. 107, 122 (Iowa 2013).  

200. See CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 3041, 3046, 3051, 4801 (West 2016). A similar statute was 
adopted by Washington State in 2014. See WASH. REV. CODE ANN. §10.95.030 (West 2016).  

201. National Research Council, supra note 94, at 162.   
202. See discussion of scholarly debate, supra notes 17 and 18.  
203. See Delgado, Rotten Social Background, supra note 19, at 10. 
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choice as effectively as conventional sources of exculpation and therefore 
can be accommodated within criminal law doctrine. Delgado describes 
aspects of living in poverty that contribute to stress and anger in 
individuals; these environmental influences include inadequate schools, 
unemployment, substandard housing, other living conditions and a social 
context that contributes to an “alternative value system.”204  He argues that 
these factors in combination could seriously undermine behavioral 
controls, leading the individual to engage in criminal conduct. On 
Delgado’s view, the inclination to commit crime is a pathology caused by 
poverty.205 

Other scholars have rejected the argument that economic deprivation 
excuses or mitigates criminal conduct.206 Stephen Morse has pointed out 
that causation is a capacious concept and that behavior, including criminal 
acts, can be traced to many causal factors. On Morse’s view, even if 
poverty contributes to offending in a causal sense, that alone is insufficient 
to diminish an offender’s criminal liability because deprivation does not 
impede the individual’s capacity for rational reflection in making choices 
in a way that affects criminal responsibility. Nor does the experience of 
living in poverty create an irresistible compulsion to offend, or make the 
actor facing a “hard choice” (perhaps made harder by conditions of 
deprivation) incapable of choosing not to engage in criminal conduct.207  
Thus, offenders who have experienced economic deprivation simply 
cannot legitimately claim a defense based on conventional exculpatory 
principles of criminal law.  

While SED has interested scholars and advocates, and is sometimes 
described in passing in treatises,208 it has had little impact on the law.209 As 

 
204. Id. at 30. 
205. As Delgado explains, “The kind of pent-up rage and despair that can result from living in a 

crowded, violent neighborhood can cause an explosion of violence just as disordered brain circuitry 
can.” Id. at 76. 

206. See Morse, Deprivation and Desert, supra note 20. See also Mythri Jayaraman, Rotten 
Social Background Revisited, 14 CAP. DEF. J. 327 (2002). See also infra note 211 and accompanying 
text.  

207. Morse, supra note 20.   
208. See, e.g., JOSHUA DRESSLER, CASES AND MATERIALS ON CRIMINAL LAW 725-28 (4th ed. 

2007).  
209. According to Morse, no legislature and few courts have even considered the defense. Morse, 

supra note 20, at 170.  
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Delgado acknowledged in 2011, no state has adopted a defense of extreme 
economic deprivation.210 This is not surprising, perhaps. For both 
conceptual and practical reasons, SED is a hard sell. Courts may fear that 
applying and limiting the defense would be extraordinarily difficult, if not 
impossible. With its broad conception of causation and capacious view of 
mitigating constraints on free choice, the SED defense would transform 
criminal litigation. A large percentage of defendants could plausibly claim 
that their crimes were mitigated or excused by the deprivation they 
experienced. Thus on purely pragmatic grounds, lawmakers have been 
unwilling to open a Pandora’s box by adopting a defense that would also 
undermine the basic principles of criminal responsibility.211 

The argument for a defense based on severe economic deprivation is 
far broader than our claim that social context interacts with endogenous 
features of adolescence in ways that can affect the decision-making of 
young offenders.  The interactive framework we describe focuses on the 
peculiar vulnerability to environmental stimuli of individuals during a 
discreet stage of normal development; moreover, the environmental 
stimuli that impact criminal choices in our framework are limited to those 
that influence adolescents because of endogenous vulnerabilities 
associated with this stage. Thus the developmental framework is self-
limiting. In contrast, the harm of severe economic deprivation, on 
Delgado’s view, may begin in childhood and adolescence, but its impact 
and relevance to criminal responsibility can extend to any adult criminal 
who has suffered the effects of deprivation. Moreover, the sources of the 
harm that can impact individual criminal behavior include many aspects of 
life in an impoverished community, from deficient parenting to physical 

 
210. Delgado, The Wretched of the Earth, supra note 19, at 5. 
211. See Andrew E. Taslitz, The Rule of Criminal Law: Why Courts and Legislatures Ignore 

Richard Delgado's Rotten Social Background, 2 ALA. C.R. & C. L. L. REV. 79, 121 (2011) (“[The RSB 
defense violates] basic precepts of mens rea, entity liability, moral culpability, and duty toward others 
that violate our whole sense of what defines American criminal law.”); Mythri A. Jayaraman, Rotten 
Social Background Revisited, 14 CAP. DEF. J. 327, 343 (2002) (“Using Rotten Social Background as 
an excuse defense is impracticable, because it is nearly impossible to show that, based on his Rotten 
Social Background, the defendant did not know the nature and quality of his act.”). Morse 
acknowledges this although his objections are based on the incompatibility of SED with principles of 
criminal responsibility. Deprivation and Desert, supra note 20. Morse acknowledges this although his 
objections are based on the incompatibility of SED with principles of criminal responsibility. 
Deprivation and Desert, supra note 20.  
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conditions (such as substandard housing) to unemployment. Further, 
Delgado views the inclination to offend as a pathology caused by poverty, 
not as a response characteristic of a normative developmental stage.212  

The importance of social context under our framework is specific and 
limited. Peers and other aspects of the adolescent’s social environment 
stimulate normal biological tendencies toward reward-seeking and 
impulsivity in ways that undermine the youth’s capacity for rational 
choice and deliberation. These developmental influences do not excuse the 
youth from criminal responsibility; the interaction does not deprive the 
youth altogether of the capacity for rational reflection or result in 
irresistible compulsion. But a normative adolescent capable of making a 
rational decision under neutral conditions predictably will be inclined to 
act impulsively and with little consideration of future consequences when 
associating with risk-inclined peers. Also predictably, most youths will 
outgrow this tendency to engage in risky activity. As the Supreme Court 
clarified, adolescent immaturity is relevant to the law’s response to 
juvenile crime for two reasons: first, teenage decision making is impaired 
due to developmentally-linked influences and, second, most juvenile 
offenders will mature out of their antisocial inclinations; their welfare, as 
well as social welfare, will be enhanced if the legal response to their 
offending offers the opportunity to do so.  

To be sure, many adolescents who get involved in criminal activity live 
under conditions of socio-economic deprivation. But only those aspects of 
the social context that interact directly with the developing brains of 
adolescents are relevant to our analysis and only to the extent that these 
factors contribute directly to normative risk-taking by encouraging reward-
seeking and impulsivity. Thus, physical conditions and many 
environmental influences that likely influence the life trajectories of youth 
living in poverty are excluded from our analysis, although they may 
indeed contribute to criminal behavior. This is not to say that lawmakers 
should ignore the impact of economic deprivation,213 but only to clarify 
that the argument for criminal mitigation on this ground is far broader than 
the one we are making.  

 
212. See Delgado, supra note 19, at 24-25.   
213. Clearly amelioration of poverty is good social policy on many grounds including the likely 

contribution to crime reduction.  
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C. Correctional Policy in an Interactive Framework. 
 

Part III explained that correctional programs constitute social contexts 
for young offenders and that youths’ tinteractions with correctional 
settings can shape the trajectories of their future lives. Criminal sanctions 
that fail to offer conditions important for the accomplishment of essential 
developmental tasks can undermine the adolescent’s maturation to 
productive adulthood. But correctional programs that embrace the 
developmental lessons that we have described can maximize the likelihood 
that the juvenile offender will mature out of his inclination to get involved 
in criminal activity. Correctional settings that incorporate developmental 
knowledge help the juvenile to make a successful transition to adulthood 
by assisting him to acquire the skills and tools needed to assume adult 
work and family roles.   

Successful correctional programs and facilities will recognize the 
importance of social context to healthy adolescent development.214 
Effective correctional interventions aim to provide an antidote to the 
environmental influences that encouraged antisocial behavior by 
incorporating the three conditions needed to facilitate social 
development.215 As Part III explained, these included an authoritative 
parent or other adult invested in the youth’s welfare to provide support and 
guidance,216 association with pro-social peers (and limited exposure to 
antisocial peers),217 and meaningful activities to assist the adolescent to 
acquire skills needed for adult roles and to develop autonomy.218 We 
discuss each dimension in turn.   

First, policies grounded in the interactive framework aim to foster the 
relationship between the young offender and one or more authoritative 
adults. Ideally, this can be accomplished by assisting parents to adequately 

 
214. See SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 59. 
215. Id. at 56-58; NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, REFORMING JUVENILE JUSTICE: A 

DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH 120 (2013). 
216. Laurence Steinberg, We Know Some Things: Adolescent-Parent Relationships in Retrospect 

and Prospect, 11(1) J. RES. ON ADOLESCENCE 1, 8 (2001); SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 
56. 

217. B. Bradford Brown & James Larson, Adolescents’ Relationship with Peers, in HANDBOOK 
OF ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY (Richard Lerner & Laurence Steinberg, eds., 2004); SCOTT & 
STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 57. 

218. SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 57.  
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fulfill their role. The most successful community-based correctional 
programs aim, as a core goal, to enable parents of young offenders to 
function more competently.219 These programs teach parents the 
importance of engagement, supervision, and guidance as keys to effective 
parenting of adolescents and seek to provide the tools needed to function 
as authoritative parents. The importance of involving parents in juvenile 
correctional programs and teaching them to fulfill their critically important 
role in their children’s lives has led experts to insist that residential 
correctional facilities be close enough to the juvenile’s home that parents 
can participate in rehabilitation programs.220 If parents are unable or 
unwilling to participate meaningfully in a program aimed at developing 
their competency, or if their child cannot accept them, another caring adult 
can serve as a substitute, providing guidance and mentorship.221 This adult 
may be a correctional professional or therapist, or it may be a teacher, 
coach, or social worker with whom the juvenile has, or can develop, a 
close relationship.  

Second, a healthy correctional setting limits the influence of antisocial 
peers and facilitates engagement with pro-social peers. This presents a 
challenge in residential programs for juvenile offenders since, by 
definition, the peer group consists of youths who have demonstrated an 
inclination to engage in antisocial behavior.  One implication of the 
developmental analysis is that residential programs should be small and 
create a structured environment. The residential delinquency programs 
thought to be most effective follow some version of what has been called 
the Missouri model, which is based on small facilities near juvenile 
offenders’ homes (to facilitate parental involvement); the program 
provides structure and adult supervision and limits casual peer contact. For 
juveniles in community correctional programs, the antisocial peer group 
represents a serious temptation to return to involvement in criminal 

 
219. SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 216-218; NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, supra 

note  215, at 125, 159; Scott W. Henggeler, Gary B. Melton, & Linda A. Smith, Family Preservation 
Using Multisystemic Therapy: An Effective Alternative to Incarcerating Serious Juvenile Offenders, 60 
J. CONSULTING & CLINICAL PSYCHOL. 953 (1992). 

220. Governor David Patterson’s Task Force on Transforming Juvenile Justice, CHARTING A NEW 
COURSE: A BLUEPRINT FOR TRANSFORMING JUVENILE JUSTICE IN NEW YORK STATE, 49-51 (2009); 
National Research Council, supra note 105, at 428.   

221. Facility staff, probation officer, teacher or other relative can fill this role.   
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activity. Programs that effectively reduce recidivism aim to provide tools 
that will assist the youth in resisting antisocial peer influence and to 
facilitate connection with pro-social peers.222 Because integration (or 
reintegration) of the juvenile offender into pro-social peer groups is so 
important, a school district policy that segregates or excludes former 
offenders is problematic as it will likely isolate these youths from pro-
social influences.223 Community programs that encourage offenders’ 
involvement in sports and other mainstream peer activities potentially can 
deter association with antisocial peers and promote healthy peer 
relationships.  

Finally, programs can prepare young offenders for adult lives by 
assisting them to develop social, educational and vocational skills and to 
learn to make decisions independently and engage in critical thinking. 
Youths in the community can participate in mainstream educational 
programs and programs that assist them to prepare for work roles, under 
the supervision of correctional professionals who can provide support, 
encourage compliance with requirements, and insist on completion.224 
Providing meaningful programming is more difficult in a residential 
setting, but some states have adopted educational and skill building 
programs in residential facilities that aim to prepare juvenile offenders for 
adult life. 

Our analysis of the importance of the correctional setting in achieving 
the law’s goal of minimizing recidivism and facilitating healthy 
maturation has an important general policy implication. Large institutions 
historically have dominated juvenile correctional systems in many states; 
our analysis indicates that these facilities are impoverished social contexts 
that lack the conditions that promote healthy development.225 Typically 
these institutions are in rural settings far from young offenders’ (urban) 
homes, and thus do not readily accommodate involvement of parents in 

 
222. See National Research Council, supra note 105, at 414-429; CHARTING A NEW COURSE, 

supra note 220, at 51.  
223. National Research Council, supra note 105, at 181; Mark W. Lipsey, The Primary Factors 

that Characterize Effective Interventions with Juvenile Offenders: A Meta-Analytic Overview, 4 
VICTIMS & OFFENDERS 124 (2009). 

224. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, supra note 215, at 79.  
225. Bishop & Frazier, supra note 162, at 7-16;  Martin Forst, Jeffrey Fagan & T. Scott Vivona, 

Youths in Prisons and Training Schools: Perceptions and Consequences of the Treatment-Custody 
Dichotomy, 40 JUV. FAM. CT. J. 1 (1989).  
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programs. Staff in large institutions necessarily act as custodians and 
guards; the setting does not lend itself to the kind of relationship between 
authoritative adults and adolescents that meets developmental needs.226 
Beyond this, juvenile institutions house large numbers of offenders and 
generally lack the capacity to supervise the residents, exacerbating the 
influence of antisocial peers on one another. Moreover, rival factions that 
threaten one another are more likely to develop in an impersonal setting in 
which teenagers do not know all of the other residents. And finally, large 
institutions seldom provide the customized educational and skill-building 
programs needed to prepare juveniles for adult life.227 It is not surprising 
that as part of the recent reform movement in juvenile justice, many states 
have closed large institutions and shifted resources to community-based 
programs.228  An important report by the National Academy of Science 
strongly recommends closing juvenile correctional institutions. The report 
explains that if residential placement is needed for the safety of the 
community or the juvenile, small facilities near the offenders’ homes are 
likely to provide far better developmental settings.229 

In general, reformers have favored community-based correctional 
programs, although few have focused explicitly on how these programs 
can provide a social context for healthy development more effectively than 
a residential program.230 The view that community programs are superior 
to residential facilities may seem counterintuitive, in that the social context 
of the juvenile’s peers, family, and neighborhood likely contributed to his 
criminal activity. But a community-based correctional program can assist 
the juvenile to navigate these social contexts and prepare for adult life in 
the community by focusing directly on the conditions for healthy 
development. The premise of Multi-systemic Therapy, among the most 
successful correctional programs in reducing recidivism in juveniles, is 
that the therapist engages with the juvenile in all of the youth’s social 
contexts—family, peers, school, and neighborhood.231 This program 

 
226. SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 208. 
227. Bishop & Frazier, supra note 162, at 256; Kenneth Adams, Adjusting to Prison Life, in 

CRIME AND JUSTICE  275-97 (Michael Tonry, ed., 1992). 
228. SCOTT & STEINBERG, supra note 151, at 220. 
229. See NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, supra note 215, at 414-29. 
230. Id. at 42. 
231. Henggeler, Melton, & Smith, supra note 219, at 953-61; Scott Henggeler et al., Family 
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assists parents to function more capably and provides juveniles with the 
tools to avoid antisocial peers and to affiliate with pro-social peers.232 To 
be sure, community-based programs face the challenge of assisting 
delinquent youths to avoid the temptation of rejoining their antisocial peer 
groups. But this temptation will exist when the juvenile is released from 
residential placement, and community-based programs confront the 
challenge head-on.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Contemporary lawmakers increasingly have recognized the critical 

importance of adolescent brain development in formulating policies that 
respond to juvenile crime. Attention has focused primarily on how 
endogenous biological and psychological factors undermine teenage 
decision-making and contribute to involvement in criminal activity. This 
Article broadens the lens to provide a more comprehensive picture, 
examining the interaction between the immature adolescent brain and the 
youth’s social context. Our interactive framework clarifies that youthful 
offending, like adolescent risk-taking generally, is a product of a dynamic 
relationship between the teenager and her environment. Our analysis of the 
unique salience of social context during this developmental period 
provides more robust support for arguments for mitigation than claims 
based narrowly on biological and psychological immaturity. It also 
provides powerful evidence that correctional programs providing young 
offenders with healthy developmental contexts are more likely to realize 
the law’s goal of crime reduction than sanctions that ignore the importance 
of social environment.  

 

 
Preservation Using Multisystemic Treatment: Long-Term Follow-up to a Clinical Trial with Serious 
Juvenile Offenders, 2 J. CHILD & FAM. STUD. 283 (1993); Mark Lipsey, What Do We Learn from 400 
Research Studies on the Effectiveness of Treatment with Juvenile Delinquents?, in WHAT WORKS? 
REDUCING REOFFENDING (James McGuire, ed., 1995). 

232. PETER GREENWOOD, CHANGING LIVES: DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AS CRIME-CONTROL 
POLICY 72 (2006). 
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Juvenile Arrests, 2019 
Charles Puzzanchera 

Highlights 
This bulletin documents the latest trends in arrests involving juveniles (youth younger than age 18) by 
drawing on arrest estimates developed by the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for 
Juvenile Justice based on analyses of data from the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s Uniform Crime 
Reporting program. Overall, juvenile arrests have been on the decline for more than two decades, but 
patterns vary by demographic group and offense. 

In 2019, law enforcement agencies made an estimated 696,620 arrests of youth 
younger than 18—the fewest arrests of juveniles in nearly 4 decades 

Number of arrests, youth ages 0−17 
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•n	 Arrests of juveniles (youth ages 0–17) peaked in 1996, at nearly 2.7 million. Arrests of juveniles have
since declined—the number in 2019 was 74% below the 1996 peak. In comparison, arrests of adults
fell 24% during the same period. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice. 
(See data source note on page 13 for details.) 

Total arrests 

80 83 86 89 92 95 98 01 04 07 10 13 16 19 

n After increasing in recent years, the juvenile
arrest rate for murder fell 6% in the last year,
and the rates for robbery and aggravated
assault reached a new low in 2019.

n Juvenile arrest rates for property crimes have
declined in recent years. By 2019, juvenile
arrest rates for larceny-theft, burglary, and
arson were at their lowest levels since at
least 1980, while the rate for motor vehicle
theft was above its 2013 low point.

n In 2019, the violent crime arrest rate for
older juveniles (ages 15–17) was lower than
the rates for young adults (ages 18–20 and
21–24).

n Male and female juvenile arrest rates have
declined in the last 10 years; however, the
relative declines have been greater for
males than for females across many
offenses. As a result, the female share of
juvenile arrests has grown since 1980.

n Juvenile arrest rates involving violent crimes
(such as murder and robbery) tend to be
much higher for black youth than for white
youth. Conversely, arrest rates for liquor law
violations were higher for American Indian
and white youth than black youth.

ojjdp.ojp.gov nij.ojp.gov 

https://nij.ojp.gov
https://ojjdp.ojp.gov
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The FBI’s UCR Program provides 
data about juvenile arrests A Message From 

OJJDP and NIJ 
This bulletin summarizes recent 
trends in juvenile arrests in the 
United States based on data from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s 
Uniform Crime Reporting program. 
The cumulative data in this bulletin 
reveal recent and long-term shifts 
in juvenile arrests based on 
offense, gender, and race. It is a 
useful tool for juvenile justice 
practitioners, researchers, 
policymakers, and others who seek 
to prevent, intervene in, and 
respond to juvenile delinquency. 

The number of arrests involving 
juveniles in 2019 was at its lowest 
level since at least 1980, and much 
of the decline has occurred in the 
past 10 years. Between 2010 and 
2019, the number of juvenile arrests 
fell 58%. Among violent crimes, 
arrests for robbery declined 13% 
and arrests for aggravated assault 
declined 6% between 2015 and 
2019, while arrests for murder 
increased 10%. In 2019, there were 
an estimated 83,690 juvenile arrests 
for larceny-theft. Four in 10 (40%) of 
these arrests involved females, 3 in 
10 (30%) involved youth younger 
than 15, and more than half (55%) 
involved white youth. 

Relative declines in arrests have 
been greater for boys than for girls 
across many offenses. As a result, 
the female share of juvenile arrests 
has grown since 1980. 

OJJDP and NIJ remain committed 
to supporting research, programs, 
and initiatives to combat juvenile 
delinquency and to provide positive 
outcomes for youth, their families, 
and their communities. 

Chyrl Jones 
OJJDP Acting Administrator 

Jennifer Scherer, Ph.D. 
NIJ Acting Director 

What do arrest statistics 
count? 
Findings in this bulletin are drawn from data 
that local law enforcement agencies across 
the country report to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation’s (FBI’s) Uniform Crime 
Reporting (UCR) program. To properly 
interpret the material presented, the reader 
needs a clear understanding of what arrest 
statistics count. Arrest statistics report the 
number of arrests that law enforcement 
agencies made in a given year—not the 
number of individuals arrested nor the 
number of crimes committed. The number of 
arrests is not the same as the number of 
people arrested because an unknown 
number of individuals are arrested more than 
once during the year. Nor do arrest statistics 
represent the number of crimes that arrested 
individuals commit because a series of 
crimes that one person commits may 
culminate in a single arrest, and a single 
crime may result in the arrest of more than 
one person. This latter situation, where many 
arrests result from one crime, is relatively 
common in juvenile law-violating behavior 
because juveniles* are more likely than 
adults to commit crimes in groups. For this 
reason, one should not use arrest statistics to 
indicate the relative proportions of crime that 
juveniles and adults commit. Arrest statistics 
are most appropriately a measure of entry 
into the justice system. 

Arrest statistics also are limited in measuring 
the volume of arrests for a particular offense. 
Under the UCR program, the FBI requires law 
enforcement agencies to classify only the 
most serious offense charged in an arrest. 
For example, the arrest of a youth charged 
with aggravated assault and possession of a 
weapon would be reported to the FBI as an 
arrest for aggravated assault. Therefore, 

* In this bulletin, “juvenile” refers to persons younger 
than age 18. In 2019, this definition was at odds with 
the legal definition of juveniles in eight states—seven 
states where all 17-year-olds are defined as adults, 
and one state where all 16- and 17-year-olds are 
defined as adults. 

when arrest statistics show that law 
enforcement agencies made an estimated 
16,080 arrests of young people for weapons 
law violations in 2019, it means that a 
weapons law violation was the most serious 
charge in these arrests. An unknown number 
of additional arrests in 2019 included a 
weapons charge as a lesser offense. 

Crime in the United 
States Reports Data on 
Murder Victims 

Each Crime in the United States report, 
published by the FBI, presents estimates 
of the number of crimes reported to law 
enforcement agencies. Although many 
crimes are never reported, murder is one 
crime that is nearly always reported. 
An estimated 16,425 murders were 
reported to law enforcement agencies in 
2019, or 5.0 murders for every 100,000 
U.S. residents. The murder rate was 
essentially constant between 1999 and 
2006 and then fell 22% through 2014, 
reaching its lowest level since at least 
1980. The rate increased 19% through 
2017 then fell 6% through 2019. 

Of all murder victims in 2019, 92% (or 
15,065 victims) were 18 years old or 
older. The other 1,360 murder victims 
were younger than age 18 (i.e., juveniles). 
The number of juvenile murder victims 
declined 33% between 2007 and 2013, 
reaching its lowest level since at least 
1980. After reaching that historic low, the 
number of juvenile murder victims 
increased 16% through 2017, declined 
6% in 2018, and then increased 4% in 
the past year. As a result, the number of 
juvenile murder victims in 2019 was 13% 
above the 2013 low point and 53% below 
the 1993 peak, when an estimated 2,880 
juveniles were murdered. 

Of all juveniles murdered in 2019, 32% 
were younger than age 5, 73% were 
male, 42% were white, and more than 
half (58%) were killed by a firearm. 
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In 2019, law enforcement agencies in the United States made 
fewer than 700,000 arrests of persons younger than 18 

2019 estimated number 
of juvenile arrests 

Percent of total juvenile arrests Percent change 

Most serious offense Female 
Younger 
than 15 White 2010–2019 2015–2019 2018–2019 

Total 696,620 31% 32% 63% –58% –24% –4% 
Violent Crime*  44,010 21 30 49 –40 –8 –5 
Murder and nonnegligent 

manslaughter
 860 11 12 47 –15 10 –6 

Rape* NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Robbery  16,080 12 22 36 –41 –13 –7 
Aggravated assault  27,070 26 35 56 –40 –6 –3 
Property Crime Index  119,790 33 30 55 –67 –43 –9 
Burglary  20,700 14 33 57 –68 –42 –7 
Larceny-theft  83,690 40 30 55 –70 –46 –10 
Motor vehicle theft  13,610 20 27 47 –14 –7 –8 
Arson  1,800 15 57 69 –61 –33 –2 
Nonindex 
Other (simple) assault  126,130 38 44 59 –40 –4 1 
Forgery and counterfeiting  850 23 16 62 –50 –17 –18 
Fraud  3,690 33 25 50 –36 –18 –22 
Embezzlement  540 46 6 47 22 –8 –7 
Stolen property (buying,
  receiving, possessing)

 8,940 18 21 35 –39 –14 –4 

Vandalism  31,950 20 43 70 –59 –23 4 
Weapons (carrying, possessing, etc.)  16,080 10 29 56 –49 –17 –6 
Prostitution and commercialized vice  290 71 14 47 –73 –51 9 
Sex offense (except rape and 

prostitution)* 
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

Drug abuse violation  81,320 26 20 75 –52 –18 –10 
Gambling  190 29 17 58 –86 –60 7 
Offenses against the family 

and children
 3,060 41 37 67 –19 –11 –8 

Driving under the influence  5,570 26 2 89 –54 –16 2 
Liquor law violation  26,650 42 16 86 –72 –38 1 
Drunkenness  3,470 33 15 77 –73 –37 6 
Disorderly conduct  53,990 37 44 55 –65 –24 –7 
Vagrancy  350 25 30 72 –84 –68 –49 
All other offenses (except traffic)  144,160 30 30 67 –51 –14 3 
Curfew and loitering  14,650 34 34 66 –80 –59 –27 

•n	 The number of arrests involving juveniles in 2019 was at its lowest level since at least 1980, and much of the decline has occurred in the past 10 
years. Between 2010 and 2019, the number of juvenile arrests fell 58%. 

•n	 Among violent crimes, arrests for robbery declined 13% and arrests for aggravated assault declined 6% between 2015 and 2019, while arrests for 
murder increased 10%. 

•n	 In 2019, there were an estimated 83,690 juvenile arrests for larceny-theft. Forty percent (40%) of these arrests involved females, 30% involved 
youth younger than 15, and more than half (55%) involved white youth. 

*Beginning in 2013, the FBI broadened the definition of rape, removing the phrase “forcible” from the offense name and description. (See the Notes on page 13 for more 
detail.) Due to differences in agency reporting practices, national estimates for the offenses of “rape” and “sex offenses” are not available after 2012. The “violent 
crimes” category (which includes murder, robbery, and aggravated assault) replaces the Violent Crime Index (which included “forcible rape”), as the latter category is no 
longer compatible with prior years. In any given year prior to the change in the rape definition, these three offenses accounted for more than 95% of arrests for Violent 
Crime Index offenses. 

Note: Detail may not add to totals because of rounding. 
Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 

The number of arrests of juveniles in 2019 was 58% fewer than the number of arrests in 2010 
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Juvenile arrests for violent crimes reached a new low 
in 2019 
Juvenile arrests for violent 
crimes declined in the past 
2 years 
This bulletin uses a measure of violence that 
includes the offenses of murder, robbery, and 
aggravated assault.* Following 10 years of 
decline between 1994 and 2004, juvenile 
arrests for violent crimes increased through 
2006 and then declined through 2015. After 
2 years of stability, juvenile arrests for violent 
crimes fell 9% through 2019, reaching its 
lowest level since at least 1980, and 69% less 
than the 1994 peak. 

After falling 71% between 1993 and 2004, 
juvenile arrests for murder increased through 
2007, then declined 46% through 2012 to 
reach the lowest level in three decades. 
The number of juvenile arrests for murder 
increased each year between 2012 and 2018, 
then fell 6% through 2019. Juvenile arrests for 
robbery were cut in half between 1995 and 
2002, increased through 2008, and then fell 

*See the Notes on page 13 for differences in the 
definition of rape that prohibit it from being included in 
the measure of violent crimes for trending purposes. 

47% through 2015. The number of juvenile 
robbery arrests increased each of the next 
2 years then declined 17% through 2019, 
reaching its lowest level since at least 1980. 
The number of juvenile arrests for aggravated 
assault, which accounted for 61% of all 
juvenile arrests for violent crime in 2019, fell 
68% between 1994 and 2019 to the lowest 
level in the last 40 years. 

Juvenile property crime 
arrests declined each year 
since 2008 
Law enforcement agencies nationwide 
consistently report data on four offenses that 
form the Property Crime Index—burglary, 
larceny-theft, motor vehicle theft, and 
arson—to determine trends in the number of 
property crime arrests. 

For the period 1980–1994, during which 
juvenile violent crime arrests increased 
substantially, juvenile property crime arrests 
remained relatively constant. After this long 
period of relative stability, juvenile property 
crime arrests began a 25-year decline. 

Between 1994 and 2019, the number of 
juvenile Property Crime Index arrests fell 84% 
and reached its lowest level since at least 
1980. Between 2010 and 2019, juvenile 
arrests declined for individual property 
offenses: burglary (68%), larceny-theft (70%), 
motor vehicle theft (14%), and arson (61%). 

Percent change in juvenile arrests 
2010–2019 
Most serious offense Juvenile Adult 
Violent crime* –40% –7% 
Murder –15 0 
Robbery –41 –31 
Aggravated assault –40 –1 
Property Crime Index –67 –25 
Burglary –68 –33 
Larceny-theft –70 –26 
Motor vehicle theft –14 20 
Arson –61 8 
Simple assault –40 –17 
Weapons law violation –49 7 
Drug abuse violation –52 1 

*Includes murder, robbery, and aggravated assault. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the 
Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center 
for Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 
13 for details.) 

Juvenile arrests for violent crimes and Property Crime Index offenses reached new low points in 2019 

Number of arrests, youth ages 0−17 Number of arrests, youth ages 0−17 
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•n	 Juvenile arrests for violent crimes were down by more than half (54%) •n	 Arrests for Property Crime Index offenses have declined annually since 
between 2006 and 2019. 2008, falling 73% by 2019. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Juvenile arrest rates for robbery and aggravated assault 
fell to new lows, while murder declined for the first time 
in 6 years 

Murder rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 The juvenile murder arrest rate fell 44% between 2007 and 2012, 
when it reached its lowest level since at least 1980. The rate increased 
annually through 2018 (up 27%), then fell 6% through 2019. 

•n	 Despite the increase between 2012 and 2018, the juvenile murder rate 
in 2019 was 80% less than its 1993 peak. 

Aggravated assault rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 Unlike the pattern for robbery, the juvenile arrest rate for aggravated 
assault declined steadily for 25 years. Following a 39% decline in the 
past 10 years, the rate in 2019 was at the lowest level since at least 
1980 and 71% below the 1994 peak. 

•n	 Since 2004, the relative decline in the number of juvenile arrests 
for aggravated assault outpaced that of adults (55% vs. 5%). As a 
result, 7% of aggravated assault arrests in 2019 involved a juvenile, 
compared with 14% in 2004. 

Robbery rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 The juvenile robbery arrest rate in 2015 reached its lowest level in more 
than three decades. The rate increased over the next 2 years then fell 
16% through 2019 to reach a new low point. The rate in 2019 was half 
the 2008 rate and 74% below the 1994 peak. 

•n	 Juvenile robbery arrest rates declined for all gender and racial 
subgroups since 2008: 54% for males, 41% for females, 57% for 
blacks, 49% for Asians, 45% for whites, and 28% for American Indians. 

Simple assault rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 The simple assault arrest rate was cut in half between 2004 and 2017, 
then increased 3% through 2019. Unlike the rate trend for aggravated 
assault, which reached a new low in 2019, the 2019 simple assault rate 
remained well above the 1981 low point. 

•n	 The relative decline in juvenile arrest rates over the past 10 years was the 
same for simple assault and aggravated assault (39% each). 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Juvenile arrest rates for burglary, larceny-theft, and 
arson declined more than 50% since 2010 

Burglary rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Burglary 

•n	 The juvenile arrest rate for burglary declined steadily since 2008. By 
2019, the rate reached its lowest level since at least 1980, and was 
68% below the rate 10 years earlier. 

•n	 The large decline in juvenile burglary arrests was not reflected in the 
adult statistics. For example, between 2010 and 2019, the number of 
juvenile burglary arrests fell 68%, while adult burglary arrests fell 33%. 
As a result, the juvenile share of burglary arrests declined from 23% in 
2010 to 12% in 2019. 

Motor vehicle theft rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Motor vehicle theft 

•n	 Like the larceny-theft pattern, the juvenile motor vehicle theft arrest 
rate declined considerably since the mid-1990s. However, unlike 
larceny-theft, the motor vehicle theft arrest rate reached its low 
point in 2013, then increased 39% through 2017. Following a 16% 
decline in the past 2 years, the 2019 rate was 17% above the 2013 
low point. 

•n	 Juvenile motor vehicle theft arrest rates decreased for most 
demographic subgroups since 2017: 18% for males, 9% for 
females, 38% for Asians, 20% for blacks, and 13% for whites. The 
rate for American Indians increased 3% during the same period. 

Larceny-theft rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Larceny-theft 

•n	 The juvenile larceny-theft arrest rate declined steadily from the mid-
1990s through 2006. This decline was interrupted by 2 years of 
increase, and then declined steadily to reach a new low in 2019. In 
2019, the rate was 73% below the 2008 rate and 85% below the 
1991 peak. 

•n	 Juvenile arrests for larceny-theft typically involve older juveniles (ages 
15–17). Since 2008, older juveniles accounted for 70% or more of 
juvenile larceny-theft arrests. 

Arson rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Arson 

•n	 The juvenile arrest rate for arson fell 63% since 2011, resting at a level in 
2019 that was 85% below the 1994 peak. 

•n	 Arson is the criminal act with the largest proportion of juvenile arrestees. 
In 2019, 20% of all arson arrests were arrests of juveniles, and most of 
these juvenile arrests (57%) involved youth younger than 15. In 
comparison, 10% of all larceny-theft arrests in 2019 involved juveniles, 
but only 30% of these juvenile arrests involved youth younger than 15. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Juvenile arrest rates for weapons law violations, disorderly 
conduct, and drug abuse violations reached new lows in 2019 

Weapons law violation rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Weapons 

•n	 The juvenile arrest rate for weapons law violations declined 
considerably since the mid-1990s. This decline was interrupted 
between 2002 and 2006, when the juvenile weapons law violation 
arrest rate increased 32%. The rate has since fallen 65%, bringing the 
2019 rate to its lowest level since at least 1980, and 77% below the 
1994 peak. 

•n	 Juvenile arrests for weapons law violations typically involve older 
juveniles (ages 15–17). Since 2005, older juveniles accounted for at 
least two-thirds of juvenile weapons law violation arrests. 

Disorderly conduct rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Disorderly conduct 

•n	 The juvenile arrest rate for disorderly conduct has declined 
annually since 2006. By 2019, the juvenile disorderly conduct 
arrest rate fell to its lowest level since at least 1980 and 77% 
below the 1996 peak. 

•n	 Since 2006, the relative decline in the number of juvenile arrests for 
disorderly conduct outpaced that of adults (74% vs. 48%). As a 
result, 17% of disorderly conduct arrests in 2019 involved a juvenile, 
compared with 30% in 2006. 

Drug abuse violation rate 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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Drug abuse violation 

•n	 In 2019, the juvenile arrest rate for drug abuse violations was 244.2 
arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10–17—the lowest rate since at least 
1980 and 64% below the 1997 peak when the rate was 684.5. 

•n	 The juvenile drug abuse violation arrest rate was cut in half in the past 
10 years, falling 52% since 2010. 

Violent crime age rate 

Arrests per 100,000 population in age group 
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•n	 Regardless of age, the violent crime (murder, robbery, and aggravated 
assault) arrest rate grew substantially between 1980 and 1994. During 
this period, the relative increase was greater for juveniles than adults. 

•n	 By 2019, arrest rates for violent crimes fell substantially from the 1994 
peak for every age group younger than 50. Juveniles showed the largest 
decline, falling more than 70% in each age group from 10 through 17. In 
comparison, the rates dropped an average of 65% for young adults ages 
18–20, 53% for adults ages 21–24, 40% for ages 25–29, 30% for ages 
30–39, and 9% for ages 40–49. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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In 2019, one-third of juvenile property crime arrests involved 
females and more than 4 in 10 involved minority youth 
Females accounted for 
31% of juvenile arrests 
in 2019 
In 2019, law enforcement agencies made 
212,650 arrests of females younger than age 
18 and 483,970 arrests of males. Although 
males accounted for the majority (69%) of 
juvenile arrests overall in 2019, the female 
share was relatively high for certain offenses, 
including liquor law violations (42%), larceny-
theft (40%), simple assault (38%), and 
disorderly conduct (37%). Females accounted 
for 33% of juvenile Property Crime Index 
arrests and 21% of juvenile violent crime 
arrests in 2019. 

From 2010 through 2019, arrests of juvenile 
females decreased less than male arrests in 
most offense categories (e.g., robbery, 
aggravated and simple assault, burglary, and 
drug abuse violations). 

Percent change in juvenile arrests 
2010–2019 
Most serious offense Female Male 
Violent crime* –34% –41% 
Robbery –29 –42 
Aggravated assault –36 –41 
Simple assault –36 –42 
Property Crime Index –71 –65 
Burglary –61 –69 
Larceny-theft –74 –67 
Motor vehicle theft 8 –18 
Vandalism –45 –61 
Weapons –52 –48 
Drug abuse violation –24 –58 
Driving under influence –53 –54 
Liquor law violation –69 –74 
Disorderly conduct –62 –67 

*Includes murder, robbery, and aggravated assault. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the 
Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center 
for Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 
13 for details.) 

Gender differences also occurred in arrest 
trends for adults. For example, between 2010 
and 2019, adult male arrests for robbery fell 
34% while adult female arrests fell 11%, and 

adult male arrests for burglary fell 37% while 
adult female arrests fell 11%. Therefore, the 
female proportion of arrests grew for each 
offense for adults, as it did for juveniles. The 
number of aggravated assault arrests 
declined more for juvenile males (41%) than 
females (36%) between 2010 and 2019, 
while it declined 3% for adult males and 
increased 3% for adult females. Over the 
same time, the number of simple assault 
arrests of juvenile females fell 36% while it 
fell 42% for juvenile males, and adult female 
arrests fell 7% while male arrests fell 20%. 

Juvenile arrests 
disproportionately 
involved black youth 
The racial composition of the U.S. juvenile 
population ages 10–17 in 2019 was 75% 
white, 17% black, 6% Asian/Pacific Islander, 
and 2% American Indian. In 2019, 55% of all 
juvenile arrests for Property Crime Index 
offenses involved white youth, 42% involved 
black youth, 2% involved Asian youth, and 
2% involved American Indian youth. For 

violent crime arrests, the proportions were 
49% white youth, 48% black youth, 2% Asian 
youth, and 2% American Indian youth. [Not all 
agencies provide ethnicity data through the 
Uniform Crime Reporting program; therefore, 
arrest estimates for juveniles of Hispanic 
ethnicity are not available.] 

Proportion of juvenile arrests in 2019 
Most serious offense Black 
Violent crime* 48% 
Murder 50 
Robbery 62 
Aggravated assault 40 
Simple assault 38 
Property Crime Index 42 
Burglary 40 
Larceny-theft 41 
Motor vehicle theft 50 
Vandalism 27 
Weapons 41 
Drug abuse violation 21 
Liquor law violation 7 

*Includes murder, robbery, and aggravated assault. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the 
Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center 
for Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 
13 for details.) 

In 2019, juveniles were involved in about 1 in 5 arrests for robbery and 
arson and 1 in 10 arrests for larceny-theft and weapons law violations 

Juvenile arrests as a percentage of total arrests 
Most serious offense All Male Female White Black Indian Asian 

Total 7% 6% 8% 6% 9% 6% 6% 
Murder 8 8 7 8 8 13 1 
Robbery 22 23 16 17 25 11 24 
Aggravated assault 7 7 8 6 8 6 4 

Burglary 12 13 8 10 17 18 13 
Larceny-theft 10 11 10 9 14 9 13 
Motor vehicle theft 17 18 15 12 29 19 10 
Arson 20 21 14 19 22 20 9 
Other (simple) assault 12 11 16 11 15 10 9 
Vandalism 18 19 15 18 18 16 11 
Weapon 10 10 11 11 10 13 12 
Drug abuse violation 5 5 5 5 4 9 6 
Liquor law violation 15 13 21 17 7 18 13 
Disorderly conduct 17 15 22 15 24 10 14 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for 
Juvenile Justice. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Arrest rates for older juveniles were lower than the rates 
for young adults 

Age profile of older juveniles and young adults All offenses 

Arrests per 100,000 population in age groupAges 15−17 Ages 18−20 Ages 21−24 

All offenses 

Robbery 
Aggravated 

assault 
Simple assault 

Burglary 
Motor vehicle 

theft 
Drug abuse 

violations 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

Percent of arrests of persons ages 15−24 

19% 33% 48% 

35% 35% 29% 

19% 30% 51% 

28% 27% 46% 

28% 32% 40% 

37% 28% 35% 

15% 38% 48% 

•n	 Across most offenses, older juveniles accounted for a smaller 
proportion of arrests than young adults ages 18–20 or ages 21–24. 
For example, in 2019, juveniles ages 15–17 accounted for 19% of all 
aggravated assault arrests of persons ages 15–24, and 15% of drug 
abuse violation arrests. 

•n	 Arrests for motor vehicle theft offenses did not follow this pattern. In 
2019, older juveniles accounted for 37% of motor vehicle theft arrests 
involving persons ages 15–24, compared with 28% for young adults 
ages 18–20 and 35% for those ages 21–24. 

Violent crime 
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•n	 Violent crime arrest rates for older juveniles and young adults ages 
18–20 followed a similar pattern between 1980 and 2019. Rates 
peaked for both age groups in 1994, then fell considerably (73% 
and 65%, respectively) through 2019. 

•n	 Comparatively, the violent crime arrest rate for adults ages 21–24 
peaked in 1992, then declined 54% through 2019. Rates in 2019 for 
each age group reached their lowest level since at least 1980. 
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•n	 The overall arrest rate for older juveniles and young adults ages 18–20 
followed a similar pattern. Rates peaked in 1996 for both groups, then 
declined (76% and 66%, respectively) to reach their lowest level in 2019. 

•n	 Comparatively, the arrest rate for adults ages 21–24 peaked earlier (1989) 
then declined 54% by 2019 to its lowest level since at least 1980. 

Property Crime Index 
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•n	 Despite a brief interruption in the mid-2000s, Property Crime Index arrest 
rates declined steadily for older juveniles and young adults since the mid-
1990s. In the last 10 years, rates declined 67% for older juveniles, 63% 
for young adults ages 18–20, and 49% for young adults ages 21–24; by 
2019, Property Crime Index arrest rates for each age group were at their 
lowest level since at least 1980. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Females accounted for 3 of every 10 juvenile arrests 
in 2019 

All offenses 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 Percent of youth arrests involving females •n	 After reaching a peak in 1996, the overall 
14,000 

All offenses 

Male 

Female 

50% 

All offenses 

juvenile arrest rate decreased substantially 12,000 
40% through 2019 for males and females, falling 10,000 

8,000 to their lowest levels since at least 1980. 30% 

6,000 20% •n	 The relative decline in the overall juvenile 
4,000 

arrest rate was greater for males than 10%2,000 
females. Since 1996, the male arrest rate 

0 0%
83 89 95 01 07 13 19 83 89 95 01 07 13 19 fell 78%, compared with 68% for females. 

Year Year As a result, the female share of juvenile 
arrests has increased, from 18% in 1980 to 
31% in 2019. 

Larceny-theft 
•n	 Larceny-theft arrest rate trends were marked 

by two periods of substantial decline. From Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 Percent of youth arrests involving females 
2,500 

Larceny-theft 
Male 

Female 

the mid-1990s through the mid-2000s, the 
decline in the male rate outpaced that of 

50% 

2,000 40% 

Larceny-theft 

females (57% vs. 33%). In the more recent 
1,500 30% 10-year period, the female rate declined 
1,000 73%, compared with 67% for males. 20% 

500 10% •n	 The net result was that the female share of 
0 juvenile larceny-theft arrests peaked in the 0%83 89 95 01 07 13 19 83 89 95 01 07 13 19 

Year Year 

Simple assault 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 Percent of youth arrests involving females 
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Simple assault 
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Disorderly conduct 

Simple assault 

late 2000s, declined through 2017, then rose 
to 40% by 2019. 

•n	 The male juvenile arrest rate for simple 
assault peaked earlier than the rate for 
females (1997 and 2004, respectively). Since 
their peaks, rates fell more for males (56%) 
than for females (42%). 

•n	 By 2019, females accounted for nearly 4 in 
10 (38%) juvenile arrests for simple assault. 

•n	 The disorderly conduct arrest rate for males 
and females declined annually between 2006 
and 2019; during that period, the relative 

83 89 95 01 
Year 

07 13 19 decline was greater for males (75%) than for 
females (70%). 

•n	 Females have accounted for at least one-
third of juvenile arrests for disorderly 
conduct since 2006; in 2019, they 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 Percent of youth arrests involving females accounted for 37%. 
1,200 
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Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Arrest rates for murder and robbery were higher for 
black youth than youth of other races 

Murder 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 The murder arrest rate for white juveniles reached a historic low in 
2013, 82% below its 1994 peak, while the rate for black juveniles found 
its low point 1 year earlier, 87% below its 1993 peak. Since their 
respective low points, the rate for white youth increased 46% through 
2019, while the rate for black youth increased 47% through 2017 then 
declined 23% through 2019. 

•n	 The disparity in black-to-white juvenile murder arrest rates peaked in 
1993, when the black rate was nearly nine times the white rate. 
Following the decline in the murder arrest rate for black youth, the ratio 
fell below 5 to 1 in 2019. 

Drug abuse violation 
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•n	 In the last 10 years, the drug arrest rate declined 56% for black 
youth, 51% for white youth, 46% for Asian youth, and 3% for 
American Indian youth. 

•n	 The black-to-white ratio in the drug abuse violation arrest rate has 
narrowed in recent years, largely influenced by the considerable 
decline in the black arrest rate since the mid-1990s (79% vs. 52% 
for the white arrest rate). The ratio peaked in 1991, at nearly 6 to 1; 
by 2019, the black arrest rate was 1.3 times the white rate. 

Robbery 
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•n	 Juvenile robbery arrest rates reached a historic low in 2013 for white, 
American Indian, and Asian youth. From their low points to 2019, rates 
increased 13% for white youth, 19% for American Indian youth, and 
49% for Asian youth. 

•n	 Unlike the pattern for other race groups, the robbery arrest rate for 
black youth has been on the decline. Between 2008 and 2019, the 
robbery arrest rate for black youth fell 57%, and reached its lowest level 
since at least 1980. 

 Liquor law violation 

Arrests per 100,000 youth ages 10−17 
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•n	 Liquor law violations are one of the few offenses for which rates are 
higher for American Indian juveniles than for other race groups. The 
American Indian rate in 2019 was more than twice the white rate, 
nearly 8 times the rate for black youth, and more than 14 times the 
rate for Asian youth. 

•n	 White youth accounted for the overwhelming majority (86%) of 
juvenile arrests for liquor law violations in 2019, followed by black 
youth (7%), American Indian youth (6%), and Asian youth (1%). 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from the Bureau of Justice Statistics and the National Center for Juvenile Justice and population data from the U.S. Census Bureau and 
the National Center for Health Statistics. (See data source note on page 13 for details.) 
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Many factors can influence state variations in juvenile 
arrest rates 

Although state data are available from the Uniform Crime Reporting program, comparisons should be made with 
caution because of variations in jurisdictional standards and reporting 

2019 
reporting 

population 
coverage 

Arrests of juveniles under age 18 per 
100,000 juveniles ages 10–17, 2019 

2019 
reporting 

population 
coverage 

Arrests of juveniles under age 18 per 
100,000 juveniles ages 10–17, 2019 

State 
Aggravated 

assault 
Larceny-

theft 
Drug 

abuse Weapons State 
Aggravated 

assault 
Larceny-

theft 
Drug 

abuse Weapons 
U.S. total 77%  83 389 234 49 Missouri 63%  107 461 335 36 

Alabama 2  12 808 104 35 Montana 88  178 724 356 18 

Alaska 94  158 444 216 25 Nebraska 91  32 952 573 59 

Arizona 77  127 489 512 50 Nevada 96  212 414 591 93 

Arkansas 88  113 506 292 39 New Hampshire 94  31 208 291 3 

California 97  94 168 63 67 New Jersey 100  57 247 332 68 

Colorado 85  92 619 388 68 New Mexico 65  108 183 303 49 

Connecticut 100  34 400 162 43 New York 51  54 359 166 26 

Delaware 100  210 597 278 64 North Carolina 69  44 383 192 51 

District of Columbia 0  NA NA NA NA North Dakota 100  68 747 444 29 

Florida 100  89 597 202 45 Ohio 79  60 354 147 35 

Georgia 22  62 397 231 56 Oklahoma 99  62 357 241 40 

Hawaii 81  31 288 265 15 Oregon 88  80 465 378 21 

Idaho 98  65 439 467 49 Pennsylvania 25  144 377 223 50 

Illinois 1  140 441 822 160 Rhode Island 100  57 358 118 95 

Indiana 40  73 312 270 42 South Carolina 84  73 444 318 90 

Iowa 82  143 694 327 45 South Dakota 92  100 623 860 122 

Kansas 55  84 313 352 30 Tennessee 95  119 566 331 66 

Kentucky 97  34 272 91 23 Texas 90  85 312 282 25 

Louisiana 75  188 701 253 106 Utah 89  48 616 520 46 

Maine 100  20 462 240 6 Vermont 100  48 251 50 32 

Maryland 100  122 656 304 103 Virginia 96  39 345 230 34 

Massachusetts 86  70 122 21 18 Washington 93  62 276 124 33 

Michigan 96  67 278 42 31 West Virginia 53  18 33 60 2 

Minnesota 96  72 700 249 55 Wisconsin 94  91 699 489 77 

Mississippi 42  42 439 158 60 Wyoming 88  66 595 901 22 

NA = Arrest counts were not available for the District of Columbia in the FBI’s Crime in the United States, 2019. 

Notes: Arrest rates for jurisdictions with less than complete reporting may not be representative of the entire state. Although juvenile arrest rates may largely reflect juvenile 
behavior, many other factors can affect the magnitude of these rates. Arrest rates are calculated by dividing the number of youth arrests made in the year by the number of youth 
living in the jurisdiction. Therefore, jurisdictions that arrest a relatively large number of nonresident juveniles would have a higher arrest rate than jurisdictions where resident 
youth behave similarly. Jurisdictions (especially small ones) that are vacation destinations or that are centers for economic activity in a region may have arrest rates that reflect 
the behavior of nonresident youth more than that of resident youth. Other factors that influence arrest rates in a given area include the attitudes of citizens toward crime, the 
policies of local law enforcement agencies, and the policies of other components of the justice system. In many areas, not all law enforcement agencies report their arrest data to 
the FBI. Rates for such areas are necessarily based on partial information and may not be accurate. Comparisons of juvenile arrest rates across jurisdictions can be informative. 
Because of factors noted, however, comparisons should be made with caution. 

Data source: Analysis of arrest data from Crime in the United States, 2019 (Washington, DC: Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2019) tables 3 and 22, and population data from the 
National Center for Health Statistics’ Vintage 2019 Postcensal Estimates of the Resident Population of the United States (April 1, 2010, July 1, 2010–July 1, 2019), by Year, County, 
Single-Year of Age (0, 1, 2, . . . , 85 Years and Over), Bridged Race, Hispanic Origin, and Sex [machine-readable data files available online at www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race. 
htm, as of July 9, 2020]. 

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
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Notes 

Data source 
Arrest estimates developed by the Bureau of 
Justice Statistics for 1980–2014 were 
retrieved from their Arrest Data Analysis Tool 
[available online at www.bjs.gov/index. 
cfm?ty=datool&surl=/arrests/index.cfm, 
retrieved December 12, 2018]; the National 
Center for Juvenile Justice developed arrest 
estimates for 2015–2019 based on data 
published in the FBI’s Crime in the United 
States reports for the respective years; 
population data for 1980–1989 are from the 
U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Population Estimates 
by Age, Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin: 1980 
to 1999 [machine-readable data files 
available online, released April 11, 2000]; 
population data for 1990–1999 are from the 
National Center for Health Statistics (prepared 
by the U.S. Census Bureau with support from 
the National Cancer Institute), Bridged-Race 
Intercensal Estimates of the July 1, 1990–July 
1, 1999, United States Resident Population by 
County, Single-Year of Age, Sex, Race, and 
Hispanic Origin [machine-readable data files 
available online at www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/ 
bridged_race.htm, released July 26, 2004]; 
population data for 2000–2009 are from the 
National Center for Health Statistics (prepared 
under a collaborative arrangement with the 
U.S. Census Bureau), Intercensal Estimates of 
the Resident Population of the United States 
for July 1, 2000–July 1, 2009, by Year, County, 
Single-Year of Age (0, 1, 2, . . . , 85 Years and 
Over), Bridged Race, Hispanic Origin, and Sex 
[machine-readable data files available online 
at www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm, 
as of October 26, 2012, following release by 
the U.S. Census Bureau of the revised 
unbridged intercensal estimates by 5-year 
age group on October 9, 2012]; and 
population data for 2010–2019 are from the 
National Center for Health Statistics (prepared 
under a collaborative arrangement with the 
U.S. Census Bureau), Vintage 2019 Postcensal 
Estimates of the Resident Population of the 
United States (April 1, 2010,  July 1, 2010– 
July 1, 2019), by Year, County, Single-Year of 

Age (0, 1, 2, . . . , 85 Years and Over), Bridged 
Race, Hispanic Origin, and Sex [machine-
readable data files available online at www. 
cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm, as of 
July 9, 2020, following release by the U.S. 
Census Bureau of the unbridged vintage 2019 
postcensal estimates by 5-year age group, 
retrieved on July 29, 2020]. 

Data coverage 
FBI arrest data in this bulletin are counts of 
arrests detailed by age of arrestee and 
offense categories from all law enforcement 
agencies that reported complete data for the 
calendar year. (See Crime in the United 
States, 2019 for offense definitions.) The 
proportion of the U.S. population covered by 
these reporting agencies ranged from 70% to 
86% between 1980 and 2019, with 2019 
coverage of 70%. 

Estimates of the number of persons in each 
age group in the reporting agencies’ resident 
populations assume that the resident 
population age profiles are like the nation’s. 
Reporting agencies’ total populations were 
multiplied by the U.S. Census Bureau’s most 
current estimate of the proportion of the U.S. 
population for each age group. 

The reporting coverage for the total United 
States (77%) in the table on page 12 includes 
all states reporting arrests of persons 
younger than age 18. This is greater than the 
coverage in the rest of the bulletin (70%) for 
various reasons. For example, a state may 

provide arrest counts of persons younger 
than age 18 but not provide the age detail 
required to support other subpopulation 
estimates. 

Changes in the definition 
of rape in the FBI data 
Since 1927, forcible rape was defined by the 
FBI as “the carnal knowledge of a female, 
forcibly and against her will.” Beginning in 
2013, the FBI adopted a broader definition of 
rape: “Penetration, no matter how slight, of 
the vagina or anus with any body part or 
object, or oral penetration by a sex organ of 
another person, without the consent of the 
victim.” Unlike the definition in place for more 
than 80 years, the new definition does not 
require force and is gender neutral. 

Under current reporting practices, law 
enforcement agencies may submit data on 
rape arrests based on either the new 
definition or the legacy definition. Due to 
differences in agency reporting practices, 
national estimates for the offenses of “rape” 
and “sex offenses” are not available after 
2012. Additionally, estimates for the Violent 
Crime Index (which included “forcible rape”) 
are not shown as this category is no longer 
compatible with prior years. More information 
about these changes can be found on the 
FBI’s website [https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-
the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.-2013/rape-
addendum/rape_addendum_final]. 

Visit OJJDP’s Statistical Briefing Book for More 
Information on Juvenile Arrests 
OJJDP’s online Statistical Briefing Book (SBB) offers access to a wealth of information about 
juvenile crime and victimization and about youth involved in the juvenile justice system. Visit 
the “Law Enforcement and Juvenile Crime” section of the SBB at ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/crime/ 
faqs.asp for more information about juvenile arrest rate trends detailed by offense, gender, 
and race, including a spreadsheet of all juvenile arrest rates used in this bulletin. 

http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/bridged_race.htm
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.-2013/rape-addendum/rape_addendum_final
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.-2013/rape-addendum/rape_addendum_final
https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2013/crime-in-the-u.s.-2013/rape-addendum/rape_addendum_final
http://ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/crime/faqs.asp
http://ojjdp.gov/ojstatbb/crime/faqs.asp
www.bjs.gov/index
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  1 FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2022, 10:06 A.M.

  2 --o0o--

  3 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you so much.  The 

  4 meeting of the Commission on State Mandates will  come 

  5 to order.  Welcome to the webinar.  Statutes of 2022, 

  6 Chapter 48, amended the Bagley-Keene Open Meetin g Act 

  7 to extend until January 1, 2023, the authority t o hold 

  8 public meetings through teleconferencing and to make 

  9 meetings accessible electronically to all member s of 

 10 the public seeking to observe and to address the  State 

 11 body in order to protect the health and safety o f civil 

 12 servants and the public.  

 13 The commission continues its commitment to ensur e 

 14 that its public meetings are accessible to the p ublic 

 15 and the public has the opportunity to observe th e 

 16 meeting and participate by providing written and  verbal 

 17 comment on commission matters.  

 18 Please note that the materials for today's meeti ng 

 19 including the notice, agenda, and witness list a re all 

 20 available on the commission's website, www.csm.c a.gov, 

 21 under the hearings tab.  

 22 Also please note that in the event we experience  

 23 technical difficulties or the meeting is bumped 

 24 offline, we will restart and allow time for peop le to 

 25 rejoin before recommencing the meeting.
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  1 Ms. Palchik, just making sure you don't see anyo ne 

  2 using the raise hands feature.

  3 MS. PALCHIK:  I see none, Madam Chair.

  4 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you.  Seeing no publi c 

  5 comment, we will move to the next item, please.

  6 MS. HALSEY:  Let's move to swearing in.  Will th e 

  7 parties and witnesses for items three and four p lease 

  8 turn on your video, unmute your microphones, and  please 

  9 rise and state your names for the record.  One a t a 

 10 time, please, because we need to get that for th e 

 11 record, first stating your names.  

 12 Annette, if you want to begin.

 13 MS. CHINN:  Annette Chinn, cost recovery systems  

 14 consultant for the City of South Lake Tahoe.

 15 MS. HALSEY:  Mr. Mercurio?

 16 MR. MERCURIO:  Yes, good morning.  My name is Ch ris 

 17 Mercurio.  I'm with the public defender's office .

 18 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  

 19 Mr. Lemus?

 20 MR. LEMUS:  My name is Fernando Lemus.  I am the  

 21 claimant representative for the County of Los An geles.

 22 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  

 23 Lieutenant Roberson?  

 24 MR. ROBERSON:  I'm Jeff Roberson.  I'm an 

 25 investigative lieutenant, South Lake Tahoe Polic e 

KATHRYN S. SWANK, CSR, RPR            (916) 390-7731 10



  1 Department.

  2 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  

  3 Ms. Kearney?

  4 MS. KEARNEY:  Lisa Kearney, complaints, audit 

  5 bureau for the State Controller's Office, and I' m the 

  6 audit manager.

  7 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.

  8 Ms. Gonzalez?

  9 MS. GONZALEZ:  Hello.  Lucia Gonzalez with the 

 10 Office of County Counsel on behalf of claimant, Los 

 11 Angeles County.

 12 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  Did I miss any witnesse s 

 13 for items three or four who did not introduce 

 14 themselves?  Nope.  Okay.  

 15 Will all the witness please raise their hand and  -- 

 16 for the swearing in.  

 17 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Ms. Halsey, I'd like to sto p 

 18 you a moment.  I see that Mr. Osaki is here in t he 

 19 public link.  So I can -- 

 20 MS. HALSEY:  He can be made a panelist.

 21 (Pause in the proceedings.)

 22 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Mr. Osaki, if you can hear us, 

 23 I've switched you to a panelist, and now you are  on.  

 24 So if you would please turn on your microphone a nd turn 

 25 on your camera and state your name for the recor d, and 

KATHRYN S. SWANK, CSR, RPR            (916) 390-7731 11



  1 Ms. Halsey will swear everybody in.  

  2 MR. OSAKI:  Okay.  Can you hear me?  My name is 

  3 Craig Osaki.

  4 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Yes, sir.  We can hear you.   

  5 Do you have a camera for video?

  6 MR. OSAKI:  I'm trying to turn that on right now .

  7 MS. HALSEY:  There you go.

  8 MR. OSAKI:  Okay.

  9 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  Mr. Osaki, you're 

 10 testifying on behalf of?

 11 MR. OSAKI:  The LA County Public Defender's Offi ce.

 12 MS. HALSEY:  Great.  Thank you.  

 13 For all witnesses now, please raise your hand.  Do 

 14 you solemnly swear or -- 

 15 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Ms. Halsey, I'm sorry.  I n eed 

 16 to stop you again.  I see that Ms. Olga Tikhomir ova is 

 17 also in the public section.  Ms. Olga Tikhomirov a -- 

 18 Ms. Chinn, is Ms. Olga Tikhomirova going to be a  

 19 witness on today's meeting?  We have her on the witness 

 20 list.

 21 MS. CHINN:  Yes, correct.  

 22 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Okay.  Ms. Tikhomirova, I a m 

 23 going to switch you over to panelist, and you wi ll 

 24 appear on the screen.  Now we would ask you to t urn on 

 25 your microphone and camera for the swearing.
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  1 MS. TIKHOMIROVA:  Morning.

  2 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  And if you would please sta te 

  3 your name for the record.

  4 MS. TIKHOMIROVA:  Olga Tikhomirova, seat of Sout h 

  5 Lake Tahoe, Director of Finance.

  6 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Okay.

  7 MS. HALSEY:  Third time is a charm.  

  8 Please raise your hands for the swearing in.  

  9 Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimo ny 

 10 which you're about to give is true and correct b ased on 

 11 your personal knowledge, information, or belief?   

 12 THE WITNESSES:  (In unison) Yes.

 13 MS. HALSEY:  Thank you.  Please be seated.  And 

 14 parties and witnesses for item four, please turn  off 

 15 your video and mute your microphones.  Item two is 

 16 reserved for appeals of executive director decis ions, 

 17 and there are no appeals to consider for this he aring.  

 18 Next is item three, Commission Counsel Mariko 

 19 Kotani will please turn on her video and unmute her 

 20 microphone and present her proposed decision on test 

 21 claim on juveniles custodial interrogation.  

 22 Department of Finance -- sorry -- contacted the 

 23 commission and let us know that they will not ha ve the 

 24 opportunity to attend this hearing today.

 25 MS. KOTANI:  Good morning.  
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  1 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Good morning, Ms. Kotani.  

  2 Thanks for being here.

  3 MS. KOTANI:  Thank you very much.  Good morning.   

  4 This test claim was filed by the County of Los 

  5 Angeles on Welfare and Institutions Code Section  625.6 

  6 as amended by the test claim statute.  

  7 Prior to that statute, existing law required law  

  8 enforcement to provide a minor with legal counse l upon 

  9 the minor's affirmative request.  Existing law a lso 

 10 required counties and cities to ensure that yout h ages 

 11 15 and younger consult with legal counsel prior to 

 12 custodial interrogation and before the waiver of  any 

 13 rights.  

 14 The test claim statute extended that requirement  to 

 15 youth ages 16 5and 17.  Staff finds that the tes t claim 

 16 statute imposes a reimbursable state negative pr ogram 

 17 on counties and cities to ensure that youth ages  16 and 

 18 17 who did not affirmative request an attorney c onsult 

 19 with legal counsel prior to custodial interrogat ion and 

 20 before the waiver of any Miranda Rights -- 

 21 (Reporter interruption necessary.)

 22 (Record read.)

 23 MS. KOTANI:  Got that.  Thank you very much.

 24 And before the waiver of any Miranda Rights.  In  

 25 instances where the youth does not have a privat e 
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  1 attorney, this includes providing legal counsel to 

  2 consult with the youth in person, by telephone, or by 

  3 videoconference.  

  4 Accordingly, staff recommends that the commissio n 

  5 adopt the proposed decision to approve this test  claim 

  6 and authorize staff to make any technical 

  7 nonsubstantive changes following the hearing.  

  8 Thank you.  And apologies to the court reporter.

  9 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you very much, 

 10 Ms. Kotani.

 11 Mr. -- is it Briscoe?  Are you the court reporte r?  

 12 Are you okay to proceed?

 13 (Whereupon a discussion was held off the record 

 14 between the reporter and hearing participants re garding 

 15 rate of speech.)

 16 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Now, if the parties and 

 17 witnesses could please state their names for the  

 18 record.  So we have Mr. Lemus, Ms. Gonzalez, 

 19 Ms. Mercurio [sic] and Mr. Osaki -- I'm so sorry  -- is 

 20 it Osaki?  Please correct me -- for the County o f Los 

 21 Angeles, would you like to begin?  We want to go  in 

 22 that order.

 23 MR. LEMUS:  Okay.  Yeah, this is -- my name is 

 24 Fernando Lemus.  I am with the County of Los Ang eles 

 25 Department of the Auditor-Controller.  I am the 
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  1 claimant rep for the county.  And I'm here to st ate 

  2 that we -- the county agrees with the proposed 

  3 decision.  I believe we have one minor point of just 

  4 clarification, but I'll turn that over to the fo lks 

  5 that accompany me.  

  6 So I'll turn it over right now to Ms. Gonzalez s o 

  7 she can introduce herself.  

  8 Lucia?

  9 MS. GONZALEZ:  Yes, Lucia Gonzalez again with th e 

 10 Office of County Counsel and advice counsel to t he 

 11 auditor-controller.  I will not have any stateme nts 

 12 today.  I'm available for any questions that the  

 13 commission may have, but at this time, I will tu rn it 

 14 over to our colleagues at the public defender's office.

 15 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you.  Is that 

 16 Mr. Mercurio and Mr. Osaki?

 17 MR. MERCURIO:  Yes, good morning.  My name is Ch ris 

 18 Mercurio.  I'm a head deputy with the LA County Public 

 19 Defender's Office, and I've supervised the juven ile 

 20 Miranda program where we provide consultations t o 

 21 youth.

 22 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  All right.  Thank you.  Any  

 23 comments you'd like to -- 

 24 MR. MERCURIO:  Well, I -- we agree with the 

 25 decision.  There is a minor point of clarificati on, 
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  1 which Mr. Osaki, my colleague, will address.

  2 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Great.  Thank you, 

  3 Mr. Mercurio.

  4 Mr. Osaki, please.

  5 MR. OSAKI:  Yes.  My name is Craig Osaki.  I'm a lso 

  6 with the LA County Public Defender's Office.  An d we 

  7 also -- also we agree with the proposed decision  in 

  8 that the test claim statute creates a new state 

  9 mandated program.  

 10 But we do wish to clarify one point.  The public  

 11 defender's office is appointed on the case at th e 

 12 arraignment when the minor is officially charged  with 

 13 the crime, and that is when our obligation to de fend 

 14 begins.  During the period of time when a minor is 

 15 being interrogated, that is all being done prior  to the 

 16 arraignment.  

 17 So this test claim statute requires law enforcem ent 

 18 agencies to contact PD's office, our office, if they 

 19 decide to conduct an interrogation.  So the coun ty is 

 20 now required to act prior to the appointment at the 

 21 arraignment, and this far exceeds what is requir ed by 

 22 the constitution and the law.  

 23 So the previous law just simply required just th e 

 24 notification by the case officer of their right to 

 25 counsel.  And now the law requires consultation prior 
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  1 to the interrogation.  So we are obligated to pr ovide 

  2 this consultation whether or not the minor 

  3 affirmatively asks for an attorney or not.  

  4 So that's the only little clarification that we 

  5 wish to make, because in the commission-proposed  

  6 decision, the test claim statute, there's a -- v arious 

  7 passages where the decision states that the stat utes 

  8 are only new with respect to 16- and 17-year-old s who 

  9 do not affirmatively request counsel.  

 10 And it's just important to note that this law is  

 11 not contingent on whether or not they affirmativ ely 

 12 request counsel.  Once the police officer decide s that 

 13 they want to conduct an interrogation, that deci sion 

 14 triggers a new obligation to contact us, and we now 

 15 have to respond at that point in time.  

 16 Whether or not the minor affirmatively requests 

 17 counsel or not, once the police wants to interro gate 

 18 the minor, that is when they are required to con tact 

 19 us.  So that's the minor point that we wish to m ake.  

 20 And thank you for your time.  If you have any 

 21 questions, please do not hesitate to ask.

 22 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you very much, 

 23 Mr. Osaki.

 24 Ms. Kotani, would you like to respond to 

 25 Mr. Osaki's point?
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  1 MS. KOTANI:  Yes, thank you very much.  So I 

  2 completely agree that SB 203 doesn't condition i ts 

  3 requirement on the minor's affirmative request o r lack 

  4 thereof.  That language is there just because la w 

  5 enforcement is already required, as you know, un der the 

  6 Fifth Amendment and Miranda to -- if someone, a 

  7 defendant -- not a defendant, but if a minor or any 

  8 other person undergoing police interrogation inv okes 

  9 their right to an attorney, my understanding is that 

 10 the government has to provide that attorney for them.  

 11 So that's what the carve out is for, for existin g 

 12 law, not for any language in the statute itself.

 13 MR. OSAKI:  And actually I wish to clarify that 

 14 point as well.  So basically what it is is that if 

 15 the -- the Miranda requirements requires the pea ce 

 16 officer to notify -- right? -- to advise the ind ividual 

 17 of their rights.  If that individual invokes the ir 

 18 right to counsel, then obviously, one will be pr ovided, 

 19 but one will be provided at the arraignment.  

 20 And so what happens is that the interrogation 

 21 ceases.  It is not the obligation of the peace o fficer 

 22 to go seeking counsel for the individual at that  point 

 23 in time, because the law enforcement agency does  not 

 24 have the power to appoint counsel.  The appointm ent of 

 25 counsel occurs at the arraignment later on if th ere are 
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  1 charges brought forth.  I wished to clarify that  point.

  2 MS. KOTANI:  No, that makes sense.  I think the 

  3 only thing I would say in response to that is fo r SB 

  4 203, it also doesn't specify -- I mean, for SB 2 03, I 

  5 suppose that a law enforcement officer could com ply 

  6 with it by simply, as you said, ceasing the 

  7 interrogation until -- it just prohibits them fr om 

  8 having that custodial interrogation or proceedin g 

  9 onwards without that minor also receiving legal 

 10 consultation.  

 11 So I'm not seeing, I guess, how that would be no t 

 12 overlapping with that existing Fifth Amendment r ight to 

 13 provided counsel.

 14 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  You want to respond to that , 

 15 Mr. Osaki?

 16 MR. OSAKI:  Well, you know, sorry.  I -- basical ly 

 17 what it is is that the law enforcement agency, y ou 

 18 know, under the prior law was not required to lo cate 

 19 counsel or find counsel for a minor who requests  one.  

 20 Basically, what had happened was is that -- beca use, 

 21 you know, if the peace officer wanted to interro gate, 

 22 they just simply had to notify minor of their ri ghts.

 23 If a minor invoked, then the interrogation stops , 

 24 law enforcement ceases the interrogation, and th en, you 

 25 know, all attempts at interrogation ceases at th at 
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  1 point in time.  So that's just generally what ha ppens.  

  2 So there is no prior requirement of law enforcem ent to 

  3 do anything.  

  4 And what this law does is now require law 

  5 enforcement to actively contact our office for 

  6 consultation purposes prior to that interrogatio n.  So 

  7 that's what this law did.  So there was no overl ap 

  8 before, because there was no obligation of law 

  9 enforcement to have to do anything more.

 10 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Ms. Shelton, do you want to  -- 

 11 MS. SHELTON:  Just to clarify the positions as I  

 12 hear Mr. Osaki explain how the program works.  S o the 

 13 way the proposed decision is written, it's that there 

 14 is no new activity when the juvenile offender 

 15 affirmatively requests their right to counsel at  that 

 16 point.  

 17 And the way Mr. Osaki is saying is that under th e 

 18 statute, the test claim statute, there is still,  

 19 regardless of whether the juvenile requests an 

 20 attorney, there is still a new duty to contact t he 

 21 public defender's office or to contact an attorn ey, I 

 22 guess, right?

 23 MR. OSAKI:  That's correct.

 24 MS. SHELTON:  To provide that consultation.  If the 

 25 commission wants to go and interprets the statut e 
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  1 similarly to Mr. Osaki, we would need to take it  back 

  2 and clarify that issue.  I don't want to do that  on the 

  3 fly right here.  But he's suggesting that that c arve 

  4 out be eliminated.

  5 MR. OSAKI:  That's correct.  Thank you very much .

  6 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  So maybe to summarize, I 

  7 think, let's go to questions from the board, but  it 

  8 sounds like this is something that after this me eting, 

  9 Ms. Shelton and Ms. Kotani, you can talk to Mr. Osaki, 

 10 because it sounds like a minor technical fix tha t you 

 11 can do between you.  

 12 Am I understanding that correctly?  I don't want  to 

 13 oversimplify it, but it sounds like -- if there' s a 

 14 motion to adopt the staff recommendation, that a ctually 

 15 works, and then after this meeting, you'll conti nue to 

 16 talk to Mr. Osaki about this point?  No?

 17 MS. SHELTON:  No, it would be something that nee ds 

 18 to be decided at the test claim phase, because h ere, 

 19 we're defining what is new and what's the --

 20 (Simultaneous speaking.)

 21 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  So it's not something to be  

 22 decided now.

 23 MS. SHELTON:  It's not something that we can 

 24 correct later.  It has to be done before the dec ision 

 25 is adopted.
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  1 MS. HALSEY:  It would require further legal 

  2 analysis and us taking it back, actually, to ana lyze.  

  3 This is the first time this argument has been 

  4 specifically raised in this matter, so we have n ot done 

  5 that analysis.  

  6 MS. SHELTON:  I should also clarify as Heather i s 

  7 indicating that there were no comments filed on the 

  8 draft decision at all, so there were no changes between 

  9 the draft and what you have here today.

 10 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Got it.  Okay.

 11 MS. HALSEY:  So normally, that would be raised i n 

 12 the draft, and then we would have the opportunit y to 

 13 address it before it came to the commission.

 14 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  So there's been no opportun ity 

 15 to address this.  We won't make any assumptions about 

 16 whether or not it can be addressed, because it r equires 

 17 further legal analysis, correct?  Got it.  Thank  you.  

 18 Mr. Adams?  

 19 MEMBER ADAMS:  Thank you, Madam Chair.

 20 First, I was going to ask the claimant if they h ad 

 21 any language they wanted added to the decision b efore 

 22 we adopted it, but I appreciate that Camille has  said 

 23 that they do not want to do this on the fly.  If  I'm 

 24 understanding this right, previous law, the publ ic 

 25 defender's office clicked in when the court assi gned 
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  1 them, that now law enforcement can get them in p rior to 

  2 that.  

  3 So it seems to me that if the city is wanting --  or 

  4 the county is wanting language changed, I'm cert ainly 

  5 supportive of postponing this and bringing it ba ck.  

  6 Thank you.

  7 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Well, I think there's -- oh , 

  8 yes, please, Ms. Olsen.

  9 MEMBER OLSEN:  I would like the county to let us  

 10 know why they didn't have comments about this pr ior to 

 11 this hearing.  My sense is that they're given ti me to 

 12 do that.  I don't -- I'm not saying that we shou ld 

 13 necessarily move forward with adopting the decis ion, 

 14 but I'm just concerned about the process here.

 15 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  I actually appreciate that 

 16 question.  As am I.  Does the county want to res pond to 

 17 that?  Why wasn't this -- I mean, this has been 

 18 obviously ongoing.  If you could respond to Ms. Olsen's 

 19 question, please, Mr. Osaki.

 20 MR. OSAKI:  From -- from my perspective, I just 

 21 thought that we -- we had addressed it already i n test 

 22 claim, you know, this particular point.  So I --  I did 

 23 not know we had to address it again, so -- but a gain, 

 24 I'm coming at this from the criminal defense poi nt of 

 25 view.  
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  1 I'm not -- so I -- you know, from my point of vi ew, 

  2 I thought we -- it was -- it had already been ad dressed 

  3 at the -- when we initiated the test claim.

  4 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  But I mean -- oh, sorry, 

  5 Ms. Olsen.  Please.

  6 MEMBER OLSEN:  So then if that's the case, then I 

  7 have a question for staff.

  8 MS. HALSEY:  I would like to clarify something.  

  9 Mr. Osaki is not the claimant.  He is a witness for the 

 10 claimant.  So he would not be the person that fi les the 

 11 comments.  So it would be the person, right?  I mean, 

 12 maybe he would be working with the person that f iles 

 13 the comments, because he's obviously the program  

 14 expert.  

 15 But it's the claimant that would normally file t he 

 16 comments, and the person that filed the claim wo uld be 

 17 in charge of organizing those comments.  And the  

 18 process goes that we receive a claim, we analyze  it, we 

 19 issue it for comment.  This is all set in statut e.  And 

 20 there's a period for all the parties to comment and 

 21 raise any issues that they thought were not addr essed 

 22 correctly or completely or any new issues.  

 23 And at that time, then we take it back and revie w 

 24 those comments and analyze them and prepare a pr oposed 

 25 decision for the commission hearing.  But in thi s case, 
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  1 nobody, not from finance and not from the claima nt, 

  2 filed comments on this matter.  And so this is t he 

  3 first time we're getting comments.

  4 MS. SHELTON:  And I will clarify that the test 

  5 claim was seeking reimbursement for all -- for 

  6 juveniles even under the age of 15.  It was not 

  7 entirely -- you know, even though -- they never pleaded 

  8 and they never filed a test claim on the 2017 st atute.  

  9 The statute that they pled was only the 2020 sta tute.  

 10 So there was -- you can't just accept the test 

 11 claim as stated, because they're trying to get 

 12 reimbursed for everything, and our job is to det ermine 

 13 what prior law requires versus what the test cla im 

 14 statute now requires.  

 15 So yes, if that point needed clarification, it w as 

 16 certainly a time to provide that clarification a fter 

 17 the draft was issued, which it was issued in Sep tember, 

 18 September 13.  So we've had over a month and a h alf of 

 19 time.  

 20 They have three weeks to file comments on a draf t 

 21 and have opportunities to ask for extensions of time if 

 22 necessary and stated for good cause.

 23 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Okay.  So Ms. Olsen, do you  

 24 want to follow up with that?  

 25 MEMBER OLSEN:  I do.  I do.
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  1 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Thank you.

  2 MEMBER OLSEN:  Ms. Shelton, so does that mean th at 

  3 if we were to take a decision -- make a decision  to 

  4 adopt the recommendation today -- I'm not saying  that 

  5 that's what I want to do.  I'm just trying to ge t some 

  6 clarification here -- that that would in essence  have 

  7 standing because the claimants did not file comm ents on 

  8 it, or is it the case that we really shouldn't d o that 

  9 because this issue is raised anew and needs to b e 

 10 evaluated?  

 11 MS. SHELTON:  If this case -- your decision is a  

 12 question -- this decision is a question of law.  If 

 13 there were litigation filed on this decision, a court 

 14 would be reviewing that under the de novo standa rd.  So 

 15 you'd need to get -- we obviously want to get th e issue 

 16 correct as a matter of law.  It really shouldn't , you 

 17 know, depend on when comments are filed.  What w e're 

 18 saying is we were not made aware of this.

 19 MS. HALSEY:  Right.  When comments are not made 

 20 until now, it requires us to take it back and re analyze 

 21 it and bring it back to a future hearing, becaus e we 

 22 have not had the opportunity to do that yet.

 23 MEMBER OLSEN:  So do we need a motion for that 

 24 or --

 25 (Simultaneous speaking.)
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  1 MEMBER OLSEN:  Have the staff take it back and l ook 

  2 at it again, given the complications.

  3 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  All right.  So we have a 

  4 motion.  I'm going -- Mr. Adams has another -- w e have 

  5 a second.  Any other public comment before I com ment?  

  6 I don't -- so I -- no?  No other public comment?   

  7 So I'm a little bit -- you know, I understand th at 

  8 the County of Los Angeles, I don't think has bee n 

  9 specific as to why this wasn't -- wasn't brought  

 10 sooner.  I do think that the way that this board  works, 

 11 it is really important that we follow this proce ss.  

 12 And I understand, Mr. Osaki, you're not the 

 13 claimant, but I'd like to just ask then the clai mant, 

 14 you know, to the extent that this was an issue 

 15 previously, I'd like to understand why it wasn't  

 16 brought sooner in terms of the comment that we c ould 

 17 have addressed before today.  

 18 So I don't know if Mr. Lemus or Mr. Gonzalez or 

 19 someone else wants to address that.  I'm a littl e bit 

 20 confused about how are we -- just about the proc ess on 

 21 this and why it's so important to have a really strong 

 22 process.

 23 MS. GONZALEZ:  Yes.  Thank you, Ms. Miller.  Yes .  

 24 At the onset of this roll call, both Mr. Lemus a nd I 

 25 indicated that we were in agreement with the 
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  1 commission's statement.  We accepted the commiss ion's 

  2 decision.  Prior to this meeting, I did receive a 

  3 communication from Mr. Osaki where he wanted to 

  4 highlight what he thought was an -- he wanted to  make a 

  5 clarification with regards to a statement that w as on 

  6 page 15 of the proposed decision and was going t o 

  7 indicate on the record the clarification that he  

  8 believed needed to be made.  

  9 And so that was my understanding prior to having  

 10 this hearing today.  In the course of his testim ony, it 

 11 has become apparent that there are some issues t hat 

 12 were raised that, you are correct, were not prev iously 

 13 raised during the comment period.  And we comple tely 

 14 understand the importance of procedure.  There's  a 

 15 reason why the regulations exist and why filing periods 

 16 exist, and we as a claimant completely understan d that.  

 17 But it does appear that based on Mr. Osaki's 

 18 statements that there are some issues that were raised 

 19 today that were not raised previously.

 20 MS. SHELTON:  Can I get clarification on somethi ng?  

 21 When you say page 15, do you mean .pdf page 15 o r hard 

 22 page 15?  The concern?

 23 MR. OSAKI:  No, it's -- the point I made, it kin d 

 24 of was raised a couple times, but I just saw it really 

 25 quick here on page 15 of the decision itself.
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  1 MS. SHELTON:  So the clarification I have, the 

  2 question, just to be -- so that I'm really 

  3 understanding your point, is that if I go to har d page 

  4 15, the first bullet of the mandated activity sa ys to 

  5 ensure that youth ages 16 and 17 who do not 

  6 affirmatively request an attorney consult with l egal 

  7 counsel prior to custodial interrogation and bef ore the 

  8 waiver of any Miranda rights.  

  9 And your position is to take -- to remove the 

 10 language that says you do not affirmatively requ est an 

 11 attorney?  

 12 MR. OSAKI:  That's correct.  That's correct. 

 13 MS. SHELTON:  Thank you.  

 14 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Okay.  Well, we have a moti on 

 15 and second.  I will say I'm little bit torn on t his 

 16 one, because the county supports.  I think, obvi ously, 

 17 you know, there is another opportunity, so I'm d ebating 

 18 whether or not to have a substitute motion just where 

 19 we would support staff recommendation and then c ontinue 

 20 the discussion as it moves along.  

 21 Mr. Adams, I just -- I'm concerned about the 

 22 process here just because it will complicate if we set 

 23 a precedent like this.  But I'd love your though ts on 

 24 that, Mr. Adams.

 25 MEMBER ADAMS:  I understand that.  And I guess a t 
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  1 this point in time, I'm going to ask if the staf f has a 

  2 recommendation of what they would like to do.

  3 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Yes.  Thank you.  I appreci ate 

  4 that.  

  5 Ms. Shelton?  Ms. Halsey?

  6 MS. HALSEY:  Well, I think this really comes dow n 

  7 to what the commission thinks is right to do.  P art of 

  8 the process is the hearing and the testimony at the 

  9 hearing.  And so you -- there could have been ne w 

 10 things that came up at the hearing, even if comm ents 

 11 were filed, possibly, that you would want addres sed.  I 

 12 can argue it both ways, honestly.  

 13 But it is something that we really do need.  It is 

 14 important that people review the drafts and subm it 

 15 comments timely.  But it's also important that w e have 

 16 a thorough hearing of the issues, so --

 17 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Ms. Shelton, do you have 

 18 anything you want to add to Mr. Adams' and my qu estion 

 19 about -- 

 20 MS. SHELTON:  Only that the issue that is being 

 21 raised is a legal issue.  So, you know, I can't -- it's 

 22 not something that if -- you know, without us ta king it 

 23 back and looking at it, I can't say one way or t he 

 24 other right now whether the county's position is  

 25 legally correct or not.  And then if you adopt 
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  1 something today, I can't go -- I can't change it .  So 

  2 if you adopt it -- 

  3 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Okay.  That's really helpfu l.  

  4 So I think I'm then willing to support the motio n that 

  5 the direction is to staff to take it back and re view 

  6 the points with Mr. Osaki.  But I'd like to do i t with 

  7 sort of an admonition to folks that the reason t his 

  8 process works is because of how complicated thes e 

  9 issues are and having -- really adhering to the comment 

 10 process, I think is really important, just becau se we 

 11 never want to do legal analysis on the fly.  

 12 And I think it is really important, and obviousl y, 

 13 the county knows that, and I do appreciate, 

 14 Ms. Gonzalez, your comments here as well.  Those  were 

 15 really helpful and clarifying.

 16 So anyone else?  Any other further public commen t?  

 17 It was moved by Ms. Olsen, seconded by Mr. Adams  that 

 18 we send this back to staff for review to conside r at a 

 19 later date.  Did I -- anything else?  

 20 With that, just making sure, Ms. Palchik, 

 21 nothing -- you don't see anyone, correct?  

 22 MS. PALCHIK:  I see nothing, Madam Chair.

 23 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Great.  And with that, 

 24 Ms. Halsey, will you call the roll, please, on t he 

 25 motion to send back to staff.
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  1 MS. HALSEY:  Mr. Adams.

  2 MEMBER ADAMS:  Aye.

  3 MS. HALSEY:  Ms. Miller.

  4 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Aye.

  5 MS. HALSEY:  Mr. Morgan.

  6 MEMBER MORGAN:  Aye.

  7 MS. HALSEY:  Ms. Nash.

  8 MEMBER NASH:  Aye.

  9 MS. HALSEY:  Ms. Olsen.

 10 MEMBER OLSEN:  Aye.

 11 MS. HALSEY:  Mr. Silva.  

 12 MEMBER SILVA:  Aye.

 13 MS. HALSEY:  Mr. Walker.

 14 MEMBER WALKER:  Aye.

 15 CHAIRPERSON MILLER:  Great.  So the motion is 

 16 carried to send this issue back to staff for 

 17 consideration.  

 18 We will now move on to item four, please, 

 19 Ms. Halsey.

 20 MS. HALSEY:  Sure.  Will the presenters for item  

 21 three please turn off their videos and mute thei r 

 22 microphones?  Up next is item four, senior commi ssion 

 23 counsel Elizabeth McGinnis will please turn on h er 

 24 video and unmute her microphone and present a pr oposed 

 25 decision on an incorrect reduction claim on inte ragency 
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Juvenile FAQs

What happens when someone under the age of 18 is charged with
a crime?
A youth who is charged with committing a crime, with habitual truancy, or with incorrigibility
(repeated disruptive behavior, such as running away from home), comes under the jurisdiction of the
juvenile delinquency court.  After a youth is arrested, the police may release the youth to a parent and
issue a citation to return to court at a future date, or the police may transport the youth to juvenile hall.
The police then submit a report of the incident to the District Attorney’s Office or the Probation
Department for informal diversion depending on the crime. If the District Attorney’s Office decides to
charge the youth with a crime, then a delinquency petition is filed, and the matter is set for
arraignment in juvenile court.

At the arraignment, an attorney is appointed to represent the youth. The court will order the probation
department to prepare a report which details the youth’s alleged crime, the youth’s history at home
and at school, and makes a recommendation on what level of supervision the court should impose. 
The court will set the next court date, a pretrial or pre plea hearing. If the matter is not resolved at the
next court date, the case is set for adjudication–a trial by the bench officer.  There are no jury trials in
juvenile court.

If the charges are admitted or found true at adjudication, a disposition hearing is held. At the
disposition hearing, the court decides what level of supervision to impose.  The court could order that
the youth be supervised informally, be returned home on probation, be sent to a group home, be sent
to a county-run juvenile camp for a commitment of less than a year, or in extreme cases, be sent to
the Department of Juvenile Justice for a commitment that can last until age 25.

Throughout the proceedings, a youth is represented by a lawyer appointed by the court. This lawyer is
usually a public defender. As in adult criminal court, if there is a conflict of interest between the youth
and some other youth or adult which makes it improper for the Public Defender to represent the youth,
the court will appoint other counsel.  If the youth is represented by a Deputy Public Defender, that
attorney will have the benefit of the input of resource attorneys and psychiatric social workers
employed by the Public Defender to assist the attorney in presenting treatment plans to the court.

How can I get my child out of juvenile hall?
There is no bail system for juveniles.  If your child has been taken into custody, the first opportunity for
them to be released is the detention hearing, which must take place the 2nd or 3rd business day after
their arrest, depending on the charge and the time of arrest.  The court will keep a youth in custody if it
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finds that the youth is a danger to themselves or to others, based on the charge and any additional
information presented at the hearing.  The Public Defender will advocate for your child to be released.

The court will want to know how your child is doing at home and at school.  If they are not a problem
at home or at school, the court may be more inclined to release them.  Documents such as report
cards, or pay stubs if the youth is working, can help show that they are generally responsible, and the
crime charged is out of character for them.

If your child is struggling with drug abuse, school, or mental health problems, it is important to let your
child’s attorney know, and show them any records you have related to these issues.  The Public
Defender can assist with referrals to community resources to help your child.  If we can set up services
early in the case, then the court may feel there is less need to keep your child in juvenile hall, or less
need to formally supervise your child as a ward of the court.

What happens at a transfer hearing?

If the case involves a felony committed after age 16, the district attorney may petition the juvenile
court to transfer a youth’s case to adult criminal court.  This would typically only happen if the crime
involves extreme violence or if the youth is already close to the age limit for juvenile court (21, 23, or 25,
depending on the offense).  The district attorney has the burden of showing that there is not enough
time left to rehabilitate the youth in juvenile court.

If the youth is represented by the Public Defender, a psychiatric social worker, resource attorney, and
paralegal may be assigned to work on the case.  For the transfer hearing, it is extremely important to
have a complete history of the youth’s family life, education, mental health history, and prior juvenile
dependency and delinquency court involvement.  In making the determination of whether a youth
should be transferred, the bench officer will take into consideration five criteria: (1) the degree of
criminal sophistication exhibited by the youth, (2) whether the youth can be rehabilitated prior to the
expiration of the juvenile court’s jurisdiction, (3) the youth’s previous delinquent history, (4) the
success of previous attempts by the juvenile court to rehabilitate the youth, and (5) the
circumstances and gravity of the offense alleged in the petition to have been committed by the
youth.  (Welfare and Institutions Code § 707)

How do I seal my juvenile record?
If you complete informal diversion successfully with the Probation Department, then no case is ever
filed, and the Probation Department will seal its records and notify the police agency that arrested you
to seal their records.  (Welfare and Institutions Code § 786.5)  If a case is filed, but the charge is
dismissed, then the court automatically seals your record.  (Welfare and Institutions Code § 786)  If
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your charge is found true, but it is not a serious offense listed in Welfare and Institutions Code § 707(b),
then if the court finds you have attained satisfactory completion of probation, the court automatically
seals your record.  (Welfare and Institutions Code § 786)  If your charge is found true and it is a serious
offense listed in Welfare and Institutions Code §707(b) that was committed after you turned 14, or if
the court terminated your probation even though you did not attain satisfactory completion of
probation, then you have to return at a later time to show that you have been rehabilitated and ask
the court to seal your record.  (Welfare and Institutions Code § 781)  You initiate that process by
submitting a sealing application at the Probation Department office in your juvenile court.

Once your record has been sealed, your charge is treated as if it never happened.  Generally, when
you apply for jobs, employers may not ask you about your juvenile court history, whether it is sealed or
not.  (Labor Code § 432.7)  Juvenile adjudications do not count as convictions.  (Welfare and
Institutions Code § 203)   If a job application asks if you have ever been convicted of a crime, you may
truthfully answer “no” if you have sustained juvenile charges, but no convictions in adult criminal
court.  Likewise, most college applications do not ask about juvenile case history, only criminal court
convictions, or school disciplinary history (suspensions and expulsions).  If you are seeking a position
in law enforcement or the military, be aware that those entities may always ask about your juvenile
case history, even if it has been sealed.  If that is your goal, you should notify your attorney, because
some juvenile charges can make it illegal for you to possess a firearm, which would also interfere with
that goal.

How do I apply for emancipation?
Emancipation: A person under 18 years is an emancipated youth if any of the following conditions is
satisfied:

1. The person has entered into a valid marriage, whether or not the marriage has been dissolved.
2. The person is on active duty with the armed forces of the United States.
3. The person has received a declaration of emancipation pursuant to Family Code section 7122.

A youth may petition the court of the county in which the youth resides for a declaration of
emancipation if the youth (1) is at least 14 years of age, (2) willingly lives apart from their parents or
guardian with their consent or acquiescence, and (3) is managing their own financial affairs, (4) with
a source of income that is not derived from any criminal activity. (Family Code § 7120)  An
emancipated minor shall be considered an adult for many purposes, such as signing contracts, giving
medical consent, and enrolling in school. (Family Code § 7050)  The California Courts website has a
How-to Guide for emancipation.

http://file.lacounty.gov/SDSInter/probation/1031942_JuvenileCourt-ApplicationtoSealRecords_Prob1641Rev11-17_.pdf
http://file.lacounty.gov/SDSInter/probation/1031942_JuvenileCourt-ApplicationtoSealRecords_Prob1641Rev11-17_.pdf
https://www.courts.ca.gov/1221.htm?rdeLocaleAttr=en
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